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I

•

~ was o~ September 4, r888, that I sailed from.o:BPm~.~y for

London 'with:othree letters of introcluc;~jqp,,th~.... m<?~t,"IW~C:ious
. being.for.theoG.O.M.oo£India;Dadabhai.Naoroji.,The writer was
•11aharashtrian•doctor, a friend of the family., The worthy doctor
told me the G.O.M. did not know him personally, in fact he·
had never even had the darshan of the G.O.M. "But," said the
doct!Or, "what does it ~atter 1 Everyone knows him and adores .
hhn as India's great son and champion. He has exiled himself
for us. !'claim to know him by his serviCe oflndia. You will see
that" my letter will serve you just· as well as if I had known him
personally. The fact is, you need no introduction to him. Your '~:
being an Indian is sufficient introduption. But you are a young.ster;://~
untravelled and timid. This letter will give you courage enough
to go to the G.O.M. and all will be smooth sailing for you."
And so it was. When I reached London, I seon.found,..that.Indian
stu~ents had fr~e access to the G.O.M. at all.hours oofthe day.
Indeed, he was in the place offather to every one of them, no
•matter to which province or religion they belonged. He was
there to advise and guide them in theM.- difficulties. I."ha-ve:,always ,
~een~.aohero-w?rshi~PY·o' ~d. so.P>adabhaLbec~nJ.<;:,re:Y..Pada_ to .
~e,.....'f:he•"'Felatlonslip took the deepest .reot,Jon.,South.,Afnca,
for·· he wa~ my constant-,adviser . and. iq.~pir~#9Jl;.,-,J:lardly,..oa.w:eek
passed ~:without~ aoo.letteF .,.from.- me. ~to..hil;ll ,_.describing ..,cl.~~--..CQnditior.• of Indians in South Africa. And, I well remember that
y.rhenever. there was a reply to be expected, it..came .without fail
fu ~s 9Wll handwriting, in .hjs . inimitably. siPiple.. style .. .I"ll<aey.er .
.~ecei¥e.~;;;~h4Y,Pe.d,~Je..tt~J,v.:{rg,m~:hlJU,·>"'A4d duriiig my visits to .
England from South Africa I found that he had for office a
garret perhaps eight feet by six feet. There was hardly room in it
for another chair. His desk, ,his chair, and the fue•of papers filled .
the room. I saw that .he wrote his letters in copying ink and
press-copied..them . . himself..
0
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· The story of a life so noble and yet so sjmplewneecij no ihtr~
duction from me or anybody else. May it- be an inspi11ttion to •
the reader even as Dadabhai living ,was. to me! •

•
October 19, 1938

M. K. GANDHI

•

• •

PREFACE"
•
to but few to live so full and complete a life as
that ofDadabhai Naoroji. In India longevity is rarely associated
with strenuous intellectual labour and political activity. Dadabhai1
..v-as a remarkab,e exception to the general rule:
. When .this. herald of self-government.foru,India.,~,W,.¥_.,2_orn in
B!2.~~:Y.•.in,~~.~,~!,. tb-~.jlld!!pendence of certain South American
.Staties had just been recognized, and the New World had_ been
c:illed into existence "to redress the balance of the Old." In
England it was the reign of King George IV; in Illdia, the East
lndjfl. Company, though still a trading corporation, held sway.
When the new-born babe was cutting his teeth, the Governor
of Bombay, Mountstuart Elphinstone, was speculating on the .
consequences of his educational policy, and the time when the
fitness of the people to govern themselves should lead to voluntary
or enforced transfer of power into their hands. When Dadabhai
was a lad of nine, learning the English alphabet, Macaulay
w~s writing his historic minutes ip favour of English education,
• minutes which were to determine the subsequent course oflndian
education and progress.
•
When, after the "1'4utiny," Indta was placed under the direct
government of the. Crown, Dadabhai was a young P!lrtner in the
first Indi<l!l commercial firm estabUshed in England, a philosopher-trader who startled his partners by his idealism in business,
a patriot who wa~ concerned more with the prestige and welfare
of his .copntry than with profits. When Gladstone_.opened,<his
Irish. campaignjn., the House. o(Com1ll9Jl~.•J:>,~4~lJ.h*-W~.ei.f.y,g...,his
Ipdian .c~~~ai~n ·,in-. England, · ed4cat~g ,..,the~.BritisQ.~._pp.,_their
rf~pons1bilit1es m. India and· demonstratmg to them ~y_r~Jentless
s~atistics and remorseless logic. h..ow.•J!).~9-J~~e.:ffig.~hl~5J.~,m,4~~
the~prev:ailing~~system.~,oL.administration,,...;w-hoo. Lord Ripon ·

l

T is

gi~en

l

.

\

Following Indian usage, the hero of this story will be called by his first name,
Dadabhai. Naoroji, the name by which he was called in England, was his father's name.
'l

•
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inaugurated the el"a of local self-government in Jndia• Dad!tbhai
had already made a nat;Ue for himself as
authority Oll Indian
economics and politics, engaged in a strenuou• struggle to secure •
for t~e sons of India an increasing share in the administration
of their own country. When Lord Curzon attemJ!ted to.pl1t
back the clock and when New India was in open revolt against
the autocratic Viceroy, the hero of our story was past four
score years, still carrying on a country-wide pl~form campaigtt
in the United Kingdom, demanding redress of India's wrongs
and proclaiming self-government as the only remedy.
During the closing years of Queen Victoria's reign Dadabhai
·entered the House of Commons as a Gladstonian and an ardent
advocate ofHome Rule. In the House and on the public platform
he demanded that British rule in India should be dominateP. by
British principles. In the year I9II he had the happiness to welcome Queen Victoria's grandson-King George V-to the
shores of India. Three years later, when the Great War broke
out, he rp.ade a stirring appeal to the people, to stand by the side
of the British Empire. At the same time he impressed upon
British statesmen the wisdom of granting to India the same
rights of self-government within the Empire as had been G~n
ceded to the Dominions. He learnt from friends in England that.
epoch-making reforms, h~alding the dawn of self-government,
• were well on the way. He was not, however, destined to see the
fruition of his life-long dream; the end .came sooner than
expected, · seven weeks -~efore the historic declilration of
August 20, 1917.
The story of a life which thus spanned several memorable
epochs in the history of India and left its impress on the progress
of the people is, surely, worth telling. I could have wish~d that the
work had been undertaken by one who had breathed the ~arne
political air as he breathed and been associated with him, for at
least some years, in his manifold activities. In I9II.Iqf{ered to sit
at the feet ofDadabhai and to take notes for the future biographer.
A friend to whom I unburdened my mind said: "Gokhale intends
to write the biography and he has arranged to send his assistant

an

•
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to Hadabhai fQr notes and reminiscences." "Nothing better," I
·r~plied~ Gbkhale, .however,. predeceaseq. Q~4_~qhai__l:>,y,!}Yg_years
• without.having...~gun.-the,..w:.ork.
In these pages 'I have tried to give as faithful an acco;mt as
ros~ible of a simple but heroic life devoutly dedicated to the
service of humanity.Jt)s,ba,s~~-..m~mlY1 ~,Qg,P.&fiahh:J:i~.s,,.,private
· papers ...Unfortunately, a large collection of documents relating
.to his early ac'tivities was found to be worm-eaten and was
&strayed when his house was acquired, during his abs~nce in
Eng~nd, by the Bombay Improvement rrust. The story of that·
perj,)d had, therefore, to be founded on such data as ~ could get
fiom personal inquiries and various publications. The material .
for the remainder ofhis life, from 1876 onwards, was there, but
it h~d suffered from -the ravages of time and transport. Thetask
of examining; single-handed., during my leisure hours, all such
faded and crumbling papers seemed beyond me.' It was, however,
possible for me to pay undivided attention to the work during
the last. twelve months.
It seems to me that the delay in writing this biography is not
an unmixed evil. I often heard people speak derisively, during. ,
rr:c~nt years, of constitutional methods of agitation, the key-note .
• of. the policy of Congressmen of the past generation. I also
noticed that faith in· British justice.....-the rock on which that
policy was based-had been fadin~ The times were out of joint. •
. The Congress, during the last two decades·, was driven to pursue
the policy. of non-co-operation an~ civil disobedience. Who,
. in such times, would have heeded Dadabhai' s advice to hold fast
to constitutional methods or shared his faith and his hopes in
British character and British justice ?
During· the days of the civil disobedience campaign people
askea: "What would Dadabhai do, were he alive today?" The
remnants of the Old Congress gave one answer; New India gave
another. "When,J,JJ!J.et,rMahatma..Gandhi.on,po~l;"dJh.e.,§:.S.,Pilsna
i4, December. 193 r; ..,dur.ing~,his.~voy~ge-to,"J!g!ilbeY,:.~.~f~~-r the
Round Table. Conference, I referred the matter,to ...him""specifl~ally. .
.
/
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· "Don't you think," I asked, "Dadabhafs policy, ~hicli the.
present generation ridicttles as a mendicant policy, was the right •
one, considering the circumstances then prevatling r"
"Y~. "he replied .
Then, promptly anticipating my second question, •he adcied!
"And I believe that if he were alive to-day he would follow the
·
same policy that I have been pursuing for the last few years."
How far this belief was justified, how far f>adabhai' s OWlP
latter-day utterances, which have been unreservedly cited in this
book, lend support to it, may be left for the reader to judge...
Happily, there is now a truce betweeti Government and• the
Congress. After years of boycott of Councils, Congress ministries
are now in office in most provinces. Heretofore the history of
India has been the history of an alien bureaucracy out of tune with
the political pulsations of the people. Now commences the era of
national government. Several fundamental issues, however, still
remain to be settled. Moreover, many fear that the ship of
co-operation may founder on the rock of "Complete Independence." After all, it is a question of defmition and adjustment,
and Mahatma Gandhi may be trusted, if called upon, to cut the
Gordian knot. Such being the vista of possibilities opened oue 'by
the current policy of co-operation and constitutional progress, the •
• present app7ars_ to be an ~portune moment to make Dadabhai
live again and to recall and re•ivify his stirring words of reproof
as well.as of hope. The story of his untiring effort for peaceful
and orderly progress, hampqed at every stage by the bqreaucracy,
has for the British Government and nation, as well as for the
people of India, a lesson writ in tears and sorrows and suffering.
Several small sketches of Dadabhai' s career were written
during his lifetime. To these, and also to Messrs. Natesan &
Co.'s compilation of his speeches and writings, my acknowl~dg
ments are due. I am also indebted to Mr. C. F. Andrews,
Deewan Bahadur, K. M. Jhaveri, and Mr. S. T. Sheppard, who
have evinced k.en interest in the progress of this biography and
favoured me with valued suggestions. I had to approach numerous
persons in India, England, and America for information or advice.

•
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•To ail of. thetn, particularly to Sir Frank 13rown, Honorary
• Secretaty, East India Association, I am' grate,ful for willing
assistance. Finally,oJ,..tender ..my-.,thank:s,,to,,.Mah:J.tma:.Ji:J.nclhLfor
his .Eore:w'ord·.,.He~is;,-so,.toc-say; . . the.,apestelic~heir~,ap.d,su~cessor
·to .~h~,,p~a~e"occupiedJ>:y-~"J;)ada,bhai ..in~·the~heat:t,.,o£.ther:·P~o.ple
of..India. The Grand Old Man of India could not have wished .
tor
a more lion-hearted or a more noble-minded successor. No
:;.
.
~ne has contributed more than this. idol of the people towards
t.p.e fulf.tlment of Dadabhai's dream of Home Rule, and there
is n<me in India to-d~y so well qualified as he is to form an
a~cdrate estimate ofthe life and character of the great patriot.

.

R. P.M.
December 5, 1938
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CHAPTER I
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.

EARLY DAYS
.

~any years ago, there lay seven desolate. islets whe~e·

.
the c1ty of Bombay has now sprung t:tp, formmg the mam
gateway between the East· and the West. Here, scat.tered along
the• coast-line, were several fishing villages of the early settlers.
One of these, known as Mandvi, after the old mm1dovim or
custom house, ha~ since be~n transformed into a busy emporium.
Bhattias, Banias, Khojas, Bohras, and Memons, pillars ofindian
commerce, muster strong• in this labyrinth of store-houses and ·
slums, but the otherwise ubiquitous Parsi is rarely to be found.
It was not so a hundred years ago, when several Parsi families had
their homes in this locality.
One of those inhabitants. was <a poor priest, Naoroji Palanji
Dordi, who lived with his wife, Manekbai, in_a lowly house in
Kliadak. Great was the joy of this couple when, on September 4,
1825, a son.,was . . horn.to them, their first and.only... child. They
named him Dadabhai. What mad~ th~m select this Hindu name ~ •
Was it a mere accident, or was· it.because the fairy god-mother,
who visits the homes of Indian children on the Chhathi, or the
' sixth night after their birth,!' whisp~ed to the fond mother that
her son was·des~ed to.fill a large· space in·contemporary"'history
and· to.·become·the. Gtand .<) ld, Man-the Dada-of- Hindustan~
Be that as it may, Dadabhai carried his lofty destiny in :his
name. To love and serve Mother India; as none of her sons had
done before him, to get grey in that service and still to knock at
England's door for the redress of India's. wrongs, to teach his
countrymen to be (ree, and then in the twilight· of old age

•

1

It is· a popular belief among certain communities in India that this fairy visits the
home of every new-born babe .and inscribes its fortune in letters invisible on the piece
of paper provided for the purpose.
.

1
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\

to see them placed on the path of sclf-gofern!ilent-this
was the mission of his life; and he gloried in it as much as he •
rejoiced in the title "Dada" with which his ~untrymen loved
to honour him.

•

Is it vanity (he once asked) that I should take a great pleasure
in being hailed as the Grand Old Man of India 1 No, that title,which speaks volumes for the warm, grateftft, and generous.
hearts of my countrymen, is to me, whether I deserve it or no~,
the highest reward of my life.
Dadabhai's ancestors came from Navsari, a small town in•the
territory of the Gaekwar of Baroda, originally known as
Nagmandal, or snake-land. It is related that finding its climate as
salubrious as that of the ancient city Sari, in Iran, the early Parsi
settlers of the place called it Nao Sari, or "New Sari." What
Bombay owes to the enterprise of the Parsis in British India,
Navsari owes to the achievements of their co-religionists in the
Gaekwar' s dominions. It is the pride of this stronghold of Parsi
priesthood. and the religious centre of the Parsis of Western
India that it has produced some of the most famous dastt.Jrs
(prelates) and desais (headmen), who owned extensive territorl.es,
enjoyed great prerogatives, and rendered eminent services to ·
• society under successive r~rs, and that it has been the birth-place
of men like the first Sir Jamst!gee Jejeebhoy and Jamsetjee Tata,
who have shed lustre on the Indian people.
Many a resident of Navs•ri claims that the town is. the birthplace of Dadabhai also, but there is no warrant for it. His
ancestors were, no doubt, domiciled in Navsari. The branch
of the Dordi family, in which Dadabhai was born, owned an
estate in the Dharampore State, about twenty miles &om
Navsari. Here his grandfather, and his father, too, before he
settled in Bombay, carried on agricultural pursuits. The family
record, however, shows a long unbroken chain of priests tracing
their descent fr~m Zarthost Mobed, the oldest known ancestor,
who was the first Parsi priest to arrive in Navsari. In those days
a Parsi priest considered it a religious duty to have his son

EARLY

DAYS

•

2!

ad~tted to tha priesthood. Had Dadabhai's father lived Wltillie
1

a,ttained ilie age of lnitiation, he wouhl probably have insisted
be~rning a Mobed and ministering to the spiri.tual
needs of his community. It is interesting to speculate how .in that •
-ev~t he tnight have devoted himself to the religious interests
of the Parsi community with the zest of a reformer even more
·fervid than the spirit of patriotism which marked his advocacy
•of the secular• interests of his motherland. How vehemently
would . he have denounced religious tyrannies instead of the
economic disabilities and political injustice under which he found
his (;ountry groaning for'redress! A word from such a priest might
. have silenced the din of many. bitter controversies; the priesthood
might probably have been restored to its ancient dignity; and the
religious and social progress of the community greatly accelerated.
This, however, was not to be, unfortunately for the Parsi priesthopd, but fortunately for all the people of India, including the
Parsis. The regeneration of the country was of far greater moment
than the reformation of a particular creed. It was, therefore,
ordained that Dadabhai should make the first gap in the family
record of uninterrupted sacerdotal service, and become the high
p;iest of Indian Nationalism. Dadabhai, however, did go through
the Navar ceremony, qualifying him for priesthood, when he was
•
·
fourteen years of age.
Gujarat .js the "Garden of India" and Navsari··is the "Garden·
.•
· of-Gujarat" famous for its fragrant flowers and perfumes, "the
like of w~ich," says Abul Fazl, the Jllstorian, '.'is nowhere to be
found." Tradition relates that one of the ancestors of Dadabhai,
Chandji Kamdin, made the best perfumes of the- day. His fame
travelled from Navsari to Delhi and reached the ears of Nur
Jahan Begum. She desired to know the recipe and induced her
husband, the Emperor Jahangir, to send for Chandji with his
· perfumes. On receipt of the royal invitation Chandji left for
Delhi with jars of four select varieties of attar, which he laid at the
feet of the Emperor. In return, he was entertained in Delhi as a
royal guest and was granted a hundred bighas of land with the
title of Mulla Jamasp.

• on Dadabhai
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· "How far this tccount is correct," wrote Daria~ii in t'e~ly
to certain questions put 'o him by a journalist, in the year r881;,
"I am unable to say till I see all the documents ~nnected with the
matter. "
Thi; laconic reply was typical of the man. Never t't> acce~t ~
statement without verification, never to make a statement·
without being convinced of the truth of it, was the rule of
his life; and if he did say anything which was•not borne out•
by facts, even his bitterest critic refrained from questioning
his credentials.
It was left to Dr. Jivanji Modi to examine the documents oGlld
sift all the evidence. His erudite research has thrown much light
on the historic background on which the tradition rested. 1 In a
paper read before the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic
.Society, on March 22, 1920, he points out' that the royal order,
issued in the name of "Victorious Nur-ud-din Muhammad
Jahangir Badshah Gazi," announced the grant of land measuring
approximately a hundred bighas in the town of Navsari, exempt
from all taxes, "in aid of the livelihood of Mulla Jamasp and his
nephew Mulla Hoshang, two members of the Dordi family."
The firman, which is now in the possession of the Dordi family,
dated August 24, r6r8, records the facts that Mulla Jamasp and
Mulla Hoshang waited o~ the Emperor and presented to him
• "four goblets of oilfulel (prep.-ed fromjasmin)." "Chandji" was
one of the Hindu names then current among the Parsi community. While granting th)jirman, Jahangir substitute:d for that
name the Iranian name Jamasp.
According to the traditional account, the perfume was taken to
Delhi in response to the wishes of Nur Jahan, but it appears from
Jahangir' s autobiography that on the date of the royal decree the
Emperor was in Ahmedabad. There is no doubt, however, that
Mulla Jamasp did on one occasion visit the Mughal Court, for his
name is mentioned in the list, given in the Bombay Gazetteer, of

•

1 The author is indebted for further particulars concerning the history of the Dordi
family to Dr. Jahangir Behramji Dordi, F.R.c.s., who is now maintaining the traditions
of his illustrious house for social service and civic usefulness.
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the•Parsis Jh~ visited the Court of Akbar. 'Whether he we~t to
•
Ahmedabad with tlie offering; in response to an invitation, or
simply took the ipportunity of paying homage to the sovereign,
•
whose father's Court he had visited and whose hospitality.he had
•enioyed, ts a matter of surmise. In all other respects the family
.
tradition and history go together.
· Mulla Jama?f was a direct descendant of Zarthost Mobed, who
• settled in ,Navsari about the year 1201, and Dadabhai was ·the
:ninth in descent from Mulla Jamasp.1 llis parents lived in com~
parative poverty, but his ancestors appear to have seen better days.
The names of some of the Dardis figure with those of the elders
of the Parsi community in communal records, which show that
Dadabhai' s im'pulse for patriotic service had its roots in his
anc.estry. Mehemosji Dordi rose to the position of an akabar, or
leader, not only of the Parsi fraternity ofNavsari, but also of the
whole population of the place. Mehemosji' s eldest son, Bachaji,
was one of a mission of five famous· Parsis of the time, who
visited the Gaekwar's headquarters at Songadh in 1740, as a
result of which the· fire-temple of the Parsis was removed t_o
Udwada, where it remains to this day.
,
·Mehemosji's secoh.d s~m, Behramji, was at one time the richest
man in Navsari: He was, however, robbed during one of the raids
of the Pindaris, w}llch were com:rp.on.in those days, of all the bars •
of gold he had concealed in the~asement of his residence. He
died b!oken-hearted the same day. Another ancestor of the
family, Sorabji Burjorji, was welll:nown in Navsari as Hafiz,
the title ~onferred ·.on men versed in scriptural lore. This shows
that the· family' was renowned for learning also, while its con-·.
nexion with the celebrated Desai family of Navsari bespeaks its
·high social status.
A curious origin has been suggested of the family name Dordi.
One day soll).e Parsi priests of Navsari went to a dinner. An
ancestor of Dadabhai's family, Behramji Mehemosji, turned up·
rather late and tried to conceal hims~lf, or, accotding to another
· account, perambulated the place in search of a ~eat. One, of the
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company .thereupon. ejaculated, "Why are you twisting and
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• turning like a dordi (rope made of coir•) ~" Thereafter the name
stuck to the mal9 and his descendants. According to the local
•
account, rhis nickname was given to Behramji in the yea' 1764,
1m• the fainily records .show that he had been gathered to his
forefathers long before that date. There · is a confusion of
'names and date~ in the traditioJ.?.al account. Perhaps the name was
•given to some other headstrong member of the family for his
inflexibility of decision and tenacity of purpose, qualities which
the hero of our story inherited and displayed in, an eminent
.
degree.
"Maharaj," said Dadabhai once to Mulharrao Gaekwar when
pressed to do what he, as his Prime Minister, thought would
cause more harm than good, "my name is 'Dordi.' You know,
Your Highness, that you may bum a dordi, but can never take the
twist out of it. So is it with me. When once I form a decision,
nothing will dislodge me from it." . .
A striking illustration of such courage of conviction and
determination was his stupendous struggle to enter the House of
Cqmmons. It was the most romantic dream of his life; the·
chances for its fruition seemed extremely slender, but Dadabhai
carried on his election campaign for seven years, undeterred by
the coldness or antagomsm of friend ~r foe and undismayed by •
repeated reverses. After his first faiftlre to win the suffrages of the
electors of the Holbom division ofFinsbury, in.the...y"-~~!'..1~.8.6, he ·
nursed,the,Cen~!~):;~~SJ:,..~~!J~~~l'!l~·J.<l;..~~,J;'.~!~.ffiJ>Pite of
the_oppqsi~~oP.:.9f~:~4.<!~-;c;x~.,.c:ptiNe"'0f,ffi~;·~if!i.;~iJ?.~~~L~a~t:y.:,When
he appeared to be leading a forlorn hope, W. A. Chambers,
one of the British friends most keenly intereste'd in Dadabhai's
sucq:ss, called on him. This liberal-minded Englishman, who was
a member of a leading firm of civil engineers and architects
' ~ Bombay and was well knoWn for his active sympathy with
·India in her struggle for freedom, was also a voter in Central
Finsbury. In the course of their conversation 'toncerlling the
attit~de of the officials of the Liberal Party, Dadabhai warmed up
1

Tamil kayiru: from Kiiy:rru, to be twisted.
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and said: "They think they can keep down .the
ij.indu; but
I will teach them a lesson. I will stick to this constituency." He •
did, indeed, stick to it and conquered.
•
•
Thete are no nursery annals to entertain us with the details
of Dadabhai' s childhood. Whether he was an infant prodigf
maturing into brilliant boyhood, we have no evidence to show.
All that we know is that little Dady had the misfortune to lose.
his father when he was only four years old. "One of the first•
fancies which took possession of my mind as a little child," he
tells us, "was that, as my father was dead, the moon, like other
friends, was in sympathy with me. And whether I went to•the
front or back of the house, the moon always seemed to go with
me. I liked sympathy then, and like it now."
His gifted mother, however, supplied to a large extent the want
of a father's care and protection. It was in India an age of
ignorance and submerged womanhood, but her natural intelligence was remarkable. She was, as he used to recall in later days,
his constant companion, nurse, teacher, guardian-angel, all in
one, and continued to be the good genius of his life for over
fifty years. The shadow of adversity hung over the little hou~e
hold; nevertheless she sent him to school and toiled for his
maintenance. Thanks to her diligence and care, he escaped
• unscathed from the contau..inating influences of his environment.
In a brief account of his e;ttly life, which he contributed to
"The Days of My Youth" column ofT. P. O'Connor's journal
M.A.P., in the year 1904, ~observed:
'There is one who, if she comes last in this narrative, has ever
been fmt of all, my mother. Widowed when I, her only child,
·was an infant, she voluntarily remained a widow, wrapped up in
me, her everything in the world. She worked for her ~hild,
helped by a brother. Although illiterate, and although all love
for me, she was a wise mother. She kept a firm hand upon me.
She was the wise counsellor of the neighbourhood. She helped
me with a! her heart in my work for female education and
other social reforms against prejudices of the day. She made me
what I am.

.
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In· th!! same '-ccoUllt he gives us a few more glimpses of his
, childhood. That being the only chapt~ of autobiography left
by him, it seems 8est to draw on it freely to complete this narrative of those early days.
•

•

•

.

•

.

How things, little in themselves, lead to important results!
In the early twenties of the last, century there was formed at
Bombay a !tt:>ciety called the "Native Education Society," which
established a school in two branches, English and vernacular.
The Mehtaji (master) of my indigenous school did not know
very much about the experiment of the Native Education Society.
~ut it was enough for him that it was conducted under Government auspices. So he sent his son to the school and persuaded
my mother to send me also, and this was the foundation of my
.whole life's career. The education was then entirely free. Had
there been levied the fees of the present day, my mother would
not have been able to pay them. This incident made me an
·ardent advocate of free education and of the principle that every
child should have the opportunity of receiving all the education
it is capable of assimilating, whether it is born poor or with a
silver spoon in its .mouth.
Being quick at multiplication tables and .at mental arithmetic,
and being also little of size and fair of colour; I was a regular
"exhibition'boy" at my indigenous or native school. On special
occasions all the boys of the school u~edto be lined up in the open •
by the side of the road, and !here, ~urrounded by crowds of people,
I, along with other little boys, was smartly exercised in mental
gymn:l;stics amid the loud wawas ((4ties ~f bravo) of the admiring
·
·
audience. ·
Owing to the fairness ofmy complexion, and, I think I may
say, the prettiness of my little limbs, I was also always an object
of show at weddings, processions, etc.·, gener~lly appearing as
English general or admiral or in some gorgeous Indian Royal
or Court dress brocade. Fond parents and friends of the child thus
exhibited used to say ofhim: "Oh, he is my dear Jonglo (Englishman)!" Little did I dream then that I should spend much of my
manhood and older life in the country of the }onglos and don
their dress in reality. I was particularly reminded of these days
of processions and my childish joy in the· different dresses I wore,

an
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especially the E~glish Court dress, when, iq Coull: dr~, I fo:med
one of the deputatiott from the committee of the Imperial In- •
stitute, who received the late Queen Victoria.on the occasion of
th~ opening of that building. I well remember how the thought
passed through my mind: "Here I am, a real courtier-now!" • •
When I entered the school, there were two European mastersone for the literary, the other for the arithmetic, department.·
Some difference of opinion having arisen be~een them, they•
divided the school into two parts, each taking the whole education
of his own division. One of the two was a strict disciplinaria~,
the other anything but that. My lot fell with the latter. Practically
we were allowed to do as we liked, but I was not disposed to be
idle. I must be active in some way or the other. There was no
enforcement of lessons, so I looked about for an occupation.
I had a retentive memory and could repeat any story I heard both
in spirit and in letter, and I was full of stories. So most of my
school hours were passed in "spinning yams" to an admiring
circle of school-fellows. So lax was discipline that often we would
coolly march out of school and spend the whole day in games.
In this way something like a year of regular study was lost to me.
Yet I cannot say that even that truant year did not do me some
good. My story-telling powers and skill at games made m-e a
leader among the boys, and I acquired the self-confidence and
reliance which comes with such a position.
As a boy I took a grht interest in, and was considered pretty
smart at, Indian cricket (gi1'li-danda). In the pursuit of that active
and absorbing game we boys did not in the least seem to mind
the hot sun, and during tlle half-hour for lunch at midpay we used
to play regularly on the Esplanade.

In the streets of great cities one's ears are not infrequently
assailed by foul language. Dadabhai' s soul shrank with horror
from it.
Another incident of my childhood I give upon my mother's
authority and not from personal recollection. According to my
mother, wlfenever any boy used bad language to me, I used to
reply, "Your bad words will remain in your mouth."
The awakening of the soul came to me when I was about

e
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. fifteen. !re!ilember, as if it were only yesterday, how at a certaifl
spot o~ a certain road I made a vow ~ever to use low language.
From that time forward, as my education advanced, other resolutions ~o do tlls and not to do that followed, and I think I may
say th~ I (aithfully adhered to them.
•

..

-,

'

Happy the man who can thus lay his hand 'on his heart and
daim fidelity to his better self! ,The following startling story
-gives an idea of~e unwholesomeness of the general surroundings.
As a boy I was accustomed to have my little drink before .
ainp.er. One day, there was no liquor in the house, and I was sent
1:o have my drink at a shop opposite. Never did I forget the sh~me
and humiliation I felt at being there. It was enough. The~ drink
shop never saw my face.again. ·
'

In' another reminiscence he tells us how at a school eXhibition
he deprived a jackdaw of his borrowed feathers.
I remember at one of the school examinations a fellow-pupil,
having learned the "rea~y-reckoner" by heart, carried off the
prize I had expected. But at the distribution of prizes, when
questions outside the book were asked, he faltered and broke
· down. I seized the opportunity, rushed out of the ranks, and·
· answered. There and then an English gentleman among the ,
company gave me a prize, and Mrs. Postans, the lady traveller,
who was also present, has. mad'i. a ~pecial note of the incident •
in her book Western India. ·

,In this book Mrs. Postans describe.d Dadabhai as ,a little Parsi
lad "with "an overhanging forehead and small sparkling eyes,"
which "peculiarly attracted attention." "The moment a question
was proposed to the class," she writes, "he quickly took a step
before the rest, contracted his brows in deep and anxious thought'
and "with parted lips and fmgers eagerly uplifted towards the
master, rapidly worked his problem and blurted out the solution
with a startling haste. The little fellow seemed wholly animated
with a desire of excelling, and his men!al capabiliti~ promised him
a rich reward." .
··
,
One wonders if "the little fellow" would have risen or fallen

•
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in the estimation Of this lady if she had been told.th\t on hi~ ~iny

shoulders he was carrymg the burden of a· married ~an! Inf~t
marriages were then a rule among Parsis. T~ earlier the age at •
whic~ a mother succeeded in securing a husband for her girl, the
greater was her exultation. Marriages were even a.rra11ged, inja~
cases, in anticipation of the birth of a bride or bridegroom, and
Dadabhai would have been a good-for-nothing fellow had his
mother failed to secure a wife for him before he! was in his teens.
So we find him married during his eleventh year to Gulbai,
daughter of Sorabji Shroff, aged seven.
•

CHAPTER

u• '

•

''THE PROMISE OF INDIA'' .
T was a criti&l hour for the advanceq students of Dadabhai's
school when Assistant Professor Bal Gangadhar Shastree
visiteJ it to select half a dozen· boys for a new college class:
Youp.g Dady felt his fate trembling in the balance. Although he
was the brightest boy. of the class, he was put very near the
bottom'. T~e teacher .of the class had a partiality for the sons of
rich people, ·a common failing of school-masters of that type.
Poor as he was, Dady could not stand it~ It was not in his nature
to conceal resentment; he often rebelled against such n~ustice,
but it made matters worse for him. Bal Gangadhar, h<;>wever,
picked him out with unerring judgment and pronounced him fit
\or the higher form. Thereafter he. toiled~ on, ,,winning,;tcademic
laurels which culminated in his. appointment as.,.,J~K<;>[es~or of
·Mathematics.
Among the educational institutions ~hich revolutionized the
life and thought' of the· people of the &mbay Presidency during ,
the nineteenth century none was -more conspicuous than the
Elphinstone Institution, popularly known as the Sisoti (Society's)
School, and among the distinguished ~isoti ~oys who powerfully
· stimulated the activities of the people of India and transformed
their ideals of national life none was more prominent than
Dadabhai. The genesis of this institution throws some light on the
conditions under which Dadabhai received his early education.
In fhe beginning of the nineteenth century India was steeped in
ignorance. ·Only in a few nooks and corners the lamp of knowledge was dimly lit. The rulers· of the country were so engrossed
in the work of consolidating th~ conquered terri~ries that. they
had· no time to think of the immediate intellectual wants of the
people or of the danger inherent in the ignorance of the multitude.

I
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1t is astonishing •how backward, until recendy) was B;itish
educational policy. Thqe was no public grant-in-ai<f for education in England until 1834; no educational enictment of any real •
importance until the year I 870. Even then Engl:}lld would
prob~bly have remained inactive, had not the PrussiruJ. victori;s
in the Franco-German War demonstrated to the worll the
immense advantage of an educated rank and file.
Such innate conservatism may account for tl!e indifference of
the early authorities; but another factor also appears to ha,ve
encouraged the policy of inaction pursued during the regip1e of
the East India Company. This was the conflict between. selfinterest and duty, the conflict of interests of the people with those
of their alien rulers, which was to be the theme of hundreds of
Dadabhai's orations and appeals to British statesmen. Should the
torch of knowledge and liberty be kindled in those regions, would
there not be a growing demand for more light and more freedom
until the subject people were acknowledged to be fit for selfgovernment and allowed to throw off the yoke of an alien ascendency? The Directors of the East India Company, therefore,
looked upon the educational efforts of Christian missionaries with
grave misgivings and warned their satrap, the Marquis of Hastihgs,
that such activities would give rise to political aspirations which
might jeopardize the rQ}e of the Company. Lord Hastings,
• however, manfully replied tkat it would be a betrayal ofnational
morality to perpetuate ignorance for the sake of sordid political
considerations.
Very little, however, w~s done by the State for the' furtherance
of that object. Consequently, during the days of Dadabhai's
infancy, education in Bombay was a haphazard affair. There was
not a single Government school in the City. The benevolent
missionary bodies and the Bombay Education Society conducted
a few schools on Western lines, and their work was supplemented
by indigenous schools owned and run by penurious mehtajis, who
held their cla~es on the verandahs of houses. Chairs and tables
were unknown; sla:tes and pencils were novelties; the student
carried with him a portable patti, or a piece of wood, on which
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he trated the !t~rs of the alphabet and numerals with a reed pen ·
dipped in a• chalky flUid. Sweeping the .'>Chool premises in the
• morning and doin~household work for the teacher formed part
of the curriculum-a striking recognition of the place of m~nual
tMiJ:Wlg in the scheme of elmentary education!
, The origin of school sports in Bombay is generally traced
to the game of gilli-danda, the game which Dadabhai used to
describe in Englhd as "Indian cricket." Perhaps we may also
trace the early beginning of school gymnastics to the indigenous·
mode~ of enfo'rcing discipline, ,which prevailed in the schools
until ihe closing years of the last century. To be on the rack from
morning to evening, or to kneel on pebbles for hours together
with their f~gers touching the toes and with ·a heavy stone
balanced on the back,. as a punishment for some trivial offence,
· was the lot of almost all the student~. Nor was it an uncommon
incident to see some of the more refractory boys swung across
the beams in the class-room with a rope round their bodies. Just
underneath a large· quantity of grass was spread and ignited; and
in that position the young pupils of the stern martinets of the day
had to manreuvre as best they could to protect their bodies from
being scorched.
While Dadabhai was y~t an .infant, a,:g£<::J&.:£.sl.t!9~!o..g~L_move
m~nt was set.onfoot ,in Bombay.,Mo~tstuar:t,J.?lp~~~Qge,~who
was then Governor of Bombay, was an ardent advocate of
education. Although the prevailing official view was against
Western education, and Macau1ay.,had.~J2t~cY$t,:t:?.-~4.hJ~.,,f~Q~W,,~Jful
voice in favour of.!e~ch,ing. European, sciences,.tq,,Jndians,through
the medium of English, this distinguished administrator sympa- ·
thized with the aspirations of a few Indians for promoting higher
education among the people. The Native Education SoCiety was
established under his patronage and received his constant support.
When he retired in r 827, the Princes and the people of India raised
a large suni for perpetuating his memory by the foundation
of "professorships. for teaching the y~uths of th~ country the
languages, literature, sciences, and moral philosophy of Europe."
The college classes were subsequently amalgamated with the
B
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· school classes conducted by the Native Educaiio\ Society: and
the combined school ~d college, named ihe Elphin:tone Institution, was placed under the control of a ~ard. This was the•
college where Dadabhai was taught by Professors Bell, Harkness,
Henderson, Orlebar, and Reid. Of life at the institution th~e tis,
however, no record. Neither Dadabhai nor any of his contemporaries has told us what subjects were then taught, what
methods were in vogue, whether politics were fbrbidden ground,
whether the professors mixed freely with the .boys, what their
idiosyncrasies were, what impressions were made by them.on the
plastic minds of the first batch of students who joined the oollege
classes, what traces of each one's personality were left in the hearts
of their pupils. We gather, however, from the reports of the
Institution that Professor Bell taught Mathematics and Natural
Science, Professor Henderson History, and Professor H~rkness ·.
English Literature and Philosophy. In his reminiscences of old
Bombay, Sir Dinsha Wacha says that he had heard that those
early professors were "most excellent in their own branches of
knowledge." Harkness was "an Aberdeen man, Scotch to the
backbone and Scotch in his broad accents, besides a man of stem
discipline. He was hot-tempered and often used to fly into a rage.
But age had mellowed him, specially in his later days before he
retired in r862." On hi~ retirement, the grateful Elphinstonians
of the day voted him a Marble bust, which now adorns the
Framji Cowasji Institute Hall in Bombay.
Here, then, Dadabhai l'amt to commune with the best minds
in the realm of literature. Here all that was noble' in him was
illumined by the study of the life and labours of the heroes of the
world. Here dawned on him, while he was yet in his teens, the
consciousness of the debt he owed to society. Among the books
he read we fmd the pride of place given to the great Persian epic,
Firdawsi's Shahnama. Another favourite book, a constant com- •
panion, was a Gujarati treatise, The Duties of Zoroastrians, the
burden of which was pure thought, pure speech, pure deed.
But (says he) the literature I had most to do with and most
enjoyed was, of course, English. Watt's Improvement of the Mind
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.settled m( style and mode of thought-never two words when
one wa~ enough, "clearness of thoug~ and diction. So I bade
farewe~ to the tme and flowery.
'!his rnade)im an orator and an author always comprehensible
to the simplest minds.
As· education advanced (he adds) thought gradually developed
itself in diifefent directions. I realized that I had been educated
at the expense of the poor, to _whom I myselfbelong_ed, so much
s~ that some of my school boo~s came from a well-to-do classl}late, a Cama, one of the family with whom I was destined
subsequently to have so much to do in public and private life.
The thought developed itself in my mind· that, as my education '
and all the· benefits arising therefrom came from. the people,
I must return to them the best I had in me. I must devote myself
to the service of the people. . . .
In the year 1840 Dadabhai received the Clare Scholarship;
two years later he was admitted to the newly opened class of
Normal Scholars. There wa~ anot~er Parsi scholar;· Kavasji
Edulji Masani, who shared with him the honour of being the
eariiest _to be admitted to that class, the highest rung of the
academic ladder in those days. Both were close comrades until
their paths fell apart; both were great at mathematics, but in
his tp_astery of natural philosophy and political economy Dada- •
bhai stood unrivalled.
Among .his other fellow-studenti ·was Bomonji Pestonji
- Master, who worked for some time 'Yith I)aciabhai .and,Kavasji- · ,
- -Masaill as ·a teacher in the· Elphlllstone Scho·ol and afterwards .
distinguished himself as a member of the Municipal Corporation
of Bombay, reputed for his wit and humour. Another companion
was kavasji Edulji Khambatta, known for the felicity of diction
which marked his contributions to the English columns of the
Rast Gofiar, the progressive journal started ·by Dadabhai .
. D_uring those happy college- days.'Dadabhai.Vjla~. the .. shining
light of the Elphinstone_ Institution, the pride of his .professors and
fellow-students. In appearance· he was handsome, with singularly
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"bright eyes; in hts movements agile and alert; -.n\haractc!r. and
demeanour, upright an.I. estimable. Acadeinic hono~rs crowned
his career, giving unmistakable indication of r~arkable vigour oC
intell~ct and clearness of thought and judgment. His teachers were
not slow to discern in him the lineaments of the man_._the pejfeet
gentleman and the high-souled patriot that he was to be. ~ro/ fessor Orlebar called him "The Promise of India." No prophecy
made by a professor was more thoroughly Justi£ed by subsequent events. "The Promise of India" was to be the first .in
many fields-the first Indian professor, the first to found st:veral
organizations for the social, intellectual, and political uplift ~f the
people of India, the first Indian M.P., the first Indian to sit on a
Royal Commission, appointed in response to his own demands
to secure financial justice for his country, and, above a~, the
first and foremost Indian to claim self-government for his
countrymen.
When Mountstuart Elphinstone was seeing the vision of a
self-governing India as the inevitable and glorious result of the
policy he had been advocating of educating Indians and associating them in the administration of their country, little could
he have dreamt that a boy had already been born to hasten" the
day for the transfer of power to the people, the day which he
was placing "at an imm~surable distance."
In his student days Dadabhai saw his motherland sleeping,
unconscious of her wrongs, unmindful of her rights; it was
his destiny to stir her slo~ly but steadily, day aft~r day, to a
sense of her true status among the civilized countries of the
world and, in the evening of his life, to see her running on the
tracks laid by him.
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UCKY the lad whose academic career could dazzle not only
his professors but also the Chief Justice of the day. Dadabhai
had that good fortune. His worJ.c as a brilliant student cam~
const!mtly to the notice of Sir Erskine Perry, ChiefJustice of the
, Supreme Court of Bombay, who happened to be the President·
of the Board of:J;:ducation: He suggested that Dadabhai should be
. sen! to England to qualify himself as a barrister. It needed,
however, quite a fortune to carry out th~ project, whereas
Dadabhai and his mother did not seem to possess between them a
hundred rupe~ note. His good uncle, Rustamji Desai, maintained
them, but neither he nor any other relative could give or lend
Jllm the money required for the purpose. H~arP'!g 1fhl:~,~~b.~large
hea:tted judge offered to·· contribute half.the ...expenses. himself,
provided the other ;halLwas bor.ne by ~lle._elp~P-9Lt4~-J?arsi
~o.n1munity.
.
Gifted with quick intelligence and• the aptitude of a terse •
debater, fluent and forceful in speeclT and patient and persevering
in action, Dadabhai would have been an ornament to the Bar and
the Bench, .had 'his lot been cast tha• way. He· himself eagerly
looked forward to such a career but was ddomed to disappointment. The proposal of the Chief Justice was at first welcomed
by so_me of the leaders of the community, partic~larlyJ~y..the-- · -liberal-minded Camas, who were ~l_le.. pioneers of soCial reform
and patrons of education ·in Bombay, but it fell through because
_.the. orthodox- ·among them scented 4isaster in that generous
offer.
Conversion of the he~then appears to tak~ a secondary
place among the beneficent activities of the saintly souls who
now preach the Word of God in t~e East. Their predecessors,
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however, were particularly keen on proseJytisnf as ~e primary
object of their mission. 'i'o break through the citadel of Hinduism •
was not a very difficult task for them, but tht staunch followers
of li>roaster, who had abandoned their homes :tnd sought
refuge in India, for the preservation of their faith7 could• n~t
think of any calamity more appalling than the renunciation of the
ancient creed by even a single soul. They, there(ore, took special
care to guard Parsi youths from the snares of the missionary. No
Christian evangelist could hope to enter their sanctuary. Nevertheless, a few of the more ardent missionaries, of wholtl Dr.
John Wilson was the most prominent, ventured to cast cov"etous
eyes on some of the schoolboys. The method of these zealous
followers of the Cross was simple-for one hour given to
Christianity a gift of four hours' English, History, Geography,
and Mathematics. At last, in the year 1839, they succeeded in·
inducing two lads, Dhanjibhoy Naoroji and Hormusji Pestonji,
to embrace Christianity. Nothing ever convulsed the Parsis more,
or caused them greater/ chagrin and humiliation, than these
two solitary cases of conversion. The whole community was up
in arms. The missionaries were anathematized as ''devils in huVJ.an
shape"; and brochures denouncing Christianity were written
as tracts for the times.
So bitterly were the f~lings of the community outraged that
a disturbance of the peace ~as apprehended. It was alleged that
the Parsi leaders were inciting their followers to violence and
scheming to get forcible possession of the two lads.. "with the
ulterior object of sertding them to Navsari and there terminating
their existence." Thereupon they sent a representation to Government affirming their earnest desire to prevent any disturbance.
They had appealed to the tribunal of justice and as law-ahiding
people they were willing to bow to its decision. The law, however, could not give them relief, inasmuch as the boys had come of
age. This kept the embers of controversy smouldering for years,
and it made tl!e creed-bound Zoroastrian fight shy of anything
savouring of Christianity.
In course of time, however, the Parsis were reconciled to
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the w~rk o~fte fnissioparies, and they marked their app~eciation ·
• of it by liberal donations to the missiof~;s. ~hey even looked upon
the two converts with respect when they had taken Holy Orders
and had betome Christian priests. The Rev. Dhanjibhoy d~d in
£lngkmd in the year 1905. When the cables announced the death
of "D. Naoroji," people thought the Grand Old Man of India
had passed· away,
'.
When Sir Erskine Perry proposed to send Dadabhai to
Englahd, six years had e:lapsed since the conversion of the Parsi
youtlts, but the passions roused by th~t incident had not yet spent
their force. Orthodox Parsis would have nothing to ·do with
anything English .. It was, ·therefore, impossible for the leaders
.. of the community to accept the proposal. On~:hisvt.:eti_rement,
S~·~Erskine-,. ::was.-..,.app0inted··.~a .. member.w,o(~,,th~.,,fu9i~r\•;.,GQllncil.
P,adabhai. was. then . in ..England, . engrossed- in ,the ~sNqy"c>fprob
l,~ms of far greater importance . than .. Law··and ,.WJ.<:.Rnsciously
q~alifying himself as an advocate to plead. the .ca-\}se,.q£. India
Se(ore the bar oLthe British.public. "It is as well my.proposal
~as. not accepted," said the ex-judge to hiin one day at the
ihdia Office, "as.,I.~.am. sure .• ,that~your. life ::-has,.been., of more
~- bl'1c .serv~ce
. ·th an•t·'f you•·h. aa"'i
j
b ec;:ome;:;a,:~1.. ::twyer.
.
"
.
pu
~· For the time being, however, it seem~ as ifDadabhai had lost.a
golden opportunity. The humble ch::nr of"Head Native AssistantMaster" of the Elphin~tone School was all that could be offered to
him on. the. completion of his academic career. By that time,
however, he had come perilously near the portals of the Govern.;..
ment Secretariat. The Secretary to the Board of Education had
secured for him an appointment in the Bombay Secretariat.
Dadabhai was on the point of accepting it, but, fo~tunately,
sage advice of some of the professors saved him frotn a post where
he would have been bound down to the narrow outlook of .a
subordinate official.
The Assistant Master's place was a steppin~stone to the
Assistant Professorship of Mathematics. Referring to the appointment in. their Report for the year I850-51, the Board of Edu-
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cation spoke of liim as "one of the most .exper,enc~ as well as
able men ever educated within the walls of the Institution.".
They expressed the hope that he would continue his career with
the same single-minded straightforwardness of pu~ose which
had hitherto characterized him. "Go on in the same, st<!ady,
straightforward course, and with the same single-minded views,"
wrote Dr. Scovell, Secretary to the Board of.Education, "and
you may prove in time a great blessing to your countrymen."
Two years later, Dadabhai was appointed Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. It was the first professtmhip
ever held by an Indian in any prominent college in the codntry.
The appointment, therefore, attracted more attention in those
days than that of a Minister does at the present time. It was
regarded as a fitting recognition of the Indian intellect, and it
made Dadabhai' s countrymen feel some inches taller. The Board ·
of Education made a special reference to it in their Report for the
year 1854-55. "We feel sure," they observed, "that the distinction
he has thus won by a long and laborious devotion to mathematical
studies and by an able discharge of his du#es in the Institution
•
will stimulate him to still greater exertions."
The enthusiasm with which the public hailed the appointment
was shared by Government. They congratulated the Board of
• Education on having seerfin the honourable distinction conferred
on Dadabhai a fulfilment orthe hope expressed by the founders
of the Professorships, nearly thirty years ago. Dadabhai considered
it the greatest event in hiseeareer. Down to the end of his life he
felt proud of that distinction. "Several honours came to me
during my lifetime," said he on one occasion, "but no other title
created in me that sense of pride which I felt in being known as
a Professor." On another occasion, when, as a member of the
House of Commons, he was at the zenith of his fame, he wrote,
"To me it is the dearest title and honour. It is my delight, and
many a school-fellow and pupil call me 'Dadabhai Professor' to
this day."
•
To. be a professor, to mould the mind of youth and age alike,
to be the preceptor not only of his pupils but of all the two
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hundred andlift;r million people of India and, ih a sense, ofthose'
in authority#over them, wauhe.destin:y-fQcw.hich .':The .Promise
• of India" had b.e<:<n.iJlat;ke~l.out .. On that account, perhaps, he was
turned aside from the by-ways to which he was lured by .yvelltliCalling fri001ds, who could not then have dreamt of the position
he was to occupy amongst the nation-builders of the world.
Subsequently, the forces of destiny conspired to terminate his
career as a profe~or arid to take him to another country, 6,ooo
miles away, where the great work of his life for the fre~dom ofhis
mothe;land was to be accomplished.
BefPre, however, we cross the seas with him, let us have a
glance at_th~J!£2.£St2£::;hi~;.:Y(££f~.:>.::fl;r{;)f~s~QF~~·'J&h~-E,!p_hinstone
TEgitute. How many students are befogged in their school and
college days by the mysteries of mathematics! As this subject ~as
·also die stumbling-block of a large majority ofDadabhai's pupils,
· he did his best to make it as interesting to them as possible and to
infuse in them his own love and enthusiasm for the science. Those
who were.specially weak in the subject were asked to sit with him
after college hours, and he took keen delight in solying their
difficulties. This, however, was not aJ+. Accustomed· to do
everything thoroughly, he saw how necessary it was that the
foundations of instruction in that abstruse subject should be laid
in the lower classes on scientific lines. l-Ie, therefore, set about
improving the teaching of the subjoct in the lower classes and
undertook the work of supervision of the mathematical classes
of the school .division, in addition
to his own· duties. He also
.
conducted p"eriodical exan:inati6ns of the classes and issued
reports brmging to light .the ·merits or demerits of individual
teachers. So systematically did he carry out this work that
Principal Harkness specially eulogized his efforts in his report on
the work of the Institution for the year 18)3-54· "In Mr;
• Dadabhai' s report, and tables of results," he observed, "will be ·
• shown the work of the year in Mathematics and Natural
Philosophy in. the hands of an intelligent and z<ealous Native
Professor, who has for many years devoted himself to this
department.''

.
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To what extettt the Professor's love for matlie~tics m~mlded
his life and character. and influenced hls code o'P ethics it is
difficult to say. It will, however, be seen, as t]le .story of his life i~
unfolded, that mathematical precision was the keynpte not only
of his private conduct and judgment but also of; his po.liti&al
conduct and of the public agitation he led. Nothing less than a
demonstrative proof could make him accept a statement; nothing
short of what was just and fair could giv~ him satisfaction.
Similarly, all his complaints against the rulers resolved themselves
into the indictment that they were not governing ~dia ori
principles precisely British. All his demands on behalf of India
were simply appeals for a precise and just interpretation of and
adherence to declarations solemnly made by the Crown and
British statesmen.
Many of Dadabhai's pupils, who subsequently held high·.
positions in life, spoke admiringly of his efficiency as a teacher and
his solicitude for his pupils. None who came under his spell could
forget his winning simplicity, charm of manner, and unfailing
courtesy. None could forget the debt of gratitude he owed to so
gifted and kind-hearted a teacher for his advice and guidance.
His most distinguished pupil, Ramkrishna Bhandarkar, ·who
subsequently made a name for himself as the greatest Orientalist
in India, often used to SiY thatit was impossible to forget Dadabhai's "masterly teaching and kindness to students." Simple in
manners and habits himself, he impressed upon his pupils the
dignity of simplicity and weaned a good many of them, by his
own example, from their weakness for ostentation.
The spirit of the reformer was, however, still more conspicuous in his work, during those early years, as a pioneer of
social reform and a leader of thought in Bombay City and
Presidency.
•

•

•
•

•

CHAPTER IV

•

• ST ANDARD-.BEARER OF REFORM

• u~,til n~cently, that Hindu social reform was
!. us~d to be said,

1

a Himalaya to cut. Usmg the same metaphor, one may say
that l1uring Dadabhai' s days Zoroastrian social reform was an·
Elburz to pierce. While the Himalaya remained unpierced during
the latter half of the nineteenth century, the Herculean task of
cutting through the Elburz chain was courageously essayed by a_
handful of Elphinstonians of whom the most conspicuous was
Dadabhai.
During those days a Native Literary Society existed in Bombay,
where the merits of"thedire Hanillbal," the guilt ofBrutus, and
the greatness of Caesar formed themes of animated discussion. It
was, however, in a moribund condition during the year 1848.
Some of its members, therefore, assembled in the hall of the .
Elphinstone In~titution, under the presidency of Dadabhai, to
inaugurate a new society, which they named "Students' Literary
and Scientific Society." Professor Pattoft was appointed President, •
and Dadabhai Tre,asurer, of the So~ety. One of the rules· of the
new. organization provided that two members should be nominated by tl}.e Secretary, according tQI their order in the list of
members, as readers of papers on 1iterary, scientific, or social
subjects for each fortnightly meeting. Another rule laid down
that any member who failed to read a paper should, in the first
instatJ,ce, be fmed a rupee. The .fme was to be doubled for the
second offence; and expulsion was the penalty for the third
offence. The intention evidently· w~s to ·weed out .useless and
ornament;U members. All political or religious subjects were
strictly excluded. It.is amusing to fmd Dadabha! submitting ~o
this. self-denying ordinance, but it shows that social reform was
regarded as the question of supreme importance.
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. Each question was first discussed at the ?ocie~' s \eetings; the
opinions formed by the members were then placed before the •
public through two vernacular branches of l!he Society, the
Guja,ati Dnyan PrasarakMandali, of which Dadabhai -was Chail"man, and the Marathi Dnyan Prasarak Mandali. TM debat~s M
the Gujarati Society were published in its journal, Dnyan Prasarak,
which was edited by Dadabhai for several years. To him it was ·a
labour oflove, but when he had not enough leis~re for the work,
he paid others to do it.
August 4, 1849, was the proudest day in the annals vf the
Society. It will also be remembered in the history of the Bombay
Presidency as the day on which was laid the foundation of female
education in the city of Bombay. For men there was little at
home in those days to inspire or cheer. Domestic happiness, "the
nurse of virtue," was unknown to many. No wonder several of
them were driven to seek pleasure outside the home. The only
remedy lay in educating women. On many an occasion the young
Elphinstonians had waxed eloquent on this subject, but nothing
practical had been achieved. On that memorable day, however,
a paper on female education, read by Behramji Khars~edji
Gandhi, led to a discussion which took a practical tum.
The essay was brimful of enthusiasm. Behramji submitted that
• they had talked enought Deeds were wanted, not words; he
exhorted his colleagues to ~ something. This appeal, followed
by a prayer to the Almighty in impressive Parsi style, met with a
hearty response.
•
"Let every student here present use his influence with the
members of his own family to get one pupil at least.''
"Yes," responded scores of voices.
"Let us teach the students ourselves, and show that we ~re in
earnest."
"Yes, yes!" exclaimed all.

Tlus was not a new suggestion for Dadabhai. When asked by
his grandchildren to tell them some stories ·of his early days,
Dadabhai often related to them how, when he was a college
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student, he /ed to go. round from house to ho~se, with a friend·
(whose name none can now recall), persu~ding parents and guar• dians to allow them to sit on their verandahs and to teach the
three 'R' s to their girls, how some of them had taken advautage
of lUi; offer ~nd how two or three irate fathers had threatened to
throw them down the steps for making such a preposterous
proposal.
•· .
.
A resolution was ·adopted by the meeting for opening experi·mental schools. There was no need to raise funds; several members
volun~ered to act as teachers and others offered apartments
in their houses for opening schools. It was decided to conduct the
classes from seven to ten in the morning so that the professional
work of the volunteers' might not suffer. ·
A great diffic:ulty, however, remained to be surmounted. The
school-rooms were there; the teachers were there'; the books and
materials were there; but where were the pupils 1 Should the
young men lecture before empty benches 1 To capture a pupil was
for them almost as difficult a task as to conquer a city, for against
them were arrayed the forces of stern orthodoxy with their
misgivings as to the consequences of such a movement on the
social life of the people. Selfless and single-minded devotion
to the cause, however, worked wonders. Within a couple of
months 44 pupils were secured for t},e Parsi schools, and 24
for the Hindu schools~ In all, ther~ were seven schools, three
Hindu and four Parsi. Dadabhai was in charge of the Baharkote ,
School. Be~g a trained teacher, he, \'iaS a· pillar of strength to
his colleagues .. They did everything in their power to make the
experiment a success, as mentioned in the first report of the Society:
The prudence and caution which these youthful reformers
di!iplayed in applying themselves to the lab9rious details of their
self-imposed task were as admirable as the generous enthusiasm
which sustained them throughout its performance. Carefully did
they prepare themselves for their duties by reading every work
on practical education within their reach, and by htlding frequent
meetings. to consider how they might best instruct the children
that were entrusted to their care.
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. Some of the le~ders were not slow to ;tppretiat\such work.
Jugannath Shankarshetl!, who was for many years a member of.
the Board of Education, gave a beautifullittl• c~ttage to be used
as a s'hool-house, an example which was soon followed by other
advocates of female education. Among them the mo~t eage:c. anti
generous were four Parsis, who by their timely donations
rendered it possible for the Society to engage the services of paid
teachers. They would not have their names • disclosed, but it
transpired later that they were all members of the Cama family.
One of them was Kharshedji Nasarwanji Cama, wh8 was
particularly friendly to Dadabhai and was subsequently responsible for transporting him from the class-room to the countinghouse. These donors placed at the Society's disposal a sum sufficient for the maintenance of the schools, whether Hindu or Parsi,
for a period of two years. It was hoped that at the end of the
period the public would not let the movement languish for want
of funds.
When paid teachers were engaged, the volunteers formed
themselves into a board of supervision. Dadabhai undertook to
supervise the Fort Schools and threw himself into the work as
enthusiastically as he did in later life into the momentous
struggles for the emancipation of the country. With exemplary
• regularity he visited andt examined the classes, and assisted the
tutorial staff in ensuring the test results. The Government of Lord
Falkland regarded the spontaneous organization of these schools
"as an epoch in the histQcy of education in the BC!mbay Presidency, from which, it was hoped, would in due time be traced the
commencement of a rapid, marked, and constant progress." '
It must not, however, be supposed that the course of female
education thenceforth ran smooth. Far from it. The orthodox
were never weary of prophesying the total breakdown of s•ociety
under the regime of the New Woman. Against those prophets of
ill the reformers had to wage a long crusade. An amusing incident
may be notedt In October 1852 Sir Erskine Perry suggested the
appointment of a Committee consisting of women for superintending the girls' schools and for suggesting improvements. A
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Co~mitteclof ;_few European women was a;cordingly formed:
• but the announcement of the project ar~used strong opposition.
The Chabuk (Whifl) could only see in it an attempt to introduce
"English l~guage and English manners." Was it at all iinpr~bable
tbat" under the influence of those Western women young girls
would desire to make slaves of their husbands" "if they cannot
succeed in this;" .the paper prophesied, "they will drag them into '
courts of justice~to make a displayof their talents, their culture,
and the power they shall have acquired by their knowledge."
The facetious editorportrayed a vision of Judgment: Sir Erskine
Perry on the Bench, expecting, with ill-concealed ma,4gnity, the
arrival of a luckless husband whom his termagant spouse,
shouting, "Knowledge is Power," hurried into court to answer
her claim, for separate maintenan~e. ·Thus, for the time being, the
adroit satirist succeeded in smothering the project.
Thanks, however, to the efforts of the Sisoti boys, the lamp
of knowledge illumined year after year an ever-widening area.
True to its name, the Dnyan Pra~arak Mandali also systematically
spread the rays of knowledge far and wide. At the meetings of
the.Gujarati and the Marathi Societies lectures on useful subjects
were delivered before large gatherings. Within a few years
almost every. topic of popular science was 'lectured upon, with
demonstrations. Social questions also •attracted large audiences. •
The effect was visible in the gradua! transfqrmation of ideas and
customs ~inong the people.

•
With the foundations of social reform thus laid, the Parsi
reformers raised their ovoice in defence of the purity of their
religion. After their flight from Iran, Parsis had lived in India with
Hindus and Muhammadans for twelve centuries. As an inevitable consequence of such prolonged contact, certain alien beliefs,
practices, and cerem~nies had crept into the Zoroastrian creed.
The Sisoti boys declined to accept such a medley as representing
. the pure gospel ofZarathushtr-a, but it was not so ~asy to convert
the orthodox to their views. Their an~estors had cherished those
beliefs and 'observed the customs for seyeral ge11-erations; what
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~as good for th;ir elders was good for them;•w~t right had
those raw youths to conshler themselves wiser than their forebears? •
Some of those customs were so pernicioustth~t in earlier days
ev.en the Council of Elders, the Parsi Panchayat, had condemned
them. It was not, however, possible to eradicate ·beliefs ·an~
usages which had held the community in bondage for centuries.
The priests alone could have succeeded in ~ging about a
religious revival, but they had openly rebelled against the edicts
of the Panchayat. Were they to submit to the dictates of those
"striplings"? Yet reform was in the air. In religious movements,
power and authority seldom carry the masses, but where ·compulsion fails, persuasion works wonders. The hope and strength
of the reformers lay in persuasion and persistent appeal to the
good sense of the people.
Once more, therefore, we fmd Dadabhai busy organizing a
Society to carry out this object. With the co-operation of
Naoroji Furdoonji, the "Tribune of the people" as he was called,
he succeeded in founding, on August 3, I 85 I, the Rahnumae
Mazdayasnan Sabha, or "Guides on the Mazdayasnan path."
Naoroji Furdoonji was appointed President and Dadabhai
Secretary. The avowed object of the Society was to expound the
true tenets of the Zoroastrian creed, to take off the wrappings, to
• discover the vital and ess~tial elements, and to restore the ancient
religion to its pristine purity~ Orthodox Parsis would not believe
it. What guarantee was there that, in their zeal to uproot alien
practices, the reformers would not lay irreverent hands on the
usages and customs of Zoroastrianism itself? Reason once let
loose might not rest satisfied with demolishing alien usages and
erroneous conclusions deduced from scriptural data, but might
eventually attack the data themselves. What could, then, .deter
the reformers from transforming the old faith according to their
Western ideas ?
Parsis are, at times, a puzzle to their neighbours. Their virtues
lie very close ~ their weaknesses. The same sterling qualities that
contribute towards their intellectual progress drag them down
to the abyss of unreasoning orthodoxy. The same ardour and
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~enacity
w'hich tqey din~ to their religion,•bind them closely.
• to their prejudices. The same lavishness ~ith which they run to
the succour of· s~ering humanity 'cfistinguishes them in the
~ersecutiori .of those who in they regard, during the wild e«citemerft of the moment, as enemies of their faith. The opponents of
the reform party were certainly not found stinting in the abuse
that they heapecl on the devoted heads of its members. Upon
the President and the Secretary devolved the burden of meeting
the mad fury that they had aroused. Both stood valiantly firin and
conquered.
Ot all th~ associations with which Dadabhai had been actively
connected during those years, the Rahnumae Sabha gave him the
greatest trouble and anxiety. Being the Secretary, he had to
bear the brunt of the work and to combat the constant attacks_ in
newspapers and at meetiJ1gs of rival associations. Having, however, giyen his heart to the cause, he never counted the cost.
Whilst his opponents indulged in· calumny, he declined to
, descend to their level. Takip.g his stand on reason, he challenged
them to meet him· on that ground.. In the end success crowned
his .efforts and the religion of Zarathushtra was weaned from
most of the alien accretions. The Rahnumae Sabha · ~chieved. its
object; it survived the shocks of time, and still carries on its useful .
work, while its rival, the Rahe Rastr!ttmae Zarathustrian Sabha, •
met with the death it deserved, befo!e it was three years old.
At first the Society thought it desirable to work under the
patronage of the Panchayat. As its- secretary, Dadabhai sent
several representations to the members of that august assembly,
earnestly soliciting the co-operation of the elders of the community and assuring them of the Society's determination never
to discuss, much less to contest, the dogmas and practices prescribed by their religion. Sir Jamse~ee Jejeebhoyand his colleftgues,
however, -held aloof, lest their association with the Reform
Society should add fuel to the fire. Looking back over those
troublous days, one ·realizes that it was good th~t the work of
reform was inaugurated without the help of the elders; for it· is
very doubtfufwhether s'uch a combination would have ~een able
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.to withstand the ;torm that soon burst uppn the re~rmer;: The
elders might have sucdlmbed to the popular outcry, whereas, •
left to their own resources, the ardent youn~ ellthusiasts fought
the lxlttle all the more fiercely and triumphed. Subsequently,
however, Dadabhai set about enlisting the sympathies of tl:e
leaders of the community in his activities. "I stuck to Sir Jamse~ee," said he on one occasion, "like a Ieee~ He must have
wished to avoid me as he would the plague. I could, of course,
understand it. But there was no help for it."
What has been the net result ? The hideous army of fdreign
godlings has been routed: Zoroastrianism has come into its "own.
Slowly, but strikingly, the alien and the accidental have been
distinguished from the ancient and the essential. Moreover, the
effort to shake off the outer husk has led to a revival of the study
of the Scriptures. "The tares may perish, but the grain is not
for death."
Fifty years after the flag of reform was thus unfurled, Dadabhai
received, in London, a message from K.harshedji Rustamji Cama,
who, after Dadabhai, was the moving spirit of the Society and
its President, that it proposed to celebrate its jubilee. In his reply,
Dadabhai recalled the initial difficulties:
In the beginning, wuat vicissitudes did we go through! And,
even up to the present <l:fty, what continuous struggles against
opposition has the Society had to make! The first central idea
of the Rahnumae at its start was to restore the Zarthosti religion to
its pristine purity and sfmplicity. That object, as fa~; as I understand, has been faithfully adhered to under difficulties enough to
damp any enthusiast. But I think nobody will deny that not a
little of this success, so far as it has been achieved, is owing to you,
to your knowledge of the Avesta at first hand, and to _your
untiring exertions to bring out and encourage more workers in
tlie field.

Dadabhai lived to witness also the diamond jubilee of the
Society. A deputation consisting of several members of the
Society waited on him at his residence at Versova and conveyed
its greetings to him as its founder. The Students' Literary and
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Scientific Sr/ietf and the DnyC;~n Prasarak Manaali also had their"
jubilee celebrations, which sent a thrill of~oy through Dadabhai' s'
• heart. During the l~t ten years of his life his residence had become
a place of ·pilgrimage for educated and refmed 'women, teprestntatives of all communities. They went there annually to greet
him on his birthday and to bless him for all that he had done for
the uplift of Indian women. To one whose whole life was a
ch,apter of refor~, reform here, reform there, reform everywhere,
what other thought could have been more cheering in old age
than (hat his zeai·for progress during his youth had led to the
transformation of a whole nation r '

•cHAPTER V
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EARLY POLITICS

y its charter of 1833, the East India Comp•any had secured
a twenty years lease of life. To renew or not to renew its
charter, to mend or end its rule, was the burning question ~f the
day throughout the year 1852. It supplied the necessary impetus
to Young Bombay to plunge into politics.
After 1833 the Company had ceased to be a trading corporation and had become a ruling body. The machinery set up for
the traders, who had become soldiers of necessity, and administrators by accident, was cumbrous indeed. There were three
separate governments: the Governor-General in Calcutta, the
Madras Government and the Bombay Government. The two
local Governments of Bombay and Madras had to refer every
important question to the highly centralized Government at
Calcutta, which in its turn had to send home particulars· of
everything it said or did. Ostensibly, the supreme authority lay
with the Directorate in kadenhall Street; but it was in fact a
• mere ministry of patronage ~thout any authority beyond that of
suggestion, criticism, and obstruction. All its powers were subject
to the Board of Control,. which was endowed wi!h absolute
authority, but was void of any responsibility. The Board's
government was carried on in secret. Only when called upon,
it presented to Parliament statements which were often outrageously curtailed and garbled. In theory, the triumvjrate·
in India was expected to exercise co-ordinate jurisdiction, but
in practice the different authorities were found to thwart
and retard the operations of one another. The education of
the people wa~ neglected and improvements for the internal
development of the country ignored. The defects of such a
system of government, unsuited to the rapidly changing
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conditions /of• the •. country, could no longer pass un·
•
challenged.
With the spreade)f Western education, the Indian people began
to feel that·they had a right to demand that the country sho~Jld no
lt>nger be g"'overned in the spirit of a commercial concern. Even
at that early date, when there was not a single university in the
land and no army of discontented graduates, the . greatest
grievance of the• people was the exclusi9n of Indians from the
service of the State. When the Company's charter had been
renewed, a clause was specially introduced in the Act of 1833 to
the etfect that no native of India, or natural-born subject therein,
should be disqualified from.. office by reason only of religion,
place of birth, descent, or colour. Although this clause conferred
absolute eligibility on Indians, it was rendered nugatory by the
maintenance of a distinction between the covenanted and un-·
covenanted services. Young inen educated at Haileybury College
were sent over from England to superintend the collection of.
revenues and to administer justice.
·
.
.
A good opportunity to ventilate these grievances was presented
by ~he application ·of the Company for an extension of its political,
existence. It looked as if the leaders .of the different parties in
England, the Ministers, the President of the Board of Control,
- and the Members of the. Court of Di14ectors had agreed among ,
themselves that the Company's Cha!ter should be renewed for a
further term of twerity years. An AssoCiation had been formed
in Manchesrer, which had its own a.ce to grind, to bring the
defects of the constitution to light and to ask for a change in the
adminstration.· T~e British public, however, took little interest
in the matter. Even the House of Commons did not attach any
impo;tance to it. The people ofIndia, however, vv,lio. dre:aded_t]le
continuance of the same. antiquated :regime, could-not.afford to
look on.
·
.
The w J!,epgalees .. took~. the.r!e;1d ...~n,c!Jpr;J;n~d~,a.n"";tsso~iatiqn .. for
s~gdip.g ..representations ··tO .the-.· .-British~~Gove~ent~i¥oung
Bombay _followed suit. In th,is.matt~r.the elders were not against
the 'ybuthful reforme~s, but with. th~~:- British friends also
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"sympathized with' the movement. On Aug?st 2~ I&\?-. a meeting
of the "native inhabitants" was held in the rooms of the Elphin- •
stone Institution, and on the same evening was·inaugurated the
first political association in the Bombay Presidency, ·named the
•
•
Bombay Association.
Among thos.e present was Dadabhai. He was a Government
servant, but that did not prevent him from taking part in the
proceedings and delivering a neat little speech. Yt was his maiden
speech on politics and would appear to be a very tame affair
in these days of political fervour. It has, however, to be read
in the light of the circumstances prevailing in mid-Victorian
days. Public life in India was then at a very low ebb. The tide of
national consciousness had not yet set in. People had only a hazy
notion of their rights and wrongs. At such a stage, advocates of .
reform could merely appeal to the sense of fair play and justice
among the authorities. The hour for self-assertion had not yet
struck. Dadabhai himself has told us how modest the aspirations
of the early reformers were. In a Congress manifesto, which he
penned fifty-three years later, he says: "How limited our political
ideas and aspirations of that timewere! The extent and causes of the
increasing poverty in India we had hardly any conception of, nor
had we fully realized our rights and duties as free British citizens."
The maiden speech i~ however, of peculiar interest to us,
inasmuch as in it is fore~adowed the political creed which
sustained Dadabhai in later life despite terrible disappointments .
The word grievance• (said he) has nowadays become very
common. It is in the mouth of everybody. But I apprehend few
have any idea of the real importance of the term. Under the
British Government we do not suffer any great zoolum (oppression). We are comparatively happier under the kind Goverfunent
than we are likely to be under any other. Whatever evil we
have to complain of originates from one cause, viz., the ignorance
of European officers coming fresh from home. With regard to
many oft~ habits, customs, and usages prevailing in this country,
these officers may pass laws or regulations injurious to the nation
and yet fancy they have done their duty conscientiously. The
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authori~s d1ink them to be right, while- theonatives think othel'wise. B'Ut if an Association like this be in existence, we can suggest
improvements. These suggestions comtiJ.g from such ari Assembly
must be listen~~ to and perhaps adopted. · The real grievances
that I "am aware of are those relative
to the state of the •Kunbis
.
(peasants) in the interior and the judicial and revenue systems.
But we want facts regarding all these, and the present meeting is
one step ,in tbe inquiry.
.

.

If we analyse this speech, we fmd the root principles of his
political philosophy. Jndia's~wrongs.shcntld,~ot~b@9-_her to the
bene.fits of British rule.,..,.The,.,perm~<:P:<::~...~9£Jh~J"t:\:l~~-~as the
starting~point and.•f0tmdation,._0£.vall"'1wp.(:s.,.Jridia' s destiny· had
been linked up with it, and she had no desire to change the yoke
for ?llY other. The authorities erred, but, it might be, wi~h the
best of motives. They might consider to be right what Indians
might regard as wrong, and might follow a policy h~rmful to the
interests of India. The remedy lay in agitation. People should
combine to give expression to their convictions, and their voice
must be heard. Herein lay the principal justification and hope for
all the agitation Dadabhai conducted-a.nat~on',~,lll!ite.d,yoice is ·
bound -to.,. be-,heard.
Heretofore the cr·hics of the British administrators were their
own countrymen. Now, however, COlJlmenced the investigation
by Indians thelllselves of their c~try' s wrongs. With .every '
further step in that enquiry,' the list of grievances increased.
With every effort to bring thet:n home to the authorities, the'
hopes of obtaining a sympathetic hea~ing received a rude shock.
But, however discouraging the outlook, the key~note 9f
Dadabhai' s policy remained the same. It induced a general belief
among the Indian politicians of the day that the English people in
thei.i own country were different from their kinsmen out in
India. The officials on the spot TI?-ight tum a deaf ear to the repre~
sentations of the people, but the liberty-loving people of England
would, they hoped, willingly listen and, with their.traditional love
for justice and freedom, extend a helping hand to their Indian
·
fellow subjects.
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· These hopes were not so readily fulfilled. That, ~wever, did
not shake in the least th~ confidence of Datlabhai. In his opinion
it merely served to warn the people of Indi~ tlpt they had not •
made adequate effort to rouse the conscience of the British public.
After• a lapse of fifty years, speaking before an English audienae
on the condition of India, he reiterated the same sentiments:
"The Congress has for its object to make you understand your
deficiencies in government, the redress of wh!ch would make
India a blessing to you and make England a blessing to us, which
it is not unfortunately at present."
•
During the closing years of the nineteenth century there was
rising a new generation, whose estimate of British rule and
British character was founded only on experience of evasion of
promises and repression. A growing section of the people was
deriding the idea of dependence on the British public for the
redress ofhidia's woes. Salvation seemed to lie not in supplication
but in self-assertion, not in submission but in counter-action.
The advanced party was preaching the gospel of violence. The
patience of even the moderates among the Indian National
Congress was sorely tried. A good many of its members felt that
faith in British justice was a sorry crutch to lean on. Yet their
weather-beaten general did not falter for a moment and went all
the way from London to.Calcutta, in the year 1906, to reaffirm
• the basic principles of his cr;ed.
Our faith and our future (said he) are in our own hands. If we
are true to ourselves and 'o our cotmtry and make all t>he necessary
sacrifices for our elevation and amelioration, I for one have not
' the shadow of a doubt that in dealing with s.uch justice-loving,
fair-minded people as the British, we may rest fully assured that
we shall not work in vain. It is this conviction which has supported
me against all difficulties. I have never faltered in my faith in the
British character and have always believed that the time will come
when the sentiments of the British nation and our gracious
Sovereign pjjoclaimed to us in our great charter of the Proclamation of 1858 will be realized, viz. "in their prosperity will be our
strength; in their contentment our best reward."
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When, at ~t, l!e do~ed his armour and was living in retirem~nt, ·
.Dadabhai continued to preach the same ~spel of faith in British
justice. He told· hi• friends once that he had met a Bengalee
anarchist .in London who argued that, while fifty yea's of
preaching and supplication had proved of no avail, half an ounce
of lead had :worked wonders and would still work wonders. "I
felt staggered," sa~d Dadabhai, "and c'ould not very well repudiate
the claims that were put forward' to the credit of the bomb, but·
the. idea was wholly repugnant to my feelings and convictions.
I still 'believe that India's real salvation lies in the hands of the
British public.'' .Faith,in,the.,conscienc~"of,th~J3titish.public-..was,
indeed,,part.oLhisJibre.-The messages that he sent forth to his
countrymen year after year from his retirement breathed the
. same spirit of confidence. in the British people's love of liberty
and free institutions.
Did the interests of India and England conflict so violently
as to render separation inevitable? No;~ he believed,. with. his
British colleagues, A. 0. Hume,and,·William Wedderbun.1.cthat
the interests of the Indian people and. the British-.people were
essel}tially the .same and that, the_ continuance~. of .the~ British
connexion could be made to conform to the best interests of
India. It is necessary to hold these root p~inciples of Dadabhai' s
political creed steadfastly before our ey~, if we would appreciate •
correctly the spirit' of his agitation lhroughout his whole lifean agitation so desperate at times that, despite his genuine love
for the Brit~sh public and his unswervi.ng loyalty to the Crown,
among the Anglo-Indian public during the past century his
name spelt sedition!
The Bombay Association drew up a petition, for submission
to the Imperial Parliament, asking for an enlightened system of
government for the millions of British Indian subjects. It is a far
cry from 1852 to 193 8; the document has not the same significance
today. Nevertheless, it rea~s as if it were directed against some
of the grievances of modern times. The question that loomed
large in the petition was that of admissi~n of Indians into the
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. Civil Service. As• a means to that end, the estaffi.is~ent u;_ each
Presidency of a university for training. public servants was •
recommended. It was also suggested that tlx: eouncils of local
Govocnment should be opened for educated Indians. The Government grant of £r2,500 for the education of ffiillions w!s
altogether inadequate. The petitioners asked for an increase, and
urged that a larger share of the land revenue ~ght be spent on
public works in the district from which it was levied.
This indictment of the Company's government caused a rift
in the Association. Soon after the text of the petition wa~ published, the English journals that had at first blessed the mov~ment
began to fall foul of it. Several Indians also seceded from the
movement; notable among them were Sir Jamse~ee Jejeebhoy
Ramlal Thakoreseedas, Manockji Curse~i, and Mahomed .
Ameen Rogay. Manockji Curse~i also issued a pamphlet entitled
A Few Passing Ideas for the Benefit of India and Indians, the
burden of which was, "first creep, then walk, then run." The most
indignant of the Anglo-Indian newspapers was the Telegraph and
Courier. That English institutions could be established in India,
or that the country could be governed by the people and foJ; the
people, was a notion to which, in the ~pinion of that oracle, no
honest politician could ever lend the slightest countenance.
, Might we not as well :ft:tempt, asked the writer, to assimilate
the natural productions of the two hemispheres as strive to
naturalize in the East the growth of Anglo-Saxon civilization ?
Even were the soil fitte~ for its reception, would. the tree of
Liberty flourish after its transplanting ? Should it not be raised
from the seed and not the graft?
There was, however, at least <3lne journalist who could look·
beyond his nose.
It would be a lamentable mistake (he observed in the Spectator)
to suppose that a movement like this can be disposed of by being
"put down" or "put off," nor would it be a less mistake to
suppose tha•t to grant the claims of this petition in substance would
be a concession to the Natives at the expense of the· British.
On the contrary, it would commence, in a more thorough style
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than we ¥ve ~et attempted, the work of identifying the Natives, ·
their affections and progress with &glish institutions, thus
• recruiting the._ali;n civil force, by which we hold the country,
with a far more numerous militia of attached volunteers.
•
~ittle, however, could the writer of these words of political
prescience have dreamt at the time that, within · four years,
the need for enlisting a numerous militia of attached volunteers
would be tragicaJ!y brought home to the British public by the
MutinY. of r857, which sent a thrill of horror from one end of the
· United Kingdom to the other.
Th~ "Bombay -Association's ,petition. cre.ated,a.y~~t~~)!l.E.ngland.
Several friends of India, including Sir Edward . Ry:an,Sir.Erskine
~erry, Lord .. Monteagle, .. John ..Bright, ,.,and,.,,JqsEBh,:-..-·H\lme,
. raised .-their ·powerful voices--in favour., of~ther-petj~!2Q~!J.•. while
· the cynical Cobden was one of the few who could not see
any advantage either to the Indians or to their foreign masters in ·
this vast possession. "Hindoostan," he said in a subsequent letter,
"must be ruled by those who live on'that side of the globe. Its
people will prefer to be ruled badly-according to our notionsby irs own kith arid kin than to submit to the humiliation of
being better governed by -a succession of transient intruders
from the antipodes." His countrymen, however, were in favour
of retaining India.
•
, On .March.o, .r8sJ;-a.meeting.,..e,£.,.~~Xhe;.,.Er-ien4.ho.f... India"
ras"·held in Charles Street, .eSt. ·:James:sc.Sqpare.....1Q!l~9!J;,.v,R,nd it
ponstituted itself an India-Refe>rm ..Soci~,.,with·Danh:y;d)eymour
~s •..President ::nd John Dic~s-on as Secretary. Its activities,
b-oweyer, could not materially influence the decision of the House
bf Commons, which still acquiesced in the retention of the double
systellJ. of government with all its cumbrous machinery. The
anomalous relations of the Board of Control and the Court of
• Directors also remained practically unaltered. ·A salutary change
was, however, introduced in the Court of Directors. The number
of members was reduced to eighteen, of which s(x were to be
nominated by His Majesty's Government from amongst those
persons who should -have resided in India for at least ten years.
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. The same qualifi~ation was required of ~ moi~ty \f the ~elve
members to be elected- as before by the proprietors of the East.
India Stock. All the civil and medical appointments to the Company:s service in India were thrown open to public competition.
Such competition was, however, to be conducted~ England ~o
that Indians were practically debarred from entering the service.
The result of the agitation, as a whole, was in po way gratifying
to the Indian public. It established, however, one point very
clearly, namely, that concerted agitation and action had wrung
from the British Ministers more than was considered possible.
It illustrated alike the advantages of such discussion arid the
rieed for propaganda to dispel the colossal ignorance and apathy
of the British public. Dadabhai took these lessons to heart.
Thenceforth, "agitate, agitate, and agitate" became his watch-.
word.

•

.

.

..A. PREACHING FRIAR

"THE

.desire· of.my-life,:was:to-serye,tb.e,.,p}f.~pk.:~§i,0,ppprtunity

permitted,!:..wt:Gte-I)adabb.~:i..W,:J.J:,hJUm;W,9.rk~vv~§·,.w.9r.ship;

the record of service and sacrifice, even during those early years,
was remarkable for its magnitude and variety. We have already
seen him at the crest of the wave of reform that swept over
society during his youth. Before even he had attained his thirtieth
year, ~s signal services in several spheres raised him to the position
."of a leader n?t only of the Parsi community but also of the
~ombay public. lno.:that·:capacity·he.-fek·keenly-,the,.,fl,~~d;,.of-an
indepet1cl,~p.t,ve.wsp.aper.
,
·
·
Pioneers of reform are invariably handicapped for want of
an organ to expound their views. The Press, as a rule, shouts
with the crowd; a cash basis governs the policy of journals just
as much as that of any other business concern. There were in
Bombay five Gujarati journals, air owned by Parsis, but none had
the independence or. the impartiality ~eded for the cause of
reform. Dadabhai had the zeal and the-will to start and run su.ch a
· newspaper, but not the means to fmance the scheme. He mentioned the difficulties to his public-spjrited friend, Kharshedji
Nasarwanji Cama, and found in him an ·enthusiastic counsellor
and helper. It -~as -ag.reed between. ...tlie ,.tyj:,Q.Jr~g.4_s,r;!.h~t"~.fort
njg,9,dy.. newspaper .should ,be. started,..,named.,the,,Rast.Ji,G'?fiqr,. or
t~e"'· Truth·· ·Teller;·' that,.,KJ:t.arshedji,Gama:.r-shgulg.;<p.m~t4.~.,.Junds,
tll}t.D.adabhai.should,.~t.P. the pape~:~~thout..remtmfr!!:#<m, and
that copies of the journal should be distributed among the
members of the community free of charge. Whilst Dadabhai was
the brain, Cama was the sinews, so to speak, of the ~oumal. That
fact was known only to a few; the general public of Bombay
looked upon Dadabhai as the sole founder and prpprietor of the
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· paper. Even K." N. Kabraji, the famous editor \'f the"paper,
showed his ignorance "fits origin when," in replying to the toast
of the Rast Goftar at a Parsi dinner in Londofl, in I900, he referred
to Ijadabhai as its founder. Dadabhai promptly corr~cted Kabraji
and informed the assembly in touching terms of tne honouraele
part Cama had played in launching that journal.
Carlyle speaks of a preaching friar settling himself in ~very
village, building a pulpit which he calls ! newspaper, and
preaching therefrom what most momentous doctrine is in him
for man's salvation. Such a preaching friar was Dadabhai. The
public of Bombay in those days required to be educated ntlt only
in the principles of social and religious reform, but also in the
duties of citizenship. So there he stood, the apostle of truth and
exponent of the religion of humanity, in the pulpit of the Rast
Goflqr, to preach his gospel to the people and to combat. the'.
forces of ignorance and conservatism which impeded their
progress.
The first number of the new journal saw the light on November
IS, I8SI, when a thousand copies were printed for free distri'bution. There was not a single advertisement in it; it was a sheer
labour oflove. November IS was an unusual day for launching
a newspaper. There was, however, a good reason for ushering it
in advance of the neweyear. A serious local distmbance, which
had culminated in a Pars+-Moslem riot, impelled Dadabhai to
·
hasten into the arena of journalism.
Before the catastrophe. the most cordial relations had subsisted
between the Muhammadans and the Parsis. Some of the most
prominent business-houses in the City consis~d of partners
belonging to the two co~munities. For instance, Sir Jamse~ee
Jejeebhoy, the leader of the Parsi community, and Maho~edally
Rogay, the foremost Muhammadan citizen of the day, had been
stanch friends and partners in business for a quarter of a c~ntury. •
At the time of the rupture there was no enmity between the
two communities, no cause for any quarrel, but an ill-conceived
article in a magazine, edited by a Parsi youth, caused an appalling
ferment. This magazine was called Chitra Dnyan Darpan (The
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its editor was Behramji Kharshedji Gandhi,·
the same Sisoti boy whose paper on "(emale education" had
~ ·led to practical ~tneftsures for the educ-ation of women. He had
arranged to. give a series of memoirs of celebrated persons who
had influerioed and transformed society in different plac~s at
different intervals. The Prophet of Arabia found a place in that
galaxy, but the account that Gandhi gave of the Prophet's life was
wanting in that- st:ntiment of respect and tolerance which is due
to a sister communi,ty. Not unnaturally, the feelings of the
Muhammadans, the most sensitive people on earth in matters _
affecting their faith, were· seriously hurt. The lithographed
portrait of the Prophet, which was given with the· article, also
gave umbrage, inasmuch· as this is prohibited by Islam. An
undis~overed villaln. added fuel to the fire by posting a copy of
. '·the picture, with ribald and obscene remarks underneath, on the
main entrance of the principal mosque.
There could be but one answer to such insane provocation.
Islam was upin arms . .Large crowds ofMuhammadans assembled
in the mosques of the town with the Koran in one . hand
and a knife'in the other. The Parsis avoided entangling themselves with the infuriated crowd, but the Muslims' were bent on
vengeance. At a meeting held in the Juma Musjid on Friday,
October 7, 1851, they arrived at t~ frightful decision to
proclaim a jihad (crusade) against ·~he Parsis. A large crowd
rushed out, seething with wrath, and armed with bludgeons,
crying "Din! Din!" ("Religion! Religi~n!") The first thing they
did was to
upon the small police force on duty :and to
overwhelm it. Jrhen they marched triumphantly along the streets
to Pydhownie, near the entrance of Bhendi Bazar, which was
then ~ stronghold of the Parsis. Sturdy and dauntless though the
Parsis of the day we,re, they were numerically insignificant and
•. _were belaboured mercilessly by the rioters. ,For weeks together,
that part of Bombay was a scene of pillage and destruction, and
the Parsis had to put up with shocking atrocities :;uch as defilement of corpses. The police prosecuted a few of the worst
offenders, but this had no effect on the hooligans. Only after the -
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· editor had been •compelled to tender a writtel\ ap!Jlogy !l truce
was declared.
•
•
In connexion with this disturbance the Parsi community•
loo~ed in vain to the police for protection. If not altogether
hostile, they were indifferent, probably because they held tha• it
was itself responsible for the quarrel. In the midst of grave
provocation, the Parsi Press and the Parsi leaders pursued a
timorous policy. Dadabhai felt, along with !large number of
Parsis, that the leaders had betrayed and humiliated the community. While they sought shelter in their houses in the tranquil
locality of the Fort, Dadabhai was living close to the soene of
the disturbance and was an eye-witness of the terrorism of the
Muhammadans. As the elders did little to protect them, the
Parsi residents of Baharkote looked to "Dadabhai M::tster,"
as he was then called, to represent their grievances to the·.
authorities. To him they entrusted the task of drafting their
memorial, and to him alone they made over the custody of the
funds raised for their defence. In the service of his oppressed
brethren Dadabhai did not spare himself. Seeing the craven
attitude. of the Press and the vacillating policy of the leaders, he
felt bitterly the need of an independent and an intrepid newspaper. A truce had been declared, no doubt, but the ferment had
not subsided. A fresh oUibreak was anticipated. This accounts for
the fact that he took the fiel.l forthwith with the new weapon, the
Rast Goftar.
The paper was thus launched, in the thick of the fray, on a
• as a fearless champion,...o f truth and
career of stormy usefulness
justice and as an uncompromising exponent oY the forward
school of thought. Its young editor was not a novice. His literary
output, even at that early date, was considerable and estimable.
He had edited the Dnyan Prasarak magazine and contributed
numerous articles on social subjects. No less than eighteen
lectures of his on Natural Philosophy and Astronomy had been
embodied in that journal. He had also been a regular contributor
to the Samachar Darpan, a Gujarati daily, and had written a series
of articles entitled "Dialogues of Socrates and Diogenes." As
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Secretaty to the R~hnumae Society, he was editin~ its publications
and had contributed scfme papers himself He had also .helped ~
Naoroji Furdoonj~ in editing the publications of the Sir Jamsetjee
Jejeebhoy Philosophic Institute. ,
The first tltree numbers of the Rast Goftar were almost •exclusively devoted to a discussion of the situation created by the
.riots .and their aftermath. In most touching terms the editor
showed how unfrit:ndly the police had been towards the Parsis,
how supine the· attitude of the Parsi leaders of the community
was, and ho~ humiliating their action in coercing the ~~itor to
·tender .an apology. It might, however, be argued that in his
defence of the writer ofthat ill-conceived memoir Dadabhai was
carried away by his ideals ofliberty of thought and freedom .of the :
Press. It was not so harmless as Dadabhai, in his anxiety to stand '
. by a b;other journalist, took it. to be;
·
DaQahhai's. indictment of the· police and of the Parsi leaders
gives a foretaste of the intrepid spirit which marked his political·
speeches and writings. The stem critic who, in later years, was
never weary of fighting courageous battles against vested
. interests and denouncing the. high~handedness and inequities of
the rillers, was n.ot slow in leading a revolt against the leaders of
hls own community and questioning their authority to speak in
the name of the people. Siniilarly, alth~mgh he was a Government servant, full of ambition. to rise.in the service,,he did not ·
flinch frdi:n criticizing in scathing ·terms the conduct of the
officials.
·
.

.

.·

we llseno .hear (he observed in one of the articles) of the
loathsome conduct of those who "assaulted people in the night ·
and fell on their knees on the folloWing morning, craving for.,giveness. But in this case the Muhammadan assailers have, instead ·
of"bending their knees; forced the aggrieved to make amends to. ·
them: We were under the sweet delusion that justice had extirpated
·tyranny, but during the last. two months justice has gone to rest
and. aggression has haa its free innings. . ·. .
·

That such injustice should be p~rpetrated under British rule was
a riddle to: hlm. "Are 'Ye awake," he exclaimed, "or are we·
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• seeing a dream ;• Deprecating the action of the officials, who hit
upon the idea of extprting an apology- from the editor as the.
simplest means of quelling the disturbance, •he asked his co!
religi~mists why they had placed the direction of communal
affairs in the hands of a few elders. Was it merely U) follow t~m
\. blindly and to be their slaves ~ Did leadership consist in driv.i,ng
comfortably in a carriage and pair and receiving the salaams
(salutations) of the poor~ Did it not carry with it the responsibility to treat the poor as their own kith and kin ~
On November 26, 1851, a deputation of the Parsis waited on
the Governor ofBombay. They handed him a petition an<.\ prayed
that effectual measures might be taken to preserve the public
peace. Dadabhai was one of the deputation. From that date "the
Promise of India" came to the fore as a recognized leader. There
was no sphere of public activity where he was not a leading
light; there was no movement for the furtherance of communal··
or national welfare where he was not an earnest and active worker.
Under his editorship the Rast Goftar became within two months
an influential organ of advanced opinion. There was a demand
from its readers that its size should be increased and that it should
be converted into a weekly paper. Dadabhai thereupoh announced that the demand would be complied with, provided
there was an adequate ipcrease in the number of subscribers. The
rate of subscription was fi,.ed very low-two annas1 per monthbut he hoped that those who could afford would give a larger
subscription so as to enable the proprietors to spread the paper
among the poorer classet of the population. Sub~ers did come
forward, and from January 1852 the fortnightly. was converted
into a weekly, and published every Sunday morning.
From the commencement the Sisoti boys stood by the
editor of this organ of reform. It is remarkable that in those days a
Government servant was not precluded from running a newspaper. Dadabhai's connexion with the Rast Gofiar continued even
after he left India in 1855 and made England his home. A syndicate was then formed to rw1 the paper. It consisted of Dadabhai
1
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. hiriiseJt, · Kharshe4ji. Nt;ssarwanji Cama, Kharshedji Rustamji
~ama, · Dossabhai Framji. Karaka, ·N aoroji Furdoonji, Sorabjee
Shapurjee Ben:galee, and Pestat~i Ruttonji Colah. Three years
later, ICarsandas Mulji, the well.:.knoW11·Hindu reformer, became
the• eighth'. member of this group.
.
. ·when the Persi3.11 monarchy was overthrown by the followers
of Islam, the national glory and religion of the ancient Iranians
recei~ed a deadly blow. Early historians have traced the footsteps
·ofthe conquerors on the soil oflran in J~tters of blood. Acc9.rding
to thei~ accounts, the soldiers of the Khalifa of Bagdad traversed
the country, sword in hand, summoning the vanquished
·Zoroastrians ·to choose either the· Koran or death. This story
<?fterrarism, however, cannot be' reconciled with the'prevalence
<>f the ancient faith amongst a section of the population of Iran
to this day. The conversion of Iran to Islam did not. take place
concurrently With the Arab conquest. Many Zoroastrians,
wl}o. did not abandon their coimtry, continued to cliri.g to their
ancestral religion. They were, however,. subjected to various
disabilities. For centuries they lived almost like slaves i.ti their
fatherland, and for more than seven hundred years they were not
even · aware of the existence of ·their co-religionists ill India.
Towards the end of the fifteenth century, However, the ties so long
severed were renewed. .
.•
In the year 1478 a learned Parsi, named Nariman Hoshang, was
deputed.to ~~ t~e Parsi s~ttle~s ill Na¥~ari; S~r~t,and Can;-~ay
to· obtam mfortnatlon concemmg certam religiOus questlons.:
Nariman's visit.brought to light numerous inequities. The most
galling was the levy of the poll tax. At the time of collection, the
tax-ga:tberer was at liberty to indulge acts of extortion. The list
of the disabilities of the "infidels," as the Zoroastrians were called,
was a very formidable one. Only a few items will show how
abject their condition must have been. They were not allowed to
trade. They could not open schools for their children. The use of
umbrellas, spectacles, rings, and various other articles was forbidden to them. They should wear only tight kt1ickers instead
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of trousers, and their shoes should be of the prescribed pattern,
with broad, turned-ul! toes. Riding on any animal in towns wa~ .
strictly prohibited; even in the desert they ood to dismount if
they met a Muhammadan, be he a nobleman or a beggar. Their
houses should be so low that the top could be •reached b' a
Muhammadan with his hand extended.
In the middle of the nineteenth century the Par sis in India made
strenuous efforts to remove those disabilities~ An Amelioration
• Fund was started. Its Trustees deputed Manekji Limji Hataria to
Iran as their delegate. So zealously he helped the Irani Zoroastrians
that for years afterwards they recalled his name with· tears of
gratitude.
Hataria was asked to inquire into the social, intellectual, and
political condition of the Zoroastrians in Iran. In this inquiry
Dadabhai was keenly interested. Hataria sent him pathetic.
accounts of their impoverished condition and their helplessness in
the midst of a fanatical population. At a Parsi meeting, Dadabhai
read out the touching letters of Hataria. This led to the opening
of a separate fund for helping the oppressed people, for educating '
their children, and for preparing memorials to the authorities
·
in Iran.
Even after he had settled in England, Dadabhai kept constantly in touch with H:ataria, whose letters on important issues
went first to him and w~e forwarded by him to the Bombay
Committee with suggestions. Years afterwards, when the Shah of
Iran visited England, it.was Dadabhai who led a deputation to
him and presented to him an address, prayin{for considerate
treatment of his Zoroastrian subjects.
A public meeting was held on September 22, 1852,. in the
J;:lphinstone College, to perpetuate the memory of a great
philanthropist and patron of education, Framji Cowasji Banaji. •
It was decided that the funds collected for the purpose should
be used for the formation of a museum in connexion with the
Students' Literary and ·scientific Society, and that Government
should be asked to erect a building for it, to be named the Framji
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Cowasji Institute."'Framji Cowasji had rendered ;aluable assistance
.to the Students' Literary and Scientific Seciety. In gratitude for
such assistance Dadabhai collected asum ofRs. 6,ooo and offered
it, on behalf of the Society, to the meeting.
• ·
· ~ notable feature of the meeting was the presence of several
students of the Elphinstone College; Fired by the ·spirit· and
example of Dadabhai, they had flooked to the meeting and
endowed a special.prize fund ill the memory of Framji Cowasji. ·
If it is a teacher's office to lead as well as to teach and by the spark
of his personal example to set the heart of his pupil on flame,
Dadabhai fulfilled that mission,' riot . only in regard to his. college.
·pupils but also in regard to his. political disdples throughout his
··
life.
. .These activities by no means complete the record ofDadabhai' s
. work between the years IS 51 and 1855. It was a record remarkable
for the range of his sympathies and the versatility of his intellect.
active member of the Bombay Branch nf the Royal
He was
Asiatic Society and read a. paper on "Astrology" before the
Philosophic Institute of Bombay. When the first Parsi Dramatic
Soci~ty was formed in Bombay in 1853, he took a lively interest
in its work and served on the committee of management. He
presided at an important meeting when the Trust Deed of the
Fort Charitable Dispensary of Bombay ~s settled and he was one
of the Trustees of the Dispensary. ~!though his means were
limited, he gave pecuniary assistmce as well as personal service
to such philanthropic movements . .In J:iss a meeting of E~phin
stonians was h~id to perpetuate the memory of Professor Patton.
badabhai was 'invited to preside over the meeting. In the. same
year he was put on the Grand Jury.
.
.
_ Aftey the horrors of the Napoleonic war there was practically
peace in Europe fo~ nearly forty years. High hopes were enter:• tained, particularly after the Great Exhibition of 1851, of permanent peace, but these were doomed to disappointment. Within
three years the Czar of Russia claimed recognition of his rights
as Protector. of the Christian subjects of the Turkish Sultan.
This claim was repudiated by the '.'Sick Man of the East," who,
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despite all his infirmities, declared war upon Russia, fully relying
on the support of England and France. The astllte Ottoman wa~
not wrong. England and France soon found.themselves drawn
int~ the fray.
The theory then current was that Russia on the Danube mant
Russia also on the Indus. No wonder when the Patriotic Fund was
raised in connexion with the war, there was great enthusiasm
among the people oflndia to mark not only tl!eir sense of loyalty
to the British Crown but also their gratitude for the endeavours
of the rulers to keep the Russian wolf as far away as possible
from their frontiers. A public meeting was held in Bombay on
January 31, 1855, in furtherance of the objects of the Patriotic
Fund. Lord Elphinstone presided; Dadabhai was one of the
speakers. He saw in the conflict a struggle of liberty . against
tyranny and prayed for the success of Great Brit:ain and her allies.
because, he believed, they were on the side ofjustice and freedom.
"A very pertinent question has been asked," said he, "why the
natives of Bombay should join in contributing to the Patriotic
Fund, and the question has been very ably :mswered by Dr.
Wilson, who has pointed out to us that the interests of India are
bound up with those of England."
·

CHAPTER
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"DADABHAI, what a fall!" said Principal Harkness when he
·
1.earnt that the Professor had de~ided to exchange m~thematics for merchandise. ·
·
What could have induced Dada.bhai to take' such a step in
.spite of his indifference to wealth and his earnest desire to conse. crate his life ·to the service of humanity r The explanation· is
afforded in some stray notes he has left behind. There he states
that he accepted the offer .to join the commercial firm of the
Camas (the first Indian firm established in London in the year
1855) as he was "de.sirous of seeing an intimate connexion
estabJished between England and India," and "p-articularly to
provide a home for young Indians so that they might freely go to
England and compete for the Indian Civil Service. and other
. " "India £or. the Ind"
.
h ose
servtces.
.1ans." was. h"1s.~1ogan even.durmg.t
early. days, and this great airi1 he. steac!fastly kept before his.e;ye5
in the midst .of all .th~. allurements of business. Indeed, busin!s5
· was but a pas~ing phase;.pfe;d~g ~t,th~b~;·ofthtBritlsh·p~b~c
for the redress of India's wrongs was. his permanent. mission in
England. Thus· what seemed at first sight to· be a fall turned out
to be· a rise, an indispensable step for Dadabhai' s elevation to the
unique. position he afterwards attained as the greatest patriot of
his day.·
. Before the year I 855 there was not a single Indian. mercantile
firm in England. The Camas were pioneers in the line. They
decided to open ·a business-house in London with a branch in
Liverpool. It was· a 've~ture in which they required the cooperation of a partner of high ability and integrity; they invited
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Dadabhai to join the firm. The Professor agree~. but he was not
so sure of his success a~ a business man. Nor could he be certain.
that he would not soon be tired of the humdrum~life of a merchant.
He 5equested Government that he might be granted leave and
allowed to keep his lien on his post, but the reques( could not 'be
granted. The die was cast; he resigned his post.
In a farewell address, the students. of the Elphinstone Institution expressed their sense of the great lo~s to the college.
Amongst them were Ramkrishna Bhandarkar and Bal Mangesh
Wagle who became one of Dadabhai' s lieutenants during the
time when he was Prime Minister in Baroda. The Sttidents'
Literary and Scientific Society also placed on record its deep sense
of the valued services rendered by Dadabhai as a member of the
Society. A deputation consisting of the Society's representatives
waited upon him and presented to him its resolution eulogizing·.
his services "in connexion with female education and the diffusion
of knowledge among the Parsi community by means of popular
lectures on Natural Philosophy and the publication of a cheap
periodical literature."
Thus honoured and blessed, Dadabhai started on his first
voyage to England on June 27, 1855, in the P. and 0. Navig~tion
Co.'s boat Madras. She took as many days to reach Aden as
are now taken to land• passengers at Marseilles. At Aden the
passengers were transferrea on July 9 to the Calcutta steamer
Oriental, bound for Suez. Thence, proceeding overland, they
joined the Sultan at Ale4:1ndria and arrived at So~thampton on
August 22nd.
With Dadabhai went Muncherji Hormusji Cania and Kharshedji Rustamji Cama to found the new firm, under the name
Cama & Co. These three were to form a triumvirate. No.action
was to be taken unless they were unanimous in their decision;
matters in dispute were to be referred to the Head Office in
Bombay. A more unbusinesslike arrangement could not have
been devised. Numerous occasions arose when the triumvirate
found it impossible to come to a unanimous decision.
There were also strong differences of opinion concerning
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fundamental prirfciples and policy. Dadabhai felt he was called··
upon to lay in England the foundations of success riot merely of
·his firm but also ()f the business enterprise ·of Indians generally. '
On the credit of his firm and the confidence which it ins~ired
inethe Londo!\ market would depend the chances of development
of India's trade· with the Continent. Kharshedji Cama shared his
idealism in business, but it often startled Muncherji Cama. He
complained to the ~ead Office that it had given him: as a colleague
a philosopher who did not mind sacrificing .the interes7s of the
firm to what appeared to be quixotic principles of commercial
morality.
, On one occasion Dadabhai suspected that the manufacturers
with whom his firm had placed an order for reel-threads, on behalf
· of a B9mbay firm, had not supplied reels of the specified length .
.He therefore took the bundles of thread to his bedroom and sat
up· tlll midnight, m~asuring the thread. Some reels measured
eighty yards instead of a hundred, which was the stipulated
length.
"We shall have to reject these reels," said Dadabhai to his
colleagues.
"Why~" asked Muncherji Cama.
"Because of the shortage."
"That is not our concern," urged Muncherji. "Such discrepancies are not unusual; if our Bonfbay friends feel aggrieved,
they~ may prefer a claim for damages."
.
Dadabhai was, however, obdurate. '~What you say may be
true," said he·, "but having discovered the shortage, how can I
be a party to the transaction?"
Kharshedji Cama agreed with Dadabhai. The matter was
referre~ to the Head Office; sharp came peremptory instructions ·
not to make any more· fuss about the shortage. Dadabhai was
prepared for this rebuff Often- had he been over-ruled in this
fashion, and a continuance of the business alliance after the expiry
of his agreement with the firm seemed undesirable and impracticable.
Amongst the varied commodities handled by Cama & Co.
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in the course of its business were opium, -w-ine, and spirits.
Dadabhai could not ~rsuade himself to" pocket the earnings of
dealings in articles which led to the degraci.ttion and ruin ot
tho~sands of human beings. In a letter written to Kharshedji
Nassarwanji Cama in the Gujarati language, whica was then 'he
medium of communication between them, he informed his more
practical partners that he had decided not to accept his share in
the profits accruing from such transactions. •
Will you tell me (asked Cama in reply) from what sources
Government get funds for the payment of salaries to professors
of colleges and other officers ! Did you not receive your salary
as a professor from revenue derived from the traffic in opium
and liquon If you retire from business and revert to Government
service, will you not once more live on the tainted revenue
obtained from the same business that stinks in your nostrils ?
If our firm ceases dealing in opium, will it put a stop to the traffic·
in that commodity 1 Will not others deal in what you taboo 1

Nothing, however, could induce Dadabhai to change his mind.
The result of all such differences of opinion was that Dadabhai
severed his connexion with the house of Camas. Kharshedji
Rustamji Cama also retired from the firm before the termination of the agreement. Although his biographer does not specifically refer to it, there is.an allusion to the reason in the following
sentence of the memoir:• "At the end of 1858 or early 1859 he
decided, for personal reasons which did credit to his honesty,
·
to resign his partnership." 1
The Camas, as we ha~e already noticed, were his best friends.
They warmly sympathized with his ideals of service and sacrifice
and shared his enthusiasm for the betterment of the condition
ofhis countrymen. To them he looked confidently for moral and
material support in his work of social and religious reform,
and from· them he always derived inspiration. One can realize, •
therefore, the feelings of regret with which he must have severed
his business connexion with such friends. The dissolution of
partnership, however, left no rancour behind. Each side appre1

Vide Kharshedji Rustamji Cama, by S. M. Edwardes, p.
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ciated the point o·f vievy of the other, and their relations continu~d:
• to be as friendly and cordial as before.
•
During his asst>ciation with the firm, Dadabhai did not fail
to inspire some of the young scions of the Cama family. with his
idhk of personal as well as commercial morality. A remarkable
instance was' that of H. R. Camajee, who wrote to Kharshedji
.
Rustamji Cama o~ April4, 1859, from Liverpool:
Papa has at last given to Dorabjee the management of the
China firm and he is to make me and Dorabjee general partners
when my term expires. Do you recommend me to join with
Papa in China business ! I do not really like Opium Trade because
I have seen widl my own eyes the res\llt of such trading and the
effects on the· ·consumers.
Dadabhai returned to India, his mind more enriched than his
pockets. To have lived in England for three yeat:-s,c!yring.Jh.~tera
was in itself a .liberal education. It. was.an.era when such. great
figures as Gladstone, Cobden, ap.d Bright w.ere breathing a._t}ew
spirit of liberalism into British . politics, . and such .autho.rs as
H;erqert·Spencer;Mill, and Carlyle were revolutionizing.society
~ith new theorit:;s of socia~ reconstruction. In such an atmosphere
Dadabhai realized vividly the contrast between the social,
political, and economic condition of the people of the West
and that of his own countrymen. 'Wtere could he have studied
political theory, the working ofdemocratic institutions, and the
parliamentary system of government better than in the country
universally recognized as the "Mother of Parllaments" ~ What,
indeed, .could 'have been a better school for. the study of international commerce; banking, and currency than London, the
heart, .the brain, the nerve centre of the British Empire ~
While growing more and more conscious of the faults of the
Briti~h admitiistration in India, Dadabhai learnt to appreCiate
more and more the sense ofjustice and fair play in England. The
study of the ·strong and weak points of British character stimulated ill him the desire to have India's battles fought not only on
the floor of the House of Commo,ns but thro~ghout Great Britain:. (
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In March 1856 Dadabhai was nominate.d Protessor of Gujarati
in the University Colkge, London. He held that office till the •
year 1865-66, when he retired. He was also ~ member of the
Faculty of Arts atid Laws and a member of the Senate of the
College. The following entry in the University ~alendars ~r
these years shows what his duties were and the books he read
with his pupils: "Monday and Thursday, from six to seven
o'clock, Grammar and Exercises, Green's S~ntences, and Bal
Shastri's History of British India."
What information, however, have we about the life which
Dadabhai led in England? Where did he live and in whar style?
Whom did he meet ? Whose friendship did he cherish ? What did
he think of them and they of him? In vain have we tried to glean
information on these points. Only a few particulars could be .
gathered from personal inquiries made of Dadabhai's nephew, :
Framji Rustamji Desai, who was one of the batch of students
whom Dadabhai took with him to England in the year I 859·
Unlike the other Camas, Muncherji Cama was very conservative in his views and habits. The three partners, therefore, lived
in London in Parsi style. It appears, however, from Dada~hai's
correspondence with K. R. Cama that Dadabhai lived mostly in
Liverpool,· where the. bulk of the cotton business was transacted.
They had a Parsi cook -.md Parsi waiters, as Muncherji insisted
on all the Zoroastrian rites~eing rigidly observed. As he had no
objection to knives :md forks, he might well have reconciled
himself to the use of finger bowls, but he insisted. on the Parsi
butlers going round the table, at the end of each meal, with a
jug of water in one hand and a basin in the other. Whether their
English guests joined in the customary ablutions is not known.
In those days Dadabhai went about in Liverpool and Lpndon
dressed in a costume of his own invention-a long broadcloth
coat, buttoned up chest high, a white silk handkerchief round the
shirt collar passed through a plain gold ring, black trousers to
match and a light black velvet cap, from which flowed a blue silk
tassel. Pherozeshah Mehta, Hormusji Wadya, J. C. Cama and
other proteges, and office assistants of Dadabhai, all used to be
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attired in the same Dadabhai Naoroji fashion. Later, however,"
he decided to do in Rome as Romms.did, but !Yhenever he
•
returned to India, he reverted to the orthodox Parsi costume.
•Though ahsent from Bombay for three years, Dadabhai had
not lost touch with the problems of social reform. On August 20,
1855, the Parsis df Bombay submitted a petition to the Legislative Council fo! reforms in the laws relating to Parsi marriages
and succession. Bigamy was allowed by· the elders of the community in special cases ill those days. Social reformers· railed
against the custo~ as a gross perversion of the doctrines of
Zoroastrianism. Wordy warfare. was, however, of no avail.
Monogamy could be enforced only by the legislature. Those in
favour of reform, therefore, carried on a crusade for an enactment
: specifically prohibiting bigamy. Dadabhai, though away from the
scene of the contest, took lively interest in it and supported the
advocates of reform with a lengthy memorandum.
Dadabhai's stay in Bombay was a short one; the Parsi Prakash
chronicles two events. On December 15, 1858, a public
meeting was held in the city to celebrate the opening of the
Victoria Museum and Gardens, as a mark of the feeling of love
and loyalty of the citizens of Bombay to Queyn Victoria. We find
that Dadabhai supported a proposal r~uesting Government to
give a suitable site for the erection o~a building fqr the purpose.
Pestanji Ruttonji Colah, Dadabhai' s colleague, published in
1859 journal called Stri GnyanMala, jVhich aimed at enriching
the knowledge of women_. Da'dabhai contributed articles to the
first number of the journal; dealing with several social topics of
feminine interest. _
On-january. 9; .rs 59,.1;:?.<\d~bhai.embarked,on .his s.econd y;oyage
for Europe; -accompanied ".by.. jamshedji- ,Palanji..Kapadia, who
afterwards won renown as a Persian scholar and historian, and
Pestanji Ratanji Colah. He also took with him, as his proteges
three studeiJ.ts-his nephew Framji Rustamji Desai, and two
youths of the Cama family, Jamshedji Kharshedji 9ama and
Hormu~i · Dorabji Cama. Arriving at .Liverpool, he wrote to ·
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. K. R. Cama (March 7): "I expect to move ilfto my house, 63,
Oxford Street, next Tl.ursday."
•
Soon afterwards Dadabhai started business oa his own account •
und~r the name of Dadabhai Naoroji & Co. and took Kapadia
and Colah as his partners. Edulji Nasarwanji Mastt!r joined hiru.
in the middle of the year I 86o as an assistant. There was none now
to stand between him and his principles. The course of business
ran smooth. It was established beyond dou't>t that successful
trading was in no way incompatible with the principles of ethics;
a thriving tradesman could remain a high-souled man, as did
Dadabhai.
One day, when he was in his office room, a visitor was
announced.
"Hullo, Ardeshir, 1 what brings you here<" asked Daqabhai,
warmly embracing the visitor.
"Business," replied Ardeshir, "and excellent business too!"
Ardeshir' s services had been specially engaged by a firm in
India trading with China. He was sent to England to make all
necessary arrangements for obtaini.tlg four big vessels required by
the firm. He decided to place the order with some shipwrights,
through the house of Dadabhai, who had done him a good· tum
and to whom he was longing to show his gratitude.
Conscientious Dadabltai invited tenders for the work. One of
the quotations included !n. item, "Commission to Dadabhai
Naoroji & Co." at the rate of 5 per cent on the amount of the
tender. It was not the lowest tender, but had the amount of
commission been omitted, it would have been the lowest.
Dadabhai sent for the representative of the firm. ·
"What is the meaning of this item:" he asked.
"It is the usual practice," replied the representative. "We allow
a certain percentage to all firms through whom we receive
orders."
"If it is the usual item, why have the other firms not shown it in
their quotations<"
"If they have not specifically mentioned it in their estimates,
1

Probably one of the young Camas.
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they must have mad~ provision for it under some head or
• another."
•
"But this woul'd make it impossible for my firm to accept the
tender," said Dadabhai. "If you give us commission, how can we
b~ expected ·to supervise the work conscientiously~ I am paid
for the work by· the buyer; I cann9t accept payment froin the
seller as well!" •
The representative did not kn.ow what reply to give. He must
have felt as though he had been ,suddenly transported· from a
·
commercial house to the pulpit!
"You must delete the item," continued Dadabhai, "if you
want us to accept your tender. "
The item was deleted, and the tender'was accepted. Litde could
. the representative of the manufacturers have then thought that
the elimination of that item was to cost his firm ~ good deal more
than five per cent! Scrupulous to. a fault as he was, Dadabhai' s
supervision entailed addltional work, which in fact 1Ileant extra
expenditure of thrice the amount that they would have paid by
way of commission, had Dadabhai been a "normal" business man.
Dfl.dabhai' s firm was then in its infancy, but he appears to have
· earned enough to keep him in fairly affluent circumstances during
those· days. He was a Director of the Queen Insurance Company
and a guarantor of the Industrial Exhibitton of I 862. Ever willing
to help a good cause, he cheerfully'r;ndered substantial financial
assistance to several projects of public usefulness, among which
were the movements to raise funds in llombay for perpetuating
· the memory ofMountstuart Elphinstone and Jugannath Shankarsheth, for an address and purse presented to Principal Harkness on
his retirement, and• for the provision of a Library of Sanskrit books
for the Elphinstone Institution. Handsome also w~re his con..:
tributions to the Zoroastrian Fund raised in Europe in i 861 for
the Parsi community in London and to another Fund raised in
Bombay for giving English education to Parsi girls.
How, varied and manifold were his activities in England about
this time may be realized by a mere recital of the institutions
with which he had been associated. He was an active member of
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·the Liverpool Literary and Philosophic Society; the Philomathic
Society, the Council of the Liverpool Athenaeum, the Royal •
Institute of London, the Royal Asiatic Society'of Great Britain
and .Ireland, the Ethnological Society, the Anthropological
Society, the Society of Arts and of the National InClian Associ~
tion. Highly respected as a mason, he was one of the founders
and the treasurer of the Lodge, "The Marquis of Dalhousie."
The British public knows little about the P~rsi inhabitants in
India. In Dadabhai' s days it knew much less. He, therefore,
read papers before the meetings of the Literary and Philosophical
Society of Liverpool on the manners and customs of the Padis and
on their religion, giving two distinct accounts, one of the old or
orthodox school of Parsis and the other of the new and reform
school. In the first part he described the incidents in the daily life .
of a Parsi of the old school, from the moment he got out of bed
to the hour of his going to rest, and the principal ceremonies from
the hour of his birth to the last moment of his exit from this
world. Although one could gather from the tenor of his speeches
t.hat he was a reformer, he spoke of the orthodox school with
his usual fairness and forbearance. This made so favourable
an impression on Professor Max Miiller that he made a sp~ci~
reference to Dadabhai' s fairness in his Chips from a German
Workshop. 1 "There is :I1b sneer," says he, "no expression of
contempt anywhere, even {\rhen . . . the temptation must have
been considerable."
It was Dadabhai' s con.viction that Indians .shouJd study the
business methods of the British. Interested in the cotton trade, he
became a member of the Manchester Cotton Supply Association;
and while himself benefiting from the available opportunities
to study the organization of the cotton trade in that district, he
also read before the members of the Association instructive
papers on the supply of Indian Cotton. Likewise, he repeatedly
impressed the Bombay millowners and cotton merchants that
they could not successfully compete with Lancashire in the
London or Liverpool market, or in the Bombay market, until
~
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they had careftilly studied the methods a:nd devic~s of the
• Lancashire merchants and manufacturer~ to secure India's raw.
material ·at the l~west price and to sell manufactured articles to
the best advantage.
•
• In Liverpool Dadabhai ·came in con, tact with Samuel Stllith,
one of the most trusted business men with whom Dadabhai
Naoroji & Co. dealt in cotton. The business acquaintanc~ soon
ripened into life-!ong friendship. Smith was keenly interested in
Dadab.hai' s struggle for the emancipation of India, and wholeheartedly supported him in all his political activities when he was
in a p~sition to do so as Member for LiverpoQl from r882 to r885
and for Flintshire (rom r886 to 1906. He was a pillar of strength
.to the temperance movement in Englanq, and in that wo~k.
. Dadabhai was his enthusiastic coadjutor. He went to India in
1906 to preside over the All-India Temperance Conference and
attended the historic session of the Indian National Congress at
Calcutta when, for the first time from the Congress platform,
Dadabhai as President demanded self-government. On the fourth
day of the Congress (December 29) the delegates heard with
grief that this true friend of India had suddenly passed away and
they placed on record· their deep sense of the loss sustained by
India in his death.
In the midst of all hfs literary and comftlercial pursuits Dadabhai
seldom missed an · opportunity of "'oicing the grievances of ·
Indians. Indeed, he became an unofficial ambassador for India in
England. In .1859 commenced his ca!ilpaign of agitation concerning the injustice inherent· in the system of recruiting the
Indian Civil Service. Open competition for the Service had not
long been established when, all of a sudden, the India Office
announced a reduction in the age limit from 23 to 22: This
change debarred the very first Indian student, Rustamji Hirjibhai
Wadia, from appearing at the examination. Dadabhai submitted
a protest to Lord Stanley; Secretary of State for India. The change
in the age limit, he urged, should have been notified beforehand,
and he asked that in justice all candidates otherwise eligible
should be allowed to appear at the examination. '
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Dadabhai then asked Sir Erskine Perry to take up the matter
on behalf of India. Sir ~rskine' s friendship was for Dadabhai an •
unfailing source of inspiration and strength. It \vas a- friendship
restin~ on the union of two hearts drawn by mutual attraction
to each other, and it endured till the last days ot that noble~
minded Englishman.
Sir Erskine interested John Bright in youy.g Wadia. That
steadfast friend of India cheerfully accepted the brief. Before,
however, he and other friends could raise the subject in the
House, the American Civil War broke out. It engrossed the
attention of Parliament completely; the Indian Civil Service
question had to be shelved. Dadabhai, howe:ver, continued his
correspondence with the authorities, until an assurance was given
by the Secretary of State in a letter that "no further changes in
the Civil Service Regulations would at any time be made,
without due publicity being given to them at the earliest possible
period."
To Dadabhai this was a question of vital national importance.
Macaulay had said years ago that no yoke was more oppressive
than a foreign yoke. Dadabhai was convinced, after his critical
examination of British policy and administration in India, that
unless Indians were given an increasing share in the administration
of their own country, tM British' yoke would become more and
more galling. The upheaval of I857 made him very pessimistic
about the future, but the transfer of the administration from
the East India Company- to the Crown and Queen Victoria's
memorable Proclamation, promising equality of tr<:atment to her
Indian subjects, buoyed him up. That Proclamation became his
Bible. He quoted it repeatedly with as much reverence as a
Christian divine would have quoted the Scriptures. All his
political preaching resolved itself in its ultimate analysis to the root
idea that by the pledges solemnly given the Government and the
people of Great Britain were bound to give fair treatment to
India and to extend to her children the rights and privileges
of British citizenship. It was not, however, easy for the rulers to
fulfil the pledges implicit in that charter of liberty. They tried
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for years to circtftnvent it, but growing tired of that game, during.
• the Viceroyalty ofLor"d•Curzon, they sought to ride off on a new
·and narrow intePpretation of the promise. The words "so far as
· may be" in the Prodamation gave them, they contendeq, the
d!scretion to•set a limit to its application. Lord Morley, however,
vindicated the honour of England.
·
I do not ltelieve (said he)' that the Ministers who advised
Queen Victoria in framing one of the most memorable documents
in all our history meant those words to be construed in a·narrow,
literal, restricted, or pettifogging sense. I do not believe that
Parliament ever intended this promise of the Queen's should be
construed in ~ny but a liberal and generous sense.
Th~ grievances of the people were many, but in the opinion
ofDadabhai the fountain-head of discontent was the denial to the
people of their share in the administration. Increased association
of Indians in the administration of their own country was the very
foundation of progress. It was this broad aspect of the problem
that impelled Dadabhai to conduct life-long agitation on the
subject. The same consideration impelle<;l him, two years later, to
raise a controversy concerning· appointments in the Indian·
Medical Service. This controversy also had its origin in an
arbitrary decree by which the doors of tfl.e Service were closed to
Indian stude;.t~. The aggrieved youtl:! in this case was Mancherji
Byran~i Colah, who ·was shut out from competition for the post
of Assistant Surgeon to the Army M~dical Department. There
was, it was contended, ~n altrnistic motive underlying that decree. '
His Majesty's ·Government feared that Indian youths would not
be able to stand the climate of the different places to which they
.would have to be posted from time to time!
As advised by Dadabhai, young Colah submitted a memorial
to the Secretary of State for India. The reply was 'disappointing.
Nothing daunted, Dadabhai had another memorial submitted
separately to theW ar Office, to the Hous~ of Lords, and to the
House of Commons, signed by several Indian residents in London.
The ban was re~oved. Meanwhile, however; young Colah had
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·passed the age limit and was disqualified. Subsequently, owing
mainly to Dadabhai's e~ertions, he was admitted to the service •
and rose to a high position in it.
Thfi: number of Parsi students in England was growing; there
was also a steady increase in the number ofParsi resiaents engag~
in commercial pursuits or employed in business-houses in London
and in other cities of England. With his usual foresight Dadabhai
thought of providing for them a centre of s~cial intercourse.
A club would not have answered the end he had in view. He was
aiming at an organization which might grow with the growth
of the Parsi community in England and cope with all the•problems concerning their welfare. The outcome was the London
Zoroastrian Association, which has during the last eighty years
rendered valued assistance and advice to Parsis resident in the
United Kingdom, particularly to Parsi visitors and students.
From the inception of the Association in I 861 till the date of his
retirement from England in 1907, Dadabhai was its President.
To the youths sent to England he was a sort of guardiangeneral. He had a wonderful gift of drawing them to him and
giving a turn to their minds and their hearts which made them
useful instruments of pub~c weal. For several years there· was
under his supervision a group of students who profited by his
unrivalled knowledge oi the affairs of the world as well as by
the example of his simple ~d methodical habits and high ideals.
To help them to qualify themselves for high offices in the State
was the first step towardslhe goal oflndianization of the services.
The next step was agitation. In regard to that step Dadabhai
found himself invariably thwarted by official high-handedness.
"Defeat" and "Despondency" were, however, words not to be
found in his vocabulary. Taking the pledges in the Queen's
Proclamation as his birth-right, year in and year out, he continued
to preach the gospel of "India for Indians" and lived to see a
steady and substantial improvement in the opportunities available
to rising generations to occupy higher positions in the service
of the State.
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·DOMESTIC TROUBLES

•

Tis time now to glance into the home ofDadabhai. A pathetic
feature of the life of almost all leaders of thought in India,
during the middle of the nineteenth century, was the lack of
intelligent fellowship and co.,-operation of their wives. In no case,
however, could the situation have been more poignant than in
that ofDadabhai. Into the details of that chapter there is no need
to enter. In order, however, to follow the course of events that
." impelled him to return to Bombay post-haste, in September
r 863, it is necessary that the veil should now be partially lifted.
·· If marriages were made in heaven, as many a good Parsi
believed in those days, the selection of Gulbai as a bride for
Dadabhai was a heart-rending illustration of the inscrutable ways
of Providence. Besides labouring under the disabilities common
to the illiteracy ofthe age, Gulbai was far from being prepossessing, and awkward in speech and manners. Dadabhai tried his
best to teach her, but she showed. nett the least aptitude for
study. She could not even read or ,.,rite.
Dadabhai resigned himself to his lot. In no way ,did the infelicity
of this union ruffie the serenity of his tpind or alienate his affection; on the contrary, 'it served to elicit the highest and the·
noblest that was in him. However ill-matchecl, he was not found
wanting in tenderness or fidelity. He took her :out, whenever
possible, and with rare patience and self-renunciation played the
husband and the teacher in turn to widen her oudook on life and
render her as happy as one could be in her position,
Dadabhai was, no doubt, reconciled to, if not quite content
with, his lot. Not so, however, his mother. As her son arrived at
man's estate, she began to realize the enormity of the mistake
she had made iJ]. thoughdessly marrying him in his early boyhood.
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to one incapable of being his better half. Wh:tt an elevated position
in society he was occupying! What higher positions and dis- •
tinctions awaited him in the future! Such a• talented young
man J"equired the inspiring company, intelligent co-operation,
and cheering assistance of an accomplished partner in lift!.
Could she not yet repair the mischief done : By this time,
however, Dadabhai was the father of a boy born in 1859.
Even so, his mother thought it was not too fate to mend the
mistake!
It was not then quite uncommon for a Parsi to take a second
wife. Bigamy was repugnant to the teachings of Zoroa~rian
ism, but the religious prohibition was not rigidly enforced.
During the days of dictatorship of the Parsi Panchayat a Parsi
could marry a second wife with the permission of the elders, given
in exceptional cases. Towards the middle of the nineteenth
century, however, when the Panchayat had lost all its authority,
particularly on the eve of the passing of the Parsi Matrimonial
Laws which made bigamy penal, many a Parsi took unto himself
a second wife in the life-time of the first. Dadabhai' s mother
wished her son to follow suit, but he instinctively shrank f~om
what appeared to be a revolting proposal.
Painful though it was to him to disregard her wishes, he could
• not help thinking that sl!e was in this respect unreasonable and
unjust; she, on the other han~, thought he was dense and obstinate.
Saintliness and self-abnegation were virtues, but every virtue
carried to excess is conv~ted into a folly, if not a crime; and
Dadabhai, she believed, was not justified in sacrificing his life in
this manner. At last she appealed to her brother, Rustamji Desai,
to prevail upon Dadabhai- not to allow his sentiments to overpower his reason. The uncle tried to induce his nephew to pay
heed to his mother's advice, but in vain. It was an example
of sheer renunciation-a case of factum valet, however hard
and disagreeable. He made a fmal appeal to his mother in the
name of humanity. "Put me," he said, "in the place of my
wife. Suppose I, your son, am suffering from the disabilities
from which she suffers. Would you, in that case, ask my wife to
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marry a seconC. husband.:" After this' his mother dropped. the
·subject.
.
•
That was the gosition when Dadabhai had gone to England for
the second time. In front of his residence there was the house of an·
i:nglish medical practitioner, Dr. Archer, who had three ed~ca.ted
and intelligent daughters. Dadabhai used to visit them frequently.
Munche,rji Cama could not brook such familiarity. Rm;nours
, were soon set c!loat that Dadabhai had become a convert to ·
Christianity and wished to marry an English woman. These ·
reports reached the ears of his mother. She sent piteous protests,
imphring him to desist from taking such a step. "I tried to
persuade you," she said, "to take a second wife, ~ut you would
not listen to me. Now you think of marrying an English woman
and bringing disgrace to our faffiily !"1
Da'dabhai was greatly hurt. Not only his honour, but also the
happiness and peace of mind of his wife and mother were at
stal<.e. He went straight to the P. and 0. Cqmpany's office and
booked his passage to Bombay.
It was twelve o'clock midnight (September 9, 1863).wh~n a
visitor knocked at the door of Dadabhai' s family house in
Bombay. Manekbai and Gulbai were fast asleep, but a friend
and major-domo of the ~amily rushed ~ the door.
"Who's that~" he asked.
·. •
"It is Dadabhai;" was the reply;
"What~" thundered the man inside. "You villain, hpw dare
you take Dadabha1' s name who 1s in E~gland? Get away, otherwise I will break your bones!"
·.
"Maku," said the ,visitor, gently calling the.man by his name,
"1
"
pease open th
e d
oor.
These words had a magic effect on Maku. Recognizing the
familiar voice, he joyfully threw the door open and held Dadabha i
in his arms.
·
.
·Then met the mother and son; and then the husband and wife;
1 ''This letter was writte~ by me," said Framji Rustamji Desai to the author, "as
dictated by Dadabhai's mother."
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their eyes wet with tears. Within a few minutes Dadabhai cleared
all misunderstandings. He was still the saine spotless son of his •
beloved mother, the same faithful husband of Jus afflicted wife.
Life in Bombay was as full as ever for Dadabhai. ~ocial reform
and literary work kept him fully engaged. There were some
amusing incidents also. In October 1863 he went with Ardeseer
Cursetji Cama and Hormusji Wadya to Purantlhar Sanatorium,
twenty-five miles from Poona. One evening, whilst he and Cama
were walking on a public road, Wadya, who was a few yards in
front of them, riding a pony, said poice to a party of two El\glishmen and a lady, who were walking ahead of him. That expression
was generally used to call upon pedestrians to give way to horses
and carriages, but it nettled one of the Englishmen. He ~truck
the pony on the head with his stick. Before the rider could say ·.
anything, the animal bolted, and the indignant pedestrian entered
into the gateway of a bungalow close by, showering abuse on the
rider. Dadabhai and Cama, who could not realize what all the
noise was about, came up running to the Englishman and asked
what the matter was.
"D--n the rider and the pony also," exclaimed the man.
"That beast had nearly trodden on my wife's heels."
"You might speak m~re politely," said Dadabhai on hearing
some other coarse invecti~s.
"D--n you and your politeness. I will not allow you or
anyone else to tread on IllY wife's heels."
"Such conduct is most ungentlemanly," interposed Cama.
Greatly incensed, the man rushed out of the compound and
said, "You are as great a cad as your friend."
"Thank you," retorted Cama, "that's very polite of you; we
are much obliged."
This roused the ire of the man still more. Brandishing his stick,
he threatened to assault Cama. Then, turning to Dadabhai, he
asked, "What's his name?"
"The fact of the matter is--" The calm and collected professor
tried to soothe him, but was not allowed to proceed further.
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" I don' t want•f:acts.. I want your name. "
Dadabhai took out a card from his pocket. Having written
with a pencil, "Mr. A. C. Cama," under his own name, he
handed the card to the indignant Sahib, and said, "And may !.have
~ur name~,.

"It is not necessary," was the curt reply. "I am Commandant
of the Military Post ofPurandhar."
·
• ~edgings, Cama wrote a letter to the ComReturning to hls
mandant, Captain Morgan, demanding an apology. An acrimonious correspondence ensued, resulting in the expulsion of the
three Parsis from the Cantonment by order of the Commandant.
The incident had its sequel in the law courts. Cama flied a suit
, against the Commandant, claiming damages. The gallant officer
. repeated in the court all the choice expressions he had used and
:tdded that he had shaken his fist about six inches from Cama' s
fa~e and had said, "If you were not such a contemptible little
snob-or brute I forget which:-I would knock your head off
your shoulders for your insolence." He justified the intimidation
on the ground that Cama' s ironical "Thank you" was provocative
and said that he 'had expelled· the Parsis from the hill, as they
had ~ot obtained his permission to enter the Cantonment. The
SessionsJudge gave judgment in favour of the defendant with costs.
Cama appealed to the High Court, ~ich reversed the decree
of the lower ·court. The learned Judges held that .the acts. com..,
.plained of amounted in law to an assault, but that the plaintiff
was entitled to· only nominal damag~. as he had in no way
suffered in reputation. They gave a decree for him with nominal
damages of one rupee, observing at the same time that Cama was
"fairly entitled to the credit, the value of which his residence in
England and his apparent adoption of English views as to· the .
points of honour in conduct will have taught him to appreciate,
of having behaved with some show of spirit iri the whole affair."
Another exciting incident took place at a public meeting held
on February 25, 1864; at Sir Jamse~ee Jejeebhoy's Castle, where
it was proposed by Dadabhai that a statue should be erected in
honour of Jagannath Shankarsheth in the Victoria and Albert
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Museum in recognition of his public-spirited •services. Edwin
Hancock seconded the motion; Dr. Birdwood, the Sheriff, and
some other Europeans supported the proposal. A discordant note
was, however, struck by Chisholm Anstey, the famous barrister
of the day. He contended that the Sheriff had convened a meetin~
of all the inhabitants of Bombay, whereas those who had sent a
requisition to him had asked for a public meiting to consider
a method for expressing the gratitude of "Mr. Jagannath
Shankarsheth' s countrymen" towards him. Although he was an
inhabitant of Bombay, he was not a countryman of that gentleman. It was, therefore, officious on the part of the Sheriff td have
called him and the inhabitants at large to that meeting. He might
have stayed away, but he was there to enter his protest so that the
meeting might not be made into a precedent by silly and
designing men. He went on to say that there were about half a
dozen signatories to the requisition expecting similar tributes to
their work. He referred pointedly to Robert Knight, editor of the
Times of India, "who had been promised a heavy purse." This was
the unkindest cut to the "Bayard of Indian Journalism," whom
the Bombay public. had spontaneously decided to honour, 011; the
eve of his departure from India, as one of the very few English
j<:mmalists who had striven consistently to promote good feelings
• between Indians and Eu~peans. Despite the thunder of the irate
lawyer, however, it was r~solved to appoint a Committee to
raise funds for the statue. Dadabhai was one of its active members.
There was a distributi011. of prizes and scholarships to the girls
of the Students' Literary and Scientific Society's schools in
Bombay on December 12, 1863. At this gathering Dadabhai was a
welcome visitor. Sir Bartle Frere, Governor of Bombay, who
occupied the Chair, paid him a warm tribute as being "one of the
first promoters of female education in Bombay in its earliest
infancy." It was a matter for gratification, he added, that
Dadabhai was then amongst them "after a number of years
usefully and profitably spent in England," to observe with
satisfaction the progress made in the schools.
A notable achievement during this short visit to Bombay was
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the inauguratiott of a Society of Parsis who took an oath not to
• &;.e without having the ladies of the family at the same table.
This ."revolutionary" social organization marked the beginning
of the emancipation not only ofParsi but also of Hindu w,pmen
&-om the tyfanny of a social usage which enjoined restraints on
their liberty little different from those associated with the purdah
system. Among the promoters of the organization the two most
'conspicuous .fig~res were Manockji Cursetji and Dadabhai
Naoroji. They held· each other in great esteem; both stood
head and shoulders above their peers in intellect and zeal for
social•reform. Whilst the orthodox section of the community was
·deriding the innovation, Dadabhai sought to justify it by giving ·
an accotint of the condition of women in different countries in
the P.ast and of their elevating influence wherever they had
attained their real status in society as theirhusbands' partners in life.
The cultured members of the family of Manockji Cursetji were
the life and soul of the movement for social reform. Their relations
with Dadabhai were most cordial and intimate. Dadabhai was a
frequent visitor at their residence, Villa Byculla, in Parel Road.
Manockji Cursetji left his sons Cursetji and Jehangir, who were
stucfents in England, under Dadabhai's care. He saw to the payment of their school fees and other matters. Manockji Cursetji
had started a fund in the middle of the-year 1863 for a school to •
tea~h the English language to Indian •girls. Dadabhai contributed
Rs. s,ooo to the fund, and gave the Cursetjis all moral support.
~anockji.Cursetji sailed for Europe -vvith his two d~ugQt~rs on
April 14, !8~$... :1; .fortnight in "adV'!fiC(,e, o.LP.a,4~~hai. TG- Miss
·Serene Cursetji,_ Dadabhai was an affectionate· friend and c.ounsellor~she always addressed him as "Dadabhai Master" and she .
had no more .true and· disinterested friend. In her diary for the
day, ·she wrote: "It is seldom that one meets with such a friend, as
this world is a vile one; consequently I a;m proud of him-and
· thankful to God) that he has given me a good, pious, and virtuous
·friend. " 1
1 The author's thanks are due to
this period.

Mis~ Cursetji for allowing 'hi~ to read her .diary for
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Dadabhai left Bombay for England on April 29. On this
occasion he took with him, for the hrst time, his mother •
and wife, and his son Ardeshir and daughter Shirin. Where they
put up, there is no family record to show, but we learn from Miss
Curse~i's fascinating diary that he rented a house•in Hornset,
with a splendid garden, and named it "Parsee Lodge." Among
young Curse~i' s reminiscences of the period there is one concerning Dadabhai's affection for his childr~n that deserves
mention:
It was a sight at once charming and delightful to see him. when
off work, unbend himself, squatted on the drawing-room carpet,
playing with his little boy and girl. His conversation was always
interesting, informative, and instructive, decked out with anecdotes and stories, and flashes of friendly fun and ready wit. His .
voice had a singular charm; I have it still in my ears.

Before he sailed for Europe Dadabhai had offered to the Bombay University, of which he had been nominated a fellow in April
1864, a sum ofRs. 1,7s,ooo for the endowment of a Fellowship to
perpetuate the memory of Lord Canning. The amount. was
contributed by several donors, Dadabhai himself having subscribed Rs. so,ooo. The proposal, however, fell through as, before
the amount was paid, the commercial crisis which supervened on
the termination of the AAlerican Civil War spelt the ruin of
many a business concern and also of many an individual in England
and India. Before the V\il.r England used to buy huge quantities
of cotton from the Southern States of America; after the outbreak of hostilities the supply was cut off and the Lancashire
spinners had to look to Bombay for the raw material. There was
thus a boom in the cotton trade in the Bombay markets, followed
by speculation, which drove the entire population of Bombay
crazy and brought about the ruin of numerous merchant
princes and commercial houses in India.
For Dadabhai' s firm the war was a windfall. During the period
of hostilities it received large consignments of cotton, and he
amassed a fortune. He had, however, dealings with several firms
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in England and -rudia~ which owed him large 'sums of money.
Their collapse inflicted severe losses on him, but the chief cause of
catastrophe was his own good nature, his sheer self-effacement in
helping others. Although the times were critical, he had tr:U!d. to
' e~tricate a fliend from embarrassment. This friend had established himself in business. in England. Speculation during those
gidd.y days had. brought him to the verge of insolvency. When
Dadabhai heard tte tale of his woes, hebestirred himself to avert
the crisis. Against the warning of friends he st~od surety for the
man who had incurred losses to the extent of £3o,ooo and was
practitally bankrupt. He thus saved the 'friend's firm, but imperilled the stability of his own. The creditors of the insolvent
firm flocked to his doors, brandishing their books of account and
demauding 'immediate payment. Dadabhai quickly met all his
· obligations as a surety, but saw his own firm go under. •
Another friend to whom Dadabhai extended a helping hand was
Karsandas Madhavji, through whom. he had large dealings with
Bombay houses. Even during the hectic days of the share-mania
Dadabhai gave credit to Karsandas' s constituents, relying on the
recommendations of this friend. Karsandas soon. found himself
in d~ep waters and asked Dadabhai to honour his bills to the,
extent of £6o,ooo. Dadabhai's friends in Bombay, particularly
Jamshedji Kapadia, who had ail inkling' of the impending bank- •
ruptcy of the Hindu merchant, cauttoned him not to incur any
such liability. Kapadia had retired from the firm and returned
to India in 1865. The warning, however. came too late. Dadabhai
·had already informed Karsandas that he would accept the bills;
and, true to his word, he honoured them all. It was such single- .
hearted.ness and readiness to help a lame dog over the stile that
meant his own undoing.
Even in the inidst of failure Dadabhai' s credit for integrity
stood as high as before. Much sympathy was expressed for him
in England as well as in India. Within a week he placed his
accounts before his English creditors;. Impressed by his integrity,
they released him from his liabilities and engaged his own services in connexion with the liquidation proceedings. They also
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showed their confidence in him by offering him !resh loans to set
him up in business again.
•
Referring to the crisis of 1866, the writ~ of Dadabhai's
obituary in Investor's Review (July 17, 1917) wrote:

•

•

Many years after, when his character and attitude happened
to come up in the Bank of England Discount Office, its chief,
while as a conservative pooh-poohing and• sneering at Mr.
Naoroji's utterances, told us that he knew him to be a man of
strict integrity in business and as proof added, "he met all his
engagements in 1866, a thing comparatively few in the East
•
were able to do."
Another story is related, indicating how highly Dadabhai was
respected in banking circles. Some of the banks in England
refused accommodation against documents which Cama & Co.
were prepared to honour, and insisted on the firm drawing bills
and getting the recognized brokers' acceptance. Dadabhai
raised a controversy and eventually had his way. The Governor
of the Bank of England, it was reported, called on Dadabhai
at his office and complimented him on "his spirited resistilnce
and the justness of his contention."
Ever cool and collected, patient and contented, Dadabhai
• took his misfortunes calmly and philosophically. Miss Serene
Cursetji, who was then a guest of the family, refers in her diary
in touching terms to the troubles which he faced with his
characteristic calm duri.t.g those unhappy days. Writing on
Tuesday, June 26, 1866, she observes:
Poor Dadabhai has truly a deal of patience and his troubles he
bears marvellously. I learnt from papa that his affairs will have to
be wound up in a day or two: this will be done more through the
misconduct of his creditors, many of whom have behaved
shabbily, very shamefully towards him, but I feel sure God will
reward him for his righteousness.
By Friday, June 29, it was all over. Miss Cursetji' s diary for
the day opens with these words:
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None coul!l think from the unshaken calmness and patience
that reigned in Dadabhai's face as well as action that his affairs
were in such ~ dreadfully painful condition. As usual he took his
breakfast-but poor Dadabhai's mother was sad and kept crying
for the wl10le day and speaking in more than h3;rsh terms to"poor
Mrs. D. All this was very painfu,l.

Af~er the failure ofhis firm it.was impossible for Dadabhai to
keep with him the proteges ·whom he had been sppporting in
their studies. The family, however, stayed with him fqr a y~ar
more. On het return from England, Dadabhai' s wife gav:e birth
to a second daughter, "in Bombay, on October ro, r868. Tpe '
girl was called by the pet name Maki, 1 which clung Fo her ever
afterwards.
1 Abbreviation

of Manekbai.

CHAPTER
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HERE is a silver lining to every cloud. The gloom of
reverses in business was dispelled by the brilliance of Dadabhai' s success in other spheres of public usefulness. PuPSuit of
commerce in England was not an end but a means to an end,
namely, work for the economic and political well-being of
India. To that end he now bent his whole energy, resor~ing to
means more congenial, more direct and more promising.
Dadabhai' s first impulse, when he went to England, was to
obtain first-hand knowledge of the cultural and political institutions of England. Whilst studying those institutions, he felt
more and more convinced that if the British people were true
to themselves, true to their.inbred sense and traditions of equality,
justice, and fair play, they would help India to obtain freedom.
The policy of the Government of India was certainly not such
as to stimulate such hOfJeS; the arrogance of the British officials
of the day and their unfeigned contempt for Indian intellect
and character were positively destructive of such optimism.
But who were the re~ rulers of India? The Government of
India? Certainly not. Their masters in England? Yes. But who
held the reins of government. in England 1 The bureaucracy 1
Certainly not. The Crown 1 Not at all. The Ministers 1 Nay,
despite the fact that they held the reins of office, not even they
ruled England and India. It was the people of England that
governed both. To call the Government of England a limited
monarchy was a misnomer; it was a republic, limited only
in name, a commonwealth where the electors were really and truly
the sovereign. It was their will which, subject to constitutional
limitations, was law. The destinies of India were linked with those
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of such a commo·~wealth; their interests were identical;. united
. .they stood; divided th.ey both must fall. If the policy of the
Government ofinciia had not been directed in the past towards the
end visualized by Dadabhai, it was, he felt, because the British
p~lic were tfot kept well informed of the true state of affairs
in India. If their ignorance were dispelled, their insular prejudices
removed, and the mists of misunderstanding cleared away, the_
ties between ·the ~o countries could be strengthened, to the
lasting advantage C?f both. "We Indian people believe;" he used
to tell English audiences, "that, although John Bull is a little
·thick-headed, once· we can penetrate through his head into his
brain that a certain thing is right and proper to be done, you may
be quite sure thai: it will be done." .
Such. beitig his reading of the English mind and English
.Character, it became his life-long mission to awaken the British
people to their responsibilities concerning the administration of
India. Already he had launched his campaign for ~he removal
of certain· wrongs and had succeeded. It was, however, impossible
for him, single-handed, to rivet the attention of the British public
on the diverse neglected problems affecting the welfare of India.
For the diffusion of the knowledge of Indian affairs and for the
creation of a healthy public opinion in England it was necessary
to have a group of workers. Without ~ritish ·allies and their
co-operation the need for Indian refordts coitld not be adequately
impressed on. the House of Commons in whom rested the
ul~mate authority. D~dabhai; therefore;t~~t~rted, .. n:.coll~b~ration¥
With W. C. BonnerJee, tl1.~.ond.onJndiaJJ.;::.SQ~~ty,, ....:wlth .the
object of_;bringing~Englishmen .. and Indians. together. at .social
gatherings_,and_e:xchat].gi¥g views on subjects cotinected .\vith
India. There were two interesting self-denying ordinances. The
Society could not discuss "any purdy religious subject," nor
could it at any time pledge itself to any party, political or social,
in India or in England. Thus protected from ·pitfalls, t~J,Jmg~m
Jn4ii£~~~~--s~rried .on ouseful'l.propaganda for more than
fifty years, with-Dadabhai as-its-President until his retirement
from England in the year 1907.
D
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How he fought on behalf of candidates fof admission to the
Services we have seen. That struggle, however, merely marked.
the commencement of a war that was to last f~r thirty years. The
quCition of the Indian Civil Service again came to the front in
1865, owing to a change in rules adversely affecting Indian
aspirants for the Service. Sanskrit and Arabic used to be included
in the optional subjects for the examination; most of the Indian
students found it easy to take up one or othe•r of the languages.
It was, however, proposed to reduce the number of marks that
could be secured in this way. Dadabhai raised his voice against
the proposal. In addressing a meeting of the Londoll' Indian
Society, he .stressed the importance of the two classical languages,
and of the precious store of knowledge enshrined therein. The
Society thereupon sent protests to the Secretary of State,. and the
·
controversy ended in Dadabhai' s triumph.
Skirmishes of this sort were almost a normal feature in the life
of Dadabhai. Not only for defending the economic and political
rights of tlie people of India, but also for vindicating their
intellect and their character, he had to enter the arena of public •
controversy from year's end to year's end. In February I 866,
John Crawford, President of the Ethnological Society of London,
read a paper in which he sought to establish the intellectual and
moral superiority of Ettropean races over Asiatics. Not only the
President of that leam~d Society, but almost the whole of
Europe was then under this ethnological illusion, which was the
result of a superficial s~dy of races according to the divergences
of their cephalic index, colour, facial angles, and other peculiarities.
Dadabhai would not allow. such a libel to go unchallenged. He
was not out to demolish all the sociological fallacies underlying
the paper; he was anxious merely to vindicate Indian intellect
and Indian character. He, therefore, came forward the very next
month with a crushing rejoinder, tearing to shreds all the specious
arguments in Crawford's thesis. It was a spirited and cogent appeal
to history and science which only a student of the history and
literature of Europe as well as of Asia, ancient as well as modem,
could have put forward within so short a time.

'
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It was stated by Crawford, as an illustration of the mental
· inferiority of the Asiati~s, tpat in: the semin:aries at eighteen the
Indian youth was left far behind by the European and that he ,
never after recovered his lost g~ound. Dadabhai explain:ed that ~he
pr~cipal objed of the Indian boys who join:ed English semin:aries
durin:g the early years of the .£ast India Company was to acquire
a knowledge of the English language. The fact that they discontin:ued their stu~ies on attain:in:g that object was no justifica~
tion for the assumption that the Indian youth was in:capable of
progress after eighteen. Sin:ce. those days there had been ·such a
rapid advance in: university education that the Friend of India had
remarked that university exarillnations had been "assumin:g a
Chin:ese magnitude" and presenting a spectacle at once curious
and gratifying.
· '
.' The dearth of great names in: Asiatic literature was another
disparagin:g comment o.f Crawford. Dadabhai cited several
famous works in: ancient Persian and Indian lit~rature. With
pride he recalled the .tribute paid by European savants ·to the
' unsurpassed achievements of the · Brahmin:s in: grammatical
analysi~ and Sanskrit works aboundin:g in ev,ery branch of science.
Quoting Horace Wilson, he poin:ted out that in: f1ction much of
the in:vention displayed on the revival ofletters in: Europe had an
Indian origin:, while in: spiritual and philbsciphica:l speculations
Hin:dus had traversed the very same •ground trodden by the
philosophers of Greece and Rome.· In astronomy and metaphysiGs,
too, they had kept pace with the most enljghtened nations of the
world, while in: medicin:e and surgery they had attain:ed as much
profici<:;ncy as was practicable before the study of anatomy was
rendered possible by. the discoveries of later res'earch;
As regards character, Dadabhai quo~ed testimony after testi.;.
.mony of authors, travellers, and administrators, to refute the
sweepin:g denunciation·· made ori imperfect in:forniation·. · What
.. would an Englishman have to say to the followin:g picture· of
· English character drawn by a Parsi ·who was disgusted with the·
bad name give:q.. to Indians by European writers of the type of ·
Crawford?
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Look at all the mass of untruths in the dail~ advertisements and
puffs ... how much swindling is there"in the concoction of companies for the benefit of the promoters only.... Look at the
number of immoral haunts in London, read the account of Life
• in Liverpool, see the social evil and street immorality, casei of
unfaithfulness in domestic life. . . .
Studying the English character in this supf\rficial manner, that
critic had formed the opinion that the English were the most
hypocritical, the most selfish and unprincipled people. "If,"
said Dadabhai, "such evidence as Mr. Crawford relies upon be
conclusive as to the character of the natives of India, I d~ not see
how the Parsi gentleman's conclusion cannot also be admitted as
proved." Why, the prmcipal argument that he and his colleagues
had to encounter in their efforts to promote female educatiop.
in India was that it had corrupted English society!
When we left India in I 855 to come over here to open the
first Parsi firm (said Dadabhai), the principal advice given by
our European friends was that we should be exceedingly careful •
in our business in the city against the many rogues we should
meet with there. "In India," said one, "we keep one eye open;
in England you must keep both eyes wide open."
Was evidence of ttlis sort to be allowed to traduce whole
nations : Differences in die condition of different people and their
various peculiarities required careful study, and due allowance
had to be made before_attributing any result to innate differences.
Repeated misrepresentations brought home to Dadabhai the
need for an organization, more broad-based than the London
Indian Society, which could bring together Englishmen and
Indians on a common platform not merely for the ventilation of
Indian grievances but also for the removal of erroneous impressions. Once more, therefore, we fmd him working on a
project for the formation of an association to lay solid foundations
of mutual understanding and friendship between England and
India. The outcome was the East India Association, inaugurated
on December 1, 1866, in c"olfal)O'r"!it1ml"Wrtti'ae0llimittee of
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.retired English officers :vith-whom- the jdea .of.acqua~_ting the
.British public and .the .British Government. with matters per~
taining to the East ~dies appears to have originated. Its ·membership was thrown open to all who were interested in the welfare of
In<fia.
•
Independent and disinterested advocacy of the interests of·
India and promoti~n by all legitimate means of her welfare was
its object. As.an institution it aimed at providing a Library and
Reading Room,_ and affording Members· of Parliament and.the
public generally. information and assistance on Indian subjects.
It was, however, not to take notice of complaints of individuals
against the Government of India or their Civil and Military .
Servants unless a question of public importance was involved.
Nor was it open to· it to undertake to act in matters that could be
-decided by law courts, or by an appeal to the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council.
During his stay in England Dadabhai had succeeded in rousing
in English. friends such deep sympathy for his country and such
high regard for his dismterested labours that a large number of
eminep.t English politicians, statesmen, ex-governors, and exofficials resident in England readily joined the Association. The
, first President was Lord Lyveden, son ofRobert Smith, AdvocateGeneral of Bengal, whose fame among t~e people of India was,
to quote the words of james Mackintosh, the philosopher-lawyer
of Bombay, "greater than that of any Pandit since the days of
Manu." Lord Lyveden was born in Calootta. This circumstance,
coupled with his connexion with the Board of Control, first as
its Secretary and then as its President, had given him an interest
in the welfare of India almost as keen as his interest in England._
Dadabhai~was:.adirst only a member of the Committee, but the
duties_ of Secretary of t~e Association soon devolve.4 .. <?..~ -~in.
The platform of the Association provided a forum for all
possessed of any special information or views on Indian and
. Colonial subjects. At.. its .. meetings . was. always to be seen a
brilliant assemblage . of pro~ent Englishmen,. Indians, and
Anglo-Indians, exchanging views on Indian affairs, ·uniting in
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voicing Indian grievances, and stimula,ting, ~o far as possible,
the British public and the British Government to take a deepeta
interest in India than they had previously ev:Jhced.
J;>adabhai was the outstanding figure at these gatherings. At
the very first meeting held on May 2, 1867, he read a paper•on
"England's Duties to India." He raised three main issues. Was
British rule in India a benefit to India and Ey.gland < If so, what,
were the best means to make it endure for· the longest possible
time <Were such means adopted <Acknowledging the benefits of
law and order under the British regime, he gave figures showing enormous contributions made by India towards England's
wealth and strength. Then he referred to the annual drain of the
wealth of the country to England and the total exclusion of
Indians from the administration of their own country .. Never::theless, India wanted her connexion with England to endure:
Why< The explanation was to be found in a parable taken from
a vernacular journal. A fox entangled among some creepers
was pounced upon by a swarm of flies. Seeing them sucking his •
blood, a crow asked the fox whether he might drive away the
flies. "No," replied Renard, "these flies are now satisfied,,and if
you drive them away, another hungry swarm would take their
1 "
pace.
What about the me~ns to ensure solidarity between the two
countries< Some people • maintained that India was conquered
by the sword and must be retained by the sword; some advised a
policy of benevolent .lespotism; others, however, stressed the
wisdom of apolicyofjustice, of"equality among all Her Majesty's
subjects and honesty with the princes of India.') Reviewing the
three policies, Dadabhai observed that the third, "the policy proclaimed to the people and the Princes of India in the name of the
Sovereign, was the hope of India and the anchor of England."
It is gratifying and hopeful to find that the statesmen who rule
and the thinkers who guide the policy of this country have distinctly seen and clearly enunciated cl1at India should be ruled for
India's sake; that the true and only tower of strength to the
English rule is not a hundred thousand English soldiers, but the
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willing conse.~t and. grateful loyalty of the people themselves;
and that when the time comes for a separation, and which I trust
•
is far distant, t:ke world may rejoice in a glorious chapter added
to its history, of the regeneration of an .old, but long unfortup.ate,
• race, and india may for ever remember gratefully the benefactors
who restored her to more than her ancient splendour and
civilization.
If this was th~ right policy, what were the right means adopted
of implementing. it? Now follow~d a formidable list of
grievances. Neglect of education, denial to qualified Indians of
share• in the administration, repeated famines, lack of irrigation and means of communication, these and other woes oflndia
were brought vividly to tlie notice of the audience, with an ·
eXhort~tion to the British people to be "true to their nature and
.genius," and to apply themselves honestly to the discharge of their
duties.
In another paper read by Dadabhai, ()n July 5, on "Mysore"
he gave documentary evidence to show that the British Government were bound to acknowledge a separate Government in
Mysore and the continuance of a "native rule" in that territory..
On November 25 Dadabhai came forward with yet another
paper on the '~Expenses of the Abyssinian War," demanding
that India should not be saddled with an' portion of the cost of
wars fought in the interests of the Brit1sh Empire. It was argued
by official apologists that India had lost nothing because it would
have had to pay the troops even if they ~d not been transferred.
Dadabhai's examination of this argument was devastating.

a.

What is it 'that the troops are kept in India for ! Whatever that
was, India lost by the transfer of the. troops. If it was nothing,
then the army should have been reduced. If it was· something,
then. how could it be said that India lost nothing < If the troops
were required for security, then it was unfair that India should
have been deprived of that security and yet have been made to .
pay for it.
'

Dadabhai's enthusiasm proved infectious. Member after
member came forward- to read papers on important .subjects,
''
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On June I I General Sir Arthur Cotton read• a paper on "Irrigation and Water Transit in India.'' The unprecedented.
succession of drought and famine was then•filling India with
distieSS and discontent. The authorities seemed to favour. the
construction of railways more than canals as a remedial measrl!:e.
Sir Arthur had some· caustic remarks to make with regard to
the published papers on the subject, all filled with writing,
but with not one word about doing anythfug. If India could
be irrigated with ink, the famines would have been stopped
long ago; but he should have preferred a Governor-General,
or head of the Public Works Department, "who •would
irrigate one acre, or cut one mile of navigation, to one who
would write a whole Blue book full of frothy declamation
about the necessity of irrigation, and the terrible difficulties.
attending it."
On August 13, 1867, Dadabhai raised the question of admission
of Indians to the Civil Service and proposed that a memorial be
sent to the ·Secretary of State for India, demanding that competitive examinations should be held in India as well as in England.
Through the kindness of Sir Erskine Perry he had come to know
of a minute of a Committee of the Council of the Secret~ry of
State for India which had recommended, in the year I86o, that
examinations should be-held simultaneously in both countries for
all the Civil Services. He•was asking nothing more. Sir Herbert
Edwards suggested that the Association should also call attention
to the desirability of ~tablishing scholarships so as to enable
students to go to England to complete their education. After
having heard the members of the deputation, Sir Stafford
Northcote expressed himself favourably disposed to both the.
suggestions.
The next step was to interest members of the House of
Commons in this subject. Dadabhai approached several M.P.s
and succeeded in getting Henry Fawcett to give notice of motion
to the effect that the House of Commons deemed it desirable that
the examination should be held simultaneously in London,
Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras. He then read another paper on
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April 17, +1868, !nd moved that the Association should support
Fawcett's motion. 1
•
•
Hostile critics -often questioned the fitness of Indians for
offices of trust. Tliey were under the illusion that Indians were
dt!ficient in :rbility, integrity, and physical power and energy.
Dadabhai did not wish to go over the ground he had already
covered ,iri. his paper on European and Asiatic races, but, he
said, he asked tl~ose who spoke scornfully of Indians not to
'forget how some Englishmen in India, in former days, were
suddenly transformed into rich Nawabs; how after selling their
power•and influence 1in India the Company bought their power
in the English legislature by bribery; how the Company's
servants cheated their own masters; and how their conduct
furnished some of the most remarkable instances upon record of
:the power of interest to extinguish all sense ofjustice and even of
shame. It was natural for educated Englishmen drawing high pay
or profits to feel indignant at the bribery and corruption of the
poor people with low education, low pay or profits, and low
prospects, but Dadabhai ~sked them to look round and opserve
the amount of fraud and "doing" in London and to reinember ·
that several Englishmen, drawn from the lower classes, were not
behaving creditably in India.
The real .question was, when Indians ~ere as highly educated
as Englishmen, did they attain to the ~me character for integrity
or not? Holding in his hand- a pamphlet of ninety-five pages,
entitled Evidence relating to the efficiell{y of Native Agency in
India, Dadabhai said he had collected a large volume of testimony "as to the efficiency and integrity of the educated natives
employed in the various departments of the Indian Service in
office of trust and responsibility."
It was an interesting symposium of opinions giyen)y.eminent
authorities. Retired governors, civilians, and .. military. officers,
having experience of varied provinces, all testified to the intelligence of Indians; a few of them, however, thought·that integrity
was not yet a strong point in Indian character. Dadabhai did not
1

The motion was eventually· withdrawn.
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keep back from his audience a single adyerse opinion; he left it
to them to draw their own conclusions. Some of these opinions.
served to clarify the situation. For instanc<:: Sir Bartle Frere
obsocved:
•
•
In India, as in Europe, we find a great difference in capacity
between different races; between different classes in the same
race; between the same race in different sttges of civilization;
between the children of an intellectual and a non-intellectual
family; between the rich and the poor; between members of
different religious schools; and, in fact, we fmd that every variety
of circumstance in the origin and training of a man mak~s some
difference in what I may call his original intellectual capacity.
And after making allowance for this difficulty in instituting any
comparison between the two groups of nations, I should ~ay that
there was no perceptible difference between the children of the·.
two groups, save that the children of the warmer climate were
more precocious in the early development of their intellects, and
paid for their advantage in lacking somewhat of the stamina and
strength of the more slowly ripening children of the colder
climate.
Of this I feel pretty confident, that, if a million.children·could
be taken at random, so as to represent every variety of nation,
rank, and religion in Europe, and another million taken in like
manner in India, ther~ would certainly be no inferiority observable
in the intellectual capa~ity of the Indian million. I believe that
many of the prevalent differences of opinion as to the actual
result, as shown by .experience, arise from our forgetting, in
almost every comparison we make, many of the main elements
which ought to enter into our calculation and comparison.

Nobody supposed, said Chisholm Anstey, that the natives of
India were deficient in ability. He believed in their integrity, in
their capacity, and in their fitness for government. Nevertheless;
he was against the clamour to "thrust a certain proportion of
natives every year as eligible for high office" upon the Secretary
of State, the Viceroy and the Commander-in-Chief. He would
not employ an Indian any more than an Englishman in a particular
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district or province in which his household gods were set and his
worldly fortunes were cast. Why ? Because he was an Il;ldian ?
No, because he wou!d not appoint anyone to. an offi'ce in a locality
in which he 'had for s.ome time resided.
·
. •
~adabhai was ready with a rejoinder. To say that there should
be no Indians m the Civil Service of India was like saying that
· there should be no •Englishman in the Civil Service of England.
The localities of appointment were mere matters of detail .. The
main question was to 'put Indians and Englishmen on a footing of
equality as regards entrance into the service. Dadabhai' s 111otion
was carl'ied, the learned counsel being the only dissentient.
'

Within two years of its existence the Association had demon:what a wide field Qf useful work lay be(ore it. It set
Dadabhai thinking how the efforts of i~s members could be
reinforced if i~ had branches in India at the capital cities, and if it
were helped financially by the Princes and the people of India.
This idea commended itself to his colleag~es. It was decided that
he should proceed to India and establish branches o.f the Association in selected places .and collect funds.
·
str~ted.

.

A · deputation ·of the Association, including Da'dabhai, had
presented ~o the Secretary of State a memotlal soliciting immediate
attention to the necessity of irrigation ~orks in India. It needed, ·
however, not one or two, but a volley of memorials before. the
authorities could be roused to set the. official· machinery in
motion. On the eve of Dadabhai' s departure to ·~dia, it was
proposed that another representation should be made to the
Secretary of State. In a minute which Dadabhai· left behind and
which was placed before the Association's nie~ting, held on
· Decen:ber 8, r 868, he gave a historic survey of the devastating
famines with which the population was periodically.• afflicted.
Why was the work of irrigation cllipably neglected?· Was it a
question of cost ? If so, he urged, the question should not bt;
considered mainly as one of profit and loss. Even ifit were certain
that the expenditure would yield no return, the State "':ould, in
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his opinion, "be bound by the highest sense of duty to undertake
"
•
t hem.
•
In 1870 it was decided by Government to-spend an additional
atll{)unt of £roo,ooo,ooo on railways. Sir Arthur Cotton
challenged the wisdom of that decision, and the East Ittdia
Association devoted no less than three evenings to an examination
of the issues raised by the "Grand Old Man of Irrigation," as he
•
was called.
Soon afterwards the Duke of Argyll moved the second reading
of the Governor-General oflndia Bill in the House of Lords. The
Bill contained a clause empowering the Governor-Geheral to
nominate qualified Indians to the Civil Service under a system of
selection instead of by examination. It was, in a way, a triumph of
Dadabhai' s prolonged agitation. He was, no doubt, an advocate
of free competition and had suggested that a competitiv6
examination for some of the appointments to the service should
be held in India and that the selected candidates should be
required to go to England and pass further examinations. The
Secretary of State had, however, endeavoured to meet the wishes
of the Association by a system of noniinations under .which
nine out of sixty appointments would have gone to Indians,
whilst the doorway would have remained open for an Indian
candidate to enter the service by open competition at the examina•
tion held in England.
As a compromise, Dadabhai was prepared to welcome the
concession, trifling the>ugh it was. It produced, however, a
strange ferment in India. The Bombay Branch of the East India
Association condemned the system of nomination as humiliating
to the country. Moreover, where was the guarantee that the
enactment of r869 would not remain a dead letter as did the Act
of r863 and the Royal Proclamation? Even if its provisions were
implemented, where was the guarantee that selection would be
based on merit ?
Dadabhai, therefore, sent from India a paper on the subject,
which was read at a meeting held on July 7, r869. "I do not
suppose," he observed, "that anybody would be disposed to
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blame Indians for• this s~spiciousness, especially when their fears
.are based on pas~ experience." Yet, justifiable though the reasons
were for doubts, ~adabhai considered that they might have
reliance upon the distinct pledge given by the Secretary of State.
U~til the system of nomination, was abolished in 1886, there was a
constant uproar about the appointments made by Government.
To purge recruitment of the abuses inherent in the system and to
ensure the selectio~ of the most deserving candidates by competitive examinations in England and India, a decisive batde had
to be fought, and was fought, as we shall see, on the floor of the ·
House •of Commons; · one of the combatants being Dadabhai
himsel£

CHAPTER X

•

A FRUITFUL MISSION

•

• in the work of
ITH his heart and soul deeply engaged
the East India Association and his mind full of plans for
strengthening its position and extending its operations, Dadabhai
arrived in Bombay. On May 5, 1869, he gave his first•lecture
explaining the objects and work of the Association. Like the lion,
a very appropriate symbol of English character, the English
public could not be roused easily, but, said Dadabhai, when one<:
roused, no obstacle could stop it. All that was necessary was to·
make out a good case. "A kind of Providence," wrote Edmund
Burke, "has placed in our breasts a hatred of the unjust and cruel
in order that we may preserve ourselves from cruelty and
injustice." Probably Dadabhai had these words in mind when
he told his audience: "The Englishman is incapable of desp9tism.
He might, and often did, carry things with a high hand, but
the instinct and love of liberty, the constitutionalism which is
born with and ingrain~d in him, made him at the time of trial
recoil from being stigmatized a despot."

W

Many of us are ;wxious (he observed) that we should have
representative institutions, a Parliament in India. That is the goal
we must all work to. But can we say that we are at present
prepared for such institutions 1 • • • Is it not necessary for us,
especially the educated, to set ourselves to work to educate the
people in this important matter 1 While doing this on one hand,
preparing a public opinion, a public voice, and a body of public
men, is it not necessary that in England a Society should exist
which should have, by its judicious and proper advocacy, by the
weight and influence of its conduct, acquired an influence so as
to be prepared, when wanted, to fight the last and greatest battle
of representation in or for India 1
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The lecture e-voked great enthusiasm. It roused the energy
• and quickened the imagination o( the citizens of Bombay.. At a
large and influen!i-a.l meeting of representative dtizens, held on
May 22, the Bombay branch of the Association was forlJlally
it!augurated. •
·
·
·
Dadabhai then went on a lecturing tour; particularly with a
view ·to enlisting the support of the ruling Chiefs. Some of his
Bombay colleagJes, such as Dr. Bhau Daji and K. T. Telang,
however, fought shy of those potent.ates who, they believed, were
intellectually, morally, and traditionally incapable of sharing the
aspirat.'ions of young India or of furthering the objects that
Dadabhai ·had in view. He was, however, of opinion, and that
opinion is held even to-day by no less eminent a politician than
Mahatma Gandhi, that if ·leaders of society in British India
~-excluded the Princes from their political activity, they would
be letting a very useful power run to seed. Men of ability and .
influence in British India should place their advice and services
at the disposal of the feudatory chiefs, and they in turn should lend
their fmancial strength in support of the activities of such leaders
for the advancement oflndia. It was this belief that had prompted
him,· durmg the time he had been in England, to help Indian
Princes, on .several occasions, to tide over· their difficulties. It was
this belief that prompted them; too, to }:'articipate in the arduous
work of national progress.
•
The result of his tour in Kathiawar justified Dadabhai' s faith.
The Princes received him kindly. Pirticularly from Cutch,
Junagadh, and Gondal he received handsome donations. His
Highness, Maharaja Shri · Bhagvat Sinhji, Thakore Saheb of
Gohdal, who was an ardent admirer of Dadabhai and befriended
him _all his life, convened a public meeting of his subjects to h~ar
the Indian .patriot. His address, breathing ardent love for his
country, thrilled the good people of that State, who had seldom
heard a discourse on problems such as those presented to them,
.nor listened'to s.uch a ludd and saintly speaker.
'
Within a few months branches of the Association were established in Calcutta, Madras, and other dties, and substantial
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donations poured in from the Indian States. tilus, for the first
time in history, one might say, Dadabha"i was able to arouse a •
distinctly national feeling in India.
C4ustic in his comment on public affafrs, trenchant and
unsparing in his criticism of the system of government and t>f
the hauteur and indifference of officials, Dadabhai eschewed
bitterness. His intense earnestness, his transparent sincerity and
selflessness, and his sweet reasonableness and ~oderation, lent a
peculiar charm to his appeal and extorted admiration even from
members of the resident English community, intensely sensitive
though it then was to criticism of the British administtation.
There was a consensus of opinion that this ardent patriot, who
had dedicated his time and talents to the sole mission of educating
the people oflndia as to their rights, and the people of England as
to their responsibilities, was rendering a national service.
About this time Pherozeshah Mehta had returned to Bombay
from England. He was one of the proteges of Dadabhai whose
sage counsel and inspiration (to quote Mehta's own words) had
formed his character and elevated his ideals whilst he was studying
law in England. Having been an eye-witness of the efforts made
by Dadabhai in arousing the interest of the British public in
Indian affairs, he told his countrymen, in his own impressive
way, what sacrifices hadt been made by Dadabhai in discharging
that patriotic duty. Seeing 1low a wave of enthusiasm had spread
over the entire province and how the patriotic sentiments of the
people had been stirred b¥ Dadabhai' s speeches, Mehta also started
a movement for publicly appreciating the eminent services rendered by Dadabhai. Endorsing a suggestion made· in the Bombay
Gazette by a correspondent that the Sheriff of Bombay should
soon give the p1.1blic an opportunity of expressing their grateful
appreciation of Dadabhai' s work, he said in a letter to that
journal (January 21, 1869):
I can personally testify to the high esteem and regard in which
Professor Dadabhai is held and the value set upon his assistance
and advice by not a few of the leading Indian Officials "at Home."
Indeed, if I were called upon to point out the man most deserving
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to be styled t:Ae Sir Philip Sidney of Indian Renaissance, I would
unhesitatingly single-out Professor Dadabhai, and that after a close
and personal ~wledge of and intercourse with him. 'In his
characteristic simplicity and unostentatiousness he may forget
·himself in_ rendering services; let us not forget him in aclatowIedging them!

The public of Bombay responded ch~erfully to the call.
Since the. days ctf Rap.1. Mohum Roy, observe& the Native
Opinion, no Indian had achieved a more distinguished reputation
both in India and in England. Ram Mohun Roy's reputation was
~hiefly• confmed to his own 'presidency of Bengal, but, said the
writer, Dadabhai's name was welcomed by .his compatriots in
all the provinces, and most by the Indian Chiefs. This was all the
more honourable to Dadabhai, as he had been able to achiev~ that
: distin~tion without in anyway gratifying their vanity or pandering
to their prejudices.
Some of the leading citizens took counsel together, and it was
resolved to present an address and a purse to Dadabhai. Why a
purse : Because they knew that in his devotion to the cause of his
countrymen he had neglected his OWn interests. They also knew
how' the genius of eminent ·politicians was often· painfully
humiliated and impeded by the straits of embarrassed circumstanc~s. Dadabhai was not the man whQ would. open his lips to
anyone about his private troubles, bu~they felt it was their duty
to spare him such embarrassment. A sum of thirty thousand
rupees was accordingly collected. Whether Dadabhai would
accept such a testimonial to his ·public •spirit was doubtful, but
his fellow-citizens had discharged their duty..
Never before or after was a popular demonstration in India in
honour of a '~political agitator" so vitalized by the participation of
the European population as it was on this occasion. In the homage
paid to the national hero the heart of the European resident beat
in unison with the heart ·of the populace. There· was a unique
assemblage of the inhabitants of the. City, European and Indian,
at the Framji Cowasji Institute, on July 3, 1869, to.do honour to
Dadabhai. The address recalled the fact that wherever he had been,
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whether at home or abroad, he had disinterestedly devoted his
time, talents, and energy to the promotiorl of social, political, and •
moral welfare of the p~ople of India. It also -r~erred in felicitous
ter~s to his efforts in the cause of popular education and diffusion
of useful knowledge, for the spread of vernacular•literature alld
the creation of a taste for reading in the Gujarati-speaking population of the Bombay Presidency.
Dadabhai was overwhelmed with joy w~en he heard his
early activities recalled, one after another, with appreciation and
warmth of feeling, but the purse handed to him as a "small
token" of his countrymen's esteem and affection was a sottrce of
great uneasiness to him.
I accept the testimonials (he observed), which are more proof ·
of your kindness than of my deserts, with great thankfulness.
If I could consult my own feelings, I should hesitate to accept the ·.
purse. But certain circumstances with which I need not trouble
you have made it necessary for me to avail myself of it. I hope,
however, I shall not give any reason for dissatisfaction to those
kind friends who have particularly wished me to accept the
purse, when I. may be able to devote the generous gift to some
purpose of public usefulness.

Out of the subscribed amount a sum of Rs. 25,000 was presented to Dadabhai, and.the balance was kept for the cost of his
portrait, which it was propbsed to present to the Framji Cowasji
Institute later. The greater part of the purse soon went to the
East India Association. O.wing to a defalcation on the part of an
office-bearer of the Association, its financial condition had
become so critical that Dadabhai took over the lia:bilities of that
officer. There was not a ray ofhope of recovering even a farthing,
but there was the satisfaction that he had given a new life to the
Institution.
There are men (observed The Times of India) whom, if we can
feel sure of not spoiling them, the community does itself good by
publicly honouring-and there are times, very few, indeed, we
admit-when it is suitable and in the true sense profitable to
emphasize a unanimous public sentiment by a substantial gift
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The conditidns which render the testimonial of a community
sincere and suitable: and which make appropriate a gift of money
for private us~iven to a man while yet in the midst of active
. life, are, we ·tlrink, to be fotind in the circumstances which· have
resulted in the presentation to Mr. Dadabhai NaorojL ~t there
be any who have looked askance on Mr: Dadabhai's recent
'lectures and agitation because of their political character, we may
remind them.that there. is very much iti' connection therewith in
which the most conservative and timid·can rejoice.

Dadabhai was yet in his prime; he was exposed to all the
· temptations strewn in the path of men in active public life. The
testimonial was, therefore, a test ofhis moral fibre. It entailed on
him new responsibilities and enjoined greater self-denial.
··
With the satisfaction that his iuission on behalf of the East
India Association . had been ·crowned with · success, beyond
expectations, Dadabhai embarked on his .fourth :'Voyage for
England. Little did he then realize that besides instilling new
aspirations and hopes in British India his political propaganda
had created an awakening among the Indian Princes. Much less
did he realize the extent to which the sphere of hi~ influence had
been extended during those few months and the warmth of feeling
of respect and admiration which his ability, integrity', and patriotic
fervour had evoked from the F~udatary Chiefs whom he had set '
thinking as to the extent to which his propaganda could. be
helpful in adjusting the relations be~een. their· durbars and the
Paramount Power.. Still less could ·he have dreamt that the
contacts thus. established would give quite an unexpected turn
to his .own career an.d bring him back to India to offer advice and
assistance to several Princes and to be installed on the gadi of
Prime Minister ofBaroda.
Arriving ill England, Dadabhai attended a meeting of the
Association, held on October 29, r 869, at which. a paper on the
question of means of transport in India was discussed. Welcoming
the decision of Government to cqnstruct railways in f~ture by
raising loans instead of by giving concessions to ·private enter-:-
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prise and guaranteeing payment of inter~st on• their stock, he
pointed out that under the system of giving companies a •
guarantee, all the losses arising from waste l'di upon the State,
whil& the profit mostly went to the guaranteed' companies.
The question of adulteration of cotton in l3ombay, th~
cottonopolis of India, then came under discussion. The Bombay
Cotton Act of 1869 contained penal provisio~s for preventing
adulteration. In a paper on the subject, Dadabhai contended that
no case had been made out for such stringent and hampering
penal provisions as were embodied in that Act. The discussion
on the paper had the desired effect; the obnoxious measure was
dropped.
During the years 1870 and 1871 the principal topic of discussion was Indian Finance. Within six weeks, between June 15,
and July 28, I 870, no less than four papers dealing with the subject
in all its bearings were read and discussed at great length; one on
"Indian Finance" by I. T. Prichard, another on "Public Works
in India" by Sir Bartle Frere, another on "Wants and Means of
India" by Dadabhai, and the fourth on the "Finance of India" by
Sir Charles Trevelyan. All these papers had a direct bearing 011 the
subject which Dadabhai had most at heart-the impoverishment
ofindia-:-and their importance demands separate treatment .

•
In the year 1871 the num~er of members of the Association ran
into four figures and its influence began to be felt in Parliament.
At Dadabhai's instance, i!enry Fawcett, dubbed "the Member
for India," had begun what became the annual custom of moving
a resolution in the House ·of Commons favouring "simultaneous
examiriation" for recruitment to the Indian Civil Service. Moreover, whenever Indian questions were discussed in Parliament,
several M.P.s prompted by members of the Association, or
inspired by its discussions, spoke with knowledge of the wants
and wishes of the people and brought informed criticism to bear
on the solution of Indian problems.
The Civil Service question loomed large in the proceedings for
the year 1871. Amongst the other subjects dealt with during the
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year may be mentioned "Popular Education in India," by
• William Tayler; and ''The Means of ascertaining Public Opinion
on Indian Affair~y Sir Bartle Frere,· a paper which was discussed at three sittings. In the year 1872· I. T. Prichard rais~d the
question of•'Representation of India in Parliament." This was
followed by papers on "The Progressive Capabilities of the
Races of India in Reference to Political and Industrial Development" by Hyde t:Iarke, "What the True Interests of Manchester
really are in India" by Dr. George Birdwood, and on "Trusteeship as the Basis oflmperial Policy"by Major Evans Bell.
Tht: work of the Association was growing apace; it needed a
centre; it had to equip and maintain a library; it had. to build up
an endowment fund to ensure its stability. The funds brought by
Dada.bhai (rom India ,were not sufficient for these requirements.
He was once more.proceeding to India; would he be good enough
· to send the hat round~ Dadabhai cheerfully undertook the begging
mission. Immediately on arrival in India, he made arrangements
for placing the branch of the Association at Bombay on an
efficient footing. He then toured Kathiawar and Rajputana to
collect funds and to interest the Princes and the people of the
Stat"es in the cause of the Association.
·
The City of Bombay was then convulsed by the powerful
agitation of the people fqr reform in tm: machinery of municipal
administration. Dadabhai threw hi!nself into the movement,
presided at a great meeting of the Bombay Ratepayers, and
headed the deputation to the Gover~r of Bombay to present
.'
a memorial adopted at' the meetirig.
The Council of the East India Association was warm in its
acknowledgment of the assistance rendered by Dadabhai at all
times and' in the most critical circumstances. It was stated in a
minute that without such assistance it would have been almost
. impossible for the Association to carry on its work. The Council
also placed on record its gratification at the large_ accession to
the list of life members, :which Dadabhai had been able to secure. ,
Even so handsome an acknowledgment could hardly have
conveyed to the public an adequate idea of the infinite pains taken
'.

.
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by the hard-working Secretary in approaching people to join the
Association. Stenographers were not then ·to be had: Dadabhai •
had to carry on his voluminous correspondetit'e and to write his
minutes and contributions to the Press in his oWn hand. Likewise,
he addressed numerous appeals to friends, promment citizen~
and Princes, asking them to help the Association in its work of
national importance.
· Another glowing tribute was paid to Dadabhai at the annual
meeting of the Association on July 17, 1872. In moving a vote of
thanks to him, the Chairman of the Council, E. B. Eastwick,
observed:
In respect of the Council's remarks regarding the Covenanted
Civil Service, I cannot help thinking that in Mr. Dadabhai we
have a gentleman who could have reflected honour on the Indian
Government, had he been in their Service. Indeed, I can honestly
say that I have never met a man who showed greater ability
and more pure love of his country than Mr. Naoroji.

.-;

CHAPTER XI .

THE .DRAIN

.

.

UNK. .in abject. poverty, India _had"_the,.costliest."~nd 'the
l~rdliest admit1jstration in~ the :world. in . the./ six;ties.q{tb-~. past
century. The inevitable consequence of a foreign ·rule everywhere• is persistent transfer of wealth from the country of the
people to that of their rulers. In the case of poor India the extravagance of the authorities intensified the drain. A very large portion
. of her. revenue was carried away annually to England, depleting
· the national capitaL Of that fact people in England had no
conception. Dadabhai, therefore, set 'himself the arduous task of
proving the appalling poverty and distress of the people. and,
the astounding 'indifference and extravagance of their rulers.
It demanded patient study of details, intelligent research, .·and
exceptional knowledge, skill, and reasoning in marshalling facts
and figures. Fortunately for India; he had the requisite qualities,
including a voracious appetite for work and inexhaustible
energy to explore every av.enue of resead:h. Pursuit of commerce .
had now been subordinated l?y- him• to the qu~st of means to
provide food for the half-starved millions of his country; the·
ordinary business ma:n' s casual. contemplation of the world's
output and trade statistics had been superseded by the critical
publicist's close scrutiny of the data concerning the produ~tion
of the country and the income per head of pop~ation. The
whole foundat~on of administration, financial and general,
rested upon that one fact--:-the produce of the country, the ultimate result of all capital, labour and industry.
To work out the result was then equivalent to making bread
without flour. Official information on the subject was inadequate
and misleading;. Blue books were compiled without the least
idea of providing :itiformation on the issues· with whi~h the ·expert
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mathematician wished to come to grips. The sources of nonofficial information were practically dry. The Universities in •
India had not yet popularized the study 0'!1>olitical economy;
and.books on the subject were a novelty. In the year I87o, the
only journal in India which gave statistics concemmg the a~i
cultural, mineral, and other sources of national wealth was the
Indian Economist, edited by Robert Knight. It,. however, did not
give Dadabhai the information he wanted. Detailed classification
of the cultivated area was not available; nor were there estimates
of the average yield per acre for all the different crops. There were
price statistics, but incomplete, and scarcely accurate for· minor
crops.
Not only was information lacking, but there were also handicaps in the approach to the sources of information. Not .all the.
barriers could, however, keep the indefatigable explorer off the·
track. Toilsome and tiresome though the journey, and doubtful
the chances of reaching the goal, he dedicated all his energy to the
up-hill task. Being an adept at ferreting out the truth for himself,
he gathered from far and near all possible information bearing
on the question, subjected the evidence thus collected to a ~inute
analysis, and came to the startling conclusion that the yearly
income per head of the population was only 40s., roughly
equivalent to Rs. 20. •
The gross land tax for I 870-71 had been estimated at
£21,ooo,ooo. On the basis of one-eighth of the gross produce,
the gross production was estimated at about £168,ooo,ooo. To
these were added receipts for opium, salt, coal, and other sources
of revenue, and the total of the raw produce of the country raised
to £2oo,ooo,ooo. To this sum Dadabhai added £1oo,ooo,ooo to
include the proceeds of manufacturing industries, and of excise on
spirits, augmenting the total to £3oo,ooo,ooo. The population of
British India being 15o,ooo,ooo, it gave 40s. per head.
This preliminary analysis of the economic situation formed
the subject-matter of a paper on "Wants and Means of India,"
read before the East India Association on July 27, 1870. It was only
the first step in his memorable investigation and exposition of
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the difficult prohrem. He knew it demanded more detailed study
• and scrutiny, but i~ was· not necessary for that reason to withhold
from the public the'!'tsults ofhis inquiry such as he could then put
forward.·
•
•
1)adabhai's paper was, however, only one of a series of papers
on Indian Finance. To put the case in the perspective that is
needed, it is necessary to recall a few broad facts concerning the
position in India~ during t~ose days, as regards the fmancial
resources of the country, the machinery of administration, and the
system of c6ntrol. In the history of public fmance no Chancellor
of the Exchequer was set a task more difficult than that which fell
to the lot of the Finance Minister for India during the years
fo1lowing the assump~ion by the CrC?wn of the responsibility of
. governing India. None was so shackled as he in confronting the
."tremendous difficulties involved in the governance of a vast
country-the sixth in -extent and second in population in the
world. Before the· administration of those territories was taken
over by the Crown, it was in the hands of a business corporation
pecuniarily interested in the efficient management of the estate.
The spirit of commerce ·governed their policy. They did not
consider it ·their duty to provide amenities, but to furnish a clean
balance sheet was thetr bounden duty. The new trustees were not
so keen on keeping a watchful eye on th{, profit and loss account;
they had m·any other affairs of State t~ look after; so they made
over the management to their nominees. Responsibility divided
meant no responsibility.
•
Under the new regime, a legislative measure, after it had
passed the .Council in India and had been confirmed by the Viceroy, could be lightly vetoed in England. Within the experience
of the East India Association, a child as it was of five summers,
there was an instance in which a budget had been rejectedby'the
Home Gover~ment and flashed back to Calcutta to be recast.
The Indian Chancellor of the Exchequer had to serve · two
masters, the Local Government and the Home Government, and·
he had to prepare a budget which both could relish. ~oth would
fling their. platters in his face, if the meal was not to their taste.
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As, however, the Home Government had the•last word in the
matter, he preferred to follow the menu likely to agree with his •
masters in England.
....._
·
Upder such a syste1p. of patchwork, lacking unity of design, the
fmancial administration oflndia could hardly be expected to gi~e
satisfaction. During the days of which we are speaking, India
enjoyed unprecedented immunity from internal and external
disturbances; nevertheless there were deficits• necessitating enhanced taxation. The rev~nue had increased, but the expenditure
had grown in still greater proportion. Lord Mayo had to deplore
the fact that from the year 1866 to 1870 the Government o"flndia
had been plunged in a chronic state of deficit.
The confusion of the Government of India afforded a good
reason for demanding an enquiry into its fmances. Under the .
inspiration of Dadabhai and Naoroji Furdoonji, the Bombay ·
branch of the Association took the kad. It sent a petition to the
Secretary of State, praying that the fmances of India might be
placed on a satisfactory footing. It also sent Naoroji Furdoonji
to England to enlist support in favour of the petition. The
memorialists protested against the increasing burden df tax~tion
and asked for the abolition of the income-tax. It does not appear
to' have occurred to them that the class bias underlying this
proposal was scarcely •befitting champions of the povertystricken millions of India! •
The parent Association had at the same time embarked on a
complete survey of the .situation. After Dadabhai' s paper was
read, the President, Sir Charles Trevelyan, gave a very illuminating discourse on the subject. Twelve years of his' life had been
spent in the administrative service of India and nineteen more
years in the British Treasury. He was then appointed Governor
of Madras, and fmally Finance Minister in India. Speaking,
therefore, with unrivalled experience, he expressed his concern
that a real crisis had arisen. He welcomed the petition of the
inhabitants of Bombay; they had approached Parliament in the
most dutiful and constitutional manner and were at least as well
entitled to a respectful hearing as any English constituency would

.
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have been. The doyen of Indian fmance could not, however,
• accept Dadabhai's desc~iption of the Home charges, as "tribute,"
"drain," and "poliftCal remittances," nor would he ~subscribe to
the Indian critic's" obser-Vations· concerning the "impoveiiihing
erfect of foreign rule." What were the Home charges r ·Mostly
stores supplied to India; interest on money borrowed ill England
and pensions. W e~e they not legitimate charges for goods supplied
and services rendered r Was there anything objectionable in their
nature, although there were, he admitted, certain evil tendencies
of foreign ruler
.
The"re was, no doubt, lavishness in respect of salaries and leave
allowances, and in the immense gathering of civil and military
' officers from all parts of India at the hill. stations during nearly
. half the year. The ever-growing military expenditure, which
absorbed nearly a third of the gross revenue, was more than the
ordinary military expenditure of the great military monarchies
of Europe, more even than the expenditure by. which England
maintained the security not only of the country but also of the
whole of the British Colonies, including Canada. Even the ·
Controller-General of Military Expenditure had remarked that
military history presented "no instance of any army so con,..
stituted; or of one so costly."
The Public Works Department· wa~ another illustration of
nnparalleled extravagance. Public w~rks were excellent things,
but there were other things equally good or better-financial
integrity, for instance. When the ch9ice was between more or
less of public works and bankruptcy; they might well pause and
consider. The' ex-Finance Member then related a pathetic story:
When Lord Auckland returned to England from. India, he
selected Colonel Irvine of the Bengal Engineers for the Office of
Director of Works at the Admiralty. Colonel Irvine had not
. been in office many months before he came to me at the Treasury,
· and. said, with real distress, "I can:no.t get on: here; they care no
more about spending a crqre1 of rupees than we do a lac." He
. died within three days. I. .do .not .say that was the cause of his
1 Onehuridied lacs 1 i.e., 'io,oi:>o,ooo.
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death, but no doubt the harassment arising trom that state of
things had something to do with it.
•
•
'One of the causes of the unsatisfactory state of Indian finance
was •the imperfect nature of the accounts. The~ was, mor;over, no periodical review of the administration, as was the case
when the East India Company had to appear every twenty years
before Parliament as a suppliant for the renewaj of their Charter.
After the transfer, the auditor and the accountant had become
one. The only control that could be exercised was self-control.
So far as Parliament has exercised any influence in the matter,
it had facilitated and increased the interested pressure upon the
India Office, for, until the conscience of Parliament is roused by
a formal public proceeding, powerful interests are always more
or less able to use it as an organ for their designs. Departmental·.
rule has not proved strong enough to protect the public interests
of India against great class-interests, such as the army, trade and
manufactures, and native princes.
Reform, however, never came anywhere from within. It was
time, urged Sir Charles, that Parliament should resume the
function of auditor and judge. The Association resolve·d to
present a memorial to Parliament, praying for the appointment
of a Select Committee of both Houses to inquire into the general
administration of Her MaJesty's Indian territories both at home
and in India, especially in relation to the conduct of the Finance
Department.
•
Before the decision was taken, Dadabhai had to make
a personal explanation. A member of the Association had sent
him a letter, in which, while agreeing with him as to the main
principles embodied in his paper, the member had criticized
some portions as "having a possible seditious and mischievous
,
ten dency.
First of all I say (said Dadabhai) no native from one end of
India to the other could be found more loyal than I am to the
British rule; because it is mv sincere conviction, which I have
expressed often, that the salv~tion of India, its future prosperity,
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its civilizatio~ .. and its political elevation, all depend on the continuance of the British rule. It is because I wish that the British
rule should be ~g continued in India, and that it is good tha~
the rulers should know native feeling and opinions, that I C?me
forward a.~.d speak my mind freely and boldly.
•

Reverting to the subject under discussion he observed:
The misunderstanding which I want to set right is simply this.
Here is a foreign power ruling over India, producing ·certain
social, moral, political, and economic effects. I' want to draw the
attention of the English nation to the economic effects of its rule.
I certainly should never be so absurd· as to ask English gentlemen
to go out and serve India and take nothing for it; ·but when a
country comes under a foreign rule, certain economic results
m.tlst follow, one of which is, that a drain. must necessarily take
place from the country ruled to the country ruling. Now the
question is, whether the economic injury of this drain (no matter
how legitimate this drain may be as far as the recipients are
concerned) in the case of India is made up or not by the management of British rule. If it is, it is very necessary tha_t the natives
should see that, and the sooner this question is fairly settled the
-better for England as well as for India.. ·

·William Tayler said that he could see nothing either seditious
or mischievous in the paper·. It seemefll to him to be a sound,
practical, and sensible exposition o~ what Dadabhai sincerely '
believed to be the . difficulties and embarrassments · of India,
arising out of the fact that In:dia was .under a foreign Government, and that there was a drain from year to year upon its
resources. All his observations were quite legitimate and were only
what they would have wished an independent ·Indian gentleman
to lay before them.
·
. Thus encouraged by British friends; Dadabhai took every
opportunity throughout his life to bring home to ,the British
public the avoidable drain on the resources of his motherland, and '
'to plead for redress. In the intensity of such pleading his own
vitality was drained to the last drop.
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Soon after the resolution of the Council of the East India
Association a Parliamentary Committee was appointed to ,
inquire into the fmancial condition of ""tndia. It was anothe-'; feather in Dadabhai' s cap. He promptly submitted for
its <;:onsideration "a few remarks"-just sixte"en thousan~
words!
The fmancial administration of any country, like all other
human institutions, required four important erements: material,
head to design, hand to execute, and sound principles of design
and execution. As regards material, the question was: "Did
India produce enough to supply, without hardship or pri~ation,
both her ordinary wants as a nation and her extraordinary
and peculiar want to remit to a distant country a portion
of her produce as the natural result of a foreign rule~·~ The
answer was an emphatic No. She did not produce enough even ·.
for the daily food of her children, much less for all other needs.
If the India Office should prove that Dadabhai was wrong, well
and good; if not, said he, "no ingenious device of even ten
Wilsons or Temples will relieve the Financial Administration
of its difficulties unless the Indian legislators and fmanciers
possess the divine power of creating something out of
nothing."
Once more he urged -arguments in justification of his rough
estimate of the total pro~ction of India. The proportion of
distribution varied from province to province and between
district and district. On tije whole, therefore, the average income
per head of the poor labouring population of all the provinces,
excepting the more favourably situated Bombay aild the Punjab,
could hardly exceed 25s. Complacent assertions of officials to the
contrary were worth nothing; he had taken his stand on facts
and figures such as he could obtain. For testing his conclusion,
detailed statistics were p.eeded, which it should be the duty of
compilers of Administration Reports to give. How minutely he
wished the subject to be inquired into and what a multiplicity of
data he asked for, can be seen from a single illustration. In order
that the average estimate of the income of the unskilled labourer
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might be correct!~ estimated, he suggested the compilation of an
.annual return showing •
.
the humber of p~ple living. upon unskilled labour, and rates ~f
wages, with details; the number of adults (male and femille) .
• capable ofwork, say between twenty-one and fifty years of age;
the number of children under twelve years of age; the average
wage earned by males and females of the above-mentioned
different classi!'tcations (calculating ·the average on the ~orrect
principle of taking the number oflabourers earning each rate into
account); the number of the sick and infirm; and the :q.uinber of
days during the year that the different rates of wages are earned.

The poverty of the country· once adlnitted, the question 'of
remedy resolved itself into the following heads: r. Provision of
capital. necessary' for all public works of a permanent character
."required to increase production and to facilitate distribution;
2. A just adjustment of the fmancial relations between India and
England so that the political drain might. be reasonably
diminished; 3. The best way of attracting capital and. enterprise
to utilize the vast cultivable waste lands; and 4· The best way of
increasing the intelligence of the people ~y a comprehensive plan
of national education.
'
'
·
T~e head which designed the fmancial legislation was the
supreme Legislative Couricil, while socialelegislation was designed
by the Local Councils. All these Ccmntils had a controlling head
in the India Office Council in London. The question was: "Could
any legislation ever do.its work satisfact~rily where the opinions,
feelings, ..and thoughts of the ·people paying' the taxes were. not
freely represented?" .
Dadabhai then asked: "Could the Services be efficient without
a proper proporti~n .of Indians in all g~ades ? Could the English
officials, no matter how clever, manage Indians as well as Indians
of the same standing, ability, and integrity:" The. question had '
also to be considered in the light of the fmancial implications involved. The mere fact that ~ the earnings ofthe Indian officials
remained in the country was in itself a fmancial advantage to ·the
country.
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Finally, as regards principles of desir;n arM execution, the
questions for consideration were: (I) whether the burden of.
taxation was equally distributed over the Sllbulders of all classes
of people; and (2) whether the expenditure was not capable of
being largely curtailed without impairing the efficiency •or
strength of British rule. For a solution of these questions it was
necessary that the Committee should examine the principle and
necessity of each item of receipt and expendTture. For instance,
in dealing with the land revenue, the principles on which the
rates of assessment were based should be examined. Were the
principles sound? If so, were the rates such as to en~ourage
increase of cultivation, to lead to increase in capital, and thereby
to increase in production and prosperity '
"Was the burden of taxation on the cultivator equitable,
compared with the burden borne by other classes,, Government·
claimed the rights of a landlord; did that mean that Government
must have a certain portion of the produce, "even though the
exactions were inequitably higher than those from other classes of
people,, Or, was the Government demand upon land to be
adjusted on the principle that land should contribute its eqgitable
quota with all other industries towards the revenue required for
state purposes ' Because richer interests could resort to agitation
and make themselves ht!ard, should the poor labourer and cultivator, who could not, be ~queezed more than the agitators'
Was the machinery for the collection of the land revenue
economical' Whilst instjtuting a comparison between the burden
of taxation in India ·and that in other countries, Lord Mayo came
to the conclusion that the burden was not "crushing." India,
according to his calculations, paid only Is. wd. per head per
annum against Turkey's 7s. 9d., Russia's 12s. 2d., Spain's ISs. sd.,
Austria's 19s. 7d., and Italy's 17s. What idea His Lordship attached
to the word "crushing," Dadabhai could not say, but he observed:
His Lordship seems to forget the very first premiss that the
total production of the country is admitted to be 40s. per head
. . . so that living from hand to mouth, and that on "scanty
subsistence" (in the words of Lord Lawrence) the very touch of
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famine carries ~way hundreds of thousands. Is not this in itself
as "crushing" to any people as it can possibly be? And yet out
of this wretched ip€ome they have to pay taxation as well.

•

Then he introduted his drain theory.
•

..

Whatev;r revenue is raised by the other countries, for instance,
the £ 7o,ooo,oop by England, the whole of it returns back to the
people and remains in the country;· and therefore the national·
capital, upon wtich the production of a country depends; does not
suffer diminution; while, on account of India, being subject to a
foreign rule, out of £so,ooo,ooo, of revenue raised every year,.
soll'!.e £12,ooo,ooo or more are carried away to England, and the
national capital-or, in other words, its capability of productionis continually diminished year after year.

The .method adopted by Lord Mayo, continued Dadabhai,
.was not the "fairest way" of comparing the taxation of one·
. country with that ·of another. One should ascertain "the proportion of the amount which the Government of the country took
for the purposes of administration." If that test were applied, the
result would show that England raised £ 70,ooo,ooo out of the
national income of about £roo,ooo,ooo--that is, about 8 per
cent, or about £2 lOS. per head, from an income of about £30
per head; whereas the Government of Indi~ raised £so,ooo,ooo
out of a national income of £3oo,ooo,o~that is, about r6 per
cent, or 6s ..8d. per head, out of an fucome of 40s. per head.
Without the data concerning the population and national income
of the countries mentioned by Lord M~o, Dadabhai could not
say fro in what income per head they met their burden of taxation;
he could, therefore, only make the general observation' that while
a ton might not be a. burden to an elephant, a few pounds might
crush a child. The capacity to bear a burden was not to be
measured by the percentage of taxation, but by the abundance, or
otherwise, of the me~ns of income to pay it. from.
Though ·an expert at figures, Dadabhai was yet a novice in
matters concerning the procedure of parliamentary committees.
When, therefore; he appeared as a witness before the 'Select
Committee,· togetper with Naoroji Furdoonji, on beh'alf of the
E
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East India Association, he could not carry th~ Co~mittee with
him on the first day of the evidence. It ts best, however, that he.
should relate the story himself. Speaking'at a meeting, held in
Bombay on September 21, 1885, to consider the question of
raiskg a memorial to Professor Fawcett, he ga"'e his personal
reminiscence of that incident:
When I appeared before the Finance Committee in England
in 1873, I had perhaps the raslmess of writing a letter beforehand
of what I wanted to give my evidence upon. What I said there,
somehow or other, did not suit Mr. Ayrton, the Chairman of the
Committee, and he hindered and hampered me in every way.
Before I went to the Committee I saw Mr. Fawcett, who was
always sympathizing with us, and I laid before him the notes
which I wanted to submit to the Committee. He consider.ed them
very carefully and told me that that was the very thing that ought
to be brought to the Committee. But, strange to say, when I went
before the Committee Mr. Ayrton chose to decide that that was
just the thing that was not to be brought before the Committee.
On the first day I was hardly able to give evidence of what I
wanted to say. But the' next day, when it came to Mr. Fawcett's
tum to examine me, in a series of judicious and pointed qu~stions,
he brought out all that I had to say in a brief and clear manner.

The report of the S<ilect Committee was eagerly awaited, but
the sudden dissolution of4:>arliament, early in 1874, owing to the
defeat of the Government on the long-disputed question of
higher education in Ireland, led to the Committee's extinction.
It had not even completed the inquiry. Meanwhile, fmding the
country sinking under chronic deficit, Lord Mayo, as Viceroy,
strove strenuously for financial solvency. Mainly by decentralization on a provincial basis, subject to central control, he
succeeded in leaving a firmly established surplus. It was, however,
merely the first step along the path of financial reform. Dadabhai had yet to write many a minute, ask for many an inquiry,
and himself sit on a Royal Commission, not only to examine
the real wants of the people of India, but also to suggest an
equitable adjustment of relations between India and Britain.

...

CHAPTER XII

TO THE. 'HELP OF A MAHARAJA
N a wretched Kttle .house in Padra; near Baroda, ther~ lay
captive a member of the royal hou~e of the Gaekwars, pray- ·
ing hourly for the death of his brother. Having been suspected
of co~piracy to get rid of the rulirig prince, his brother
Khunderao, by sorcery, poison or violence, he had been deprived
of his liberty. His friends sent petitions to· the, British Resident
and to the Government of India; but to no purpose. The orily ·
hope of release lay in his brother's death.
· On November 25, r870, the prisoner was more. restless than
ever. After several sleepless hours spent in swearing and raving,
he felt exhausted. Just at that moment there was a rap on the door.
·A voice came from outside, "Sircar!"
"Sircar!" muttered the prisoner, Mulharrao Gaekwar. "What
mockery is this:" Then mstantly, as though he had guessed
the object of the visit at so early an hour, he stepped forward
· "
and sat·d ; "corne m.
•
It was an bfficer from the British R~ident in Baroda, deputed
to inform the royal prisoner of the sudden death of his brother
Khunderao and of the intention of the Government of India to
put him· on the thr~ne, subject to confi;mation by the Government of Queen Victoria. Mulharrao rec::dved the news calmly.
Released from the dungeon, and placed on the gadi. of 'this
great State, what ·sort of a legacy did this prince inherit: Misgoveniment had then reached its cliinax in Baroda. A coterie of
intriguers and blood-suckers had seized the reins of office. Under
their misrule the impoverished and oppressed people had been
.
·
clamouring for years for r:edress.
"Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown." How much more
uneasy should that head have been whereon was placed the crown
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of a kingdom so frightfully misgoverned? But had Mulliarrao a
head ? Had he any sort of cultural con~ciousness ? Was there a.
moral background to his thoughts and desires? Normal intelligen:e he undoubtedly possessed; the faculty ().f discernment, too,
was not wanting. Prolonged imprisonment a!ld the miS€ry
incidental thereto had, however, unhinged his mind. It was in
such an unbalanced attitude that he received the joyful news that
the author of his misfortunes was dead. H"ldil?-g the reins of
office, he found himself pulled in different ways by different
parties. His friends, who had remained faithful to him during his
long term of imprisonment, now aspired to positions of tJust and
responsibility. Mulliarrao considered it his duty to reward all
such adherents. In view of the possibility of a P.Osthumous son
being born to one of the Maharanees of the deceased Maharaja,
another party had sprung up in the Durbar, consisting
meri.
who were openly in support of the prospective mother. There
was, also, a third group consisting of trimmers, who tried to
please both sides.
Such khatpat, as it is called, was not uncommon in feudatory
States; Mulliarrao was capable enough to see through the
intrigues of the different cabals and to handle each tactfully. But
the besetting sin of the man was his weakness for women.
Parents of pretty girls,. panderers and harpies easily ingratiated
themselves with the Maharaja and were placed in lucrative
positions. The management of the State revenues was treated as a
personal giras, and enor~ous sums were taken as nazarana from
those to whom the revenues were farmed out and who in turn
enhanced fourfold the exactions from the public. People abandoned their homes and estates to escape oppression. There were
large deficits, which were made good by robbing the hereditary
Sirdars of their dues. The administration ofjustice was a mockery;
whoever offered the highest sum received a verdict in his favour.
Intoxicated by the unfettered powers and unrestrained pleasures
placed within his reach, Mulliarrao scarcely realized that the State
of Baroda was getting more rotten every day. The British
Residency could have pulled him up; but it allowed matters to
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drift from bad t; w~r~e. Probably this ~as the ~esult of the
opolicy of non-intervelltion then pursued. The Paramount Power
did not object to tlle selection of the Maharaja's advisers and
executive officers, ~ho, were taken from the sc;um of society;.nor
did it check tl)e oppression practised before the very eyes of a
British Resident.
Nemesis, was, h~wever, slowly overtaking the depraved ruler.
It was' a custom that, when a Durbar was held in Baroda, the
Gaekwar gave the Governor of Bombay the seat on his ieft. In
no other Durbar did such a custom exist. Evidently, when Sir
Seymour Fitzgerald, the Governor of Bombay, was thus seated
.at the Durbar, held by Mulharrao in the year 187I, he felt he did
not receive the courtesy due to Queen ·Victoria's representative
in that -territory. It was, therefore, stated in a yad (note) received
'by the Maharaja from the Resident, in February 1872, that it was
the wish of the Bombay Government that in the same way in ·
which the Governor accorded honour to the Gaekwar in his own
Durbar ·the Gaekwar should honour the Governor of Bombay
as the representative of the Cro~ and accord him~ seat on the
right .. "Why should I:", exclaimed the indignant potentate. He
was not concerned with the practice followed in the other States;
nor did he attach any importance to the principle of reciprocity.
The special prerogative enjoyed by his ~ate was in recognition
·of valuable assistance received from it by the British Government; he was not prepared to accept any other arrangement. Her
Majesty's representatives in India, on • the other hand, were
adamant. Another note was sent to the Maharaja, stating that the
Viceroy had been ·much grieved that the Gaekwar "did not
fairly consider the subject:"
·
.
.
On the one hand the overlords refused to listen to any further
argument; on the other ·hand the irrepressible Maharaja was
determined not to yield. Meanwhile, he received an invitation
to attend the Viceroy's Durbar in Bomhay in the mo11th of
November 1872. Fearing that he might not be offered a seat
befitting hls dignity, he decided not to go. His courtiers feared
that this would be taken as. a deliberate insult to the Viceroy.
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They earnestly appealed to him to acs;ept the invitation. He,
however, refused to budge an inch. The11 some of the Durbari~
suggested that he should consult Dadabhai ill this matter.
lolow did Dadabhai come to be in favou~ with the Durbar?
He had visited Baroda only a few months before; during his tour
in Western India, to seek the Maharaja's patronage for the work
of the East India Association, but had returp_ed empty-handed.
He was, however, known to be a willing worker in the cause of
his motherland and . anxious to enhance the prestige of the
Indian States as well as of British India. Therefore, when Dadabhai
visited Baroda, he had been well received and present~d with
a "Court dress" with the blessings of the Maharaja, although
he got nothing for the Association from the depleted coffers of
the State. Dadabhai happened to be in Indore when the courtiers
of Baroda were in great perplexity; hence their suggestion to the
Prince to send for him. Mulharrao agreed.
A telegram was sent to Dadabhai, stating that the Maharaja
wished to see him urgently. Oti his arrival, Mulharrao asked his
Ministers to place the facts before him and to have a preliminary
discussion with him. After hearing them, he was of opinion. that it
was essential that Mulharrao should attend the Durbar.
"Maharaj," said Dadabhai, "you must attend the Durbar; I
see no other way out o't it. The Viceroy must not think that you
have deliberately avoideJ to attend."
"But I have resolved not to go. We invited you here to fmd out
a way to carry out my,.esolve, without offending the Viceroy."
"I can fmd none, Your Highness," said Dada_bhai, gently but
firmly. "It would give me great pleasure to fall in with your
wishes, but I cannot conscientiously ask you to do what, I fear,
might be harmful to you."
With these words Dadabhai took leave of the Maharaja.
The Durbaris saw him depart in solemn silence. The Maharaja
was riding for a fall; who could stop him' One of the members
of the staff ran after Dadabhai and implored him to tarry awhile
and to think of some way of averting the impending disaster
to the State. Dadabhai sat in a comer, taxing his mind as to how
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the Maharaja ~ou!d be shielded from the· consequences of the
~eliberate insult he was • determined to hurl against the Queen's
representative. Within'" a few minutes he seemed to have made
•
up his mind. . I
'"'have foun<1 a way," he said, "but I shall speak about it only
to H~s Highness."
.
. The Durbaris were agreeably- surprised. They knew that it
was as difficult to ~slodge the hard-headed Parsi from a position
once taken up by him as it was to expect their own wilful Chief
to give way. What could have so suddenly brought about a
changer
Some · days before, the Maharanee Saheb Mhalsabai, had
prematurely given birth to a girl. The infant did not live for more
than a ;week; the mother was unwell. With these facts in the
lJackground, Dadabhai waited o"n Mulharrao for the second time.
'The disconcerted ruler was overjoyed. "I understand you have
at last found a good excuse," said he; "tell me at once what
it is!"
'
"I advise Your Highness to go to the D~rbar, but if you must
fmd an excuse not to go, you have one in the illness of the .
Maha;anee Saheb Mhalsabai. You may send a telegram stating
that having given birth to a child' prematurely, she is very ill; that
her condition is worse on account of the death of that child
and that in the circumstances you ca!mot ~ttend· the Durbar;
leaving her in such a precarious state ofhealth."
Greatly ,relieved, the Maharaja nodded acquiescence. He then
asked Dadabhai to suggest what could be done in regard to the
, larger issue. raised -by the Bombay Government ~b~ut his seat
in his own Durbar. The Government of Bombay wanted to
humiliate him; he would never submit to it. As regards that
issue, Dadabhai sympathized with Mulharrao. It might have been
vanity, hut for once the depraved prince appeared to be thinking
in terms of self-respect and dignity. Dadabhai concurred in his
opinion that there was no necessity for a departu.re from the
practice which. had been in vogue for half a century.
"Maharaj," he said, "a good ca~e can be made out. for the
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maintenance of the status quo ante. I would ad~se you to send a
memorial to the Viceroy and another to.the Secretary of State.".
"Who can draft it better than you:" said Mulharrao, smilingly.
"W.ill you do id'
\
.
Dadabhai agreed. In the despatch which he drew up he recaHed
the varied services rendered by the Baroda State to the British
from the earliest times down to the dark days of the Sepoys'
Mutiny, when the Gaekwar had identified ~s own cause with
that of the British Government. It was in view of the "exceptionally" cordial and loyal relations of the State with the British
Government that it had been "exceptionally" honoflred in
several ways, one of which was the privilege allowed to the head
of the State to sit on the right in his own Durbar. That honour
was enjoyed by it from the very first occasion on which a
Governor of Bombay, Mountstuart Elphinstone, was received.
in I 820. Since then, with all the Governors who had visited
the Durbar, with Lord Dalhousie, the Governor-General, and
with His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh at Bombay, the
Gaekwar had sat on the right on the sofa. Why should the State
thus honoured in the past be now dragged down from its high
and proud position, as if it had been guilty of some disloy;u act:
Then Dadabhai turned to his Bible-Queen Victoria's Proclamation of 1858-atm recalled the words: "We shall respect
the rights and dignity ancfhonour of Native Princes as our own."
On that promise the Maharaja relied, as he also did on the
generous feelings of the.Viceroy.
The Government of Bombay forwarded both the documents
to the Viceroy. In reply, the Queen's representative wrote to his
"honoured and valued friend" that the question having been
finally disposed of by the Government of India, it could not be
reopened. The despatch addressed to the Secretary of State was
not forwarded. Another memorial, drafted by Dadabhai, was
then sent direct by the Maharaja to the Secretary of State in
July 1873. Before, however, it could be dealt with officially a crisis
developed in Baroda, involving the Prince in undreamt of indignity.
For the earlier despatch drafted by him and for some other
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work done by Dadabhai concerning long-pending cases the
Maharaja ordered the •payment of a reward of Rs. so,ooo to
• Dadabha.i. Even for_ ~ Prince it was too big a remuneration to
offer for the wor~one. Probably, although he did not give any
~t of it, the ~tute ruler thought that a man like Dadabhai ~ght
be very useful to him in fighting his battles in England. Dadabhai
was, however, taken aback.
"Sircar, I beg ttl be excused," he said; ''my position is very
delicate. I have come to India to collect funds for the East India
Association. I cannot accept anything from anyone except for that.
Associ<\tion.''
"But this is an honorarium-your fee for work done by you as
my counsellor and guide."
"It is very generous of you to say that, Your Highness. It is a
.pleasure and a privilege to serve you."
·
,
"Now Dadabhai," observed Mulharrao, half earnestly, half
jestingly, "whilst in one breath, in the memorial which you have
drawn up, you stand up for my dignity, in another breath you
are hurling an indignity at me! Have I not the right to pay you
for the wprk .actually done .by you ? Why sP.ould I incur your
obligation?"
"I beg your pardon, Your Highness," said Dadabhai. "I meant
nothing of the sort. In doing such work l feel I am privileged to
render a service to my country, for•what is a wrong to the
Durbar of an Indi_an Prince is a wrong done to the country." .
"You should have been a lawyer, Dadabhai," observed the
Maharaja; "but listen, you have children •to bring up. You cannot
overlQok their ·interests. · Since you do not accept yom fee, I
order that the amount shall be given to you on trust for your
children. Now, no further argument."
With bowed head Dadabhai submitted in silence. But at heart
he was uneasy.. It was a princely reward, too princely for' a
trifling service; what would people think of it ? He consulted
his friends. They saw no objection to the sum being accepted as a
gift for his children. Kharshedji Nasarwanji Cama also wrote that
he saw no reason why Dadabhai should interfere in the arrangeE*
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ment that the amount should be held in tru~ for his children.
He enclosed the opinion of another friend, Sorabjee Shahpurjee.
(Ben galee), to the same effect. Dadabh~i "was, however, still
dm;btful as to the propriety of it.
\
Returning to England, Dadabhai consulted his•British frieads.
They, too, saw no harm in it. But .people will talk. A public
character was given to what was a private affair. It was rumoured
that he had undertaken to work as the Gaek~ar' s agent and had
gone to England to fight the Maharaja's case and to induce the
East India Association to take up the cudgels on behalf of the
Maharaja. The same significance was attached to the sums subscribed by other Princes to the funds of the Association. Gready
distressed, Dadabhai considered it necessary for his peace of
mind to make a public statement on the subject, and seized the
opportunity at a meeting of the East India Associati~n held
on August 6, 1873. The following extract from the records of
proceedings of that date shows how he unburdened his mind
on the question of that gift:
With regard to the donations given by the Princes of India,
there was, it appeared, some misapprehension. . . . There was
absolutely no condition, no promise, no hope held out that the
donors should have any personal interest or benefit from the
efforts made by the-Association in England. He wished it to be
distinctly understood tftat there were no more conditions attached
to the donations than to the ordinary yearly subscriptions or
donations of any of the members present, except that the gifts
were princely, as b~came the gifts of Princes . . . . He felt the
great delicacy of the position he held as regards the East India
Association, and hence his first resolve to accept no pecuniary
recompense even in the form so considerately urged by His
Highness. Subsequently, however, he consulted with some of his
best friends in India-friends who would, he knew, care more for
his honour than his pocket-and they told him that in their
opinion he need not have the slightest hesitation in accepting the
provision for his children, especially as he had earned it by
honest and valued labour. Still, he was undecided in the matter,
and he had since consulted some of his English friends in England,
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who, after he!ring all the circumstances of the case, one and all
said as strongly as pt>ssible that he should not have the slightest
hesitation in the, rflatter, and that he was bound to allow his
children the be1efit of his work . . . he would distinctly repeat
• that he had. always felt his position in regard to the Association
to be so peculiarly delicate, that although it was probable that he
might have experienced little difficulty in making two or three
lacs if he had ~osen to imdertake agencies, he had throughout
maintained strictly his r~solve that his character and conduct
should be entirely above suspicion, and therefore to all such
offers he had always replied that he had a broader work to do,
and that he could not serve God and Mammon at the same time.

Misgovernment in Baroda compelled the Paramount Power
to appqint a Commission to investigate various charges of misconduct and misrule brought against the Gaekwar. He feared that
this was the beginning of the end. For the first time he realized
the urgency of putting his house .in order. It was, however, a
task beyond him and his Ministers. In despair he looked round fo~
a Hercules; his eye fell on Dadabhai..
' It was the greatest surprise of Dadabhai's life. Was he a
Hercules·~ The capital of the Maharaja 'Yas famous for its
Samsons, whose physical strength and acrobatic feats were the
wonder of India. Many a giant-like mal twrestler) basked in the
patronage of the Baroda Durbar. No le~ was this Court noted for
its mental gymnasts, adepts in the art of rope-dancing and high
·vaulting in the arena of statecraft.. The ~aharaja himself was p.o
mean athlete in that arena. Had Dadabhai the sinews of those
Samsons 1 Was 'he a match for those expert gladiators 1 Let us
·survey the general situation.
l?y the middle of th~ year r 873 Baroda's administrative
machinery had broken down;· the Durbar had descended to the
uttermost d~pths of degeneracy, and the Maharaja appeared to be
living in a fool's paradise. His entourage managed to keep him
in the dark as regards the real s·tate of affairs;. and he had. neither
eyes to see the symptoms nor ears to hear the rumbling of the
· storm that was soon to break over his head ..
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With the advent of Sir Philip Wodehousi! as Governor of
Bombay there was a change in the non-in·tervention policy of the.
Bombay Government. It was true that • ever since 1802 the
Gaekwar had had formal assurances that the :a.ritish Government
would not interfere in the internal administration of the tettitories of which they acknowledged him to be the ruler, but he
was expected to listen to advice in a case of gross misrule. A new
Resident, Colonel Phayre, was sent to Barod~ with instructions
to give such advice and to see that the reign of terror was ended.
The contents of the letters he wrote might be gathered from the
opening words of one of the despatches of the Bombay ~overn
ment to the Government of India (August 29):
The appended letter of the Resident has brought to notice
various cases which, if substantiated, will establish that gros~
oppression is committed, that Ministers and other officers syste-·
matically receive bribes in connection with tbe sale of office,
and that large numbers of women are decoyed or forcibly taken
from their families and converted into Loundis, or domestic
female slaves. The history of the past is a mere record of evasion,
duplicity, oppression, and corruption followed by humiliating
submission intended to ward off the evil of the moment and to
give time to the resumption of the old practices.

In view of the extrad'tdinary circumstances the Government of
Bombay applied for the •authority of the Government of India
"to instruct the Resident to demand from the Gaekwar the
immediate suspension c£ the Dewan and the Sir Subah with his
deputy." The suspension of those officials was the more necessary
as the Bombay Government solicited further authority to
appoint a British Commission to inquire into the system of
revenue administration and allegations of misgovernment and
misdemeanour. The authority was granted, and a despatch sent
to Mulharrao informing him of the Government of India's
intention to appoint a Commission. Mulharrao begged that
the orders be countermanded. "The appointment of a Commission," he urged, "will subject me to greater humiliation
than interference with the details of my administration." He was,
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however, told itt reply that the object which the Governor• General in Council had' in view was one of such importance that
it was necessary th~ the Commission should proceed to execute
the duties with w~ch it had been entrusted.
4fhe tone o"f this communication augured ill for the r~er ..
Petrified with terror, he was now a bundle of nerves and keenly
felt the need cif,the strong arm of an independent and resourceful
Dewan. Hence th~ S 0 S to Dadabhai. His name, it seems, had·
been previously commended to the Maharaja for the post.
Dadabhai was informed of it by Kharshedji Nusarwanji Cama.
"I hav~ heard from reliable sources," he wrote (January 5, 1872),
"that Mulharrao Gaekwar has had conversations with prominent
persons and has formed high opinion of you. It is their belief
that if.you become his Dewan it would not only be mutually
."beneficial to you and the Maharaja but would also lead to friendly
relations of the State with the British Government." Then,
however, the Maharaja's throne had not been tottering so much
as it was now. The invitation came to Dadabhai, at the eleventh
hour, when the house was actually on fire. Dadabhai hesitated.
He hesitated, nqt because he feared harm might come to him,
but because ·he was doubtful whether it would not be overambitious of him to accept such an administrative office. He ,
consulted Sir Bartle Frere and Sir Er~kine Perry. Sir Bartle
warned him that if he accepted the f>ost, he would be undertaking "a terribly difficult task." ·
·
Dadabhai awaited Sir Erskine's opinion. Meanwhile news
came from Bombay that a violent agitation had been launched in
the Press by designing persons against his nomination as Dewan
of Baroda. The choice of the Maharaja came upon the courtiers
and the Residency as a bolt from the blue. It meant the end of
the rabble that had surrounded the Maharaja. Antagonism from
such a quarter was only to be expected, but the most disconcerting
opposition came from the British Resident. He had from the
outset constituted the Residency into an imperium in imperio.
Acceptance or rejection of the Minister whom the Prince should
choose to appoint would depend .on his pleasure. A Dewan was
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expected to take the cue from the Resident. "tVould a man like
Dadabhai, who had breathed the free atmosphere of England,.
be so submissive ? Was he not, besides, i \_political agitator" ?
Co)pnel Phayre's indignation at the selection ~fDadabhai was so
pronounced that there were reports in the Press that the British
Government were not likely to countenance his appointment as
Minister. In its issue of October 31, 1873, the Times of India
quoted the following extract from the Indu P/akash:
We have learnt that Colonel Phayre is opposed to Mr. Dadabhai' s advent and that he has remonstrated with His Ip.ghness
against sending for Mr. Dadabhai. Not only this, but, as we are
informed, Colonel Phayre has expressed himself to His Highness
that he will not allow Mr. Dadabhai to enter Baroda, and report
says he has actually addressed the Bombay Government 011;
the subject.

Commenting on this announcement, the editor of the Times

of India observed:
This is very circumstantial, but the description of the Resident's
position in the matter is so absurd that the account requires
confirmation. If it be accepted, the only comment must oe that
the gallant political, under the strain of recent events, has lost his
head.

•

Strong language this, ~ut not undeserved for a political
officer incapable of realizing that he had been overdoing his part.
The same journal welc~med the news of Mulharrao' s reported
desire to seek counsel from "our now absent Bombay citizen."
It was one of the few traits entitling the Gaekwar to the consideration of decent people if Mulharrao was sincerely inclined
to take advice from "a man so politically enlightened and so
high-principled" as Dadabhai was known to be.
This was one view of the situation, emanating from an AngloIndian journal that had no axe to grind, a journal which did not
share Dadabhai' s political views but had the fairness to recognize
in him a "high-principled" man, "politically enlightened." Those
who held the opposite view, more vocal but less responsible, were
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bent on discreditit!g the appointment. What practical administra.tive experience could Dadabhai boast of? Was it a mere whim of
the Maharaja, or WJ!S .it an exaggerated notion of the influence
whic.h Dadabhai ~as believed to wield at Whitehall that made
tht! Prince go sh: thousand miles away in search of a counsellor ?
Other critics were more uncharitable. Was a political agitator,
they asked, fit for a Dewan's gadi ? In a letter written a few
months later by •sorabjee Shapurjee Bengalee to· Dadabhai
(January 12, 1874), he mentioned the name of a British officer
in the Indian Civil Service who, he had reason to believe, was the
writer tlf several letters in the Bombay Ga~ette, condemning the
appointment. "Probably," added B~ngalee, "he has an eye for
'
.himself at Baroda."
Whc:n Dadabhai heard in England that a storm was thus already
-brewing in and around Baroda, he communicated the news to
Sir Erskine so that he might take that factor also into consideration
before 'giving his advic~. His reply, however, put the issue on an
altogether higher plane .. He wrote:
I am very sorry to hear that objections have been made to your
going to Baroda as Dewan. Though for your own sake I should'
have counselled you against accepting such an appointment, I
think for the sake of good government, and for British interests
as well as for the Gaekwar' s, he could' not have made a better
selection. I am writing iri a great hur!y to catch the post in reply·
to your letter. I may add that I have been talking the matter over
with Sir Bartle Frere and we entirely ~ree in the above view of
1
the matter.·

Such a communication was sufficient to infuse in Dadabhai all
the courage he needed. It made him take an optimistic view of the
situation. He had himself repeatedly urged that men in British
India with high educational attainments . and strong moral
character should be given opportunities to render themselves
us~ful in the cause of good government. Wlien such an opportunity was offered to him in an Indian State, could he refuse it ?
Maharajas as a class are to-day kriown to be fickle; they were
more so in Dadabhai's days. What
if, one fine
Mul.
. morning,
'
'
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harrao woke up with a brilliant idea and said to his amiable
Dewan: "My dear Dadabhai Sheth, during your Dewanship I have •
learnt a very important lesson, and that is t~t only birds of the
sami: feather can flock together. In your won~rful zeal to create
a new heaven and a new earth you have been soarmg so high tl1at .
I am lagging behind and impeding your progress. The best
thing, therefore, is to let me remain on this wjcked earth; I shall
be able to keep pace with a Dewan like my brother-in-law, Nana
Saheb, and you, old bird, you go on soaring higher and higher
in your seraphic flight-here is your passage to London!''
Was Dadabhai unprepared for such a contingency? Did.he not
know that there had been scarcely a Dewan in Baroda who had
not been ejected from his post either by the Mahar::Ua of his own
free will or at the instance of the British Government?
.
Dadabhai knew that this and many other considerations were··
deterrent factors; but the supreme consideration was that of
service in the cause of good government. Here was an invitation
to him to make such contribution as he could to promote that
cause. The only conditions he considered necessary were the
confidence and co-operation of the Maharaja. As long as 4e got
these, he would do his best for Baroda and its people; when these
were withdrawn, he would not care to stay there for a moment.
The decision was thus t~ken, for good or ill; Dadabhai hastened
to Baroda.
•

I

•CHAPTER XIII

A ·CROWN OF THORNS

.

.

'

y the end of the year 1873 we fmd the Dewan-designate of

B

Baroda 'buried in piles of State papers and State daftars. To
gather ·up threads by diving into the bygones of almost e~ery
question that came up, to keep abreast of current events, to
remodel the machinery of administration and to lay plans for the
future, was enough to keep him plunged in business from early
p10rning till midnight; but such pressure of work 'was nothing
·compared with the trouble and worry caused by the intrigues of
the wily crowd surrounding the Maharaja and the vexatious
references and demands for explanation which came from the
Resident. Encouraged by the mischief-makers in the Residency;
people defied the authority of the officials of the State and sent
petitiQns to the Resident, who passed on all sorts of frivolous
complaints and memorials to the Dewan for inquiry. The burden
seemed to be inore than could be borne by even an Atlas like
. Dadabhai. The tide of official work rolled t:Jn in greater and greater
volume, keeping him busy for two-&rds of the twenty-four
hours of the day.
The careful man, who lived to be a fl_onagenarian, cou~d not
be charged with neglect of health. It was one of his maxims that
to have a sound mind in a sound body one should have eight
hours' sleep. But how could h~ get this and find time for his meals
and the daily routine of life ? Sometimes he sacrificed about an
hour's sleep; sometimes he snatched an hour from work. He had
his bath early in the morning; his toilet was quite a simple affair;
he knew no breakfast, and even his luncheon did not take more
than three to four minutes. As the author of this memoir learnt
. from thelips ofDadabhai' s beloved lieutenant, Hormusji Ardeseer
W adya, it consisted mostly of three or four raw eggs, which he
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would gulp down, standing in the dining-room, one after
• ..
,
another, and then hasten to his desk.
Eager as he was to do his best for the Stat\, Dadabhai looked
far and wide for capable and desirable me~ whom he could
engage as his immediate assistants. A letter trom Sorab}'ee
Shapurjee Bengalee (January 12, 1874) gives the names of the
talented young men of the day whom Dadabha~ would have liked
to enrol in the service of the State.
I am glad to learn that you have put yourself in communication
with Mandlik, Ranade, and Nana Moroji. If you have men like
these about you, the administration of Baroda will, I a~ sure,
become in one year a model for others to imitate and will prove
what good a purely educated native Government is capable of
accomplishing. I wish you had asked me to see each of tht: above
gentlemen on your behalf, because then I could urge on tl1em, ·.
on public grounds, the acceptance of your offer to each.
None of the three, it appears, was willing to throw himself
into the turmoil of the most stormy Durbar of the day. Dadabhai
was, however, able to secure excellent lieutenants in Bal Mangesh,
who was appointed Chief Justice, Kazi Shahabuddin, whQ was
put in charge ?f the Revenue Department, and Hormusji
Ardeseer W adya, who was nominated Chief Magistrate and
placed in charge of the eriminal and Police Departments. Wadya
officiated also as Persona! Assistant to the Dewan and became
Dadabhai' s right-hand man.
With such earnestnesil Dadabhai started his work; but many
months were to run before he could be formally installed on
the Prime Minister's gadi. The Maharaja had sent a note (December 23, 1873) to the Residency, intimating that Dadabhai
had taken charge of his duties. In forwarding it to the Government of Bombay the Resident expressed his opinion that in view
of their experience
Dadabhai's connexion with the Baroda
State since the close of the year 1872 and "his invariable line of
conduct towards the British Government," they would be
incurring a very grave responsibility if they formally recognized
him as Dewan, "thereby virtually approving the Gaekwar's
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selection of him• and his ·party to carry out a work of reform
• which was beyond tP.em."
.
This attitude of the Resident accounted for the delay in
. recognizing Dad~bhai' s Dewanship. Taking advantage of the
d~lay, schemillg courtiers .spread the report that Government
would not give their consent to ·the appointment; it had a very
demoralizing in%ence on the staff. Thus disabled, what impression. could Dadabhai make on the rough mater~als he had
to deal with r How could he make a clean sweep of those dis-.
turbing elements in the body politic which had made the Gaekwar' s Durbar a byword for infamy~ The Maharaja himself began
to vacillate, and Dadabhai felt paralysed in ·his efforts to do
anything useful.
·
· The. treaties between the British Government and the ·Baroda
:Durbar provided that the Gaekwar was to ~hoose . his own
Minister in consultation with the British Government. Ministers
had, however, been appointed without previous reference to the
Paramount Power; and the right of ve~o was never exercised.
Now when a Dewan of high principles and unimpeachable
integtity had been selected, the Government of Bombay seemed
unwilling to, recognize the appoint'ment.
.
Colonel Phayre failed to understand how a man of high
principles coul.d consent to serve a ma~er of Mulharrao' s character. He could only set it down to love of power and position.
Whilst assuming the reins of office, Dadabhai had told the
Maharaja: "I am not accepting your setvice for gain or glory.
My ambition is to bring about, with your kind co-operation,
reform in the administration of your State. As long as I have your
confidence and feel I am useful, all my energy will be at Your
Highness's disposal. But the moment I find that the mutual
goodwill is lost, or that my usefulness has ceased, I shall go."
The story of Dadabhai' s ~lations with the Resident, and of ·
the tragic end of Co~onel Phayre's official career, might have
been written differently had the impulsive Resident been present
at this conversation or at another, a few weeks later, between
Dadabhai and W adya. According to the usual custom of the
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Durbar, Wadya had to make his nazar, ol present, to the
Maharaja, before he could formally take, charge of his office.•
Seeing Mulharrao for the first time, he was voved by the same
thought that had prejudiced Dadabhai in the"estimation of the
Resident. What a contrast between the monarch aiid the minister
as regards their physical appearance and mental and moral
equipment! In appearance the Prince was the reverse of princely,
undersized, of uninviting presence and coarse• complexion, with
eyes looking different ways and lips kept asunder by projecting
black teeth-uneducated and unrefmed. And Dadabhai ? Did
he not stand to Mulharrao as Hyperion to a Satyr?
Dadabhai was not slow to perceive what was passing in
Wadya's mind. After the ceremony was over, he whispered to
W adya: "I could gather from the changes on your face that you
·
did not like the look of the Maharaja."
"What a man to serve!" said the young barrister, afraid of
offending his chief, but mustering all the courage he could
command to unburden his mind.
"But Homi," said Dadabhai, with his hand on the youth's
shoulder, "we have not come to serve the man; we have come to
.
serve t he cause. "
Prejudiced from the very start, the Resident remained hostile till
the last when he was retailed ten months later. Hostile also were
the myrmidons of Mu~arrao and the men of the previous
regime who had been driven out of power and had sought
shelter in the ResidenC)6, fearing vengeance at the hands of the
Maharaja.
Thus Dadabhai' s Dewanship marked the begintiing of a deadly
feud with inimical forces on all sides. The incendiaries in the
Resident's camp were secretly fomenting discontent among the
subjects, and· they found willing allies in the satellites of the
Durbar who were in danger of being deprived of their privileged
positions by the change in the Ministry. As the Dewan's appointment had not yet been recognized, thj.s Durbar clique thought
there was a chance of torpedoing him. The easiest way of achieving that object was to pour poison into the ears of the Maharaja
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and to retain tlteir hold on ];llin by pandering to his worst
• desires. Falling a pr~y to their machinations, the fatuous
ruler began to doibt whether he had made the right selection
and allowed himse1f to be dragged deeper and deeper into. the
m!re.

•

It was a terrible trial of strength for Dadabhai. In the midst
of his arduous work he had· to guard himself against the subtle
forces that were• continuously at work to undermme his
position. Meanwhile, the Commission of Inquiry was sitting in
Bombay, recording eviden<;:e. After full consideration of the
circum'!;tances that had come to notice, ·the Commission submitted its eagerly awaited report. It was of opinion that· the
proceedings of Mulharrao had been "highly arbitrary and in - .
some ip.stances very unjust and of a character calculated to bring
. :grave discredit on 'His. Highness's administration and to excite
distrust and alarm amongst a large portion of the influential and
respectable classes of the community." The cases· comprised ·
instances of ill-treatment of the late Gaekwar's relatives, arbitrary
reduction of Sirdars and Silledars, confiscation of estates, and
seizu~es of women to render forced service in the palace.
We deem it essential (observed the members of the Commission) that the Minister of the Baroda State shall be selected
with reference to his administrative experience and personal and
other special qualifications for the post, that he shall have such
support from the Resident as may be necessary to enahle him to
carry out efficiently and satisfactorilj the important functions
of his office, and that he shall not be liable to removal without the
special orders of the British Government. We are further of
opinion that the Resident should for a time at least be vested with
special authority to intervene, if necessary, betweeri the Maharaja
and. the Minister.
Concurring in the conclusions of the Commission, the Bombay
Government informed the Gover:nment oflndia that the Gaekwar
had selected as his Dewan Dadabhai Naoroji who stood high in
the estimation of many persons, both in India and in Ehgland, and
would, no doubt, make every effort in his power to introduce a
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better system of government, but that it woald be difficult to ·
imagine a worse arrangement than that proposed to be made, in •
deference to the wishes of the Mahar:fja'l namely, that the
pre~ious Dewan, His Highness's brother-in-r~w, should remain
about the person of the Gaekwar under the, title of Pratinidlti,
and that the new holders of the four chief departments of government should have associated with them the ministers who were
previously in charge. "The Gaekwar and his a~ents," they added,
"would be enabled to shelter themselves behind Mr. Dadabhai's
reputation, and he would be powerless for any reform of abuses."
The Government of Bombay, therefore, hoped th~t His
Excellency the Viceroy in Council would authorize them to
recommend a fit person to the Gaekwar for nomination by him as
Minister.
At the urgent solicitation of the Maharaja, a copy .of the·.
Commission's report was sent to him, early in April, when he
was at Navsari, his summer resort. A reply was drawn up by
Dadabhai, with the approval of Mulharrao, stating that as the
Viceroy intended to offer his "friendly advice" to the Gaekwar,
he would await it before submitting his views. The fair copy,
signed and sealed, was taken the next morning by Nana Saheb,
Mulharrao's favourite, to Colonel Phayre. On reading the copy,
which was for his inf~rmation, the Colonel flung the papers
away. "This is no reply,"~aid he. "It is only a trick ofDadabhai
to secure his position, and to leave the old Durbaris out in the
cold. A full reply shoul<J.at once be given to the report."
The reply was taken back. The Durbaris urged that a full and
immediate defence, as advised by the Resident, should be sent.
Dadabhai and Wadya, with their decided "No," were in a
hopeless minority. They had both passed sleepless nights, poring
over the records and endeavouring to unearth every bit of evidence that could be adduced in favour of the Maharaja. They
could not, however, discover anything that could be honestly
or usefully urged in defence. Even so, a counsel like W adya would
have loved to hold the Maharaja's brief, but, said Dadabhai,
"We are not here, Homi, to defend the Maharaja's past; we have
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to look to the :rresent and the future." Mulharrao, however,
• believed that the future depended on the justification of the past.
"Maharaj," said D~dabhai, "although the report is open t~
1
attack in some 1fl'aces, it would be suicidal on your p~t to
make an attet11pt to justify all that has been done."
It was one of his lucid intervals; the Maharaja agreed that they
should ta:ke time to consider the matter. Another modified reply
was prepared to ~eet his wishes, stating that the Maharaja
reserved discussion of the Commission's fmdings concerning
the allegations from which he should naturally desire to clear
himsel~ and his ex-Dewan at an early opportunity. When,
however, it was copied fair on the usual gold paper and the
Maharaja was about to put his signature' to it, the meddlesome
Durbaris implored him to hold his hand. He instandy turned
:round ·and coaxed Dadabhai again to fall in with his wishes to
prepare a defence. Dadabhai reiterated his opinion, but the
"defence" party carried the day. A reply was sent to the Viceroy,·
stating that the Mahar~a was preparing a rejoinder to the' Report.
The Colonel afterwards based on this letter his insinuation that
the ruler had been incited by Dadabhai to defend himself. Long
afterwards, when Dadabhai saw this attack on him in one of
the letters embodied in the Blue Books, he characterized it as
an illustration of the Gujarati saying, chcr kotwal ne dande (the
thief fmes the J;nagistrate).
•
.
Mulharrao hoped the Dewan would now prepare a defence,
but he was soon disillusioned. Dadabhai_stood to his guns.
"Then what reply do you wish to send?" asked Mulharrao.
"My reply would be," said Dadabhai, "that we do not think
any useful purpose would be served by raking up the past, but
that you desire to put things. straight within a year or two with
the help of your bewan. I would add that you are also prepared to
. give a guaran~ee for good g~vernment for the future and that you
hope that 'you would be given a chance to make good your
promise." ' .
.
"That would mean I' accept the verdict of the Commission."
"Not n_ecessarily,". said Dadabhai. "I would even go. so far

..
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as to admit certain things. Yet I do not ask ~our Highness to
admit anything. If you follow the cours~ suggested by me, you
neither accept nor challenge the conclusiohs of the Commission:
Yot; merely consider it futile to discuss the ~tter, and, without
admitting anything, show your willingness to tak~ steps to ensl!ilre
good government for the future."
The Maharaja was still adamant; and Dadabhai, too, was
unmoved and immovable. He reminded tbe Prince of the
significance of his surname, Dordi, as already mentioned in
Chapter P
The Maharaja turned away in a huff; for days together no
reply emanated from the Durbar. The long delay gave further
opportunities to the Resident to incite the Maharaja to deal
firmly with the Dewan, who was bound to respect the wishes of
his master. Mulharrao became more importunate than ever. "Se1.
long as I am Dewan," said Dadabhai, "no such communication
as the Maharaja wishes to issue will emanate from my office. The
only alternative for me is to tender my resignation. If it suits Your
Highness, I am prepared to go, just as readily as I came in
obedience to ·your call."
The perplexed Prince was, however, not prepared for such
an ultimatum. They parted once more without reaching any
understanding. Such d~putes told on the health of Dadabhai. He
was confmed to bed witbofever. A factor that positively retarded
his recovery was his anxiety as to the fate of the wayward Prince,
the protection of whose interests had devolved on him. Would
•
Government give Mulharrao
a single chance to put his house in
order ' That was his concern day and night. Reports about his
worries and illness reached Dadabhai' s friends in Bombay.
Kharshedji Nasarwanji Cama thereupon wrote: "There is a
report going round that your health has broken down owing to
overwork. You arc sensible and need no advice, but I consider
it necessary to ask you, pray pay heed to my warning and take
care of your health."
1 Vide p. 25, ante.
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It was twelve o 'tlock noon. The Maharaja's state coach stopped
.at Dadabhai' s house. That was the hour when the Gaekwar used
to drive daily in the sui'J., after his meal. W adya hurried out to the
1
Prince.
,
•
!.'Where is Vadabhai ?" he asked. ·
"He is just coming, Your Highness; he has gorie to fetch his
turban."
.
·
.
,
"I want him to ~rive with me," said Mulharrao. "You should
also come."
After they had proceeded a few yards, Mulharrao said to
Dadabl1ai: "I have pondered carefully over you~ advice; I wish
to send a reply to Government as you suggest. Write it out
immediately and keep it Teady for issue as SOOn as We go to
Baroda.. We must take care to see that the reply is despatched
.before those other fellows come to know of it."
Dadabhai was delighted; this was another of those lucid
intervals when Mulharrao' s conversation and demeanour left
nothing to be desired.
' A reply was drawn up accordingly. The old gang ofDurbaris
and Sardars were packed off to Baroda so that they might not
have sc~nt of it. The Maharaja with Dadabhai and W adya
'followed two days later. A Durbar was held as usual; after the
business was gone through, the Mahar«ja asked· Dadabhai in
a whisper: "Are the papers rea~y ?" •
W adya produced them; Mulharrao hurriedly put his signature
to the document and, with trembling. hands, gave it to his
attendant to take it im~ediately to r_he Residency. After that, like
a deer pursued by hunters, he hastened away to his private apartments and shut himself up.
'
The reply fhmg the Resident in a rage; after all, Dadabhai had
had his way. Besides this, other incidents almost daily accentuated
the ill-feeling he bore to the Dewan.
Infatuated ~ith a married woman, named Lakshmibai, the
Maharaja took her to his Zenana. When he was at Navsari, all of
a sudden he decided to marry her, and went through the usual
ceremony. A Durbar was held in honour of the event. Colonel
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Phayre did not accept the invitation to attend•the wedding and
sent a reply to the effect that he would not-recognize the marriage .•
He was apparently acting under instructi~n\ from the Governmel1t of Bombay, but his message created a ~ir in the Durbar.
On behalf of the Maharaja a protest was sent to th~ Governmoot.
More fuel was added to the fire by another incident concerning
an estrangement between a couple related to the Gaekwar family.
The lady, whose royal pride was wounded b~he conduct of her
husband, an influential Sirdar, left his house and went to reside in a
palace named Motibag. The Sirdar threatened to remove her by
force to his own home. A patrol of Arabs guarded the pal~ce, but
it was rumoured that the Sirdar, with the support of the Resident,
would accept the challenge and storm it. There was every
likelihood of bloodshed in Motibag-a very emba~rassing
situation for the Dewan. He deputed. W adya to prevail upon the.
young lady to take up a conciliatory attitude, but his mission was
unsuccessful. Made of much sterner stuff than Dadabhai imagined,
she told Wadya, "I belong to the Gaekwar family; and I will not
tolerate an insult, even though the offender be my husband." An
attack on Matibag was imminent which, it was feared, would
l~ad to a disastrous explosion. People began to say that it was"going
to be a trial of strength between the Resident and the Dewan.
Dadabhai went straigh• to Colonel Phayre and asked whether it
was true that he had heltfed the Sirdar with his men.
"Yes!" the Colonel blurted out.
"Do one thing, please." said Dadabhai; "ask them to wait for a
day. I hope to bring about a settlement tomorrow."
The Resident could not refuse such a request: Dadabhai then
went to Mulharrao to ask him to urge the Princess to go back to
her husband under threat of forfeiture of the allowance she was
getting from the State. He was asleep. On his own authority
Dadabhai used the Maharaja's seal. It was an apt observation
of Cobden, "you may reason ever so logically, but never so
convincingly as through the pocket." The device of playing
off the young lady's acquisitiveness against her combativeness
succeeded remarkably well. The Princess suddenly cooled down
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and walked back into .her husband's parlour. When, however,
• Mulharrao came to ~w of it, he did not disguise his displeasure
that the Dewan sh<1llld have used his seal without his knowledge.
"Maharaj," pi<! Wadya, wh9 was standing near him a~ the
ti~e, "if Dadabhai had waited for your consent, there might
have been a catastrophe which would perhaps have. made your
throne totter!" . •
Dispute heaped on dispute, complaint on complaint, intrigue
on intrjgue, marked the order of the day during the first seven
months of Dadabhai's premiership. As yet his appointment as
Dewan was not recognized.· The Maharaja's own fate was
hanging in the balance; no reply had been received to his hst
communication concerning his promise to turn over a new lea£
These uncertainties strengthened the hands of ~ntagonists whose
attacks were daily becoming more and more venomous. Versed
.in all the arts of political chicanery, they contrived to make the
. Dewan's position as uncomfortable as possible, and to hamper
progress in every direction. His mind was full of plans for a root
and branch reform in the system of government and for the
reorganization ofthe machinery of administration. But there was
going on within the ·state an incessant conflict between the·
forces of the G9od Spirit and those of~h~ Evil Spirit. Until that .
war was brought tci a satisfactory conclusion, the Minister must
be prepared to be thwai:ted in all his efforts t() set the ruler on his.
legs again. Neverthless, there was no slaekening of effort on the
part of the Dewan and his associates to proceed with the projects
decided upon for reforming the administration.
Slowly but" steadily the new regime was manifesting its
advantages. The reorgaruzation of the different departments was
actively pursued; new system~ and improved methods of work
were introduced. The head of the revenue department toured
provinces and cheered the afflicted peasantry by his personal
assurance of projected measures to relieve them of the heavy
burden of assessment. The pernicious system of selling justice
to the highest bidder, ~e greatest scandal of Baroda, was
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stopped, but not without a tussle with the r~g Chief. He had
come to regard nazarana as a source of his own income, just as•
legitimate as any other method of raising \fevenue. Dadabhai
had•never cavilled with the Maharaja on trifle~, but on points of
principle he always held his own. In regard to those scandalous
exactions he refused to listen to any compromise-he was determined that no nazarana should sully the fair nawe ofjustice during
his ministership in the State of Bar6da. The Maharaja had to
yield. Instead of the hole-and-corner arrangements between the
judges and the pleaders for the amount of nazarana to be .Paid to
the Gaekwar and the bribes for judges and Durbaris, there was
now a proper investigation of each case in open court, and
decisions were based on merit. The police force was also purged
of abuses; people were astonished to see police officers themselve~
accused of corruption tried in Wadya's court, compelled to give·
an account of their stewardship, and made to feel the weight of
the law in case of guilt. By order of the Dewan and under his
guidance the Penal Code and the Civil and Criminal Procedure
Codes were under preparation by Bal Mangesh and Wadya, and
the revenue system was being recast by Kazi .Shahbuddin~
The Augean stables were thus being cleansed with the purifying
waters of the spring, which, Ganga-like, flowed from the
fountain-head of the ~m~try. Above all, the new regime marked
the institution of a responsible, open-handed, and quickening
administration in lieu of the old form of government, corrupt
to the core, unaccount!ble and extortionate. It afforded to the
people an ocular demonstration of the dif(erence between
earnestness and sham, between efficiency and deadening routine,
between honesty and corruption. For the oppressed populace it
was a godsend, and among all classes of people it inspired feelings
of confidence and hope.
Faith in the righteousness of his cause sustained Dadabhai in
his strenuous efforts to hold aloft the standard of reform in all
branches of administration. All his colleagues toiled with him
from early morning till late in the evening, giving a worthless
Prince the best they had in them. After all, the greatest enemy of
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Mulharrao was Mulharrao himself; the greatest obstacle in the
path of the righteom Dewan was the perverse Maharaja.
"surrounded by men •who were born enemies of truth and
righteousness, me9; who hated progress, men whose happiv-ess
depended on ~e misery and oppression of the multitude, he
continued to listen to those worthless Durbaris who filled his
mind with rubbish about his treaty rights, and instilled into his
ears poisonous ~rds calculated to antagonize him to the
Minister. Dadabhai often exposed to his royal master the villainy
of that crafty crowd, but he failed to break the magic spell which
'
they haJ woyen around him.
Those adepts at systematic plunder were ·bent upon reviving
the system of deciding judicial cases by nazarana. There were
large outstanding amounts due to the Maharaja in the matter of
;various' law suits disposed of under the old system. Bal Mangesh
asked the· Dewan whether the amount should be recovered.
"Not a pie," said Dada:bhai. The sharp-beaked, birds of prey
made this a bone of contention between the ruler and the Dewan.
• Those nazars had been promised to the Maharaja; the Minister,
they maintaqed, had no right to deprive him of his dues. Agreeing
with them, he told Dadabhai that the system must be revived and
the outstanding amount collected. After ~ good deal of argument,
Dadabhai informed him, early in July, lihat if he was bent on
reviving the pernicious system and ~lapsing into other old
practices, he might please himself; 'Dadabhai would resign.
This message was communicated . t~ Mulharrao verbally
through W adya and also in writing. There were lively discussions
. with the Maharaja. At on:e of the interviews, W adya, who was
alone with the Prince, said: "Maharaj, you will agree that our
advice to you is disintereste4 and solely for your good. Dadabhai
has not come to stay here for good, nor have we. The stakes are
yours; the fortune of none of us, not' even of your courtiers, is
so inseparably linked with the destiny o£ the State as is yours.
It is, therefore, our duty to guard your interests above everything
else-and that is what Dadabhai·is doing."
Mulharrao conceded all that, but he insisted that the officers
'I
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of the State should in that particular case watch their master's
interests, as he desired. When Dadabh:ri heard this, he asked
Wadya to tell the Maharaja that he ha~ been simply wasting•
time and that he was much mistaken if he ~hought the officers
wo~ld allow him and his favourites to go bad~ tootheir old w~ys.
The Maharaja now realized that he was drifting to the brink
of a precipice. The Minister's resignation might mean British
intervention and annexation. An experienc~ journalist, J. H.
Stocqueler, had shrewdly advised Dadabhai, when he assumed
the reins ofDewanship, that he should have the word "Annexation" inscribed in every room in the palace and the word. dinned
into the Maharaja's ears whenever he evinced a disposition to perpetrate some absurdity. That warning now recurred to the mind,
fully justified. Mulharrao cleverly retraced his steps, assuring
W adya that he had never for a moment doubted the sincerity of
his Dewan. "I am not going to part," he solemnly declared,
"from so good a Minister." Dadabhai sent word that he would
change his mind only if he were allowed a free hand. "Please
ask Dadabhai," said the Maharaja to Wadya, "to prepare a statement of what he wants." At the same time he impressed on
Wadya ~hat he had his rights, too, and ~hat the last word ·should ·
rest with him.
Dadabhai at once Wiote a letter, in Gujarati (July 31), setting
forth the terms and coftditions on which he was prepared to
continue in office. It gives an idea of the disabilities under which
he had to labour and seFes, incidentally, as an effective answer to
his revilers, who questioned his motives in accepting office.
If Sircar determines to persist in the same views which he
expressed to Ajam Hormusji, I cannot carry on the administration. Had I known such views at the commencement, I would not
have undertaken the work; and if Sircar's present views remain
the same, I have then no hope that my views would be accepted.
But as Sircar has desired to let him know my views, I cannot but
accede. My simple object is the welfare of the Sircar and the State,
otherwise I have no business here. The chief foundation of the
State must be laid upon justice and fairness. Sircar, giving me his
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confidence, sh~uld assist in my work with a sincere heart. Bearing
this object in mind l'State below what I ask .
I

Written orders should be sent to all departments. Only
orders writJ;n ~n the name of the Sircar and countersigned by
• the Dewan are to be obeyed. No other orders should be obeyed.
2. All orders for payment on the State Banks must be initialled
'by me.
•
3· A certain amount should be fixed for Sircar's private expenditure, including that ofhis private friends and attendants.
4. It is necessary to engage the .services of additional fit men
and•to increase the salaries of fit men already in the service and to
make several reforms and alterations. For this purpose I should
have permission to spend five lakhs per annUm. for. three years,
bey?nd the present e.xpenditure.
I.

"'•

8. No N,azarana whatever should be taken in matters ofjustice,

or of appointment or dismissal of officials.
9· Several high officials ought to be made to resign. their '
Durbari posts.
ro. Should Sircar have to make· any appointment in State
Senrice, I should be consulted.
I now most .earnestly 'request that if Sircar would consent to
carry on the administration according 1!10 the foregoing clauses,
it is most essentially necessary for the ~ircar to make a thorough
determination not to disturb it ,~fterwards. It is my duty to
preserve intact the rights and increase the fame of Sircar, and I
shall not fail tQ d~ all I can in that way. • .
.
.

The Mabaraja ..wanted time to study what he regarded as an
ultimatum and what his Durbaris construed as an attempt to
"swallow up the Riyasat (State)." There were several ,friendly
discussions between him and Dadabhai, but while the arrangement was still under discussion, on August 3, came a. despatch ,
from the Viceroy, which put all other matters in the background.
Without knowing its contents, the Maharaja took it to be the
reply to his representation on which. hung his future. He called
one of,his trusted Durbaris and asked him to explain the contents
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to him. "Thank God," said the man, "it gratfts what you asked
for." Overruling the Government of'J3ombay, the Calcutta_
authorities preferred to hold the Gaekwar. himself responsible
for• the good government of his State under, a warning that if
he did not reform his administration by the erfd of December
1875, he would be deposed from power. The choice of Minister
was left to His Highness.

•

At ten o'clock in the night, when it was pouring heavily,
attendants of the Court came with a state coach, saying Sircar
wanted the Dewan Saheb. In torrents of rain Dadabhai and W adya
went to the palace. They had he,ard beforehand that the reply had
been received and read out to His Highness. The Maharaja handed
the Viceroy's reply to the Minister. Whilst he was re::j.ding it,
Wadya and others tried to discover its contents from the emotions
reflected on Dadabhai's face, but they could gather nothing from
the placid look of the man whom one never saw ruffled throughout his life.
Having read the letter, Dadabhai returned it to the Prince, '
saying, "All right, Maharaj."
"What does it say?" asked Mulharrao, naively.
"You know it very well," replied Dadabhai rather curtly.
"You have had it tratMated to you." After having administered
the gentle rebuke, he repeated the contents of the epistle and said,
"h'
t at sall.h"
ng t.
There was rejoicing in the Maharaja's palace, but wailing in the
Residency. Foiled in his calculations, Colonel Phayre remained as
intractable as ever. "After all," said some of the Durbaris to him, ·
"the Maharaja has got a lease of power for seventeen months and
will have his own way in the appointment ofhis Prime Minister."
The Colonel thereupon swore, "Girainga! Girainga! (I will bring
him down, I will bring him down). You will see I will bring
down the Dewan's administration within two or three months
by raising all Baroda territory up against it." Dadabhai was
informed of this threat. He simply smiled and took no notice of it.
It was, however, a portent of the assaults which were to follow
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,and to culminate~ a war to the knife. The Durbaris at once made
.a dead set against'Da4:tbhai. He was still the Dewan-designate;
they could still unseat !iim before it was decided formally to hand
him the seals of #J.ce. They told the Maharaja, "Everything in
fut!!Ure will depc!nd on the Resident's reports about the administration of the State; he was kindly disposed; what could Dadabhai
do 2 See how he was trying to dictate his terms to Your Highness
to make over the rfyasat to himself and his party and to reduce the
ruler, who has sovereign rights; to the position of a puppet!"
Within a week their intrigues assumed alarming proportions;
the Maharaja's own attitude towards the Minister was anything
but friendly. The Viceroy's letter had put the Durbar on its trial;
important decisions had to be taken; the Maharaja had to be cut
off fro~ the nefarious cabal, but he was still playing into their
.hands. He thought he. was safe for seventeen months at least; why
should he allow the Dewan to clip his wings 2 Could not the
'viceroy be satisfied or hoodwinked by other means and devices ?
Seeing how the wind was veering, Dadabhai and his colleagues
• tendered their resignations on August 9, so as to leave the
Gaekwar free to act as he liked. But Mulharrao had not yet made
up his' mind as to whether it would be safe to let Dadabhai go.
Personally he seemed to fear the consequences. To quote Dadabhai'.s words, he brought "such a pressute of entreaty" on him ·
and his colleagues that they felt c'om~elled to withdraw their
resignations.
Thwarted once more in his designs, the.Resident was indignant.
Two of the mischief-makers, Bapubhai and Govind~ao Mama,
took a message from the Colonel to the Gaekwar, on August II,
that His Highness should on no account continue to retain
Dadabhai as Oewan, that he should turn all the members of
Dadabhai's Cabinet out, that Manibhai, his own assistant, and ~o
others were a thousand times better than· Dadabhai .and that
Dadabhai's appointment would mean war and not peace, which
would bring about the ruin of the Gaekwar within three months.
In the evening came the news that one of those intermediaries,
Bapubhai, would be one of the new Cabinet that. was to
F
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be set up, if Dadabhai was dismissed. This keeh-witted Durbari,
who professed to be very friendly to D:t~bhai, was one of the.
aspirants for ministership.
"Maharaj," said Dadabhai solemnly to ,Mulharrao, "the
Colonel is dead against us. We believe that if you· are sincere ~d
loyal to your pledges for reform, no harm will come to you from
the British Government, certainly not from the present Viceroy
who has been so considerate and just. In spite ot this belief ofours,
we desire that you should take time to think carefully before
you decide that I should continue in the Dewanship."
On this occasion, however, the Gaekwar seemed d> have
resolutely made up his mind. He was not afraid of the Resident's
threats; he wanted Dadabhai to remain. Forthwith he issued a note
that military honours be accorded to Dadabhai as Dewan.
"Azam Dadabhai Naoroji," ran the letter of appointment, "ha~
my full confidence and is a worthy man."
On September 23, 1874, the Dewan was invested with the
insignia of office with all due ceremonies and amidst the rejoicing of the general public. Even the Resident showed a disposi- •
tion to reconcile himself to the settled fact and express~d his
willingness to support Dadabhai in his efforts to introduce
reforms. What could have brought about this miraculous change?
There is a history behi.fld it.
Whilst allowing time • to the Maharaja to attend to matters
in which the administration of the State called for reform, the
Government of India .l.ad expressly issued instructions that the
Resident should give the Minister, whoever he might be, "the
fullest support in carrying out the reforms." Conveying these
instructions to the Resident, the Government of Bombay considered it necessary to offer a gentle hint to him not to interfere
any more in the selection of the Dewan. "You will doubtless
perceive," they said, "that by the orders of the Government
of India the choice of the Minister is left entirely with His
Highness."
Despite this warning, no stone was left unturned to get rid of
Dadabhai. The Resident excelled in burrowing like a mole, and
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he utilized with gPeat dexteritY various underground sources of
jnformation to discredit Dadabhai. Despatch aft~r despatch was
sent to Government, impeaching him for countless sins; based on
gossip, falsehoods,.,and half truths, emanating from the fe~tile
imagination of•the Durbarts. The memorandum of the terms
on which Dadabhai agreed to continue in office was described as
an agreement '!to m~e over the Raj" to Dadabhai an& his party;
and the Resident, \fhose duty it was to_, watch the mterests of the
Paramount Power, added: "I looked upon the very proposal on
Mr. Dadabhai's part· as an offence against the sovereignty of the
British power, of which, had it been placed before me, I would
have taken the most serious notice." In the same letter her stated
that His Highness had for a l~ng time wanted t~ part .with
Dadabhai, but that he. feared his "Home" influence; that the
. .Maharaja had consulted him in the matter of the retention in
office of Dadabhai and his party; and that he had given it as his
"unalterable conviction" that they had not "the knowledge,
ability, experience, or weight of· character sufficient to carry out
the reforms needed." He had further proposed that ·his assiscint
Manibhai be appointed joint karbhari· _(manager)- with Bapubhai
who, he represented, was actrtally doing the' work of Dewan.
, These two could, in his opinion, look after the administration, if
Dadabhai and his party carried-<?ut their t~.reat of resignation.·
·Another letter, written two days latef, conveyed the news that
the Maharaja did not wish to retain Dadabhai and that he would
dismiss him, if the British Government acl.Vised him to that effect.
The very next day, however, the Maharja is~ued his communique~
expressing full confidence in Dadabhai.. Thereupon another letter
was sent the same day, full of calumny and fictitious complaints,
and in a further communication, sent the following day, the
distracted man went so far a.S to suggest that no formal recognition
of Dadabhai as Dewan should be made by the Bombay Government and that the usual military honours due to the Dewan of
the Baroda State, for which the Durbar had written to the
Resident, should be ~thheld. ,
.
The _Government of Bombay now thought it necessary to put'
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an end to such political palaver. They wrote t~ the Resident that
they had read his last letter with great su'l'rise. The expression o~
his "determined opposition" to Dadabha1 was inconsistent with
the.order that the Gaekwar should be left free to appoint his own
Dewan.
•
•
In order that the false step you have taken may be retraced
(they observed), you will inform the Gae.l.war in writing that
His Excellency in Council desires to acknowledge the promptness
with which His Highness has attended to the advice of the Government of India in the matter of removing certain officials from
office and that the Government, without pronouncing any
opinion about the qualifications of Mr. Dadabhai, desire to offer
no objection whatever to his appointment as Dewan and you
should add that you will afford him every assistance he may need
and accord to him the usual military honours.
·.

The incensed officer would not take this censure lying down.
A defence of his attitude and action followed, which merely
aggravated the previous offence. The Government in reply said, •
"The explanation now offered cannot be pronounced satisfactory" and added that further discussion on those ·points
should be stopped.

•
This episode explainf the chastened mood of the Colonel
about the time the reins of office were formally placed in
Dadabhai' s hands. The.question now was: Invested with all the
authority of office, and armed with full powers, would the
Minister be able to redeem Baroda~ From the Government
letter it would appear that a clean sweep of the turbulent elements in the Durbar had been made. That was not so; the
Maharaja would not part with his brother-in-law, Khanwalkar,
the late Dewan, who was retained as his Pratinidhi, or representative, nor could his favourite Karbhari, Damodar, be set aside.
Damodar had lately come into the good graces of the Resident,
who, in an earlier communication, had described him as "the
notorious Damoderpunt, the present favourite of the Gaekwar,
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the panderer to l'lis grossest vices, the oppressor of wqmen."
.There wa~ se~ious dang_er that su~h men would f?rm a cen~re for
the machinations of tlie old clique of Durbans whom 1t was
necessary to cut~ off completely from access to the Prip.ce.
E~erience of die storms encountered in the past forbade hope of
smooth sailing, but Dadabhai was an optimist .
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CHAPTER XIV

'

,RESIGNS-MAHARAJA •
DEPOSED
•

HE formal installation ofDadabhai as Minister wa5 si~alized
by a remission of one-fourth of the land assessment1 a timely
concession to the poverty of the peasantry, and by proclamations
of far-reaching importance for the welfare of the public generally.
One of these made the giving of nazarana by any subject, -and th~
receiving of it by any officer, penal; another abolished the
system of veth, or forced labour; another rendered the infliction
of torture illegal. The Dewan began to hear and decide complaints
against the Government concerning confiscation of property. •
He was prepared to come to a settlement also in regard to the
cases of the disgruntled Sirdars who had not been paid their dues.
With the hearing of these cases, however, commenced fresh
tn;mbles. The Sirdars assumed a menacing attitude, evidently
under the instigation ot ~e-pullers. They insulted the Maharaja
by irregular attendance at the Kachery, assembled in streets in large
numbers, and lodged appeals against the State before the
•
Resident.
Instead of helping Dadabhai to settle their ca.ses, the Resident
acted as a prosecutor and harassed the Dewan with incessant
and irritating interference. Evidently the effect of the dose
administered by the Bombay Government had soon worn of£
The Residency had once more become a focus .of resistance and
obstruction. It was time, thought Dadabhai, that the Maharaja
should demand that the Resident be recalled. The Maharaja
agreed. A despatch was drawn up by Dadabhai. In glaring
contrast to the abusive and malicious representations made by the
Colonel, what a plain, dignified, and magnanimous document
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was Dadabhai's despatch, reminding us of one "who, when he
• was revi!ed, reviled not again!"

•

I beg it to be understood that I do not impute other than
conscientious .-natives to Colonel Phayre. But he is too oom• mitted to a distinct line. He makes no allowances. He forgets that
till the officials I have asked for come, I could not make mud~
progress in the Mahals, and he continues to lend a ready ear to
complaints aga!hst me, thus defeating the very object which he
says he has in view of helping me in the arduous task before me.
· Colonel Phayre has been my prosecutor With a determined and
stmng will and purpose, and that he should now sit in j~dgme1;1t
upon me, is, I must submit, simply unfair to me. From only
three months' experience it is clear that he has prejudiced the case
and I cannot expect an impartial report from him. . . . I owe it
to myself and to those whom I have engaged for work to submit
how hopeless any efforts on my part would be if Colonel Phayre
were to continue here as representative of the Paramount Power
with his uncompromising bias against me and my officials.

Such was the straightforward impeachment for offences which
might have called for much . stronger language. The enraged
Resident forwarded it with a reply from him, characterizing all.
that was written as "fci.Ise accusations" and. "disingenuous
suppression of truth." But how unfoun~d .his protests and his
own allegations were was brought home to him by the verdict
of the Government of India. The correspondence satisfied them
that Colonel Phayre had "thoroughly ~sunderstood" the spirit
of the instructions both of the Government of India and the
Government of Bombay and that the duties of Resident at
Baroda could no longer be entrusted to him, with the reasonable
prospect of a satisfactory result. The Government of Bombay .
also came in for blame for not having realized in time "the
· gravity of the situation."
As a temporary measure, Sir Lewis Pelly was deputed as Agent
to the Governor-General and Special Commissioner at Baroda;
the Bombay Government's political jurisdiction over Baroda was
· suspended. In a long and dignified protest they stressed the
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political significance of the removal of a Resi<lent at the request
of an Indian Prince and added that they owould themselves have.
transferred the Residency to other hands .."if any other appointmellt of equal worth had been at their disposal for his employ' •
ment. "
•
The curtain now rises over the India Office. There we see
Lord Salisbury poring over a pile of papers, his face changing
colour with surprise, irritation, and indignation. He expresses
his regret that in a matter so grave the Governor and Council
of Bombay, with their zeal for the prerogatives of the Presidency
of Bombay, should have allowed their minds to be sw~ed by
"motives of a secondary character." He also finds that Colonel
Phayre' s character was little fitted for the delicate duties with
which he had been charged and that his departure from the; orders
he had received was too serious to be overlooked. He is, however~
relieved to find that the Government of India took, even at the
eleventh hour, the necessary action.
It was a great triumph for Mulharrao that at his bidding an
obstructive and aggressive Resident had been removed. A
correspondent informed the Times of India that the Maharaja
feasted three thousand Brahmins and lavishly distributed ·sweets
to celebrate the great deliverance. To Dadabhai, too, it was a
relief; but he receiveel the news calmly, rather pensively. It
is no pleasure to be the cause of the downfall of another; in
pu'blic life one's duty renders it necessary at times to resort to
desperate remedies for .the cure of desperate diseases, but that
consideration cannot assuage the pain and pathos of it.
There were other reasons, too, why Dadabhai· could not share
the joy of the Maharaja or the jubilation of the public in what
was really his victory. Many things had happened since the
removal of the Resident had been demanded. The Durbarishad
not the slightest doubt that the demand would be turned down by
Government as preposterous; no political agent had ever been thus
withdrawn. They had, therefore, set the stage for a general rising.
The State revenue was falling off; with the remission allowed, it
would show a large deficit; payment of arrears was resisted under
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the instigation of the gang :working in collaboration with the
• Residency people. Th<ie was no money in the Tr~asury to pay
the ordinary charges of administration, yet the Maharaja insisted
on all the old di}!llissed courtiers being paid their emoluments.
L:!rge amounts~had to be paid as the result of the investigation of
complaints and petitions concerning the past administration; the
Maharaja would not listen to his privy purse being tapped.
To add td thes~ worries, a serious allegation vv:as laid at the
door of the Maharaja. Every morning, after a walk or a ride,
Colonel Phayre was in the habit of drinking a glass of sherbet
made M pummelow juice. He would then go to his office adjoining the main building of the Residency. On the morning of
November 9, the Colonel threw away ;the morning draught
after o:p.e or two sips, as he did not like the taste. Within a short
:time he experienced nausea, a dizzy feeling in the head and other
queet.: symptoms. :fie suspected mischief; on examining the goblet
of sherbet he noticed a sort of sediment in the small quantity still
left in it. The Residency surgeon found that the sediment consisted
. partly of arsenic and partly of some glittering substance like
diamo_nd dust. Suspicion pointed its fmger at the Maharaja.
The Colonel, however, said nothing about it to him or to his
Dewan, but quietly reported the matter to Government. Dadabhai
accepted the word of Mulharrao that lte had no hand in the
.matter. As his Dewan, it was his dury to be most careful and
vigilant that no harm should come ·to the Maharaja. One more
item was thus added to the already abJiormally inflated list of
the Dewan's worries.

a

With the arrival of Sir Lewis Pelly, lif~ in Baroda wore
- different aspect. So far as the Maharaja was concerned, it was the
case of love at first sight. From the moment the Agent to the
Governor-General set foot on the soil of Baroda, he won the
heart of the ruler. To what extent relieffrom the threats of Colonel
Phayre contribut~d towards such attachment, it is difficult to say.
But _Sir Lewis possessed qualities which would have won the
affection of anyone. As for the Dewan, for the first time during
F*
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the tenure of his office he experienced genuine ~ourtesy from the
representative of the British Government. :It made him forget the.
past.
Thtrbars were held at repeated intervals to aqive at an understanding about the procedure to be adopted for the settlemt!nt
of numerous important questions awaiting adjustment. At the
very first Durbar, Sir Lewis told all petitioners to go first to the
Dewan for redress; only in the case of an appeal from Sircar's
decision they should write to him. He warned them also that he
would have no sympathy whatsoever with the people who made
administration difficult by false or exaggerated complaitits; the
Maharaja had as much right as his subjects to be protected from
vexatious claims.
These words had the desired effect. Complainants wh.o used
to leave the office of the Dewan or of his colleagues, holding out··
the threat that they would appeal to the Residency, realized that
it would not in future pay them to play that game. The administrative machinery began to run smoothly; all the pending cases
were taken up one by one and equitable settlements reached. But
funds were needed to pay all the just claims. Dadabhai suggested
payment from the Maharaja's privy purse; it was but fair, he held,
that a portion of the public funds wrongly appropriated towards
private ends by the ~haraja should revert to the public. The
Maharaja insisted, on the ~dvice ofhis followers, that the amount
required should be raised by a loan or taxation.
Mulharrao now begatt. to make Dadabhai feel i:hat he was not
indispensable. It was a different thing when the enemy was at
the gate; there was then need for the strong arm of a Dewan like
Dadabhai to fight him.
Manners with fortunes, humours turn with climes;
Tenets with books and principles with times.

Dadabhai knew it; there was nothing left to hold together the
two men, who stood poles apart in their outlook on life. During
the time Dadabhai was in Baroda, there was nothing lj.ke friendship between them; no cordiality, no social intercourse. The
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Dewan was a sterfl martinet to the Maharaja; a sort of formality
.marked their relations._:The Minister was not the man to mince
matters; by nature he was incapable of feigning friendship, when
he could not feel)-rawn to a man; how, indeed, could one who
w:fs the soul ot truth be drawn to another who was its very
antithesis ? Therefore, when the need· for protection had disappeared, what else was there to make the Maharaja covet the
services of his De~an? He knew Dadabhai was able, straightforward, honest, resourceful-all very well for the people-but
did not his very. virtues militate .against what the Maharaja
believeCl. were his own rights and his own interests ? The old
Durbaris, who still surrounded him, were at it again. "Now
the Dewan Saheb is supreme," one would say within the hearing
of the .Maharaja; "Nay, he is the Gaekwar," another would
interpose; and the Prince would smile mysteribusly, as if to say,
"Wait and you will see how I get rid of the man!"
A terrible ordeal it was to work with such a ruler who was
absolutely out of tune with his Minister's ideals, but Dadabhai
was blest with the patience of Job. He still harboured hopes of
hand.lirtg Mulharrao tactfully and firmly, if only the weakminded monarch could be cut off from that debased and debasing
crowd! He therefore decided to make a fmal effort. A message
was sent to the Maharaja, through Wadfa, that during the few
preceding days the Maharaja had allowed himself to play into the
hands of his old associates; that the Maharaja had forgotten
that Dadabhai had been invited to work as a Dewan, and not as a
karkoon (clerk), merely to register Sircar's decrees. In response to
the wishes of the Maharaja, Dadabhai had agreed to the retention
'of those old Durbaris, but after having shown much forbearance
he had come to the conclusion that it was absolutely necessary
that they should be sent out of Baroda. Then followed the list
of courtiers who should go-Damodar, Bapubhai, Govindrao
Mama, Kharkar, and several others. Nana Saheb had himself
offered to leave Baroda.
As usual, the Maharaja expressed his regret that Dadabhai
thought he had beeri treated as a karkoon; he did not mean to
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trench upon the Dewan's powers, and protillsed to place full
confidence in him. He could not, howevet, agree to send away his.
Durbaris. Eventually, one day, in the presence of Damodar, he
said. to Wadya: "Tell Dadabhai, I may agree~o send away the
rest, but not Damodar. There are two men in
world I ca.n!Iot
do without-Dadabhai and Damodar. I would sooner build a
golden bridge from Bombay to London than think of parting
•
from either of them."
It could hardly have occurred to the childish Prince that in
thus insisting on retaining the bane as well as the antidote, he was
paying a left-handed compliment to Dadabhai. Wadya, however,
communicated the Maharaja's flattering message to Dadabhai.
After a hearty laugh over the honour of being ranked with
Damodar, Dadabhai said: "Well, Homi, now this must. be our
final notice to him. Tell him that I have definitely made up my
mind to resign and that I should be obliged if he would relieve me
as early as possible. As for you and others, I would leave it to
each one of you to decide."
"I am going," said Wadya.
"And we too," exclaimed Bal Mangesh and Shahaquddin,
who were present.
When the officers of the Bombay Government, whose
services had been lent to Dadabhai only a couple of months
before, heard this, they s~d they would not like to stay for even
a few hours after his departure. The decision was solemnly
conveyed to Mulharrao. He kept silent as though he were
attending a funeral. After some minutes, W adya took leave
ofhim without waiting for a reply.
·
Dadabhai had a busy time disposing of all the work in hand
and leaving notes for his successor. Then he called on Sir Lewis
Pelly to bid good-bye. Sir Lewis persuaded him to continue for
some time until a successor was appointed. The Maharaja,
however, seemed disinclined to choose anyone as Dewan.
The day after-it was Christmas Day-Dadabhai had a long
conversation with the Maharaja in the office of the GovernorGeneral's Agent. He reminded the Prince that it was distinctly

the
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understood that lte was to enjoy His Highness's confidence and
that he would resign the moment it was withdrawn. "Latterly,
• Maharaj," said Dadab~al.. "your confidence was so unmistakably.
given to the old Durbaris that it was impossible to ignore. the
faCit that I as yo~esponsible Minister could no longer count upon
the support whi~h I had the right to expect. It was useless and,
altogether inadvisable in such ·circumstances that I should continue in office. It '-'as a questi<?n whether they or I should give
way, and as they would not yield, I had to resign."
The Gaekwar protested that his confidence in his Dewan was
unchanged. He was, however, shrewdly silent about the old
crowd, nor did he say that he was prepared to place himself
unreservedly in the hands o£ the Dewan.
Som~ days afterwards, when Dadabhai returned to his office
Mter the usual visit to the Agent to the Governor-General, his
assistants found that he seemed worried and wan. He went straight
to his room and did not return for several ~utes-a very
unusual procedure. Wadya' s colleagues asked him to go ·and
inquire what the matter was.
'
W adya ran to .r;>adabhai's room and asked him whether he was
quite well. "Oh yes, Homi," he replied. "I am co~g presently
to the office. I want to tell you something. Please ask the other
officers also to wait for me."
•
Within a few minutes he was at his ~sk and asked all of them
to go near him. "I want to tell you," he said in a low voice,
"what I have heard just now from Sir I;wis. He first asked me
whether there was any likelihood of my reconsidering the
question of my resignation, because he had reason to believe i:he
Maharaja would once more bring pressure on us to stay. I told
him that we had all finally and defmitely made up our minds.
Sir Lewis then said that he wished to tell me something, but that
before doing so he wished to know for certain that after having
heard him I would not change my mind. I said he might depend
upon it. Thereupon he told me that he had heard that a Havildar ·
and others had made imp9rtant confessions concerning the
attempt on Colonel Phayre's life, incri~ating the Maharaja.
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He said that he would not have brought the Maharaja needlessly
into trouble, but that those men had "oluntarily made statements which called for investigation. str Lewis then took me •
with him to the cells of the two men who had confessed their
guil~. He told them in my presence to tell thhruth. The men
replied they had not been coerced by anyone; what they had said
was true; it was their takdir (fate). It was necessary that the
Maharaja should know it; and he was inform~d that he had been
accused of complicity in the attempt to poison Colonel Phayre.
He has, of course, protested that he had nothing to do with it."
There was a pause; Dadabhai was at this stage overc~me by
emotion. Evidently he was considering whether he would be
doing the right thing in leaving Baroda when such a serious
charge was hanging over the dishonoured head of the Maharaja.
He then got up from his chair and said: "I have been considering
for some time what in the circumstances we should do. Before I
had the slightest idea that such a storm was likely to break over the
head of the Maharaja, I gave Sir Lewis the assurance that I was
going. I must adhere to that understanding, and I think we may
all stick to our resolution without any violence to our conscience.
We did our best for him so long as we could do so witb. selfrespect; we had no alternative but to tender our resignation
when we found he was proof against reason and rectitude.
•
W e must go. "
As no Dewan was appointed, Dadabhai and his colleagues gave
over charge to the In~an officers whose services had been lent
by the British Government. They, too, had submitted their
resignations but were instructed by Sir Lewis to remain at their
posts.
On January II, 1875, when Dadabhai and his assistants left for
the station, the Gaekwar, who professed to be very sorry and
sick at heart, went with them and stood on the station platform.
Till the moment of departure he went on persuading them to
remain. They, however, took cordial leave of him, and he
stood on the platform watching the train as it steamed slowly out
of the station, which was crowded with the leading citizens of
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Baroda who had• gone there to give Dadabhai a send-off. The
Maharaja then procee~d to his coach to return to ~e palace.
As soon as he was seated, he smacked his thigh, as an expression
of glee, and said to his attendants, with a smile, "Now you ~ave
se@n how I m:dged to get rid of that man!"
· .
Benighted, purblind Prince! He could not yet see the clouds
that were gathering on the horizon. Dropping the pilot, who had
steered his ship thfough so many storms·and shoals, was a matter
of no concern to him; nay~ he returned .home with a sense of
relief!
.
On ~hat very day there was a great movement. of troops from
Poona to Bombay, and when Dadabhai and his party reached
Bombay they saw a regiment despatched 'to the Maharaja's
capital: Another followed the day after. Hearing of the arrival of
:the troops, Mulharrao felt certain he was nearing a great crisis.•
"What does this mean ~ Do you know why these regirr!ents
are coming r" he asked Dr. Palanji Pestonji, Dadabhai's medical
adviser, the only ma,n of Dadabhai's party who had remained
behind because the Ranees of the Durbar would not let him. go~
"I know nothing, Maharaj," replied Palanji. .
"I suspect mischief. You must send a telegram to Dadabhai
to come at once. Ask him to bring Homi too with him."
The message was promptly despatched .•Dadabhai asked W adya
to see him on the following day in or~r to consider what to do:
· He had resigned the Dewanship; he would not go back as Dewan.
But when the ill-starred Prince was in •rouble and wanted him
to be near him, could he refuse to go as a friend ill need? This was
the question he wished to discuss with .Wadya.
W adya took a carriage at once to go to Dadabhai' s house.
I>assing the Times' of India offic~, he saw a big placard with these
words in bold type-;- '
~

"ARREST OF MULHARRAO."
He placed the sheet giving the news in Dadabhai' s hands, and
said: "What is the use of our going now r Nemesis has overtaken
the man."
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On that fateful Thursday, January 14, with the first faint
streaks of dawn, indications were alrea~ discernible that the •
Maharaja was doomed. When he went to the Governor-General's
Agep.t to pay the customary visit, he was informed that a proclamation had been received to the effect that th~overnmenttOf
India had suspended him from power, pending the verdict of a
Commission which was to be appointed shortly. The Agent's
room being under the British flag, the Mah!raja could not be
arrested there, but with His Highness's permission the Agent
would accompany him to his own territory "and there perform
the necessary ceremony." The Gaekwar asked that he should be
arrested at once and spared further humiliation, but it could not
be done. He thereupon followed the Agent and his military staff
to the bridge dividing the limits of the camp from those. of the
city, ready to give himself up. He had gold bars in his treasury·.
worth four million rupees. These he had distributed equally
among his two wives before he was arrested.
Soon a Commission was appointed. The Maharaja's solicitors,
Messrs. Jefferson and Payne, sent their managing clerk, Bhaishankar Nanabhai, to Baroda to gather material for the defence.
None, however, ventured to open his lips to help him in his work.
Returning to Bombay, almost empty-handed, he went to
Dadabhai to get information and points for defence. Dadabhai
and W adya had some pa~ers with them, which they made over
to the solicitors. It was decided that the line of defence should
be that three days befo•e the attempt on the Resident's life the
Maharaja had, by constitutional means, asked for his removal;
that there was every reason to believe that the request would be
complied with and that, in fact, it was subsequently conceded.
Where, then, was the necessity to take the Resident's life ? If the
decision of Government had been unfavourable and an attempt
had been made on the Resident's life, there might have been some
ground for suspicion.
Wadya was engaged to watch the interests of Lakhshmibai,
and Bal Mangesh for the other queen. The most damning evidence
against the Maharaja was that given by Damodar, his perfidious
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privJlte secretary: • He spoke in a .very low .tone, With eyes
.fixed on the floor. C~sel for the Prince, the famous British
lawyer, Serjeant Ballantine, asked that he shoulq be made to
speak up and look the Maharaja in the face. The villain, howeyer,
cottld not lift lftf eyes even for a single glance. When he had
· fmished, Mulharrao turned to W adya and cried in anguish and
in tears: "You all whom I have sinned against, you whom I cast
off at the instigatio~ of this wretch, you are now standing by me,
whereas this scoundrel, whom I considered my own, has conspired'
.
agamst
me.I"
The Commission was divided in opinion. Complicity in the
attempt to poison Colonel .Phayre could not be fastened on the
Maharaja. Nevertheless the British Government decided that he
should ,be deposed on counts other than those which formed part
·Of the indictment, namely, notorious misconduct and gross
misgovernment. The arrangements were kept secret pending the
orders of the Secretary of State, but rumours of annexation of the
State were rife all over India. There was an uproar· in England.'
English journals, including The Times, condemned the Government of India for taking proceedings against the Maharaja on
insuffiCient evidence. It was reported that Whitehall was not in
favour of the Calcutta proposals. At last, however, the orders of
-the Secretary of State were received, san€tioning the deposition
and deportation of the distracted ruler. •
Hearing this, Mulhartao prayed that his infant son by
Lakhshmibai should be recognized as hev apparent. The request
was refused. The widow of Khunderao, Maha Ranee Saheb
Jamnabai, was ·allowed to adopt a member of the ~aekwar
family as his successor. Happily, she adopted 'one who, every
inch a king, was destined to give a new life to Baroda, to change
the face of its history, and to raise the name of Gaekwar from
dust to its former glory, winning for himself the richly deserved
title of "The Modern Bhoj;" to wit, Sir Sayajirao Gaekwar, the
present ruler of Baroda. 1
1 In the death of this Prince, since these lines were written, Baroda has lost its most
enlightened ruler.
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After the necessary precautions had been t:tken for the maintenance of order in case of disturbanc.!J Mulharrao was taken.
secretly to the station yard and put in a special train, which was
held there in readiness. On the same day (April 23) Wadya and
Bal Mangesh were passing in a carriage ~gh one of .the
streets of Baroda when, all of a sudden, the driver pulled up the
reins to enable a mail to throw a note into the vehicle. It was from
the Maharaja, addressed in Marathi to Bal M!ngesh:
They say they want to depose me. I asked that my son should
be put on the throne. They refused. I gather that they want to
send me to Madras. Do what you can for me.
•
Your sinful
MULHARRAO

At once the two ran to the station to .find out whether he had
already been, or was about to be, spirited away. A special trairi
was in readiness alongside. Seeing them, the Maharaja came out
of his compartment on the corridor. "Salaam!" he said in a low
voice, "I am going!" Then, with his fmgers, he made several
gestures, which they could not make out. One of his attendants,
who happened to be there, explained to them that Sircar desired
that they should write to Dadabhai. So the disconsolate man
believed that if anyone could save him, or save the throne for his
son, it was Dadabhai! • •

•
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URING tho!e tumultuous thirteen months in Baroda,
Dadabhai had aged almost as m~y years. But for the wear
and tear of those days of anxiety and worry, he might, perhaps,
have li'\ted to be a centenarian.
Was he down-hearted? Not at all. To be. tom away from
the scene of one's labours, just when one had'laid the foundation
and CQmmenced rearing .an edifice according to one's own
design, must always be a matter for regret. Looking back,
however, over those stirring days of his stewardship, Dadabhai
must have felt that he had every reason to be , proud of
his achievements. The momentum he had given to the cause
• of good government had driven his successo~s irresistibly
· forward.
,
·
Not to shut on~'s eyes to .the existence of evil, not to have
any compromise with· evil, but to resist it and fight it· in all its
forms, at all times, and in all places, is tlte ke)rnote of the creed
of the Prophet Zarathushtra. Whoever-fights falsehood, injustice,
corruption, oppression; is the Creator's ally in destroying the
powers of evil. The Prophet himself was.a noble examp~e of such
a struggle; and Dadabhai, to whom life in all its bearings was but
an application of the teaching of the Prophet, of Iran, might well
have consoled himself with the thought that he had counteracted
evil in all its manifestations, regardless ofconsequences. The predicament itt which he had been placed was exactly fitted to draw out
some of his finest qualities-his strenuous devotion to duty, his
high sense of justice, his dogged determination and perseverance,
his magnanimity and forbearance, his love of truth and his hatred
for hypocrisy and sham. True, he had not succeeded i~ bringing
prosperity to the State, but even in the most trying circumstances
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such as would appal the boldest, he had strivett faithfully to rout
the forces of evil.

•

It has been a matter of regret to both of us (wrote Sir Bartle
•Frere, on behalf of himself and Sir Erskine P~) tl1at you w_ere
not allowed an opportunity of carrying out the reforms you
desired, and thus making one of the most interesting experiments
possible in a Native State. But you have the ~onsol~tion of having
done your best. I do not see that any human bemg could have
done more under the circumstances.
Dadabhai might well have remained content with such an
estimate of his work, but when he saw in the Baroda Blue Books
of 1875 the letters that had passed between the Resident and the
Government of Bombay in which the capacity and ho~our of
himself and his colleagues were impugned, he considered that a·.
rejoinder was necessary. The withdrawal of the Resident from
the capital of the Gaekwar was in itself a crushing reply to such
calumny. But the Resident's misrepresentations caused much
anguish. He drew up a long statement and requested the Secretary
of State to publish it as a Blue Book'in fairness to himself and his
colleagues. His Lordship in Council, however, took the incident
as closed; he was not prepared to recommend the presentation of
the statement to Parliament. Dadabhai then printed the statement himself, which givefone an idea of the manner in which the
Resident had rendered his task, which was extremely difficult in
itself, far more harassing.
Dadabhai had to go, under medical advice, to Tithal, near
Bulsar, for rest and change. Returning to Bombay, after about
four months, he was usefully occupied in congenial pursuits. On
July 26, 1875, he was elected a member of the Municipal Corporation of Bombay for the same district in which, fifty years ago, he
was hom. In the civic chamber he soon made his mark as a close
student of municipal questions, endowed with an inexhaustible
store of energy and an eye for precision. His knowledge of public
finance, his proficiency in mathematics and skill in marshalling
statistics were o~ immense value to the Corporation, where the
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capacity of most Of the members to deal with figures stood very
•low indeed.
(...
·
Within three months, on his £fty-£rst birthday (September 4),
Dadabhai was ~cted a member of the Town Council. Xhe
ml:!mbership ofthe Council, which was the executive committe.e
of the Corporation, carried with it an honorarium of thirty
rupees for attendance at each meeting; but Dadabhai, who
regarded civic se~ce as a social obligation-the redemption of
. the debt he owed to society-informed the Municipal Secretary
that he would not accept the honorarium.
The "Bombay Municipality had taken a loan from Government for the construction of the Vehar Water Works. Dadabhai
discovered that in calculating the instalment of principal and
~terest payable to Government the Accountant-General had
-resorted to a method of calculation that would have entailed
an additional payment of £fty lakhs of rupees to Gove~ment.
At a meeting of the Town Council, held on January 25, 1876,
he submitted a long minute on the subject. It showed that
although the intention was to charge the Municipality simple
· intere~t at the rate of 4 per cent per annum, the method of
crediting the monthly ir).stalments paid to liquidate the loan
led to interest being charged on interest. Voluminous memoranda
were written on this minute by various ~fficials and councillors.
The Accountant-General refused to tdmit that he had done
anything in contravention of the provisions of the Municipal
Act; the real culprits were the framers o~ the Act who had failed
to give effect to the intentions of the high contracting parties.
Dadabhai had to write more minutes to justify his calculations
and' contentions. Eventually, representations were made to
Government, and, failing redress, to the Secretary of Sta~e for
India. Before, however, the curtain was rung down on this
controversy, Dadabhai resigned his office as a councillor (August
1876), as he had arranged to proceed to England to look after the
business ofhis£rm.
Dadabhai's compilations on the· Vehar Loan question had
ast~nished his colleagues. They were a marvel of civic enthusiasm
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and individual effort for the promotion of cbmmunal welfare.
But there was another exhaustive min~, written by him on a.
subject much more intricate and technical, which impressed
the\11. even more. It established completely the ~ofessor' s powers
to master, and energy and patience to elucidate, even the nfost
technical problems connected with the municipal government
of the city. The Water Department had proposed the construction
of additional water works at a tremendous ~ost. To check the
calculations regarding the daily supply of water to the city on
which the demand for the additional supply was based, Dadabhai
called for various particulars from the Water Dep:irtment.
Receiving no reply, he sent a reminder; but no information was
forthcoming because, it was explained later, there was no staff
to collect the numerous details required. Nothing daunted, he
proceeded ·to examine the problem independently of official
statistics, just as he had done in connexion with the problem of the
total production ofindia. Using his own calculations, and bringing
to bear on them his amazing analytical faculty, he arrived at
the conclusion that the departmental method of distribution of
water was defective. After an examination of the whole qu~stion,
he indicated how it could be arranged to give the city a constant
supply of fourteen gallons per head. It was decided to submit this
minute to departmenthl criticism. By the time the Municipal
Commissioner's report ~n the subject was received, Dadabhai
had relinquished his seat on the Council. The controversy with
Government concernin~ the Vehar Loan went on for years until
Dadabhai rejoined the Corporation in 1883. It was not over until
he went again to England in r886. There, although engrossed in a
contest for Parliamentary election, he knocked incessantly at the
door of the India Office for justice.
Such unique work, in the financial interests of the City,
elicited admiration not only from his colleagues but even from
the officers who were baffled by it. When his resignation of
August 26, 1876, was placed before the Town Council and the
Corporation, a special vote of thanks was accorded to him. It
was an exceptional honour. There was no precedent for a vote of
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thanks to a retirin~ member. In his case, however, there was a
11trong feeling that his ..wecial services
the exploration and
elucidation of difficult municipal questions merited a distinct
acknowledgment.
·
· ·
.
•
1ft the time ffadabhai thought he had received the highest
honour that it was in the power of the Corporation to confer
on any member or on any citizen, but a still higher honour from
the local parliament•was in store for him-the address of welcome
presentt:d to him in 1894 on his return to his homeland after his·
election to the House of Commons.
·
. Early•in the year 1876 a Bill was passed limiting the jurisdiction
of the Civil Courts throughout the Bombay Presidency in
matters relating to land revenue. It made revenue officers independent of.the Civil Courts-a dangerous principle which provoked .
6pposition from all quarters. A requisition was sent to the
Sheriff of Bombay to call a public meeting to ask the Secretary
·of State to veto the Bill. The meeting was held in the Town Hall
• of Bombay on April 18, 1876. Dadabhai had a hand in· drawing
up a memorial which was eventually sent to the Secretary of State.
In ~ugust 1875 another requisition was received ·by the
Sheriff of Bombay for convening a public meeting to take steps
for accordmg a cordial welcome to the Prince of Wales (afterwards King Edward VII) on his visit to Bd'mbay. Dadabhai was a
prominent subscriber to the fund that w~ raised for the purpose.
His name also appears in the list of subscribers to the fund raised
during the same year for the relief ofpC¥>ple affected by floods
in Ahmedabad ~d the villages along the banks of the Sabarmati
river.

m

It is tlme to have another glance ·into Dadabhai's household.
· During his absence in England Dadabhai' s pupil and friend
Muncherji Dadina looked after his family and attended to all his
personal affair~. The families of the two friends lived on such
intimate terms that three matrimonial alliances were formed,
whilst the brides and bridegrooms were yet in their teens.
Dadabhai's only son, Adi, was engaged to Dadilla's daughter Vir;
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his first daughter Shirin to Dadina' s son Fram; and his second
daughter Maki to Fram' s younger brot~er Homi.
•
Adi, as we have already noticed, w";s taken by Dadabhai, at
th~ age of five, to England. After he passed the London Matriculation examination, it was arranged that he sholltd qualify h.imself
for the Indian Medical Service. He was a very active member
of a volunteer corps when he was a student at Owens College
in Manchester. Owing to an accident one tlay, a gun-carriage
went over his left leg and arm. The injury sustained by him
disqualified him for the Medical Service. He therefore returned
to Bombay and joined the Grant Medical College, where he •
obtained the Anderson Scholarship for proficiency in surgery
and surgical anatomy.
The spirited youth was a keen sportsman and a gaY. soulDadina, on the other hand, was an orthodox Parsi and a stem
disciplinarian, affectionate by nature but quick-tempered. The
two could not agree on many points, and the weekly letters
which Dadabhai received did not always make pleasant reading.
The chief cause of difference was Adi's fondness for fire-arms. He ·
had already injured a leg by accident; into the upper segment of
the same ill-fated leg he sent a bullet in another accident in
Bombay, whilst he was cleaning his rifle. Soon after his recovery,
there was another mishap. A revolver loaded and placed on the
table went off and dam~ged some furniture. Dadina thereupon
asked Ardeshir Moos, a friend of the family, to keep the arms in
his custody until Dad~bhai returned to India. This upset Adi.
Dadina wrote:
·
Ardeshir Kaka' s grandson, who had gone to see Adi, narrowly
escaped! Mr. Moos allows him the use of it at his own place, but
Adi does not like it.... Mr. Moqs also intends to take him to
Powai where he can have his shooting to his heart's content.
It would be better if you write to him to give up the idea of using
the firearms at the Khetwadi house and give his sole attention to
his studies.
'

"With the growing wants of the children," continued Dadina,
"I cannot be too economical. Shirin calls me Chokhha Marwadi
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(a veritable Shylock.) . . . . Adi also thinks Rs.· 3 are not sufficient
(or him, but when his ctther wants are supplied separately, I see
no reason why I should ~crease this pocket allowance."
Dadabhai increased the allowance to Rs. 5; Adi, however, held
•
out•for Rs. 7 andgot it.
At this· distance I can hardly guide you (said Dadabhai to Dadina,
March 8, I88o) in the matter of the requirements of the family,
beyond saying tltl.t we have to cut our coat according to our cloth. .
It is all very well for Adi and children to ask for this and that and
to try and look big people before others. But that will not do.
The. prospect before us is riot of a very cheering character: They
must live in a way now which they may not have with regret to
give up afterwar'ds.
There was also a conflict of views .between Adi and Dadina
~oncerning certain orthodox rites. Dadabhai asked Adi ·not to
interfere with the domestic customs and hurt the feelings of the
elder members of the family. He was pleased to learn soon
afterwards that his advice had the desired effect and th;tt there was
an improvement in Adi's relations with Dadina. But Adi was
not quite happy at home. "He complains," wrote Dadina to
Dadabhai, "that he has no social comforts at home. Gulbai
wants to control -the son and the son i_nsists on controlling the
mother!" It was not, therefore, surprising, although it came as a
shock to Dadabhai, that without waiting-for his fmal examination
Adi wanted to marry and to have a congenial companion by his
·
side.

•

I have written to Adi (said Dadabhai, in his letter to Dadina,
May 7, r88o), that though I dissuaded him from marrying till he
passed Ills final, if he still desires that the marriage should not b~
delayed, he may have his own way. You know that I 'am against
useless marriage expenses. Nor can I afford to_ incur any such
expenses. Let the marriage be quiet. . . . Eve.n if I can afford,
I would not have expensive marriages. Talk this matter. over with
Adi and do as you two think best for this object.
The family wished that the marriage ceremony should be
performed when Dadabhai ·should return from E~gland. As,
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however, his business affairs required his presence in London, he
asked them not to wait for him.

•

Adi's marriage will be a simple affair as you suggest (said
• Dadina). He has pitched on the Dewali Day_ the day last 'year
he sent the bullet in his thigh. He says he wants to make us nferry
on that very day this year.
Adi' s marriage brought sunshine in his li~. In the following
year Dadabhai learnt with joy that he had become the grandfather of a girl. Two years later, Adi took his degree of Licentiate
of Medicine and Surgery and was placed in charge of ihe Civil •
Hospital in Cutch Mandvi.
In connexion with another alliance in the family, a few years
later, poor Muncherji Dadina found the tables turned against him.
It was he who, on this occasion, insisted on his son Homj
marrying Maki before proceeding to England, to prosecute his
studies, and it was the son, supported by his fiancee,_ who rebelled
against the idea. The matter was referred to Dadabhai. He agreed
with the young couple, despite the misgivings of Dadina that
Homi might bring an English wife to his orthodox home. Homi
went to England for study. Until he returned home, as a qualified
mechanical engineer, unyoked to an English girl, his poor father
had no peace of mind. Of life in England generally old Dadina
had been given a harr~wing picture. In one of his letters to
Dadabhai (June 30, 1888) he wrote: "One elderly man (a
Kapadia) who returne~ from England a fortnight ago tells me
that it is a fashion there to go to the theatre almost daily. I hope
my son is not doing such a thing."
Maki took her L.R.C.P. in the year 1897, and F.S.P.G. of
Edinburgh and L.M. (Dublin) later. Dadabhai wished that
she should stay with him and start her practice in London, but
she was wanted by her mother in India. So she returned to
Bombay and married Homi Dadina in December of that year.
She, too, had her differences with Muncherji Dadina. Being as
spirited and independent as her father and brother, she refused to
·give way on many an occasion and Dadabhai had to smooth
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matters. Barring st.fch casual incidents, ·however, the weekly :flow
~f letters from his dear 2nes was a source ofjoy to Dadabhai. He
could not bear the idea ofhaving to go even occasionally with~mt
the weekly budget of news, nor would he neglect writing to
•
them. Amid the splendid cares of his patriotic mission in Eng~and
his letters break out into longings for the news of the family._
He yearned to have a line at least frqm each of them. Adi' s three
~ons, Jal, ~ershasp, !md Sarosh, and five daughters, Meher, Gosi,
Nargiz, Perin and Khorshed, wrote charming letters to h~m. The
predicament of all-grandfather and grandchildren:-is exquisitely
• reflected in the following paragraph in one of the_ letters of
Dadabhai to the children (September 2, 1897):
Maki writes to me "as they sit down with their pens in their
hands, saying what shall we write every week to father." Now,
my· dear children, I shall be satisfied even if you only say; "we are
well." I like to have letters from you all. You may write to me
what you have done at school during the week-just as you told
me a lot of things, when I was in Bombay and saw you all in the
evening. Write what you hear, what fun, if any, you had at
school or elsewhere.

A letter written from Karachi by Fram Dadina, of a later date
(July 15, 1903), contained a "prophecy" about one of the grand•
children:

•

My ~other dear is with us ~d she delights us all by her quaint
sayings. She reads ,the papers the· whol~ day and gives us all the
benefit when free. She is proud of her Kershasp and thinks we are
going to have another Dad in him. I hope she will turn out a true
prophetess. Yet the young fellow has quite won her over by his
love. H~ is all in all to her and if we say 'he is nothing like Dad,
then you also come in as having succeeded through opportunities.
She says, "let Dad train him up, then sec the result!"

In some traits of character at least-chivalry, intrepidity, and
spirit of service and sacrifice-:-Kershasp soon distinguished himself
as a valiant grandson of an illustrious grandfather. When the
·Great War broke, ou the left Christ's College (Cambridge) to

~
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join the Middlesex Regiment and went out -to France early in
1915 as a lance-corporal. Later, as a sergea~t, he became the hero o(
several daring exploits. He was wounded in a charge and sent
to .a hospital in Cheshire, and was subsequendy selected, for
temporary commission, in recogrution of 1iis distinguished
service in France.
Grandfathers have their joys heightened by the children of
their children, but these joys are seldom unlbixed with sorrows
born of bereavements in the family. In 1875 Dadabhai grieved
for the death of his mother, dearer to him than anything else in
this world. A more cruel blow was to befall him later, when he •
was at the height ofhis glory, in the year 1893 .

•

•

•
C:FIAPTE R

XV: I

THE CONDITION OF INDIA

•

M

•

EMORABL~ as was Dadabhai's work ·as a Municipal
Councillor during 187§, by far the more illustrious achieve-

ment of that year was his· paper ,on·the. subjecLoLthe.. poverty
• ofh._ldia: whi~h he read before a.cro:wded.m~eting held .under the
~uspices of the Bombay -Branch of the .. East,.India.,.f\ssociation.
Two years later, the paper.was published in London in pamphlet '
form-a. prelude to the bulky volume that was to follow a
~uarter of a century later, under the title Poverty~andt*ln-British

Rl!l!_itt.J.ndia.
Dadabhai' s object in reverting to this topic of India's poverty
was to. produce additional facts and figures and to cite further
authorities for his statement that India .was sinking more and more
in pov~rty and that the system of administration of the country
was largely responsible for her misery. Statistics were the backbone of his paper, but Dadabhai made it perfectly clear that with
imperfect material at command, and wjthont the means to employ
a staff to work out all the details, he coufd give .only approximate
results.
The principle of niy calculations (said-he) is largely this. I have
taken the largest one or two kinds of produce of a province to
represent all ·its produce, as it would be too much labour for me
to work out every produce great and small. I have taken the
whole cultivated area of each district, the produce per acre, and
the price of the produce; and simple multiplication and addition
will give you both the quantity and value of the total produce.
From it, also, you can get the correct average of produce per
acre and of prices for the whole province, as in this way you have
all the necessary elements taken into account..

After elaborate calculations, Dadabhai said he had clearly ·
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established that the value of the production -of one of the best
provinces in India was Rs. 20 per head. .per annum and that thi~
confirmed him in his previous contention that 40s. was a liberal
estimate for the total production per head of population. He then
proceeded to examine "the bare wants of a human being to ~ep
him in ordinary good health and decency" in the light of estimates of the necessaries of life for emigrant coolies, for Indian
emigrants carried to British and foreign colon1'es west of the Cape
of Good Hope, for common agricultural labourers in various
parts of the Bombay Presidency, for the lowest paid servants
in Government service, and for prisoners in gaols. The cohclusion
was that even for such food and clothing as a criminal obtains
there was hardly enough production even in a good season,
"leaving alone all little luxuries, all social and religious wants,
all expenses of occasions of joy and sorrow, and provision for
bad season."
Next came under review statistics of imports and exports.
From 1835 to 1872 India imported goods worth only about
£943,ooo,ooo against exports valued at £I,430,ooo,ooo, leaving
a balance of about £soo,ooo,ooo. This, contended Dadab~ai, did
not represent the total tribute which India annually paid to
England. Had interest been calculated, the drain would have
amounted to a higher" figure. Dadabhai then quoted statements
made by British officiafs to establish the main contention that
most of the ills of India were due to the heavy tribute which she
had to pay to England. For example, one of the Commissioners
of Revenue in the Deccan, who afterwards became a member of
Council, Saville Marriot, had stated in a letter written in the year
1836 that India had been "verging to the lowest ebb of pauperism"
and that it would be "difficult to satisfy the mind that any country
could be~r such a drain, upon its resources without sustaining very
serious IDJUry."
To drive his argument home to English people, Dadabhai
held up before the audience the following picture, taken from
Draper's Intellectual Development of Europe, of England herself,
when she was a tributary to the Pope.
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. In fact, throu~h the operation of the Crusades, all Europe was
tributary
t.o the Pope {Inpocent III). A steady drain of money from
•
every realm. Fifty years after the time of which we are speaking,
·Robert Grosseteste, the Bishop of Lincoln and friend of Roier
J3acon, caused to be ascertained the amount received by foretgn
ecclesiastics in England. He found it to be thrice the income of
the king himself. This was on the occasion of :{nnocent IV,
demanding pro~ion to be made· for three hundred additional
Italian clergy by the Church of England.... In England-for ages
a mine' of wealth to Rome-the tendency of things was shown by
such facts as the remonstrances of the Commons with the Crown
on tHe appomtment of ecclesiasti~s to all the great offices, and the
allegatio_ns made by the "Good Parliament" as to the amount of
money drawn by. Rome from the oKingdom. They asserted that
it w~...five times as much as the taxes levied by the king, and that
the Pope's revenue from England was greater than the revenue
of any prince in Christendom.... There were forests extending
over great districts; fens, forty or ftfty miles ·in length, reeking
.with miasma and fever, though round the walls of the abbeys
there might be beautiful gardens, green lawns, shady walks,
and many murmuring streams.... The peasant's cabin was made·
of reeds or sticks, plastered over with mud. His fire was chimneyless-often it was made of peat.... Vermin in abundance in the
clothing and beds. The common food was peas, vetches, fernroots, and even the bark of tree.s. . ... Tlie population, sparse as
it was, was perpetually thinned .by p~stilence and want. Nor
was the state of the townsman better than that of the rustic; his
bed was a bag of straw, with a fair roun~ log for his pillow....
It was a melancholy social condition when nothing intervened
- b~tween reed cabins in the fen, the miserable wigwams of villages,
and the conspicuous walls of the castle .and the monastery....
Rural life had but little improved since the time of Caesar; in
its physical· aspect it was ·altogether neglected. . . . England, at
the .close of the age of faith, had for long been a chief pecuniary
tributary to Italy, the source from which large revenues had been
drawn, the fruitful field in which herds of Italian ecclesiastics had
·been pastured.... 'At-the beginning of the sixteenth century, the
island-was·.far more backward, intellectually and politically, than
is commonly supposed.
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This parallel, remarkable in many ways, presented a picture of
the state of India. The country, urge~ padabhai, needed indu~
trialization on a large scale. Industry was limited by capital.
~here was the capital to come from 1 India was woefully
deficient in that respect. What were the root causes o~ the
insufficiency 1 The main cause being the drain of India's wealth
to England, she was entitled to the supply of capital from her
on easy terms for the development of her tra~e and industry.
Another important question raised was that of protection.
Instructions had been then issued by the Secretary of State for the
abolition of the duties on cotton. The real object, said l!>adabhai, •
was to smother the infant factories in India, the ostensible reason
being free trade.
Now I do not want to say anything about the real sel£i~h
objects of the Manchesterians, or what the political necessities of
a Conservative Government may be under Manchester pressure.
I give credit to the Secretary of State for honesty of purpose, and
take the reason itself that is given on this question, viz. free trade. .
I like free trade, but after what I have said to-night, you will
easily see that free trade between England and India in a matter
like this is something like a race between a starving, exhausted
invalid, and a strong man with a horse to ride on. Free trade
between countries· which have equal command over their own
resources is one thing; but even then the colonies snapped their
fingers at all such talk. But what can India do 1 Before powerful
English interests, ~dia must and does go to the wall. Young
colonies, says Mill, need protection. India needs it in a far larger
degree, independent of the needs of revenue- which alone have
compelled the retention of the present duties. Let India have its
present drain brought within reasonable limits, and India will
be quite prepared for free trade. With a pressure of taxation
nearly double in proportion to that of England, from an income
of one-fifteenth, and an exhaustive drain besides, we are asked to
compete with England in free trade.
In spite of its incompleteness, Dadabhai' s paper was the most
illuminating document ever published on that most contentious
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problem ofln.dian!eGOn0miGsAts method of approach was rough
and ready; its manner ofhandling and sifting statistics all 'his own;
ilie process ·of reasoning and the principles adopted' in arriving ~t
conclusions were debatable. Nevertheless, his estimate of the
national income was roughly as accurate- as it could then h~ve
been, and the best corroboration of his calculations was the
estimate given by Evelyn Baring (Lord Cromer) .and Sir David
Barbour ~ the-yeat~I88z,-namely~Rs. 27"per- head. Despite the
increase in agricultural and industrial- output during the sub- ·.
sequent years, Lord Curzon's estimate in I90I-was•only,"-Rs, 30.

•
·The period between 1877 and 1881 is generally regarded as the
quietest time in Dadabhai' s life. Before that period, wherever he
had bee!!. placed, his amazing energy, his massive intellect and
sJ,ilgle-minded devotion to duty had arrested attention. Ever
since he had left the pulpit of the Rast Gofiar, he had broken
new ground wherever his destiny had taken him. Into every
institution with which he had been connected he had breathed
new life. How could such a restless soul lapse into silence .or
somnolence :
It would appear (rom certain statements made during his
lifetime as· though, during the,._gloom cast ..o:ver~India .by. Lord
;{Lytton's -viceroyalty,~Dadabhai~s robust faith in British justice
had been rudely shaken and as though he had decided to retire
froril- public life. One of the obnoxious measures which disfigured the Statute book of the day ·w<is the Vemacular,.. Press
Act-th~:~:ma..~k 1\_ct,:;•. as.it.was called-curtailing the"freedom'
oflndian newspapers .. Allother incident was the second Afghan
war which, fought in the interests of England, saddled India' with
a heavy burden. Then th_ere had been the attempt to foist on
India the charges of the transport of troops to Malta during the
Russo-Turkish war. But a will such as his would not bend before
such injustice. The disasters referred to should have rather stirred
him to still sterner struggles. In fact, Dadabhai had neither
become a recluse 1;10r' taken the vow of silence. These~five.years
were, no doubt, years of gloom, of seclusiotctoo 1~bu,Lnot of
G
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inaction. They were, on the contrary, years 'bf strenuous effort·
to keep his business going and also. t? study day and night
the tremendous problems bearing on the poverty of India
an~ to enter emphatic protests against the economic policy
of the rulers. fustead of the tongue the pen was exceptionally
active.
Ever since the establishment of the East fudia Association,
Dadabhai' s business interests had receded into the background. If
there were other means of supporting himself, he would have been
most happy to retire from business altogether. But in the absence •
of such means, he had kept up his connexion with his firm,
although he was unable to pay close attention to its work.
Towards the latter half of the year 1876, however, ~became
necessary for him to take a more active interest in business than
he had done before. From the voluminous correspondence
carried on with his partners, until the year I88I, it appears that
during this period he had to encounter many fmancial difficulties and had, therefore, to pay constant attention to the
business of his firm. Letters exchanged every week with his
partners, when he was in Bombay, show that they sought his
assistance in regard to various details and kept him informed of
the pettiest transactions. It was not, however, a profitable business,
as would appear from• the following extracts from a letter
(August 26, 1881) from Dady Dossabhai Cama, who held
Dadabhai' s power of at~mey to look after his business in England
during his absence:
I am really very sorry to see that there are very remote chances
of your getting any money from Mr. M. I feel greatly for you
that Mr. M. should have behaved so badly. Of course, you must
be trying your best, but there is no help when people play so
false. Your losing the money should not make any change in our
business relations. My arrangements will remain as they are....
As the case now stands, you will never be able to make up the
former loss, coupled as it is with this great deficit of Mr. M.
Would it not be therefore advisable to wind up this firm's business
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immediately soe that people who may have dealings with you
may run the least risk l
·In another letter:(October 7), Cama wrote:
· · • If, as you say, ~ere is a chanc~ ot getting some good bus~ess
by keeping your name on the firm, do not hesitate to do so, as it
would be worth' running some risk for such an advantage. I
should like you .to come to some final decision before the end
of this year, if possible.

Dadabhai thereupon decided to wind up ' his firm, but to
continue doing business on his own account and to book all
orders to the Camas direct. Cama wrote: "As proposed, you can
· inform the Company to book all orders to us direct unless, as you
say, ther~ might be fear of missing some good business by
transferring, in which case that particular business can be carried
. your name. "
.
out m
It was one of the most trying periods in· Dadabhai's commercial career. Despite the daily pressure of work and difficulties,
however, his thirst for knowledge and his zeal for research into
the material condition of India remained unabated. In the midst
of all his worries he was be~t upon collecting encyclopaedic
details about the salaries drawn by Englishmen since the days of
the East India Company and asked his booksellers in England, to
send him numerous publications. There flever was before, and it
is not known whether there has since been, a more avi4 buyer of
Blue Books. Failing to get everything he ~anted, he asked Cama
to tell the booksellers to make a diligent search for at least some of
the old Reports and Budgets he wanted. Cama wrote in reply
·
·
(September 30, 1881):
Messrs. Harris are. trying to find out the Blue Book you mention, "East India Salaries, etc." They don't find any, but there is
. the.Budget Book of this year, which would not contain salaries,
etc. If that is the one you want, let me know.
In another letter (October 14) in the midst of details about
orders for machinery, roller skins, watches, bracelets, anatomist
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plates, we find Cama reverting to the subject of East India
salaries:

..

•

Since addressing you by the last mail, I have yours of the 2oth
• September. Messrs. Harris have enquired, but they don't fmd
that there is any other report on salaries of Civil Servants extept
the Budget Estimate which they have sent us and will be forwarded to you in the next despatch.

•

In yet another business communication we fmd the following
entry:
Messrs. Harris inform us that the monthly lists of Bltte Books
are always forwarded in the Evening Mails, but as you might not
have got them for June and August, they will be sent again.

Dadabhai's thirst for statistics was, indeed, insatiab-le. Carn,a
was buying for him cart-loads of official publications. In a lette't
of November 4, he said: "Some time ago you sent an order
for a long list of old Blue Books. Messrs. Harris are ferreting
them out, as it is difficult to get these books anywhere all in a
lump." After some time, Dadabhai began to collect the volumes
of Hansard, whether as a preliminary study for a parliamentary
career one cannot say, but the following extract from a letter
from Cama Brothers & Co. (June r, r883) is of special interest.
We have already ~urchased from Hansard complete volumes
from the year 1844 to r882 .... For years before 1844 Messrs.
King had a large number; these also we have secured for £40,
so there are really n~w very few numbers wanting to make the
whole complete. What we have secured comes to about £145
to £rso.

Similarly, in India, the search for books, reports, returns and
calendars was unending. For instance, the Madras University
Calendar did not contain a complete list of undergraduates from
the commencement of the University. Dadabhai applied to the
Registrar of the University for it, but was told that there was no
such list; he could compile it himself from the annual list given
in each volume.

•
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Between the years 1876 and 1878 Dadabhai carried ~n a pro~onged ·correspondence, with Sir Erskine Perry concernirig the

question of the Indian Civil Service. Although the Act of t$70
provided for the admission of a limited number of Indian~ to
the•Service by nominations, no rules were framed under the Act
· to give 'effect to the provisions. The authorities seemed determined to ignore all demands and overlook all assurances; but,
thanks once more• to Dadabhai's perseverance, the rules were
framed in 1878.
With Sir David Wedderburn, William Wedderburn's brother,
who was then a member of the House of Commons, Dadabhai
took up the question of salaries and pensions of European ·
employees in the different departments of the· State, It was part
~f the h.r.ger issue of Indianization; and the par~culars called for
.
were essential to gauge the extent of the drain:
~ In.--H.~o:--Hyndm~,_the .. Soci~~~,J2.~4~~haiJ<?.tm~.~~~!1lOS.~
ardent stt~dent ..of.Jnd1an ,e<;_ononncs,and,.,a,..V:ehement.cntl,c_,,o£,the
Br-itish~administr-ation~of-India;--one~of.the,.few:,.m.en4;w:ho,.$hile

. in easy circumstances, took part in unpopular movements and
stood (or the oppressed against the strong. They were in constant
consultation with each other ever since Dadabhai had begun to
· bring to the knowledge of the British public· the....pgg~{ty...,J>f
Ind~~-H2.w.-the._acqu~PJ.nce.began ..is-~raphieally."ut5cdbed"'by

Hyndman,hims~!f.w~hi~"'-R<;~~t;,~~!;~"..-~·"'

.

I had finished my paper, and was a~out.to' send it--off,_~Q the
Nineteenth .Century,.feeJing,that~I· had not been able to put the
statistical part of it as clearly and convincingly as it should have
been put, when I strolled into Messrs. Kings, the Parliamentary
booksellers, then in King Street, which has since been pulled
down.... As~l left the shop, !-noticed bq~k,.l~tJ!:OI!l.: which
the. cover -had been tom, .and. the. words..,.' '.The· Po.v:erty.~oOndia" )'
ilJ,:heavy block letters on a white groundstared up.~~:l!!t:·· If the
cover had remained, I certainly should ·not have noticed it.
"What is that~" I asked. "Only a mass of flgures,!.'... was the reply.
I at once seized the little volume, and found that Mr. Dadabhai

a

1

The Record of an Adventurous Life, p. 175.
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Naoroji had therein placed at my disposal precisely the statistics
about India which completed my 9"'?1- work. The article W<Mi
published under the title Mr. Knowles chose for it, "T~e)3ank• ruptcy. of India," as the first paper in the Nineteenth Gentury for
October 1878.
•

Hyndman's indents on Dadabhai for statistics, reports, and
literature concerning Indian affairs were sca,cely less formidable
than those of Dadabhai himself on the Government departments
and booksellers and publishers. He, too, had the drain on his
mind as much as Dadabhai. Both felt convinced that the authori- ,
ties in India were working up to a hideous catastrophe; b~th were
keenly alive to the need for propaganda; both constantly contributed informing and inspiring articles on the dry topics of
Indian administration to newspapers and periodicals and circulated pamphlets in thousands. Both were agreed that there should
be a sustained clamour all over England and India; and Hyndman
stirred up criticism even on the Continent. Dadabhai continued to
keep him posted with current Indian news and was profusely
thankful to his Socialist friend for all that he was doing for poor
India. No less grateful was Hyndman to Dadabhai for the literature supplied to him, which, he said, was of the greatest
service to him in working out the vast and indeed endless subject
of India and Indian fin~ce.
I was glad (he stated in his letter, October 17, 1878) that tl1e
correspondence wit~ "C" (not Caird) in The Times gave me
an opportunity of again publicly stating my obligations to your
laborious calculations and gave me also an opportunity of stating
what I also believe to be the fact that natives of India have no
desire to change our rule for that of Russia, even if they could
do so.

On February

21,

r88o, Hyndman wrote:

For the moment we are in the back-water of Indian affairs,
but I trust that Mr. Hunter's optimism will have no effect upon
public opinion. His lectures have fallen very flat and shortly
I hope to be able to answer them. The Government, I am assured,
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mean to 'produt:e st,eadily a policy ofeconomy. But in the first
. place this 'Afghan war must be paid for by England. I suggested
the other day that ori die appointment of a new Finance Minister
a native should be appointed' Assistant Finance Minister at a
• good salary to be deducted from the present salary. I have rdson
to hope this may be carried, out. What a pity the _Statesman here
has become such a virulent party organ! It has quite spoilt itself·
for any good it wight have done for India, and its knowledge has
been thrown away. '.
In another letter (April25), he said:
'

I

..

I trust the advent of the Liberals to power-though I hate and
detest myself their pro.:.Russian policy-will benefit India and
also bring you forward as a man who has done so much for your
country. Now at any rate you will begin to reap your reward in
·
actual reform..

'

'

. Hyndman then threw out a very useful hint for Lal.-1\tlohan
,Ohose,.-one ·of~ India's,:gr~atest,-masters., o(~~ti~epwhoA1ad been .JC
'q~puted to England with monster· petitions, for presentation to
P_arliament, in-connexion with the Civil Service~ques.tion.
if you see Mr. Lal Mohan Ghose, pray counsel him to let
bygones be bygones. Englishmen ·will not be abused, however
wrong they may be, except by themselves. He may do much good
•
by pushing on reorganization.
On July 17 Hyndman wrote that he had been full of work
on the subject of the drain.
•
I have had a private. letter from Mr. Lee-Warner, a very nice
one, complaining of the inaccuracy of "native statistics." I have
asked him, when he is well, to call on you. I have told him,·
what I believe without flattering to be the truth, that he will find
himself in the presence of one of the ablest brains in certain
~irections he could possibly meet with. That at any rate is my
opinion. You are certainly never inaccurate, and India and all
of us owe you much.
The correspondence was kept up during the absence of
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Dadabhai in India. Before his departure, Dada~hai wrote (March
5, I88r):
• .
•
I have now decided to return to Bombay in about two weeks.
· • It is possible I may return soon. I take this opportunity of offe~ing
you my heartfelt thanks for the fight you have fought in the cause
of poor India, and I have no doubt you will never relinquish the
just cause till the object is accomplished. • . . Kind regards to
Mrs. Hyndman and many thanks for her sympathy in the cause.
In reply, Hyndman said: "You may rely upon it, I will not ·
give up India."
•
In a letter from Bombay, Dadabhai told Hyndman that he
had found his pecuniary affairs worse than he expected. Yet in
the same letter he announced his intention to print his correspondence with the India Office, rather an expensive item. Ill
October he sent copies to Hyndman and asked him to have them
distributed among members of the House of Commons. "It is
almost decided by me," he added, "that I must settle down here.
I shall occupy myself here in business or resume my Indian
politics."

Hyndman to Dadabhai
9.12.1881. I sent you the first and second editions of my little
work England for Air, embracing ideas I put forward when last
we met and applying them to the whole of the British Empire.
. . . It has produced a good deal of sensation among the working
classes, and the DeU:ocratic Federation, of which I am the head,
is already a powerful organization. You will note that in the
chapter on India I do not mince matters.
2.8.1882. My opinion is the same as Sir Louis Mallet's. Nothing
can be done for India until we have a revolution here. The upper
and middle classes will not listen and do not care. I am therefore
striving to bring about a Revolution by peaceful means, if possible,
but at the critical moment I should not shrink from force, if we
were strong enough. The mass of the people here are in a deplorable state and worse, I sometimes think, than your starving
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ryots ~d famisl!.ed labourers of Bombay and Madras-for they
have at least the Sun . •.. The charge of the cost q( ili;e e~pedition
to. Egypt on the. IrldiaiL revenues _is, .. indeed," monstrous. Yet
what are we reformers to do ~ Gladstone approves, Hartington
proposes, the whole Liberal party support, and Fawcett has been '
•bribed into silence. I can imagine nothing worse. Wilson's
. article in Fraser is good in matter, but his style is bad. It is ft,trious
without being f~rcible. Colonel Osborne's article ill the Fortnightly is also valuable. But what can they do? These reviews
go only to middle-class readers, and who can convince when
the breeches-pocket is arguing the other wa_y ? However, we are
sloW'ly working on to a great upheaval here. When it comes,
India will reap the benefit too .. ; ; Honestly, the cause of India,
by itself, has gone back with the upper and middle classes during
the last year or two. With the working class it has made progress.
To ihem and them only you must look for justice.

Dadabhai to Hyndman
4.9.I882. If the labouring classes are moved, there is no doubt
much good will be done. You have undertaken a very difficult
task-a peaceful revolution-and I wish you heartily every·
success. Yes, this charge on India for the Egyptian contingent is
very wrong. The.Liberals seem-te~be eating their,ow:p.,words.
'!,J:!e feeling of despair comes aver me. sometimes, but pe!:sev~rance
is abselutely·necessary:= For efforts in• a right cause the result
sometimes comes when least expected; continuous crying in
magazines and papers is the agency of educating England in the
great Indian question and every effort ma<Ye is a step in the direction
of the goal. '

Hyndman to Dadabhai1
The work you and some of the Englishmen have .done .is
beginning to bear fruit. But we must agitate, not merely lecture.
All this fuss on the· Continent of Europe and in Ireland helps
on the cause Ofjustice to the peoples. With the death of old
Gladstone there will be a general break-up of parties and some
of our people will come to the front here.
1

Without date.

G*
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The most notable correspondence of this !Jeriod was carried
on with Lord Hartington, Secretary of State for India. Whe:Q.
preparing his papers on the Poverty ~f india, Dadabhai had not
ha~ sufficient time to work out in detail the averages for all the
items of production in different provinces of India, but with the
Administration Report of the Punjab for I876-77 in his hands, he
worked out the averages of all the production tables given in
the report. He asked the authorities that fris tables might be
referred to the Statistical Department of the India Office with
instructions to point out errors, if any. The India Office expert,
F. C. Danvers, pointed out what he considered were •flaws in •
Dadabhai' s calculations. Dadabhai was then very ill and under
medical treatment; but within a month he was ready with a
crushing rejoinder (September 13, r88o).
. .
When an expert is set on an expert, the result almost invariably
is confusion. Danvers called attention to the fact that Dadabhai' s
calculations had not taken straw into account. Dadabhai justified
the omission not merely of straw but of grass, cotton seed, and
other fodder or food for animals on the ground that it made no
difference to the ultimate result. "Either the whole gross annual
production of the country may be taken (including straw, grass,
etc.)," he observed, "and from this gross production, before
apportioning it per head of human population, a deduction
should be made for tht portion required for all the stock," or,
as he had done, "all straw, grass, and every production raised for
animal food should b<;, left out of the calculation, and only the
rest of the production which is and can be turned to human use
should be apportioned among the human population."
When Hyndman saw this correspondence, he wrote (October 27):
I have read what you have written with great interest, especially
rejoicing in your complete overthrow of that ass Danvers. I do
really believe that ere long your noble labours must be crowned
with success.

The India Office critic also took exception to the principle
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adopted ~y . Dadabhai of equally apportioning the value of
agricultural produce av.d. manufactures amongst the whole
population without distinguishing how many· were .agriculturists, how many mechanics, and how many belonged to other
trad~s or professions, or possessed property, and whose incomes,
therefore, were not derived directly from agriculture or manufactures. "Thus he omits
reference," the critic pointed out,
"to railway wealth, •Government stock, house property, profits
of trade, salaries, pensions, non-agricultural wage~, professional
incomes and returns to investments, and all other sou~ces from
which a •man who does not grow food himself may obtain the
means of purchasing it."
In a spirited reply Dadabhai endeavoured to- demolish· this
argument.. As regards railway wealth, he maintained that by the
mere fact of the removal of wheat from the Punjab to Bombay
not a single gra#J. of wheat nor a single pie of money was added to
what already existed in India before the wheat was touched. "If
the mere movement of produce can add to the existing wealth,"
he observed facetiously, "India can become rich in no time; all it
would have to do is to go on moving its produce continuously all
over India, all the year round, and under the magic wheels of the
train wealth will go on springing .till the land will not suffice to
hold it." Why, then, anyone should take the trouble to move the
wheat at all, ·the doyen of mdian Economics did not pause to
examine or explain.
'
'
As regards Government stock, howewr, Dadabhai was on
firmer ground. His contention was that it did not "from itself
produce or create or make to grow any money, food, or any kind
of material wealth." Similarly, "the hou~e does not grow or
create the rent by the mere fact of my occupying it."

an

0

Not a single atom of money or ~heat is added, he urged, to
the existing wealth of the country by this internal trade; only a
different distribution has taken place.. . . : Offici:ti salaries and
pensions are paid by Government from revenue, and this revenue
is derived from the production of the country; and so from that
same source are all such salaries and pensions derived. . . . The
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mere act of my consulting professional gentlemen (e.g. doctors
and lawyers) does not enable me to.cr~ate money to pay t:heme
. . . In short, every labourer-mental or physical-has his share
• • for subsistence, t:hrough various channels, from t:he only one
fountain-head-the annual material production of the COU!ltry.
There is no source outside t:he production (including any addition
to it from profits of foreign trade) from which any individual
derives his means of subsistence.
•

Thus was confusion worse confounded. One combatant could
not distinguish between bulk and value; the other mistook ,
individual wealth for national income. While the author of the
thesis insisted on ignoring the fact that income consisted of
utility and that services which had a utility value could not be
left out of account in computing the national income, the offici~
apologist discerned no difference between individual and national
income. There was one redeeming feature, however, in Dadabhai' s
estimate. He had cautiously provided Rs. 33 crores under the
heading "Contingencies." This provision atoned for the omission
to evaluate services, and it is no little tribute to his skill that his
estimate of the per capita income of Rs. 20 stood the te~t of all
subsequent research in that field.
Soon afterwards, the.Secretary of State was treated to a deeply
interesting memorandum (November r6) from Dadabhai on
the moral poverty of India. The burden of his song was that the
same disastrous dram which was responsible for the material
exhaustion of India was responsible for the moral loss to her
of the experience and wisdom acquired by the members of the
Services in the execution of their duties.
Europeans occupy almost all t:he higher places in every department of Government directly or indirectly under its control.
While in India, t:hey acquire India's money, experience, and
wisdom; and when t:hey go, t:hey carry both away wit:h t:hem.
Thus India is left wit:hout, and cannot have, t:hose elders in
wisdom and experience who, in every country, are the natural
guides of t:he rising generations in t:heir national and social con-
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duct and of tlfe destinies of their country; and a sad, sad loss
this is! There may be very few social institutions started by
Europeans in whicli Natives, however fit and desirous to join,
are not deliberately and insultingly excluded. The Europeans
• are, and make ~eniselyes, strangers in every way.
••

Such a loss to India, maintained Dadabhai, carried politically
with it its own Nemesis.
.

.

He who runs may see that if the present material and. moral
destruction of India continues, a great convulsion must inevitably
arise, by which either India will be more and more crushed
under the iron heel of despotism ap.d des~ruction or may succeed ·
,in shattering the destroying hand and power. Far, far is it from
my earnest prayer and hope that such should be the result of the
Bri.ti~h rule .. In this rule there is every element to produce immeasurable good, both to India and England, and no thinking
Native of India would wish harm to it, with all the hopes that
are yet built upon the righteousness and conscience of the British
statesmen and nation.
Dadabh~i then told the Secretary of State that he was the
· highe~t authority on whom the responsibility of governing
India rested. He alone had the power, as a member of the British
Cabinet, to guide the Parliament to acts "worthy of the English
character, conscience,
and nation." The glory or the disgrace of
.
the British in India was in his hands. He had to make Parliament
lay dawn· how India should be governed "for India's good."
After this followed, in prophetic strain, a warning that failure
to give redress would drive the people to a boycott not merely
of English wares but of English rule.

.

Dr. Birdwood has brought to the notice of the English public(he said) certain songs, now being spread among the people of
Western India, against the destruction of Indian industry, and
we may laugh at this as a futile attempt to shut out English
m~chine~made cheaper goods against hand-made dearer ones.
But little do we think what this movement is likely to grow into,
and what new phases it may take in time. The songs are ·at present
directed against English wares, but they are also a natural and
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effective preparation against other English tliings when the time
comes, if the English in their blindness allow such times to come,
The songs are full of loyalty, and I have not the remotest doubt
in the sincerity of that loyalty. But if the present downward course
• • of India continues, if the mass of the people at last begU.. to
despair of any amelioration, and if educated youths, without the
wisdom and experience of the world, become their leaders, it
will be but a very, very short step from lo11alty to disloyalty, to
turn the course of indignation from English wares to English
rule. The songs will remain the same; one word of curse for the
rule will supply the spark.

•

After this warning, the ardent admirer of the British people
turned to the brighter side of the picture. True to their English
nature and character, some Englishmen had turned the current
of thought of the English people towards a better understanding
of England's duty to India.
These Englishmen, as well as public writers like Fawcett,
Hyndman, Perry, Caird, Knight, Bell, Wilson, Ward, and others
(he pointed out) vindicate to India the English character, and show
that when Englishmen as a body will understand their duty and
responsibility, the Natives of India may fairly expect a conduct
of which theirs is a sample-a desire, indeed, to act rightly by
India. The example and· e:arnestness of these Englishmen, though
yet small their nurnlter, keep India's hope alive-that England
will produce a statesman who will have the moral courage and
firmness to face the Indian problem, and do what the world
should expect from• England's conscience, and from England's
mission to humanity.

The rulers boasted, and justly, that they had introduced
education and Western civilization into India but, on the other
hand, they acted "as if no such thing had taken place."
It is a strange self-condemnation that after half a century or
more of su~h effort, they have not yet prepared a sufficient
number of men fit for the service of their own country.... We
are made B.A.s and M.A.s and M.D.s, with the strange result that
we are not yet considered fit to teach our countrymen. In the
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case of forme! conquests, ~e invaders either retired with their
plunder and booty or _became the rulers of the country. When
they only plundered and went back, they made, no· doubt, great
wounds; but India, with her industry, revived and heale4_!he
• wounds. When the invaders became the rulers of the country,
they settled down in it, and whatever was the condition of their
rcle, according to the character of tlie sovereign of the day,
there was at lej,St no material or moral drain in the country.
Whatever the country produced remained in the country;
whatever wisdom and experience was ·acquired in her services
·remained ·among her own people'. With the English, the case is
peculiar. There are the great wounds of the first wars in the
burden of the public debt, and those wounds.are kept perpetually
open and widening by draining away the lifeblood in a continv~us stream. The former rulers were like butchers hacking
here· and there, but the English, with their scientific scalpel, cut
to the very heart, and yet lo ! there is no wound to be seen, and
soon the plaster of the high talk of civilization, Rrogress, and
what not covers up the wound! The English rulers stand sentinel
at the .front door of India, challenging the whole world that
they do and shall protect India against all comers, and themselves
carry away by a back door the very treasures they stand sentinel
to protect.

England's ~o.nduct in India was in s1range contrast with her
. relations with other countries.
.
.
She sympathizes with and helps ever~ nationality that struggles
for a constitutional representative government. On the one
hand, she is the parent of, and· maintains, the highest constitutionalism; and, on the other, she exercises a clear and, though
thoughtlessly, a despoiling despotism in India under a pseudo- ·
constitutionalism in · the shape. of the farce of the present .
Legislative Council.... Now I do not· mean to say that India
can suddenly have a full-blown Parliament, and of such widespread
representation as England enjoys. But has England made any
honest effort to gradually introduce a true representation of
people;, excepting_ some solitary exceptions of partial municipal
representation r I need not dwell upon the present farce of the
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nomination system for the Legislative cC:uncils, and of the
•
dummies that are sometimes nominated.

..

Then came a timely protest against the growing autocracy of
the·authorities in India.
•
After having a glorious history of heroic struggle for constitutional government, England is now rearing up a body of
Englishmen in India, trained up and accustomed to despotism,
with all the feeling~ of impatience, pride, and high-handedness
of the despot becoming gradually ingrained in them, and with
the additional training of the dissimulation of constituti~nalism.
Is it possible that such habits and training of despotism, with which
Indian officials return from India, should not, in the course of
time, influence the English character and institutions? The
English in India, instead of raising India, are themselves d~scending
and degenerating to the lower level of Asiatic despotism. Is this
a Nemesis that will, in fullness of time, show to them what fruit
their conduct in India produced?
As an illustration of the demoralization of the rulers Dadabhai
mentioned the opium trade.
What a spectacle to the world! In England no statesman dares
to propose that opium may be allowed to be sold in publichouses at the comer ~f every street in the same way as beer or
spirits. On the contrary, Parliament distinctly enacts opium and
all preparations of opium or poppies as poison to be sold by
certified chemists onlf.... And yet at the other end of the world
this Christian, highly civilized, and humane England forces a
"heathen" and "barbarous" power to take this poison and tempts
a vast human race to use it, and to- degenerate and demoralize
themselves with this "poison"! And why? Because India cannot
fill up the remorseless drain. . . . The opium trade is a sin on
England's head and a curse on India for her share in being the
instrument.
This was but a prelude to the regular crusade carried on in
England against the nefarious trade in which he was to take part
soon afterwards as an active combatant.
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. The relationship between the ParamoWlt Power and the
i>rinces of India, which I)adabhai regarded as "Wl-Englisli and
iniquitous," was· the last important question raised by DadaEhai.
•

Fancy a people, the greatest champions of fair-play and jusrice,
having a system of political agency by which, as the Princes say,
they are stabbed in the dark; the Political Agents making secret'
reports, and the.Government often acting thereon without a fair
inquiry or explanation from the Princes.

·If Britain's policy was bad, that of the previous conquerors ·
• had bee~~. worse. That, however, was no excuse for the inequities
complained of. "If the British do not show themselves to be
vastly superior in proportion to their superior enlightenment and
civilization," urged Dadabhai, "if India does not prosper· and
progress ·Wlder them, there will be · no justification for their
existence in India."
In,afurther memorandum (January 4, 1881), Dadabhai exposed
· the fallacies· Wlderlying some of the statements and recommendations of the report of the Indian Famine Commission,
which had just been published. The Commission's treatment of
the question of the incidence of taxation provo~ed some satirical
remarks against people who coolly stated that India was lightly
taxed, in comparison with England, for the security she enjoyed.
"In the case of one, it was not even a flat-bite; in the case of the
other, it meant starvation and death of millions."
There is security of life and proper~ in one sense or way. i.e. the people are secure from any violence fr9m each other or
from Native despots. But from England's own grasp there is no
security of property at all and, as a consequence, no security for
life. What is secure, and well ~ecure, is thaf England is perfectly
safe and secure, and does so with perfect security,· to carry away
from India, and to eat up in India, her property at the present
rate of some £3o,ooo,ooo or £4o,ooo,ooo a year. The reality,
therefore, is that the policy of English rule, as it is (not as it
can and should be), is an everlasting, unceasing, and everyday
increasing foreign invasion, utterly, though gradually, destroying
the country. . . . "More Europeans, more Europeans," is the
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eternal cry; and this very Report itself of tht! Commission is not
free from it. The Commission sugg~st the institution of ~
Agricultural Department, and a very important suggestion it is.
• But they forget that it is for India this is required, that it is at
• India's expense it has to be done, that it is from India's wret~ed
income that this expenditure has to be provided.... that native
agency, under a good English head or two, would be the most
natural and proper agency for the purpo~. Prostrate as India
is ... they can only say, "More Europeans," as if no such thing
as a people existed in India. Were any Englishmen to make such
a proposal for England, that Ftench or German youths be •
instructed at England's expense, and that such youths make up
the different public departments, he would be at once scouted.
And yet these Commissioners seriously recommend to aggravate
the very evil for which. they were expected to suggest~ ):emedy.

Then came words of anguish explaining why he was obliged
to harp perpetually on that painful topic.
It is no pleasure to me to dwell incessantly on the wretched,
heart-rending, blood-boiling condition oflndia; none will rejoice
more than myself if my views are proved to be mistaken. The
sum-total of all is, that without any such intention or wish, and
with every desire for the good of India, England has in reality
been the most disastrous and destructive foreign invader of
India. . . . This unfottunate fact is to be boldly faced by England;
. . . I am writing to English gentlemen, and I have no fear but
that they will receive my sincere utterances with the generosity
and love of justice ol'English gentlemen.

The hopes for redress "at England's hands and conscience"
were, however, doomed to disappointment. Year in and year out,
Dadabhai addressed numerous audiences on that perennial
theme. Before Committees and. Commissions, before the House
of Commons itself, he pleaded vehemently and continuously for
twenty-five years for redress, but all to no purpose. Instead
of a change for the better, he witnessed year after year a change
for the worse in the attitude of the bureaucracy. They refused to
believe that their lordly administration was impoverishing India
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and piling on her1oad over load of debt. Worse still, the bureau• crats in office were getting intolerant ofthe criticisms and warnings
of loyal Indians such ~s Dadabhai. ·During the twenty-five years
.of which we speak, considerable changes and develop ,moots
ha!l taken· place in the condition of the people and in the system
of government. For instance, in respect of recruitment to the
SerVices and representation in the Legislative Councils, there
was a distinct imp1ovement; but in Dadabhai's opinion,it was
grossly inadequate. He decided to make another effort to bring
. to the notice of the world the misery of his hunger-stricken
• .country and the eviJs of political subjection by publishing all
his scattered papers and pamphlets, correspondence with State
officials, evidence before Committees and Commissions, speeches
and ad.dresses on the subject, together with extracts from old
State Papers, Statutes, and Proclamations.
·
The result was a somewhat chaotic compilation'--a bulky book
in a red cover containing nearly 700 pages of statements and
speeches extending over a period of nearly thirty years, entitled
Povy_rty. anc(un:::B..tJ~ish Rule i!:lJndia. !I.~g :Oadabhai brought his
facts and statistics up to date, ta.Iilli:g cognizance of the changes
tha~ had taken place since he commenced his examination of the
material condition of India, had- he revised and condensed the
mass of material, the book would certainly· have been more
inviting, the picture presented by hini more 'life-like and the
indictment of the governing class more rational. and no less
worthy of attention. As it was, it suffe~ttd from the drawbacks
of a collection of writings and utterances of different periods--'
we~risome repetition, tedious overlapping, and lack of coherence.
· Despite these defects, however, the book was widely read in
India and in England.
The title of the book reflected the change that had taken place
in the sentiments of the author during that long interval. Constant
disappointment had embittered his feelings. This most moderate
among Indian publicists appeared to h:~.ve been driven at last to
resort to language marked by bitterness born of continued
injustice. Not only were the ideals of British rule being steadily
'
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lowered but, it seemed to him, also the best tfaditions of British
character were being wantonly tarnis~ed; Opening with quota-.
tions from the Acts of Parliament and Royal Proclamations from
18~.3 to 1877, and taking those texts as his starting-point, he proceeded to demonstrate the truth of the statement made by U>rd
Lytton, who wrote in a confidential minute on the Act of 1833,
that "both the Government of England and India" had taken
"every means in their power ofbreaking to th~ heart the words of
promise they had uttered to the ear."
Numerous quotations from speeches and writings of other
eminent statesmen and public men followed, containing repeated •
warnings to the British Government of the disastrous consequences of denying to the educated classes in India participation
in government. It was clear to anyone who might read ~h~ opening pages that the England that Dadabhai adored was the country
renowned as the champion ofliberty and justice, the country whose
ideals of civilization were nobly expressed in the Proclamation
of 1858, and that the England he stigmatized was the country
that insisted on ruling India as a conqueror instead of as a trustee,
the country that had reduced India to abject poverty and loaded
her with a burden of debt too heavy for her to bear, the country
that had drained away and was draining away her wealth to an
extent which seemed excessive, even after due allowance was
made for the tribute ins;parable from foreign domination.
There were two sides of the book-the economic and the
political. It was, in fact,.an approach to politics through the door
of economics. On the economic side were treated the topics of
production and distribution, taxation, railways, foreign trade,
prices, wages, currency and exchange, public debt and income,
and the drain. In spite of the somewhat imperfect presentation
of the various issues, the book threw a new light on the questions
discussed, and it is read and referred to even to this day by students
of Indian economics. On the political side it dealt with such
subjects as the goal of British policy in India, the admission of
Indians to higher grades of the civil and military services, the
relations of the Secretary of State for India and of the British
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Parliament with India, the question of representation of Indians in
the Indian Legislature, th~ Indian States, and the possibility of a
Russian invasion. On these issues Dadabhai had to say many
unpleasant, things. He was so overcome by a sense of repe:J,t.ed
injt!stice that his usual sense of scrupulous fairness appeared to
have been· somewhat dimmed. The book was certainly not free
from exaggeration~ such as the statement that "the lot of the
unhappy Indian natives was somewhat worse than that of the
~laves of America," or that it was the constant drain to- which
• shoulQ. be attributed "her famines and plagues, destruction and
impovei:ishment." On the whole~ however, it was clear that
while on the one hand the author found the policy of the rulers
"un-British and suicidal," on the other hand he was convinced
~at if true British rule were substituted for the pseudo-British
system of government, which he deplored, the result would be
"a blessing to India and a glory to'England, a result worthy ofthe
foremost and most humane nation on the face of the earth."

•

..

•
CHAPTER XVII

I~AUGURATION OF A NEW ERA
y the end of the year 1881 Dadabhai~s firm in London
was closed. It did not, however, mean fmal break with
business. It was arranged that he could carry on from Bombay
the same business through the firm of the Camas. Rett:trning,
then, to his motherland, he found that the political atmosphere
was more favourable than before. Lord Ripon had succeeded
Lord Lytton as the Viceroy of India. With his advent there was a
change for the better in the administration of the country and in.
the spirit of the people.
In 1882 an Education Commission was appointed. Dadabhai
submitted a statement of his views to the Commission. In it
he marshalled statistics revealing the "sad, sad tale" about India.
"Wretched as she was materially, still more wretched was she
educationally." What was the cause of "this strange educational
wretchedness ofindia~" In answering this question, he observed:
"We come back again, as in every such question ofindia's wants,
to its material and moral poverty."
As regards remedy, he welcomed the two Resolutions of Lord
Ripon's Government-qne tending to the principle of spending
the country's revenue with the voice of the people, and the other
leading to the goal of saving to the people the produce of their
labour. The first laid down that "the people should be taught and
left to self-government"; the second ordered that stores should be
purchased of local manufacturers.

B

Let the Viceroy go one step further, urged Dadabhai, and enact,
either in Parliament or in India, that like the dead stores the
living stores also-all the services-should be supplied locally
from the manufactures of the Educational Institutions of the
country, excepting, of course, the small supervising, guiding, and
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controlling hi~hest power and agency .... ItJ.~ someti~«§_;11leged
that Natiy~_P.rofessors.and other high e~U<::.ationalq_ffi.cers.;will not
~(~~pected by .thL&~ti.ves _and Ern;ope~A~:)t_j~-~~Ji!?.SLVPE!l
liulll~._nature to ~uppose thatnati:ves.would.not feel a pride in
the elevation of their own countrymen, or cannot respect•real
'
worth
and merit .... In fact respect and esteem depend upon the
real worth of the person, be he Native or European.
'

.

.

'

By this time Dadabhai's fame as an authority on Indian
problems had spread far and wide. Many Englishmen, although
strangers to him, sought his advice on various matters. When
he hacr broken down ill health and was paying to nature the
penalty for overwork, namely, enforced rest at Tithal, he received
a letter fro)n Mr. (afterwards Sir) Thomas Firth (Dec. 26,
~883), stating that at the meeting· of the Associated Chambers of
Commerce of Great Britain and Ireland for February I 8'84 he
wished to propose a resolution for the promotion of British
·trade with India by developing the agricultural resources of the ,
country through the more vigorous construction of railways, the
establishment oflocal banks, and the application 9fBfitish capital
~o public works. "This, I presume," said he, "will be an interesting
subject to you, and on which I should be glad .to have the expression of your views, especially in its relation to the advanceinterests of the' people of India." After
ment of the material
.
referring the writer to his papers on the condition of India,
Dadabhai observed:

.

.

.

The means you propose· for "the promotion of British trade
.with India" are good for every country, and would be more
particularly so for India, but for our circumstances. . . . The
evil that is eating at the 'root of India's prosperity is the employment of foreigners in all the Indian Services: . . . This evil drains
from India at the lowest calculation some · £2o,6oo,ooo pet
annum, and as long as this drain contiimes, India; in my humble
, opinion, has no hope for progr~ss.

,In. January I883 Dadabhai was appointed' a Justice of the
Peace. It might have been a coincidence, but the event was
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signalized by the publication of a monthly joarnal, The Voice of
India, with the object of securing a fair hearing and justice for,
India. His prolonged residence in England had convinced him
th~! there were in that country large classes of people willing and
anxious to do justice to India. They found it very diffiCillt,
however, to understand the problems vitally affecting the country.
Experts often contradicted one another; and the people of India
were practically voiceless. Dadabhai, no dotft>t, was himself the
Voice of India, but he recognized the need for reinforcing that
voice by that of others also. To give the British public a clear
idea of the feelings and wishes of the Indian people as a whole, he •
arranged to publish monthly in Bombay a magazine somewhat
similar to Public Opinion in England. It provided a compendium
of all that was valuable in the Indian journals on the leading topics
of the day. It was not intended to advocate views of its
but
merely to reflect the opinions set forth in the Indian Press and to
serve as an interpreter between the subjects and the rulers. The
prospectus pointed out that it was a "policy of prudence no less
than of justice" to give the grievances of the people "a fair
constitutional hearing," and that those attached to the British
rule could do no better service than supply to the rulers accurate
information as to the customs, feelings, and even the prejudices
of the people. It was hoped that Members of Parliament,
journalists, and authors •desirous of studying Indian questions
wotild welcome such a journal; it was, therefore, arranged to
spread its circulation to .clubs, reading-rooms, libraries, and other
similar institutions throughout England. It was a splendid selfsacrificing effort to promote a "sustained and intelligent interest
in the welfare of our Indian Empire."
The first issue of the Voice of India saw the light on February I.
Dadabhai fmanced it for some years and B. M. Malabari managed
and conducted it during his absence from India. From January I,
1890, it was incorporated, for financial reasons, with the Indian _
Spectator, Malabari's famous weekly, which filled an important
place in Indian journalism until his death in 1912.

own,
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Of ;ill the Viceroys of India, Lord. WPQP:~W.~.s .Jtp,qq~stionably
.b.e most popular. His. a~oundip,g ,ajfection..for_ th~. people of
India, his earnest desire to broaden the basis of their liberty, and
his transparent sincerity earned for him the title "Ripon tl'te
Righteous." A public meeting was held under the auspices of the
Bombay Branch of the East India Association, on February 17,
r883, to memorialize the Queen-Empress for an extension of the
term of his office s~ as to enable him to complete the work of
reform in · various departments of Government inaugurated
• during his administration. Dadabhai was the promoter of this
meetin~ What Lord Ripon was as a man, he said, was reflected
in one of his speeches in which he had told his audience that his
ambition was to rule India not as a ruler but as a friend. The
Viceroy. was prepared for all sorts of failures. He believed that
it would be a folly to ptill up a plant every time in order to see how
deep the roots had gone, as that would be the surest way of
destroying the plant. He was determined that his schemes oflocal
self-government should not suffer from any negligence of officials,
and he h~d impressed on their minds that experience alone was the
best school in ~hich they could learn political or moral wisdom.
Lord Ripon, added Dadabhai, was destined not only to be their
'
saviour but also the greatest "patriot of England."
Soon afterwards another public meeting was held in Bo~bay
(April 24, r883) to support the Ubert B!Ji, which had convulsed
the European c:ommunity in htdia. It is unnecessary at this distant
date to 'rake up the embers of a contr<eversy that is dead and
forgotten. For the purpose of our ~arrative <;>nly a brief statement
as regards the object of that meeting should suffice. Under the
criminal law of the land, as it stood in r882, no Indian magistrate,
however hig~ his position, could inquire into any charge against
, a European British subject, whereas it was competent to his own
subordinate, if he were a European, to dp so. The object of th'e
Bill was to remove this anomaly and to establish an equality before
the law of all classes of the people. The introduction of the new
measure provoked an outburst of racial passion and virulent
agitation on the part of the European community, never before
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witnessed in the history of India. The pr~clamations of the
Crown laid down that there was to be no governing caste ia
India, but in practice preferential treat~ent in respect of service,
tq~e, industry, and even justice, had come to be regarded as the
divine right of the governing race. The Bill was regardede by
the Europeans resident in India as an audacious encroachment
on that prerogative. The Viceroy was abused and vilified by
them more than any apathetic or autocratic 1atrap had ever been
denounced and defamed by Indians. In Calcutta they held a
protest meeting in the Town Hall. A confederacy of blusterers
had been formed, who, it was reported, bound themseives "to
overpower the sentries at Government House, to put the Viceroy
on board a steamer at Chandpal Ghat, and to deport him to
England!" A good lesson taught to budding Indian pqliticians
in the art of agitation on constitutional and non-violent lines!
A good reminder, too, to arch-agitators that there was yet
need for a more vigorous and India-wide agitation to combat
the reactionary forces that were at work in the country. The
Bombay meeting had been organized as a counterblast to the
assaults on the magnanimous Viceroy and his colleagues, who
had shown great forbearance under serious provocation. Of this
meeting, too, the moving spirit was Dadabhai.
A public meeting was also held in London at Willis's Rooms,
St. James's (August 1), •in support of Ripon's "Native Policy."
John Bright presided. In a spirited address he told his countrymen: "India is not colllJl1itted to our control to be held as a field
for English ambition and for English greed."
Sir Evelyn Baring (afterwards Lord Cromer), the Finance
Minister of the day, had also shown sympathy towards the people
of India. On his retirement from office (August I 884) to embark
on his monumental work in Egypt, a movement was set on foot
by the inhabitants of Bombay, Indian and European, to mark
. their appreciation of his services and to give expression to their
feelings of admiration and gratitude for his solicitude for the
welfare of the people. An address was accordingly presented
to him at his residence in Bombay; Dadabhai was one of
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the members of the Deputation 'Yhe called on him on that
bccasion.
• •
A year later, Lord Ripon laid. down the reins of office. He had
striven earnestly, despite opposition from within his Cabinet and
frol'n without, to remove some of the anomalies and inequities
against which Dadabhai had raised his voice for more than
thirty years. He hacJ.striven to translate into action much that had
been confined to mere declaration and had thereby revived the
faith of the Indian people in British justice. He had, moreover,
• endeavoured to spread education among the masses, to improve
their economic condition, to protect the country from attempts to
saddle it with expenditure incurred 'outside India, to place Indians
on a footing of equality with their British fellow-subjects, to
i!llprove the intellectual advancement of the people generally, and
to train them in the art oflocal self-government. It was Dadabhai's
earnest wish that so noble a Viceroy should have a royal send-off
and that the public should raise a per~anent memonal· to mark
their appreciation of the righteous spirit that had inspired all the .
mea~ures inaugurated during his regime. Such, indeed, was.
also the wish of the population, as indicated by the demon. strations of an unparalleled character· which marked the public
me~!jn,g.. held at the Town.Halt~.B.ornhay,,.,pp,.,~p¥.~m~.~!.,29,
1$84-.·
•
It fell· to·the:lot of.[)adab)lai. to,support-t:he·proineipal.,r:~~glgti.on

· appreciating·the·.eminent servicesrrender:ed:J,QY:•r;LQg,l:<Ripon.

•

·The greatest questions of the Indian problem to my mind at
present (said he) are our material and moral loss and our political
education for self-government. For the formeq the first great
achievement of the Ripon Government is a courageous and candid
acknowledgment that the material and educational condition of
In~ia is that of extreme poverty. Mter this bold and righteous
recognition, England will feel bound to remedy this great eviL
Lord Ripon's Government has, however, not remained satisfied
with this acknowledgment, but has laid the foundation of the
remedy by resolving that indian energy, Indian resources, and
Indian agency mus~ be developed in every way and in all depart-
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ments with broad and equal justice to all. ~or the second-our
political education-nothing can b~ ~ more conclusive prool
of the success of his measures in that direction than the sight of
•• the great and national political upheaval in the ovation that is
now being poured upon him throughout the length and breadth
of India. And we ourselves are here today as the proof of the
success of our political education.
They were to propose a memorial toe Lord Ripon. What
would a hundred such memorials be before the great "monument he had raised to himself" ? As self-government and selfadministration and education advanced, for which he has raised ,
great new landmarks, his memory shall exist at every moment of
India's life, and our memorials will sink into utter insignificance.
By far the best service rendered by Lord Ripon was to England
and Englishmen. He had raised the name and glory of England
and Englishmen, and confirmed India's loyalty to the British rule.
Deep and unshakable as my faith is in the English character
for fairness and desire to do good to India (said Dadabhai, overcome by emotion), I must confess during my humble efforts in
Indian politics I was sometimes driven to despair, and to doubt
my faith. But Ripon has completely restored it to its full intensity,
that England's conscience is right and England will do her duty
and perform her great mission in India, when she has such sons,
so pure of heart and l!igh in statesmanship.
Dadabhai then announced princely donations from Indian
Chiefs, mostly from Kathiawar, almost all secured by his effort.
There were also present at the meeting deputations from
Sholapur, Khandesh, and other parts of Western India to give
the movement a thoroughly representative character.
Dadabhai' s labours did not end with that meeting. He presided
over another held, under the auspices of the Arya Dnyanwardhak
Sabha, on December 22, at the Halai Bhattya Mahajan Wadi,
Bombay, and worked zealously for the collection of funds
for the proposed memorial. The correspondence for the year
r8~5 includes numerous appeals made to individuals and officials
of Indian States, all in his own handwriting, for liberal donations.
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To quote one instattce: nothing was received, for some time; from
\me of the Princes; Dadabhai took up the matter with his Private
Secretary. After an exdi.arige of several letters, a communication
was received from the Private Secretary (April 6, r885), stativ-g
tha- His Highness considered it a:n honour for anyone to take part
in· the movement for the memorial fund and that he had great
pleasure in sending a cheque for Rs. 2,000 as his contribution.
Dadabhai was disa!>pointed; he had expected Rs. Io,ooo; he
thought it wouJd be derogatory to the name and reputation of
that Prince to announce a smaller sum as his donation. He asked
• a persoool friend of His Highness what he thought of the matter.
Promptly came the reply:
·
My personal regard for the Mahar~a's reputation is so great
that 1 beg of you not to accept the sum.· On my return (from .
Mahableshwar) in June next, I will wait on H.H., and I venture to·
hope that I shall succeed in inducing him to do justice to himsel£
We as his friends cannot and will not publish his present subscription· of which he is sure to repent her~after.
·Restless in every good cause, Dadabhai could not bear the
idea of two months' suspension of activities. He suggested to '
the friend that if he could not go to the capital of the Prince, he
might write to .hi!Il; but the friend bided his time. At last, on
June 10, Dadabhai received the mess.tge that His Highness
had been pleased to subscribe a further sum of Rs. s',soo. The
patience ·of exchanging nearly twenty letters in this single case
was thus rewarded.
•
- Hormusji W adya, who was practising as a barrister in Kathiawar, after his association with Dadabhai in Baroda, was of great
help in approaching the Princes for subscriptions to the Ripon
Memorial. After describing what he had been able to achieve in
that connexion, W~dya added (November 15, 1884):
I am so glad to see you joining your friends and responding
socially to their advances. I am sure you will do the young generation greater good by your being more with them, and I do
think it will do your health good by giving you the necessary
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relaxation. You will think it a liberty that ItShould tell you this,
but I can claim the privilege, I hope, of saying so to you. I have
heard many regrets for your seclus;on, and sincere ones, too~
I have always shared the regret, for I am sure you were impairing
.. your health by being too secluded.

•

Next to Lord Ripon, Dadabhai would have liked to see men
like William Wedderburn and George Bird~ood associated with
the government oflndia. When he was convalescing at Tithal in
April I 8 84, he heard reports that Birdwood's friends were trying
to get him appointed Governor of Bombay or of any other •
Presidency. At once he wrote to Kabraji, editor of the Rast
Goflar (April rs):
I think we might say a discreet word to help towards it. . . .
Giving such and other qualifications you may instance names like
Sir G. B. and Sir W. Wedderburn as examples, showing what
amount of good such persons do by the influence they acquire
over natives by their true and earnest sympathies with their wants
and feelings.

After having complied with the suggestion, Kabraji wrote
(April22):
Your conditions were so stringent that I found it very difficult
to pen the article in conformity with your instructions. I was not
to say that Sir G. was; candidate nor that his friends were agitating.
I was not to make the remotest allusion to the immediate motive
of the article and y~t I was to recommend Sir G. for the post
which will only be vacated this time next year.... I hope you
are quite healthy and strong; Our cause and political affairs are
without you a mere blank.
Dadabhai was then still poorly. He wrote in reply:
I have somewhat improved in my health, but I have not yet
regained a proper tone for my mind. My sleep is not yet such
as I should have as the test of the required improvement.
Ready as he was to throw himself heart and soul into movements for honouring those who had befriended him, Dadabhai
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was equally prompt in repudiating the claims to public recognition of those who had done little to deserve it. In February I 88 5 he
received a ,letter from sir jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, inviting higJ. to a
private mee~g to consi~er the question of means publicly ;o
app;eciate the administration of Sir James Fergusson, Governor of
Bombay, and expressing the hope that he could count upon
Dadabhai's co-operation and assistance. Dadabhai forthwith
replied that he was ~ot prepared to jom in a public expression
of general approval.
Some •other activities of this period may now be briefly
mentioned.
It was Dadabhai' s pride that, having the Dordi blood in his
veins, .he was a hard nut to crack; But. tenacity of purpose was
not the ~onopoly of the Dordis. All the Parsi priests of N~vsari
prided themselves on being stubborn to the core; and their rivals,
the mobeds of Udwada, claimed to he made of yet sterner stu££
There was a dispute between the.two groups ofParsi priests over
their respective . rights in certain ceremonies for consecratin.g a
tower of silence at Khergauni, one of the villages near Bulsar. It
was a very difficult matter for the Court at Bulsar to decide. With
the consent ofboth. the contending parties, the matter was referred
to the arbitration of Dadabhai. It was a tribute to his sense of
fairness and impartiality that the Udwada prelates accepted him as
the sole arbitrator, even though he was the toughest of tough
Noshakras (members of a Navsari priestly (amily). He decided in
favour of th:, Navsari priests, but none questioned his bona fides.

,:.....

.Municipal~·duties also engaged Dadabhai' s attention during this
· period. At tP,e general municipal ~le~tions, lield early in 1883, he
was elected a member· of the Corporation. His application to
civic work until the year I886 when he left for England was as
remarkable as it , was before.. The old controversy about the ·
Vehar debt was revived by him, but he had yet to go · on
hammering at it in England. The amendment of the Bombay
Municipal Act was then on the tapis·, and Dadabhai' s contribution
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to the work of the special Committee appoin~d by the Corporation to consider the question was also memorable.
1

..

..one of the first fruits of the awakening caused by the Ubert
Bill agitation was the Bombay Presidency Association. .The
old Bombay Association, founded in the year I 852, had ceased
to function. Even the Bombay Branch of the East India Association had outlived its utility. In the absence M Dadabhai the East
India Association had deteriorated; it lacked not only its former
vigour but also the warmth of its feeling for India. In the circumstances the Bombay Branch, being subordinate to the parent •
organization, could scarcely be expected to fight India's battles as
before. During Lord Ripon's sympathetic regime, however, there
had been a great awakening; Indian opinion had bee~ ~tirred to
its depth and it had acquired a weight and power rarely accorded
to it before. The leaders of the Indian community decided to
organize the opinion of all the sections of the population and to
concentrate it on questions of vital issue by establishing another
virile political association. A public meeting of the inhabitants of
Bombay was held on January 3I, I885, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, where the Bombay Presidency Association was formally
inaugurated. Dadabhai was elected to be one of the VicePresidents. "I look forward to the day," said Pherozeshah Mehta,
"when the younger •generations would produce men like
Dadabhai Naoroji."

•

In August 1885 an invitation came to Dadabhai from Lord
Reay, Governor of Bombay, to join the Bombay Legislative
Council as an additional member. "He is sure," said the Private
Secretary, "that both Government and the public would derive
much benefit from the advice and assistance which your ability
and experience would enable you to render." Dadabhai accepted
the office. It is rarely that a fearless critic of the administration
is invited to the Council table of the Governor; Lord Reay,
however, had promised to make his Legislative Council as
representative as possible, and he fulfilled the promise by the
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selection of me11lile [)<;~:dabh~Lan"~--B:iill~cle. When the question
Qf having an Indian member in 'the India Council was first
raised, Dadabhai was co~sidered to be, the fittest to represent
the Indian people in that- Council. So esteemed a leader _of ~e
peof>le should have been nominated to the Legislative Council
of Bombay long ago, but the previous satraps were not Reays
who would respect the man who spoke the truth, no matter how
galling.
•
The Premier ofEngland having decided to appeal to the country
• against the House-ofCommons concerning the question ofHome
Rule for Ireland, a general electio;,_ was imminent. Taking
advantage of this situation, the Bombay Presidency Association
decided t<? send a delegation to England to bring the wants of
Iridia to the knowledge ·of the British people and to appeal to
them to support candidates who had made the cause of India
their own. At a meeting of the Association, held in September
r885, a proposition was moved.by Dadabhai declaring that the
candidates who were deserving the support of the Indian people
on account of their services and their publicly expressed opinions,
were: The Marquis ofHartington, Sir J. B. Phear, Captain Verney
and Messrs. John Bright, J. Slagg, Lal···1y1ohun-.-Ghose, William
Digby, W ....,-S;o:-Blunt,-S. Keay, S. Laing, and W. C. Plowden.
There were other candidates who, having acquired a little
local knowledge .and imbibed a good deal of Anglo-Indian
prejudice, were posing as authorities on In~ subjects. Dadabhai's
motion, therefore, incorporated a clause repudiating the claims
of those candidates, namely, Sir Richard Temple,]. M. ·Maclean,
Sir Lewis Pelly, A. S. Ayrton, and Sir Roper Lethbridge, to speak
on behalf of the people of India. It was an irony of fate that not
one of the candidates commended by the Association was elected,
whilst some of those repudiated were returned. The~delegates
sent by the Association to England, Narayan Chandavarkar,
Munmohun Ghose and Ramaswaniy-Mudaliyar, were, however,
s'ucc~ssful in securing a hearing frolJl thousands who listened
sym~athetically to their speeches concerning Indian... ~ffairs.
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How and when precisely the impulse came to Dadabhai to
his luck at electioneering is not kpown, but it is highly
probable that the success of the Indian Delegation and the
fQ~;ecasts of a dissolution of the House of Commons had something to do with it. As early as September 1885 the Indian "Mirror
welcomed the news that Dadabhai contemplated contesting
the General Election. Until March, r886, however, very litde was
heard of the stirring of Dadabhai's mind it! this matter. In the
meanwhile, it fell to his lot to be actively associated with the
inauguration of two important organizations. One was the Bombay Ratepayers Association, established at a public meeting held
under his presidency, five days before his departure for England, to
ventilate and obtain redress for the civic grievances of the people.
The other, by far the most important with which his. name has
been honourably associated, was the Indian National Congress.
So much has been said and written about the history of the
Congress and its founders that it would be superfluous to go into
/ the origin of the movement. Dadabhai was one· of the moving
spirits. Of the founders the most conspicuous was A. 0. Hume,
a retired member of the Indian Civil Service but an ardent· and
active supporter of India's struggle for freedom. At the first
Congress, which held its sittings in Bombay in December 1885,
Dadabhai took an active part. In almost all the resolutions adopted
at that session one could easily discern his hand, particularly in the
very first proposition, which approved of the promised committee of inquiry into the working of the Indian administration.
One of the resolutions, praying for simultaneous examinations
for the Indian Civil Service, was moved by him.
try

•
CIJA.PTER XVIII

II'{ SEARCH OF A CONSTITUENCY
N March'13, 1886, the Hindu of Madras (then a tri-weekly)
announced that Dadabhai intended to leave Bombay for
England with a view to standing '.'as a· candidate for election to
• Parliament on behalf of some constituency.'~ As an authority on
Indian economics, the paper observed, there ·was none equal to
him in. all India. It hoped Dadabhai would;fmd a.constituency
· ready to accept him as a candidate. The Calcutta papers were
equally erithu~iastic.
·
.
.
It seems. Dadabhai had been in communication with his friends
in England for some time to ascertain whether any constituency
would be willing to accept him as a candidate. Martin Wood,
who had been editor of The Times of India, was one of them.
He wrote (December 12, ·1884):
·
As to your candidature some time next spring, I think the way
will· open by that time if your strength can only. be husbanded ..
We must, meantime, recall your personality to some of the
men who knew you so well when youewere in England before,
but who may be forgetting now; L. M. G. (Lal Mohun Ghose)
is going ahead.
.
In another letter Wood stated t~at. he ~ould count upon John
·Bright's assistance, altho~gh it was not always easy to get access
. to him .. Then he gave Dadabhai a useful hint (May.I, 1885):
There is an incident that might well satisfy your resolve to be
wei). supported before coming to England. I see it is stated that Lal
Mohun Ghose has declined to stand for Woolwich; and this after
addressing enthusiastic audiences and being unanimously accepted.
It was, however, so far, a mere phantasm. Dadabhai was in no
way sanguine of fmding constituency; he feared he might ·have
to abandon the idea altogether; hence the secrecy. Even if he

O
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failed to get into Parliament, there would be thuch scope, thought
Dadabhai, for solid work to be done in England on behalf Qf
India. He could, with the help of sympathetic friends, take up with
th_; authorities in England several outstanding questions affecting
the welfare and advancement of India, and if he succeaded,
his visit to the land of the rulers would not be unfruitful.
On the evening of his departure Dadabhai was entertained
at dinner at the Ripon Club. Even then he s.ti.d not a word on the
subject of election. However, from the journal kept by him for
the next three months, the only one that has come to hand, it
appears that he had already done a good deal of spade Wf>rk while •
he was in Bombay, and had taken several letters of introduction
to persons who could assist him in the matter. These notes also
throw a side-light on various matters and indicate what efforts he
made in the midst of electioneering work to bring to. the notice
of English ·statesmen the wants and wrongs of India, not forgetting the grievance of the Bombay Municipality in regard to its
water works loans.
April 14. Went to the fudia Office. Saw Mr. Pedder. He
received me very kindly. I gave him a copy of the (Bombay
Corporation) Memorial to the Secretary of State for fudia (re
Vehar Water Works Debt) and expressed a hope that he would
help in the matter as he knew all about it. 1 He said he would
have something to tay and that he thought the best plan would
be to refer the question to the arbitration of some competent
person. I then told.him about the Tansa Loan. He said some of
the Council were much against it, but that he would introduce
me to Mr. Waterfield, with whom I might take up the subject.
He then asked if I would like to be introduced to Mr. Godley (the
Under-Secretary; afterwards Lord Kilbracken), I said that I had
a letter to him from Lord Reay. Mr. Pedder took me to Mr.
Godley, but wanted to introduce me first to Mr. W odehouse,
Lord Kimberley's son and Private Secretary. . . .
Sir George Birdwood asked me about the object of the
1 W. G. Pedder, of the Indian Civil Service, was Municipal Commissioner for the City
of Bombay between the years 1872 and 1876. He was Secretary, Department of Revenue
and Statistics and Commerce, India Office, from 1879 to 1888.
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present visit to •England. I told ~ all. On the question ~f
candidature for Parlia:nt:nt, he thought there were many difficulties. I should take up one side or the other; I should be locally
known for some time, and I should have created some local
.,.
.interest in myself.... Nowadays the whole matter was a Party
, . affair. Never in Parliament now is a question decided on merits,
but from and for Party purposes. He spoke very strongly against
Mr. Gladstone's ~ill. but he said it would be decided on Party
considerations only.
·
Sir G. then asked me what I thought of Mr. Malabari. I said
he was avery good man. Sir G. said he had disliked Mr. Malabari
very• much from the time he had read his Gujaraf.l It was bad to
hold people up to ridicule and try to exaggerate their weak points.
. The duties of writers were sacred and responsiblt:. They should
try to. bring out as much 'as possible what is good in a people
and treat their weakness with a charitable and kind heart, endeavouring to elevate them and encourage them instead of
discouraging the·m.... He said a good deal niore in this way,_
and said he was glad to hear from me that Mr. Malabari was
a good man and asked me whether he might write to him, telling
him his mind. I told him to do so by all means and that he might
say I wished him ,to do so. I told hiin that it was true that there
wasJ a little}/ailing in Mr.~:Malabari ~that the] ~reated weaknesses
with a harsh or url.sympathizing hand, but that even in that respect
he was now much changed and that J ;was hoping that in his
new edition he was correcting a good deal of his ideas of youthful
days. Sir G. promised that he would write.
~
Mr. Pedder and I then went to Mr. Godley. Mr. Pedder
introdu~ed the subject of Veh~r Debt interest. I explained to
Mr. Godley at some length the merits of the question and promised
to give him a copy of the memorial to the Secretary of State as
soon as baggage from Gibraltar came round. I then spoke to
him about the Tansa Loan. He said some members of the Council
were very shy of it. However, I am to see him again.
April rs. Called at Dr. R. Congreve's 2• • • • He thought the
connexion between England and India should be· severed;. it
was injuring England; it was ,doing harm to the whole English
1
2

Refers to Gujarat and the Gujaratis.
.
Richard Congreve, Positivist, and political and historical writer.
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• was a weakness.
character. The connexion with the Colonies
I was of a different opinion that the <:onnexion should continl!e
for the sake of India and that if certain reforms, which were
~ sorely needed by India, were made, the cmmexion would be a
blessing to both. I stated about Poverty and the remedy o£ the
substitution of Native agency. This, he said, was just the thing
which the statesmen would not dare to do. The English agency
in India is an immediate benefit and t~y would not give it
up .... A separation must come in time when the people generally
are sufficiently advanced for self-government and political
knowledge. Statesmen like Salisbury and Hartington. were, he •
said, afraid of this very thing, that Ireland being separated, India
would come next for something similar, and this they consider
the destruction of the Empire. We have not now to depend so
much upon statesmen in Parliament. They only register the
wishes of the people. They can do nothing. Statesmen like
Salisbury and Hartington oppose this Irish Bill so vehemently,
but Mr. Gladstone depends upon the support of the mass of the
people. The days for the monarchy first, then for the aristocracy,
are now gone .... Dr. C. did not wish Indians to be in Parliament.
For India's sake getting into Parliament will not do much good.
The object would be better attained by working outside. The
peculiar ways and complications of the ways of Parliament leave
no scope to work in it. Once in, you do not know where you are,
or what you can do. and have little chance.
Dr. C. was sorry Sir W. Wedderburn was not corning. When
I told him that I could not express to him how highly we esteemed
Sir W. W. and Mr. Hume, who had so completely identified
themselves with the Native cause, that I did not know whether
we should ever be able to get any other Englishmen like them or
to fill their place, he said he hoped that others might be found
when wanted. If they have been so, others may also be so.
April I6. Mr. Wood and myself went to Mr. Wyllie1 at the
National Liberal Association. He said the constituencies applied
to them for suitable candidates. He gave such names on their list
as they thought desirable and the constituencies chose themselves.
He would put my name on the list of available candidates and
asked me to give a short account of myself.
1

F. R. S. Wyllie, one of the most influential members of the Association.
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April 17. \Vent to Mr. Martin Wood and with him went
to Alexandra J::Iotel to· see Mr. Bright who received me kindly. ·
Had a long conversation" with him on sundry subjects.... About
my object to get into Parliament, he explained that the constituencies wanted either local men or men of distinction. It ~as
•a surprise· to him and 'others 'that Lal Mohun Ghose. did get a
constituency liberal enough to back him. It would be good if
Indians got into farliament, but the difficulties were great. . . .
It appeared from the general tone of his conversation that if a
good movement were made, he might help.
·
.
Saw Mr. Hodgson Pratt also at the same hotel. ... He wished
I co~ld be, taken up by one of.the Universities and that I should
· dlreci: my eye if possible to some Scottish constituency. The
Scotch were far more liberal than the Liberals of England. He
thought a good Committee should be formed to organize a "
great meeting in which at least the principle might be enunciated
and establi~hed that India ought to be allowed representation in
Parliament, and that as a first step it is desirable that some English
constituency should help some Indians to get into Parliament.
He thought that the French had shown more liberalism in this
respect and humiliated England by allowing representatives from
all their dominions and that the English ought to do the·same.
Saw Lord Kimberley ... told him of the memorial about the
Vehar Water Debt.... He would see when the memorial arrived.
On the question of the Tansa Loan, though he. could not speak
about this particular case, which was n~t yet before ·him, he was ·
generally opposed to such loans or credit, or guarantee. Just as
Liverpool or London does not have any loans fro'm Government
for its water works, so should Bombay do her own work. I
contended that the comparison with England was not quite
applicable to our case, that Bombay's want was an Imperial
want.... He did not .admit any Imperial want in it. Bombay was
supplying a port for other parts of India, but was profiting also
by, it..... Then we passed on to the question of the poverty of
India, of the necessity of simultaneous examinations in England
and India, and he appears to htye deeply imbibed all the AngloIndian notions of the necessity of having English agency onlythe fear of the Bengalees swamping everything and being unfit
to rule over the sturdy Punjabis, the Natives not being yet
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fit to govern themselves, and India getting'" large quantities of
bullion.
I tried in the short space to give "such replies as I could with
regard to the fallacies in much of what he had said, but one
.,. thing was clear-the notions entertained appeared to be ~eep
convictions and could not be easily dislodged in a discursive
conversation. He said, however, that the question of the examinations was, indeed, a very important one aqp. required consideration. About the reduction of age for the competition, he said
that if he had had to do it himself, he did not think he could
have done it, but he did not think it proper to alter, as it was •
not a good thing to make frequent and sudden alteration~.
I entered into an explanation of the phenomenon of the drain
and how the direct political drain caused the heaping up of debt
for our ordinary public wants, which but for the drain we could
have supplied ourselves. The drain is now more than what
would pay our debts and loans over and. over again. India has
immense resources, and if our produce were allowed to fructify
in our own pocket there was no reason why we should not
become as rich and prosperous as England herself under the law
and protection we had under the British. Lord K. said "We had
to pay a price for it." "Certainly," I said, "but even a good thing
would be undesirable at an immoderate and destructive sacrifice.
The fact is, the thing ceases to be good the moment its effect
becomes destructive or hurtful."
The conversation ~ontinued in this style. The Anglo-Indian
one-sided notions strong on one side, and the Indian pinch-inthe-shoe and Indian views on the other side.
April 19. Saw Sir• G. Cavenagh (Chairman of the Council of
the East India Association); he thought much and well of the
people of Bombay side and was of opinion that the Farsi was a
very good element between the English and the Natives, knowing
both and reconciling both, possessing much commonsense and
exercising moderation. He regretted much there was not such
an element in Bengal which would have done much good in
forming the character of the Bengalees. I urged that it was not
right that because the Bengalees happened to be not well thought
of by the English, all India should be kept back. It was unfortunate
that the Bengalees did not come into such closer contact with

.
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Englishmen as .Jndians' on the Bombay side did on account of
their dose mercantile and other connexions, and that in a large
mass, whether Engli~h or any other people, you would necessarily
find some rash,' some foolish, some thoughtless, etc., but it is not
quite right to give such character as general. He said .it -.vas
• unfortunate that some weak points, especially roughness with the
weak and servili_ty to the strong, were more general-a general
want of manliness. He said he respected the manly people of the
N .W. Province: and the PUJ,ljab. About my object to get into
Parliament, he mentioned the various difficulties and seemed to
like that I should succeed.
Saw Mr. Digbyt.... He was beginning to feel depressed and
deterred from further work on behalf of India, as he had not
suitable and proper representatives of India. . . . He -confessed
he had no heart now to work for Mr. Ghose. And he over and
· over ·again r~pe~ted that now tl1at I h~d come, be the result
about my object what it may, he will be able to work for India,
with, more heart and zeal. He was extremely desirous to .do all
that lay in his power to promote my object.
April 20. Went to Mr. Hyndman. His late trial had strengthened his position immensely and a great revolution,_ peaceful as
far as possible, was pending. He was of opinion that we should
be able to convince the general English public, the working man
particularly, tha~ the reforms that I advanced would be far more
beneficial to the English nation, particularly to the working
man.... If India is prosperous and ricll, she would buy far more
English produ~e and give work proportionately to the working
man. He repeated over and over again he was glad I had come,
that this was the best time to do son;te~g and possibly to attain
my object also. Mrs. Hyndman joined earnestly in tl1e conversation, she put the question to Mr. Hyndman, what he was going
to do, and said of course he meant to work below the surface
and not above the surface, for in my case that would be the
better way. Mr. Hyndman thought so too.
On me way Col. French called me.... He was glad to see me
doing what I was doing, saying at me same time the task was
a very difficult one. Speaking about me East India Association,
I

1

William Digby, who was subsequently a dose collaborator with Dadabhai in the
cause of India and wrote Prosperous British India.
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he said he did not attend its meetings. He is -a member and pays
his subscription, but thought its work is done and over. Times
had changed, new forces and influences were at work, a more ex-·
tended and differently constituted organization was now necessary.
• April26. Surgeon-General E. Balfour called at my place (Lee).
Offered kindly any service.... He thought it was a difficult thing
and that such work did not bring either position or fame, instancing Mr. Joseph Hume. Everybody has for~tten him. Only Mr.
Gladstone still speaks of him. Lord Palmerston used to think much
about him. Talking about the Irish Bill, he said that the Irish
were a very lazy and a treacherous people, though w~m-hearted.
April 27. A letter from Mr. Slagg. He thought I h;rd intro- •
ductions to nearly all worth seeing. Very little chance of obtaining
a seat at a by-election. But a general election could not be very
far off and then t ought to have a good chance of finding a
seat.... Advises to consult Mr. Symonds of the National Reform
Union. He knows every constituency and its circumstances
throughout the kingdom. Offers a letter of introduction. There•
is much sympathy now with India here and he is eager to see a
few such representatives in the House. Their presence would do
more than years of talking by English Reformers who are simply
abused or villified by the official clique as representing nobody.
April 29. Saw Mr. Digby. He strongly recommended my
changing the headdress to an English hat. Better to appear
altogether like an Englishman. He said he intended to get me
a ticket to the Co~rence of the Liberal Association in favour
of the Irish Bill. I suggested whether it would be desirable that
I should speak on th_e Irish subject at some place. I was not quite
prepared for it, but I was preparing myself. He said it would be
a good thing to do.
Saw Mr. W. S. Blunt1• • • • He thought! had no chance with
the Conservatives at all. The Radicals alone could or would
help me. . . .
Called on Capt. Eastwick. He did not like the Irish Bill, though
he was a staunch Liberal and had given time and means in its
support. He sympathized with me in my object to get into
Parliament.
April 30. Saw Mr. Lal Mohun Ghose. He explained the
1

Left Wing politician and author.
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difference of po~tion between the,last and next general election
(if it takes place). In the last election there were a large number of
new vacancies. People .liad to search for candidates; at the next
election, every .constituency had already its own member if he
.chose to stand. The vacancies may be very few, if any. Mr. Gh~se
himself was not certain whether he could stand again or not,
as that depended upon pecuniary help from India.
May r. Saw l'Ar. Thomas Bayley Potter at Reform Club
chambers. I told him as briefly as I could ,about the povertY, of
• India, its causes and remedies. He . . . said he had really got from
me some clear notion of India's wants.... He offered, if I.got
. printed~ say, 2,ooo copies of such portions of The Condition of India •
as he may select, to distribute t.hem among ·the members and
in the name of the Cob~en Club. r agr~ed. Promised to send him
some ~opies. He to select the parts and I to get them printed and
to hand over copies to him. This was one of the best ways, he
said, he could help the Indian cause.
May 3· Saw Mr. Hyndman. He saidhe would like to dedicate
his republication of his articles on the Bankruptcy of India to
. me; to express his sentiments regarding me, as having done most
for India, and' that thi~ might bring me into notice. I thanked
him. I said that valuing as I did the honour, I thought it would
not be discreet; as he was under a ,cloud with the upper classes
and the Press, it might do harm to my cause. People would not
think that the book was on an Indian subject, but it wo~d be
enough to prejudice them that I was with Hyndman. He acknowledged the force of what I said. . . . The matter was left to be
thought over. by me. On returning ho~e, I wrote to Mr. Digby
and Mr. Slagg asking for their opinion.
May 4· Saw Mr. R. T. Reid. . . . We went over all the
principal objects of Reform for which I was particularly anxious.
' . ~ . Agreeing with me fully in all the matters of poverty, its
. remedy, representatioJ.?. in Legislative Councils, anachronism of.
the India Council, etc., he came to consider the practicability of
a~vancing my object. He suggested that, as a beginning, it would
be very good if I could give an address on the chief wants o(
India before some influential Liberal centre such as Birmingham
or Leeds. That an address like that ... will make me known, that
other Liberal centres could then invite me also, and that the
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forthcoming of a constituency will be n!turally and in time
developed. I fully agreed with him. He offered to write to Bir•
mingham at once, if I liked. I accepted the offer at once. . . . I
consulted him about Mr. Hyndman's dedication. Mr. Reid
• said I should adhere to my view in not having the dedicatio~
May 5. Committee meeting of the India Reform Association.
It welcomed my return to England and sympathized with me in
my object. Mr. Pratt proposed that a conf~ence should be called
to consider the best means of establishing the principle that India
ought to have some voice in Parliament, and that till India could
get a direct representation some constituencies should liberally •
help in the cause.
•
May 6. Breakfast with Mr. Alfred Milner (afterwards Lord
Milner). Had three hours with him. Explained to him all my
views and aims with regard to India and also discussed the
present Irish Home Rule and Land Purchase Bill: . . . He
thought that short of giving legislative parliament, and keeping
one parliament only, every other concession should be made"
such as Irishmen for Irish administration. This was the only
difference between my and his views. I explained that it was
time now to grant with grace and generosity what Mr. Gladstone had proposed, with any such alteration of some of the
details as might on mature consideration be found desirable. . . ·.
Not that he was quite converted to niy views, but as regards
India, he said he should never like to see matters driven so far
• Ireland. That India's desires should be
as they had been with
met in good time and with good grace. That all that I asked was
perfectly reasonable. very moderate and practical, and that it was
exceedingly desirable that the lesson of Ireland should be taken
for India, and said these were not his views only just formed, but
that they had been so already, and he gave me to read a para.
from an address delivered by him on Liberalism and foreign
policy at the National School, Harlesden, on r6th October, r885
I was pleased that he had shown in it a thorough English spirit.
He said he did not mean to talk merely in that way, but that he
was anxious as far as it lay in his power to advance and carry out
what he said.... He thought a constituency in Yorkshire was a
likely one. He would do what he could. . . . He approved the
idea of Mr. Reid's effort to get me invited to Birmingham.
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Saw Mr. Slagg ~d lunched with him. He had no doubt cliat .
the voice of an Indian,. and mine especial,ly, would be of great
use to India. It was arranged that when he went to Manchester,
he should consult Mr. Symonds and the political Union and try
• to arrange for me to give an address on India.... He liked ~r. ·
Reid's proposal and wished it would be carried out. . . . He
thought I might go in for Manchester, say, against J. Fergusson.
I said I had no <lbjection to stand where there were fair chances
of success.
'
May rr. Saw Lord Ripon. He said it was a difficult thing to
get a constituency. I said I knew that it was difficult, but the
difficulty should be surmounted. . . . Coming· to the question
now before the country, I said, apart from any party spirit, I
could in all conscience say that I thought that Mr. Gladstone's
propo.sals were wmthy of the English 'nation and all its past
histpry.....When again turning upon the subject of my object,
I said I thought it was Napoleon that had said that there was no
such word as "impossible" in his vocabulary and that I did .not
think it was impossible to carry out the present object. He assured
me he would help as well as he could.
.
May 12. Saw Mr. John Macdonald and Mrs. Macdonald....
It was arranged that he should do all he could in the Press for
me. He would introduce me to Mr. Edwards, the editor of the
Echo, and Mr. Brown,· the editor of the Weekly Dispatch. He
would try and get the Provincial Preis to take up the subject.
He would see about the Pall Mall Gazette, consulting Mr. Hyndman about it. He would see Mr. Townsend also, the London
correspondent of Manchester Guardian. ~r. and Mrs. Macdonald
both showed an earnest interest in my mission, and said it was
most desirable I should get into Parliament. T4ey would exert
their best.
Received a letter from Mr.' Thomas Bayley Potter,t Honorary
Secretary, that I had been elected an Honorary Member of the
Cobden Club and a letter from Mr. R. Gowing2 saying that the
committee of the Cobden Club had issued instructions to put
my memorandum on Civil Services Reform into type.
1

Thomas Bayley Potter succeeded his friend Richard Cobden as M.P. for Rochdale
1865-1895).
·
2
Richard Gowing was subsequendy Secretary to the Cobden Club (1877:_1898).
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May 17. Saw Mr. Chesson. . . . He suggested that I should
see if the Irish party would give th~ir support. I explained thaJ;
an Irish constituency would be no use to me even if I got it,
as in case the Bills passed afterwards and the Irish members were
• wholly or partially removed from Parliament, I must go ,too.
He told me one useful thing, that when there was any Conservative opposition to me, I might say that Lord Beaconsfield
was favourable to and sympathized with hiving Indian members
in Parliament from English constituencies, and that, if required,
I might give his name as my authority, in which case he would be
ready to state all the facts of the matter.
May 18. Saw Lord Stanley. Had a general talk With him
about my objects and particularly about the necessity of reform
in political agencies so that the Princes might be fairly and justly
treated in all their relations with Government as well as with
', others, and in all their rights, etc.
·

The journal for the next four weeks contains copious note~
of visits to numerous other friends and statesmen, and of lunches,
dinners and teas, and conferences at places such as Kensington
Palace, Northbrook Club, Reform Club, the Athenaeum, and
the East India Association, at almost all of which Dadabhai was
invited to speak. There were clear indications that the little-known
visitor was gaining ground as he got about.
Early in June came
invitation from G. W. Blow asking
Dadabhai to consent to be nominated a candidate for the St.
Albans constituency. This constituency was then represented by 'a
Tory; the adverse maj•rity was a heavy one and the time for the
candidate to get known to the electors was very short. Nevertheless, Blow and his friends were hopeful that with a candidate
like Dadabhai they could win the seat. On a scrutiny of the voting
at the previous election Dadabhai did not regard the prospects as
encouraging. He had interviews with Blow and consultations
with friends who were of opinion that it was neither in his
interests nor in those of the constituency that the matter should
go further.
Of the other constituencies Holbom seemed most promising.
On June 18 Dadabhai met the Executive Committee of the

:.n
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Liberal ,Association of H<?lbom. The result is thus briefly noted
in the journal:
·
After some conversation they passed a .resolution, while I was
fora few minutes in another room, that I was tinanimol!sly
accepted as their candidate.

.~itting

On the same day the members of the Holborn Liberal Association received a lettet from the Secretary as. under:
I take the earliest opportunity of informing you that . . . the
:Executive have been so fortunate as to have introduced to them
the ·:nonourable Dadabhai Naoroji, an eminent Native of India,
who; from his lengthened residence_here and the great interest
which he has always taken in Indian and English political life, is
highly qualified to represent any constituency as well as to
· advoc~te the special interests of India.

•
•

•
CHAPTER

•
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O~BORN was no choice,_ but a necess_ity. The el_ectorate

berng strongly ConservatJ.ve and deodedly agarnst the
policy underlying the Irish Bill, there was not a ray of hope •
for anyone contesting the Borough as a Liberal candidate,
particularly for one who emphatically declared Home Rule to
be the Golden Rule. Even some of the personal friends of
Dadabhai found it difficult to lend him their support..
I am glad (wrote Sir George Birdwood) you have found a
place for which to stand, and you have my best wishes, as r
earnestly desire to see a native of India in Parliament, and you
are the very one of all others known to me I would just elect
for the position. As to practical help, it is difficult for me to do
anything in a contested borough, especially just now, for I suppose
you are going to contest the seat either against a Conservative or
a Unionist Liberal. Now in tl1e present election I am all for
Chamberlain-and d~ad against Mr. Gladstone and his supporters.
I would have preferred that you should have been helped to a
seat where there would have been no contest, and with regard
to which you woul<i not have been forced to take a decided line
in English party politics. . . . Let me know how the contest in
Holbom stands, whom you are opposing-whether a L., a U.,
or a C., and then~ will try my best to help you; for I would give
anything to see you succeed, although I would not like to do
anything that would augment the Gladstonian Camp.

Dadabhai, of course, knew, as did his friends, that he was
leading a forlorn hope, but prepared as he was for defeat, he
could not at that stage look back. Fortunately for him, there
were a few friends who shared his optimism. It would, they
thought, be something, even if he failed.
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That, put in a nutshell, was the issue before Dadabhai-something was better than p.othing, and that something was worth
coveting. "Though this constituency is a very difficult one,"
he said in his reply to, Sir George, "it is not s'o utterly hope}&ss.
But be it what it may, I have entered the .lists and I am bound .
in honour to fight it out."
Whatever might .have been the colour of Holborn politics, .
Dadabhai boldly put Irish autonomy in the forefront of his
appeal to the electorate, which he issued from his residence at
• Hogarth Road, South Kensington, immediately after his adoption
as a 'candidate for the Borough. Announcing :his Liberal ~reed,
he ·declared his determination to support the great measures of , ·
social reform, including a change in the Land Laws affecting ·
dwellers in 'town and country, which had been announced by
the great Leader· of the Party. "Upon the momentous issue
;before the electors," he added, "I am at one with Mr. Gladstone
in his noble-hearted and heroic effort to satisry' the just aspirations
·of the Irish people to control their own affairs, while yet remaining
a part of the British Empire."
In response to this appeal various voters assured. him of their
support. Some, including working-class electors, put him searching questions concerning his views on a wide variety of subjects.
Here is a specimen, with the wri~er' s ~rthography and syntax
untouched:
As an elector for Holborn and heat1ng you are in favour of
Home Rule for Ireland and willing to give them there freedom
and liberty, I now wish to ask you, if elected for Holboin, weather
you will support a Bill in the House of Commons for the abolition
of Compulsory Vaccination an~ do justice to England .and
Ireland too and then Englishmen will be able to say they are free.

There was. a .:great meeting at the .Town. Hall"~oCHolborn
on-June 24. 'James Bryce, Under-Secretary for. Foreig!!_f..ffairs,
paid a .glowing tribute to Dadabhai, whom he described as
having char~cter to enforce his views and capacity to express
them. The speec~ of the .Indian orator justified ·this ,tribut~. He
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had hardly spoken for two minutes when he appeared to hold
his audience by his straightforwanl ~tatements and simpl(lo
eloquence.
~ection addresses usually lose their savour the day after they
are written, but with "India" substituted for "Ireland," 'the
following observations made by Dadabhai at that meeting are
as apposite to-day as they were fifty-two years ago:

•

The greatest argument against Home Rule is that it will
disintegrate the Empire. Now it has been a surprise to me how •
this word Empire has been so extraordinarily used and •abused.
What is the British Empire ? Is it simply Great Britain and Ireland?
Why, it exists over the whole surface of the world, east, west,
north, south-and the sun never sets upon it. Is that ~mpire to
be broken down, even though Ireland be entirely separated ?
Do you mean to say that the British Empire hangs only upon the
thread of the Irish will? . . . The next question is, Will Ireland •
separate? Well, we may say that, because we wish, it should not;
but we must consider it carefully. Let us suppose that the Irish
are something like human beings. Let us suppose them to be
guided by the ordinary motives of humanity. I put it to you
fairly whether Ireland will separate or not. I say she will not.
You do know now that Ireland must be treated as you treat
yourselves. You say t~at Irishmen must be under the same laws
as Englishmen, and must have the same rights. Very good.
The opponents say yes, and, therefore, they must submit to the
laws which the Brit}c;h Parliament makes. I put to them one
simple question. Will Englishmen for a single day submit to laws
made for them by those who are not Englishmen? What is the
proudest chapter in British history? That of the Stuarts. You
did not tolerate the laws of your own Sovereign because you
thought they were not your laws. You waged civil war, regardless
of consequences, and fought and struggled till you established the
principle that the English will be their own sovereign, and your
own sons your own legislators and guides .... What is our own,
however bad it is, is dearer to us than what is given to us by
another, however high and good he may be. No one race of
people can ever legislate...satisfactorily for another race.
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The meetings V:er~ addressed by~.,S;,J3ltu1t, Hodgson Pratt,
Martin Wood, the 1\~v.• Stewart Headlam, ~d others; and a
resolution expressing~confidence in Dadabhai was ~arried by an
·overwhelming majo:tity, only three or four dissenting vQices
bdhg raised. It would have been strange, indeed, if a few meetingwreckers, or spies from the enemy's camp, had not Iound their
way in. Their res~tance, however, was aptly described by a
·chronicler as that of the nut to the steam hammer. In publishing
an account of the meeting the Pall Mall Gazette stoutly supported.
Dadabhai' s candidature .

•

If the 254 millions or'Her Majesty's subjects ·in Iil.dia are ever to
' be represented by one of their own people in the Imperial Parliament, it would hardly be possible to find among them all one
mor~ worthy of the position or more fitted than the Hon.
Dadabhai Naoroji. . . . Mr. Naoroji- is-a.,Glad.st..,gfl:!m-~m-)rish
policy. Onall other matters he is a thorough Liberal. Into Parliament he,is .certain to- go s~'orier or later, and it will reflect great
credit upon the electors of Holborn if they place him there now.

An eye-witness described Dadabhai' s political debut in these
terms:

If Mr. Naoroji had changed his name tp Mr. Brown or Mr.
Jones no one would know him to b. a Parsee. But Naoroji is
a· puzzler for the British elector ... ·has the appearance and the
manner of a cultivated English gentleman, his face a shade or
t~o off colour, perhaps, but certaihl+' not darker than many
an Australian, tanned from long exposure to tropical suns.
If physiognomy be any indication of intellectual merits, Mr.
Naoroji is shrewd and penetrating, with a large leaven of benevolence.... His ample beard and moustache are plentifully sprinkled
with white. He wears a pair of gold-rimmed spectacles, which he
frequently adjusts when he makes a point.. He sometimes lo~ks
over his glasses with a hu~orous stpi.le and gay twinkle in his
bright eyes which speak volumes for his keen sense of fun. The
regulation frock coat fits him like a glove, and a better platform·
figure it would be difficult to find. Mr. Naoroji's personality
pleased the large audience before whom he was making his real.
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political debut.... Mr. Naoroji is an admirable speaker, with a
strong voice, capable of many inflecti_?ns, from the deeply earnesi
to the piping playful, with command over the indignant and
ironical, and his mastery of our language is marvellous in its
• fitness and its fluency.
•
On the following day, there was another monster meeting
at Seven Dials where Michael Davitt, representing the democracy of Ireland, exhorted the Holbom ~ectorate to return
India's representative to Parliament. The following item in the
diary of the day is interesting: "The platform was a cart-van-great •
enthusiasm in the audience, chiefly of working men and women."
For a week more, nightly meetings of his supporters were held
in different comers of the district. "Very large and enthusiastic";
"crowded as before and enthusiastic," are Dadabhai's own
comments. The English Press was struck by the favourable
impression created, night after night, by the Indian politician,.
even on people of different political persuasions. Several newspapers referred to the difficulty in articulating his name. One
of them instructed the reader that it was pronounced Now-rojee, with the accent on the first syllable. Another wished "pronounced" success to the candidate "with a name difficult to
pronounce." "The electors of the division," observed Reynolds
Weekly (June 27), "have an opportunity of returning a sound
Radical in place of Cofonel Duncan, their late Tory member,
and at the same time, of giving a graceful example of the broad
tolerance which is a feaiure of democracy." The Weekly Dispatch
(June 29) believed Dadabhai would be able to speak, if elected,
with special authority on Indian concerns and "also use his
intimacy with those concerns in providing fresh arguments in
favour of a wise measure of Home Rule for Ireland!"
Numerous leaflets and appeals to the electorate were distributed. The most impressive was an appeal by Hodgson Pratt:
If a desire to do justice to national sentiments, and to give a
voice to national wants, is the inspiring principle which animates
you, and of which we Englishmen are justly proud, let me ask
you how far that sacred principle has been applied to the Indian
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people. In Indi<t there is a population of 254,ooo,ooo, for whose
welfare we are directly responsible; and yet those millions are
entirely unrepresented "in the Imperial Parliament. They are a
people distinguished by noble qualities, and of great intelligence,
• possessing a civilization m~re ancient than our own; arid in -our
Indian Universities their young men show high capacity in every
.branch of learning . . . . The election of one such man as. the
Honourable D. ~aoroji will give hope to milli~ns of his countrymen, and they have said so in their newspapers. They have long
felt that Indian rights, interests, and needs have been shamefully
neglected and ignored in the British Parliament.. , . Now you
havt: before you a candidate of the highest intelligence, large
knowledge of affairs, experience in the duties of Government,
and as well acquainted with England as with India, entirely
t~usted by his countrymen.... His speeches during the last few
days have shown his complete knowledge of our home politics,
so that·you will have in him a true representative of Englishmen,
of Irishmen, and of Indians;
In India, also; friends were endeavouring to lend support to
Dadabhai' s efforts. Malabari was his main prop and support.
He carried on an active propaganda oil' his behalf in the Press· in
India, interviewed people, or sent his lieutenant, Dinsha Wacha,
to see them, with a view ·to holding meetings at various centres,
and keeping public enthusiasm glowing till the day of the
election. In one of his letters he wrote: •'I find from your letter
to Muncherji (Dadina) you have asked for Rs. 2o,ooo. Go in
and win." In another communication he ~aid: "Let us work with
fail~re in view, but work we must."
.
·'
Several friends in India, however, did not appear to be of the
same frame of mind.
The general sense among our set is {added Malabari in a postscript) that you cannot win' and would be of little real use, even
if you did win. It takes much strength to 9emolish pre-conceived
ideas .... My·own belief is that you may not win this time but
will be kept in view for the next chance, and that view I get from
Sir W. W. (William Wedderburn), who is extremely anxious
to· have meetings all over hidia and united telegrams to England.
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This reference to Sir William W edderbunt's keen interest in
the candidature of Dadabhai provides a suitable opportunity to.
pay a tribute to the memory of a true "Briton whose love for
India and whose sense of fair play sustained Dadabhai's faith in
British justice. He was one of the few members of the Indian
Civil Service whose conceptions of liberty, equality, and justice
were not clouded by the foggy atmosphere of officialdom.
When he was in harness, he marred his pros~ects in the Service,
as Hume had done, by strenuously advocating the interests of the
peasantry and the amelioration of the educational and social
condition of the people generally. After his retiremettt from '
the Service in r887 he identified himself with the Congress and
toiled for it and for India, till the last day of his life, sacrificing
his health as well as money. Of him, indeed, it might be said,
without exaggeration, that he lived for India and died for India.
Enthusiastic meetings were held in India at various centres and
Dadabhai proudly referred to them at a meeting of the electors,·
held at Phoenix Hall, 011 June 30th.
It is an extraordinary coincidence that when I was addressing
the working men's meeting at Shaftesbury Avenue I received
the message on the wings of lightning from India to the electors
of Holbom and Deptford. I take the liberty of reading that telegram to you to show that while I am standing here before you,
the 25o,ooo,ooo Indi:ns are awaiting the result of what you of
Holbom will do for them:
"The ensuing elec~ons are watched with keen interest, especially
the candidature of the Hon. Dadabhai Naoroji and Lal Mohun
Ghose. The desire is keenly felt and universally expressed for their
success and much gratitude is felt to Holbom and Deptford for
supporting the Indian candidates. A public meeting expressing
.
confidence will soon be held."
This very day, continued Dadabhai, when I am addressing a
body of workmen-I have considered myself a working man all
my life-there came this second telegram . . . .

Thus was enthusiasm sustained till the day of the election.
Things, however, did not look well for the "Gladstonians." It
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was the general opinion that they were out that journey and
that the prospects of the Liberal candidate for Holborn were
still more gloomy for want of time to work up the constituency.
Writing to Dadabhai on that day (July 5), Birdwood said:
•

•

I fear I shall not be able to write M.P. after your name in my

next, but Wyllie has explained to me that at all evel).ts you have
advertised yourself, and that yot.ir labour won't be thrown away
next/pme. I, ho~ever, fear for you owing to your going in for
the miraculous G.O.M. I wish I had been more alive to what
was going on, and what was coming upon us, for, I feel.sure,
tha~owing to my influence with both the Us. ~d Cs., (could
have got a seat for you. Howey,er, it's no use crying over spilt
milk, and we must begin again in earnest·at once after the election,
i.titroducing you to men like Mr. Albert Grey.
Hyndman, too, wrote that the prospeCts were not at all rosy,
)nit he had something cheering to add: . .
.
.
. You have your name well before the political world; you will,
I am sure, poll well even, if you do not win; and win or lose,

you have made an excell~nt propaganda for India in the heart of
London, besides being certain of a seat next time.
·
It was a to).lgh fight and a gallant fight, but, as apprehended,
it ended in Dadabhai' s defeat. His Conservative opponent had
everything on his side-personal influenct and wealth, the strong
Tory charact~r of the constituency, the antipathy of Englishmen
generally to the Home Rule policy of G~adstone, and above all,
a split in the Liberal camp. Nevertheless, the Gladstonian Liberal ·
sectJ,red as many._as r,95~ yates against 3,651 cast in fa~o·ur of
Colonel Duncan.
had made the best of a forlorn hope. The
result, though not a triumph, inspired hopes of success at a subsequent election.
''Just got Reuter's mentioning your defeat,"· ran a message
from Malabari. "It does not matter. For in spite of all our
enthusiasm we were prepared more for this than any other
result." Expressing a fervent hope for his success at the next
election, he advised his· friend: "Try to cultivate the better class ·

He
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of Conservative politicians. Your speech at• Holbom does not
preclude you from this."
•
Dadabhai lost not a moment in resuming the fight. On the
very day of the declaration of his glorious defeat commenced
hi?second and more superb struggle, which was to end, six ~ars
later, in a victory. In a letter to Lord Ripon (July 7) he wrote:
I had reasonable chances of success, but we now find that the
• we had anticipated.
split among the Liberals was far deeper than
Out of those who had voted at the last year's election, nearly
I,ooo did not vote this time, leaving alone some 3,000 odd
voters who had not voted last year also. I hope after wl:tat I have •
done in the short space of 9 days, your Lordship and the party
will help me to a good seat.

To Hyndman he said:
Think over and see what should be my next move. The
Liberals of Holborn seem to be quite indifferent to the Liberaf
Party. They have no organization and there seems to be very
little chance of one being formed. . . • So I do not see much
hope in sticking to this place.

To George Birdwood, too, he appealed for help:
I have done my best. It now remains with Mr. Wyllie to take
me up soon and p~ me into a safe seat. I saw him yesterday
and I urged that he should now get me a good constituency.

To Josephine Butler~ who was deeply interested in the daring
struggle of one ofindia's noblest sons to make history, he wrote:
My whole fight was straightforward, fair, and honourable, and
Col. Duncan both privately and in proposing thanks to the
Returning Officer expressed his thanks to me and his gratification
at the manner in which I had fought.

In Mr. Sidney Webb (now Lord Passfield), who was then
Honorary Secretary to the Holbom Liberal Committee, Dadabhai
found another willing helper. His views on currency and exchange
coincided with Dadabhai' s. In one of his letters to Dadabhai
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(September 27, r~6), concerning the election campaign, he
~pressed his satisfaction a! Dadabhai' s intervention in the con-

troversy then raging on· the silver question.
I am glad (he said) you .have been backing up the econolilic
•view of silver and the currency question. I sometimes fear . . .
that we shall be let in for the bimetallist swindle.

T. P. Gower, Selitetary to the Liberal Association, was also
helpful. In acknowledging Dadabhai's "very liberal donation
towards the funds for Liberal Organization in Holbom," he
• wrote {~J ovember 8) :
We have been waiting a little to aScertain to what; if any,
extent the central organizing commission would co-operate with
us as we have insufficient funds to do the work thoroughly. I
- believe that we shall ultimately get some assistance from that
quarter, and I am now writing to Webb to meet me and determine
what preliminary steps we shall take in the meantime, in view of
the timely assistance you have given.
While Dadabhai was thus busy preparing for the next contest,
some of his friends in India ·keeniy felt his want in his own
country, where they thought he could · more usefully occupy
himself in active patriotic service. Malabari thought so too and ·
wrote (..t\.ugust 3I):.
In the Legislative Council we want : strong man. I don't like
the ring of recent· discussions therein. Your presence is thus every
way necessary. On the other. hand, I ~ow it is grievous to call
you out now. You have commenced exceedingly well-and
though the Conservatives seem to be stronger than I expected,
still you need not quite despair of getting in. Even outside Parliament you can do more than anybody or many ,other bodies .put
together .... But the trouble is we are unable to help you in the
good cause without your being here helping us to help the
country. There is no organisation without you here. . . . All
things considered, I think you better return by November or
December.... This will enable you to preside at the National
Congress, Bengal, which you must do. Come here, •kick up
organisations, collect materials and go again, if you like;
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Day after day the election work grew on •Dadabhai, and the
need for a Secretary was keenly felt. Slender as his resource~
were, he consulted Malabari as to wlietlier he should incur the
expenses and whether Dinsha Wacha would care to accept the
appointment. Malabari wrote in reply:
•
The idea about a private Secretary is a good one. Dinsha may
come, but I fear he will be a loser, as he is about to join Mr. Tata
on a larger salary; I don't think a Europe~ will cost more than
Dinsha would. But if D. comes, I shall be very glad for your
sake and his and of the country.
The proposal, however, had to be dropped. The que~tion of
expense caused much anxiety. Dadabhai's resources were hardly
sufficient to keep him in England for a year or two, whereas
it might take from five to seven years before there was another
General Election. Some friends and Princes had helped him
in the past: they might help again. Malabari sounded a few,•
but in letter after letter he complained of the apathy of friends.
In one of the epistles he said: "Mr. R. D. Mehta sends message
from Calcutta . . . it is useless to expect the Bengalees to do
anything for Dadabhai." In another he deplored the indifference
of Bombay friends:
It is no use trying Messrs. Mehta and Telang before a beginning
has been made. The,- do not like the idea of your staying in
England. But before seeing all these I'll see Sir W. W.
As regards Upper In~ia, too, he had nothing encouraging to
report.
I had a long talk with Mr. Hume about a friend. He despairs
of Upper India doing anything. For Lal Mohun Ghose, he says,
Bengal gave no more than Rs. n,ooo. Besides, Mr. Hume thinks
you ought not to spend more than Rs. ro,ooo on one election.
I explained your position fully to him, how much and in how
many ways you have to spend. But it was not much use, and
I dropped the matter.
Next to election expenses, the fmancial position of the Voice

of India Press was another source of anxiety.
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We have beln short of money at office for some time (wrote
1\;lalabari, December ~9). The Voice has paid well, but the
Voice Press has not,' and besides there are bills which customers
are very slow to pay. The Spectator has lost some custom....
• The Voice also has lost~ and I am afraid it' will lose more next year.
'

There was yet another source of worry; the failure of a friend.
Notwithstanding t~e bitter experience of the past, Dadabhai
had advanced a sum of £2,ooo to a Parsi friend in England
with whom he had business relations: That sweet-tongued ·
• business inan put off payment, from year's end to year's end,
putting• forward one excuse or another, and yet coniplaiillng
that Dadabhai was using strong language in his letters demanding payment. Dadabhai explained that it was against _
his nature to be hard on anyone in difficulty. "Do pray,
pay me· my money," he begged, "I have a large payment to
• make very early and I need all the money you owe to me to
meet this requirement and other current expenses. . ~ . What
a _trouble you have proved to me! Do relieve me of it."
Two years later, when he was getting more and more anxious
about his own financial position, we fmd him appealing to the '
same debtor in these piteous terms: "You do not seem to have
any idea of the worry you cause me. Do think more of me.
That you should leave me in the positi~n of begging of you in
this matyier for my money is sad."
.
Such difficulties, however, did not deflect Dadabhai in the
least from the path of public service chalked- out for him by
himself, or deter him for a moment from rushing to the help
of friends in distress. To give only one instance. With Major
Evans Bell of the Madras Staff Corps and his family Dadabhai
was on intimate terms. The gallant Major loved India and had done his best to promote her interests as an historian and a controyersialist. Maharaja Tookajee Rao Holkar owed much to him
for active assistance in clearing his character. The charge against
the Prince was that he_ did not, at the first burst of the Sepoys'
revolt in 1857, rush to the aid of the British as the other Chiefs,
who had received territorial rewards for their loyalty, had done.
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For twenty years he demanded a fair inquiry: but died with the
calumnies officially fixed on him unreitJ.oyed. Bell, at last, cleareci
his name. After patient research and study of official documents,
he ;stablished in a confidential appeal, published subsequently,
that on the fatal July 1 the Maharaja had collected within •his
palace every one of the British residents that he could and had,
at the risk of his own life, refused to sacrifice a hair of their heads.
Mysore, too, owed not a little to Bell fo~its existence as an
Indian State. Never did any man fight a better fight for those
who were injured or oppressed and no one had such claims on •
the gratitude of the Princes and the people of India as "he had.
Early in the year 1887 his health gave way.
Pray come and see us (wrote Mrs. Bell in distress, May 27).
An awful blow is fallen on me. Major Bell is (the cfoctor tells
me) incurable and will not be here long, they think. His heart is
broken, though he is not to know how ill he is yet. . . . Pray·
come and tell him India will be sure to do something for him
in the end.
Dadabhai went straight to his friend, cheered him up, and
arranged to have an address presented to him, thanking him for
his numerous published works on Indian questions and for his
eminent services to India, and expressing sympathy in his illness.
He also wrote to vario~s Princes to give financial help to the
dying man. He sent Mrs. Bell a cheque: she could only accept
it as a loan and sent Jpm a promissory note for the amount.
The address was adopted at a meeting hurriedly held at the
Westminster Palace Hotel, presided over by Dadabhai, and it
gave no little comfort to the hero who was struggling on like
a wounded lion to his death.
There was no response from the Princes. Dadabhai also
approached Major Bell's brother. The Major passed away. His
high-_souled widow wrote to Dadabhai:
Through you and Mr. Chesson and Mr. Wood I was enabled
to make my beloved husband's death-bed not all sadness. None
but I know the martyrdom of his life. The debts mentioned
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before, includit!g my debt of honour to' your generous and ~oble
self, i shall work hard to pay.
·

In another letter

(Q~tober

17) she wrote:

The more .we think of your kindness the more we feel o-ver• powered. Lina (her daughter) and I will never cease to think of
· it and hope we may somehow and some day be useful to you,
though we hope. the lion will never need the mouse!
The lion, however, did need and did soon receive her valued
.
_
help in connexion with his election.
Mrs .• Bell had worked all her life in view .of the straitened
circumstances of her husband. After his death she recommenced
her work at the Hyde Park Academy of Music, refusing to accept
·
the amount sent by relatives. ·

All my schools have waited for me (she said). Lina will be at
her studio on Monday, so we two will fight the Demon Debt.
He cannot conquer, for even if I die I am insured beyond his
claim.

..

..<._Towards..the .dosing:-.days.-of..the...y:ear,,.I.S,M..,~~m~.£:to"'t)adabhai

a.s!lll.from:.,.In~i:~:-.~t9·~·<l-tJen.d,.!he..,~~£~q~~~~~ll..~~f~M!4!w..
Na·cionaLCongress. Dadabhai.~went to. Calcut.ta dur.jr.J.gJ;::;.b#stmas
week.,,.anJ
..·was·elected···Presid.ent...,...J;lis.,.Rr.esidential
Address--was
,.,-·· .
.
.
remarkable~for ..its .. tone~.oLmoderatio:n~d.,..r,estraint.• ,.~~What is
i{for which we are now. met~" he asked. "Is this Congress a
nursery for sedition and rebellion against .the British G<?vemment
(cries of 'No! Not) or is it another stone in the foundation of the
stability of that Government~ (Cries of 'Yes! Yes!') . . . Let us .
speak out like men ....and ...prodaim~that,.,we,,,.:J.re,....JR¥41..uto . the

.bad.~bo'ne."

The Congress had 'been criticized for failure to promote social
reform. Dadabhai put in a vigorous plea in defence' of its policy.

g We- are me~ .tog~~:S.~ ,!;P2¥..t!s::!.~~2.4Y...!S.l;~F!Ea~;!~. our

frulers _og;.,p.9ht+c.~~<U>PJJ!lgQJ?,S,,,nQh;t9.::~sptss_-~QC:IaJ...,-fefet;ms,_, and
blame us for ignoring these, you should equally blame the
lHouse of Commons for· not discussing the abstruser problems of

. 1if you
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mathematics or metaphysics. But, besides this, there are here
Hindus of every caste, amongst -w:hom, even in the same province 11
customs and social arrangements diffeiwtdely. There are Mahomedans and Christians of various denominations, Parsis, Sikhs,
•Brahmos-men, indeed, of each and all of these numerous
classes which constitute in the aggregate the people of India. How
can this gathering of all classes discuss the social reforms needed
in each individual class ? What do any of us.know of the internal
home life, of the customs, traditions, feelings, prejudices of any
class but our own? How could a gathering, a cosmopolitan
gathering like this, discuss to any purpose reforms needed in any •
_one class? Only the members of that class can effecti"ely deal
with the reforms therein needed. A National Congress must
confine itself to questions in which the entire nation has a direct
participation, and it must leave the adjustment of social reforms
and other class questions to class Congresses.
·

It was only natural that Dadabhai should refer, in this address,.
to the question of representation of India in Parliament:
All the most fundamental questions on which hinge the entire
form and character of the administration (said he) are decided by
Parliament. No matter what it is, Legislative Councils or the
Services-nothing can be reformed until Parliament moves and
enacts modifications of the existing Acts. Not one single genuine
Indian voice is there in Parliament to tell at least what the native
view is on any question. This was most forcibly urged upon me
by English gentlemen, who are in Parliament themselves; they
said they always fel~it to be a great defect in Parliament, that it
did not contain one single genuine representative of the people
of India.
"

This session.of the Congress was notable for the scheme of
Council Reform adumbrated under the guidance of Dadabhai
as President. After ·this, there was a recurring demand at each
Congress session that Indians should be allowed, through their
elected representatives, a voice in the Legislatures. After having
attended the Congress ,session at Bombay in 1889, <:::_hades
>tJ ~~adlaugh, "the protagonist oflost causes" and "the friend and
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champillD-'"Q(fuQi;J;,:•_intr.,o,.4J!occ~4,.a.,.J3il.J,in.W.~~lfqg~f;J~Lf:~qiJJJl?.ons

frir constitutiona1-reform.-..Y.~~211!1...!.9"~·3,-!l,l,~"'l).,.,.§,.¥f£~tag.,..2(State
for India, however, offered to bring in a Bill of his owri during ,
::\t~~ following year. B~ad1au~h:~with~ew••Ja~s.Eil1.~.l1.t..he.,.4i,d"l:!ot
il,re.~o.:·s~th:J;.Q¢sl3;.G~!~i~l\IP.fS?~~-g,~:&Ul-•..,wpi9b.:"u,J.~\m-2J¥~Y~~~S.~I:P.~ ...
~t")1"£kl.§9~-.,G9w.p~u::eg~'Ylth~~~adl;mgl:!.,.~,~m.'t.l~~~~~.;t"greatly

~-;t~..Wit~,4.,m<f.asure. Dadabhai. was not satisfied, nor the public

ge!J.erally. The.•.so-:eme~.. right •..of. election "'conferr~d,.,,.up.d,er it,
on-the~LoGal.-Boclies·.and-.ether.eleGtorates,~was~suhject~to~accept

ap,cc;:,.9.r.,,r~j~J::tiql1 "py"'9gz~!!llW~At,~.'Ihe. artillery of the Congress
·was, thetefore, directed on the provisions · of the Act and the
4.4~cts.~qf"th~:.Jeglll:;ttiqn~~f~¥1.l~~PP.P.~t it.
<{, !he. ~ext mos~jmp.ortant ser.vice rendered by Dadabhai..durin.g
(this ~s1t ~o IIi.~~ was t~e evid<::n~~~J·A~,,·~~}j~;.P~tot~;;the:.:<P,ublic
SeJ:Vl~e:,Gomnnsslo.n.,_whichww..~...W~~"'s~ttmg....l.ll Bombay. He had
~itated for years for such an inquiry; he had moved a resolution
at the previous session of the Cqp.gress; asking Government to
embark on the inquiry;, and just before he gave the evi~ence
he had published in England a paper on the question. The ready
response from Government was hailed by him as a proof of the
sincerity of the desire of the rulers to do something at least
towards the removal of a great wrong.
h:t,.his~evidence~I2adabhai. ,~.tressed.,.~g~..,..qerrum.d..,,for~, holding
simultaneous -examinations_ in England _and -lridia,.,th,e ,..s_tandard
and-testrof~qualifications; pay, leave, and ·pension.,alkrwances
being alike for.:.~L~;ll).didates ... -~'Any proposal to fix a portion
of the service to be allotted to natives would," he submitted,
"viqJ<l,t~ the· fundamental· principle- .of the ·A<::t"'of..~.,8J.J.~:4ll.d of
. the Proclamation of r858 ... Should, .howey~,~;•._.~Gov:emment be
not prepared to do full justice . . . Gov~rnment may, for the
present, provide that until further experience was obtained, a
quarter o'r half of the successful candidates should be English."
The main. grievance, .the gravamen of his complaint, he said,
was the requirement of temporary residence in England precedent
to first competition.
Witness after witness supported Dadabhai. in his demand.
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/ C:oncerted opposition, however, came from ~.section of his own
fellow-countrymen, Muhammadans, who feared that an examination held in India would lead to ~ preponderance of Hindus
in the Civil Service to the detriment of the interests of their
•
own community.
•
With the greatest chagrin Dadabhai learnt, after he returned
to London, that. his friend Kazi Shahbuddin had also joined in
the opposition. On July_.Is,. 1887, he wrote•to Kazi in anguish:
How your action has paralysed not only our own efforts, but
the hands of our English friends, and how keenly I feel this, •
JllOre so because you have based your action on selfish• interests,
that because the. Muhammadans are backward, therefore you
would not allow the Hindus and all India to go forward. . . .
In the House of Commons I think Mr. .Bright has stqutly urged
the necessity of an examination in India to put us on an equality
with English candidates. Today when he would and could
have urged the same thing with ten times the force, he feefs
himself staggered, and owing to your opposition he feels puzzled
and cannot help .us. What a blight you have thrown upon our
future and how you have retarded our progress for a long time
to come! This disunion will hurt us in a variety of ways. I do not
know whether I can hope that before the Commission's work
has ended, you will still undo the mischief in some way.

•

..

•
CHAPTER XX

•
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ACK to Englafld, Dadabhai was busy reconnoitring the
battlefield. Of all the constituencies suggested· to him, he
• ~~~ry;~~.2!-~~g~~~g:oli?:.:lletter to
Malabatr (March 2, 1887), he wrote: This week I had pretty
good work in canvassing the executive of a particular constituency-Central Finsbury. This is private!" A week later, he
informed _his friend that there seemed to be good chances of
success. He had impressed on everyone that he was a Home
~uler, not one who would give merely a silent vote in the House,
but one who would work actively for the cause. His whole time
was at his command and he was prepared to devote it to the
work of the constituency. He was also desirous of getting certain
measures for reform in the administration of India- passed in
Parli:).mept, and should he be successful, the ·electors of Central
Finsbury would have, he said, the blessings of the Indian people
for enabling "a small single voice" to speak on their behalf in
the Imperial Assembly.
•
How things were moving in his favour .his family learnt
through another channel. It was a letter f.t;om Fram Dadina, who ·
was then a student at Cambridge, to Maki Dadabhai:
Your dear Pa has just passed his Previous Examination in
Politics. Just fancy the idea of an old man of 62 going in for
such labour! Hope all of us will be half as_ useful. You will know
more about it in. a fortnight, but for the present I must leave
you-certainly, in suspense, with regret, as I myself do not know.
much. Guess as much as yqu can and let me know, and we shall
see whether y~u tum good prophet or not?

Referring to. this letter in her letter of July 17, 1888, Maki
wrote to her father:
I
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Our rather anxious dispirited spirits abcrut you were revived
by dear Fram. . . . The only thing I can make out is that yqu
have secured a seat and as he writes that you have passed your
exam., you have chances of success on your side.

•

It was, however, only the first hurdle that was leapt over; a
good many more remained to put Dadabhai' s strength and power
of endurance to the severest test to which• they had ever been
subjected during his life.
The interesting story of the "examination" begins with the.
resignation submitted in March 1888 by the Hon. •Howard
Spensley, candidate for Central Finsbury. The General Council
of the Liberal and Radical Association for the Division asked
its Executive Committee to submit the names of four .gentlemen
for the selection of a candidate to fill the vacant position. Out
of thirteen candidates whose names were before the Committe~
they selected four, of whom Dadabhai was the second. The first
choice was Earl Compton, son of the Marquess ofNorthampton.
He, however, declined to stand; and another election took place~
According to the notes left behind by Dadabhai, "some eight
or ten ballots had taken place in the course of six months, from
March to August," and he had stood first on all occasions except
when Lord Compton was in the field. At the election, held on
August 15, eight nam~s were submitted to the members, with
the result that in the last ballot Dadabhai was the first of the
four selected, the other three being Richard Eve, F. A. Ford,
and Cyril Dodd.
On the following day, Edward Jacob, Secretary to the Association, wrote to Dadabhai: "Please allow me to congratulate
you. The voting last night was as follows: Mr. Naoroji 49,
Mr. Eve 45, Mr. Ford 23, and Mr. Dodd 7." Eve, too, congratulated his rival. It was a proud moment in Dadabhai's life;
in his weekly letter to the family he wrote: "It has been a very
good beginning. I have earned, as far as I can judge, respect
and credit from all sides; from my opponents and friends."
The very next day, however, when he saw the Secretary,
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he was informed that a requisition for another meeting was:
~eing signed. Dadabhai was indignant. The version of the other:
side, however, was that there had been no valid election. Accord-:
ing·to an interview given, a year later, by one of the scrutmeers,[
named Brighty, to a representative of the Holborn G~ardfan:
(September 14, r889), Dadabhai's own friends were responsible'
for .the . muddle in which the members of the Party foundf
themselves. Immedi<!tely after the result of the votes taken at the'
last election had been announced, he said, Dadabhai' s friends;
shouted "hurrah"
and rushed out of the room.
iI
•
.

.

I

The final announcement had not been made, the final vote had
not been taken, and the Chairman said he would not take th~
fmal vote that night, on account of so many leaving the roomJ
There.were several gentlemen near the platform who said, "Yort
must put the final vote and then we would demand a division" J
but the Chairman thought under the circumstances it would b~ ·
unfair to Mr. Naoroji's friends to put the final vote and to gran~
a division on that night, and he did not do so. I have no doubt
as one of the tellers that if Mr. Naoroji's friends had acted properlx
and remained . till the final vote was put and the division, if
demanded, taken, the Chairman would have had to pronounce tha~
Mr. Naoroji was the choice of the Council.
Strange that in th~ circumstanceS the· Secretary of the Asso~
ciation should have written to Dadabhar, immediately after th~
meeting, congratulating him on his election. There was not
word in his letter about the protest or about the fact that thJ
fmal. vote yet remained to be t~en~ It is still more astonishing
that F. Schnadhorst, the highest organizing officer of th~
National Liberal Federation, should have written to Dadabhal
(August r8):
I

a

'

i

Pray do not be influenced by the attack on you. You hav~
been fairly seleCted and it is our duty to support you. I will dq
everything I can.
Dadabhai had not received the slightest help fr~m the Liberal
Headquarters in conne:xion witl:J. his previous contest, nor

ha4
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he so far received any encouragement from ~hem in his second
venture. He was, therefore, delighted to receive Schnadhorst:S
letter and regarded it as the support of i:he central organization.
"If you give way at Finsbury," said Schnadhorst to Dadabhai
at ·an interview, "you will not have the remotest chanc• of
being accepted by any other constituency." Schnadhorst was
also opposed to the suggestion that the matter should be referred
to arbitration; he advised Dadabhai to go •on steadily with his
work and promised "all necessary support" at the proper time.
In pursuance of the opposition's requisition, a fresh meeting
was called by the local authorities for September 3. :e>adabhai •
declined to go to that meeting, contending that the Council had
no right to interfere with the decisive vote of August IS. "I
cannot see," he added, "how you feel justified in co~tenancing
such a proceeding as that a fresh vote should be taken on the
ground that the majority was small. Had the vote been agains!
me, even by the casting vote of the Chairman, I should have
considered myself honourably bound by it."
In what fighting form he was may be gathered from his letter
to his "Dears All" (September 7):
Last Monday, 3rd September, the requisition meeting of the
Council was held. My protest against any interference with the
last vote in my faveiur of rsth August thrown aside and a fresh
vote is passed in favour of Mr. Richard Eve. They have thus
thrown the gauntlet to me and I have picked it up. I have informed
them that I will goero the poll and contest the seat. I have called
a public meeting for Monday next roth September to tell the
Electors that I will not retire but go to the poll when election
comes. So I have now tough work before me.
Pretty tough work it was too! The family got a glimpse of
it in his letter of November 9: "My work is going on at
Central Finsbury. Both money and mind have a hard pull upon
them. But must do one's duty, or life is hardly worth living."
Where his duty lay in such circumstances was stated in clearer
terms in his address to the public meeting, held in Foresters'

z'6I
FINSBURY
;.
•
Hall, Clerkenwell; on September I I. The following extract
kom a published repo~t 9f the speech left no ~oubt as to his
intentions.
MEMBER
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• What could they think of him, and how could they regard his
conduct if he shrank from maintaining his rights ? Liberalis~
would be unworthy of the name, and the high and noble prin':..
ciples which it embodied, and with which it was and had throug~
all political struggles and contests been heretofore associated and
identified, if an innovation of that kind were allowed to pass
unc~allenged. In fact, ·the Liberal ranks would be shattered to
1
pieces if they tolerated such· an arbitrary- and unprecedented.
proceeding.
Fifty-three member~ of the Council had submitted a protest
aga~t the holding of the second meeting. It was totally ignored. '.
His supporters were treated with derision, and they had to leave .
the room in a body, as a further protest and repudiation of any '
responsibility for the illegal proceedings. They were very much '
mistaken if they imagined for one moment that he would yield
to such pressure. Indeed, if he were to give way;. he would be '
acting in contradiction to the whole course of conduct of his
life, "which had been an endeavour to fight fairly, and· battle
for right and justice."
At the meeting the Secretary submitted that the communication he had addressed to Dadabhai sh~uld not have been construed "as an official letter." It did not mention the name of
the Association in any way; nor was his name signed to it as
Han. Secretary to the Association. What, then, about a great
many more letters from Jacob which were in Dadabhai' s possession and which did not bear the words "Hon. Secretary"?.
Were they not, asked Dadabhai, to be treated as official? Official
or unofficial, the letter recorded the simple fact that there were
49 votes in his favour, the highest recorded; and he was concerned with facts, not with polemics. The audience was with
him. It was proposed and seconded that those present at the
meeting pledged themselves to give justice and'fair play to "Mr.
Naoroji'' at ,the poll. To this .an amendment was moved to the
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effect that the meeting was of opinion that the •differences between
the Association and Dadabhai should be left to arbitration. Wha't
a warm reception was accorded to this amendment may be
gathered from the following extract from the printed report
of the proceedings:
•
Mr. Wildbore said ... he believed Mr. Naoroji to be a sound
good Radical, a man worthy to represent ~y constituency, but
as an elector of Central Finsbury he had not only to study the
claims of Mr. Naoroji, but he had also to study what would be
the most likely means of winning the seat. He had no ~esitation •
in saying that Mr. Naoroji had committed an error (cries of
"No! No!") The members of the Council had invited Mr.
Naoroji and Mr. Eve to attend the meeting of September 3,
but Mr. Naoroji declined. With reference to the let.ter of Mr.
Jacob, he felt satisfied that it was not official-("Yes" and
"Bunkum")___,. ... he should like to call attention (cries of
"Time" and uproar) to the action of the Association (cries of
"Hall & Co."). So great was the uproar at this period that
Mr. Wildbore's observations were completely drowned.

The amendment was lost by a large majority.
The deputation that had waited upon Dadabhai had tried to
impress upon him that they had been suggesting arbitration
because they believed ~e was not strong enough and because
they were anxious that the chances of success should not be
jeopardized. Dadabhai, however, said that when he was selected,
there was no question ot condition about his being strong enough
to win the seat. Any subsequent excuse that he was not strong
enough was "not only unjustifiable but unworthy of being
brought forward, to back out of, or to break, the pledges so
clear, unqualified, sympathetic, and spontaneous."Weak or strong,
he was determined to go to the poll, and the stalwart, who had
never yet known what it was to be discomfited, went on steadily
forging his way to the goal he had in view, defying threats of
opposition from opponents and desertion by friends, defying
every obstacle. He paid house-to-house visits to the electors,
attended ward meetings, gave numerous talks and lectures,
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presided at or addressed political meetings, soci;u meetings, and
!lS)irees, attended ~xhibitions, concerts, pe1:formances in aid of
charities, and kept himself .constantly before the eyes of the
electorate. The more he came in contact with the voters, ·the
betier was he understood. His phenomenal energy and tenacity
. niade him a popular figure in the neighbourhood. At every ward
meeting he reiterated his determination to go to the poll and
admiring au~liences •passed resolution after resolution, pledging
support to him at the election. Thereafter, an election committee
was formed; more than two hundred dectorsjoinedit and signed
• individmllyadeclarationto~ecure his return at theensuingelection~
as the properly elected candidate for: the Finsbury Division.
Such support was, however, nothing' compared with that
given unwittingly by Lord Salisbury. One night Dadabhai went to ,
sleep, still. a nameless figure in the world of British politics, and
·woke to fmd himselffamous. In his notorious Edinburgh speech
"on November 30, whilst trying to explain away why the Conservative majority in the latest Holbonl. contest .had dwindled,
the Premier of England indulged in language reminiscent of that
used by slave-owners to coloured people.
It ·was undoubtedly a smaller majority than Col. Duncan
-obtained; but then Colonel Duncan was opposed by a black man;
and however great the progress cif mankind has been, and however
far we have advanced in overcoming •prejudices, I doubt if we
have yet got to that point of view where a British constituency
would elect a black man.

•

The audience shouted "shame," and cheered the speaker, little
dreaming that the mud flung at the eminent Indian was to
. bespatter the noble Lord himself, to his consternation.
I am speaking roughly, continued Lord S~lisbury aniidst
laughter and cries of "hear, hear," and usmg language in its
colloquial sense, because I imagine the colour is not exactly black,
but, at all events, he was a man of another race.

Those two words-BLACK MAN-simply kicked Dadabhai into
fame. The name of the hitherto little-known Indian, difficult
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of articulation as it had so far been, was ~ithin twenty-four
hours on the lips of everyone throughout the United Kingdom.!
Wide of any applicability to him as th~se words were, they caused
Dadabhai not the least annoyance; on the contrary, he regarded
such an attack as a blessing in disguise. To the whole of India,
however, the impudent allusion to racial difference gave great
offence; it was resented also in Liberal circles, and the Gladstonians lost not a moment in turning it ro political account.
The British public too, as a whole, appeared to have been shocked
by the maladroit attack of the Premier. In political contests a
good deal of licence is allowed to one's tongue, but ~ven to '
such licence there is a becoming limit. Moreover, in this case,
it was not an ordinary partisan indulging in a sneer on a political
platform. It was the Prime Minister of England, .who was
expected to remember, even in the excitement of an election
campaign, that it was his duty, as one holding the highest office.
in the British Empire, more than that of any other British subject,
to cement by his personal example of courtesy and sympathy
the ties of loyalty and attachment between England and the
countries owning allegiance to the British Crown. Even his own
friends, therefore, stood aghast at his words, calculated, as they
appeared to be, to excite racial prejudice. The British friends
of Dadabhai, who had regarded him as no less than an Englishman during his prolonged residence in England, felt impelled
to tell Lord Salisbury that Dadabhai' s skin was little darker
than his own. Speaking of Dadabhai as his "revered and saintlike friend," George Birdwood observed, in his Introduction to
Sorabji Jehangir' s Representative Men ofIndia, that the most cursory
examination of Dadabhai' s portrait would "suffice to show how
altogether inaccurately, through the casual use of a colloquialism,
Lord Salisbury applied to the owner of so Caucasian a head the
descriptive phrase of black man!"
In fact, in commending him to the Liberal Association of
Holborn,William Digby had anticipated objection to the selection
of Dadabhai on racial grounds and had clinched that issue in
his letter of February 16, 1888:
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Though bearihg so strongly Indian a name, Mr. Naoroji is
to all intents and purposes an Englishman as well as an English
subject. His long re~idence in this country and his thorough
mastery of our tongue, added to his English appearance, take
.away. any objection which might occur (all other things betng
satisfactory) to his not being an Englishman.· ,
.
This estimate of the ·Indian candidate was confirmed by
Schnadhorst in his l~tter to Digby (August 18):
In my ~pinion, although a Parsi is much handicapped in an
constituency, Naoroji is not only the better man and
politician of the two, but is more likely to win. Naoroji will be
more liked the better he is known-Eve just the opposite.
Eng~sh

It was !ln Indian of such outstanding reputation wh~m the
petty-minded, peer had tried to disparage. Little did he dream
that such an. insult would ·add one more to the battle-cries of
Liberalism and that his offensive words would be flung in his
teeth from the Solway to the Severn. Statesmen like Gladstone
and Mor~ey seized the opportunity forthwith to have the Premier
pilloried..
,
The first to fall on Salisbury was John Morley. At a Liberal
and Radical demonstration, held in Foresters' Hall, Clerkenwell,
'on December 12, he reminded the audience that he had remarked a year ago that when Lord Sa!isbury made a speech,
that speech was sure to contain ·at least one blazing mdiscretion.
His ·friends would hardly· deny that th• speech in which his
.Lordship had warned them to maintain the Empire and endeavoured to explain the Holborn election contained a vety
blazing indiscretion. Now that was no vulgar Jingo of the street.
"It was," he said, "the Prime Minister. It was the man who
spoke in the name of the people of England from his position,
and it was the fault of London that Salisbury held the position ·
he did."
·
Speaking at Limehouse Town Hall, three days later, Gladstone
asked the audience to look across the sea, where their responsibilities were so great. He was referring. to the expression used
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by the Prime Minister which had given deep offence to many
millions of their fellow-countrymel} ip. India. Having committed that fault in an unhappy moment of forgetfulness, should
he.not have offered an·apology? They waited for that apology,
and the people of India waited for it.
•
Such wars of words are no criterion of the real feeling of the
populace, but the numerous letters that poured in, from Englishmen from all parts of the country, from triends and strangers
alike, emphatically expressing their abhorrence of the language
used by the Premier and their wish to see Dadabhai enter Parliament, established clearly that he had been placed prominently•
• before the English public by Lord Salisbury's sneer. In a
way, it was also a matter for congratulation that this incident
brought into play the better emotions of the English people and
awakened in them a sense of reality of the unity of their Empire
in the East.
•
It was reported that even Queen Victoria had expressed her
grief that one of her Indian subjects should have been insulted
by her own Prime Minister. In giving this news, the Bradford
Daily Telegraph observed (December r8):

.

Lord Salisbury has, no doubt, expressed his contrition to the
Queen. Her Majesty, it is well known, appreciates very highly
the Indian servants avhom she now possesses, and they are most
of them much darker than Mr; Naoroji.

For the next few w€eks "Salisbury's Black Man" was flooded
with invitations to teas and luncheons and dinners, the most
notable being the banquet given by the members of the National
Liberal Club on January 21, 1889, to mark their disapproval
of Lord Salisbury's intolerant language. Lord Ripon, who presided and proposed the health of the guest of the evening, said
they had done well to mark their high sense of Dadabhai' s
character and of the services which he had rendered both to
India and to England. To Salisbury's folly he discreetly made
_ only a distant allusion, which gracefully vindicated the honour
of both the guest of the evening and his outraged countrymen.
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Mr. Naoroji •(he said) was well entitled to represent amongst
them the culture, the intelligence, and the public spirit of his
land, and he would ·only say that if he should hereafter fmd his
way into the British House of Commons, he would mak~ a most
• valuable member of that illustrious assembly, and a very adrnir~ble
representative of the Indian people.
·
In responding to ehe toast Dadabhai observed that he regarded
the occasion and the events of the few preceding days as an
epoch in Indian history. Frederic Harrison then proposed "The
• Unity
the Empire" and W. Hunter, "Our F~llow-subjects in
India." Thus were ·sentiments of common respect, of commoll
. citizenship, and of membership of one polity, with a commqn
system of education and civilization, stimulated from different
platforms· and different forums, bringing to Dadabhai support
from many an unexpected quarter.
• At any rate, Schnadhorst and Arnold Morley, two pillars of
the Liberal organization, now seemed to recognize thatDadabhai
h~pg$itign~in-.the"'Liberal..ranks..,.whi~h.non~.cpgld~.q~estion,
a~y~e4.h-.ip~)9_.,g~-~~1.14;~R~ek., .e~,.,..Xil!i<W~?."me,~~.illg~_.. h.-eld

oJ

in..fw:.~he~;;mc;e~.nttb-s.J;~ikL.aJH'fP.:;\\l.,&~,:J¥J.iJ:ing JJ;~~~gh:J;·~.on~Janu~TY·· 21, -I89p,•..,he,,.remarked.,faGetiously: "I am,~.quite,.a ,.boy at
s~ho.ol~now,.,a~sx~!:..1§.ll:~Jt..,JS\.P~s1 ..!?:2,,.,<:;g,.si,gf~.<::~~m.in~;.i.,9!1~~in
la~g~FH.~g~~ip,gs(' .
.
•
Some poor electors were under a delusion that Dadabhai was
a millionaire, as he had undertaken to· bear all election expenses.
This led to constant demands on his sleT!der purse. He had to
plead inability in several cases a~d for those whom ·he helped
he laid down a condition that they were not to canvass for'
him or induce any elector to vote for him.
Ifl am to lend you money (he wrote to A. R., a working man
of the borough) I must sacrifice your assistance in any way at the
time of election. This I want you to· understand distinctly;
secondly, though I might subscribe to any public movement on
behalf of the working· man, I cannot undertake to help each
individual working man privately.
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Other more artful beggars asked for loaris, not alms, but it
was easy for Dadabhai to take shelter qn4er the Corrupt Practicei6
Act and plead his helplessness to render assistance in that way.
~elieving that Dadabhai had been unfairly treated, although
he had a majority of the Association with him, Schnadhorstohad
encouraged Dadabhai to persist in his candidature. Later, however, he appeared to have thought that his judgment was formed
somewhat hastily. There was a strong caud~s opposed to Dadabhai, causing a split in the Liberal Party in the constituency.
He believed along with many other members of the Party
that the best, if not the only method of healing the ditision in •
the Party was by arbitration-a course which both sides could
accept with honour and which no true Party man could be
justified in rejecting. Dadabhai's opponent had accepted arbitration, but he had defmitely refused it; no amount of persuasion
could in the least degree shake his determination. In the circum~
stances the promised support was withdrawn. Dadabhai regarded
it as a breach of faith.
The consideration uppermost in the minds of the Party officials
was how the seat could be won. Without a united Party the
seat could not have been regained and the Party could not have
been united unless the rival candidates had consented to arbitration. The proposal for arbitration was, therefore, revived.
During the interval, h~wever, Dadabhai had worked hard and
secured active help from the electors. Apart from that consideration, he held tha• the acceptance of such a proposal would
be a cowardly and suicidal act-no constituency in the United
Kingdom would have him thereafter. Through his Election
Committee he sent a statement explaining why he could not
and should not go to arbitration. The breach thereupon grew
wider and the struggle harder. In a letter to Malabari (December 13) he wrote: "The seat would be lost to Conservatives, but
. my course is not changeable, I shall go on, happen what may."
Dadabhai could not have been oblivious of the fact that by
rejecting arbitration he had placed himself in a false position
with the Liberal Party. He, however, honestly felt that he could
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not recede fr~m tire position taken up by lllm without betraying
his supporters, and with~ut disgracing himself apd discrediting
his country. He could not help thinking that the Central Liberal
organization would never have ~shed to put him ih such a
poM.tion, had its. members been aware of what had transpired
between him and Schnadhorst, who had encouraged him not
to flinch, promised him the support of the Party, and virtually
led him to commit himself absolutely not to go to arbitration.
It was no fault of the members of the Party that in their ignorance
of these facts they should resent the conduct of Dadabhai in
flouting their wishes to settle the matter by arbitration. At the
. same time he had to consider that he had already adopted a
defmite line of action and' lJ?.formed the electors at a public
meeting that relying on their support he would not submit to
arbitration. The proposal for arbitration had been, in fact; put
, • to the vote and rejected at the meeting of the electors. Was he
to treat their decision as of little importance and leave his supporters to be the laughing-stock of his opponents ? Apart from
these considerations, could he have conscientiously accepted
arbitration, knowing that Schn'adhorst had promised him not
only his but the Liberal Party's support? W auld that have been
fair to Eve, who might thereby have been led to believe that
he had an even chance ?
The tension was, however, relieved ill June 1890 by the retirement of Eve, who had been invited to contest another seat.
Dadabhai was left alone as the Liber~ candidate for Central
. Finsbury. On July 1, R. M. Gfiffith, the friendly Secretary to the
Central Finsbury Liberal and Radical Council, wrote to Schnadhorst that the position· in the constituency was ·then clear for ,
Didabhai. He was pledged to go to the poll, where, if not
obstructed by any niore impediments from the Liberal side, he
was sure to regain the seat with a very substantial majority. Every
. care should, therefore,. be taken that the course of so strong and
popular a candidate should not be again impeded and his two
years of good and useful work weakened.
After looking into the proceedings of the Council and other
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papers bearing on the subject Schnadhorst advised Griffith that
the Council should go on steadily .st~engthening Dadabhai's
position, and he promised to keep the road clear for the Parsi
can~idate. Such being the understanding, the manifesto of a rival
Liberal candidate, issued in January 1891, came to Dadabh:ri as
a thunderbolt falling from a calm empyrean. A new association
(not duly elected) had been formed, and it had put forward
the candidature of F. A. Ford, avowedly .Jith the recognition
of the leaders of the Liberal Party. A long correspondence ensued; Dadabhai's relations with the Party were painfully strained .•
In his letters to friends he complained bitterly of breach of faith.
He was not, however, the man to nurse his disappointments;
that tale of woe was not to be taken as the lament of a feeble
woman. "Once you enter the field," he wrote to Wacha on
March 20," fight out with all your might, whatever comes."
Again, on April 17, he said: "There is now open war with.
them." The tone of that letter convinced his militant friend in
India that he had put forth every atom of his strength in the
campazgn.
I must go on for the sake of India herself, besides my honour,
be the result what it may. I cannot allow it to be said that bullying
and persecution can easily drive away an Indian from his resolution.... I am in the right.... I am fighting for justice and rights.

So there he stood, on the rock of right and justice, foursquare to all the winds. that blew. Digby wrote once more to
Schnadhorst (February 22, 1891), reminding him of the cordiality with which he had approved of the course Dadabhai had
taken, in vindication of the rights of a candidate who had been
selected by the Association, and appealing to him to do what
was possible for "a thoroughly sound Liberal and a good Party
man." Schnadhorst replied (April 10) that no influence could
at that stage secure for Dadabhai the kind of support which was
essential for winning the seat.
I can state for myself, Mr. Morley and for Mr. Causton (he
said) that had Mr. Naoroji been willing to adopt our suggestion,
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all our influence-would have been exerted to secure for him the
support of the united party.... I look upon the seat as gone.
The only chance at any'time of securing unity of the party was
for Mr. Naoroji to place himself entirely in our hands., relying
.upon our desire to deal fairly and generously with him.
•

•·

Digby replied (June 26):

•

. The Party Leaders cannot afford to put Naoroji even apparently
(he is not reallyt in the wrong. As Lord Salisbury's black man
welcomed in any constituency and honoured by men like Lord
Rosebery, as the hero of a great Liberal banquet presided over by
Lor~ J,lipon, as the gentleman on behalf of whom and his out'raged countrymen Mr. Gladstone called upon the Prime Minister
for an apology-if Naoroji is made the victim of the petty and
wholly discreditable intrigue now going on in Central Finsbury,
he will become the occasion of a great deal of comment which
cannot fail to harm our cause. Can you not, will you not, put
your foot upon the unconstitutional proceedings in Fins bury?
The correspondence 'culminated in an interview in the month
ofJuly. ·Digby there and then drew up a memorandum· recording
the purport of the discussion:
Mr. Schnadhorst . . . could not but regard with regret the
dual candidature in Central Finsbury; that ~e could not depart
from the position of neutrality which he had taken; but that if
Mr. Ford should retire and Mr. Naoroj1 were left alone as candidate, he would do all that he could to persuade those who were
'now opposed to Mr .. Naoroji to withdraw their opposition, and
in the interest of the Party to support hlm. Further, that Headquarters had had nothing whatever to do with a second selection
being made, and that Mr. Ford, as second candidate for Central
Finsbury, would receive no assistanc~ at all. ·
"I should like to keep it for a day or two," said Schnadhorst,
"and will then send ~t to you."
Digby agreed.
The "day or two," however, never drew to a close. Schnadhorst prudently sought cover in silence. The rol~ of neutrality
was resuscitated;by the Party; but the rival candidate appeared
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to get all the backing from headquarters. badabhai now felt
he could no longer withhold facts from the public. In a letter
to the Weekly News and Chronicle (Jcly 28), couched in most
tell2perate language, he explained his position to the electors and
appealed for justice: "I am informed that the Head Organi:<!ing
Officials are maintaining a neutral position, but I feel no doubt
that, in remembrance of their pledges and promises of support,
they will be with me, and that united in the work to which
in Central Finsbury during the last three years I have been
devoted, we will win back the seat, and thus add another to
the recent Liberal triumphs."
Highly pleased with the moderation and conciliatory tone of
this letter, Digby sent a copy to Schnadhorst, on the very day
on which it was published, in the hope that the people at headquarters would be fair to Dadabhai, but, weeks afterwards, he
got a curt reply to the effect that Schnadhorst had no intention •
of continuing the correspondence. Then Griffith stepped into the
breach, but even his letter was returned, unopened.
The rift among the Radicals in Central Finsbury was thus
widened. All hopes of restoring harmony amongst them were
shattered. On November 2, however, came cheering news
from Mrs. Bell. She had received from William Harcourt "a very
satisfactory letter marked 'private,' pledging Ripon and Reay as
well as himself to the ..desire that Dadabhai should become, at
next election, a Member of the House of Commons.' " Another
encouraging factor was.a weighty representation sent by several
members of the National Liberal Club to the Central Liberal
Association, the National Liberal Federation and the National
Liberal and Radical Union, urging that an otherwise safe Liberal
seat would be greatly imperilled unless the leaders of those
organizations recognized the claims of Dadabhai.
By this time the direction of affairs in the Liberal Party had
passed into Lord Ripon's hands. He endeavoured to get Ford
out of the contest; on the other hand the officials of the Party
pressed him to persuade Dadabhai to agree to arbitration. Lord
Ripon thought that the best solution of the difficulty lay in
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finding another coh'stituency for Dadabhai. Malabari was then in
illngland; he asked Dad~b~ai to consider the suggestion carefully,
and added: "If you take this advice, I'll write to Lord Ripon
to get you a safe place and to extricate you in. as honour:ble
a manner as possible. I trust you have written nothing to Mr.
Schnadhorst recently to offend him. I have been making anxious
inquiries about him-every. Liberal speaks highly of him; none
will care to go agamst .his wishes, not eve~ Mr. Gladstone."
Dadabhai had, however, chosen his course and he adhered to
it. Hearing that the London Liberal and Radical Union had
• determmed. to crush him, he poured out his heart freely to
Malabari:
I have patiently ·borne an amount of persecution and worry
since March r889, of which you can hardly form an adequate
conception, firstly because of my devotion to the Liberal cause
and the Liberal Party, and secondly, because of my gratitude to
Mr. Gladstone and Lord Ripon and the Party generally for tlie
part they played on the occasion of Lord Salisbury's remark
about me.

He would, he added, avoid coming to blows with his opponents, but if forced into open fight, he would certainly fight
for the sake of justifying and ·maintaining his own and his.
countrymen's "honour, fidelity, and frrt!llless for justice." Once
more, however, he recited with child-like simplicity the confirmation of his faith in the conscience of the British people:
I have no fear but that the usual love of justice and fair play
. inherent in the British people will prevail and that in this case
ofJustice they will give me their protection from ill-advised and
, entirely unmerited attack.

Dadabhai' s troubles weighed heavy on Malabari' s mind, but
he thought it necessary to sound a warning:
·
All that you say is cogent. But I trust your public: utterances
may not have to be so cogent. There is risk in them of making
the Liberals tum their back upon Indian candidates altogether.
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You should not be the cause of such misfottune. I know you
would never. I hope also there may be no need of dragging this.
affair into public.
' •

As;ting"on the advice of his sagacious friend, Dadabhai refrained
from making a public statement. On October 2 3 Malabari wrote:
Glad to fmd before going away that Lord Ripon was not
neglecting you. He is in active correspondence. Whatever the
upshot of it, I trust you will forget your worries in hard work.
That is the only way. And whatever you do, in case of difference,
think carefully of the effect of your action on the political future •
of India. You are wiser than I am ever likely to be, b~t wiser
men are sometimes best advised by foolish ones. Keep your
spirits anyhow.

His sorely tried friend did hold his soul in peace, but the
Finsbury tension grew worse and worse. Dadabhai informed
Malabari that the officials of the Party appeared to be too strong •
for Lord Ripon and that the noble Lord had failed him. "If Lord
Ripon fails, all else fails," sighed Malabari.
It was a critical moment; should the election come upon
Dadabhai suddenly, and should the two Party organizations
oppose him, without his case being put before the electors in
good time, there would be no hope of his being heard by the
constituency in the ex~tement of the election. He, therefore,
thought he should make a statement to the electors without
further delay. Discreet!~ he decided to send the statement to
the electors only and not to the Press lest he should thereby
"give rise to an agitation and give a handle to the Unionists
for an attack on the Liberal Party."
In this statement, too, he took his stand on justice:
I have nothing to fear or regret. I have not said a word to any
of the parties on the other side even to my opponents in Central
Finsbury, or to Mr. Eve, which any reasonable man would
consider blameworthy.... I have faith that after this explanation
the Electors of Central Finsbury and the British public will give
me justice and fair play.
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To cut a long story short, the electors did do him justice. At
iong 'last, Ford withdr~~ his candidature rather than split the .
Party vote. Dad;tbhai was then left the sole Liberal and Radical
candidate, the only claimant to the united support of all. the
Lilreral an:d Radical organizations in Central Finsbury and of the
leading Liberal Party organizations. His views on English politics
were well known to the electorate, but in the man'ifesto he now
issued he made it •clear that he adopted the entire Newcastle
Liberal programme, and mentioned the principal measures for
.'which he. stood, inclu,ding Home Rule for Ireland; Home Rule '
for London; endowment of the London County Council with
full municipal powers; proper application of charitable endowments for the benefit of the people; women to be qualified for
· seats in the County Council; contribution by owners of property
. for public .permanent improvements;' rating of vacant property
• of land; representative Parish and District Councils; direct popular veto of the liquor traffic; extension of the Factory Acts; free
breakfast table; graduated income-tax on incomes above £300
a year, and higher rate of income derived by will, etc., on a
sliding scale; inexpensive industrial courts; all labour questions
with a view to justice and fair play to labour; and Indian reforms.
Gladston~, Roseh~~ •.-.BiF~Qll,....;il-llfL.B~:}y~.,gs.,,~m..9.!!g~L"the
·~~est friends to ~!.ll:~Y.....t<l....P<ill~~PJI~Lth~i~•.,gr;~,t!fi~.llJ:icm_Jhat'
the sp~t W...f.SlS.tel..r,W~bH~Y...~\ld,..bJ:~!l.he;aled ~and,.W,g.~d
b~~!J_accepted ...as,.,tht;_J;.i.9~~~ ...S.~~~~~~..:.~~~~1'?g;E;~~~cy.
Richard Eve, too, joined in the felicit~ions· and o6served: "I
have not had any difference with you. Whatever difference existed
was· between you and the Liberal Assodation for Central
Finsbury."
·
The most appreciative and touching letter was Josephine
Butler's QUJle 25):
It is not so much as a mere Liberal that I hope for your election,
but because you are· one of the most uncompromising friends of
womanhood. You have always upheld the necessity of equal laws
for men and women, and your moving appeals on several occasions
at our meetings_have sunk deeply into'our hearts~ We have at this
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moment more than ever painfully the intertsts of your countrywomen and our fellow-subjects in India, and I hope that our effort$
may result before long in a greater measure oflegal justice for the
women of India. Your clear insight into all that is false and
• unequal in our British laws regarding women has not beeq, to
my mind, surpassed in any instance, even of our own countrymen
experienced in these matters, and your standard of moral excellence for men and women alike, and of thteintegrity of marriage
and the purity of the home, are all that the most convinced
Christian could desire in accordance with the ethical teaching of
Christ. You may be sure of our prayers for your success .

•

Among the numerous friends who worked with their heart
and soul in the contest on the day of polling, the most conspicuous
was His Highness Sir Sayajirao Gaekwar, Maharaja of Baroda.
Dadabhai's rival being an influential ground landlord in a large
portion of. the district had carriages galore sent to him by the
Marquis of Salisbury and other shining lights of the aristocracy."
Poor Dadabhai would have found it a great handicap, had not
the Maharaja placed at his disposal twenty coaches. In other ways,
too, the enlightened Prince cheered Dadabhai in his uphill task,
which was even more Herculean than his eventful Dewanship
of Baroda. There was also a large contingent of Indians to work
for him; notable among these was Muncherji Bhownaggree,
who, whilst helping ~adabhai, was perhaps fired for the first
time with the desire himself to try his luck at a subsequent
election. Amongst the .British frien}ls, Digby, Keir Hardie, John
Burns (now the Right Honorable), James Rowlands, and Griffith
were the most prominent.
On Burns Dadabhai depended most for the Labour vote. In
February r89r a statement was publicly made at the Central
Finsbury Radical Club that a new organization had been formed
with the object of running a Labour candidate. Dadabhai wrote
forthwith to Burns (February 9):
I should like to know whether it is so, or whether it is only a
confusion of your own efforts. At all events I am sure you will
not allow any attempt to disturb me in Central Finsbury.
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Bum~ stood by Dadabhai through thick and thin.
• Perhaps, those who contributed the most, during the last days
<;>f the election, to the ti-iu.mphant conclusion of the contest were
the very obstructors who, whilst Ford was in the field, had done
their worst to mar the prospects of success. Their conversion at the
eleventh hour was providential; like true Britons th,ey fought
tenaciously for him. It was hot the grudging negative .support
of a Party coerced• to withdraw its opposition; it was positive
and active support. ]. Walton, the Chairman of the. Central
Finsbury Liberal and Radical Association, made most stirring
• speech<:.'!> at the demonstrations in Dadabhai' s favour on the
ev~ of the election; it was cheering to see Ford himself and his
talented wife gracefully espousing the cause of his erstwhile
rival.
The most indefatigable women friends,· who had canvassed• the constituency continuously for three years, were Mrs. Bell
and her daughter. It seemed as if the sp~it of his friend Major
Evans Bell had been helping Dadabhai through the medium· of
his wife and daughter. Similarly, Charles Bradlaugh, though not
alive to bless Dadahhai' s candidature, appeared to speak through
the mouth of his gifted daughter, Mrs. Bradlaugh-Bonner. In
her speeches she_referred to her father's overwhelming devotion
to the people of India in such ·touching terms that they created
a profound ·impression on the audience• in favour of the candidate who aspired to represent those people in the. House of
Commons. Two oth~r women oratcvs, who enlivened the
demonstrations on the eve of the election, were Miss Coletiso
and Mrs. Wynford Philipps, both of whom pleaded the cause
of social reform and thrilled the audience with their orations.·
Florence Nightingale and Josephine Butler, the two heroines of
the nineteenth century deeply interested in India, were also pillars
of strength. Florenq~,_~iglJ.tigg~J~J~i">~--:P!t~<?.~,.,_i!!~.,~~S.L20ms
fr.om~illness~and_.o:v:erw:ll_~lm~:ri~h 2W,QI7k. She could not render
any active assistance on the last days of the election, hut she
wrote (June 24): "Iwrejoice ..beyonq.measure,~~h,-YPl!,~.now
~e only.Liberal,c~?J~t<:ler,.,~~t;..llf,F,at[,~Q.w.-y."
.
·
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On the other hand, the Conservative org:Us and the friends
of the Conservative candidate did everything possible to create
prejudice against Dadabhai. He was,· they urged repeatedly, a
fire-wor$'hipper, and not a few electors, good Christians as they
were, refused to vote for him merely on that ground! One day,
Homi Dadina went to Lord Carlisle for a "commendatory
letter" to be read at one of the meetings. While he was waiting,
Lady Carlisle entered the drawing-room. Wh!n Dadina explained
the object of his visit, she explained: "But he (Dadabhai) is a
fire-worshipper. How can you expect Christians to help a man
who worships fire:" It took a long time before Dadin~ could •
make her realize that fire was regarded by Parsis merely as a
symbol of divinity and that they were as staunch monotheists
as Christians. Lord Carlisle, who joined them later, readily lent
Dadabhai all his support.
To what extent his antagonists were determined to exploit
the myth of the Parsi candidate being a fire-worshipper may be •
gathered from the outburst of some of the hostile papers immediately after the election. "If the electors of Central Fins bury like
to be represented by a fire-worshipping Asiatic," moaned the
Spectator, "that is their affair, and at all events shows absence of
prejudice, but Mr. Naoroji will pose as the Native Member for
India. That is not a just pretension."
A retired officer of tht Indian Army gave vent to his harrowed
feelings in much stronger terms in the Morning Post. He called
Dadabhai an alien to ~dia and belonging to "a race of mere
traders, none of whom ever drew a sword or pulled a trigger
either for or against us, a people who, if we left India, would
be massacred to a man by the fighting races."
St. Stephen's Review, however, consoled itself with the reflection that from the point of view that Dadabhai belonged to a
civilized community, his election for Finsbury was not quite so
ridiculous as if that unenlightened constituency had sent a
Bengali Babu to Parliament. That was the best that could be
said for it! This paper, too, had its fling at the so-called fireworshipper. "Central Finsbury," it added, "should be ashamed
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of itself at having• publicly ~onfessed that there was- not in the
.whole of the Division an Englishman, a Scotchman, a Welshman,
or an Irishman as worthy of their votes as this fire-worshipper
from Bombay."
•
•
The electors went to the polling booth, _on July 6, and,
despite all frantic efforts 'to stir up_ racial prejudice, recorded a
majority of three votes in Dabadhai's favour ..!:l!!,.~f'!!'~.£!__,,..~,2~9
yptes, . .his~oppon.enf,,_Gaptain-F;pTrl'Penton;~-z~9'5~a~v:eF¥:narrow
t?~Jority,~but-narrow ~maj orities.,;w;ere,no&uncom.mon,£ea.Nr:e at
C~ptra.L'f.msbgry., el<;;ct_ions_.,c At-Ahe ,,pr~vioas ..,Gener.al Election,
• Captaitl. Penton himself had gained admission to the House of
Commons with a m:Jjority of only five votes. There was, besides,
;ispecial ~rrtue in the narrow majority i!l favour ofDadabh::ii-it
relieved the voters of the effort to articulate the name Naoroji.
They dubbed him- _"Narrow..:Majoritee." For months thereafter
·
the nickname stuck to the Parsi M.P.
The bare announcement of the voting was received with a
tumult of applause by the multitude that. had assembled ne~r
~the National Liberal Club. Th~,_s,ky_w;~~""!~cl--~c;l~~~-Jor ·
xs,~~PPIY~~n!il~£.1s~M~!?-:-~~-"','The cheering," says. local report,
·"hllght have been heard at St. Paul's on one side and Chelsea
Hospital on the other." Another report in the Leeds Mercury
, (July 8), stated: "A roar went up from thousands of throats,
and it would almost seem' from the hair-benignant, half-scornful,
patronizing tone ill which The Times hails his appearance as a
British legislator, as if the echoes of.the d~monstration had
.
penetrated Printing House Square."

a

lli4~b~e.th~i!..n_.g,%J:O~£h~tioJJle., J?~~~!J-~£f)J.i~,J~.m~~ All the
world thought highly of his qualities, but how little- does the
world usually know of the inner mysteries of. electioneering?
Much less did it know of the numerous obstacles with which
the path of the hero of this election had been strewn; otherwise
its admiration of his marvellous faculties and power of endurance
and strength would have been infinitely greater.
For weeks. together the first Indian M.P. was deluged with
torrents of congratUlations from friends as well as strangers from
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the four quarters of the globe. The enthusiasm in England was
almost as great as in India. SpE_akjng at a banquet, on July 23~
at the Holbom Restaurant, in celebration· of the event, Dadabhai
gratefullJ referred to that pleasing feature of the election. "If
one• were to judge from the numbers of telegrams and let~ers
I receive from English ladies and gentlemen in different parts
of the United Kingdom," he said, "we would suppose that the
English people were rejoicing over somethin~ that had happened
.1 to themselves." The first to express his joy was Gladstone. At
a meeting held on July 7, at West Calder, he said: "Lord
Salisbury one day spoke in contempt of black men. It is a•curious •
fact that what Lord Salisbury called a black man has just been
returned to my great satisfaction."
Among the letters of congratulation that came from abroad
there was one from Melbourne from the Scottish National
Association of Victoria, a branch of the Scottish Home Rule
Association. Along with the letter were sent copies of three
resolutions passed by the Association on July 22, congratulating the Home Rule Party upon the victory they had achieved
in the General Election and expressing the hope that simultaneously with or immediately following upon the concession
of Home Rule to Ireland, a similar measure concerning Scotland
would be passed by the British Parliament.

•

You are (said the Honorary Secretaries) the only non-Scottish
M.P., except Sir C~arles Dilke and Mr. Justin McCarthy, to
whom a copy of these resolutions has been sent, and our reason
is that the insult offered to our Indian fellow-subjects, known as
"the black man" incident, was uttered by Lord Salisbury in
Scotland at a meeting presided over by a Scottish peer (Lord
Hopetoun), who is now Governor of this Colony. We desire,
as Scotsmen, to repudiate Lord Salisbury's abominable sneer and
to assure you that we hold out the right hand of fellowship to all
our fellow-citizens, irrespective of colour and creed. We hope
that, when the opportunity arises, you will support the claims of
Scotland to Local National Self-Government, to obtain which is
the principal object of this Association. Scotland, with her splendid
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history and strtmgly,developed spirit of nationality, is surely
worthy of better treatment than to be governed as a mere province
of England. ,
· ·
.AJmost ... as .• muchc..as.~Dadabhai ..,wa,s ..,Central,.,Em~;]ntty. overwhelmed-by-messages ...of.~thank.sJr.qJ;Il,.all-Part~~gL@dia. The
whole country was greatly moved by feelings of the deepest
.gratitude to the English.ccmstitueney,._.that~had.,~;etu.r:ned~an,Ip.dian ·
to.. the _1mper:ial~R~ament ..,.Suchua:e:thing ...w~s,.,p@ssjblt,;:vcqnly. in
4.-f.ree_<;:,OJ~lltr.y-like ..England.....'rh.e,.~l~ct.ors had shown that the
instincts of political freedom and the fairness of the British public
• had trittmphed. They had given a concrete illustration of the
elasticity of the British Constitution and demonstrated, better
than all official declarations, the equality of British citizens,
wherever born and brought up.
To the romance of Indian history was thus added a thrilling
•chapter. Hitherto, a Bright, a Fawcett, a Bradlaugh, or a Caine
had earned the gratitude of Indian people by strenuous advocacy
of their country's cause on the floor of the House of Commons.·
Nowvtheir_-m:antle"ha:d...,fallen..,gn.,.a,son,.of,.the..,soil,.,who was
e11d.owed.with all_the,qualitie~"'~nq_,_cr.qHJpp2.,.'YiSh~~~~eJmow
ledge required to plead on behalf of his motherland at the bar
..--9f that august Assembly.
·
·
)\. July....-Ic89J-w,as~~a,,.m.Qnsh ..9f,r~j()jggg,m1da~.thanksgiving,-itblndia.
Meetings-.were,h~l~..fu~R:Eg~UH~~ufJ..ry~f_!hese the_ Bombay meeting was naturally the most enthusiastic and most representative 'of the different communities iii India. The Princes of
India also rejoiced with the populace over the success ofDadabhai.
Of these the Maharaja of Baroda, the Thakore Scilieb of Gondal,
the Maharaja ofBhavnagar, the Rao of Cutch, and the Nawab
Saheb ofJtinagadh were the most conspicuous. Who could have
thought, a little while before, that even the bitterest opponents
of the Congress would rejoice at this epoch-making evend Yet,
to the dismay of the Anglo-Indian cynics, Sir Asman Jah, Prime
Minister, and Nawab Fateh Nawaz Jung, Home Secretary,
of Hyderabad Deccan, also sent heartfelt congratulations to
Dadabhai.
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While Central Finsbury was being :floocfed with messages
expressing the gratitude of the Indian people to the electors of
that constituency, Dady Cama conveyed his thanks to it in the
typical ~rsi way. He wrote to the Lord Mayor that the followers
of the Prophet Zoroaster were taught to share their joy with
others and that as the electors of Central Finsbury had made
him happy by giving "his illustrious co-religionist" a seat in the
House of Commons, he was carrying forth'vith into effect the
teachings of the Prophet of Iran by sending to the Lord Mayor
a hundred guineas for the 'poor-box at the Mansion House. The
comment of the City Press on that somewhat novel communi- •
cation was: "There are some things amongst the Parsis that we
should do well to follow."
Dadabhai's and his countrymen's joy was, however, for the
moment, premature. Captain Penton flied a petition, on November 26, demanding a scrutiny. Speaking, six months later, about
this petition, at a meeting held in his honour in Bombay, Dadabhai •
said to the amusement of the audience that all the crimes in the
universe had been laid at his door. He was "said to have corrupted east, corrupted west, corrupted north, and corrupted
everywhere. "
After the satisfactory result of the appeal he could thus afford
to speak light-heartedly, but for the time being the petition
caused grave anxiety t~ himself and his friends in England and
in India. As a matter of form, election petitions embody all conceivable charges; even ~o, none could face with equanimity an
election appeal with a majority of only three votes in his favour.
Even where there might be absolute integrity on the part of
the principal, the indiscretion or irregularities of others might
convert success into defeat. That danger had to be met in this
case. Dadabhai' s solicitor was Henry Cobb, of Lincoln's Inn
Fields, well up in election business. He was rather uneasy about
the irregularities alleged to have been perpetrated by Homi
Dadina, one of Dadabhai' s helpers on the day of election. A
mere student blissfully ignorant of the Corrupt Practices Act,
he had at his disposal the twenty imposing coaches lent by the~
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Maharaja of B~rod~ and his pockets were jing~g with coins to
rneet contingencies. Beip.g.a gay soul, he would not have been
true to himself if he had not played the host with the voters
and the helpers who fetched them. Some of the work.ers for
Cap'ta:in Penton went to him and asked for carriages to bring
voters. .Thiriking they .were working for Dadabhai, . Dadina
placed the· carriage~ at. their disposal and put some coins in
their hands for drillk. The carriages returned with voters for
Penton.. ·
• Dadabhai questioned Dadilla and asked him to admit freely
whatever he might have done, knowingly or unknowingly.
Dadina assured him that besides giving a few shillings for drink
to people who had offered to fetch voters, he had not made
any payment for any vote. Those were moments of awful
anxiety and alarm. Would Dadina' s folly snatch away from the
.Indian M.P. his· hard-earned seat ~ ·
"Well, Homi," said Dadabhai, "what is done is done. If you are
questioned by the other side, tell the truth. Do not hold back
anything. I would rather be unseated than see any false defence
.
set up. "
.
Dadina was then closely questioned by Cobb. He gathered
from his conversation with the splicitor that his presence in
England might create complications. Far better· that he should
go abroad "on a holiday" than be made• to face the artillery of
the lawyers on the other side! Without saying a word to any- ·
body, he took the next train to Pari's anti nobody knew where
Dadina was holidaying until the petition was withdrawn. There
was an alternate ebb and tide of each candidate's hope and despair
during the time the scrutiny was going on. At last, after six
months, Captain Penton withd'rew the petition, and along with
Dadabhai all India heaved a sigh of relief.
The election being confirmed, it was celebrated in London
on January i.3, 1893,~ by one of the .most enthusiastic meetings
ever held in Foresters' Hall, Clerkenwell. About two thousand
friends and admirers of the Indian M.P., including several leading
Members of Parliame?-t and foremost citizens of London, were
'
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.present. In the absence of Lord Ripon, o~g to illness, R. K.
Causton presided.
. .
I \llay tell you (he said) that a British military officer of dis• tinction, speaking the other day, quite apart from politics, rema;ked
that he believed that in the security of the Indian Empire the
election of Mr. Naoroji would be more than equivalent to a
brigade of infantry. The event is, indeed, J.Wique in that it ushers
in a new era in our relations with India. It shows that the claim
of Englishmen that they are the pioneers of popular government
throughout the world is not a myth but a reality.... Dadabhai.
had gone to Parliament not only to raise his voice on behalf
of his Indian fellow-subjects but also on behalf of those who
desired progress and civilization in England, and who desired to
bring peace, happiness, and contentment to all the people of
these realms.
Various addresses were then formally presented to Dadabhai.
an~ congratulatory letters and telegrams read. There were also

messages thanking the electors of Central Finsbury. These came
not only from numerous cities and villages of British India and
Indian States, but also from Ceylon, Africa, and South America.
T. Wildbore, Treasurer of the Central Finsbury Liberal and
Radical Association, then moved that that meeting, accepting
from the people of Iy.dia, there represented, the addresses of
thanks to the electors of Central Finsbury, trusted that India, with
a direct voice in the Imperial Parliament, might have consideration to all her requiremt:nts. In reply Dadabhai observed that new
life was. being infused into the people of India.
We hope to enjoy the same freedom, the same strong institutions which you in this country enjoy. We claim them as our
birth-right as British subjects. We are either British subjects or
British slaves. If we are really British subjects, you are honestly
bound to give us every one of your institutions as soon as we
are prepared to receive them. I have now no doubt from my long
knowledge of this country that as soon as the British people
begin to understand what we are prepared for, they will be ready
to give it.
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He thanked all those who had canvassed on his behalf, doing
tpeir best to assure the pe~ple who thought he was a black man
that he was "not really so black" as he had been represented
to be! He IPight have added that Lord Salisbury hintself had
borv.e eloquent testimony to this fact by inviting him, a year
before, to become a member of the Governing Board of the
Imperial Institute, an invitation which he had accepted.

•

•
•

•
CHAPTER X)\1

DAILY THOUGHT-INDIA

•

LECTION to Parliament was, after ail, only a means to
an end; the welfare of India was his daily thought. How
to bring home to Englishmen the truth about India's pitiable
condition, what to do to impress upon British statesmen the •
gravity of the situation, was Dadabhai's constant concern during
all the stress and strain of the seven years' electoral campaign.
The British public was ready to learn and beginning to understand, but from that to movement and action was still a long way.
In its early days the East India Association afforded a good
platform to stir up criticism and to create a strong impression"
on the authorities in England. But its direction had gradually
passed into the hands of people with not the same enthusiasm
for Indian reform. Dadabhai, therefore, turned to some personal
friends in the House of Commons for help in carrying on a
crusade on behalf of India. The Members really interested in
Indian problems were but a score or so at most. Half the number
of these were retired eivil or military officers, the majority of
whom were strongly Conservative, scenting sedition and suspecting disloyalty in eiery motion for liberalizing the system of
administration of India. Only a handful of the other interested
members were really progressive and sagacious enough to realize
that England's good came only through India's good. Of these,
the most ardent and active and the most friendly to J:)~~labhai
were William Wedderburn, W. S. Caine, and SamueLSmith.
Caine had paid more than one visit to India. When he revisited
..;t:h_e_so~try il)."r888, .Padabhai asked Malabari and Waclia to
' see that he .was freely .introduced to Indian leaders of thought and
to arrange for him an interesting and instructive tour throughout
the country. In the letters which Caine wrote from.India to the

E
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Et~.glis~joqrnals,.h~ gav:~-~LiJE.P_ressions of the progress made

..

by the cotton industry in India.

·

·

The whol~ Indian cotton trade appears to nie to be one of
the most prosperous and progressive industries in. the ~odd. • . . .
•I have met many of.the leading spinners during· this week, and
they are sanguine of the future of their manufacture and believe
that in another twenty years India will be able not only to supply
. herself with all Irer requirements in cotton doth and prints, but
will be able to compete successfully with M;mchester in China and
other Eastern markets. Manchester, however, is hard to kill.
·I velilture no opinion of my own, I give the facts only.
.
To what extent Indians were qualified for some form of selfgove~nment was the most important problem whi~h Caine wished

to study. The only representative institutions which then existed

ill India were the muniCipalities. The opponents of the. Congress
.Pointed the finger .of scorn at those bodies, imperfect as they
were duri.llg their 'infancy, as a warning against any increase. in
the popular. element in the provincial and viceregal councils.
With a view to counteracting the mischief done by such detractors Caine took pains to make himself conversant with
the working of the municipalities, and whilst appreciating their
work generally he paid a glowing tribute to the Bombay Cor~
poration: "I have no hesitation in saying," he asserted, "that
both. the adniinistration and the public aebates of the Bombay·
Municipality are equal in quality to that of Manchester, Birmingham, Liverpool, or Glasgow." Dad.tbhai took special care
to .see that such favourable impressions of British friends, based
on personal observation, were widely circulated in England..
On.February 7,. I889, Caine gav~.hj,s fip_al address ~.:B.<nnbay.
What a flutter it caused in the Anglo-Indian dovecot is related
in a letter received by Dadabhai from Dadina junior: "He (Caine)
spoke very much in favour of the National Congress with a
perfectly unbiassed mind. . . . The Times of India has entered into
a hot discussion with him' and ~dvised the Government to take
measures against such a seditious member of Parliament.'.'
Another letter, from Dadabhai's son. Adi Qanuary 3, I89o),
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referred to the visit of Wedderburn, wh" presided over the
Congress of 1889. Adi and his wife and sisters, accompanied hy
Muncherji Dadina, had called on W edd'erburn.
•

I ~ave not the least doubt (said Adi) that had you been here I
would have accompanied you to the Congress, but being• not
politically inclined I did not go and consequently when we went
to Sir William, who informed us that you.were in good health, I
got a little verbal whipping from him, saying that we should all
dabble more or less in politics so as to keep to a certain extent
the professional wire-pullers in check. So I assured him that I.
would most willingly attend the Congress if the people c1f Mandvi
send me as their delegate, which may be expected in "the month
ofblue moons."

Adi, however, failed to mention what his wife added in her
letter concerning this point:
Sir William explained how all should give a little of their tim;
for the good of their country. Then he laughed and said, "As
your father does so much for his country, you may be excused!"

With his old friend Samuel Smith, too, Dadabhai had been
in close contact for a number of years, prompting him and
supplying him with ammunition to carry on a campaign on
behalf of India on the-floor of the House of Commons ..In one
of his letters (June 1886), Smith said that he had put down an
amendment to the Ad~ress on the subject of India, as there was
no chance of getting a proper discussion on the· Budget, and
he requested Dadabhai to render any help he could in preparing
his case. Immediately he was inundated with Congress reports
and Dadabhai' s own papers and other literature concerning the
grievances of India, with a letter containing the following
suggestion:
You may take this opportunity of saying how unjust it is that
of all the British subjects we alone have no voice in our affairs
and that the fundamental British principle that representation
must go with taxation is not allowed us, though it is our birth-
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right as British \ubjects. There is no representation· even in the
Indian Legislative- Councils and there even the fmancial statement
is not discussed at all.' ·

Not only to Smith but also t~ Bradlaugh, Fawcett, fnd P.rofess6r-William Hunter he furnished briefs for India. Smith took
up the cause _in right earnest. On June 22 he wrote to Dadabhai:
"I spoke at conside~able length on the night of.Indian Budget
on the grievances of the natives of India, but the House was
very empty and the papers gave a poor report." He also con.tributed articles on India to the Contemporary Review. Fotrthis:-he
.....
b.. d h il · · · 1:.
~L ·
r:s· M D r '
~~~.~;u~~~£t~.. ~to, .· ost ' e1ICrltl<ZlS·m~.u;£1Jl)l:r,WS:tP.~J:l;-·q:1,, :.1f"':..·c ·,.;>~'"Prant, ,
~.yf[.(G.ctv:emRt=,qf~Mi!dr!!<~;:"t8-8:I~~PJ;,,~g~$~:atStigl~~>.\~HR<?~ed.:in~

!,h!!_Reviewxfoi.,.Jiill~.EY~S<!2:~Rt1faryA~1w.,..,R<!4~Plt~i:l("Wc~-'t:t:R-xt't~-~:.
~~_e,y,_Smi~~~nt him an S 0 S from,Cann.!;~Jt.~.b~gary 5):

.

The ,late·Govemot of Madras· is :very. severe· in· his strictures .on

\

·~ me and-on my informants being the educated natives, -of In&a,
' !. ·and J do hope that you will reply to him. None could do it so
1.1

1
··

well as you and it is most desirable, in the interests ~f India, to
keep up the discussion till the whole truth is elicited.

J:)adabhai!s_,;rejoinder_:was~in-the •.hands .• oL.Sam~el ..,~tn-i~P,,hy

the middle of ApriLit was published in two parts---:the hrsi: in
August number, and the second in the November number,
of the Review.
•

me·

. Whether I look to the superficiality and levity of his treat- . •
ment of questions of serious and melandtoly importance to India
(said ~e) or to the literary smartness of off-hand reply which he
so often employs in the place of argument,. or to the mere sensational assertions which he puts forward as proofs, I cannot but
feel that both the manner and matter of the two artticles are, in
many parts, tm,.worthyof a gentleman-ofSir,GrantJ)uff~s.position
xind expected knowledge. But what is particularly regrettable is
his attitude towards the educated classes, .and.the.sneer~ ..,he.has
levelled against higher edu~tjqn itsel£

The educated classes, he contended, .were the, powerful ,chain
by which India was becoming more and. more-.fumly.. linked
K

,
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.. with-Britain. The natural effect of their education was independence of character, which had ruffled the composure of men like
Grant Duff whose careless utterances did incalculable harm both
t0 pngl:kld and to India.
Coming to the points of dispute, Dadabhai said there were
three parties concerned: (1) the British nation, (2) the authorities
to whom the Government of India was entrusted, and (3) the
.P~ople of Brit!s]l. ~dia. He had no complaitit against the British
nation or the British rule. It-was against-the-authorities,. or rather
1 ag~st the system of government, which subverted the avowed.
and pledged policy of the British nation.
•
The .first .important issue was: What was Britain's policy
towards India~ When Indians were in their political infancy, when
they had not uttered any complaint, nor demanded any rights, the
British nation, of their own accord and merely from their own
sel}se of duty towards the millions of India and to the world,.
had deliberately declared what the'lr policy should be towards
the people of India-the policy of justice and of the advancement of humanity. Was this policy honestly laid down~ Was
it intended to be honestly and honourably carried out, or was
it a lie and a delusion, meant only to deceive India and the world~
The pledge had been given with grace, unasked, but the autho-·
rities, to whom its performance had been entrusted, did not do
their duty. Then cam; the troublous days of the Mutiny. Did
• England say to India: "You have proved unworthy of the pledge,
and I withdraw it~" "Wo." She once more solemnly proclaimed
to the world the same pledge in a more complete form.,It would
be an insult to the British nation if anyone "for a moment
entertained the shadow of a doubt with regard to the honesty
of those pledges."
The second important question was the poverty of India.
Samuel Smith had stated: "The first and deepest impression made
upon me by this second visit to India is a heightened sense of
the poverty of the country." What was Sir Grant Duff's reply
to it~ First, a sneer at the educated.cla.Sses; next, an,extract from
an address of some , good people of the town of Bezwada,
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acknowledging thllt at one .stroke the mouths · of 'the hu~gry
Q.ying people had been "filled with bread"; artd then, "off-hand
questions and assertio11s" to the effect that the country was
visibly increasing in wealth. Fortunately, Mr. Grant puff had
already replied to Sir Grant Duff. In I873. during the del,ate
on the opium question, Mr. Duffhad asked Sir William Lawson,
the Radicaf Member of the House of Commons for Carlisle,
this remarkable qu~tion: "Would it be tole~able that to enforce
a view of morality which was not theirs, which ~ad never,
indeed, been accepted by any large portion ofthe human race,
• we shoWld grind an already poor ·population. to the very dust
with new taxation?"
·
Then followed a vivid •exposition~of the·extreme~pover.ty of
India.and_observations on the actual condition of th,e country
with an array of official an~ non-official evidence ~hich Dadabhai
had at the tip of his fingers.
;j.
• One of the amazing statements made by Grant Duff was ~at
no country on the face of· the earth was governed so cheaply
a(Bri.tish India.. That; said Dadabhai,,.,,v{as,,a.fiction. The burden
of taxation was "more than double that of the enormously rich
England."
It is not of choice that· Government take -;:mly six shillings ·per
head. On the contrary, it is always longing, ever m9aning and
using every possible shift to squeeze otft more taxation if it can.
By all means make British India capable of paying even tWenty
shillings per head (if not fifty shillings per head, like England)
fm: revenue, without oppression and risery. . . . Let us have
· such-resul~, instead of tall talk and self-complacent assertions.

·. Grant Duff had referred to the absorpti~n of enormous ·quantities of gold and silver and to hoarding. The amount of bullion
retained had to be distributed over a vast ·country and a vast
population. It amounted to a "wretched provision" of sixpence
half-penny per head per annum received for all possible wants,·
social, commercial, and political. Did England mean to say that
Englishmen or Englishwomen might sport as many trinkets and
ornaments as they liked, but that their wretched fellow-subjects
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in India had no business or right to give a few shillings worth
of trinkets to their wives or daughters ~
•
"We have stopped war, we are stopping famine. How are
the evet¥ncreasing multitude to be fed?" Was it not a sweeping
remark~
.
What you are doing (said Dadabhai) is to starve the living
to save the dying. Make the people thems¥lves able to meet the
famine without misery and deaths, and then claim credit that
you are stopping famine.
How were the ever-increasing multitude to be f~d? The•
, answer was simple enough. The British statesmen of I833 and
1
1858 had given it in the clearest and most emphatic manner.
What was it that the Indian National Congress had asked? Simply
the "conscientious fulfilment" of the pledges of 1833 and 1858"· the pivot upon which all Indian problems turned.
~e labour spent by Dadabhai on those two articles bore rich"
fruit. Writing to Hume in December 1887, he says: "Friends
now begin to ask me after reading my papers and those of Sir
Grant Duff what I wanted, and that I should lay down some
practical proposals. This, then, is a stage gained."
Hyndman, though not in the House, was no less helpful than.
Caine or Samuel Smith. He, however, differed from Dadabhai
as regards ways and means. The situation in India appeared to
him to be even more desperate than to Dadabhai. There was
a growing feeling am~ng people of his way of thinking that
both England and India were on the verge of a serious crisis.
It seemed to them that the only hope lay in a general sliock.
When Dadabhai was in India in the year 1884, there was a
constant interchange of views on current politics between the
two friends. In one of the letters (August 21), Hyndman said:
I always told you, you remember, that little could be done for
India until we had a revolution here. Sir Louis Mallet is of the
same mind. That revolution I have been steadily preparing for
and we Socialists are now the only growing party in England.
Throughout the country, especially in the great industrial centres,
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•
knots

we have little
of earnest, enthusiastic men who gradually
force our views to the front. We make no attempt whatever to
touch or to influenc~ the House of Commons, which we consider to be quite "played out" as an active force; but wf#go direct
·to the people and stir them to think of the historical, economical,
and social causes of their enslavement. The 'existing parties,
bent as they are merely on the principles, or want of principles
of the tritding, tapitalist, profit-mongering classes, are rapidly
becoming contemptible. Neither Tory, Whig, Liberal, or Radical
feel any confidence in the future. Their industrial crises and the
gro-wing discontent among our people are quite· beyond the
power of the commercial or labouring school of politicians to
handle, because they do not understand their causes. This agitation about the House of Lords also which is now going on is,'
at least, but a superficial business. The mass of the workers are
beginning to see that agitations supported by capitalists-the
smallest .and meanest class which has ever held power in tD-Y
country-cannot bring any good to them. As our literature
spreads, they will know this more' and more. Each day' that
passes brings us recruits from among the abler and more .far-seeing
men. Thus all looks more favourable than I had hoped, and the
grave econorriical depression is helping us on, notwithstanding
the deplorable ignorance of our people'·as a body, and the brutal
lying of the capitalist Press.
. This being so, we have resolved to take up the Indian question·
and to work it thoroughly so far as we can. India has unfortunately
little _interest for the people; but we can get at them by showing
that the .J same class-the capitalists-wl!ch is ruining you ruins
also Qur own workers. I send you our journal, now more than
six months old, by this post-Justice.
I will try to write again soon. Meanwhile rest assured that the
social revolution here is coming on quietly. Every moment you
must help us-don't forget that there is no hope for you unless
we move here and your movement helps our movement.
Dadabhai expressed his pleasure and gratitude that his friend's
interest in India was "still as warm as ever." Hyndman's'talk of a
revolution, however, did not seem to have evoked any enthusiasm
in the Indian patriot to whom constitutionalism--was·· the very
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breath of life. His mind was at that moment greatly agitated by
the outrageous conduct of the Europe~ community in Indi:i
towards Lord Ripon and its open hostility to Indians; therefore,
inst~ad o\" speculating on the prospects of a revolution, he unburdened his mind on that incident and treated the Irish rebel to a
sermon on moderation!

1

Now that the mask is openly thrown asitle and it is clear that
Native interests shall not be promoted and kept subordinated to
English interests, and now that the whole force of English opinion
and action in India is brought to bear upon any right-minded •
Viceroy or Governor to abuse, harass and hamper him, without
a strong opinion in England and a strong Secretary of State,
our future looks gloomy. The uproar the English Press raises
here and the help the correspondent of The Times gives to it by
wiring it to England and the other different fair or foul means ...
[words omitted, being illegible, ink faded] is something awful .•
I wonder whether Nemesis is approaching faster and some
catastrophe alone can mend matters.
In reading your "Ruin of India" in Justice, I thought it would
be better if you avoided such positive statements as "an insurrection is certain within the next few months or years." The opponents
take hold of such assertions, and if the events predicted do not .
take place, discredit is thrown on the whole movement. Especially,
in the present circuJllstances of the fury and outrageous conduct
of the Anglo-Indian world, we are obliged . . . in contrast with
them, to adopt moderation in our language and effort. We
cannot and should dbt show that we are as bad as they are. We
should show that we have more respect for law and aut~ority....
Our hope now, however, is mostly in England.

In the next letter, which followed on October 3, Dadabhai
took up the question of the Services and the drain. After a long
statement, he said: "I do not see at present any immediate practical
way in which the bleeding drain can be stopped. Think over this
matter carefully and pray do what you can and let me know
your views."
Hyndman accordingly kept hammering away, whenever he
got a chance, but he could never reconcile himself to Dadabhai' s
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modest methods of asserting India's claims. ''The time has gone
for imploring, if ever it existed," he tells Dadabhai, three years
later. He would like to see "a great stir." It was, however, still
too early for the Indian patriot to take the ~ue fromp Br!tish
revolutionary. All that he could do, for the moment, was to
interest as many friends in England as possible in the Indian
question and to enlist their support in making the agitation ov.er
the British-made c~tastrophe in India as powerful as possible.
Their advice and assistance were a source of great comfort to
him in his uphill work.
,
• ·From" Martin Wood also Dadabhai received helpful suggestions
from time to time. Writing from Beaumont Crescent, London
(January 22, r885), on the question of the poverty of India, this
ever-helpful friend wrote:
Depend upon it, nothing is needed so mucp as to convince
the English public and especially our Radical friends of the S'"eat
money value of India to England. For lack of that being seen and
known to all, our pleas on behalf of India go for little. They fall
back on the superstition that India has cost . England untold
millions and then, when that is disproved, they fall back on-:"ah, but it will do some day," and thus a feeling of hopelessness
and distaste to Indian topics is engendered which is, believe me,
the greatest difficulty you have to contend with.

•

Dadabhai wrote, in reply, from Bombay (February 12) :
It is quite t~ue that the great need ii to 'convince the English
public of the great money value of India to England. If you
keep•up writing short paras. for the Indian Spectator, these coming
from England will have some effect both here and in England. ,

. Then 4e dwelt on what he believed to be the practical.remedy"Simultaneous examinations for all the Services both in India
and England: When this justice is done, all will take its natural
course. England will have washed out the only black spot of
injustice which now darkens its otherwise bright shield."
Josephine Butler was one of the earliest friends to take active
interest in the struggle for India's freedom.
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I received all your papers (said she, De~mber 9, 1886) and
I am slowly studying them.... The subject is of extreme interest
to me. Meanwhile I speak of the subject whenever I have opportuni~. I have had a correspondence with Mr. Edward Russell,
•editor of the Liverpool Daily Post (Liberal), and he is anxious
for me to write an article for his paper on the subject of the
reforms required for India.... Mr. Russell desires me not to draw
any moral lesson from the matter in the. cause of Ireland, as
Liverpool is so prejudiced, but I do not think I can obey any such condition, as I must point out that it is the ignorance of our English
public men, rather than any ill-will, which has prevented us doing •
justice to Ireland; and the same thing will act fatally towards India.

Then she put various questions to Dadabhai:

(I) Your opinion as to the original conquest of India by the
English-the morality connected therewith.
(2) How does the Iniperial rule contrast with that of the East
' India Company: Was the change favourable or not:
(3) The Indian Mutiny-can you tell me what you consider
chiefly led up to it:
I must tell you (she added) that since I was quite young, my
own convictions have been very strong that great iniquities
were perpetrated from the very first by the English in their .
conquest of India. A few incidents of a domestic nature which
came to my know~dge twenty years ago made me think that
there was a great rankling sore and that the English were accumulating judgments on their heads .

Later, she wrote:

•

I have just completed a small work on Governmentby Police.
You will fmd in it an allusion to the grave question of Indiaanother folly of our Parliament in not considering it. 1

Thus was Dadabhai adding continually to his allies in the
campaign against the colossal ignorance and apathy of the British
public concerning Indian affairs.
1 In this book she says: India is "suffering from chronic poverty, recurring and devastating famines, and a police system thoroughly corrupt and intolerably oppressive, not to
speak of Imperially-imposed horrors of compulsory and licensed prostitution, the drink
traffic, etc." (pp. s-6).
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After ·the· inaugut:ation~of.!h~Ju9iim-..li~tim¥""~QVg~es.s,.India
and ~Congr~ss. :wer~ jn<lissolubly ..;tSs.ociated ,.in.•J~a:cl.a~h<lfs .. daily.
thought ..Be,.sp~~e..absnit .them. as though·they_.were .sy.nqttymous
terms. What was good for one was good for the o~r; ~hat
did harm to one harmed the other too. The voluminous correspondence that he' carrie.d on during this peri~d with his colleagues
and others bears ample testimony to his deep and abiding devotion
to the work of th!s national· organization and . constant and
touching concern for its growth and stability. I;g£s:.,e_g 1 ~wJrilst
perusing.his letters,.written during.the..stirring,day.s.J)f~le~tioneer
·ing, .one.:~on~iers which was uppermost .in"his,.mind;:;.:;~!!'.;S.~.9n or
Congress. Not a week passed without letters and clippings from
journals pouring in from India, giving him the minutest particulars concerning the infant institution, or without letters going out
from him to various friends in India. containing .his views, suggestions, and exhortations to save from harm and to insur'its
healthy growth. Scarcely a day passed when he was not speaking
,gr writing to British friends, sending articles to newspapers, or
;(?.ddressing British audiences about m~Jc~J2.Vgr,~-~P<W:h.ic.hi'.ksAntrod
'th
hild £ h..~,f§.~{#.~,.:h··J>.·~-''"'"··T
ul' ,,.~ "h'--~~~·;c;pist
·'"•
1es
· ~
<i!l!St{.,~i~9;::.~PYill"'<l~;;:::~
"'
. ,:,,
. $.-;.:£,,,·: ,;•P,~;<:,t
.. . . . . ·
.
..
giv,~.o~e an jqea of the burning passion of.them!lJ1JQJ~Jlis.,<:p.untry
·4n.(L,9f.hl~..A~~Y...th5?,Jlght, ,,d.aily. co~v:er~;tti<;m, .an4.:~ci~_!ly_. p_l_ans for
(reeing his motherland from her state of subjection. Incidentally,
they call to mind several obscure. qut . in,ter:es~ing ~~p~g,g~~ .ip the
early-history·of.,the.Gongress.
·

it

'

'

•

•

Dadabhai to Malabari

1anuarr-j.o,.,rli~.1,
a kindly and lively interest. in thc::.Congress
and intends to -write to disprove the statement that.Mahomedans
do not join the Congress. 1:bef'Times:,eorrespondel1t frgm,.c;;;glcutta
grossly_misr~pres_e,n,~....~r:y~g. . . . The Congress is exciting
much interest here and, if it is carefully and perseveringly continued, will do a great good in creating a permanent and effective
interest in India in this country.
Sir~.HuntGr..takes

How great an interest Congress was really exciting in England
K*
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about this time, due to Dadabhai' s single-handed but gigantic
propaganda, is· evident from the following extracts from some
of the letters received by him concerlling the proceedings of
the. Cal<\ltta Congress over which he had presided. By wide
distribution of Congress literature }:te had ._s_l!c_S.ef.4ed I_e_m!J.rkably
well in eliciting the syl!lpathy and support of a large number
~.e_?ple ~ .E~g~at}?·

•

1

Sir john Budd Phear to Dadabhai
July 7, 1887. •
I wish very much that I could have. been personally present at
this great national gathering. The event is most significant and
instructive, and I trust that the lessons deducible from it will be
'{'rightly apprehended and understood by the governing classes in
this country. As to this, however, I am not very sanguine. Those
whose
influence is at this time paramount in controlling the.
1
Government are the Jingo classes of the · people, admirers of
liberty and right in all wherein they are themselves concerned,
but ever ready to over-ride and assert authority whenever their
own will is disputed by those over whom they are able to domineer.
A crucial example of this is the treatment which the Irish question
r('is receiving at the hands of the present House of Commons. From.
the columns of The Times, _.you may judge how the English
"cJasses:lookuponthe political aspirations of the Indian people.
And I have no hope that these can be realized without more than
one repetition of struggles of the Ubert Bill type. But, of course,
the cause of the pe~ple must prevail ultimately; and the sooner
our home democracy Jearns its power and exercises it,.the better
will it be for at least the Indian portion of the Empire.

Robert Pedlar to Dadabhai
August 16,

1~87.

The subject is one of the deepest interest and importance for
the future welfare of Britain as well as of India.... I shall place
the Report (of the Congress) in the Reading Room of our Liberal
Club (Perth).
l

R~.tiredJudge.of the

Calcutta High Court. Author of The Aryan Village.
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G.]. Day to Dadabhai
August I6, r887.

It is extremely difficult in Indian affairs to know htw far to
encourage volunteering; it would be most disastrous to Eng1and
to £nd a fresh Indian Mutiny spring up and, at the same time,
it is most illiberal to prevent by force a people fit to govern
themselves from. so doing; officering the volunteer fortes with ·
Englishmen might do some good; ~ru~IJing,_a.,..rn;~,r,t!;~,t.§p!rit out ·
o£.a,people~is.a•.gr.eat-¥cwxong.~W~,-~ .a IJ.ation .in .our ~arly .Roman
age~suffered .terribly fr,orn: it, and. y:otJr ..CQJllltr:y.. ~oP!d . ~utfer in
4ke~m,anner.
,
..
.

The Rev. Fred. Trestrail
to Dadabhai
)
.

January 3, r888.

The enthusiasm so manifest astonished me. A people hitherto'
so quiet and impassive to be roused to such energy seems •like
life from death. . .. I..ttust ..this,grand,debate,.will.put to.;,S,~ame
those Englisll. residents in.India_.who .are_ SO~ap~.t@.~~~e;tt)_1,er:j:i,~pple
with .SC()01},Jld con.tempt1• as ..i(tbe,y:"~!,':.~~_,<l,~)l){yfi2f:;;~a<;_~,, £\,gai.ilst
this spirit I have vehemendy protested ever since I had, as Secre~ary
of the Baptist Mission, to do with India.

Within a short time a cousin of Hume, Robert. ,Mulkr,

M.D.,

Surg~9n-::-M<tjor.o.!tthe g~~jre~List -of the ~ombay Ar~~-b~~me

a supporter of the Congress. In a letter to Fram Desai, dated
December 3, he:wrote:
·
•
· W'tl1 you please tell your uncle (Dadabhai) that I am the 2nd
cousin 6f,I)t1r.~Allan-,Q.§t:acMi,a,g,Jig,.~?-~~:!;,<~{~~"§SSL~t~JY. to the
Government of India in the Agricultural Departm:ent), that until
Mr. Charles Forjett sent me some copies of the Homeward
Mail I did not knc>w anything about the Indian Congress-that
if there .be an Englishman more than another who considers the
Government of India to be "a Despotism"-! am that man! And
if he will please to send me all the papers connected with the move. · ment, he-may-.find~me.to ..be...on~,of th~~t!!9~Une.rgeJ.f;,. s~'11'.1!.~!1~f the
-mopement: ·
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l)adabhai to Jl!acha

•
December 23, r887.

I ~ it would be better to confme the Congress to the
• natives of India in its wide sense of including domiciled Europeans
and Eurasians. It would be better not to mix up the European
element with it.

l)adabhai to Malabar1
December 15, r887.
In the present number of the Indian Spectator you have three.
times hit the political reformers, "who are always fo; equality
between themselves and the English." ... Now, my dear fellow,
what an amount of unnecessary mischief you are doing. By all
means fight for the merits of your cause (social reform), but why
unnecessarily discredit and discourage other important move,... ments < One"thing you may remember, that no people who are.
/ politically debased will ever be, and ever have been, socially high.
It is the political elevation which. will give that back-bone and
stamina, that manliness. which would give strength and courage
to carry social refor111s.
. I do beseech you to consider the
matter carefully.

October 19, r888. '
Now that the Congress will have a hard fight, I fully trust you
will give it your ~ost unflinching and strongest support. On
such an occasion we must sink all our small differences. The
Indian Spectator mu~ take a prominent and marked share in the
struggle. . . . No half-hearted work will do at present. Assure
,Hume that you will do all you can to support the •congress.
He feels somewhat disappointed with you. He is om best friend.
Give him every assurance and help you can. We cannot do less
both in gratitude to him as ~ell as for the sake of the great cause
now at stake.

March 23, 1890.
f

I have been feeling much depressed by the extracts from the

Indian Spectator, sent by the Calcutta correspondent of The Times,
against the Congress.
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l)adabhai to VVacha
December 20, r888.

j( .I ..hav,e~be~p,.,much.dls~ess~d~,ab.gu~""'the'"y.iiy.;~J:~8~$~~rsi~ a~e

t~killg.Jh~t~w"e.~~h9Plti.t~~S..2£,l~~E •.SW.:J>S!X~~Jr.91!l~J~e,.l.fulqtJs ..and
1'4ahomedans. ~QWng&<:9~uld:;;l?J~s,m~!'!t¥~lli<:~~J.,...We\'f,aJ;~.,·:InAia:s, ~ _
ati_d.Jndia •.is~out•.mother"col.llltry;.··and•we;-;can,mtiy. sffik,.p£,-e~m
with,.~~d{as,:. In!ii:mS ..,:lf.,.we,break .with,the-.Jndi~.;;.()t1!'-Ja:t~ ~will
be,thatco£•.~e.crow.in,pe~cqc)c~JeaJhe.r~. ,;:;r'he_,£:gg)i~h.:will in no
time pluck out those feathers. I shall be glad if you have taken
m~y Parsis with you.
·

-

January 28, 1889.
I am .sorry about. the opposition (to the-Congress)._of:some
Par.sis.~ . . . The Rast Gojtar is niy ·greatest ·distress-the instrument that I had so fondly cherished (in the hope that it) would be
for the progress of. India and showing how thoroughly the
Parsis are faithful to the land of their birth and desirous to rtiJay
some of the debt to their asylum by doing whatever little good
they can to promote the happiness and prosperity of its children.
January 17, 1890.
I hear from Behramji (Malabari) that the Parsi opposition was
faint and isolated. This is good news to me for the sake· of the
Parsis themselves.
'
.
•
February i4, I 890.
I am glad there were 36 Parsi delegates. . . . By numbers,
merely, the Parsis can have only one to ;.,soo delegates.

•

l)adabhai to Hume
January 5, 1888.

It. is desirable that <N;~-tiMY... S~~-"shou1d be allowed to take an
i~lterest...-in,:\'iaJ,l~ ~.~e~p,.1.thJ;:~,Cqngr~s..•~~. . ,~¥~B:·'">if""t4e¥"''choose, 'to· ·
finA~2.slsg%t.~h)J:~~~~~~~~$.,.~E~~:lf.h.~~~•..!h~ir own wants and
grievances, and a body like the Congress and other public associations can alone take up political questions .... A solidarity of this
kind between all the people of India is a thing . t()..~b;· d~~in;d.
The interests of the.Native States are intimately connected-with
those of the subjects of British India. Any improvement in-Native
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States is a gain to all India, and the very suc~ess of Native States
will by comparison shame and expose ~he failures in the British
system. We must carry the Native Princes completely with us .
•It wN add much to our strength. The very fact that Native
States and Princes take an interest in the Congress will in itself
give weight and consideration to the Congress in the opinion of
the people here.

l)adabhai to VVacha

•

February 9, r888.
My stay with Sir W. Hunter has been of some goo.! in that•
he has .seen more clearly than before the necessity of larger
admission of natives into the Services. He will most probably
write something to create greater sympathy for the Congress
among the English public. . . . He has left a hopeful impression
,.rupon me that he means well. I feel a little anxious about the
/•next Congress. Sir-Syed Ahmed._will move Heaven and Earth•
to thwart the Congress.
·

l)adabhai to Malabari
March

2,

r888 .

.,::- · It will, ~deed, _be a godd thing to bring about som~ reas~nab_le,
1\~derstanding .w1th the. Mahomedan opponents. This split w1ll
'retard our progress very much, indeed. There are difficulties
enough to conterl.d ~gainst the Anglo-Indians. . . . "God help
India" is true, but we must go on doing what we can .

•

April r8, 1888 .
• Ahmed
I hope Mr. Hume will be able to bring round Syed
and.prevent.tge opposition_ to the Congress. The disunion .among
ourselves will-do u"s. v~ry .g-re~t-harm: Here, interest in India is
growing gradually, but this split will check it very much.
/' What~was the opposition to the Congress an4 _~hat sort of
· a split was it that it had.become a regular nightmare to Dadabhai ~
' During the yeacr888_there was_an~outbreak of anti-Congress
fever of a virulent type throughout India among the AngloIndian and Muhammadan communities. Dadabhai was referring
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tl_o that almost forgotten chapter in the early history (;>f the ConI

jg~ss. l{.,Allan~Hum.e:J,trtig~t-~he~oall~d~t;:he*lf~W:!:(}.roR0f~the.l>Qongress; ··

th~il~9,f'lqis:,Qf~~~~Jmll'.w.as:.-~~y;;g~-~z;f~t4~;:.;tN.2t.?nly~.did:,he,

rs ..Vlceroy~of,Indl:a-,:;.-:w,~lE2P.l;.~::~!~/gpp.a.tiOij;;i:<b11~•.h~~~~.rre~~IS~d

Hume not to . restrict its scope to agitation on. the s?ci~ side
of-Indian life, as was Hume' s original idea, hut to wiqen its
scope and defmitely to aim at :the politicaLeducatiqn ~.of. the
people. He even w~nt so far as to recognize the movement by
4J.~iting the delegates to the second.Congress;·hekLin"the follow• 0g year in Calcutta under the presidentship of Dadabhai, as d~s
tinguislted guests to a garden party at Government House. His
example was followed by Lord Connemara, the Governor of
Madras, at the time of the third Congress. There were other
provincial Governors, such as Lord Reay in Bombay, and many
officials, who also approved of the idea of having a sort of con•.s..titutional oppo'sition to the Government of the day.
•

~. Soo~~-after-the._M~,9xes.""'<:PJfgr~~§>.Jl-S?».'~t?,Y~~71)$S{·'kg~~-eP££tE.Y~
fell~fo,lll_;;,:q£,..thel<mg,v;~ro,~nt..•The·growth of the mfant·:Hercules
~ad alarmed. officialdom. To ,the. Anglo.,Indian ..community also

i~ seemed to spell subversion of the. established order of things,

and some Parsis and lY.Ltm._~JP}Jl::t.~ans, too.,.JQ£;,,ltigh,!:,;,,~.t the
. outcry that the Congress aimed at transferring the Government
~f India from the Crown ~·tO,f!~N~ti~~~:Pft.L4~JJ~t:!!,t?~:<1,W,;"'~~~er
words,_,:J,t.::thc:;,sub.stitgBs;>p,pf,tlin~gJgr,,Atiti~h.r,aj.
.
·,Those who were agaW:~t--th; Cong~~ss ·f~~d' ~strange ally 'in
the report of the Madras session of the Congress itself. To this
report \jere appended QK9"""f'i!:t:EPhlet$;.,.A.. Congress_CjlJ!.fhism
by V.:eera··Raghava.chariat:,...and A Conversation between Moulvi
Fariduddin (a pleader of a district called Hakikatabad) and one
Rambuksh (a headman of Kambakhtpur), showing by a parable·
the· evils of absentee landlordism, howsoever benevolent, and
urging that the way to escape the tyranny of a despotic Government is to seek a representative one such as that for which the
Congress was contending. Thousands of copies of both pamphlets
in various vernaculars were circulated freely. The hostile organs
read in them nothing but revolt and quoted passages from them
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to show that the Congress was fast beconling an .engine for
sedition.
Pamphleteering was not, however, the ;ole sin of the Congress.
Spefial et"orts were made by its leaders to induce Muhammadans
to join.. The appeal to his co-religionists made by Badruddin
'I'yabji, as President of the Madras Congress, was followed by
active propaganda in Urdu all over the countrr A Muhammadan,
named Bhimji, toured the provinces enlisting Muslim support.
This was a real danger in the eyes of the bureaucracy, more
~~ unnerving than all the patriotic froth of Congress speakers and.
' writers. How could Government sit with folded hands wli.en they
sa~~good Muslims ~alJcing lightly into the Congress trap :
Official and non-official influences were, therefore, at work to
make the Muhammadan subjects of the Crown see through the
"seditious" movement and to inflame the whole community
agajn~t the attempt to introduce a Hindu raj fatal to its.
interests.
The worst "crime" of the Congress, hqwever, was the agitation
carried on in England by Dadabhai, in the name of the Congress,
on behalf of the people of India. He had succeeded in enlisting
the sympathy and support of a man like William Hunter in the
Congress cause. He had openly declared that the political forces·
represented by the Congress were so great that the British
Government, if it sm:ght to thwart them, would break itself
in the attempt. Dadabhai' s daily distribution of Congress literature and his daily app~ to the strong sentiments and cherished
principles of justice inherent in the English race co~siderably
influenced English opinion in favour of the national movement.
For Anglo-India that was the most disastrous phase of the agitation. Already, no less an authority than Gladstone had declared
that the capital agent in fmally determining the question whether
the British power in India was or was not to continue, would
be the will of the 240 millions of people who inhabited the
country. "It would not do for us," he warned his countrymen,
"to treat with contempt, or even with indifference, the rising
aspirations of this great people."
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'there was·a-.clamour in Anglo-Indian circles that the.Congress
~Jhould be checked fro~?' spe~g on.·hehalf of.India.and.mis-

~eadmg -the British·-people.. ·~ts.~~kw~~ent It!!
so ..far as to suggest. that the time had .arrived to use ~ce ~ore
the~iron"handjn.the:velvet-.glove;~,and,..to~.put.~.dQw.,this<kind
oLagitation. ·The officials, however, res.orted to another device.
In their opinion the best way to kill the Congress was to have
v( countrywide demonstrations against it. There were the numerous
· Islamia~Anjumans ready to take the .lead'" .Besides, several anti• Congress organizations had already been set on foot specifically
for the"purrose. There was the ·IJw,.~~.Ja4~~1?1\~,ti~A~~.o-IJI!II
c~ewr'0.fr:w.:~k~~~jS~~~~,;;,~W,~r,e..was
also the British··Indian..Association .. of,Qudh, .. Feady.,to,-giv:e. the
Congress.. a.b;td name ap.dhang.it. They all combined and organize~ public meetings and hostile demonstrations in different parts
• of India, denouncing, the Congress and challenging its righJ; to
speak on behalf of the people of the country. They also issued
tracts and pamphlets, subsidized journals, and took special care ·
to send anti-Congress literature to England for the information
of Members of Parliament, English journals, and the people of
the United Kingdom. \£:idJ.£t!UslJJ~~hly~!~c;eGl.\i:m~i~~hancis,
~~~.~~~~~f£2$!~"1}J~9.8~ti~.n,:w3~"tQ.~,-1.!1Q~~"'~£tiYe .ill carrying
·f_,on sucli agitation. !J:~,sg~E. YS..J:alh;p..~p,hl~st;l!Ollthof~w:hich
.
'\\l'as
v9htided-~~Showing. the Sed!9:wt~ (:harac:r~r~9f.~he)ndiat1 National
tongre~~-~4_. ~h~ opll;rions .held by- eminent Natives .of India
who .are. opposed· to the Movement." 'th~od,Q,~;~""lle..(ik,.,.,w.~...,the
~,ili.t..o..J,_ ~mong the avowed contributors were some "Rajahs,"
intellectually cyphers, unable to write a single page of good
English. There were, no doubt, able men too, such as <:8yed
Ahmed and Syed.~Hosain~Belgrami, .but they were both,tainted
by-a~very powerful. communal· bias. The mest-..impor,tant.names
on.....the.Ust-ofopponents of the Congress were·those.<;>fm~Nizam
of):.;Iyder::rbad~and·Nawab ,Sir ~alarJl!llg..
Such were the men_who were behind the oppositipn-which
made Dadabhai very ~P.R!~hensive about the future of the .. Congress. 'fhe.clouds;· ho'Yey~r,~soon dispeJ,;!~,~ l)espite the furious
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cannonade of inimical criticism the Congres~ forged ahead, and
the so-called patriotic associations foulid .an early grave.

.

••

lJadabhai to JfTacha

September 2r, r888.
Let the Mahomedans go ahead. This development of a new
force will ultimately prove of use to India. It is good that they
•
are roused to some activity.

july 27, r888.
I hope you will be able to do something about Dig~y's pro-•
posed Agency (for officially representing the Congress in England).
He is the best man we can have for the purpose and without some
such worker here our labours will not fructify rapidly enough.
. He has time as well as energy and knowledge.
August 31, 1888.
I hope that Telang, Mehta, and others will seriously take this
matter into consideration. All this means money, and money
must be found; for a time, self-sacrifice of a few becomes
necessary.
Ever since the inauguration of the Congress, Dadabhai had
been pressing on his colleagues in India the need for establishing ·
a political agency to re~resent officially the Congress in England
and to awaken the Bntish public to a sense of the wrongs of
India. The cost involved was a deterrent factor. Dadabhai volunteered in r887 to act as Agent to the Congress, without remuneration, but even the funds for other expenses for propagan.da could
not be found. He, therefore, did what his own industry and
limited resources J,"endered possible. Digby, however, took up the
question earnestly and put forward a clear-cut scheme which led
to an agency being set up, in the following year, with an office
in Craven Street, Strand, under his personal direction. It served
not only as the office of Congress in London but also did for
unofficial India what the India Office was doing for official India,
as regards presentation of Indian affairs to Parliament and the
country. Its rooms became the recognized repository of infor-
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marion concerning •India.. The Ga~ette of India and the Gazettes
of subordinate Governments, Blue Books relating to India and
principal Anglo-Indian ·and Indian newspapers were flied there.
Everything. was freely rendered availabl<~ to all persons jhters>ted
in Indian affairs. Relations were established with the associations
and organizations of both the great p()litical parties in Britain,
and a: systematic and determined attempt was made to arous~
British interest and to enlist British effort in Indian affairs.
The Agency freely circulated ro,ooo copies of the report of
• the third Congress and many thousand copies of speeches and
pamphlets. among all the newspapers in the United Kingdom,
members of both Houses ofParliament, varibus political organizations and leading public men. Huge posters, calling attention
to Indian· grievances, were printed and put up throughout the
Unlted Kingdom, and handbills were dist~ibuted at numerous
• meetings. Excellent propaganda was thus carried on by 'Digby
under the general supervision of Dadabhai witil the British
Committee of the Congress was formed and associated with the
Agency, inJcl.y r889, with Wedderburn.as Chainp.an.
.

J)adabhai to Ulacha
August 10, 1888.
.

1

.

I shall be glad to see' that the efforts. made by Government to
discourage Higher Education will awaken the people to the
necessity of helping themselves. . . . Congress has __n,o_;y,.k<::~2me
a subject·?£ debate,in ..Parliament;·· · • ·
·

•
ll'"~

J)adabhai to Malabari

"

,,

Q£t£<~£r..t~ •.,I~.~~~'·"~"

N·.s1~9~1fwuch,~afraidffofi'Sirt:Syedi:·A4f8~.~-~.t¢?;R13g~}S9~:~J~lo ...,,.,.
. dou~,-~politita:l':":A:gents.~will·~be •. pri~~~j::Jy:_.putting,..P,I.'~sure.,..upon .
the Chi_s:f~ ,,to .help;. them.,,;J:3ut ~the -Gause •.ts,:bad,.and..-must "sooner
.or .late'r collapse,· unless,o.upowmfFiends;.tu.m:,t.r:J,it8~~·?Jt4~~"'<},iyision
am<)J1g.,pu~selyes,rt:Jjg:e:~~>tfi'l,f!-gt~~,~.:.:..:., . Upon the whole, the
feeling here is in favour of it.. : . we sliall'now have a far more
heavy struggle about the. Ser\rices than we have had hitherto.
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lJadabhai to M!acha

•
November 16, 1888.

Th.e opposition to the Congress is doing it incalculable good
Olllld ~add much to its triumph and usefulness .... The {questions
of the) Services and Representation they {leaders of the Congress)
must stick to most eat1lestly. Both are immensely important, but
the latter without the former will be a bur~en.

November 25, r888.
Work steadily on your side, take good care about the important subjects-the Services and simultaneous examinations.
•
November 30, r888.
We cannot afford to let this great question (Services) :flag in
the least. If the Congress achieve this one reform only, it will
have conferred the greatest benefit on India.

December 20, r888.
At the Congress all leading men must meet. I wish Telang and
Pherozeshah to be there. I wonder why Kabraji and Bhownaggree
should be against the Congress. . . .

January l.I, . .r889.
What a relief to me that the Congress has been so successful!
. . I do not despair. that Sir Syed.Ahmed will also come over
/ ' like Raja Bhawan Prasad, whatever is his present attitude. Events
have so shaped themselves that ,neither Dufferin's attack nor
Colvin's correspond~ce did much mischief-on the contrary
some good.
•
January r8, r889.
This is a new epoch in the history of England and India-the
exact bicentenary of the Revolution of 1688-89 to the very
months November to February. If the Congress goes on discreetly, there is every chance of its complete success. But moderation is very much needed indeed. . .. Sir Lepel Griffin has attacked
me in The Times. Sir R. Watkin has attacked the Congress as
having Russian go!d. Opposition and misrepresentation are thus
progressing. Our moderation will overcome all.
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February 8, r889.

Ml:.-Digh~c is arranging to see all prominent statesmen and I
- have no doubt his utterances will add to the strength of the
Congress. Mr. Gladstone having once expressed himself so
strongly and emphatically, we may look forward •for ~tter
results. '. . . Above all, therefore, we should never forget
moderation and quiet, but firm and ~teady work. We are still
in the speaking .stage. When that is carried on with discretion
and temperateness, action and good result will soon follow ill
due natural course. We. have- to. go -through--all.the . usual . ailments
of-infancy·and-ehildhood.-We havejust"got·our-two"teeth.out
and:may"be
able.to digest-more,solid food. .
·
I

March

1889.
·I have got many invitations to address on India, but am obliged
to decline as I have always to be ready for any call from Central
Finsbury. I wish to make a tour of all the towns to address on
India and make the Congress a familiar topic. and an institution
deserving and claiming support from all Englishmen.
I,

Dadabhai· to Malabari
.
, May 20, 1889.
It would. be desirable at the next Congress . . . to thank
Mr. Smith and his supporters for their 'kind interest in India.
Every little or great success achieved hare in; Parliament must be
well acknowledged. A good echo from India of what is done
here will have a good effect in inciting further action.

•

l)adabhai to H!acha

•

~~%-J-I,,;!-~~9·

/": Do.not ..feel.annoyed.at -Mr. Hume. . . .We must.not forget
/tlwhat
owe him. . . . If he writes to me twice as angrily or
unreasonably as he has written to you, I would simply say, "My
dear friend, there is some misapprehension 'on your part," and
in a kind way give him the facts. Trust him as one with whose
~coldings we must put up as we would do of an elder,brother
or father. We .cannot,repay~him--adequately-~for-.what .. he has
done andjs doing .for us.

.we
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• August 16, 1889.
A Madrasi should be asked to preside over the Congress
deliberations this year. I do not approve of the, idea of there

. being.a permanent President.

Dadabhai to Malabari

•

.

December 20, 1889.
I read in the Indian Spectator that there was an idea of making
the Congress quinquennial, and I wrote my views against it in
Dinsha's letter. Soon after, I learnt from Mr. Digby that Mr.
Hume had contradicted this rumour and I was glad.

Dadabhai to VVacha
February 7, 1890.
India is estimated to work with a deftcit of about £300. We
shall have here a very active year, this one, to be sure, in Indian
•matters.

It was, in fact, a memorable year in the history of Indian
Reform. Dadabhai had been constantly reminding his friends in
India that the power to introduce reforms was entirely in the
hands of the British people and the British Government, and
asking them to send frequent delegations to England to convince·
the British people that the Congress demands were just and fair.
He was equally enthustastic in inducing British statesmen to go
out in large numbers to India, to make the acquaintance of
Indians, to study their. character, to learn their aspirations, to
show sympathy for their just demands, and to prove .by their
own example th~t the British conscience was still as sound
as ever.
Following his advice, the Congress executive in India sent to
England, during the summer of 1890, a delegation consisting
of Surendranath Banerjea, R. N. Mudholkar, Allan Hume, and
Eardley Norton, to tour the country and to appeal to the British
public, on behalf of the unrepresented millions of India, to
support the Congress in its demand for reform in the administration of their country. The meetings they addressed were well

/
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attended; _in every•case the audience manifested great interest
in the reform proposals. Resolutions were enthusiastically adopted
at sev~ral meetings in favour of the' reforms, particularly for a
system of representative government, and petitions ~ere ~ent
to the House of Commons praying for the acceptap.ce o~ the
Congress scheme for Council Reform. The most active. and also
the most eloquent member of the delegation was Banerjea. His
powerful oratory e~cited unusual interest. Dadabhai, as an Indian
resident in England, was also a welcome speaker. His. services
on this occasion were specially recognized by the British Com•rnittee in their resolution eulogizing the work accomplished by
the delegates. Perhaps the most interesting feature of this platform campaign was the series of lectures delivered in different
parts of England by Bradlaugh on Indian questions.

·Dadabhai to Wacha

.

December 10, 1890.
I hope the Congress will pas~ off successfully. Its importance
and necessity increase every day. I am very sorry, indeed, the
Maratha is playing in our opponents' hands. Such are always the
difficulties of every great movement. we must surmount them. .
\

Dadabhai to Malabari

•

March 21, 1890.
Sir W. Wedderburn gave an address last night on India at
Toynbee Hall under the au5pices of the UniverSity Settlement
at th& .East End· of London. It was very well and sympathetically
. received. Qn.~.. Mr..Thomscm ..presented~the_,.opposition ...yiew ·of
Sir.Syed. Ahmed'.s .party,. andJ,replied.to ·him.

Dadabhai to Wacha
August 29, 1890.
The more you can get Europeans of influence on your side
as Presidents taking active part, the less will be the cry that your
object was revolutionary and· anti-British. Still, it would be
desirable to have interspersion ofindian Presidents.
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• January 30, 1891.
I am so glad Congress passed off successfully, but a grievom
loss in Bradlaugh's death. . . .
·
•
February 27, 1891.
The projected delegation of roo members of the Congress to
London will do much-good . . . .

...

•
july 3, r891.
Sir William asks: "Why does Mr. Wacha write on such
horribly heavy papers: He will ruin himself in postage."

Dadabhai to Hume
,
October 14, 1891.
The Congress meetings should not be stopped. Such an action
will put back India's progress a generation, or at least for years.
. . . You have already achieved a great deal in rousing up the
.people. Don't give them up now.

Dadabhai to U!acha
December 23, 1891.
Hume is discouraged for want of funds. It will be disastrous
to India if he gives us up.

Dadabhai to M. B. Nam Joshi
•
December ro, 1891.
I need not tell you with what grief I read your opposition to
the Congress. From )OU, who have been one of its supporters
and workers from its very birth! What is the matter: Can we
afford to be so divided against ourselves and can Mdia ever
progress under such circumstances : Have we not difficulties and
obstacles enough that we create more of our own? Poor India!

Dadabhai to fl!acha
April 8, 1892.
The Congress Committee prepared a rather strong resolution
and sent it to The Times with a letter.
I am distressed to have had to sign that letter after what Hume
had done for us.
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April 14, 1892:

We cannot but expect that our opponents will make capital
out ofHume's letters."
These references to H~me' s l~tters and the resolution fepud!ating his views need elucidation. On Febniary~.I6, I~92,_!f..E_!Ile
issued a circular letter addressed_ to _Cong~essmen, markelf private
and confidential, which came to be published to the con~tern~tion
ofi.the writer and his. colleagues. The burden of the communication was that the existing system of adm.ll.i~tgtiQp...,,:iQJp.dia
w~s not only pauperizing the people; but-also-inev;itably,preparing
th~ way for "one of the most terrible cataclysms in the history
of the world." The people were patient, mild, and humble, but
so were the. people of France only ten years before they rose
and murdered their Sovereign and practically the bulk of the
better classes. It was Hunger and Misery, those great leaders
and teachers, that changed at last, apparently in a day, that
crowd of sheep into an army of wolves. To Burne, therefore, it
appeared .as certain as night follows day that a terrible rising
· must evolve, sooner or later, out of this state of affairs. He,
thers:fore, warned the people, particularly-- the, rich ,·and the
.well~to-do:

Do.not fancy that Governmertt·will be able to protect_you
oritse~LNo earthly power can stem an·universal agrarian rising
in a country like this. My countrymen will be as ·men in the
desert, vainly struggling for a brief Sl*Ce, against the simoon.
Thousands of the rioters m·ay be killed, but to what avail, when
there· are millions on millions who have nothing to look forward
to. but death-nothing to liope for but vengeance; as for leaderswith the hour comes the man-be sure there will be no lack of
leaders. This is no hypothesis-it is. a certainty.
There was not the slightest mtention to incite people. Hume
w~s merely articulating loudly the beliefs of those who had given
earnest· attention to the subject and was asking the well-to-do
classes to realize betimes the internal danger that faced them.
It 'Yas.an appeal to them to provide the Congress with the mean~
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to plead their country's cause and to flood" Great Britain with
pamphlets and newspapers so as to awaken the British public
as to the reality of the situation in India: The hostile Press, however, ma.de capital out of Hume's speculations. To avert further
harm from Congress, the British Committee passed a resolution
on April I, expressing.regret that such an injudicious letter
should have been circulated and their entire repudiation of the
"unjustifiable conclusions" to which Hum-e appeared to have
been "driven in face of the consideration of the deplorable condition of large portions of the Indian people." Dadabhai was
one of the unhappy signatories to the letter to The Timts.
•
The British Committee of the Congress was another baby
Dadabhai had to nurse. An annual sum had been voted for its
support by the 1889 Congress; but it did not suffice to meet the
exRenditure on the journal India, which was started as its official.
organ, and on the other activities of the Committee. The means
of Wedderburn were limited; Dadabhai's much more; yet the
two devoted servants oflndia bore a very large part of the fmancial
burden. Wedderburn's share was unquestionably the larger, and
he bore the burden, as his biographer, S. K. Ratcliffe, remarks,
"for many more years than he should have been allowed to·
."
carry 1t.
Despite his own slentler resources and the heavy electioneering
expenses, Dadabhai usually advanced small sums from £30 to
£200, whenever neecled, and guaranteed losses on political
breakfasts and other functions and publications. But t~ere were
larger contributions too. At a conference held on May 18, Sir
Henry Cotton, Romesh Dutt, and S. H. Swinny, who had just
returned from India, reported that the general feeling in the
country was that India was a heavy burden upon the Congress.
Wedderburn thereupon submitted a note on the question (June 3,
1903) in which he stated that he had been primarily responsible for
'the whole expenditure on both the British Committee and India.
In 1902 a deficit of £137 was left. For 1903 the estimated
expenditure was £2,250, whereas till the middle of the year
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payment had been ;eceived for only 1,750 copies of India, out
of the 4,000 circulation guaranteed by the Congress:
On various occasions I have explained (he observed) that it
was quite beyond my means to remain responsibl~ for such l~ge
sums; and both India and the Committee would .have come to an
end in December 1901 had not Mr. Dadabhai, in order to give
the Congress one more chance, deposited with me Rs. 25,000
Govemm~nt pap•er as a material guarantee against loss. What
we required from the last Congress was to provide a material
guarantee in substitution of that now prQvided by Mr. Dadabhai,
but this they have not done. . . . The fmancial position is thus
of the most precarious kind, depending upon Mr. Dadabhai's
willingness to continue his material guarantee from day to day;
the period for which he originally granted it having expired when
· the Congress had met and passed its decision upon our proposals.
Such being the condition of affairs, I do not think we should be
justified in asking Mr. Dadabhai to continue his material guaraatee
for the £2,250 under present conditions. The sum involved is
very large, and there is no reason why he should sacrific~ himself .
in order to continue an arrangement which has no element of
permanence, and which we find to be personally wellnigh
unendurable.
What was the remedy ? Financial separatiqn of India from the
Committee and from the Congress was .one of the alternatives
suggested by Dutt. If no one came forward to run the paper,
he was prepared to accept all fmap.cial responsibility, bearing
any loss and taking any profit that might accrue. The offer was
not accepted for public and private reasons. Eventually financial
assistance was received from other quarters, thanks mainly to
the effort made by Gokhale and the Servants of India Society
in collecting subscriptions.
India was thus kept alive. and was discontinued only when
the London organization was shut down in the year ·1921 for
causes other than fmancial. The British Committee was at the
time out of tune with the Congress executive. Moreover, the
Indian leaders considered it useless to have a London organiza. tion. The Congress, they held, should rely for success upon its
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work in India. Meanwhile, Indian Liberals, representing the
Hume-W edderbum tradition, had already established the Indiah
Reforms Committee, at the formation of which Lord Carmichael
pre~ided.Mr. H. E. A. Cotton (later to become Sir Evan Cotton)
and Mr. Douglas Hall were Secretaries, Lord Clwyd was elected
Chairman and remainal Chairman until the Committee was
dissolved, mainly owing to lack of support from India.
So much for Dadabhai' s concern for the Congress as reflected
in his letters. The following ·letters written by him during the
period deal with general topics.
To]. H. Keene
September 3, 1887.

If Englishmen carry on the discussion in a fair spirit, truth
will at last come out, and if I am found wrong I shall be more
• happy.

September 16, 1887.
It is not the incidence of tax;ttion that is India's evil. It would
still be of no consequence if as much Land Revenue as Akbar's
were taken. The evil is in the drain of a portion of the revenue
out of the country.

To Wacha
October 14, 1887.
•
The opium profits happen to be large and Government finds
it convenient to intercept them as so much indirect taxation.
All profits of foreign• commerce may be said to be paid by foreign
countries. But they are India's property nevertheless, ~ust as all
profits of British exports are Britain's profits .... As long as the
present opium trade remains forced upon China, it is a curse
to India.
October 27, 1887.
If we can once get out of this ditch of the "drain," the rest will
all follow in the natural course of things. . . . Rest assured that
mere reform of representation in the Legislative Councils would
do little if the other reform of the stoppage of the drain is not
carried out.
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To Sir George Birdwood

November 23, 1887.
He (Sir William Hunter) is a good friend of the Natives at
, heart, and I beseech both you and him to achieve our result,
which is the chief aim of my life and the accorn:pliiliment of
which will be the greatest blessing. .• . . I mean simultaneous
examinations both in India and England for ·all departments of
civil administratitm.

To the Secretary: Islington Conservative Ass~ciatlon
January I, !888.
There is no objection on my part to address a Conservative
Association on Indian subjects. For India we need the help of both
parties and we are indebted to both.

To Wacha

To A. K. Connell
july 13; 1887.
The plan of competition properly arranged so as to test the
whole man-physically and mentally-would be the best and
perhaps the only plan that can be adopted to give "a fair field
:ind no favour."
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I should not have cared one jot, had•all the Anglo-Indian
members of the Public Service Commission gone against us.
It is the defection of the Native members that has done the m~st
harm. . .. The progress is delayed-come it must, but we have
• to vhit longer, though it was quite within grasp now.

•

To Wacha

•
july 13, r888.
I very much desire that the Indian Press and Associations should
first attack the report (of the Public Service Commission). My
following the Indian opinion will be more effective than m~
leading it. The whole report is a monstrous, one-sided pieadingeverything is twisted to a foregone conclusion. Simultaneous
examination was the only solution of the problem and the pledges.

•

January 15, r889.
If I understand the Secretary of State's despatch to the Public
Service Commission aright, the Statutory Service is lost. It is
corpse; its soul is gone. If it was anything at all and worth anything, it was part and parcel of the covenanted civil service with
all its rights and privileges. By a stroke of the pen the Secretary
of State has cut through the Act of Parliament. He is legally wrong
and morally still worse. . . . The only condition justifying i~
abolition would be the introduction of simultaneous examinations .

a

•

To Malabari
April 26, r889.

I am sorry that the Native members of the Viceroy's Council
do not understand the subject of the economic conditi!in of India
and their duty towards the poor masses of India. I am not surprised that they should vote for a salt duty and against income-tax.
On the Public Service Commission report, Mr. Digby and
myself are now preparing a more complete letter to Lord Cross.

To Wacha
February 21, 1890.
Sir T. Madhavrao is doing mischief by opposing the principle
of election. What does he mean r Lord Cross's Bill is poor and no
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elective principle• in it. Petitions must pour in fo~ Bradlaugh' s
• Bill. A great effort is necessary.
·

To Robert Grierson
March 2~ I89c1.
Taking the instance of Madras, whffe. Government have a
. sort of monopoly, the cost of production (of salt:) is about s}d.
per maund, equal•to 82 lbs., which means about a quarter of a
farthing per lb. Government sells this at nearly 12 times or
1,200% of the cost or 5/- per maund, and thus draws from an
absolyte necessary of life from a very poo~ people a revenue 'of
£6,7oo,ooo per annum.
'·
·

•

..
•

•
CHAPTER XXII

A YEAR OF WORRY AND GLORY
•
RDUOUS as is the task of a Membe~ of Parliament at all
times, in Dadabhai' s case its responsibilities were exceptionally onerous. He had to discharge his duties to his Britisb.
constituency, as well as to India. Confronted by tried and hardheaded statesmen, what could a single representative of a distant
dependency of Britain achieve? No one expected that he would
take the House by storm, but the invincible optimist had strong
hopes of extorting a hearing, on behalf of India, day after day,
lllltil he could make the Indian question a familiar one and get
the House to agree to at least a few measures of reform for which
he had been crying in the wilderness for more than thirty years.
His was not the voice which at once took the ear. But rhetoric is
not the lever with which the House is moved. Mastery of facts,
courage of conviction, earnestness of purpose-these were the
levers with which he hoped to move it. A stupendous effort had
to be made; for that he was fully prepared, but what about
funds? A delicate question; there is, however, no reason to gloss
over facts. Rather it is necessary to refer to them briefly so as to
indicate against what tldds he had to struggle.
Soon after the election, Malabari, who knew wh~ fmancial
difficulties Dadabhai had to contend with, wrote (July 20):

A

Mr. Mehta from Calcutta wrote to ask if we could raise a fund
for you. I asked him to wait till you were consulted. If a call is
not well responded to, it would be bad. Dinsha is enthusiastic
over your letters and wishes he were by your side. "Then I would
die!" he concludes!

As a matter of fact, when he was in the thick of the protracted
electoral campaign, Dadabhai had written to Malabari (February
l
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8, r889) that he had•been anticipating a collapse· and that the very
thought ofit had been disturbing his mind and checking free and
bold action. That at the 'last moment he should have to abandon
the struggle was, indeed, an appalling thought. Had he remained
in Bombay, he might have accumulated money for his ·children,
but he had given up all income~a pe~uniary sacrifice greater
than that of any other politician of the day, not_ to mention the
separation from his •family and the impossibility of rearing his
children as he would have liked.. The fall in exchange was a
further handicap-one-fifth of the limited resources placed at his
disposal oby a few Indian Princes and personal friends was lost.
in it. 1 What his needs were he mentioned specifically in another
letter to Malabari (January 3 I, 1890). ·

Rs. 25,000 is not a great mistake. It only means £r,6oo. Fi:am
has already spent £8oo, and will require as much more before
he has done. . . . H. H. Rao' s money I can partly use tow:n:ds
supplementing my house expenses, as a portion of it would he
really for work done. But I cannot take much out of it, as I
shall require all I can get for my p~esent purpose and for which I
am asking. With the exception of taking as much as would enable
supplementing for the everyday house wants and" the comfort
of t~e children, I shall need all. In a matter like the one in which
I am now involved I cannot depend upon future hopes."You see
how soon friends lapse into indifference,•as you say is the case at
present. Lose or win, I am bound 'to fight this battle to the end.
After the election the fmancial probl~m had become ~ore
acute. Tht calls on a Member's purse are greater than those on a
candidate's. How was he to meet those demands when he had
not even the means for his own maintenance in England during
his membership of the House ? It was· not known how long he
1
The average rates at which council bills and telegraphic transfers were sold in London
during those years y;ere as under:

Pence per rupee,
18•089
16• 733
14'985.
14' 547

1890-'91
1891--92
1892--93
1893--94 .

L
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would sit in the House or how soon he ~uld have to plunge
into another electoral struggle. If the general election came on
suddenly, where was he to fmd the funds for it~ When such was
the predicament in which he found himself, a highly sensational
report ;ppeared in the English newspapers. It was announced
that since his election. to the Imperial Legislature, Dadabhai
had received thirteen telegrams from different Maharajas of India
with gifts of money varying from £sao t~ £s,ooo, making in
all £28,ooo. Nay, more. The "Maharaja of Hyderabad" (a
designation as fictitious as the report) had sent to Dadabhai an
additional sum of £ro,ooo to enable him to establish a permanent
memorial of some kind-a monument, a public library, or some
philanthropic institution in his constituency! Hostile papers
made capital out of this canard. The Echo charged Dadabhai
with purse pride in the display of riches; and the Globe speculated
as
the reason why those Eastern potentates should thus rejoic~
in the election of one who was not of their blood nor of their
religion. Was it an outburst of gratitude or affection, or was it a
means of propitiation~
To check further mischief, Dadabhai contradicted the statements in the following letter sent to the London dailies:

:a

With reference to the statement in your issue of yesterday that
I have received telegrams and £38,ooo from India, will you
kindly allow me to inform your readers that though it is true
that I have received many telegrams since my election, I have
not received any m~ney. from India.

•

If so much money or even a smaller amount had been poured
into the lap of Dadabhai, his friend Malabari would have known
it and he would not have sent that letter to Dadabhai, asking him
whether a fund should be started to rheet his expenses. Funds
were, indeed, badly needed. What was received had been wellnigh exhausted, and the sources of supply had dried up for the
time being. In reply to Malabari's letter, Dadabhai disclosed his
condition, but as regards the proposal to raise funds, he observed
(August ro):
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I do not like fo have any public movement about it. If it can
be done quietly ... I should like it. The fall in exchange makes
a great hole and with what I have I shall not be able to work
with such full effect as I should do. It is not so much for my own
personal expenses which I can manage as economically :1!> posstble,
· but there are other expenses of various kinds, printing, subscrip- ·
tions, etc.... which require a deal of ~oney.

Demands for subscriptions . poured in from all directions.
Despite his limiteq means, Dadabhai gave donations, large or
.small, to all sorts of philanthropic ins.titud.ons and to individuals
in distre~s.
Captain Penton's petition entailed further unforeseen expenses.
The solicitors' charges and disbursements relating to the appeal
alone amounted to £1,670. When the petition was pending, he
wrote to Malabari (October 14, 1892): ·
About your suggested mode for raising funds for me (from
Princes and a few personal friends), all I can say is that I desire
quickness. ·

How pressing and urgent must have been his needs, m~y be
gathered f~om another letter in the same month (October 28):
The calls upon me for expense won't wait a day.... I must
have my backbone (my kamar no kat~o) beyond all doubt. In
short, I must have as ear~y as possible my funds in hand for some
years.

•

Then followed a cheerful letter on December 16, stating he.
had a talk with the Gaekwar who had been very free and kind to
him and that it was explained to His Highness that he should
remain in the House ~t least ten years. In another letter (December

.

~~~:

I ha:.,.e written to you about the Gaekwar last tp.ail. He was
particularly cordial with me here. Unless Princes come to my
aid we cannot expect much from the Sethsl or the people. . . .
If a lump siu:n becomes difficult, the next best, thing is to have an
1

Rich men.
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annual remittance, but it is so uncertain t<' rely upon and there
may be a collapse. The demands on one as a member of th.e
constituency are more exacting than they are when he is only a
candidate, both on person and purse. You have always the next
• election before your face. Our friends do not easily understand
the position under which even English candidates and members
groan.
•

Malabari' s letters were, however, disappoilhing. Indifference of
friends when approached for fmancial help is no uncommon
thing. One such friend was heard grumbling that Dadabhai was
enjoying himself in London. Two other friends, J. N. ~ata and"
F. S. Patel, indignantly refuted the insinuation, and they reported
the matter to Malabari just to impress upon him the difficulty of
carrying out his scheme to raise subscriptions privately from
friends. Dejected as he was by the small amount subscribed in
response to private appeals, Malabari wrote under a sense o(
irritation an article in the Indian Spectator, pleading for public
support to Dadabhai in his patriotic work. When Dadabhai saw
it, he was completely put out. In anguish he wrote (January 5,
1893):
I have felt much distressed by the article in the Indian Spectator.
about the public subscriptions for me. I was sorry to read that
the subject was dra$ged into public controversy and that in a
manner derogatory to me. . .. Kindly prevent any controversy
upon the subject.

•

In a letter that followed (January 12), Dadabhai dwelt on the

same subject:

•

Do not be disturbed by any failure in getting sufficient funds .
. . . We have gradually to lead on people to a sense of the necessity
of making sacrifices for the sake of their country. We cannot
expect them to do this at once, and it is our duty the more to
bear with them, to lead them on with tact and discretion. . . .
To start a rupee fund or any fund openly will result in failure
and even in mischie£ That unfortunate article ... has, as I was
fearing, done some mischie£
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In self-defence Malabari replied {January 28) :
It grieves me to read of your grief over my para. in reference
to the. subscription. It is a strange thing-this political life of
yours. All our friends were indignant at the smallocss o( the
fund .... I give voice to their indignation which I share. Thereupon
the good people turned upon me.... 1-note your distress and will
be careful in future. But excuse my saying that the para. was a
general criticism~ referring to Fawcett, Bradlaugh, and yourself,
and that it reflected the general public· opinion of Bombay.
My object was'not so much to insist on your claims as to show
how much we have yet to learn in the way. of political. organization. My second object was to indirectly disprove those who
have said in England ·that you had been helped to thousands.
By the time tp.is letter was in the hands of Dadabhai, he had
written to Malabari on February 24:
Yes, I have now drawn my last balance of my resources.' How
long it will last I cannot say. Unles~ more aid comes, of course
my only alternative will be to return. I do not despair though.
I shall do what I can.
Then followed an account showing how he was "enjoying
.himself":
·
I am here at about 12 0' clock noon and go back home at
r or 2 0' clock next morning, all the ti~e working and listening
in the House to understand how to vote on every question, and
correspondence. It is full twelve hours' b,ard work. I am not able
to employ a private secretary to relieve me.

'.

.

To such straits was the M.P., who was taken by his constituency
to be a very rich man, reduced. In the nick of time, however, help
came from Baroda. As the first instalment was received a cheque
for £r,ooo. There were prospects, too, of substantial help coming
from Gondal, Bhavnagar, and other Indian States, and it did come.
There is no need to go into details.
The anxiety regarding the pending peti~on against his election
was also removed by its withdrawal on December 14. Dadabhai
now braced. himself up for Parliamentary work.
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To distinguish oneself in the great Impenal Assembly is no
simple matter even for tried British politicians. What hope was
there for Dadabhai to shine in the midst of that constellation of
star~ of e~ceptional brilliance? His splendour might at least have
been dimmed, if he had not altogether disappeared from view.
The Indian luminary, hilwever, lost nothing in brilliance. There
was one special circumstance in his favour. Even with the support
of the Irish Nationalists the Gladstonian A~ministration had a
majority of only forty in the representative chamber. Consequently, every small group, every unit, was an asset of very.
great value to the Government of the day. The first Indtan M.P.
had therefore a better opportunity to find his way in the House
and to create a favourable impression than would have been the
case if he had been merely a unit in a large majority. Thanks,
moreover, to the courtesy of members of all parties, the enCOt.V"agement of the Premier, the solicitude of old friends like.
Samuel Smith, W edderbum, and Caine, and the goodwill and
assistance ofLord Kimberley, the Secretary of State for India, and
of his Deputy, George Russell, he moved about in the House as
if he had been long used to its procedure.
Dadabhai took the earliest opportunity to make his maiden
speech during the debate on the Address. It was but a personal'
note, expressing the joy of his countrymen at his election as a
member of the House, ~oupled with an appeal on their behalf for
fair consideration of Indian questions. The House listened with
deep attention to the Jhdian member who, for the first time in
English history, stood before them to state his views o~nly and
freely.
He stood there in the name of India to thank British rulers
that they had made it possible for an Indian to stand before this
House with the conviction that when~ver he had any grievance
to bring forward, supported by just and proper ~easons, he would
always fmd a large number of other members ready to support
him and to concede the justice for which he asked .... The moral
force of which the right honourable Member for Midlothian
spoke was the golden thread by which India was held by the
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British power; !s long as India was satisfied with the justice
and honour of Britain so long would the Indian Empire
·
endure.

Close upon that modest speech followed many embarrassing
questions and many intrepid arguments. The Indian • member
invariably occupied over a page of the Qrder book of the House
of Commons with notices of motions calling for detailed information and rettftns concerning the agricultural wealth of
India and other matters concerning that country. ·Well might
some member have called for a return from the India Office,
showing• the special staff needed, and its c~st, for satisfying the
curiosity of the member for Central Fins bury.
The growing divergence of value between gold and silver was
then engaging the attention· of the fmanciers of the world. An
International Conference· convened at Brussels had proved
:bortive. Despite the powerful advocacy of the bimetallists ofshe
day to a~andon or modify the gold standard, several Powers,
including Britain, were against making any fundamental change
in. their monetary system.. The fall in the value of the rupee had,
however, hit India very hard and any arbitrary attempt to fix
the ratio was likely to hit her harder still.
· Dadabhai ha~ been expounding tlie problem in the columns
of The Times and other journals since 1886. He had published also ·
a leaflet entitled Indian Exchanges and Bimetallism, containing his
contributions, together with those of his critics. One of the letters
to ,The Times, which atta~hed great valae to his views on this
subject, ~as written on board S.S. Malwa, dated Suez, December
23, r886, when he was on his way i:o India to preside over the
Congress session for that year. It was a brief but emphatic
repudiation of all the arguments in favour of bimetallism.
As he was now in a position to raise a debate on the question
on the floor of the House, Dadabhai put the question whether
th~ Secretary of State would, before sanctioning any alteration
in the system of currency in India, submit the question .for the .
consideration of the House. To this the obvious reply was that
the evidence on the question could not be laid before Parliament
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consistently with the public interests, until tlfe decision arrived at
had been announced.
Dadabhai, however, got an opportunity, within a fortnight,
to place his views before the House. On February 28 a resolution was· brought forward urging Her Majesty's Government
to use their utmost i.nflpence to procure the reassembly of the
Monetary Conference and to impress upon the representatives
of the British Government the immediate •necessity of fmding
some effective remedy, in concert with other nations, for the
evils resulting from the divergence in the value of the two.
precious metals. The proposal was equivalent to sending the
British Government on a fool's errand at the bidding ofbimetallists
who had not the courage to suggest bimetallism as the panacea
for the fmancial ills of the world. Dadabhai opposed the motion
in a powerful speech ending with a warning couched in the
foll,pwing emphatic terms:
There was a commercial disturbance, corning from demonetization in Germany, or the excessive production of silver in America,
just as storms arise in the physical world. The United States
undertook the absurd feat of trying to stop it and keep up the
price of silver, and the result was that the more it was stemmed
the greater force it acquired. . . . They must allow laws, com-·
mercial, physical, moral, or political, to be governed by nature.
If they tried to stat> the storm, the result would be far more
disastrous. He was of opinion that England must stick to the
sound scientific prinfiple of currency that she had adopted. Nor
should she allow the currency of India to be tampered with.

•

On March 28 Sir Seymour King rose to call attention to the
grave and injurious consequences likely to ensue in the Civil and
Military Services of the Indian Government from its failure to
provide compensation for the reduction of their salaries by the
diminution of the value of the rupee. He moved that a Select
Committee be appointed to inquire into the matter. It was stated
that the Viceroy had already expressed himselfbefore a deputation
in favour of granting compensation to the officers concerned.
Dadabhai was indignant. "It never occurred to the proposer or
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to the. Viceroy," lfe said; "that there was another side to the
picture. What was the position of the people of India themselves
from the fall in exchange ~ There was not a word of pity or
sympathy with regard to those from whose pockets whatever
was demanded had to be paid! Truly, the heaviest of;ll yokes,
as remarked by Macaulay, was the yok~ of _the stranger."
So long as this House does not understand that the yoke as it
~t present exists •practically in India is the heaviest of all yokes
India has no future, Indians no hope (Loud cries of Oh! Oh!).
You may say "Oh! Oh!" but you have never been, fortunately-and l hope and pray you may never be-in the condition in which
India is placed in your hands.
Tlien he gave a harrowing picture of the poverty of India,
citing his favourite authorities. From that question to the drain
of India's wealth was the next logical step. "You ought to have
.sonie heart and some justice," he observed feelingly, "to c~n
sider from what source this money has tb be made up." What was ·
the use of a corllinittee ~ The Viceroy had made up his mind.
"Then~ has hardly been an instance," he boldly asserted, "in which
a Commission has sat on such a matter as this and decided in a
manner that can _be called impartial and unbiassed. . . . The
whole thing is a foregone conClusion.... Do not put additional
taxation on these poor people."
Dadabhai then moved an amendment •to the effect that if a
fixed rate of exchange were determined upon, such r~te and the
actual market rate of exchange should no• become an additional
burden op. the Indian taxpayer. But for a few occasional cries of
"Oh! Oh!" and "Question" the House listened admiringly tothose home-thrusts. Dadabhai was cheered over and over again
as he established one point after another. Even the UnderSecretary of State, George Russell, although he had to support
the original motion, was most sympathetic. "I go all lengths with
him (Dadabhai)," he said, "in wishing to protect the pockets of
Indian taxpayers. •. . . But if the proposal was carried, the cost
must fall somewhere."
The motion was lost.
L*
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The batde of the rupee ratio was not yet over-in fact, it is
being fought even to-day as fiercely as before. Dadabhai had .a
good deal more to say and to write on the subject, and it would
be convenient to tum awhile from the arena of the House of
Coinmo~s to that of the Indian Exchange so as to have an
uninterrupted glimpse ~f the position taken up by him in the
matter.

•
The Indian Currency Committee of I893 over-ruled the
proposals made by the Government of India for stopping the
free coinage of silver with a view to the introduction of-the Gold'
Standard. So far their recommendations were in unison with the
evidence given by Dadabhai before the Committee. It, however,
suggested modifications of the Government proposals which left
to the authorities the discretion to take steps, ifand when necessary,
to close the mints to the free-mintage of silver accompanied by an
announcement that, though closed to the public, they would be
used by Government for the coinage of rupees in exchange for
gold at a ratio to be then fixed, say, Is. 4d. per rupee.
A representative of Commerce interviewed Dadabhai in connexion with this report, and Dadabhai' s criticism of the report was
published in Commerce (July 5, I893). The mints were closed
and the value of the rupee was divorced from the value of the
metal contained in it.• By withholding new issues of currency
the Government succeeded, after some initial mistakes, in raising
the gold value of the JUpee to Is. 4d., at which the rupee ratio
was definitely fixed on the recommendation of another Committee appointed in I898. Before that Committee mad; its report
Dadabhai contributed another letter to Commerce (May II)
requesting the editor to republish the report of the interview of
I893, as the views therein expressed by him had, he maintained,
turned out to be true. It was said that by closing the mints India
was saved 4d. on every rupee remitted for Home charges; but
that, contended Dadabhai, was pure moonshine.
What Government has done is that the Government has introduced a fraudulent rupee, and compelled the taxpayer or the
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rayat to pay his ltx in this rupee-i.e. to pay in a "rupee" that is
worth Is. 4d. instead of what he was in the ordinary course liable
for, viz. a rupee ofis. In other words, what Government has
done is that it has forced the po~r rayat to pay one-third more
taxation in a fr~udulent way than he was liable for, or <!omp~ed
the poor rayat to· part with one-third more of his produce to
provide Government with a higher v:tlued ·coin~ . : . The taxpayer is forced ~ part with the full amount of the produce to
buy the £19,ooo,ooo, and by the jugglery of using the ",rupee"
of a higher value, dust is thrown in the eyes of the people that
saving is made by them, as 1f what is said to have been saved
had ~ained from the sky! . . . It is the British Anglo-Indian,
merchant, trader, official, and non-official, and capitalist to whom
the matters are made easy.
Why does not Government perform the following miracle?
Pass a law that the "rupee" of India must be equal to a sovereign
of gold, and that the ray at must pay his assessment in such "rupee"?
... Now the cry is raised to have a Gold Standard. It meal}S that , ,
all the little silver that is in British India, as well as the large
quantity in Native States, must be deprived of a large portion of
its present value, by throwing a large quantity on the market,
and to bring a large quantity of gold at still higher proportion
of value, by the large additional demand created~ All this loss in
cheap silver and dearer gold to be squeezed out of the poor;
wretched, famished rayat of India! Who will pay all this price of
conversion from silver to gold currency twill the British traders,
capitalists, officials and non-officials, at whose cry and· clamour
this has to be pone for their benefit,. pay~ single farthing towards
this c~nversion, beyond the infinitesimal share they pay of the
taxation, and that by exploiting the country to their great profit
with the land and labour of the Indians, who come in simply to
slave as hewers of wood and drawers of water, to be taxed and
"bled" ... for the benefit of the British people, with famine and
plague as their only lot? There was a time in the sixties when
I had myself joined in pressing for a Gold Standard, when the
burden of the conversion would not have been great as it would
be at .present. The crude, selfish, legislation of the past few years
in matter ;f currency has been awful. As far as the Home charges
are concerned, it will be of no, benefit or matter to the Indian.

a
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He will have to fmd or provide product! worth £r9,ooo,ooo
sterling gold, whether the currency is gold or silver. It will he
nice and easy for the officials and the "non-officials who have to
make remittances, and they will have no bother of fall or fluctua•tion ~f exchanges. Were it not for the tribute "cruel, crushing
tribute" as Sir George Wingate calls it, to be paid by India, the
fall in silver or in exchange would not have been of any consequence, just as in other silver-using, free, self-governing countries.
Trade would have adjusted itself according to the exchange.

In another letter published in India (May 27), he complained
that there was not a single man on the Committee ~ho had
shown at any time that he had studied or dealt with Indian
questions from the standpoint of the poor Indian taxpayer, with
the exception of David Barbour, who, however, was a judge
in his own case, being himself the father of the legislation under
co11templation. He submitted two statements to the Committee~
In the first he declared that the closing of the mints was an
illegal, dishonourable, and despotic act. The authorities had
bungled-what was the remedy? "Retrace the false step of 1893,"
he said. "The opening of the mints to the unrestricted closing of
silver will correct all the mischievous results that have flowed
from the closing of the mints." Further, the true remedy lay
in reduction of expenditure and readjustment of establishments.
The second statement•dealt with the evidence given before the
Committee, drawing a distinction and emphasizing a lamentable
contrast between two mdias-the prosperous India of the British
and the penurious India of the Indians, and dilating one<; more on
the cruel and crushing tribute extorted from India.
A conference of all the Indians resident in England was then
held in St. Martin's Town Hall, London, on June 2. From the
Chair Dadabhai submitted a resolution as follows:
That fall or rise in exchange does not in itself matter in true
international trade, which adjusts itself automatically to the
requirements of exchange; that closing the mints or introducing
the Gold Standard does not and cannot save a single farthing to
the Indian tax-payers in their remittances for "Home Charges";
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that dosing the ~ts and thereby raising the true rupee of about
nd. of gold to a· false rupee of 16d. of gold is a cruel act of
exacting 45 per cent: more taxation from the Indi.an tax-payers,
and at the same time of increasing the salaries of officials, and
other payments in India by Government to the same ~tent!' that ,
the introduction of a gold standard will simply add more to the
existing grievous burdens of the tax:..l'ayers to the extent of the
cost of the alte~tion; that the real cause of the terrible evils of
poverty, famine, plague, false currency, etc., is what Lord Salisbury calls the "bleeding" of India (or as he says "India must be
bled"), and the "bleeding" is further increased· by the fall in
exchange or rise in gold; that until this most deplorable "bleeding"
of India is stopped "there is little chance, if any, of saving .India
and the British Empire from serious disorders or destruction....
During the last forty years the theories of political economy
• and public fmance have undergone many modifications. and
qualifications, but most of the principles stressed and views
expressed by Dadabhai hold good to this day. Although his
opposition to the change from a silver to a gold standard would .
seem to have been ill-founded in the light of subsequent experience, the conception that in the long run a rise or fall in
· exchange is of no ·fundamental importance, inasmuch as ultimately commodities are rxchanged against commodities, needed
emphasis in Dadabhai's days, as it does ev~n to-day. So also was it
necessary to stress the difficulties of abandoning the silver standard
and the cost involved, but his unrniti~ated opposition to the
introdu~tion of a gold- standard appears to-day to have been
misconceived. Time has muffled the sporadic outcries of the silver
interests. The adoption of the gold exchange standard, it is now
recognized, has turned out to be an advantage to India. She
was thereby linked up to the progressive group of gold standard
countries and saved from being the dumping-ground of the white
metal which was discarded by country after country: Such a
contingency could not, however, have~been anticipated by those
who lived in the days of Dadabhai. Nor was it realized in his
days, as it has come to be :ecognized only recently, that the
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word "drain" has been one of the most ~eavily worked words
in Indian Economics.
To revert to the House of Commons, Dadabhai tabled a

Bilt to p;ovide that the first examination for appointments to
the Civil Services of India should be held simultaneously in India
and the United Kingdom. Such a Bill was not called for, as it was
in the power of the Secretary of State for.India to allow the
examination. Moreover, with the Home Rule Bill and other
questions of social legislation before the House, the Bill had not.
the slightest chance that year. Dadabhai knew that, but lfis object
was merely to raise a debate. With great foresight he arranged
for a resolution to the same effect being tabled by Herbert Paul
simultaneously with the Bill.
Nothing was left to chance. The consummate canvasser had
call~d on members individually and succeeded in impressing upon.
not a few the reason and justice of the demand. The chances of
the Ballot brought Paul the privilege of opening a discussion
on the question and moving his resolution on June 2. It was
seconded by Dadabhai and supported by Wedderburn. All the
arguments in favour of the proposal, with which the reader is now
familiar, were successfully put before the House by Dadabhai. ·
Once more he drew a distinction between the declared policy of
the rulers and the pern!cious operation of the system of government. "Be just and fear not" was the policy of the people and the
Parliament of England! whereas the policy of the Anglo-Indian
system was "Fear and be unjust." It was for ParliamenJ: then to
determine whether the declarations made in the name of God and
before the world should be acted upon or not.
After a memorable debate the motion was agreed to. It was
the proudest moment in Dadabhai's career; all India rejoiced with
him. It was, in fact, his victory, for though the resolution was
moved by Paul, it was inspired.by him, and the support it secured
was almost entirely the result of his active lobbying. It was also
India's victory-a victory of right over might, of justice over
aggress10n.
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A resolution is, however, one thing; executive action another.
A.t best the vote was a snatch one. It had caught Government
napping. Not anticipating defeat, they had not rallied their
forces for the private members' night. It seemed, therefore,
probable that the resolution would remain inoperative. The .
Lords, moreover, had set their face against it. Dadabhai called
upon all his friends, particularly Banerjea, Malabari, and Wacha,
to meet that chall~nge. In a letter to Banerjea (June r6), he
suggested a powerful agitation all over India as a counterblast to
•the opposition in England:

.

Petitions. innumerable should pour into the Comm_ons, approving of their action and praying for practical effect. The whole
Conservative party and the Gov~mment are against. We have
the Irish and a portion of the Radicals with us. This is a supreme
moment. Success on this occasion is of vast importance to our
cause. Write to every part of India, rouse it up .... Such a good
fortune may not again occur to us for some time. All the moral
forces and exertions of the past 40 years from 1853 when the
first political· associations were formed in India have come to
fruition. It will be our own fault if we lose this fruit now..
In his. letter to Malabari he observed: "India on this supreme
·occasion must help herself. She cannot send too many petitions.''
. About this time Dadabhai received a let1er from his son-in-law,
Fram Dadina, complaining ·bitterly of ·the injustice done to_
Indians in the Educational Service.

•

Even at the schools (he said) they are introducing raw men
fronf England, s1,1perseding tried masters of fifteen and twenty
years' experience. Our position is so desperate that it is difficult
to keep control. Yet I think in stating our case these men have to be
approached as the greatest benefactors that the world had produced.
Such incidents confirmed Dadabhai more and more in his
contention that Indianization of the Services was the very
foundation of reform.
.

an

· Home Rule is scarcely the word (said Dadabhai to a representative of Pearson's Weekly); we don't want anything in the least
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like what the Irish want. Our movement at present is only to
obtain for Indians admission to the Legislative Councils as elected
representatives and a fair share in the Civil Services.
Come, Mr. Naoroji (said he), do you mean to say that the
'\::nd af1d object of all political agitation in India is to get a handful
of young men into the Civil Service! How many would it affect?
Not one in five millio~s, I suppose.
Ah no (replied Dadabhai), it means a great deal more than you
recognize. It is the very foundation of prosperity and adversity. 1
The resolution of the House was not binding on the Government of India. It rested with the Secretary of State in Council"
whether to instruct the authorities in India to give effect to it or
not. Lord Kimberley was, however, good enough to write to
Dadabhai that although he was personally opposed to the
suggested reform, he would not allow his personal opinion to
stan~ in the way and that he had, therefore, forwarded the.
resolution to the Government of India. This left a ray of hope that
powerful agitation in support of the reform might soften the
official opposition.
Till the end of the year Dadabhai continued his exhortations
for extraordinary effort in India to raise a hue and cry for implementing the resolution of the Imperial Parliament. "Muham- ·
madans must come out strongly everywhere," he wrote in one
. of the letters. In co-o]!eration with Wedderburn and Caine he
also set about forming a small party in the House of Commons
pledged to give attentien to Indian affairs. Wedderburn, always
helpful as a colleague, and Caine, another unfailing friend of
India, invited a few members to dinner on July 27, and an Indian
Parliamentary Committee was formed with Wedderburn as
Chairman, and Mr. Herbert Roberts (now Lord Clwyd) as
Secretary. The basis of the Committee was a shrewd suggestion
made by R. T. Reid, M.P. (subsequently Lord Loreburn), in a
letter addressed to Hume in 1885.
I would recommend you to secure two or three men, as
influential as you can, in as many constituencies as you can, and
1 Pearson's Weekly, February 18, 1893.
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get them to wnte to the candidate, exacting no pledge as to the
course of policy but a simple pledge to ,give attention to Indian
affairs, and pubVsh ·the correspondence in local papers. Every
candidate in the three kingdoms would pledge himself to so
easy an obligation. One in ten would keep the pledg~ and•thus
give a nucleus of listeners in an Indian debate. The publication
of the correspondence would make theh! afraid wholly to neglect
business they hari· so publicly pledged to consider. 1
In the opinion of the Anglo-Indian Press simultaneous examiria:..
.tions for the Civil Service meant Babu raj, and the prospect of
being governed by the Bengalee Babu was a regular nightmare
to the European community. "Experienced Anglo-Indians
assure us," solemnly averred St. James's Gazette (June 12), "that
the change proposed by Mr. Paul might lead to consequences
almost as disastrous as the Mutiny. In India the Pioneer could not
.brook the country-wide agitation in favour of the refQrm.
Having got hold of a letter written by Dadabhai to the provincial
secretaries of the Congress Committee, in which it was suggested
that a clear and pronounced expression of public opinion should
be communicated to the English Press so as to help the cause, it
declared that the whole agitation was artificial and was merely
·"the work of Congress wire-pullers obeying Mr. Naoroji's
detailed instructions." The Simla corresvondent of The Times
flashed the news of the sensational exposure. of the agitation to
that journal:

•

I have done (retorted Dadabhai, August 9) what is· done

every day in this country by the powerful and influential The
Times and the whole Press, by every organization of every important movement, by the leaders of all parties, and, ih short,
by all the machinery that is employed in this couri.try for every
important movement. That the enthusiasm of India on the passing
of this resolution is thoroughly genuine and spontaneous there
cannot be the remotest doubt. The subject was taken up by the
Indian Pres~ and by the people generally, immediately on the
arrival 2fthe news by telegram and t)rree weeks before my
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letter reached India. . . . Sir, India is following the good
lessons which England has taught her-to agitate constitutionall)'
and persistently for any just cause, and that we are determined to
continue to do .

•

•

There being a generaJ.desire in India that Dadabhai should be
invited to his motherland and given a rousing reception, the
Lahore Committee of the Congress invitecf him to accept the
office of President of the next Congress session, and he arranged
for absence of a few weeks from his new scene of activities, little
dreaming that his path homeward would be darkened 11y a dire •
domestic calamity.
Just as he was returning from his hospital work in Cutch
Mandvi, on the morning of October 7, Dadabhai's son Adi
died of heart failure in the prime of life, leaving his wife with
sevep children ranging in age from 1 to 12. His fifth daughter,.
Khorshed, was born after his death. Deep sympathy was expressed
by Dadabhai's friends in England and India. Amongst heaps of
letters of condolence received by him from all parts of the world,
there was one from Malabari, which, brief as it was, struck a
touching note of solace:
I know you have enough of faith and, fortitude to bear up
against this grievousJoss. Remember, all India is your son.

Nothing could have been more prostrating than this calamity
to a loving father like Dadabhai, but he bore the loss with
remarkable fortitude and did not allow his private .grief to
intrude upon his ·public utterances or even upon his private
correspondence. He attended to the Parliamentary work regularly,
as if nothing had happened, and wrote to friends in India as before,
giving his views and advice on the problems of the day.
It was not merely for India that Dadabhai had worked during
that memorable year. He had rendered signal service to his
electors individually and to his constituency generally. Proposals
came to him almost eyery day from the Central Finsbury United
Liberal and Radical Association and from the local authorities and
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individuals of the Division, asking their representative to raise
11uestions in the House, or to u~e his good offices for some improvement or .some relief. With his usual assiduity and alacrity
Dadabhai attended to the mall. When, therefore; the constituency heard ofhis iro'pending departure for India, th~ Colincil
of the Liberal and Radical Associa~n passed a resolution
(September 28) wishing him God-speed and according him
their "hearty appr~val and thanks" for his persistent efforts in
favour of popular rights and also for "his continuous attendances
at the House of Commons during the session of unprecedented ,
"labour.'"
.
·
·
A member for a constituency has to do many things for it
besides watching its interests in the House of Commons. He has
to attend not only political meetings called by his own political
·party, but also those. numerous. social and charitable functions
.which are allied to no party. Besides warmly interesting himself in
various charitable undertakings, Dadabhai took lively interest in
the work of several friendly and temperap.ce societies in Finsbury;
He was an Oddfellow, a Forester, a Druid, and a Good TempJar,
and was at .his best when presiding over a Band of Hope Society
and addressing the little children, whose ,hearts he knew so well
'how to touch. He had also many engagements with the London
Municipal Reform League and various .Trades Unions, Trade Societies, and Working Men's. Clubs, wmch had supported him
. heartily at the election. To the Women's Liberal Federation, the
National Union of Women's -Suffrage ~ocieties, the Women's
Franchis<t League, and other organizations for the advancement '
of women he was a pillar of strength. They all came to him for
subscriptions, advice, and co-operation in their activities.
The Member for India was in constant demand for addressing
meetings of various organizations and clubs in his constituency,
political and non-political; and he took delight in acceding to
such requests so far as possible. Even the. London Chamber of
Commerce and the Institute of Bankers and other commercial
bodies throughout England invited him t~ speak on economic
and fmancial questions. All this made Dadabhai feel more and
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more conscious that he was but an instrument by which India
had been enabled to make her voice heard in and outside the
House of Commons and that his conduct and attitude as the first
Indian Member ofParliament should be such as to pave the way
for •otl:J.e; Indians to the Imperial Assembly.
On November 10 J)adabhai called on Lord Elgin, the'
Viceroy-designate of India, with a view to enlisting his sympathy
in connexion with the Indian problems awaiting solution. "I
was the talker all the time," he wrote to Malabari, "upon my
various views, and he a listener, and now and then he put me.
pertinent questions."
•
Owing to his bereavement, the public celebrations arranged for
giving him a hearty send-off to India had to be abandoned.
Nevertheless, on the night of November 17, some :fifty Indians
had assembled on the platform of Charing Cross Station to bid
hilll God';'speed.

•

•
•

•
CHAPTER XXIII

THE HERO'S HOME-COMING •
•
ADABHAI'S •ho'me-coming was marked by unparalleled
enthusiasm and rejoicing throughout the country. His
. elevation to·the highest Assembly in the British Empire marked
an epoch. in. the political evolution of the Indian people. That
historic event, coupled with his early victory in getting the
House of Commons to endorse his demand for holding in India
and England simultaneous examinations for the Civil Service,
appeared to have advanced the political education and raised the
•political aspirations of India more than years of activities ci all
the national organizations put together. His triumph meant the
triumph of the people, and their feelings ofjoy, and their sentiment
of unity and solidarity thus ·awakened, were exquisitely reflected
in the popular demonstrations held in his honour.
The mail boat carrying Dadabhai was timed to reach Bombay
~ harbour by midnight on December 2. The whole city was
astir before daybreak. Crowds of peo~le began to converge
towards the place of landing. By 7 a.m. the Apollo Bunder was packed with a dense mass ofpeople. The pier was decorated with
flags and flowers and multi-coloured .btmting. In front of the
stru(:tur~ facing . the harbour was a motto in letters of gold,
"Welcome Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji, M.P."; its companion motto
on the other side being "God Save our Queen-Empress and the
British E~pire." Hundreds of flags and banners were carried by
members of numerous deputations sent by various organizations
from various parts of the Province. The roads ·leading to the
Bunder were gay with flags and festoons, and there were mottoes,
put up on coloured cloth bearing Dadabhai' s portrait, thanleing
the Finsbury electors and welcoming "the bravest, noblest, andbest son of India."
one of these banners was inscribed the
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benediction, "God bless thee, our selfless • man and stainless
gendeman," and on another the prayerz "India wants IOO like
ye for her salvation."
There l'Vas not a road leading to the Bunder which was not
thro~ged by hundreds and hundreds of citizens; and everywhere
along the route were seea groups of women and children waiting
to have a glimpse of the simple man of whose heroic exploits
they had heard such fascinating stories. Here: there, everywhere
were schoolgirls and schoolboys, with garlands in their hands,
ready to greet the man revered as the Rishi (Saint) of India. The.
steamer was, however, behind scheduled time. She was not even
signalled in the morning. The Reception Committee of citizens,
after a hurried consultation, decided that the landing should take
place at four o'clock in the afternoon.
The disappointed folk made their way home, but they turned
out ~nee more, long before the appointed hour, and came back.
to the pier along the route fixed by the Committee. At 4 p.m. the
steam-launch conveying Dadabhai and the members of the
deputation arrived at the pier. He was dressed in his national
costume-black coat and turban and red silk trousers. At the first
glimpse the crowd made such a rush towards him that he could
not meet even his two daughters and grandchildren, who were ·
eagerly waiting for him in the pavilion. He had to be literally
pushed by Pherozeshah Mehta, Chairman of the Reception Committee, into the carriage that was kept waiting near the pavilion.
In that imposing convefance, drawn by four gray horses, Mehta
and Javerilal Yajnik took their seats with the distinguisheJ visitor.
A procession of carriages followed him, and his progress from
the pier to his house in Khetwady brought to memory the
scenes of triumph of the victorious commanders made famous
in history.
From windows, from balconies, even from house-tops,
thousands of dusky faces peered down on the moving throng
below, and until the conquering hero reached his home the sky
was rent every minute with cheers and hurrahs. Almost every
family and every institution brought their quota of flowers and
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poured them into the carriage in which he kept standing all along
·the route, bowing to the people.
At 6 p.m. the procession arrived at Dadabhai's house where he
was received by his family, including his daughters and grandchildren who had hastened there from the Bunder. A~ng the
friends who went with him into his h_ouse was his friend and
colleague Seymour Keay, M.P., who had been a fellow-passenger
with him on board• the steamer.
It was, indeed, a welcome tha~ even royalty might have envied.
The first to congratulate Dadabhai on such a magnificent recep. tion wa~ the Governor of Bombay, Lord Harris. That gracious act
of the highest citizen of Bombay made a happy people more
full of joy. Two members of the Council, the Honourable
Messrs. H. M. Birdwood and A. C. Trevor, and the' Chief
Justice~ Sir Charles Serjeant, called on him later.
Members of numerous deputations from Poona, Satara,
·Belgaum, Sholapur, Surat, Broach, Naosari and other parts of
the Bombay Presidency then met Dadabhai at the rooms of the
Bombay Presidency Association, where he ·was requested by
Wacha to relate to· them his experience regarding his struggles to
gain admission to the House of Commons. After referring to his
·first unsuccessful contest, which had enabled him to advertise
himself loudly in the centre of the Metropolis, Dadabhai told
i:he audience how on a vacancy occurrll'g at Central Finsbury,
he had jumped in at once. He had met with many disappointments, but his last trump card was India, which did not fail to
excite in!erest. Referring to Captain Penton's petition, Dadabhai
said it was easy to make indictments, but difficult to prove them.
Ultimately, 'like wise and sensible men they came to terms. He
had been received in the House very cordially, and had obtained
support even from Conservative memb~rs.
"And was not the late Prime ~ister discomfited by your
presence ?" asked Dinsha Wacha.
·
"No," replied the high-minded man, carefully refraining from
attering a single wor~ against the statesman whose ill-con:/ditioned tongu~ had brought ridicule on himself. He merely

.
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remarked that the words used by Lord ~alisbury had made
him popular all over the United Kingdom. He was invited
everywhere, and wherever there was a placard announcing
his presence, there was sure to be a large and successful
me~ting.•

On December 18 m;merous addresses were presented to the
popular hero at the Town Hall of Bombay by various organizations and deputations, the first being that of the Bombay Presidency Association. In thanking them all for the welcome extended
to him at the Gate of India, beyond all the dreams of his dreams,
he told them that such events ·as his election were a •triumph
and proof of the beneficent side of the British rule. He deeply
felt his responsibility. He was hardly yet at the threshold of his
work for India.
Dadabhai was then invited to unveil the portrait of Sir Dinshaw
Petit, the retiring President of the Bombay Presidency Associa:
cion. It was at his instance that this mill magnate had accepted the
Presidentship of the Association and plunged into politics. With
the greatest gratification, therefore, Dadabhai unveiled the
portrait and complimented Sir Dinshaw on the catholicity of his
benevolence.
On December 20 the President-elect of the Congress;
accompanied by Wacha, Honorary Secretary, left Bombay for
Lahore by the Ahmeda,ad mail. The wave of enthusiasm that had
swept over the country swelled during this journey. Whatever the
hour of arrival of the tooin at each station, day or night, midnight
or dawn, men, women, and children in crowds came forward
•
with the customary floral tribute for the darshan (sight) of the
Grand Old Man.
At Baroda, where he had been given a loving send-off as exDewan, nineteen years ago, he was welcomed by the Dewan and
the Nagarsheth of the day, and an address, enclosed in a casket,
and a shawl were presented to him. A Hindu youth enlivened the
proceedings by offering to the Indian Gladstone a silk-woven
portrait of the Grand Old Man of England.
At Ahmedabad, in reply to the municipal address, he recalled
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with gratitude the shelter and help given to the ancestors of the
· I?arsi community who had made Gujarat their horne after their ,
exodus from their fathefland. At Delhi, after the presentation of.
the munictpal address, a procession· was for~ed and Dad:bhai w;tstaken to his hotel through streets lined by people, w~ gave
him an ovation, the like of which the pe4)ple of that historic city
had not witnessed before. At Amritsar the political Rishi of
India was invested by the officiating priest of the Golden Temple
with a .robe of honour, according to the Sikh ritual-a signal
honour for a Parsi.
At L:thore, which in those days was rarely stirred to enthusiasm on political issues, the Punjabis, including the Muhammadans, were intensely jubilant. As Dadabhai's carriage could
only move at a snail's pace through the narrow and crowded
streets, it took the procession no less than five hours to go from
J:-ahore station to the Congress camp. On both sides of the J;Oad
· there was one unbroken mass of citizens. Almost every quar~er
of an hour his carriage, drawn by overjoyed students, .with
drums beating, bands playing, and banners flying, had to be
stopped and cleared of bouquets, garlands, and loose flowers with
which it was covered.
· The address presented .by the Reception. Committee of the
Congress referred in eulogistic terms to J?adabhai' s study and
mastery of Indian problems and of his acfvoc'acy of the cause of
India: "The greatest gift the Parsis have bestowed on India," it
added, "is your own good self."
•
Then f~llowed an address from the Muhammadans and another
from the citizens of Lahore. The students of the capital of the
Punjab, too, presented an address, stating that his historic victory
had taught the younger generation what an Indian, despite all
handicaps, could dare and do. In reply to all the addresses,·
Dadabhai said that his first and most earnest advice· to them was
that they should be loyal to the British Crown. The British people
were always willing to do justice to Indians. Ofthat his election as a
Member of Parliament was an indubitable proof. After exhorting
them to rise above sectional feelings, he said:
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I am a Hindu, a Musulman, a Parsi, but above all an Indian.
My greatest happiness has been this, that all Hindus, Musulmam,
and Parsis have expressed their joy at "my return. . . . India has
a great future before it. I bless India. I bless you.

•

•

"He"'had a welcome," wrote William Hunter in The Times,
"such as has only on om! occasion been rivalled even by a Viceregal ovation. His reception at Lahore h~ perhaps not been
surpassed since the days of Ranjit Singh."
In the midst of such unbounded public enthusiasm and jubilations, however, Dadabhai's heart was sore. Terribly cut up as
he was by the loss of his only son, who had cheered him in his
patriotic struggle, he grieved for his sorrow-stricken widow even
more. Meeting her for the first time after her bereavement, he
was overwhelmed with grie£ What about her future r He gave
her all the encouragement he could to remain in Cutch with
the 4:hildren, instead of returning to Bombay. Her implicit faith.
in his judgment and her own courage and patience enabled her
to return to Cutch and accept the post of tutor to the heir apparent
to the throne, which the Maharao of Cutch had kindly offered
to her. Thus was the connection of the family with the Cutch
Durbar, which had commenced years before, when Dadabhai
had helped it in its dispute with the Political Agent of Cutch;
continued for many m~re years.
In his presidential address, Dadabhai exhorted the Punjabis not to
play into the hands of tl\ose who were inciting them to oppose the
holding of simultaneous examinationsforposts in theCiviJ. Service.
I have always understood and believed (he said) that manliness
was associated with love of justice, generosity, and intellect....
And I cannot understand how one could or should deny to you
and other manly races of India the same characteristics of human
nature. Yet we are gravely told that on the contrary the manliness
of these races of India is associated with meanness, unpatriotic
selfishness, and inferiority of intellect, and that, therefore, like the
dog in the manger, you and the other warrior races will be mean
enough to oppose the resolution about Simultaneous Examina-
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tions, and unpatfiotic and selfish enough to prevent the general
progress of all India. Can offence and insult to a people, and that
people admitted to be a manly people, go any further r
He .maintained that the efforts of the people of Jpdia .had
st,Icceeded in creating fl.Ot only an interest in Indian affairs~mong
the people of the United Kingdom, but •lso a desire to promote'
the true welfare of. India. There was, . however, need .for further
agitation. "We must keep our courage and. never say die.'~
Dadabhai then referred to the efforts made by Lal Mohun
Ghose to enter. Parliament, and observed:

.

•

We owe a debt of gratitude to Deptford and also to Holborn,
which gave me the first' lift. . . . My .mind also t~frnS to those
good friends of India-:-Bright, Fawcett, Bradlaugh and otherswho pioneered for us, prepared for the coming of tllis result, and
.helped us when .we were helpless.
.
• Speaking of the reception given to him in the House of·
Commons, he said:
'
It was everything that could be desired. 'The welcome was
general from all sides, as the·interest in Indian affairs has been
much increasing, and there is a desire to do justice to India. Mr.
Gladstone on two occasions not only expressed his satisfaction
to me at finding an Indian in the House, but expressed also a
strong wish to see several more. Thtt attendance on Indian'
questions has been good, and what is still better, the inter~st in
Indian debates has been earnest, and with a desire to understand
· and judge rightly.
•
Grateft.ft as the Indian member was to his British colleagues, he
was bound to express his special thanks to the Irish Labour and
Radical members. Two days before his departure from England
he· had. received this message:
·
Don't forget to tell your wlleagues at the Congress that every
one of Ireland's Home Rule Members in Parliament is at your
. back in the cause of the Indian people.
The crucial question ,was: "What is to be our future work?"
Dadabhai pointed out how much remained to be accomplished
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in connexion with the question of reformmg the Councils.
The real living representative voice of the people was not to be
heard at the Legislative Councils. Ther~ should also be, he said,
direct r<a>resentation from India in the Imperial Parliament.
Alttherr imperial questions and relations between India and the
United Kingdom, and tkeir appeals, could be settled in Parliament
alone. There should, therefore, be some reasonable direct representation from India in the House of Com~ons. "Under present
circumstances," he continued, "we have a right to have direct
representation. I hope the time is not very distant when we may
successfully appeal to Parliament to grant us the true •status of
British political citizenship."
Then followed all the oft-repeated statements and arguments
regarding the impoverishment of India, the costly services, the
military expenditure and the burden of taxation. The Duke of
Aq~yll characterized the charges as an unjust and illegal tribute tQ
England, but mark, said Dadabhai, the words of Lord Cross:
"I am certain that in the course of a few years the Indian people
will force us to do them justice."
This is just the feature (said Dadabhai), to be forced to do justice,
which I always deplore. We desire that all necessary reforms
and acts of justice should be spontaneous on the part of Britain,
in good grace and jn good time as gifts claiming our gratitude,
and not to wait till it was forced, with loss of grace from the
giver and the loss of gratitude from the receiver.

•

The return journey from Lahore to Bombay via Ag~. Allahabad, Bhusawal, Jalgaon, Khandwa, Manmad, and Nasik was
another triumphal procession. It was the same story over againenthusiasm of the people at white heat, deafening cheers,
addresses and floral tributes galore, plentiful sprinkling of rosewater, bands playing, flags flying, all testifying to the cosmopolitan population's appreciation of and gratitude for the
patriotic work done by the greatest Indian· of the day, and
demonstrating beyond doubt that national unity, even m a
country divided by caste and creed, was not a dream.
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On · June 12 D!dabhai received the Bombay Municipal
Corporation's address, eulogizing his services to the City in every
. line of public activity. After several other functions in his honour
he took his departure for England on January 22, by the mail
steamer Sutlej. A demonstration of the college students"''t the .
city having been organized in hishonour,J,.e drove up, on his way
to the Bunder, to. the porch of the Elphinstone College. Amidst
scenes of lively ent!msiasm an address was presented to the .
first Indian Professor of the College, who had returned to them,
bowed with the weight of three score years and eight, as the_
acknowl~dged political teacher and mogeller of the nation and
the inspirer of its hopes and aspirations. "It:J. our younger days,"
he said in reply," "wear~ said to be the.hope and promise of our
land. Now it rests upon you to fulfil that hope and promise in the
future."
'
• A large number of students then ~ttempted to unyoke .the
horses from Dadabhai's carriage. The writer of this memoir was
one of them. The scene is still vivid in his mind, and he has a lively
recollection, too, of the cracks of the whip of the Parsi coachman,
which kept the students at bay. Failing in that attempt, some of
them walked in front of and some behind the carriage to the
Apollo Bunder. Then a deputation, headed by the famous Parsi
chronicler, Mr. R. B. Paymaster, proceeded on board the Sutlej to
give him a send-off worthy of the reverec! guru whose life work
it had been to teach, prepare, and organize myriads of disciples,
old and young, to rise to the status of a fn!e nation .

•

•
CHAPTER XX·IV

•

'

•

"THE

HISTORIC DEBATES
•

Chairman and several members otthe Central Finsbury
United pberal and Radical Association met me at the
Station and gave me a 'good reception,' "·wrote Dadabhai to
Malabari on his return to London. Thus auspiciously b~gun, the
year I 894 ended in memorable work in the House of Commons.
The victory of 1893 in the battle of the Services had been
nullified by the guerilla warfare carried on by the Government
of India. "The House. of Commons," said a distinguished judge,
"h~ the power to do anything except to make man woman".;
but in this case the bureaucracy in India had proved too powerful
for the House. The victory of 1894, however, led to the fruition of
Dadabhai' s strenuous efforts for the appointment of a Royal
Commission to inquire into the question ofindian expenditure. It
was his life-long contention that a full and independent Parliamentary inquiry should be instituted not only into the condition
and wants
of the people of India, not only into the fmancial
.
condition of the country, but also into the general system of
government.
In the course of the &.dian Budget debate Samuel Smith moved
a resolution demanding such an inquiry. It led to a.luminous
discussion on Indian affairs such as the House had rarely listened
to before. The terms of the motion enabled members on both
sides to travel over a very wide area. Despite great conflict of
opinion the debate was conducted with good temper. All the
members who took part in it, namely A. Scobie, George Chesney,
Seymour Keay, Richard Temple, William Wedderburn, and
H. H. Fowler, spoke with full and personal'knowledge of the
intricacies and difficulties of the problem; they gave expression
to diverg~nt opinions on many points, according to their own

.
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angle of vision, but•they were all actuated by one and the same
motive, namely, to discharge honourably the sacred trust that had
devolved upon the British nation. As to the wisest method of
discharging the trust, it was impossible to expect them to see eye
to eye, but they were all agreed that the supreme conSid.iration
should be the benefit of the people of In~ia.
In opening the debate, Samuel Smith made it clear that he
did not move the Resolution in any spirit of antagonism to the
British Government. He could give the same assurance on behalf
of those who supported it. Their desire was not to attack British
rule, but-to improve it. The main complaint of the Indian people
was that the British system of govern!llent was too expensive for
a poor country. He held that they were right. Having been
associated with Dadabhai in the study of the question for neai-ly
forty years, and having revisited India a little while ago, he
produced facts and figures to establish the impoverishmen! of
the country. The abyss that swallowed up the resources of the
country was its growing mpitary expenditure. The Indian
people, said Smith, had no Parliament of their own; they made
their mute appeal to the Mother' of Parliaments. He begged the
House not to reject it.
,
· Dadabhai rose to second the Resolution. It was clear he was
. asking the House for a large draft ~pon its indulgence. His
colleagues, however, listened good-hum~uredly to his speech,
overlaid though it was, as usual, with all the quotations, facts,
arguments, and appeals with which they ltad been made familiar
by his treatises on the subject. He pointed out that the main
features fu the administration of the eighteenth century were
·"gross corruption and oppression by the Europeans," and that
in the irineteenth century the "heavy weight of the European
services" had reduced the country to a state of abject poverty.
Some weeks ago the right Hon. Gentleman the member for
Midlothian wrote a letter to Sir John Cowan in which he stated
that the past 66 years had been years of emancipation. . . . The
Irish, the Jews, the slaves, all received emancipation in that
wave of humanity which passed over this country ... in the
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very year in which the right Hon. Gentlerl\an began his political
career, the people of India also had their emancipation at the hands
of the Liberal Party. It was the Liberal Party that passed the
Act of 1833 and made the magnificent promises, explained both
• b~Macaulay and Lansdowne. I would ask the right Hon. Gentleman to say whether, after the Liberal Party having given this
emancipation at the• commencement of his political career, he
would, at the end of it, while giving em~cipation to 3,000,900
of Irishmen, only further enslave the 300,ooo,ooo of India 1
The decision relating to the simultaneous examinations means
riveting back upon them every chain broken by the act of
emancipation. The right Hon. Gentleman .in 1893, in ~nnection
with the Irish question, after alluding to the arguments of fear
and force, said: "I hope we shall never again have occasion to
fall back upon that miserable argument. It is better to· do justice
from terror than not to do it at all; but we are in a condition neither
of terror nor apprehension, but in a calm and thankful state.
• We ask the House to accept this Bill, and I make that appeal ofl
the grounds of honour and of duty." Might I, then, appeal in
these days when every man in India is thoroughly loyal, when
there is loyalty in every class of the people of India, and ask is it
not time for England to do justice to India on the same grounds
of "honour and duty" 1
·

George Chesney thought India's case was similar to that of
people who were corhpelled to call in the aid of a doctor or a
lawyer. It would, of course, be better for a man if he could cure
himself in sickness, ortif he could conduct his own law-suit. But
nobody would contend that because the man found it difficult
to pay for the services ofhis doctor or lawyer, he sho~d not be
called upon to do so. The question was whether India had paid
too much. He believed that the benefits which she had derived
from the assistance of England were far in advance of any
pecuniary liability she had had to bear.
Seymour Keay, who followed the official apologist, pointed
out that those who had been singing the praises of the Government of India had missed the cardinal point of the Resolution
under discussion-namely, that however excellent the govern-
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ment of India might•be, the condition of the people of India was
such that they could not discharge the enormous expenditure
connected with it. It was not a question of the value of the
government, but a question as to whether such a go~ern~ent
could be sustained by the people.
.
'
The Secretary of State for India was no~ opposed to an inquiry,.
but what, he asked, was "a full and independent Parliamentary
inquiry": He believed all Parliamentary inquiries were independent. Perhaps the mover meant impartial. Or did he mean to
restrict the class of members to be' put on the Committee : The
proposal•was to inquire into the condition and wants of the
Indian people and their ability to bear the existing burdens, the
nature of die revenue system, and the possibility of reductions in
the expenditure; also the fmancial relations between India and
the United Kingdom, and the system of government in India
generally. That was a tall order. The Chancellor of the Exchequer was not prepared, in the previous year, to refer the British
Constitution to a Select Committee. It was not to be expected
that the House would now sanction referring the constitution of
the Government ofindia to a Committee. After all, any question _
· relating to the Imperial policy with reference to India must be a
question for the responsible Government of the day-no House ·
of Commons would allow any Government to shelter itself
behind the Report of a Committee in dealing with such a question.
The Secretary for India admitted that it would be wise from time
to time to have an inq'uiry as to how the levenues of India were
spent.. He .suggested, however, that the motion might be withdrawn; in that case he would undertake, on the part of
the Government, that at the commencement of the following
session they would propose the appointment of a Select Committee to inquire into that question. Samuel Smith accepted the
suggestion, holding himself and his supporters free to ask for an
extension of the scope of the inquiry so as to enable the Committee to deal with' the tax-paying capacity of the people of India.
Before a commission was appointed, Dadabhai raised another
~ebate on the question to bring within the purview of the inquiry .
M
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the question of apportionment of certain hpenditure between
England and India. On the Address in reply to the speech from
the throne he moved, on February 12, ·1895, an amendment to
add the following words to the Address:

• ' •
.
And we humbly pray that Your Majesty will be graciously

pleased to direct Y ou1 M*sty's Ministers, to so adjust the financial
relations between the United Kingdom apd British India, with
regard to all the expenditure incurred in the employment of
Europeans in the British-Indian services, civil and military, in
this country and in India, that some fair and adequate portion of
such expenditure should be borne by the British Exchequer in
proportion to the pecuniary and political benefits accruing to
the United Kingdom from Your Gracious Majesty's sway over
India; and that the British Treasury should sustain a fair and
equitable portion of all expenditure incurred on all military and
political operations beyond the boundaries of India in which both
•Indian and British interests are jointly concerned.
•

He was not asking for charity. All he asked for, he averred,
was that India should be justly treated. India fully appreciated the
blessing of law and order under the British regime, but some
Jaw and order ~ere absolutely essential to the existence of
Europeans in that country as well as to the maintenance of the
British rule.
The next question ~as: What was India's benefit and what was
Britain's?

•

India has to pay for European services in both countries two
hundred millions of rupees annually .... Hundreds anJ tl10usands
of millions of money are consumed and carried away in that
way, and it places a monopoly of everything in British capital.
We cannot compete with it, and the result is that you have not
only the benefit of the officials receiving that money, but, under
their patronage, of providing British traders, merchants, farmers,
shipowners, planters, capitalists, and others. You have naturally
a monopoly of all that has to be done, and the profits are all the
profits of the British; we work for the British and for British
profits, and the Indians are in a way worse off than the Soutl1ern
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slaves, for the r~ason that those slaves were taken care of and
housed and fed by their masters. Further, they did not work on
their own property, . but the Indians do work on their own
property, and give the profits of their work to the capitalists of
Eru;opean countries. The benefits r~ceived by the It!.d~an. a,re
ins~gnif1cant 'when compared. with Britain's benefits.
Once more he put in a powerful plea {or a policy of righteous•
ness.
you may create an empire by brute force, but you will never
maintain it except by moral forcefounded on justice and righteousness • .. if I asked that even die whole expenditure in regard to
Europeans should be defrayed by the British exchequer,. I would
be amply justified.
It was one of his most impressive speeches in the House. His
colleagues might or might not accept his sta~ements or his views,
~ut none could question the fairness ofhis.demand for an inql!iry.
The Secretary of State pointed out that the issues raised in the
amendment pertained to matters oflmperial policy and were not
questions for a Select Comn:ittee; but he was not against an
inquiry in_to the question whether an unfair share of home
charges was placed on the Indian Exchequer. The mode in which
that inquiry should ·be conducted had not yet been .decided.
Reasons had been urged· upon him to show that.a Parliamentary
inquiry was not the best mode. Accidents happened to Parliaments. They lasted a certain number of sessions; they might come·
suddenly. to an end. Accidents, too, htppened to members;
members .of one Parliament might not be members of the next.
It had, therefore, been urged upon him whether it would not be
desirable to have a small, but thoroughly efficient and impartial,
Royal Commission to inquire into the question. Not only on
behalf of his colleagues in the Government but also on behalf of
his colleagues at the India Offic~ and the Indian· Government,
he warmly assured the House that it was their desire not ·to
oppress India, not to bleed India, not to injure India, but to go on
in the career of progress that had' characterized the rule of India
by Great Britain.
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Dadabhai then withdrew his amendment and sat down
triumphant. He succeeded because he had mastered the subject
and had facts to support his contention and because the House
was convinced of his earnestness.
1! pcotf of the desire of the Government not to injure India
was a Bill for imposing. duties on the import of cotton manufacture into India. The representatives of the vested interests,
however, resorted to a manceuvre to smother the measure. On
February 21, 1895, Sir Henry James asked leave to move the
adjournment of the House in order to discuss that "definite
matter of urgent public importance."
Dadabhai rose indignantly to protest. Did he wish to see the
Empire in India endangered, were he a rebel at heart, he said,
he should have welcomed that motion. Such motions would
increase the feelings of dissatisfaction and irritation among the
Indian people which, if continued, would assuredly bring about
dis~tegration.
•
I appeal to the Unionists to vote against this motion or they

will drive the first nail in the coffm of British rule in India. . . .
Remember, whatever you are, you are still like a step-mother.
Children may submit to any amount of oppression from their
own mother, but from their step-mother they will always demana
the strictest justice.

•

Could he appeal to the Home Rulers r If they meant Home Rule,
they meant that it aust rest entirely on the integrity of the
Empire, but never was a motion brought before the House
more separatist than the one under consideration:
•
The passing of this mo~on would be the passing of a motion
of disunion. Perhaps you may not feel the effect for some time,
but I impress upon this great assembly that though a revolutitm
may not take place to-morrow, it is the accumulation of many
years, of many disappointments, many inattentions, that at last
produces a revolution. Do not forget 1857. I,"for one, desire from
the bottom of my heart that the British rule and connexion may
last for a very long time.

.
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About this time Russia was bent upon building up a vast
Asiatic Empire. The Ru~sian bogey was a nightmare to Britain.
A fresh rumour of Russian invasion then formed a central topic
of discussion in English newspapers. Dadabhai took.th& op~or
t\.mity to give his .views on the subject in an article ~ntitled
"The Fear of A Russian Invasion," which was published in
the September nmpber of India. Calling attention to the
most important element in the problem, namely the attitude
of the people of British India and of the Native States, ·he
observed:
If the system of the present despotism, drain and distrust are
continued, sooner or later, perhaps soo!ler,- if Indian human
nature is like all other human nature, great trouble will ensue,
whether Russ_ia can invade or not. Invasion by Russia sinks into
insignificance compared with the troubles that the British Indian
system itself is storing up. I have been crying in the wilderne~ for
a long time.... If the internal problem is satisfactorily solved,
we may quite contentedly leave Russia to her own devices. . . .
Let there be a· contented, not a distressed, British India ap.d
Englishmen may snap their fmgers at any external danger.

.

.

How were the Indian authorities promoting contentment in
India? Let Dadabhai put this question in his own stirring words,

addressed to the Indian Expenditure Cortnnission:
Is it pro<{uctive . of loyalty and goodwill to tell the Indians,
"you will be kept down with the iron 'heel upon your neck of
Euro~an services-Military and Civil-in order to maintain our
power over you, to defend ourselves against Russian invasion,
and thereby maintain our position ·in Europe, to increase our
territory in the East, and to violate all our most solemn pledges l
And all this at your cost, and mostly with your blood, just as the
Empire itself has been built up. We have the power and for our
benefit; and you put your Parliament and your Proclamation into
your pocket." .
·

"Are the Indian people dissatisfied with our' rule ?" asked a
representative of Great Thoughts in the course of an interview
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with Dadabhai, shortly after the debate in th~ Commons (August
8, 1895):
Dissatisfaction is growing every day (replied Dadabhai), and
.he ~uld be a bold man who asserted that it would not one day
le~ to some terrible disaster .

•

The country has since been often on the verge of disaster
which, however, thanks to the Congress poticy of non-violence,
has so far been averted.
I prophesy (said Dadabhai, in reply to another question) that
this constant violation of pledges, this persistent opposition to
Indian interests and the deterioration and impoverishment of the
country by an evil administration, must lead, sooner or later, to
a rebellion. I hope I may prove a false prophet, but in the interests
of the British Empire I say that forces are gathering, vast and
powerful, which will succeed in shattering the British Indian
•Empire, if the present evil and destructive system of administra:.
cion be not thoroughly reformed. . . . The Indian authorities
are doing everything in their power to tempt Russia to invade
India, both by their policy of dissatisfying the Indian people
with their rule, and by making an easy road for Russia through
the mountains of Afghanistan at our expense.
What then do you consider would be a wise policy to pursue
with regard to India?
To satisfy her w~th the justice of British rule (replied Dadabhai), to be honest and honourable in all our solemn pledges
and thus to make !J.dians feel that to fight for the British rule
is to fight for their own hearths and homes and property. With
Indian subjects of such a temper you could defy ha!f a dozen
Russias.

In another interview given to G. W. Tooley, and published
in The Humanitarian (June 1895), Dadabhai gave expression in
more emphatic terms to his apprehensions of a revolt in India.
Whether your past system was a righteous. one for India may
be a matter of argument, but face to face with an awakened
population such as India now has, and will have more and more
every year, the present system of government is an absurd and
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British ,India, except- to supply the legitimate demand for medicinal purposes," and that they should at the same time take
measures to arrest the transit through British territory of opium
cultivated in Indian States. The opium question was t~us, raised
• •
to a position it had· never before occupied.
Dadabhai was pleased with the progr~s made, but it seems he
was greatly disappointed that the real grievance of India for which
his heart was aching• and bleeding was lost sight of by the leaders
of the anti-opium party. On Octobeqr, r892,]oseph Alexander,
Secretary to the Society for the Suppression of the Opium Trade,
sent hint a draft memorial to die Secretary of State for India,
making China, not India, th~ prominent subject on this occasion,
and asked .him to join the deputation which was appointed to
present it.
Dadabhai pleaded his inability to participate in the proceedings
_~n,d wrote in reply :
As the Indian National Congress has not spoken yet, the views
I express are only my own. You know already that I am in full
sympathy with the moral object of the Society, and I have made
some sacrifice for it. You also know that according to my view
the Society unfortunately does not realize the real source of the
disease and of all our other woes. Its members do not seem to have
ever asked themselves the question why India is so poor as not
to be able to pay for her own wants of~vernment and why she
must depend either upon poisoning another people, or upon the
, charity of the English people, or upon iurther grinding taxation
beyond what she is already subject to, even to the oppressive
taxatitm of a very absolute necessity of life like salt.

Then followed his lament over the millions drained away from
the poor country, and his prayer that the British public would
"look a little deeper into the Indian problem."
When the question was once more raised in the House of
Commons by Alfred Webb in June 1903, Dadabhai took the
same line of argument. He had been studying the question, he
told the House, for years and had edited a pamphlet against the
opium traffic forty years before. While he maintained that that
M*
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traffic was a curse both for England and fndia, he wished to
point out that it was a mere fringe of the great question oflndian
administration under the system then prevailing. Why should not
the Commission, that was proposed to be appointed, go into the
wh~eoq;estion?
_.
This debate was me~rable for the lucid exposition of the case
by Gladstone. Speaking on behalf of the Government, he had
the candour to admit that it happened not in!requendy in human
affairs that those who ought, from their position, to know the
most and the best, yet from prejudice and prepossession knew the
least and the worst. While, theretore, he refrained from su'):>porting
the viewpoint of the authorities on the spot and was prepared
to refer the matter to a Commission for enquiry, he took the
opportunity of explaining that Government had ceased forcing
the trade upon China. They had left the matter to China herself
exceJJt that the opium which they allowed to be exported anq
for which they derived a large revenue was sent to that colllltry
to be received by China, if she chose to receive it.
The Commission that was appointed made its report in 1895·
The anti-opium party was not satisfied with its fmdings. It
complained bitterly that having appointed the Commission,
Government had proceeded to "dry-nurse" it. The witnesse~
were directed; the anti-opium party was not allowed to bring up
a single witness. Ther~ was further agitation. A public meeting
was organized to strengthen the hands ofJoseph Pease, the hero of
several struggles in the ~ast, in launching another batde. Dadabhai
was one of the soldiers in that fight. There was anot~r debate
in the House on May 29, 1895, but the defeat of the Government
on the question of the supply of cordite, its resignation and the
subsequent dissolution of the House on July 8th, put an end to
Dadabhai' s activities in that direction.
Drink was another curse which Dadabhai hoped to see eradicated during his life-time, and it seems best to give here a brief
accollllt of his activities for the suppression of tliat evil. In his two
life-long colleagues in politics, Caine and Samuel Smith, he
folllld two ·ardent champions of the temperance movement in
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England. When Caine was in Bombay in the year I888,' he
caned a conference of representative Indians where a strong
desire was expressed th~t an orgamzation should be formed in
Great Britain, to act ~ conjunction with branch assocjations in
India, with . a view to saving India from the .growth ~r the
drinking habit amongst the people. 'JJle Anglo-Indian Tern- ..
perance Association was inaugurated accordingly, with Samuel
Smith as President: Dadabhai was a' zealous member from its
inception and a member of the Executive Com,mittee for several
years.
The ~a-operation of'the National Temperance Association
of Great Britain was secured, and public opinion was stirred in
both countries. A wave of temperance enthusiasm then swept over
India such as is witnessed to-day under the regime of Congress ·.
illinistries pledged to the policy of prohibition. Branch Complittees were formed in all the principal cities· of India av.d a
network of Temperance Societies was established throughout
the country.
Lectures were organized and suitable literature distributed in
every Province; deputations from England were sent to India
with a view to the encouragement of the workers and the ex"tension of. the movement. It was Dadabhai' s contention that
Indians were not a drinking people and that the religion oflarge
numbers of them had prohibited the use ~f intoxicating liquors.
All that was needed was to prevent wines and spirits going .to
· India, but while giVing India Western ~ivilization, the British
Governntent had introduced in that country, which was by
religion and life abstinent, what Caine called "the most Western
of all institutions," the excise system, and with it the liquor-shop.
Almost all the distilleries in India belonged to Government. They
let out liquor-shops by public auction to the highest bidder who
undertook to sell the largest number of gallons of liquor from
the distilleries.
The Association got a resolution carried in the House ·of
Commons (April 1889), calling upon the Government to introduce drastic reforms in the Indian Excise administration. In their
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annual statements exhibiting the moral and •material progress of
India, Government took credit for having restricted the use of
illicit intoxicants. But did it affect the· sobriety of the people 1
In ~hat {Omantic publication itself was to be seen from year
to yelrr evidence of considerable increase in the excise revenue,
which was due not merdy to improved excise administration but
also to the increased consumption of "licit liquor."
The moral evil of the yearly growing co~sumption of liquor,
the harvest of crime, destitution, disease and death, was apparent
to many; but its economic eyil was not so readily realized.
Addressing one of the Temperance Lodges, on April' 8, r891,
Dadabhai pointed out that the Drink Bill of the English nation
amounted to about £r3o,ooo,ooo.
Now (said he) if so much money were simply thrown away
into the sea, it will be but a small evil. But the evil is doubled
•and multiplied. So much material, the gift of nature and labour,
fit for the food of man, is converted into so much not only
un-nourishing but destructive material. While, therefore, on the
one hand the people are deprived of food with all this money,
they are on the other hand demoralized by the drink that takes
the place of the destroyed food. This want of food, then, not
only diminishes so much production and power of labour, but
makes the labourer worse than useless, inflicting poverty, starva• him and his family and causing crime. I do
tion and misery upon
not know how the misery and suffering of the general deterioration of the whole hce can be valued by any amount of money .
. . . A few figures speak more eloquently than a volume of words.
I take the total cost of drink to be about £r3o,oo~,ooo. This
means that about the same amount would have supplied the
whole people of the United Kingdom all the year round with
all the bread (£7o,ooo,ooo), butter and cheese (£3s,ooo,ooo) and
milk (£3o,ooo,ooo ), or the same amount would have supplied
all the people all the year round the whole house rent (£ 70,ooo,ooo)
and all the woollen and cotton and linen g?ods (£66,ooo,ooo).
Fincy all this good not only not obtained, but on the contrary
evil to that amount inflicted upon the people and, thereby, the
power of reproducing all that wealth more or less destroyed.
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But wors.t of all~there is general deterioration of the nation and
the diminution of the. average length of human life.
In his opinion, the position tak~n up by the Association,
namely the Veto, was the only right course to adopt. W~e~e-.er a
good majority of t~e people desired to get rid of the evil, they
should have the power of stoppiJ;lg it. ~t was simply the right
application of the fiemocratic principle that the good of the
people at large, and not the indulgence or supposed pleasure of a
few, should decide the condition of a community.
Dadahhai ·continued:
The Liberal programme has definitely accepte~ the "Veto"stick hard to it! Now is the time to make a supreme effort. Send ,
the Liberal Government in and hold it fast to the fulfilment of its
pledge, and the oldest of us will live to see the accomplishment of
the "Veto," and the destruction of the evil as far as human means
can accomplish it!
•
In pursuance of a resolution passed at the Annual Meeting of the
Association, presumably at 'the instance of Dadabhai, a con-.
siderable number of Indians resident in London, mostly students,
met at Westminster Town Hall, to inaugurate an "Indian
l3rotherhood of Total Abstainers." Samuel Smith presided and
blessed the. movement. He believed, with Dadabhai, that one of
the most hopeful and effective ways of grappling with the drink
evil was to make the rising generation detest it and. regard it as its
duty and life's purpose to destroy it. T1;.e Indian Brotherhood
was formally inaugurated and Dadabhai was elected President.

.

The elements of English society to which the promoters of the
organization belonged (he observed) were often despised as faddists
and fanatics; yet it was mainly to the efforts of that section of tlie
community that all the great moral and social reforms of the
country were due; to wit, the abolition of slavery, the emancipation of the Jeyvs, the removal .of Roman Catholic Disabilities,
and many other similar movements. The founding of this Brotherhood is a little seed sown for the emancipation of India, and as
such he was proud to be connected with it. Another promising
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feature about it is that Hindus and Mohan:medans were able to
meet together and to take concerted action upon the great question
which affected all communities alike. ·

T:ije Br()therhood does not appear to have promoted the cause
of abstinence to any appreciable extent. It was not, however, to
be expected that a floatiflg population of students could achieve
much in that direction. Dadabhai was co~tent to see young
students interested in the temperance movement and carrying
with them to India a sense of abhorrence of the drink habit. Ever
optimistic, he looked forward to the day when all India would
vote for prohibition. Speaking on the resolution m~ved by
him at the meeting of the Anglo-Indian Temperance Association,
held on April 17, 1905, regarding the action of Government in
withdrawing the Bengal Excise Bill, and referring it back to
local officers, he observed:
• They had 300 branches of the Association in India, and this"
meant that people of all classes, creeds, and of every position
from the top to the bottom, were learning the great lesson of
associating together, becoming like brothers to each other,
working for one great cause.... These 300 societies would grow
into 3,000 and many more, and the 30o,ooo,ooo of human beings.
in India were being prepared for a higher and more civilized
condition of life. This association was starting not only the cause
of breaking down drinking in India, but the equally good cause
of raising the"People to a higher position of thought and of union
which would be of ftle greatest use to them.

•

•
CHAPTER XXV

UNSEATED
•

...

•

.

HE. long-expected announcement of the appointment of a
Royal Commission was made towards the.,end.oLMay~J:895·
By .a Royal W~mant, ..dat~4 ..M!lY_}.i~... ~o~missioners._:were
appoint~d;·'Yi.th Lord Welby~as.Chairman,~to . inquire into.the
administration and management .of the Military:.and Civil
Expenditure incurred under the ·authority of the Secretary .of
State for India in Council or of the Government of hidia, and
the apportionment of charges between the Governments of the
pnited Kingdom and India for purposes in, which both Fere
interested. Dadabhai was invited to, join the Commission. He
was the only Indian member, but there were two British
members as good as if not better than Indians-Wedderburn and
·
Gaine.
A seat on the Royal Commission . meant arduous work,
}:>articularly for Dadabhai, who had been agitating for years for
the appointment of such a Commission. At the first session of the
Indian National Congress he had moved •a resolution asking for
an inquiry mto the working of the Indian administration through
a Royal Commission. After ten years tlfe request was granted.
It was ur. to him to make out a strong case for reform. He had
to convince the hard-headed statesmen constituting the Commission that all that he had been urging against the foreign rulers
w~s not mere talk, that every statement made by him was based
· on facts and figures and that what he had urged and wished to
bring home to his colleagues was supported by the evidence of
capable witnesses. He had also to equip himself with complete
data to cross-examine hostile witnesses, particularly the official
block. He had, moreover, to make up his mind and ask his friends·
in India to make up their mind and to state to the Commission

T
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in clear and definite terms what it was th.at India wanted as
a practical and efficacious remedy of a~ the ills of which she
had been complaining. Even for a giant like him the task
seemed ~verwhelming. Had he the time to cope adequately

. n'.lt?

Wlt

The dissolution of llarliament on the heels of the Commission's appointment should have left him free for the work.
But Dadabhai would not thus allow himselfto be excluded from
the House. He had now greater claims on the suffrages of Central
Finsbury than ever before; and_he was adopted as the candidate
for the constituency at a meeting of the United LiHeral and
Radical Association, held on March !4. Heartily approving of
the admirable manner in which he had performed his duties in
the House of Commons, the meeting pledged itself to use its
best exertions for his election.
The chances of success for a Liberal were, however, very poor.
During the term of office of the Liberal Parliament, important
questions seriously affecting various powerful interests had
come to the front. Death duties, Land questions, and a trend
towards progressive Labour legislation had roused the ire of
landlords, capitalists, monopolists, and other monied interests.
The question of Local Option had antagonized the publicans;
who worked like one man to save themselves from the threatened
ruin of their business. The question of Disestablishment and
Disendowment had frightened the Church interests, and the
question of abolition ~f the House of Lords had enraged the
aristocratic element in the country. To quote DadablJ_ai's own
words in a letter to Wacha, "the parson, the peer, the publican
and property were fighting a life-and-death struggle against the
coming doom."
Slender though the chances of success against such a combination of forces were, Dadabhai threw himself heart and soul into
the struggle. In his address to the Electors he pointed out how he
had fulfilled his promise that he would devote all his time to Parliamentary duties and that the local wants and interests of his
constituency would have his special attention. In 1892 there was

UNSEATED

only one division 1n Parliament, and he had voted in it. In
1893-94 the Session was divided into two parts. In the first part
there were 3 ro divisions,. in 304 of which Dadabhai had voted.
During the second part of the Session he was absent for some
months owing to his visit to India, but in I 894 he had' vQ.t:M in
23 r divisions out of 246. In r895 there 'jere 139 divisions and he
had voted in n8. Few members could claim such a record of
regular attendance. •when he had to miss a meeting, he was
always paired so that not a single vote had been actually lost by
the constituency. Dadabhai claimed that he was closely attentive
to Contmittee work also and tliat the local wants and interests
of Clerkenwell had always had his prompt, earnest, and careful
attention. He then stressed the good work accomplished by the
Liberal and Radical Party during the three years, but although a
good deal of progressive legislation had been put through, much ,
.of th~JP:~at fi~:wcastle Pt:QgE,.g:~il.J.!eT:aiJ!~d~t~-be ~~!::.i~~ ~_ut.
It followed that all Liberal and Radical electors should exercise
their sovereign power and send back the_Liberal Party t<? carry
th_.Sough· the great work entrusted . to them in 1892. A "few
of the items of the important· work which lay before them
he enumerated as under:

·
!

For Irish Home Rule, the Liberal Party ·are bound by every•
duty of honour, and even by self-interest. It will be one of those
glorious land-marks of civilization in ~ritish history with which
it is replete during the present century. The Welsh Disestablishment; Home Rule for London in all its"arious important requiremeqts; the restriction of the Veto of the House of Lords, if not
its Abolition; Taxation ofland Values for National and Municipal
Purposes (a Bill for the latter purpose had been twice introduced
by him); Division_ of Rates between Owners and Occupiers;
Payment of Members; PerfeCt and Easy Registration of Electors
by Responsible Public Registration Officers; One·~Man One
Vote; Residential Adult Suffrage; Eight Hours; and Direct
Popular Vetq of the Liquor Traffic.

Enthusiasti~ meetings were. held in, support of Dadabhai's
candidature and powerful appeals made by local Liberal leaders to
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support their "present faithful, devoted m~mber." One of the
leaflets ran as follows:
Who stood by the Poor Costers in Farringdon Road? Why,
ltadical Clubs and Trade Unions. Then Costers, Vote for
Radical and' Trade Union causes and D. NAOROJI .

~he

•

Similarly, the Irish National League backed the Indian
Gladstone, so that in spite of the storm th!t was blowing over
Liberalism, Dadabhai's prospects did not seem quite gloomy.
On the eve of the election wrote Martin Wood Quly I I) : "I
hear hopeful reports of your prospects; go ahead."
Dadabhai was, nevertheless, caught in the storm. The wave of
reaction. which submerged William Harcourt in Derby and
. John Morley in Newcastle was equally destructive in Central
Finsbury. While Dadabhai was busy in the House of Commons,
his o,rponent, the Hon. W. F. B. Massey Mainwaring, had been.
assiduously pushing his claims to the seat. Besides ample leisure
and unlimited resources, he had two powerful allies in the Church
and the liquor interest, and he won the seat by a majority of
805 votes, the figures being 3,588 against 2,783.
Whilst a distinguished Indian patriot was thus unseated,
another Indian, M. M. Bhownaggree, who had no pretensions·
to a mastery ofindian problems or to patriotic service, but whom,
according to general bt!lief, the Unionist Party had put forward
as a counterpoise to Dadabhai, was returned for Bethnal Green.
He defeated the Liberal•candidate, G. Howell, by I6o votes. His
political creed differed from Dadabhai' s so radically • that his
election gave rise in India to serious apprehensions. Indeed,
Bhownaggree's attitude was then spoken of in Congress circles as
Anglo-Indianism run mad. Although he was not so abjectly pliant
as he was often represented to be, soon after he entered the House
he was named "Bow-and-Agree" and "Bow-the-Knee." It
might have been a matter of some consolation for India if instead
of one so distrusted, another Indian, W. C. Bo11nerjee, who had
been attempting to wrest Barrow-in-Fumess from the Unionists,
had been elected. But while the Liberals were routed in almost
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c:;y;~.ry.. contested ele~tion, the famous Bengalee lawyer. was .also

among the_ W9.1l..~ded.~
India heard of Dadabhai's exclusion ·from the House of
Commons with deep regret. He, however, took ~s defeat
calmly. It did not make' his courage flag for a momen~~ a
letter to Sir George Brrdwood Quly 25), ~e said:
The wave agatnst the Liberals has been irresistible. However,
I am not depressed or discouraged. . . . In the wellnigh fifty
years of my public life I had my successes and reverses; and the
pres~nt defeat cannot affect me-more than any did before:
'
..
'
'

The high-toned message which he sent to his fellow-countrymen shows that his failure simp~y . made him face the world
with redoubled energy.
In such a general wreck of the Liberal Party, I have suffered as '..
one of them. But the only policy upon which I have acted through
life-the policy of "Go on with patience and perseverance"'
whether successful or unsuccessful in any good cause-is the one
upon which I shall act now as ever before. As long as I have the
health and opportunity of serving my country I shall continue
to do so. This is the last work of my life, _and I intend to go on
with it. I mean, therefore, to try to get into die House of Commons again, as it is there that the battle of the grievances and
·necessary reform of India and the stability of the British E~pire
have to be fought. The good of India is the good of the British
Empi):e; Vast and powerful forces are .,.,_orking and growing in
India• If the statesmen of the day. do not direct them to the
promotion of the interests of the Empire, producing satisfaction
and prosperity among the people, they cannot and should not
expect that these forces will not go ag~t the British rule ~d
end in some disaster. My humble efforts have always been, and
will continue to be, direc,ted to avert this calamity far as an
individual's efforts can go.

as

The moral he drew from the result of the election is of profound
significance to the student of socialism and class warfare.
1 He received 2,355 votes against 3,192 polled by his rival,.C. W. Cayzer.
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In r688 (said he in a letter to Wacha) th~ Aristocracy usurped
the place of monarchy, leaving the people in the cold as ever.
The evolution of two centuries has at last transferred the sovereign
power to the people. A portion of the masses do not seem to have
'\~liled their sovereign power and they have made themselves the
instrument of their own suicide ... and the disaster of the present
election is the defeat !nd suicide of the working men by a section
of their own ranks who have succumb~d to.influences which have
always mastered them, which have always kept them under heels
and which have always used every legislative and administrative
means to keep them demor;1lized and subjected. Their defeat
itself will help in wakening them up to a clearer sense of their
powers . . . and the present catastrophe is really the defeat and
discomfi.ture of the masses by the classes.

Wacha :inquired whether it was true that Dadabhai had
refused to accept a sum of Rs. s,ooo, offered to him by J. N.
Tata•towards his election expenses. Dadabhai replied that he had
thankfully declined the offer. "I may say," he added, "that the
expenses will be more-Rs. rs,ooo."
To Malabari also he wrote:
I am alright about fmances. This election cost just as much as·
usual. It is not merely the cost of the election, but it is the running
expense all along wltich tells heavily.

The reason why he c~uld afford to refuse fmancial assistance is
stated specifically in a letter to Narendranath Sen (October 20):
I thank you for the earnest way in which you ha~e recommended to other people to support me with funds for the next
election. But . . . I do not need any money help. I cannot tell
you how that is-beyond that there is some silent patriot in India
who appreciates the future result of my work and with full
knowledge of my position and expenditure has supplied me with
all I needed before and would need for some time to come.
Had I not found such a friend of India, I sh;uld not have been
able to do what I have done, however little or much it may be,
and what I may hereafter be able to do.
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What I need• is not money. It is· an awakening of earnest
patriotism' among the people at large-an understanding of their
degraded positio~ an'd poverty-and a continuous loud cry and
agitation for remedy till the British public is convinced of this
awakening and that the Indian people mean business. I J;
That silent patriot who supplied all hls needs for the future
was, it appears fro.IJl other correspondence, though his name is
not specifically mentioned, His Highness Maharaja Shri Bhagvat ·
Sinhji, the Thakore Saheb of Gondal, who was his life-long
frl.end and admirer .

•

During the time Dadabhai sat in the House and, subsequently,
during the days .he was sitting on the Royal Commission on
Indian Expenditure, there was a desire generally expressed in
India and England that he should be ~nigh ted. In · a letter
•to Fram Dadina (August 12, 1897), Dadabhai deprecate~ the
idea and stated that those who were moving in the matter could
not understand how .embarrassing it ~ould be to him.
It is best to pause here to notice Dadabhai' s firm efforts to
discourage such attempts in subseq~ent years .. The Shah of
Iran also wished to decorate Dadabhai. The news was conveyed to him by Bhownaggree. Dadabhai wrote in reply:
With reference to the intimation abott His Majesty the Shah's
intention of manifesting his. goodwill towards our community
of which we had such exceedingly ~ratifying assurance frorp.
His Majesty....:.._by bestowing upon me a decoration, I fully and
deep,y appreciate the great compliment which I should feel in
receiving it. But as the prevailing sentiment~ my mind at present
is not to have any personal decoration, I think it will be as well
for me to keep to this sentiment. I repeat that I feel the compliment
· and honour most deeply and gratefully.
~

After his retirement from active public life, the proposal was
·often revived. Dadabhai would not, h;wever, agree to his name
being submitted for any decoration. His life-long friend Wedderburn was no stranger to his emphatic views on the subject, but
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even he was seized, in the year I9II, with a feverish desire to see
Dadabhai knighted, not because Dadabhai needed such a recognition, but because Wedderburn thought. that an honour to him
would ntean an honour to the Constitutional Party in India.
Lon1'-sydenham, the Governor of Bombay, was only too willing,
but would Dadabhai cQtlsent ? Wedderburn wrote to Gokhale.
Soundings were taken, as would appear from Wedderburn's own
letter to Gokhale (October 19, I9II):
•
I am glad that you agree with me as to the public benefit, both
to the Government and the Constitutional Party, from an honour
conferred on Mr. Dadabhai. I thought we were in a fai~ way to
accomplish it, but now there is a bolt from the blue. I learn
privately that Mr. Dadabhai has intimated his unwillingness to
accept any honour. This is quite a natural feeling, looking to the
independence of his character and entire absence of self-seeking,
but in the public interest I think we should ask him to overcom~
hls reluctance. I always knew that he had no wish for recognition,
rather that it was distasteful to him, but looking to the great
public benefit from an honour to him as the father of the Constitutional Party and a believer in the ultimate justice of the
British people in India, I thought he would acquiesce. It would,
as an act of statesmanship, rank with Lord Hardinge's reception.
of the Congress Deputation.
Dadabhai, however,• adhered to his decision, and the spectre
of knighthood, which had disturbed his peace of mind from time
to time, was at last laidtat rest!

•

•
'
CHAPTER XXVI

INDIAN EXPENDITURE COMMI~S~N
•

W

E have alrea~y recorded several. difficult tasks essayed

and accomplished by Dadabhai, but his prolonged and
vehement struggle for ·institutin~ an inquiry into the fmancial
administf!ation of Iridia, his arduous work on the ·Royal
Commission appointed for t}le purpose, and his efforts to get'
others to convince the Commission of the need for-reform, beat all
records. He could never have done justice to his work on the
Commission p.ad he been simultaneously saddled with Parliaplentary duties. The loss of his seat in the House of Comqwns
was, therefore, a blessing in disguise; it set him free to concentrate
all his time and energy <;>n that all-important work for the better
government ofindia.
Before the dissolution ofParliament and before the Commission
was constituted, he had written to Wacha (January 31, 1895):

can

Do you think you
get leave and come here for six months
to work here for preparirig material for the Select Committee
in conjunction with Morgan Brown (Secretary to the British
Committee of the Congress) 'and for.lecturing about, as the
British Committee may direct~

.

.

Wacha could not then embark on that mission. NQw, however,
relieved of Parliamentary duties, Dadabhai was free to draw up a
case himself. He merely wanted friends in India to send separate
statements supporting the case.
Lord Welby was a capable and considerate Chairman. The other
members of the Commission were all seasoned statesmen, devoid
of anti-Indian bias. Nevertheless, from the commencement .
Dadabhai feared (and his apprehensio~s came true) that with
W edderbum and Caine he was in a minority of three. At the
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very first meeting there was a sharp cleav:ge of opinion as to
the scope of the subject-matter referre~ to the Commission. It
was suggested by some of his colleagues that the apportionment
clause hrd for its object only the settlement of the disputes
betw~en the India Office on the one hand and the War Office and
the Admiralty on the o.her. Against thus restricting the inquiry
Dadabhai entered an emphatic protest. In the course of the debate
in the House of Commons, on his amend~ent to the Address,
he had made it clear that he was praying for an adjustment of the
fmancial relations between th~ United Kingdom and British
India with regard to all the expenditure incurred in •England
and in India. Moreover, the Secretary of State for India had
stated that Government were quite willing that such an inquiry
should take place. In the terms of reference to the Commission
there were no restrictions, nor was there any reference to the
parril;ular matters in dispute between the India Office and othe~
departments of the Imperial Government. Yet the majority
attempted to whittle down the inquiry.
"The beginning does not augur well," wrote Dadabhai to
Wacha on May 26. In the next letter (June 6), he stated:
All such Royal Commissions have a great disadvantage that.
however honest, sincere, and independent any particular member
may be, it is difficul~ for him to see things from an Indian's point
of view or put himself in the Indian's place.
Officialdom seemed iO be bent upon thwarting him, as it had
thwarted his efforts to get redress in the matter of the Civil
Service examination. He too must be ready for a counth-attack.
Hence the following request, in a further letter to Wacha, for the
supply of munition (July 25):
If you can possibly send me some specific instances in which
the Government officials approach persons to get evidence on
their side-send them.
In the midst of this preliminary work for the" great inquiry the
Civil Service question was not shelved. Nay, it formed part of the
.

.

.

.

.

.

L-
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more in connexion• with the investigation. At the same time
pressure was to be brought continuously on the authorities in
England to give effect· to the Resolution of the House of
Commons. He kept on exhorting friends to overwlJdm the
authorities with monster petitions. For instance, in a ~etttr to
Raja P. Mohan Mukerjee, it was urged:.
All India and ·~engal especially must unceasingly make efforts
to demand and obtain justic.e. We must have thousands of
petitions to the House with hundreds of thousands of signatures,
continuous agitation in -India-:-meetings all over the countryand •the British people and Parliament must see that India is.
earnest and dissatisfied and !Jlill not cease agitating till the reform
is made-and tHen we may be sure that it will be made and
justice will be done to us.
Similar letters were sent to several prominent Indian politicians ·
md circular letters to all the -congress Committees and ®ther
organizations in India:
Though I am out of Parliamen:t at present, do .not on any
account slacken your efforts to go on sending petitions from all
parts of your district on simultaneous examinations. They will be
duly presented and when the time comes for action they would
be exceedingly useful. . . .
Dadabhai then began writing a series M notes expanding the.
case for India as argued by him in the House of Commons. The
first note was placed in the hands of Lord'Welby on October 17.
In it he .expounded .the. scope of the inquiry, quoting chapter
and verse to show that the intention was to ascertain whether the
existing system of the administration and management of expenditure, both in England and in India, secured sufficiency and
. efficiency of services, and all other satisfactory results "at an
economical and affordable cost"; whether there was any peculiar
inherent defect, or what Bright called "fundamental error," in
that system; and whether there was any necessity or otherwise of
every item of expenditure. Then he quoted the authority of the
Duke of Devonshire (Lord Hartington in 1883) to show that
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India was insufficiently governed. A c~untry insufficiently
governed could not be efficiently governed. As regards cost, so
great an authority as William Hunter hid stated that India could
not afford to pay for the increasing amount of administrative
lab~ a~ the English rates, which were the highest in the world,
and that she could only 1fford to pay for it at her own rates, which
were, perhaps, the lowest in the world. The inherent drawback
in the prevailing system was the evil ittseparable from the
governance of a remote foreign dominion. To ascertain the
necessity or otherwise of the expenditure, every item of it in both
countries had to be considered. •
The second part of the reference to the Commission related to
the apportionment of the charges 'between the Governments of
the United Kingdom and of India for purposes in which both
were interested. Dadabhai desired that all the purposes in which
bot~ the countries were interested should be first ascertained
1
that every item of expenditure incurred for such purpose should
be examined and that it might then be determined how far each
of the countries was interested therein. The next thing to do, he
suggested, would be to ascertain the comparative capacity of each
country; so as to fix the right apportionment. Then followed a
long dissertation. on the extreme poverty of India, the alarming
expenditure and the crushing burden of taxation. No less an
authority than Gladst~e had admitted, as far back as 1870, that
India was a country "too much burdened," and, in 1893, that her
expenditure, especially the military expenditure, was "alarming."
"From the beginning of the British connexion with·In~a up to
the present day," complained Dadabhai, "India has been made to
pay for every possible kin<;! of expenditure for the acquisition
and maintenance of British rule, and Britain has never contributed her fair share (except a small portion on few rare occasions
such as the Afghan War) for all the great benefits it has always
derived from all such expenditure from the revenues of India."
On a perusal of this formidable note, Caine wrote to Dadabhai:
I concur in all your views .... We shall, I am afraid, be headed
off at every turn with the ridi~ulous "policy" restriction. If it is
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stretched too tightly, as I fear it will be, it is quite possible we
three may have to lea~e the Commission-in a body as a protest.

Thus from the commencement the pro-India trio appear to
have anticipated trouble. Already they had lost all fl?~ of
converting the majority to their views, and the following extract
from Dadabhai's letter to Wacha (Nov~ber 7) shows that he
had even visualized ;. minority. report:

A, supreme effort is to he made now in this Commission.' We
~ay

not get· another opportunity of the' kind for a generation.
Whesher the Commission aceepts your represent;J.tion in part
or full, or not at all, will be of no consequence.... It will be an
antidote to any mischief of the Report, of the Commission and
will enable us to make our own Minorit)r Report with effect.
The great necessity is that· we must be supplied with complete
proof of each point in the letter or any other points you may
think proper to take up .... From what has transprred it s;ems
that an effort is made to show that the .·administration in all
departments as it exists at present is all that can be desired.

Then followed instructions to Wacha that he should draw up
a memorandum of what it was proposed to establish and send
~t to the principal centres for filling up the details and for the
adoption of such a representation in each Province either by a
recognized organization or at a public m~eting.
No administration or management of expenditure (he added)
can ever he satisfactory unless those that supply the means have
their will in and management of it. In other words, the Budget
must1Je completely debatable, as in this country, in a Legislative
Council in which the Indians themselves are fairly represented.

Similar instructions were given to Surendranath Banerjea,
Veera Raghavachariar, Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, Motilal
Ghose, and numerous other Congress workers.
The very next day he wrote to Wacha:
In addition to what I have written to you in yesterday's letter
I want to say that I particularly desire to have every information
of facts and fig_ures and cases to support my propositions about
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the insufficiency and inefficiency of the se~ces and the inconvenience, trouble and expense caused t~ereby to the people.
Then came a suggestion from Caine that the British Committee
of the Camgress should ask the Congress to select two witnesses to
giv~vidence before the Commission. Dadabhai asked Wacha to
send a precis of the evidence for the information of the Commission with the names of the witnesses so ai to reach him before
January 20, 1896. The names ofPherozeshah Mehta, Surendranath
Banerjea and Ghose were suggested. Dadabhai wanted Wacha as
a third witness, if he was not one of the two selected. Dr. K. N.
Bahadurji was then in England-one of the few medic~l men of
the day who took part in politics, with nationalist tendencies.
He was nominated a witness by various medical organizations in
India to give evidence on the questions affecting the Indian
Medical Service. Wacha was prepared to give evidence; and his
name was submitted by Wedderburn.
There was another eminent Indian whom Dadabhai longed
to see pitted against the official hierarchy-Mahadev Govind
Ranade, the distinguished jurist, economist, and social and political
reformer, highly esteemed for independence, impartiality and
sobriety of views. Would he. go?
Dear Ranade (wrote Dadabhai imploringly, June 18, 1896), you
have an opportuni~ now to do the greatest service you can to
our poor country that you will have in your life-time. Come and
support me in your.own able way. . . . If this want of honour,
honesty and righteousness of the British Indian authorities-and
the terrible misery as its result-be made clear to lhe British
public by such authority as of you three (Mehta, Wacha and
Ranade) supporting me-what may not happen to our good? ...
You are distinctly admitted as in the position of an independent
non-official-with the authority of the impartiality and independence of your life. Your position being thus admitted, you
have nothing to shrink from in giving an emphatic and clear
view of the deplorable condition of India.
It seems Ranade was prepared to make the necessary sacrifice
to serve his country, but the Government of India did not favour
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the idea of a High Court judge being asked to give evidence before
the Commission. They suggested that the Bombay Presidency
Association might be ask.ed to select a witness, and it appointed
Wacha. With Wacha went. Gopal Krishna Gokhali as the
representative of the Deccan Sabha. The other Indian wit~sses
were Surendranath Barierjea from Ben~ and G. Subrahmania
Aiyar from Madras. But before they crossed the seas Dadabhai
had put in several notes for the edification of his colleagues.
In the ,second note, submitted in December I895, Dadabhai
submitted that it was necessary for the Commission to know
the results of the administration and management of the Indian
expenditure as reflected in th.e moral and material condition .of
·India. With that end in view, he forwarded the correspondence
.he had with the India Office regarding statistics showing· the
poverty of the Indian masses. The third note furnished statistics
\equired by Act of 1858, but not fully supplied by the Go~ern
ment of lndia. 1 . After submitting elaborate tables concerning
production and distribution and after citing eminent authorities,
Dadabhai maintained that he had shown that one of the results
of the prevailing system was the extreme poverty of the mass of
the people ofBritish India, "suicidal to British name and rule, and
destructive and degrading to the people of, British India."
An· analysis of the terms of reference as regards apportionment
of charges was the subjeCt-matter of the fotirth note submitted on'
· February 15, 1896. He put a moderately just apportionment of
charge in this way: ·
•
India and England should pay all salaries' which are to be paid
to their own people, . within their own limits, respectively, .
i.e. England should pay for all Englishmen employed in England
and India should pay for all Indians employed in India; and as to
those in one country who are employed in the other country,
i.e. Englishmen employed in India, and Indians employed in
1 The enactment provided th~t the Indian authorities should lay before Parliament
every year a statement prepared from detailed reports from each Province and District
in India, in such form as should best exhibit the moral and material progress and condition of India in each \residency.
'
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England-let there be some fair and rearonable apportionment
between the two countries-taking, as much as possible, into
consideration their respective benefits m1d capacity of means....
As to pensions, a reasonable salary being paid during service in
~dil, no pensions to follow; so that, when Europeans retire from
India, there should be no charge on England for pensions, the
employees having ntade their own arrangements for their future
from their salaries. By this arrangement Jvdia will not only pay
all that it would pay for a government by itself, supposing the
English were not there, but also a share in the cost in India for
what England regards as absolutely necessary for her own purpose
of maintaining her empire ii{ India.
•

As regards the navy, Dadabhai maintained that "on no ground
whatever of justice could India be fairly charged any share for it,
except so far as it fell within the principle of actual service in
Indian harbours."

.

Let India have complete share in the whole Imperial system
and then talk of asking her to contribute to Imperial expenses.
Then will be the time to consider any such question as it is being
considered in relations with Ireland, which enjoys short of Home
Rule, which is vital to it, free and full share in the whole Imperial
gain and glory-in the navy, army, and civil Services of the
Empire. Let all arrangements exist in India as they exist here for
entrance into all ~ Imperial Services here and elsewhere and it
will be time and justice to talk of India's share in Imperial
responsibilities.

•

Another important question the Commission had to consider
was that of expenses incurred outside the limits of India. Every
war carried on beyond the frontiers of 1858 was distinctly and
mainly for Britain's Imperial and European purposes. It was
solely to keep her own power in India; still India did not want to
ignore indirect and incidental benefit of protection enjoyed by her
and would be willing to pay a fair share according to her means.
"What was it," asked Dadabhai, "if not shahby, to throw the
expenses of Prince Nasrulla's (Shah of Iran) visit upon the
Indian people,,
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•

Then there was· the mutiny of 1857. The causes were the
mistakes and mismanagement of the British peoples' own authorities; the people of India had not only no share in it, but were
actually ready at the call of the authorities to rise and_. supp~>rt
them. The British supremacy was triumphantly maintalne~ut
what was the reward for the people: T~e whole payment to the
last farthing of the cost was inflicted upon the people. Let Lord
Northbrook say htlw shabbily they were treated:
"The whole of the ordinary expenses in the Abyssinian expedition were paid by India, the argument used being that 'India
woul4 have to pay her troops in the ordinary way and that she
ought not to seek to make a profit out of the affair. But how did
the Home Government treat. the Indian Government when troops
were sent out during the Mutiny: Did they say, 'We don't want
to make any profit out of this:' Not a bit of it. Every single man
sent out was paid for by India during the whole time, though only
• temporary use was made . of them, including the cost of t:Jleir
drilling and tralning as recruits until they were sent out."
Since then you have in a marked way been treating the people
with distrust, and inflicting upon them, unnecessarily and selfishly,
a larger and more expensive a~my to be paid for as wholly as
. the army of the Mutiny, viz., including the cost, or a portion of
the cost, of their drilling and training as recruits until they are
sent out, though all the troops are in this t:ountry, and they form
an integral part of the British Army. And the whole expenditure
~f the frontier wars, including Chitral,. is impose4 upon the·
Indian people, though avowedly incurred .for Imperiar and
European purposes, excepting that for very shame, a' fourt;h of
the cost of the last Afghan war was paid from the British Exchequer, thanks to Mr. Fawcett. ·
At Glasgow, on November !4, 1895, Mr. Balfour said: "You
all remember that the British Army-and in the British Army I
include those Native soldiers, fellow subjects of ours who on that '
day did great work for the Empire of which they are all citizens."
This is the romance. Had Mr. Balfour spoken the reality, he would
have said, "include those native soldiers, the drudges of ours,
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who on that day did great work for the tmpire of which they
are kept-down subjects." For does not Mr. Balfour know, that
far from being treated as "fellow subJects" and "citizens of the
Em~re," the Indians have not only to shed their blood for the
..Emf9ire, but even to pay every farthing of the cost of those
wars for "our Empire" and "our European position," that
however much these•Indians may be brave and shed their blood
for Imperial purposes, or be made to pa)l "cruel and crushing
tribute," they are not allowed any vote in the Imperial Parliament
nor a vote in the Indian Legislative Councils on their own fmancial
expenditure, that their employment in the officering of the army
beyond a few inferior positions of Subadat Major or Jamadar
· Major, etc., is not at all allowe.d, that they are distrusted and
disarmed-are not allowed to become volunteers, that every
possible obstacle is thrown and "subterfuge" resorted to, against
the advancement of the Indians in the higher positions of all the
Civil Service, and that the simple justice of allowing Indians an
~quality to be simultaneously examined in their own country, for
Indian services, decided by Act and resolution of Parliament, and
solemnly pledged by the great Proclamation, is resisted by every
device and subterfuge possible unworthy of the English character.
Is it not a mockery and an insult to call the Indians "fellow subjects
and citizens of the Empire" when in reality they are treated as
under-heel subjects?
. ·
After this scathing tndictment it was a relief to Dadabhai to
relate, in his fifth note, an episode in the British Indian Administration which reflecte<! credit upon all concerned, namely, the
maintenance of an Indian dynasty on the throne of Myst9re.
This being once settled (said Dadabhai), though against all
previous opposition, and necessitating the withdrawal of almost
all Europeans from the Services, all the authorities and officials
concerned, to their honour and praise, instead of putting any
obstacle in the way, or trying to frustrate the above intentions,
discharged their trust most loyally, and with every earnestness
and care and solicitude to carry the work to· success. The Blue
Books on Mysore from the despatch of 16th April, 1867, to the
installation of the late Maharaja in 1881, pre~ent a bright chapter
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in the history of 13ritish India, both in the justice, righteousness
and statesmanship of the decision, and the loyalty and extreme
care of every detail in tarrying out that decision with. success and
satisfactory res~lts.
I .,_
That the financial prosperity of the State. was secured not by
resort to new taxation in any form or ~ape was a fact which
Dadabhai commende.d· for special consideration to the administrators of British India.
·
· In the very nature of things th~ present system of administration .
and management of Indian expenditure in British India cannot
ever produce such results, ~ven though a Gladstone nndertook
the work. Such is the result of good admi~stration in a native
state at the very beginning. What splendid prospect is in store for
the future if, as·heretofore, it is allowed to develop itself to the
level of the .British system with its own native service~, and not
• drained as poor British India is.... The obvious conclusion "was
that the only natural and satisfactory relations between an alien's
supremacy and the people of India could be established on that
basis alone. The natural system had all the elements of con. solidati~n of British power, of loyalty and stability, and of
prosperity of both conntries, whereas nnder the system prevailing
in British India all human instincts were tending against the
alien rulers and must inevitably end in disintegration, rebellion
•
and disaster. No grapes from thistles!
~The sixth 'note asked the Commission t~ bear

in mind that all

the loans .made to India formed part of the imports and were
already paid for and included in that part of the exports which
was equal to ~he total imports. "The foreign capitalists," he
added, "not only make profits with their own capital, but they
draw even their capital from the taxation of the poor people
themselves.''
Then followed a statement (November 3, 1897) on the admission of Indians to· the covenanted Civil Service in India. In it
·. Dadabhai traced the ~hole history of the question down to·the
Resolution of Parliament in 1893.
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A Conservative (Sir Stafford Northc~te) proposed, and a
Liberal (Duke of Argyll) passed the Act of 1870 to do some
justice. A Conservative (Lord Cranbrook) insisted upon carrying
it out. A Liberal (Lord Kimberley) began to undermine it, and
~o~er Conservative (Lord Cross) gave it the death-blowthough, to the humiliation of the House of Commons, the Act
remains on the Statu~e Book. What faith can the Indians have on
any Act of Parliament r To-day something given, to-morrow
snatched away; Acts and Resolutions ofParliament and Proclamations notwithstanding.
Once more Parliament disl justice and passed the Resolution,
in 1893, for simultaneous examinations, to share the sanie grievous
fate as all its former enactments .. And the Indian Executive thus
stands proclaimed the supreme power over the heads of allParliament, People, and Sovereign. . . . In connexion with
India generally, the Englishman (with some noble exceptions)
deteriorates from a lover of liberty to a lover of despotism,
1
without the slightest regard as to how the Indians are affected a:rid
bled. He suddenly becomes a superior, infallible being, and
demands that what he does is right, and should never be questioned. (Mr. Gladstone truly called the "argument and law of
force" as the law and argument of the present Anglo-Indian
rule.) "Our boys" is his interest. The "boys" of others may go
to the dogs, perish or be degraded for what he cares.
··

Dadabhai then sub~itted the correspondence which he had
carried on with the War Office and the Admiralty, respectively,
on the adm.lssion of I;dians to Commissions in the British Army
and to Commissions in the Royal Navy. The gist of theeargument
in this correspondence was that by excluding Indians from
Commissions in the British Army and Navy the authorities had
laid down a rule inconsistent with the Act 0f 1833 and the
Proclamation of 1858. His ninth and fmal note furnished a table
showing expenditure on wars beyond the Indian frontiers and
containing, so to say, the official confession of the cost of the
Forward Policy to the people of India.
·
Dadabhai was not content with merely placing his statements
before the Commission. They might or might not be taken into
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account in compiling the report. If, however, he appeared before
the Commission as a witness and urged the issues raised by him in
those notes, the Commission would, he thought,' be compelled to
de~ with tho~e- issues. In that. hd~e he subj~cted himself vo~un
tarily to the fire of cross-exammatwn as a Witness.
• •There were several passages-at-arms be~een the Ch~irman and the witness. To cite one instance .

•

The Chairman 'asked: "What i~ it that you want? Do you
wish to sweep away the whole English scheme?"
"Y~s, as it is," was Dadabhai's reply.
"I want to know whether you wish to get rid of it bodily/'
"There you misunderstancl me."
"What proportion would you keep?"
"There is no proportion there. You must serve the double
purpose both of maintaining. the supremacy ih a very remarkable
and a very efficient manner and.at the same time the people must
feel that they are governed by themselves."
"I merely wish to ask you whether' you propose to retain any
part of Civil· Service-the European Service?"
"Only the highest portion such as the Viceroy, the Governors,
the Commander-in-Chie£ Let us have the whole Civil Service,
leaving alone the high level of the Europeans as the controlling
power."
·-"Then you would have the Yiceroy, etf. :''
"These certainly."
"No Englishmen beneath them ?"
•
'.'I do not see any necessity for others."
"Altd by degrees you would eviCt them all?l'
''We may go gradually higher up."
"But the history of India is that the people have been continually slaughtering each other<" ·
"What have you done"here? What is the history of Europe?
We do riot want to go back, because we have learnt as you
·
'
have learnt." ·
"Is your recipe for reviving the prosperity of India to let loose
the Pindaris :"
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"Not necessarily. Those days are gone. .• . . "
"Do you remember what Sir Madhava Rao, Prime Minister of
Baroda, said to Lord Roberts on tlie subject of India for the
Indians:"
•. "What did he say:"
"He said it would be like loosing the bars of the cages of the
Zoological Gardens •and letting out the animals, that very soon
tl1ey would all be dead except the tiger-Ul.e tiger was, I believe,
the war-like people of Northern India."
"Is this the result of 150 years of British rule that we are not
civilized enough to observe )p.w and order:"

It was, on the whole, a brilliant. performance. The severity of
the cross-examination gave him the opportunity of driving home
all his points and, incidentally, impressing his colleagues with his
grasp of the facts and figures bearing on the issues involved.
SitJce the year 1896, many a change has taken place in the fmall-cial administration and management ofindia and in the machinery
of government. It is, therefore, scarcely necessary to go into the
details of the evidence placed before the Commission or of its
recommendations. A few points of conflict between the majority
and minority may, however, be noted. The majority held that
the growth of expenditure had outstripped the normal growth of
the tax revenue by Rs. s.sss,ooo, but that if the increased cost of
exchange, amounting•to Rs. 13,8oo,ooo included in the expenditure, were eliminated, the normal growth of the tax revenue was
more than sufficient
meet the largely increased demands of
military and other services. On the question of apporti~nment of
charge, the majority report recommended that the United Kingdom should contribute £so,ooo towards the yearly charge of the
office of the Secretary of State, one-half of the military charges of
the fortress of Aden and of the charges of the Legation and Consulates in Iran. It also formulated principles which should guide,
although they might not govern, the payment for Indian troops
employed out of India, e.g., that India had no direct and substantial interest in the employment of forces in Europe, in Africa,
west of the Cape of Good Hope, and in Asia, east of China; that

to
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she might have a modified interest in questions affecting. the East
Coast of Africa as far as Zanzibar, and the African Islands in the
Indian Ocean e~cept Madagascar, but that she had a direct and
substantial interest in questions affecting Iran and Afghal\istan and
the coasts and islands of Arabia and ofthe Persian Gulf a,;d poh of
Central Asia adjacent to the borders of Jpdia .or Afghanistan.
Dadabhai, W edderbur;n, and' Caine were. not satisfied; they
submitted a separat~ report. The question to be considered was
whether the Government.ofindia, with all its machinery, had or
had not promoted the ~eneral prosperity of the. people in its
charge and whether Ind1a was better or worse off by being a
pr'ovince of the British Cro\yn. The scope of the inquiry was,
however, so restricted as to ignore the broad lines which it should
have f~llowed. Important factors had been omitted from the
calculations as; for example, the additional heavy burden imposed
l!Pon the' tax-payers by enhancements. of land assessmen~ ,by
changes in Abkary regulations and by the closing of the mints.
In dealing with the dispute between the India Office on the one
hand, and the War Office and the Admiralty on the other, the
Commission appeared to have assumed that the India Government represented the India of the Indians, as though India were
:m independent country, having its own resources at its own
command, and able to negotiate for its own conditions and terms!
· Arguments and conclusions based upon su~h an assumption must
necessaJ,"ily be fallacious.
Instead of supporting the majority's pr~posal for the appoint, ment of~ Comptroller and Auditor-General, the minoi:ity report
recommended the annual appointment of a Select Committee of
the House of Commons to inquire into and report upon the
financial condition of India. In order to give the Indi~ tax-payer
an opportunity of making his voice heard, it recommended that
the non-official members of the· Viceroy's Council sh~uld have
the right to move amendments and divide the Council upon the
provisions of the·Budget. It also recommended that a s_ufficient
number of representative Indians should be nominated to the
Council of the Secretary of State. It further proposed that there
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should be at least one Indian in the Exec~tive Council of the
Viceroy.
The question of the Services was once more put forward with
all the y.realth of detail which Dadabhai had at the tip of his
fingers. The Congress of 1898 had passed a special resolution to
the effect that the coi).stitution of the Higher Civil Medical
Service of India was anomalous, indefensible in principle, injurious in its working, and unnecessarily ;ostly. The time had
arrived when in the interests of the public, of medical education,
and of the advancement of medical service and of scientific work
in the country, also in the caus~ of economic administr~tion, the
Civil Medical Service should be reQrganized and wholly detached
from the military service. Dr. Bahadurji had supported this
demand in his evidence, and the minority report recommended
the proposal as deserving of consideration.
~ regards allocation of cost, it appeared to the minority frotp
certain speeches made by Lord Curzon and Lord Kimberley that
the main instruments by which British rule in India was maintained were a strong European military force, a European Civil
Service, and a contented Indian population. Without those
combined factors the conditions necessary to British rule could
not be produced. The maintenance of those instruments of
British rule being clearly an Imperial interest, the Imperial
Exchequer should bear a proper share of the expense involved.
What was a proper share ? The minority were of opinion that
Britain should pay for •all British employed upon Indian work in
Britain, that India should pay for all Indians employe<i in India,
and that as regards British employed in India and Indians employed in Britain, the expenses should be shared equally. To make
the British share still more moderate, the cost of all European
Agency on behalf of India, wherever employed, might be divided
half and half between India and the Imperial Exchequer.
Wars carried on beyond the Indian frontier were an indivisible
part of the great Imperial question. It followed that the whole
cost, ordinary and extraordinary, of such wars should primarily
be borne by the Imperial Exchequer, India contributing in
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proportio~ to the l)enefit accruing to her for. the protection of
her frontier or other ~ircumstances arising oui: of the war. The
only case in which, perhaps, an exception:might be made was that
of defending the Suez Canal if actually threatened. Inclia might
in that case be called upon foi a contribution, provided, howt:ver,
'that other British Colonies· and dependetjcies in Australia and the·
Far East also paid their share.
There was no.nole of despondency in Dadabhai's letters to his
friends concerning 'the Commission's report. He felt that his
labours had not been thrown away. Such as it was, the report had
taken cognizance of some of the inequities against which' India
had to contend.
"It is enough for the pres~nt," observed Dadabhai in a letter
to Hormusji Wadya (May 27), "that this is the first occasion on
which Indian views had free expression and we owe that to Lord
~elby. It is in itself not a little gain/'
,
•
In thus being content with ever so small an advance and looking
eyen on that as a gain worth having, the Grand Old Man of India
was acting in consonance with the maxim of Marcus Aurelius and
following in the footsteps of the Grand Old Man of England.
· An important domestic occurrence of the period was the
wedding of Dadabhai's second daughter. She insisted that her
father should be present to give her away. He pleaded inability to
leave·England, as the work of the Commission demanded all his
time and attention. She, no less dogged •than her father in her
resolutio~s, put off the event sine die! At last came from her "everloving ~ather" a pressing appeal (November 5, 1896), which
made Dr. Maki Dadabhai Naoroji relent and consent to become
'
'Mrs. H. M. Dadina.
Nothing can delight me more than to be present at your
wedding. But I am helpless. I have updertaken a duty which,
I have no doubt you will agree with me, I must perform. This is
nearly the last work of my life, and its fruition as far as it can go.
Unless you wish me to throw away the whole work of my life,
it is impossible for me to stir.... The manner in which the
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people of India received me and for which we all were so glad
shows what I owe to them. To the difficulty of my work
Mr. Bhownaggree has become a great addition. No, dear, give up
the ~dea of my presence. As it is not quite certain that I can go
-in tl!t! winter of 1897, it is useless, my dear child, to wait.

Another letter of t~ period to "Dears All" (July 2, 1897)
throws a side-light on the state of Indian w~manhood even after
fifty years of progress in female education:
I had no idea that the bicycle was for Maki. I do not know
whether she would like to 1=ide in Bombay or whetl!er people
would like to see her ride, or whether any good number of Parsi
ladies are riding at present. Com;idering the profession she is to
follow, it would perhaps not be desirable for her to create any
prejudice against herself at present.

•

•
•

CHAPTER XXVII

'BRITISH RULE LACKING : ·
BRITISH PRINaPLES
•
VEN whilst he w~s deeply engrossed in the work of the
Roy.U Commission, Dadabhai was mainly instrumental· in
organizing a. vigorous platfor~ campaign in E1_1gland on behalf
of India. For more than forty years he had cherished hopes
for a change in the official outlook. For four decades he and his
friends, British and Indian, had made unceasing efforts to bring
to the notice of the British people the grievances of India ~md
the defects in the system of administration of the country. They
had received the sympathy and encouragement of numerous
individuals and large audiences throughout the country, but
•they had failed to create any appreciable, impression on those
. who held the reins of office, whether they were Conservatives
or Liberals. The psalmist's allotted span of life was exceeded; the
end might come any day; yet he could scarcely see a ray of hope
for his motherland. Was he to give up the struggle ? On the
contrary, he was determined that the last days of his life should be
devoted to a more extensive and mort intensive campaign
througho~t the United Kingdom, demanding for India British
rule on British principles.
.
His letters during the period breathed the same spirit of staunch .
determination to. continue the fight. To J. N. Tata he wrote on
May 27, 1897: "Nothing can be accomplished with~ut perseverance and doggedness. Becau~e the Government has resisted it
(the proposal for simultaneous examinations), there was the
greater necessity to fight out the matter with greater and more
energetic persistence and noise. . . . Because Government will
not grant, therefore give up, is not the policy which "will get
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anything for us." Similarly, in a letter to Prithlvi Chandra Raj, he
wrote on October 29: "We have to do much pioneering work.
We cannot expect fruit at once. . . . It· will be absurd to shrink
now." In another letter to G. Subrahmania Aiyar (September•4), he said: "Keep up, as you say, the spirit of the peopledo not be cowed down. That's the only way to deal with
Englishmen.''
Bubonic plague broke out in Bombay in r•896; it was spreading
throughout India in 1897. To the chronic disease of poverty
and the periodic tragedy of famine was thus added another
calamity. Oppressed by the thought of such misfort'llnes and
misery of his country, Dadabhai .came to ascribe them to the
drain of her resources. In his letters to friends in India he
observed: "How could it be otherwise, under the present
system of rule of 'bleeding' India in crores1 and crores every
~? "

•

It was the year of the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria's
reign. In his letter to the Queen (February 5), he could not help
striking a jarring note:
The most striking consequences of the utter violation of Her
Majesty's most sacred pledges and of Acts and Resolutions of ·
Parliament are the extreme impoverishment of the people ot
British India and the infliction upon them of all the scourges of
the world war, pestilence, and famine. May I hope to look forward
to a beneficial change in the present great occasion of Her
Majesty's reign? •

To James Gordon Bennett, proprietor of the New Yerk Herald,
he wrote (February r8):
I feel much puzzled that while so much sy.mpathy has been
aroused about the perishing millions of my poor countrymen
in India, your paper, so foremost in humane work, has not
opened a subscription in the United States.

Prince Ranjitsinh ofJamnagar, who had made a name for himself on the cricket field of England, was then busy arousing
f A crore is equivalent to ten millions.
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sympathy for the suffering people of India. To him Dadabhai
addressed the following words of advice (March 4):
You have to distinguish the appeal for the relief of tlae present
calamity from the necessity of preventing such calami!!~ m the
future, and if you .can in some way impress upon. your hearers
their great duty to see that this is lo~ked into, you will do a
service both to .ingl~d and to India. You will-also be able to
impress upon them that during the last fifteen years since the
last great famine this country has added to its wealth from India
four or five hundred millions .sterling and that from that great
ab_unctance England is bound to give in abundance. Even one
- per ~ent -will mean four or five millions. . . . Th~re are people
who do not, 'and cannot, come to relief works-women, children,
old and infirm, and, more pitiful still, the respectable who would
on no account seek relief and would prefer to starve and diehere private charity is most needed.
··

•

D.insh~ ,Wacha- and,GokhaJe ..~!-~~Yoe.~t~n,J~9.!!.421!:, ffi~AP#J.. I 897
and stayed with Dadabhai at Cambridge--Lodge,..,Southfields.
Surendranath Baneljea and Subrahmania Aiyar, the other tWo
Indians deputed to give evidence before the Royal Commission,
'were also in England at the time. Taking advantage ofthe_ presence '
·of these practised speakers, Dadabhai and his colleagues organized
a "plaFform campaign" throughout the Unrted Kingdom, to bring
effectively to the notice of the British public the actual condition
of India and the wrongs of the Indian p•opulation which cried .
aloud for.redress. Dadabhai was one of the prominent speakers
at lectures delivered at South Lambeth, Sunderland, Clapham,
Edinburgh, Hastings, Lewisham, and other places. Public meetings
were also held. in Yorkshire· and Gloucester and the Ealing
Division. The time of the year was not favourable; nevertheless
.
the speakers drew large audiences.
The campaign for the year 1897- culminated in a Resolution
passed at a conference of Indians resident in the United Kingdom, held under the auspices of the London Indian Society,
on December 28, at Montagu Mansions. The resolution was
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moved by Dadabhai from the chair. In spite of its portentous
length, it seems necessary to quote at least some paragraphs to show
what emotions were then swaying the rni.hd of the veteran mover:
• T-'at of all the evils. and terrible misery that India has been
suffering for a century and a half, and of which the latest developments are the most deplorable, Famine and Plague, arising from
ever-increasing poverty, the stupid and ~cidal Frontier War
and its savagery of the wholesale destruction of villages, unworthy
of any people, but far more so of English civilization, the unwise
and suicidal prosecutions for sedition, the absurd and ignorant
cry of the disloyalty of the educated Indians, and for tl,e curtailment of the liberty of the Indian Press, the despotism-like that
of the imprisonment of the Naws-and the general insufficiency
and inefficiency of the Administration; of all these and many
other minor evils the main cause is the unrighteous and un-British
system of government which produces an unceasing and everfucreasing bleeding of the country, and which is maintained by
a political hypocrisy and continuous subterfuges, unworthy of the
British honour and name, and entirely in opposition to the
wishes of the British people, and utterly in violation of Acts and
Resolutions of Parliament and of the most solemn and repeated
pledges of the British nation and Sovereign.
That unless the present unrighteous and un-British system of
government is thoroughly reformed into a righteous and truly·
British system, destruction to India and disaster to the British
Empire must be the inevitable result.

•

That Indians desire, as their highest patriotism and be~t interests,
the continuance of British rule, and, as British subjects, they
demand that such British rule must be based on British principles
and British institutions, on British citizenship an_d not on existing
despotic, un-British and selfish principles, of which the present
disaster and misery are the natural and bitter fruit.
That, as a necessary immediate instalment of justice, a large
portion, if not the whole, of the famine and plague expenditure,
and the whole cost of the present unwise Frontier War must
be met from the British exchequer, remembering that England
drains from India some thirty or forty millions every year.
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•

Lastly, that the Frontier War and Forward Policy must cease
and that the whole frontier question be carefully reconsidered
so as to render all Afghan.lstan a powerful and impregnable barrier
of an independence-loving and war-like people agjinst any
foreign invasion of India.
•
•

He had been told,

said Dadabhai, •hat the resolution was
couched in very s&rong language, It was not, however, his
language; it was the language of some of the most eminent
British statesmen. To take the word "subterfuge," for instance;
it was t he word of a Vi~eroy, LQrd Lytton, and also of the t~en
Prime Minister, Lord Salisbury, who had distinctly stated that
the whole conduct of the authorities-and Dadabhai was speaking
of the authorities only-had been a political hypocrisy. L~rd
Northbrook having urged that the Cabinet and the Government
of India were bound to .act in consonance with the Royal Pro..:.
damations, Lord Salisbury had said: "Whitt is the use of talking
in this manner: It is all political hypocrisy!" In a private minute,
Lord Lytton had stated that the Government had been deceiving
the people, that there had ,been deliberate and transparent subterfuge in not carrying out the Act of I 833 and that they had been
. doing it intentionally and knowingly. "There is no morality in
'war," was one of the blunt sayings of Napoleon. Dadabhai could
• not have been. unaware of it, but despite half a century's bitter.
experience in the school of politics he coufd not reconcile himself
to the fact that the same -sweeping negapve was as true of the
eternal contest between the rulers and the subjects the world over,
particula.ly where the rulers were alien.
As regards the policy cif choking up the natural safety valves for
_the indignation of the educated classes, Dadabhai said:
1

Gagging the Press is simply suicidal. There never was a greater
mistake than to prosecute Mr. Tilak and those poor editors who
were, perhaps, not known beyond their villages. This was a new
departure frotp. the principles on which British government was
conducted. Now you are introducing the Russian system under
which a man can be arrested and imprisoned and sent away without trial and without reason being given.
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•

On the day after the lecture Hyndman wrote to Dadabhai:
Let me offer you my sincere congratulations on your resolution
and speech at the Indian Conference..... There can be no doubt
'.whalever that the blundering in India has now brought matters
to a crisis and that the Government must begin to look facts in
the face. That there i~great alarm at what we may call by courtesy
"head" quarters there can be no question-.but fear is a very bad
counsellor, and it is deeply to be regretted that our principal
statesmen deliberately refused to act, or even to think, years ago.
About this .time, it caused· some uneasiness to Dadabhai' s
friends to find him seeking the support of Socialists in his crusade.
The Hindu Patriot considered it a 'dangerous policy. Dadabhai,
on the contrary, considered it a good fortune to have such allies:
Do not be prejudiced (he said, April 8) that it is the Socialists
are helping us. If you know thoroughly the enormous anrJ
various difficulties we have to move Englishmen in the Indian
cause . . . you will realize the value of the help we are getting
from the Socialists, and that is mostly because Mr. Hyndman is
at their head .... When he first wrote his article on the "Bankruptcy of India," he had not dreamt of socialism ... it is an
unexpected good fortune that the Indian cause has been taken up.
by a powerful and advancing organization to whom the future •
largely belongs. W a have not got the means of creating such an
organization; no existing organization yet helps us. This democratic organization ~ the only one . . . that has taken in hand
our cause.
~ho

While, however, he fully appreciated the value ofH)rndman's
whole-hearted support, Dadabhai stoutly rejected his persistent
advice and appeals for a change in the methqd of agitation.
Hyndman believed in making a vigorous stir. Year after year he
grew more impatient and more bitter in his condemnation of the
spineless agitation ofindians.
At the house I was staying at with my ~e at Tunbridge
Wells (he wrote to Dadabhai in one of several undated letters)
I met two young Indian barristers, Mr. Tyabjee and another,
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who both knoV.:• you. I told the~ I thought a great. opportunity
was being allowed to slip by in not getting up a plain-spoken
memorial to the Ind"ia Office on the subjec:t of this Famine in
Itl.dia.... I also said that I think it a mistake to ask f~r charity .
instead of demanding justice. It cuts the ground from ~nd~r the
feet of those who, like myself, are doing all that is possible to
help India. Nothing will be done unle~s some serious agitation is
set on foot. I lin.ew Lord George Hamilton intimately in old
days. He is merely a smart tool of his own and other aristocratic
families working for the Imperial right to extort wealth. He
. will· do nothing unless he is frightened of the consequences of
his s"upineness. Another word· I must say. I cannot help feeling
contempt for the Indians. here and in India who, instead of
seriously taking up their own cause in a serious way, leave all
the work to be done by a man of yours (sic), and pass such a silly
resolution of congratulation to !he Queen as was pa.Ssed at the
Indian .National Congress the other day. Congratulations for
what 1 For having ruined India for two or three generations to
come 1 It is pitiful. Men in high positions have said to me, "Where
is the evidence of discontent, Mr. Hyndr:nan? Where is the cry
for justice from the people of India themselves '· If· the people
are so poor and oppressed, as you say they are, surely we should
hear a llttle m~re of it than we do hear!" What answer can I make
to such a challenge? There is no answer. For outside of yourself
what is any native of India doing 1 Even the paper India itself
is a poor, clique-edited, badly written sh~et which doesn't interest
even me. It is time to be up and stirring, if any good is to be done.
I will help, and so will our organizatiot and justice, as much as
possible; but "Providence helps those who help themselves."

•

Even Martin Wood's powerful advocacy of India's cause gave
ittle sa~faction to the irate Socialist.
I have got a letter from Mr. Martin Wood (he wrote, February
r, · i897). He 'doesn't und~rstand niy method of getting up an
agitation at all. He is an excellent person, but he is more likely
to provoke tefltS and sleep th~ excitement on a~y subject.

In another letter he told Dadabhai that it was absolutely
1ecessary that they should put their heads together so as to decide
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how to make a vigorous stir. They met, not once but often, and
the discussions must have been most exciting. Dadabhai has not
left behind any note about the interview", but his letter to Hyndman, written after the conversations, gives us an idea of the fundamental Jlfference of opinion between them.
With reference to ~y visit to you on the r6th instant, I have
carefully considered the matter again and J remain of the same
view as I then expressed to you that a(ter reading your article in
Justice I cannot any more work with you and the S.D.F. on Indian
matters. My desire and aim has been not to encourage rebellion
but to prevent it and to mak~ the British com1ection \\!"ith India
a benefit and blessing to both c<?untries, which it can certainly
be, but which unfortunately has not been the case to India, owing
to an evil and unrighteous system of government being persisted
in by the executive authorities, in spite of the wishes of the
sovereign, the people and the Parliament of this country to
~overn righteously.
A letter to Motilal Ghose (July 23) also makes Dadabhai's
position clear:
I, of course, cannot join him (Hyndman) on the line that
India may rebel. ... Our stand is confidence in the British people,
to persistently but constitutionally agitate till we inform the·
British public of the evils of the present system of government •
and get it reformecr on righteous lines. They take a view of the
British rule and express it which I c;umot prevent. But whatever
view they take or ~press, one thing is clear that their motive,
as they say, is the good of India and England, their own country,
which Mr. Hyndman considers as identical.
•
Hyndman did not press his views any more for a while, but
he reverted to the charge early in the following year.
What do you judicious people gain (he asked, February 19)
by your moderation: What does your journal India gain by its
dullness that can be felt: To the naked eye, ·and even to the
microscope, nothing! They just kick you ana pass sedition acts
over you, and lie about you, even more than they do with us.
We, at least, have the satisfaction of chasing them, deridin.g
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them, making them look ridiculous, and driving them into
furious anger. Moreover, we are getting ready for the inevitable
crash which is corriing-not in India alone. Suave, moderate
gentlemen don't get much attention when- "the band. begins to
play," so they might at least be heard now-but they aren't!
Dadabhai, however, wrote in reply ('ebruary 22):
All that ·you ~ay is true, but Indians cannot do yet what you
say. You should realize their position in every resp.ect.. .'.India
represents Indians, not Englishmen,. and India can only speak as·
Indians should. . . . The Government are now openly taking up
a Russian attitude, and we are helpless. The mass of the people
yet do not understand the position. John Bull does not understand
the bark. He only understands the bite, and we cannot do this.
Despite this difference of opinion as to the methods of agitation,
their personal rdations were as cordial as evet. Dadabhai had the
.gratification to join in the movement for a complimentary dinner
to Hyndman in recognition of his public services on behalf of the
people for twenty-five years. At the dinner, given on May II,
I 898, Dadabhai responded to the toast, "International Solidarity
and Progress."
To the wrongs oflndia one more was added by the prosecutions
instituted against journalists for sedition. It was part of the policy
of repress~on pursued by the authorities as.a counterblast to Indian
unrest. Dadabhai regarded the prosecutions as a "political
blunder." "They are doing the very thing-they desire to prevent,"
said he in a letter to Wacha (SeptemberJo). "Fear will lead to.
such aq~ which in tum produce the very effects feared. It is a
sad thing for India, the weakening of British connexion at British
hands.''
Later, he unburdened his mind at some length in another letter
to Wacha (April 28, I898):
The Natu.case1 is very unfortunate for Government themselves.
It is the greatest blow they have given to British power and
1 The Natu brothers were imprisoned without trial in connexion with the riots that
broke out in Poona owing to the measures taken by the authorities for the suppression
of plague.
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prestige. The idea of the insecurity of liberty• will now never leave
the Indian mind. A generation of reparation and good behaviour
would hardly repair the mischief. It ha5 hurled the British power
doWll the hill half a century. Russia's name loses its terrors.
Wel?,it is a pity. Is retribution coming so soon, I wonder!
The reports of the ~cesses committed during the Frontier
War also caused much anguish.
•
This savage warfare on the frontier on the part of the British
destroying all villages (he wrote feelingly to another friend,
December 9, 1897) is a great dtsgrace to the civilization Q[Britain,
and it is the destruction of one of the fmest races of the world for
thousands of years. It is a greaf crime against humanity. The
British love independence, but is it not strange that they destroy
others for loving independence like them ?
A11other incident, known as the "Apology Incident" in th~
career of Gokhale, cast a gloom over the Congress circles. When
he was in England in connex;on with the work of the Welby
Commission, Gokhale, who had yet to grow in political stature
and wisdom, received letters describing the ravages of the
plague then raging in Poona and the high-handed action of
European soldiers appointed to inspect private houses. One of the·
epistles conveyed to him the report then current among the •
Poona people that ~o women had been violated by some
soldiers and that one of the victims had thereupon committed
suicide. He related the :tory to a small Committee of members of
the House of Commons, to whom he had been intro~uced by
Wedderburn; he also gave an interview on the subject to a
representative of the Manchester Guardian. The Bombay Government cabled to say that the report was a "malevolent invention."
There were no proofs to substantiate the story. Not only Gokhale
but also his friends, Dadabhai and Wedderburn particularly, had
to look small. Returning to India, Gokhale called upon his
informants to come forward with evidence. 'fhey had nothing
to urge in corroboration of the report. It was all hearsay. He
refused to divulge their names and took on himself the responsi-
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bility of circulating the unfounded story. The only honourable
course open to him in. the' circumstances was to tender an unqualified apology to those whom he had defamed. It was a bitter
pill to swallow. The apology he tendered was, howeve~ full and
complete.
.
• ·
Now came castigation from unexp&Cted quarters. Gokhale' s
colleagues and the. Indian public generally felt humiliated by
what seemed to them to be an abject apology. Even his friends
in England were puzzled as to the need for the withdrawal of his
statements in the manner in which he had retracted them.
Gokhalt s expl~nation was giv~n to Dadabhai in his letter of
August 6:
·
I

I have written to Sir William explainllig the circumstances
under which withdrawal of the allegations became the only
honourable course open to me .... Briefly, the situation was this.
Before my arrival here, the government had ceased to be British
government and had assumed the role of Russian government. ·
Arrests and deportations on the charge of disloyalty. had spread
such profound panic in Poona that any kind 'of s,ubstantiation
was out of the question. Government, moreover, .had decided
not to hold a public inquiry into the complaints by a Commission.
Retraction, therefore, was the only course left open to me.
In the step I have taken I have bowed to circumstances and have
acted in accordance with the best advi~e available. I know ·my
action has done much harm to the cause which is so. dear to the
hearts of us all and which I meant to serfe all the while.
I

Dada~ai sent him a soothing reply, asking him to dispel the

thought of retirement, from public life, but offering at the same
time a few words of advice:

.

'

You are young, you have a long, ·earnest, and by no means
easy' work before you. "Never say die." Do your duty perseveringly. You are excitable and I shall be consoled even for your
present troub~es if you can now, after the present painful experience, learn to be cool and calm and to consider a matter
before acting.... The cause you have to work for is beset with
difficulties .... But do not despair.
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How kind of you (said Gokhale in reply, September 16) to
write as you have done! I was prepared for a much more severe
reproof, and you have written in such gentle and encouraging
term~! All I can say is that all my energies will now be devoted to
m.~g amends for what has happened.
All the while, Dadabh;ti was in communication with Congress
leaders, particularly with R. N. Mudholkar, to make the session
of 1897 a success-and such a great success· it was that he felt
proud ofMudholkar.
You and your Province have good reason to be pleased and
proud. . . . you have managed all with great tact ~d with
your head on your shoulders. You have now shown what Indians
can do. You know how solicitous I was that you should show on
this occasion that Indians can stand on their own legs, and you
all should have greater pride that you have helped yourself without
t)le extraneous prop of an M.P. from here or any Englishman_.
To the Secretary of the Mahajan Sabha of Madras also he
preached the gospel of self-help (July 29) :
We must now show that we can help ourselves and do not
need to lean upon others. We must give up the idea of having
Englishmen as our Presidents. We must have Indians as Presi-.
dents ....We must seek our promising young men and, though.
they may not be lJl.Uch known, the very fact of becoming a
President adds one to the list of men of position and influence.
Throughout that er! of repression, Dadabhai was visualizing
a titanic struggle between the people and Government. In a
letter to Wacha (March 3, 1898), he said:
•
We are thrown back many years; the authorities are openly
throwing aside their mask and hypocrisy of benevolence, and the
people, on the other hand, are beginning to feel that something
is wrong, and a fierce struggle is in prospect. Let us meet it as it
comes, with coolness.
The annual dinner of the London Indian So"ciety was held on
November I, 1898. In proposing the toast to the Empress and the
Royal Family, Dadabhai said: "While expressing our attachment
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to the Queen, we ~annot help feeling that her noble proclamations for the welfare of her Indian people have been interpreted
by her Ministers in' exactly the opposite light to that in which
we view them:"
•

•

•

We still believe (he added) that the British people have a conscience. We look to them for j uscice, anli I hope the time will come,
- although I may .not have the good fortune to live to see it, when
all things will be changed and Her Majesty's best wishes realized.
In proposmg the toast of India and the Indian N;ttional
Congres_s, Professor A. F. Murisol! said:
Sir W. Hunter was not regarded as a feather-headed man, even
by The Times, and yet he 'had declared his belief that the general
programme of the Congress would actually reach accomplishment
by the end of the century. As the. blood of the martyrs was the
seed of the Church, so the vituperation of officialism and the
lackeys of offici~sm contributed to the impulse of the Congress
movement.
Dr. Sarat Mullick ventured to dip into the future and to assert
that the time would come when the President of the Indian
National Congress would be cohsulted by the Governor-General
·and an Indian himself would hold the high and important
• position of Governor-General.
While carrying on this agitation, Dadabhai earnestly believed
that .he was fighting not merely in the· interests of poor India
but also in the interests of the British 4£mpir~. "Injustice will
bring the mightiest on earth to ruin" -the slogan for which he
·was ind~bted to Lord Salisbury-were no mere empty words.
Those words, he apprehended, spelt the Nemesis of the British
Empire, and h~ was n~ver weary of warning ,British friends of
the danger inherent in the policy pursued· by their countrymen
in India. It was the same feeling of apprehension that made him
write to Georg~ Freeman 1 (February II, I 898) :
.
Really the_prospect for the British Empire doe~ not look very
bright if the present infatuation for keeping other nationalities
1

A sympathetic writer on Indian affairs in the New York Sun and other journals.
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under heel is persisted in. It is the most eftectual way in which
they are digging their own grave. At present in India they are
going from bad to worse and wiping· off whatever merit there
was in the British name by Russianizing the system by repressing
~eecJ:,m of speech and the liberty of the subject.

Writing to the same. friend, six months later (August 25),
about the growing sea-power of England, to which Freeman had
referred, Dadabhai pointed out that when Asia would be connected with Europe by railways, such power would not be of
much avail.

.

England's only strength (he added), if she is wise eno~gh to see
it, against all Europe, is in the contentment, prosperity, and desire
of India herself to keep up England's connexion. England can
then command a resource of strength that can defy all Europe .
. . . India is England's greatest strength and its greatest weakness,
as she would have it.

•

Once more, while writing to this friend, he sounded a
warning (November 24):
I am afraid the race question will become in time a burning one.
The backward races in other parts of the world seem destined
to have a bad time. The European greed will be too much for·
them. But the Indian question will be a terrible matter for England, •
if she does not look•out. Once India is fully roused, and in these
days of rapid development of political and moral forces this may
come much sooner than we can expect, it will be impossible for
England to hold her own firmly.

•

C.TdAPTER XXVIII

STIRRING THE BRITISH PUBiJ€
•
URING the ~onth of November r898, Dad.abhai went
campaigning in Lancashire. It was part of a country-wide
campaign planned by the veteran crusader. Special attention was .
paid to {;ancasliire, as much harm had 'been done to India in the
interests of Lancashire trade, and as Dadabhai believed that much.
real good could be done, both to Lancashire and. India,· if the
Lancashire people realized what the real condition of India was
and what could really promote the cotton trade between England
!lnd India. The first lecture of the series was given und~r the
auspices of the East Manchester Liberal Association, in Charlton .
Town Hall, on November 14. ·"Are you aware," asked Dadabhai, "that the dr~in of wealth from India acts as 'protection' of
Indian mdustry : It is a well-known economic .law that a tribute
-and forced payments to another country have the economic
· effects of a tribute-not only takes from the tributary nation· the
• amount paid but also raises against them the price of all foreign
•
goo ds. "
Dadabhai then addressed several meetings successively at
Castleton, Chorley, Atherton, and Knutstord. W. A. Chambers,
Romesh. Dutt, and Bepin· Chandra Pal, all excellent orators,
took part in the propaganda. The British Committee of the
Congress was also active. W. S. Caine gave a lecture on the
Indian National Congress. Everywhere the apostles of Indian
reform were hailed with delight. Dadabhai told 'the audiences that
his firm had been in Lancashire for over twenty-five years and
that, therefore,.he could claim to know something ofLancashire
and the ideas of its inhabitants. John Bright had advised his
countrymen that there were only two ways in which. Britain
could get good out of India for themselves-one of t~ese was by

D
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plunder, and the other by trade. British people, said Dadabhai,
would prefer the second alternative. For that, however, India
must be rich, whereas the value of the· whole produce of the
people WiS not more than Rs. 20 per head per annum. What could
be ex<t>edM from such a people as regards trade '
. The argument went home to the business men present. The
grievances of India, which were brought to their notice, evoked
sympathy for her people, and the proposed •reforms seemed to
them to be just and reasonable. "If," said a Manchester merchant,
in proposing a vote of thanks to Dadabhai, "we could have some
more addresses like that of Mr. Naoroji, there would ben~ excuse
left for the ignorance about India which now prevails." Almost
all the chairmen and speakers at subsequent meetings expressed the
same sentiment. The question before them was: how to enable
Indians, who were their wards, to develop their lives and policy
in the best way for themselves '
Dactabhai then called attention to the treatment meted out to·
Indians in South Africa. A public meeting was held, on November 22, in the Friends' Meeting House, Manchester, under the
auspices of the Manchester Society for the Protection of Native
Races. The Rev.]. S. Moffat moved: "That this meeting welcomes
the formation of the Manchester District Society for the Protec- ·
tion of Native Races, and pledges itself to do everything in its •
power to further the o~ects of the Society."
In seconding the resolution, Dadabhai spoke of the hardships of
the British Indian subje~ts who had gone to South Africa. Then
he asked them to look into the conduct of things in India. The
civilization of that country, he reminded them, was "a thousand
years old." Its people were advanced in arts and sciences when
people in England were running about the woods without clothes.
The disabilities which hampered the Outlanders in the Transvaal
were rife in India.
Another series of meetings in Lancashire was . then arranged
for Dadabhai. Between 12th and 15th December Dadabhai
addressed large meetings at Stretford, Oldham, Failsworth, and
Rossendale. The burden of the song was the same. Lancashire
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complained that India did not take more of her goodS. The total
e~ports to India from qreat Britain and Ireland did not exceed
rs. 6d. per head of the population of India. . . . "Make it
possible for the 250 or 300 millions oflndia to take £r poo: head of
British products, and it would be out, of the power of" England
·
•
to supply the demand!"
A good many oth.er meetings were thus addressed in all parts of
England.
.
·
-· ·
During the year 1900 there was another famine _in ·India,
the' worst experienced during hyenty-five years. Dadabhai was ·
again actively at work. He delivered an_ address at Edmonton,
April 29. There was, he said~ a chronic st~te of famine in India.
Even in years _of average prosperity and average crops, _scores of
· millions had to live on starvation diet. They could not expect
to draw blood from a man day after day and yet expect him ,
to .remain healthy. A gratifying feature, however, in connt;xion
with the famine was the attention paid by publicists to the
question of the annual drain of the wealth of the country.
In June and July he had a crowded programme of meetings all over the country. British friends also took part in this programme.
On June 28 Mrs. Charles Mallett gave an address on the Indian
"Famine, With Dadabhai in the chair. Dadabhai then addressed
• a garden meeting at Aner_ley and a meeting of the M~tropolitan
Radical Federation at Plumstead Radical.Club. In his old constituency, Finsbury, he delivered an add;ess to the Lighthouse
P.S.A. Society.
Meet-n.gs were also held ill aid of the Famine Relief Fund. At
one of the meetings held at the United Methodist Church,
Walthamstow, taking as the text the words ofLord Salisbury, "as
India must be bled," Dadabhai affirmed that, despite her grievances,
India had been loyal to the British Crown. At the same time he
sounded a warning: "Do not, expect that that loyalty canrtot fail."
This was no empty threat. India at the end of the century was
not the India of 1'852 when Dadabhai had made his first political
speech. Everybody knew that there was grave unrest in India, but
Dadabhai knew much more, He had hc:;;~,rd from Hyndman th~,t
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the authorities had been anticipating serious \rouble and were at
last awakening to the gravity of the situation.
How long do you think (asked Hyndman, January 22, 1900)
1he t>resent system in, India will lasn From what I can hear,
there is a growing feeling among the dominant classes that we
are on the verge of a-serious crisis.
Three days later, he confirmed the report•
The impression that there is a growing opnnon as to the
probability of a serious crisis in India, partly economic, partly
revolutionary, comes to me from Anglo-Indian Officials. and their
letters home as well as from conversations reported to me, in
which the new Governor of Bombay took part. The main fear
is of some sort of rising. I have seen two letters from men now
in India, and high up too, to their relations here which breathe
spirit of distrust, not to say alarm, through their pages. In particular, one man writing to his daughter declaims against the
imprudence of the Government in inviting the troops now
locked up in Ladysmith from India at all. He says that the general
feeling among Europeans is one of coming trouble.
Very few, even in India, appreciated what Hyndman was doing
almost daily for their country, but he too, like Dadabhai, con-.
tinued his labours with singleness of purpose.
With the single •exception of yourself (he wrote, March 29)
I never receive a word of acknowledgment from anybody. Yet,
again, with the ex~eption of you, I have done more for India
than any man living. However, that doesn't matter. Humans are
pigs anyhow, in India as in England. But I object t~ starving
pigs, so I go on all the same.
Then he commenced harping once more on his favourite theme.
Yes, I saw your memorial in India. I consider it much too
humble in tone. After all, though politeness is well, after compliments and so forth, you are a representative of 250,ooo,ooo of
people-a great position and one which in iny judgment calls
for even haughty language on your behal£ One of the commonest
charges brought against India is that its natives are "servile." YotJ
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are very far from that. But the tone ofyour memorial jars on me,
I must say. I remember being with my old and honoured friend-;Giuseppe Mazzini, tlie great Italian-one day in his poor rooms
in the Fulham Road. We were talking in the eas.iest and ~Iea.santest
way. To us was shown in an emissary from King Vfttor•Emmanuel. You should have seen the old man straighten up and
have heard him talk. It was one power t:!lking to, and almost down
to, another. And, what is more, the emissary treated the old man
with a deference that I don't believe, great nobleman as he was,
he would ,have shown to the Czar of Russia or the Queen of
England. It ~as the consciou~ess · of his own capacity and the
force behind him which gave Mazzini that standing. The time
has gone for imploring, if.ever it existed. You have the right to
speak out and you will gain more by it.

Had this advice anything to do with the change in the tone and
temper ofDadabhai's agitation in England during the,succeeding
years ? Once more Hyndman had a fling at India.
I look through India weekly. But how dull, how desperately
dull and uninteresting! Do pick up some able young man and give ·
him charge.

·In his opinion, Wedderburn, too,· was frightfully dull.
It is very unfortunate (he observed, April7) that Sir W. W. is
such a bad and unimpressive speaker. M~st of the people on our
side unluckily lack the power to put things in a clear, vigorous
and interesting way.
•

.

In the same letter he stated: .
'

Thank you for your letter. V:fe have to cheer up each other.
I am going on and I think, at last, we are making way slowly.
The efforts ~ade by the enemy to silence us are the best possible
evidence that we are producing some effect.

This letter also gives an indication of the daily effort of
Hyndman to help India:
.
I have sent ;ny article, with a short addendum on the debate
in, the House of Commons, to· Die Neue Zeit. I have posted also
a letter to the Manchester Guardian.
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Here is another letter (July 23), showing how intensely
anxious he was to get a move on.
Undoubtedly, August would never do for meetings, but we
b.av~then to begin our arrangements for October. We must all
work in our own way.. If I have succeeded-and I have succeeded-in rousing tbe attention of a considerable part of the
English people to the mischief of our rule ~n India, this has been
done and similar things have been done in all ages, not by mild
examinations ·of truth but by vigorous attacks and the use of
strong language. I can quite understand that nice gentlemanly
mediocrities who, like the Walrus, "greatly sympathize," don't
approve of and would gladly boycott me. But I know very well
what I am doing and these half-baked personages will have to
reckon with me on home as well as Indian and foreign affairs
before long. I am glad you think there is a movement where
above all there ought to be movement. You deserve to live long
to see some portion at least of the change for which you ha"e
worked so hard and so long.

Thus did his irrepressible friend go on stirring Dadabhai from
day to day to self-assertion. One more letter (July 24), and we
shall have done with the Hyndman correspondence of this
period.
You are, indeed, thankful for small mercies ! As against the •
£250,000 the Govtmment, instead of giving a grant-in-aid, are
inflaming the drain by yet another loan. Even so they will draw
£n,ooo,ooo this y~ar. At this rate it will take another century
or more to drive the thick end of the wedge.
Your only hope is
.
a general shock or overturn. But the men who are pretending to
work in favour of India to-day-and the greater part of it is
pretence-would be as sorry to see such a break-~p of the infamous
capitalist system as Lord George Hamilton or Sir Henry Fowler.
The Government is not in the least afraid of moderate remonstrances nor care for the recommendations of Royal Commissions
-ex. gr.: the Royal Commission on Housing. tlie Poor, r88o.

.

On October 13, 1900, Dr. Mullick gave a reception at Hotel
Tudor in honour ofDadabhai. The special object was to afford a
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number ofyoung fndians interested in the National Movement
an opportunity to meet and greet the Grand Old Man who was,_
day after day, getting niore and more anxious about the struggle
that lay ahead, the struggle which called for many hew r~cruits to
relieve the members of the old guard. There was a .very mter~ting
assemblage of Indians and British friend~ of India. Romesh Dutt,
Digby, and several British friends recalled some of the main lines
of the patriotic wo!-k which Dadabhai had pursued with commendable courage and steadfastness and with notable success·.
Digby's comparison of Dadabhai with John Bright deserves.
special notice:
•
I

The only E~glish statesman with whom he (Dadabhai) coulq
be at all compared was Jolm Bright, with whom he had many
characteristics in common. Bright started a politicalc career,
holding certain definite views, and at the end of a long life he
found that practically the whole people of the country. had
accepted them. Where he began, there he ~shed. So too with
Mr. Naoroji. What he advocated years and years ago he was still
advocating, and there was constant proof that at last his views
were gaining acceptance. . . . Mr. Naoroji had done that for
Indian politics whiGh steam-power had accomplished for traction
purposes; he had opened up entirely new lines of thought and
action; he had ~emonstrated the only way in which India could
once more become a great and prosperoli' nation.
Dadabh~i was delighted to have the op;ortunity of appealing
to the youth of India to come forward and to relieve old men
who had. all their lives been working on behalf of .India. In
undertaking that task, they would, he assured them, enjoy many
advantages which the older men did not possess.

We had to work (said he) in the face of the darkest ignorance
of Indian matters, but now we have accomplished the labours of
the pioneers; and now that light has penetrated the darkness, we
hold that the time has come when the burden should be shifted
on to your shoulders. . . . What is the task before you ? You have
to expose the real secret of the pov<;rty of India. I have, time
afte.r time, dealt with reasons and excuses given for that poverty,
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such as land taxation and decadence of native industries. But
these, after all, are only red herrings drawn across the path. . . .
As long as the bleeding goes on, there ·can be no hope for India .

•

T~ere-would be difficulties in their way, he added, but they

should not despair. The English Press had taken up the Indian
problem with all seriou~ness; before long it would become one
of the great domestic questions before England. In the Royal
Commission's report there was an acknowledgment of injustice
to India. Thus a beginning had been made; the. British conscience
had been aroused, and the outlook was far more hopeful than
it had ever been before. "Go doggedly forward!" said the
veteran soldier to the would-be recruits. "Learn a lesson from
John Bull himself."
Dadabhai had robust faith in the youth of India-rather
unusual for grey heads controlling national organizations. His
heart went out in admiration for the young men who were
determined to offer resistance to the long-tolerated hauteur and
high-handedness of the bureaucracy. When even his own
lieutenants such as Mehta, Wacha and Banerjea were getting
impatient of what appeared to be extremist views and rebellious
attitude of young Indians in certain quarters, their hoary-headed.
mentor wanted more and more young men to come forward •
and hold aloft the torch of freedom. Certain Anglo-Indian newspapers had, a year before, criticized young India in scathing
terms. Referring to t!eir outbursts, Dadabhai remarked, m a
letter to Romesh Dutt (May 2, I898):

•

As to the cry of the Anglo-Indians about young .men, it is
always their dodge. . . . We shall have to do our work with
young men if Indians are to speak here at all, and youth is not
to be despised. It is the enthusiasm of youth, with some direction,
that has always carried important changes in the world and will
always do so. It is these youths to whom the future belongs.
We are now passing away; recruits must be prepared to take our
place. Despising them as mere youths is a great mistake. Let us
guide them.

.
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Six months later, writing to Chambers, whom he had invited to address Indian youths resident in England, he wrote
(Octobers):
.
.
Several of these young m~n are rather touchy an:J. it. will
require all your usual tact to handle them in giving them any
advice. . . . You may take this oppor~ty of impressing upon
· them that, as re~dents in this country, 'they have a great duty
and responsibility towards their country. Any well-directed
effort here will' always be far more effective, as this is the fountainhead where the chief work lies. It is exceedingly necessary that a '
strong Indian association or so.ciety should exist here; that is to
say, that the Indian Society should consist of all the residents as
members and that it should be well supported financially. Every
Indian resident here can certainly spare a guinea a year for the
sake' of his c;:ountry.
• The time had come to organize the activities of ardent yeuths
devoted to the cause of the motherland. Missionaries were
needed everywhere to serve India and propagate the gospel of
freedom. This idea :vas put forward in a • concrete form to
Gokhale in·a letter written a few years later, when Dadabhai saw
.the youth of the country responding cheerfully, in ever-increasing
• numbers, to the call.
For the purpose of inspiring the pe~ple with the desire for
understanding the duties and rights of British citizens (said he,
October 1905), each province should ~rnish a band of young,
well-educated men to become the missionaries of this work and ·
to de~ote themselves under suitable organization to do it.
Side by side with the work to be done in India there must be
vigorous propaganda in England. We cannot accomplish our
object by working only .in India or ollly .in England. They are
two halves and by their combination only can the whole work
be done. . . . The tide is with us. The English people and Press
are beginning to understand the wrongs of India. Asia is waking up.
The Isles of the East are becoming like the Isles ofthe West, and
we may fairly expect that our Emancipation is not far of£ My
·
only' word is-never despair.
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A notable manifesto was issu'ed over the signatures ofWedderburn, Hume, and Dadabhai on October 19, 1900, addressed to
the President-designate of the Congress at Lahore. It passed under
review fifteen years of Congress work and marked a new stage
in the History of that organization. It was a critical stage-a
parting of the ways. ~hether the constitutional movement
should develop into its full usefulness, by drawing together the
rulers and the ruled and by promoting tfl.e welfare of both
India and England, or whether the efforts that had been made
should end in disappointment and reaction, would depend,
said the illustrious trio, upon the attitude and action of the Indian
people. "We, who were among it~ originators," they observed,
"have now well-nigh completed our work as pioneers; we have
given the lead to the younger men and must look to them to take
up in larger measure the burden of the work."
The Congress had tried to remove the tendency to undergro~d discontent and secret conspiracy, which was a danger
necessarily attending an administration conducted by foreigners
on autocratic lines. The official attitude towards the organization
was, however, one of disapproval and suspicion. Despite all
obstacles the Congress had accomplished its obj~ct to obtain
solidarity of public opinion. It held the field as a national repre-sentative assembly. However vehemently it might have been •
first assailed, the Cotfgress views on questions affecting India,
such as the forward policy beyond the North-Western Frontier,
the plague regulations,'the famine grant and the financial relati~s
of England and India, had prevailed. The Royal Commission had
unanimously found the charges placed upon India to be unfair
to the extent of a quarter of a million sterling per annum.
Accepting the finding, Government had conceded to India a small
measure of fmancial justice.
It was the old, old story of the shield-silver on one side and
gold on the other. Much work remained to be .done to present
both the sides to all concerned. India was lying prostrate from
accumulated misfortunes. All available forces had to be brought
together in order to raise her up and lead her again into p·aths of
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prosperity. The first step in that' direction was to ascertain, by,
searching inquiry, the causes of her downfall, and to devise
remedies suited to her peculiar economic condition. The work in
· England was great and difficuJt; the workers were few and were
overtaxed both as to physical endurance and fmancial r~sources.
That was why Wedderburn was dfiven t~ retire from Parliament
to economize his resources for direct work on behalf of India.
The times were ctitical. By hard, earnest work and united
purpose, the Congress might constitute itself a valued adviser to
the Government of India and an influence in England tending to
strengthen the Empire. On the other hand, if the necessary
sacrifice and self-denial were not exercised, if the constitutional effort were allowed to lapse fr~m want of courage and constancy, ·
the work of years would be thrown away and a danger would
arise that the physical sufferings of the masses might lead to
counsels of despair. "Against such a conclusion," declare<.\ the
· three stalwarts, "we, who have given our best years to the service
of India, will, to the last, use our best efforts in the interests alike
of India and England·."
The little Somerset town of Shepton Mallet was honoured, on
November 7, by a visit paid by Dadabhai at the invitation of
.Mr. and Mrs. Chambers, parents ofW. A. Chambers, to whose
championship of the cause of Indians D~dabhai paid a warm
tribute. He was sometimes taxed, said h,e, with not speaking
c:;nough about the good England had done for India, but he c:ould
- ii;t pay England a higher compliment than that he should be
desirous that her connexion with India should continue for a long
time. So far as the rule in India was good rule, and something like
British rule,. they were grateful for it; but their misfortune was
that un-British rule was far in excess of the good British rule.
"The White Man's burden," as Kipling called it, meant to
Indians a: very different thing from what it did ·to the white
·men. To the Indian it meant that the burden was the white
man upon the Indian's shoulders. The Indian was willing to take
his fair share of the burden, but was it fair to put upon his shoulders
0
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the whole charge of what was to him a foreign service inimical to
his interests and perhaps even injurious to him? This was only
a prelude to other speeches in the same lCey.
"The fudian Famine: Its causes and remedy," was the subject
set do~ for discussion at the weekly meeting (November 24)
ofthe St.John's Literarx.and Debating Society, Kennington. The
principal speaker was Dadabhai. The remedy was to be found,
said he, in two words-honour and justice~ There was not the
slightest necessity that India should suffer in order that England
might gain. If only the right policy were adopted, India· could
be made again prosperous and, at the same time, England would
reap ten times the benefit she had h:td from the connexion.
On December 5, at the Mildmay Radical Club at Stoke
Newington, Dadabhai delivered a lecture on Indian subjects
after an exhibition of vocal music by a number of young ladies,
metvbers of the Mildmay Singing Class. "If present conditions
continued," he averred, "if Indians were treated as slaves,
explosion must come. Let Indian subjects be treated in the same
way as British subjects-that is all I ask."

an

On the first day of the first year of the twentieth century the
Commonwealth of Australian Colonies was inaugurated. It wa!t
an event of vast importafice to the British Empire; to Dadabhai,.
as an Indian, it afforcred food for reflection. Why was it that a
very small part of thl British Empire, with a population of less
than five millions, had been progressing during the last century
by leaps and bounds until it had become one of .the most
flourishing portions of the earth, while the great Empire of India,
which had been connected with the British nation more or less for
two hundred years, and which had been controlled by most
highly paid administrators, was in a most disastrous condition
and was reduced to the state of the poorest country in the
civilized world?
Thanks to the lesson which the United ·States had taught
England, when they gained their independence, the British
Colonies had since been treated justly and righteously. Similar
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treatment had not, • however, been meted ·out to India. The
declaration of policy. had been as good ~s could be desired. But
the principles laid doym· in the Proclamations were violated and
disregarded. There had been bleeding instead o,f nouris!Iing, and
British helotry had been substituted for British citizen;hip.
Dadabhai unburdened his mind on th~ depressing topic at a
lecture' he gave on "India" on January 14, 1901, at the Penge
and Beckenham Lib~ral and Radical Club. He had no desire to
dwell on the past; he preferred rather to look forward. Would
the new century bring a fayo~rable change
policy which
would be productive of'good results for both England and
India? Once more he appeitled to the Briti~h authorities to
pursue a righteous policy.
· ·
. ,
, On January 31, Dadabhai, delivered another address on the
"Condition o~ Indi<1:" at Toynbee Hall, ~hitechapel, which was
· f~llowed by several more on Indian famines· and their capses.
On Ma~ch 22 the Castle Street Congregational Chapel was
packed to overflowing, when the Castle Street Pleasant Hour
Society and the Broad Street P.S.A. assembled to ,hear Dadabhai
on the question of"the Relations ofEngland and India." Dadabh::ti
had then a busy week at Reading. How active he was, despite his
77 years, is shown in the following eJStract from a letter from
-Gideon Ashdown (March r) in the Reading Standard:

m

.
rose at 7 a.m. Sunday (February
'

.

.

~e
I~, and at 9.30 addressed
the Church St. Adult School for 45 minutes; and afterwards.
was driven by Dr. Hurry to the Abbey Ruins where Mr. Naoroji
was t~eated by the doctor 'with twenty minutes' interesting
description. He indulged in a little rest and after luncheon went
to Castle Street at 3 p.m. and addressed upwards of a thousand
people, who 'listened with rapt attention for so minutes while
the famous Indian orator unsparingly criticized their government
of India, showing how they had failed in their duty. He then
partook of tea and, as an aid· to digestion, proceeded to Bridge.
Street Assembly Rooms and addressed an enthusiastic body of
men and women on education, occupying one hour in speech
and answering questions.
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At a public meeting held at the North Camberwell Radical
Club and Institute, on April 23, Dadabhai delivered another
address on the "Condition of India": ·
• Itls for you, as electors of your country, you who have the
sovereign power in your hands, to see why there has been a
loss of thousands of.Indians in famines. You have not spent a
shilling in the formation of the Empire. The blood that was shed
was also Indian blood. You have been r~gularly draining and
bleeding us of millions of money.... These millions do not go
to make you any better off, they go into the pockets of the
capitalists. Britain claims that Britons shall never be slaves, is it
her intention that she should make others slaves? You must
insist that your representatives in• Parliament do India justice.

The meeting passed a resolution to the effect that the system of
government in India was diametrically opposed to the principles
initiated in the Act of 1833 and that the faithlessness of the British
Government in this matter was the primary cause of the misery
and suffering prevailing in India.
Mainly due to Dadabhai' s campaign, the twenty-third report
of the National Liberal Federation, which was issued about this
time, contained more than one reference to India. The introductory paragraph concluded as follows:
The death, suffering. and distress which famine and disease have•
produced in India• are again to be deplored, and the closest
examination ought to be made to see if any readjustment of the
fmancial system of'In.dia could be devised which might mitigate
the recurrence of these national disasters.

•

The platform campaign .was extended even to a pulpit.
Through the courtesy of the Rev. John Page Hopps, Pastor of the
Free Church, Croydon, who lent his pulpit, on Sunday, April2r,
Dadabhai gave a sympathetic audience a harrowing picture of
the condition of Indians. "Do not believe me as gospel," said
he, "study for yourselves!"
At the Westminster Town Hall, on May 24, a conference of
Indians resident in the United Kingdom was held to adopt
resolutions regarding the amelioration of the condition of the
I

.
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Indian people. Dadabhai presided. Resolutions pointing out the
fundamental cause of the extreme poverty of India and the
exhaustion· of h~~ wealth, similar to those adopted at previous
meetings, were passed..
;
Dadabhai also presided at the ordinary meeting of the London
·Indian Society, held on June 2~ A. Q;ls opened a debate on
Indian Trade and jndicated the need for Indians ·developing
different trades and industries. About this time, Dadabhai
received a prospectus of a joint-stock concern,· called "Indian
Development Ltd." Thanking th<; Directors for the copy, he. said:
"I think the correct ~tle for such companies should be 'Indian
Exploitation Ltd." In elucidation of his comment he enclosed a
few extracts from his letter (O~tober 20, I898) to· the Currency
r
Committee.
"British Democracy and India" was the subject of <!-nother
qiscourse at the North Lambeth Liberal Club on July 4.• On
whose shoulders rested the responsibility for the miserable
condition of India? "It rested," said Dadabha:i, "on th~ shoulders of
the British democracy." He appealed to it to exercise its power
and make the British Government fulfil the pledges given to India.
On October 20 a debate was raised on an address, delivered
"by Dadabhai, on British Rule in India,., at the Brixton Literary
• and Discussion S<?ciety. On November I, he addressed a public
conference, held under the auspices ot the Liverpool Peace
Society, on "India and Militaris!ll." T~e policy of imperial
expansion involved risk of explosion. On the authority of a
. Parliame~tary return, obtained by Morley, Dadabhai stated that
the British had waged I 10 wars beyond the frontiers in pursuance
of an Imperial policy dictated solely by the fact that India was the
. only part of the Empire which had an extensive frontier adjoining the possessions of a great European Power. Colonel
Hanna, an Indian officer of experience, had sho~ that between
I878 and I896 ·the "forward policy" cost Rs. 7,I4I,ooo,ooo.
During the period; scores of millions of Indians went all the year
. round without enough food to eat and millions perished in lean
years of famine.
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Under the auspices of the Young Scots' Society, Dadabhai
gave another lecture on the "Condition of India" in the
Oddfellows' Hall, Edinburgh, and yet another on the same
subject 1io the members of the London branch of the Society.
At ~alaShiels, there was one more lecture, and scores of them
at different places for jhree more years. Everywhere he emphasized the urgency of strengthening the British rule in India
by reforming it.
•
On March '20, 1903, Dadabhai visited Portsmouth and
delivered an address on "India" under the auspices of the
Portsmouth Ethical Fellowship~ Lord Curzon had expressed his
surprise that India should have resepted British capital going out
to India. When Britain poured her wealth into America and
China, his Lordship never heard those natives complain that
they were being ruined. When America flooded England, as she
was .then doing, with resources of her accumulated capital an?
commercial genius, none "at home" sat down and bewailed their
cruel lot at being bled by foreign brains. Dadabhai retorted that
Lord Curzon had suppressed the most important factor, so far
as India was concerned. The capital that went out to India was not
British capital. It was the wealth first plundered from the country,
which went back to India for what they called "development,"·
but what he called despoliation of India's resources .

•

For whose benefit and for what purpose (he asked) is the
development; whet! all that is produced is carried away to this
country 1 • • • Supposing Great Britain had plundered America
and China in the way she had plundered India, and -£rom that
plunder it had monopolized the country's resources and brought
them to Great Britain, would America and China accept the
position as benefit 1 .•• In the case of America, they brought with
them their own capital, and it was welcomed, and so would India,
if she were allowed to use her own resources for her own benefit.

Then, coming to the question of the drain; he said, "It was a
case of bleed, bleed, bleed continuously, and no time at all for
the wound to heal."
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An,importantpublic meeting, convened jointly by the British
Committee of the Co!lgress and the London Indian Society,
was held at Caxton Hall, Westminster, on Jaly 30, to protest
against the proposal to tax the people of India for maU;taming a
garrison of British troops in South Africa. Dadabhai moveCl the
principal resolu!i,on pro~esting aga~st .the proposal and repudiating the plea thj-t such a force should be paid by India as a
reserve in 'the interests .of India. No words, he said, were more
often used and abused in officiai literature than the words "Indian
interests" and "Indian needs." ~very burden imposed upon the
Indian people for British interests was hypocritically believed to
be for Indian interests, dust being thus thrown in the eyes of the
, British public and the world. Then he related how India was
bled, and asserted: "Far from being required to contribute to the
African garrison, we demand in common justice that the British
~xchequer should contribute to the cost" of the European anpy in
. ,
'
Ind~
l
An impartial spokesman on behalf of India ori this occasion·
was Lord Welby, who seconded the motio)l. After full consideration, he observed, the Royal Commissio'n. had pointed out
in its report that India had rendered important service to England
· by repeatedly lending her forces. On the other hand, the two• thirds of the British army stationed at home arid in the Colonies
constituted a reserve on which India rmght rely in times of
emergency. Judging, however, from the ]:9lSt, India had more frequently aided England than England had aided India. The
Commi~ion had, therefore, recorded its deliberate and t,manimous opinion that, of the two, England profited more by the
arrangements for reciprocal assistance. The claim put forward
by th~ British Government that India should contribute to the
English garrison in South Africa was, iri Lord Welby's opinion,
unprecedent~d, unjust and unwise.
·
In the midst· of this intensive campaign on behalf of India
Dadabhai paid close attention to the question of the treatment of
Indians in· South Africa. That, however, is an episode which
will form the subject-matter of a separate chapter. He was also
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actively engaged in combating two great social scourges, the
liquor traffic and the opium traffic. He had, moreover, thrown
himself into the turmoil of another 'electoral struggle with
vigour and ardour which youth might envy. That struggle will
also ,e described in another chapter. Such activities, at his age,
deepened the feeling of. veneration with which his countrymen
watched his career. It culminated in the decision to celebrate in
India, as well as in Enland, the anniversary of his birthday as
"Dadabhai Day." The first celebration was held on September
4, 1903; thereafter, till the enq of his life, Dadabhai Day was
celebrated with great enthusiasm .

.

'

.

It has already been shown that out of the amount raised in
the year I 869 for a testimonial to Dadabhai, a small amount
had been set apart for his portrait. This amount lay with the
secre.taries for years, and the matter escaped attention. On ths:
death of the last secretary, however, it was discovered that
the amount with interest had increased to Rs. 8,ooo. With
the sanction of the High Court this sum was handed over
to three new secretaries to give effect to the resolution of the
subscribers.
Before an enthusiastic audience, the portrait was unveiled on'
November 24, 1900, by Ranade, who was then a judge of the •
High Court. He described Dadabhai as the best product of
British education. In l<ttming and industry, especially in industry,
he believed, Dadabhai had no equal. "Englishmen," said he,
"should feel proud of Dadabhai as a unique figure ~ Indian
history." The era of British conquest was followed by that of.
consolidation. Then came the era of reconciliation and reconstruction. On what lines was the work of reconstruction to be
carried on by the younger generation ? These were laid down in
Dadabhai' s own words. The people of India should regard the
existence and continuance of British dominion· in that part of
Asia as an unquestionable fact. That was the' very foundation,
said Ranade, of the whole edifice. But there was another aspect
of the problem-"by reason of the conquest and of the con-
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solid~tion the people of India should be raised to a place. of
equality among the other nations of the.earth."
It might be_ said, addea Ranade; that in the work of reconciliation, Dadabhai' s "extreme position" had not been S@ helpful
and so serviceable to the cause of India as they might nave
expected. But anyone who had studied padabhai' s writings and
his speeches would say that such a calumny as that would never
lessen the affection and esteem in which the people held him.
In ~s writings as well as in his speeches there was not a single
sentence or expression, even the mpst casual, which could be
pointed out in support of the all~gation that he had created .a gulf
which did not exist before:
~- This was the last public fu~ction performed by Ranade before
&ath prematurely laid low that -intellectual-.giant'*of.. India.
Dadabhai . sent from England a letter of condolence to Mrs.
Ranade through Gokhale. Her reply (February 2_b:__!~OI),
mdicates the feeling of reverential regard in which Dadabhai
was held by Ranade.
She knows-what everyone who stood close to Mr. Ranaqe
knew well-that the high ~xample set by, you of single-minded
devotion to the country's cause had exercised·a large influence on
Mr. Ranade's mind, and-throughout his life he-used· to speak of
you in terms which a pupil in India uses in-speaking of a.teacher.

•

•
•

CHAPTER XXI·X

3EI:F-GOVERNMENT-THE ONLY
•REMEDY
•
ARLY in the year 1904 Lor~ Curzon committed the greatest
folly of his life. Forgetting that the wo~ds inflicted by the
tongue are worse than those made hy the sword, in the course of
his convocation address at the Calcutta University he made an
imputation of untruthfulness against India, ancient and modem.
A new life was then stirring among the people of India;
everywhere her educated sons were recalling her great past an~
longing to regain the place she once occupied in the civilized
world. To have insulted, at that psychological moment, the
people of a country that had given to mankind great philosophies,
great art and a great literature was, to borrow the words of
Dadabhai himself in connexion with the partition of Bengal,
equivalent to depositing a large store of dynamite under what
Lord Curzon himself had aptly called "the pivot of the British •
. "
Empire.
The whole countrj arose as one man to protest not only
against that insulting speech but also against the general policy ~f
the overbearing Viceroy's administration. Nations are.govemed
by sentiment as much as individuals. The sentiment of the Indian
people having been outraged, reason and justice were silenced
in the wholesale condemnation of a Viceroyalty ·distinguished, in
the earlier 'years at least, for great sympathy, sagacity, and statesmanship. Even those who might be called the Tories of India
were antagonized by the lofty ruler just as King James II had
turned the squires and parsons of his day into rebels. Large and
influential meetings were held in Calcutta, Madras, Bombay,
Lahore, Allahabad, and other places in India, where citizens who
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had never before taken any part in politics, citizens who even disliked the agitation carried on by the Congress, stood with the
political agitators of the' day on a common platform and repudiated most vehemently the aspersions cast upon the chara~er of the
people by the representative of the 'King-Emperor in India. They
also condemned in strongest terms the iJ_easures adopted during
his Viceroyalty.
·
Dadabhai shared •his countrymen's feelings of resentment on
this occasion; he rejoiced, at the sarrie time, to fmd their national
spirit thus stirred to its depths. ~therto he had been crying iri the
wilderness with a mere handful of colleagues. Now, however,
the whole natio? was up in atms against the principles and policy
under which India was governed. No such event' had taken place·
b~fore in the history of British India.)t showed the signs of the
times. The seeds he had scattered broadcast were bearing fruit-a
~ew India was rising to view, a New India conscious ofher dghts
and pulsating with fresh ideas offreedom. Reviewing the situation,
he thought they were then at the parting of the ways. The future
could not be a continuance. of the past. The Curzon regime had
brought popular unrest to !he danger-point. Pe~ple in India were
clamouring for the recall of the Viceroy. Dadabhai does not
appear to have encouraged such a demand. As usual, he had no
•quarrel with individuals. He was out to fight the system which led
to misgovernment. He, therefore, asked ~s countrymen, whilst
they were infuriated against Lord Curzon, ~ go to the root of the
. matter .and to demand an instantaneous change in the ·system of ·
administrjtion. There were only two alternatives before both the
people and the rulers-peaceful evolution of the administration
of the country, or explosion. ·
'
"Misrule ofindia'~·was_th~~.sp,bject ofhis:lecwre on ..March'I8,
. 1904,. before the members of the. Penge.,and.Ji~fk~Jmam Coopera_tive Society..It was not awisepolicY., he told the audience,
quoting Lord Ha:rtington, to introduce 'among Indians European
. literature, civilization, and progress, and at the same time to tell
them that theY. should never. have any chance of taking a share in
the ad~istration of their· country, except by getting rid of their
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European rulers. While England was thinking of the expansion
of the empire, he added, "an upheaval apd an explosion might,
perhaps, take place in that part of it which alone entitled it to the
name of• Empire."
• •
The demand for self-government followed soon afterwards.
Responding to the toast ilf "The President," at a gathering of the
London Indian Society, on June r, Dadabh~i asked the question
whether Indians were to remain for ever the hewers of wood and
drawers of water, to slave and perish. Without pausing for an
answer, he declared:
There is only one remedy to the present dishonourable, hypocritical and destructive system-a system that would break up the
Empire, if not saved by a peaceful and prompt revolution. That
remedy is self-government under British paramountcy. I earnestly
press upon the Indian people to claim unceasingly their birthright and pledged right of British citizenship, of self-government.
When this one fundamental remedy will be accomplished, every
other evil or defect of the present system . . . would right itself.
On July 8 Dadabhai delivered a lecture under the auspices
of the West Croydon Social Union, on the "Condition of
India." He presented to the audience two pictures: (r) of the,
best hearts and intellects of America, demanding without pressure •
that Congress should c!eclare the independence of the Philippines
in good time, and (2) of nine-tenths of English people, ignorant
of what the real rel!tions between England and India were,
showing not the slightest desire and making not the slightest effort
to understand the real position. He implored them tt think of
their responsibilities in the matter.
One of the ways of awakening the British p~blic to its duty
was to have a sort of permanent paragraph inserted in friendly
newspapers calling attention to the grievances of India. Dadabhai
drew up the following paragraph, and it appeared in India
regularly about th!s period:
The present system of British rule in India by ever-increasingly
plundering and draining away the resources of the people
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deliberately produces extreme impoverishment and thereby causes
famine, plague, and starvation on an ever-increasing scale for
some 20o;ooo,ooo people. Further, the present system is ·dis. honourably ~iolating t~e most solemn and Parliamenta~;y pledges
and the declared honest policy of the British people. • •
It is therefore the duty as also the greatest interest of the British
people to put an end to the present creplorable and unrighteous
system and comfel their Governni.ent to honestly take steps to
introduce as speedily as practicable self~government like, that of
the Colonies under British paramountcy.
.
· .
.Dadabhai then attended an international gathering of Socialists
;J.t Amsterdam. It created a stir in India. He had been lecturing for
years under the auspices of varied organizations; his audiences
were composed of people belonging to all classes of society; he did
not, however, expect much support from. the well-to-do classes.
His hopes were centred in the Labour force which was growing
every day. It was the working class·, he believed, that could and
would help India considerably. It was, therefore, extremely desirable that the people of India should win that force to their
side. Irrespective of that consideration, however, his innate
sympathy with labour drew him to the working classes. Testiinony of such sympathy comes from two prominent Members of
"Parliament. Speaking at a meeting, on No¥ember 1904, at North
Lambeth, the constituency which Dadabhai was then nursing,
Wedderburn observed:
r
There was no section of the House with which he (Dadabhai)
was ·JJ.ore .in sympathy and accord than the labour section. If
returned, he would, ~or all practical purposes, be an additional
Labour member.
In a letter to Mr. M. R. Masani (February 19, 1929), Secretary, Congress Socialist Party, India, the Right Honourable
George Lansbury, M.P., confirms this impression:
My personaf contact with your countryman was entirely.
political, and I can only say that none of us ever appealed to him
in vain for assistance in great public movements <?rganized for t)l.e
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benefit of the masses. He was foremost in his championship of
Home Rule for Ireland and for the great measures of social reform
which at that time the Radical party was putting forward. I am
quit~ sure that had he been younger and was now living in this
oountry, he would have been one of the foremost men in the
Labour Party. I hope one of these days we shall fmd another such
as he standing for Pal'liament and standing on the broad basis of
international Socialism.
• •

A striking proof of his Socialistic tendencies was given by
Dadabhai when at a Conferenc<:? of D€mocrats, held on July 29,
1905, held under the auspices of the Metropolitan Radical
Federation and the National Democratic League at Holborn
Town Hall, he moved, as Vice-President of the League, a resolution demanding the establishment of a universal system of old age
pensions, based entirely upon citizen rights and free from the
taint.of pauperism. He was, besides, one of the few politicians~
·England who had mastered the subject of British industrialism.
Under the title of The Rights of Labour he had formulated and
published a scheme for the establishment of Industrial Commissioners' Courts and for the recognition and protection of
Labour as a property. If legalized, it would have ensured justice
to all wage-earners and perpetual industrial peace.
The International Socialist Congress met at Amsterdam from •
August 14 to August •20, 1904. Delegates from all parts of the
world attended the C~gress to discuss the question of Colonial
Policy, and Dadabhai was received there as an honoured guest
representing the people of British India. At the sittin~ held on
August 17 the question of India was introduced by a British
delegate, S. G. Hobson, on behalf of the "British Section," and
with the approval of the Commission on Colonial Policy. The
resolution condemning the system of British rule in India, which
he moved, had the familiar ring of the resolutions passed at
various public meetings under Dadabhai' s lead. It referred to the
plundering and draining of the resources of the people, which
caused extreme impoverishment, and called upon the workers of
Great Britain to enforce upon their Government the abandonment
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of the dishonourable system of administration and the establish'
.
ment of self..:govemment.
The President, Van. Kol, a retired Dutch civil serVant, and a
member of the Dutch· Parliament, then introduced •Dadabhai
t~ the assembly. In calling upon him to address the• ~eetmg, he
asked the audience to rise and stand jn silence to mark their
respect and comrniseratioi:l' for the suffering. millions of India .
• signal for one of the most inspiring maniHis words were die
festations of fellow-feeling. As Dadabhai walked slowly to the
centre of the platform, he had a .rousing reception. The delegates,
about a thousand, leapt to their feet and stood uncovered before
him in solemn silence. Th~n their thoughts turned from the
'
Indian people ' to the dignifiyd presence .of their representa_tive
himself, and they gave him a tremendous ovation. It was a most
impressive spectacle~the exploited and downtrodden working.
p1en and women · of Europe expressing their goodwill: and
extendingtheir hand offellowshipto thesufferingmillions ofindia.
So overpowered was,Dadabhai by feelings of gratitude that
when he spoke his voice trembled a little, but as he proceeded to
lay the case for India before the ~elegates, it rang clear and .
resonant from one end of the concert-hall to the other. Most of
·them did. not, before translation, understand a word of what he
• said, but his delicate features, his refmed face, his white hair,
and his dignified figure impressed them i~mensely. The delegates
who understood English punctuated his,speech with applause,
but when the speech was translated illto· German and French,
the Co~ental delegates were even more emphatic in their ·
demonstrations of agreement and approval of the downright
and incisive presentation of the case of the afflicted rillllions on
whose behalf he was speaking. They had no idea that an Indian
could be so cultured and so captivating as the venerable man who
·.stood before them.
The burden ofDadabhai's song was the drain oflndia's wealth
and the poverty of the people. What hope was there of a remedy ?
This rests (said Dadabhai) in the hands of the working classes.
Working men constitute t?e immense majority of the people of
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India, an:d they appeal to the workmen of the whole world, and
ask for their help and sympathy. Let them condemn the wrongs
done in India. We constantly denounce barbarities. What does
barbarity mean 1 Does it not mean that, when a savage knocks
®wrf a weaker man and robs him, an act of barbarism has been
perpetrated 1 The same applies to nations, and this is the way in
which the British Go~ernment is treating India. This must end.
Imperialism of brute force is barbarism. •Th~ Imperialism of
civilization is the Imperialism of equal rights, equal duties, and
equal freedoms. The remedy is in the hands of the British people.
They must compel their Government to fulfil the promises that
had been made to India. The remedy is to give India selfgovernment. She should be treated like the other British colonies.

The resolution was carried without opposition. "That means,"
said the President, "that this Congress brands Great Britain with
the mark of shame for its treatment of India."
•
The report of the Congress was read all over the world, and
Dadabhai had the satisfaction that his appeal on behalf of his
motherland attracted considerable attention in the United Kingdom. On the other hand, his action in associating himself with
the Socialists was severely criticized in the Anglo-Indian Press.
Socialism was then, as it is even now, a red rag to it. But it was·
not so much his participation in the Congress as his vehement •
impeachment of Britrsh rule that roused the ire of many a
journalist. The TimestPJ India remarked that Dadabhai owed it
to himself, if he intended to continue political work on behalf
of his country, to explain how his name came to be -.ssociated
with a charge against the British Government of robbing the
people, purposely creating famines and carrying on an execrable ,,
and dishonourable system of administration. There were still a
good many people in India, it added, "whose respect for Dadabhai
would lead them to hope that it was open to him to dissociate
himself from that outrageous outburst of continental insolence."
Dadabhai was, no doubt, being driven gradually to extremism, \.
at least in his public utterances. Year after year his criticism
the defects of British rule in India increased in acerbity. It was thi\,
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result, clearly, of dire disappointment. As. yet, however, he had
not lost his faith ill British justice, nor did he waver in his adherence
to the Congress policy of constitutional agitation. In a letter
written to him, Wedderburn had expressed his concetm at the
growing impatience of young men who ridiculed th~ id~a of
India getting justice at England's han~ without a convulsion..
Dadabhai gave
his reply th~ reason for their impatience and
indicated incidentalfy what made him adhere to his faith.

m

The new generation is getting impatient. They cannot restrain
themselves, as the passing generation does. The older people
have had their eyes opened to the high character of British
institutions and they becime attached to them. They cannot
now readily throw aside their first love or attachment. The new
generation have no such sentiment.
• To the first love, indeed, he remained steadfastly-attachtj,d till
the last day of his life, although, as we have seen, the course of
such love "never did run smooth."
.
During the first week of November, Dadabhai was down with.
influenza. He could not, therefore, deliver a lecture on India
at North Lambeth which had been announced in the papers.
' Sir William Wedderburn and Mr. ]. M. Parikh; one of the
• lieutenants of Dadabhai, stepped into the breach. Wedderburn
earnestly appealed to North Lambeth to send Dadabhai to St.
· Stephen's. A series of views of India, atlfient and modern, was
then presented to the audience, accompanied by a descriptive
lecture ~ Mr. Parikh.
Within a fortnight Dadabh:~;i was fit again to address a meeting
held under the auspices of]. P. Heath Lodge of the Sons of
Temperance, at Clapham Park. "British Rule in India-Promises
and Performances," was the subject of this address. He appealed
to the people of Great Britain to compel the Government to •
redeem the pr0mises so often made· and to secure self-government for _India. ·
The Reception Committee ·of the Indian National Congress
sent a pressing invitation to Dadabhai. to attend the twentieth'
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Congress. He could not go, but at his request Sir Henry Cotton
accepted the Presidentship of the Congress, and Wedderburn, too,
consented to visit India once more and to assist at the Congress.
In prop<ising their toast at a dinner organized in their honour,
Dad~bhai said that they had requested the two Englishmen to go
to India to prove to thtt Indian people that they should not yet
despair, as the British conscience was not alt~gether lost. Repressive, restrictive, and reactionary measur~s had been resorted
to in India; resulting in widespread discontent. He wished that
1
the rulers wo uld take note of that fact and consider what it meant.
An Empire like that of India ~ould not be governed by petty
minds. The rulers must expand thfir ideas and adopt measures
to undo the mischief.
"Home Rule in India-Past and Future" was the subject of
another discourse at St. Albans in February I905. This was
follo;}Ved by another on March I6, at the North Bri.'{tOI!
Gladstone Club, Kennington. Before the lecture there was an
exhibition of lantern-slides, presenting from photographs the
state of misery existing in India through famine. One of the slides
reproduced upon the screen the memorable words of the Government of India Act of I833:
That no native of the said territories nor any natural-born subject of His Majesty _resident therein shall, by reason only of his •
religion, place of birth, descent, or any of them, be disabled from
holding an.y place, tffice, or employment of the said Company.

Dadabhai sounded a warning that some great catastrophe
would take place if India were not placed in the po!ition of
· self-governing Colonies. That was New India's aim and claim.
Lord Curzon became more and more unpopular. The division
of the ancient historic Province ·of Bengal into two separate
• provinces with separate capitals antagonized the entire population. A great protest meeting of Indians resident in the United
Kingdom was promoted in London. Dadabhai presided. His
address was one of the most stirring and inspiring he had ever
delivered during his residence in England. ·
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Indians (he said) have unanimously, earnestly and emphatically
declared that the system of ru1e they are now under shou1d not
continue to be. Let' us· consider what that means. More , than
so years ago-1 will not go back to an earlier peri~d of our
history-Mountstuart Elphinstone said: "It is in vain tooend~vour
to ru1e them (the· Indians) on principles o'nly suited to a slavish
and ignorant popu1ation." And 40 ytars after in the last ro or
12 years-w~ futd, not only a continuance of the same old system,
but we fmd it brought to bear on the people with even more
energy and more vigour. Some I I years ago, Sir Henry Fowler
distinctly and decidedly sliow~d us that India was to be governed
on the principles condemned by Elphinstone... ·. Then followed
Lord George 'Hamilton as. Secretary of State.... He said~ "Our
ru1e shall never be popu1ar. Our ru1e can never be popu1ar" ...
and he has taken very good care that his prophecy shall be f~filled .... But then tomes. Lord Curzon, and he out-Herods them
all.... Here, then, we have a clear and distinct issue. Our ru1ers
-the officials-tell us we shall have no chance of ever becoming a
self-governing country-that they will not give us an opporFunity
of preparing ourselves for it. Undoubtedly, the character ofthe
whole of the measures passed within the last IO years points towards
such an intention.... Now the Indian people have, for the first
time, risen and declared that this thing shall not be. Here is
a clear. issue between the ru1ers and the people: they are come
face to face. The ru1ers say, "We shall ru1e, but only as foreign
invaders with the resu1t of draining tl!e country of its wealth,
and killing millions by famine and plag~e, and starving scores, of
millions by poverty, and destitution." While the ru1ed are saying
for the first time, "tliat shall not be." I regard the day on which
the tirst Calcutta meeting was held as a red-letter day in the
annals of India. I am thankfu1 that I have lived to see the birthday
of the ~reed?m of the Indian people.
The question arose: "What would be the consequence of this
open declaration of war between the rulers and the people?"
Instead of giving. his OWn views, Dadabhai quoted th~ words
of eminent auth6rities. John Malcolm had prophesied that "the
evil" carried with it the seeds of the destruction of the Empire
itself. Thomas Munro had said that it would have been more
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desirable that they should have been expelled f;om India altogether
than that the result of their system of government should be such
an abasement of a whole people. John Bright had warned his
countrymen: "If there be a judgment of nations, as I believe there
is as ft,r mdividuals, our children, in no distant generations, must
pay the penalty which w~ have purchased by neglecting our duty
to the populations of India." William Hunter llad summed up
the gist of one ofhis lectures in the words: "We should have had
an Indian Ireland multiplied fifty-fold on our hands." Lord
Hartington had pointed out that the only consequence of exclusion of Indians from the go~ernment of their own country
could be to make them "desirous . of getting rid, in the first
instance, of their European rulers."
That is the position (said Dadabhai) in which we are at the
present time. Either that evil system must cease, or it must produce
di>astrous results to the British Empire itsel£ ... There is a duty.
on Indians themselves. They have declared that they will not be
governed as slaves; and now let them show a spirit of determination, for I have very little doubt that, if the British public were
once satisfied that India is determined to have self-government,
it will be conceded. I may not live to see that blessed day, but
I do not despair of that result being achieved. The issue which •
has now been raised between the governors and the governed ,
cannot be put aside .•

There was no need, c~tinued Dadabhai, for him to refute what
Lord Curzon had saicf' in a spirit of peevishness against the
character and religion of the East. He had performed ~hat task
before. He rather preferred to give illustrations of the political
hypocrisy of British statesmen and administrators and to remind
them that they were living in glass-houses and should not indulge
in the pastime of throwing stones. On one aspect of Lord Curzon' s
• _conduct he had, however, something to say.
He does not seem to realize (said Dadabhai) the responsibility
of the position in which he has been placed. He is there representing the sovereign of the Empire-as Viceroy or Second Kingthe head of a great people, ·300 millions in number, who had

/
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possessed civilization for thousands of years, and at a time when
his ·forefathers were wandering in the forests here. . . . His duty
as Viceroy· is to attract as much as possible and to attach the
good feeling of the ·Indian people to the rule of the British
Sovereign. What does he do 1 By his Acts he deals a d~dly.blow
to British rule, an4 then; by a peculiarly ignorant and petulant
speech, he creates almost a revolution ~n the whole Empire.

.

.

Dadabhai was al~ays ready to give every one his due; indeed,
he was sometimes bla~ed for overdoing it in the case of British
people and officials. While condemning Lord Curzon,_ he reca,lled
that the Viceroy had claims to the gratitude of the people for
what he had done_ during th~ early period ofhis administration.
I will certainly mention one circumstance in his favour and
to his credit. He made a very firm stand against any brutal treatment of the Indian people by Europeans, and, in so doing, caused
dissatisfaction to his own countrymen, In that he really .did a
ser:vice, ·not only to Indian but also to the whole Bl'i:tish Empire.
That one act of his shall not be forgotten by Indians. . . .
The crisis has come (added Dadabhai), the people and the
rulers are face to face. The people have for 150 years suffered
patiently, and, strange to say, their patience has been made a
taunt as well :as viewed as -a credit to them. -Often I have been
taunted with the fact that 300 millions 'of Indians allow themselves
to be governed like slaves by a handful ef people.. But the spell is
broken. The old days have passed and the Indian of to-day looks
at the whole position in quite_ a diffe~nt light. Now India is
becoming restless, and it is desirable that the Government should
at oii!ce realize it.

.In ord~r that India's restlessness may be more pronounced,
Dadabhai encouraged Bengal to keep up the agitation.
The responsibility and the opportunity (said he in his message
to his Bengalee friends, published in the Bengalee, January 5,
-1906) that has fallen to your lot is to show that Indians have a
backbone-the staying power to the last. If we can once establish
this reputation, h~lf of our fighf for self-government will be
fought and won. I d~m't care-I am prepared for ultimate failure-

. ..
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Bengal may remain partitioned-the boyc~tt may at last endbut it will be a great gain if we can once establish the character for
orgaillzed union and self-sacrifice. One more important result
I am looking forward to. It is the rousing up of the masses, and
tb.e ~esent is just the kind of struggle which can accomplish this
object. If the people are once roused, they will always be ready
to follow their leader~

•

Interviewed by a representative of the Darty News, in August
1905, Dadabhai said he had known Lord Curzon when he was in
Parliament.

.

I don't deny that he is a brilliant man, but he and Lord George
Hamilton have wrought infinite mischief in India, their whole
policy being to break. down the rising spirit of the Indian people.
Now India is quite different from the India of the past. The
country is ripe for steps towards self-government.

On November 10 the Indians resident in the United King..
dom entertained Dadabhai and Gokhale at dinner. W. C.
Bonnerjee proposed the toast of the evening. In responding to
the toast, Dadabhai harped on the same theme. The Colonies were
prospering with self-government, India was perishing without it.
But, he said, he was "generally of an optimistic nature.'~
The work of the last 52 years has not been thrown away. •
Though it may notebe my fortune-perhaps it may be-to see
our efforts crowned with success, many of you may live to
see the dawn of tle day of self-government and prosperity
for India.
As one of the grounds of his hope for the future, he reterred to
the declarations of Liberal statesmen such as Sir Henry CampbellBannerman and Lord Rosebery, who had declared that freedom
was the essence of the British Empire.
After all (he added) great events have been happening abroad, in
Japan and Russia, and I do not think our present statesmen will shut
their eyes to the obvious result of these great e'lents. In the House
of Commons I was supported by the Irish, the Radical and
Democratic parties. Outside, we have at present very widely the
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sympathy and s~pport of the Irish, and what I may comprehensively call the People's party. But I depend most of all upon
what I see to-day before me-the union of all classes of my
fellow countrymen working together v.:ith one heart. and with
one mind for the great common end. If the whole pof'lllation of
India said once for all they were determined to have selfgovernment-theirs by birthright as ~ell ' as theirs' by pledgetheir claim w~u]J not be and could not be made. in vain.
Dadabhai had spoken (said Gokhale) with that overmastering
force of conviction which cmpes froin a life-long and strenuous
exertion on behalf of his countrymen. He is the only i:'nan who is
entitled to speak in the terms in which hehas addres~ed us ....
1
It never will be· given to ;nother-at any rate for so me time to
come-to occupy so large a place in the hearts of thJe people of
India and that for more than half a century.
~

• Little cpuld Gokhale have dreamt at that time th~tt it would
not take long before there arose another high-sou~ed son of
:India to fill that place and to lead his countrymen n:1anfully towards the goal of self-government-and that none other than the
hero whom he. and Dadabhai both admired and encouraged as the
intrepid commander of the forces of Satyagraha in South Africa,
·the spirited young barrister of the day, .Mohandas karamchand
Gandhi.
A plea for a better understanding be~een India and England ·
was then put forward at Leicester by Da<Jabhai in h}s address on
the "Needs ofindia," at a meeting held on November 24, under
the auspices of the Leicester Women's Liberal Assciciation. Millions in India did not know, he sighed, what it was to have a full
meal. The fundamental need of India was that sh'e should live
free from the yoke of the stranger. Self-governrrient she must
have. English pledges and English honour, as wei:· as the birthright of Indians, demanded it. He hoped England ,would give it •
with good grace, without loss of time.

•
CHAPTER XXX

•

•

•

A RESTLESS PEN
•

S the tongue was alert and active, so ~as•the pen hard at
work and unwearied during all these years. Every stroke has
its effect; Dadabhai would not miss a single opportunity to interest
or influence people, individually or collectively, in the cause of
his country. Scarcely a week passed when he did not write to
the Press to criticize some high-handed action of Government,
to ventilate a grievance, or to correct a wrong impression. A few
selected letters out of hundreds pertaining to this period bear
testimony to this fact .
•

A

To Martin Wood
April 4, 1897.

The fact is that had Englishmen any such or even a tenth of
our grievances, they would not only have spoken hundred times
harder words but ... would have gone to hard deeds.

•

To Wedderburn

March 24, 1905.
You need not wolly yourself about there being any idea among
the young Indians of being able to use force. We have discussions often in the London Indian Society and it is wall understood and admitted that use of force is out of the question.

To Wacha

July 27, 1905.
We are not yet quite prepared to bite, it is true, unless the
vice of the rule so much intensifies as to lead people to nihilism.
But our present weapon is to bark as loudly· as we can and as
frequently as possible. The demand that we must have selfgovernment must be ever present and roaring all over India.

.

,
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. . . Another object it will accomplish is that the m,ass of the
people will be trained in agitation and be educated in the evil
and the remedy. We. need to move the masses to an a\-,preciable
extent.... The more they try to keep us down, the lo'ttder must
be our cry, and our cry, must be clear and well kepl di~cted
towards self-government. Of course, _all this is diffic!~lt, but it
has to be d9n~. A child is helpless, but it has a powerfi tl weapon
1
in crying ..... I :tm afraid some beginning of nihilism ~,,ill not,be
·
· ·
very distant.

To Romesh Dutt

· ·

·

' .

july

ti, 1903.

Lo;d George Hamilton V,as made a dead set to get tile Indians
1
out of the higher· services.... Things are growing criti~ aL I have
1
every fear that the attempt which Lord Lytton's Go ?ernment
openly made to stop Indians from competing for the Ci~ il Service
here, and which Lord Cranbrook nipped in the bud ilmder Sir
Erskine Perry's inspiration, will be sooner or later carrit1d out, if
the present Conservative Government continue for an~y length
of time. The time is come jl'hen an,agitation.,must.,.b£?.,begl}l}jor selfgovernment. t:tnder..~ritish paramountcy:.,..The·worbwill<-be slow, but
every~effort needs .to be concentrated~. on this purpose} At my
age it will not ~e my lot to take any long part in this greatj battleand I am, therefore, the more anxious to see that younger h~nds
and hearts set themselves to work.

•

·To Wacha

1

January 12, 1905.
Th~ very discontent and impatience it (the Congtess) has
evoked against itself.as slow and non-progressive among ti\e rising
generation are among its best results or fruit. It is its own eyolution .
and progress, ... While there is great necessity for inforn ting the
people here, there is as much necessity that the true km1,wledge
of their c;ondition should widely spread among the Indian~ people
themselves. The co-ordination of both is necessary to evolve the
1
required revolution-whether it would be peaceful or violent.
The character of the revolution will depend upon the ,•IVisdom
or unwisdom of the British Goverpment and action of the
British people.
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July 12, 1906.

I hope the next Congress will make a strong pronouncement
as to the absolute necessity of self-government as the only remedy
for ?11 India's wrongs and needs. Congress should make a clear
•distinction between two aspects of its duties. The one, a complete
change of policy as sp.eedily as possible in the most suitable way,
leading to self-government-this is Congres~ main work-and
the second, the hatefulness of the vagar~s and failures of the
existing administration. The most important of the two is the
first .... The whole movement of the Congress must be managed
to be backed by the masses. •

To Hyndman
October I, 1904.
If you write anything to attack and disparage the Congress,
.rou wi.U weaken and discourage the only body through whom
India has to work out its redemption. This will be an injury to
India which you do not want to do. I hope, therefore, you will
not do anything to weaken the Congress. It has already much
to contend against conflicting influences in India itsel£ . . .
Whatever may be your opinion about the deficiencies of the
Indian character, your course is to guide and help them to supply
such deficiency. In our work, one factor is very necessary~
Englishmen them~lves to denounce the evils of the present •
system. One Englishman like you denouncing the system will
produce more infltence in the minds of the British public. . . .
. We have to convince and convert the British public and every
•
help is progress towards the object.

Hyndman to Dadabhai
February 2, 1905.
Whether you survive me, or I you, it is certain that so long
as my pen can write and my tongue can speak, the many scores
of millions who are being ground down to· death under our
merciless rule will not lack a champion, such as he is, in this
country. I live now in the hope of seeing the overthrow of our
infamous system,

T~

·
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Septem •er 30, r897.
My idea is that all British India should be divic\ed up into a.
1
number of such States administered by Natives gener ally;rh~n the
people of British India will prosper like the peopl~~ of the weUadministered Native States. This is J¥Jt merely ~\ny idea, but
Lord Salisbu~ himself has s.aid this· as far back a}l r867, when
Mysore was rest;red.
.
\\.
.

.To H. H. Ranjitsinhji (on his accesfion to the Rulershiplif]at;nnagarr
.

. Septemb?r7,1 r906.
You are, I thipk, aware. that it has always beenj my earnest
desire· to see Indian Princes ruling with predominan\ success for
the welfare of their subjects. This is of great imporVance to the
uprising of all India. The instances ·of successful ad~ninistration
of Indian. Prillces strengthen the promotion of refodns in Jndia
by showing ... [illegible].
.\

To Joseph Booth

.

.
]ulyls' r905.
You put in a condition for the right of a people to control
. their own affairs as when fairly able to do so. This op~:ns a door
for an excuse for the strong to interfere with the w~;ak. Why
1
should any people have· any right to ~ubject anothe r people 1
Every people. h,ave their right to enjoy tjeir own and l;o control
their own affairs in the way they best can. The duty of\the more
civilized is not to subject and plunder the less civilize.d, but to
guide~ help, and uplift them without depriving them,of their
independence.
··
.

·

To George Freeman

December r8, r897.
There is, indeed, a remarkable coincidence between tf1e treat. ment of India and Canada. The same stupid mistakes anc\ co~me.
But in the case of India, persistence in this course of greed and
injustice-the result will be an inconceivable disaster ... 1. There
is no remedy for all our evils till the fund~mental evil
greed
'

.

'

.

6£
\
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is remedied-either by a peaceful change of system or forced
by a revolution-and a successful revolution in India means the
annihilation of British India. Nature will have its revenge, or, as
Salis~ury says, "Injustice will bring the mightiest to ruin." The pity
,fs th1t till any retribution comes India must continue in everincreasing suffering .

•

To]. E. Ellain • •
july 9, 1898.
I may say this only here that when you doubt "whether India
would be better off under the-government of any other European
Power," you do not mean that as a justification of England's
evils in India. Then, also, I do not know in what way or sense
you use the words "better off." In its economic condition I do not
see how India can be worse ojJ There are some features in connection with Russia, which she will make good use of in trying
~o make the people of India think that some of the bad features
of English rule will not exist in Russian rule. Whether Russia
or other Power must of necessity occupy India, when England.
is made to leave, and whether Russia by .becoming worse than
England will be able to maintain its power in India, are all questions which time alone will solve.

To C. ]. O'Donnell
•
December 6, 1901.
The fight India has to carry on is not against one party but
against both partie!. The Liberal Government is as bad as the
Conservative. It was the Liberal Government with which I had
to fight, and. had it not been for the m1willingness ~f sever;1l
Irish members and the Radicals to defeat the Government, I
would have defeated the Government with more votes than 8
with which I defeated them on one of my motions.

To Sir George Birdwood
December 30, 1904.
You think that, had we been closer in earlier days, you might
have made me a Conservative. Perhaps it might have been the
other way, and I might have made you a Radical!
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To The Right .Reverend Henry Cadman Potter,
· Bishop of New York
May 14,

1900.

In a telegram from New York you are reported to I..ave said,
at a meeting held at the Chamber of Commerce, that•"the
famine was in one sense due to good government. Great Britain
had stopped ~hal warfare and slaugiiter and, in consequence,
pop~lation incr~ased." This, S~r, is the usual Anglo..,Indiar,l
romance. The reality is quite different-namely, 'that the funda}
mental cause of"the extreme poverty" oflndians, with its naturar
consequences of famines, plagues, and every kind of misery, is th9t
, destructive system ofgove~men. t ofa bleeding foreign dominatio,!l.

-

Bishop of New York to Dadabhai
May

28., 1900.

I am bound to add that I do not find myself in agreement with
the positions you maintain with reference to the English ocd~
pancy oflndia. There was no order, nor safety for life or property,
nor freedom of person in India until England went there. As 1 a
e
native Indian of high rank recently said to me in Madras,
. have all that you Americans fought for-life, liberty and the
to take
it~.~lf
pursuit of happiness; and if British power were
.
.
I
away from India to-morrow, we should have bloodshed, chaos
and· internecine warfares in endless varieties." I confess, ·tor
myself, that the people who are saved f~om these things shmUd,
in my judgmen~, pay the bill for them.
,

"VJ

I

.

Dadabhai to Bishop of IVew York

June 10, 1900.
~
.
.
I
Botn you and the Madras1 gentleman do not seem to have
studied and considered the other side. I must say a few w!)rds
of facts wi~ reference to your statement that "we should /pay
the bill." We should pay for having been forced to pay every
farthing (excepting a very few part payments for very shJme)
1
for all the wars and other ci~cumstances from the very begin ning
of the English connection, for building up and maintaininr'; the
British Indian Empire entirely at our own cost and mainly fwith
our blood ...-with the reward of being reduced to helotry and
beggary! We should pay for bleeding us and carrying raway

•
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dean out of the country hundreds of millions and continue to
drain incessantly and unceasingly, or we should pay for what
the Viceroys and Famine Commissioners sanction. . • . We
shouJd pay for impoverishing us to an extent to which probably
ao Il'!ltion has impoverished another! We should pay for all the
conseq~ences of such "other improvements" as famines, plagues
. . . and a chronic sate of starvation . . . ! We should pay for
the security of our property which, in •tlfe most ingenious,
scientific and unseen way, is taken away from us by the protectors! We should pay for the security of our lives, which are
not left worth living, by prqviding us with starvation, famines,
pestilence, etc.! We should pay for the full liberty we enjoy to
starve and perish. . . ! We shquld pay for official Europeans
bleeding us, and non-official Europeans exploiting our land and
labour and natural resources. . . ! In short, we should pay for a
destructive and dishonourable system of government violating
Acts of Parliament and the most solemn pledges that ever a people
gave to another.l
•

To Major ]. B. Keith
December 5, 1901.
You want to know "the approximate cost ofWestern civilization to India, say for about fifty years." Before I deal with this,
we have to remember that till the year 1849, when Pm~ab was.
annexed, all the wars for the formation of the Indian Empire •
were paid for by ihe Indians, not to say anything about their
bloodshed for the same. The maintenance of the Empire was
also at the cost of lldians; and besides to these was to be added
all the wealth that had been remitted by the East India Company
publicly, and by all Europeans privately, to this country; and
also what was consumed by all Europeans in India itsel£ All this,
with interest, will mean thousands of millions and form no small
part of the cost of Western civilization.
Now, coming to the cost, say, from 1850, this cost is best
ascertained by the net exports, that is to say, the produce and
wealth that goes clean out of the country without any material
or commercial returns, and of these net expocts we have official
records. The cost can be divided into two parts:
1 Dadabhai asked for permission to publish the correspondence, but the Bishop did
not consent.
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(I) All th:t is <!onsumed by Europeans in India to the depriv

L

tion of the Indians. Of this part, I do not know of any reco ~d
as a very reliable estimate; This is sometimes estimated/at
£10,ooo,ooo annually, or IO crores of rupees annually. /
(2) All that produce or wealth of India that goes
o~t. of
the country in various shapes as "net exports." I first r:ive
you the exports officially rece«ded for the fifty yr~ars,
omittin~a.period of six years, the unsettled period of1 the
Indian Mutiny, comes to about Rs. 664 crores.
this
has to_ be ad~ed ~e profits cif the total exports oflmerchandtse, which 1s only. I~ % and actually am~~ts to
310 crores of rupees. To this has to be added fretgli t and
insurance monies, all shipping being British. Generall)' 6 %·

c1e:n

Toj

t~

To all the above items is be added the debt held in the f&nited
Kingdom which, in I900, is about I86 trores of rupees, ~1esides
. the rupee paper held in England. In India, the debt is IP 1crores,
of which a portion is held by Europea'n.s.
Lastly, there is the item of interest lost to India on tliis accumulated drain. If the ordinary Indian commercial co.fnpound
interesi.of 9 %, or even 5 %, be added,,the total cost ofjiWestern
civilization will be very enormous indeed. The cost of '/'Western
civilization" is sumt?-ed up ill. the destruction of mi)ions by
famine, pestilence, etc., and the subsistence of crores of inillions
on insufficient food.
.

t/ •

To Sir K. Seshadri Iyer,

Dewa~

I

of Mysore. -·

1 December ;~o, I900.
For some time past, I have been reading the Mys/re Standard
with ~orne distress of mind. . . . I did not, howevJr, think of
troubling you. But what has now determined me t;~ write this
letter to you is an article in the Hindu, in which ,f read with
I
much regret .that the Mysore State was departing from
the very
essence of the only true policy of a Native State, nAnely, that a
Native State must be administrated from top to botto!n by Natives
themselves. Even the British Government itself
recognized·
this principle and, while the late Maharaja was ~ minor, the
Gov.ernment of India, took special steps to _reduce/gradually th~
foretgn element, so that when the MaharaJa caine to the Gad1,

ba
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he should have as nearly as possible a Nati1e Administration....
The employment of Europeans in Mysore would be a triple
curse: (1) Mysore will be subject to an economic "bleeding"
very much like British India. (2) It will prove that Indians are
inca~able of governing and could not do without Europeans,
the severest blow that can be inflicted on the Indians. (3) The
Anglo-Indians, who kave so persistently opposed the Restoration
for more than 30 years, will be only too gJa• to find the excuse
that direct British administration would be the best for Mysore
and Native States generally.
With regard to the Gold Mines, or the mineral resources of
Mysore, I hope the Mysore 'State itself, or the Mysore people,
would work them and keep for themselves the wealth that
Nature has given to them, instead of allowing a foreign people
to take it away, leaving only a small royalty to the State and only
labourer's wages to the people.... I go even so far that Mysore
should strain every nerve to prepare her own subjects to carry on
tile administration.

To]. N. Tata
September 16, 1902.
Pray do not be annoyed for troubling you again. Is it not
possible for you ro raise the million you want from the Indian
Princes! To me it is a matter of grief that you should becometh~
instrument of enabling foreigners to carry away the natural.
wealth of India witll. the only benefit of some thousands of Indians
earning a livelihood. To my mind, it is a great injury to India.
I would rather thlt this wealth remained buried than that it
should be carried away by other people. . . . I hope you will
•
take it in the spirit in which I am writing it.

•

Tata explained that. he would be only too willing to follow
Dadabhai's advice ifDadabhai and other Indian friends could help
him in raising the required capital in British Indta and the Indian
States at about the same rate of interest which he would have to
pay in England. Dadabhai worked whole-heartedly in that
direction.
·
I am so glad (wrote Tata on February 20, 1903) that once
more I have your support in my Iron and Steel project and I

.

. , .·
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thank you cordially for your kihd letter. I am dispose~ (o take
the sanguine view of the Kaiser:..i-Hind that it may not he impossible to find the whole capital in India-particularly as :rl Parsi
gentleman has, unsolicited, asked me to put him do';}'ll~ for a
1
lakh. 1 But I will not conceal from you my belief that i~ o; ·&r to
accomplish what both you and I hold desirabk-namely, s'tarting
Iron Works with as· far as possible Inditm capital wholly-::! shall
need all the po~«ful support that men ~ your position an :1 with
extend. Things arefstill in
recognized service to our country
an experimentaLstage; my experts.are working, and I a~~deter
~ed not to invite subscriptiops of capital, until by a trial/plant,
costing something like 4 or 5 lakhs, I have f~lt sure of success.

em

It was not given to the greatest Indian industrialist of the day to
see the results ofhis splendid scheme to raise India' to the status of
one of the greatest industrial countries of the world. He died ·
before the scheme had passed through the experimental stage.
When, however, it materialized, and when. capital was mvited
from the public (August 1907), the Tata offices in Bombay were
besieged from early morning till late at night by crowds of
investors. At the end of three weeks every rupee of the entire
capital required at the time was contributed by Indian investors.

To F. M. Dadina
•
October 25, 1901.
This currency legislatio.n is, in my oppon, a pure fraud and
has imposed a heavy taxation upon th~ people. The treasury
here had understood it so, and have expl'essed their views clearly
in th~r. correspondence .with the Secretary of State.
· To Wacha
October 19, 1905.
I hope the Beng~es will.keep<up_ili.$• .§.~Y.£?~i.:~2.v.ement
and will now be awakened to the necessity of taking their Industries ' •
in their own hands and by their own capital. This Swadeshi
movement muSt have proved very advantageous to the Bombay
mills. The home consumption of India alone ought to supply an
1

Rs. roo,ooo.
p
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immense market for all that the mills can produce and will require
many more mills. I wonder whether Lancashire being boycotted
will retaliate by not providing India with machinery for new
~ and repairs for old ones. Can India undertake to start
iact~tries to prepare the machinery ~

'Do Bal Gangadhar Tilak
•" April 16, 1897.
I have read with much grief that some unfortunate collision
has taken place between the Government and the Sarvajanik
Sabha. It is a misfortune; w.e in our political condition cannot
afford that an institution, built up by the efforts of the Poona
people for more than a generati.on, should be swept away in a
breath. . . . I hope you will do all you can to save the Sabha
from the blow that has come down upon it. It is not an impossibility-a continuance of that spirit of self-sacrifice with
which you and your colleagues began their career of usefulness
·will enable you to overcome any difficulty.
•

To Surendranath Banerjea
August 23, 1900.
I wish to write to you, and I am writing the same to Mr.
Motilal Ghose, that I am grieved to note the differences that ar~
going on between the Patrika and the Bengalee. We cannot afford •
such quarrelling among ourselves.

To :1.. ]. Balfour (Prime Minister)

•

March 7, 1905.
I thank you for your very courteous letter of the 2tth ultimo
regarding the correspondence between the Viceroy of India and
Sir Henry Cotton, as President of the Indian National Congress.
In it you say that Lord Curzon declined to receive the President
of the Congress "for the purpose of discussing the resolutions."
But with much respect I would point out that this is a misapprehension; as Lord Curzon was not asked to engage in any discussion. I enclose a printed copy of the Vtceroy's reply, from
which it will be seen that Lord Ctirzon understood that the object
of Sir Henry Cotton's proposed visit was simply "to present to

.

'
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his Excellency personally a copy of the resolutions passed at the
recent session 'of the Congress at Bombay." Lord Curzon refused
to receive the visit for the purpose thus stated; and it is with
reference to this refusal that the London Indian Society ~bmitted
their protest. . . . It has been the ancient and invariabll:: Clliitom
of Indian rulers personally to receive all properly worded petitions
for the 'redress of grievances, however humble the petitioners
maybe.... ._,_
,

1\K
•
".
o the Ed'ttor, "Rea,rson ' s 1nagazme

',1r

Christmas Day, 1902.
In my wretched country there is no peace and goodwill towards
men, but an everlasting sttuggle. Millions perish by famine and ·
pestilence and scores of millions "live on scanty subsistence" in
good season or bad. Not a ray of hope anywhere. A new century
and a new sovereign, but India as wretched as ever. No sign of
faithful fulfilment of the most solemn pledges. The United .States
have already begun the elevation, the emancipation and selfgovernment of their new conquered: Britain continues to hold
India in bondage for nearly a hundred and fifty years!

To The Editor of the "Daily News"
'

.

April 3, 1905.
In the, Daily News of 31st ultimo a correspondent, "A Reader,"
asks for information about the yearly drmn of £Jo,ooo,ooo from
India. Will you kindly allow me to gi~e 'it? I have given this·
· explanation two or three times before, · but I now bring the
figures up to date.
. Any drain from, or addition to, the wealth of a country in
conne:Xi.on with other coUntries takes place through the channel
of commerce. !'give an approximate calculation. In order to have
a fair ·average, T take figures for ten years; but I leave out the
.Years I899-1900 and I90C>-'-I90I, as these two years were those of
. famine in India. I take United Kingdom for the same ten years, •
viz. 1892 to !899 and 1902 and 1903. (The latest figures available
are till 1903. Pari. Ret. Cd. 2192-1904~). The total imports of the
·United Kingdom for these ten years {merchandise and treasure)
are £4,988,919,359· The total exports for the same period (nier-
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chandise and treasure) are £3,421,478,r53~ This shows an excess
of imports over exports, or, in other words, the profits on the
exports as £1,567,441,206; that is to say, the United Kingdom
recejved back the whole amount of its exports (£3,421,478,153),
6l.nd~so over and above that £r,567,441,206 more as an addition
to its wealth by all its international transactions with foreign
_countries during the-ten years. Thus the United Kingdom made
a profit of 45 · 8 per cent over its exports. _,
I would make, however, the following allowance: The total
profit of £r,567,441,206 includes, taking roughly £3oo,ooo,ooo
in ten years of the politic:U drain of India. Deducting this
£3oo,ooo,ooo from the above profit leaves the net profit of
its transactions with other coup.tries as £r,267,441,206 independently of the drain from India. This deduction reduces the
percentage of the profit of the United Kingdom from 45 · 8 to
37 per cent on its own exports.
I now take India. (Parl. Ret. Cd. 2299-1904.) The total exports
•(including Native States) of merchandise and treasure during the
ten years are Rs. 1,180,665,000. To this must be added freight
and insurance on exports to the United Kingdom, because they
are paid in the United Kingdom, and not included in the invoices
and official returns. This was the case when I was in business in
the City. I do not know how the case is for exports to other
countries, so I do not add this item. I take roughly for freighf
and insurance on exports to the United Kingdom from India for •
the ten years at 5 pe~ cent. The amount ofexports is Rs. 364,948,240,
and 5 per cent on.it will be Rs. 18,24'7,412. This addition will
make the total
exports from India to be Rs. 1,18o,665,000,
plus Rs. 18,247,412 = Rs. 1,198,912,412.
_
The next item to be considered is the profit oJ! the total
exports. Though the profits of the United Kingdom, as stated
above, are 37 per cent, I take for India a profit of only 20 per
cent. The total, therefore, of exports and profit will be for
the. ten years Rs. 1,198,912,412, plus profit Rs. 239,782,482 =
Rs. 1,438,694,894. This, then, is the amount equal to which
India ought to have imported under normal tircumstancess like
those of the United Kingdom. But India has imported only an
amount of Rs. 923,205,000, leaving a drain or deprivation of
Rs. 515,489,894 during the ten years.

or
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•
Taking the present exchange of Rs. 15 to £1, this drain in
ten years amounts to £343,659,920, or, say, average of £34,ooo,ooo
every year.
If the exports and imports of the Native States are ~xcluded,
the drain from British India will be larger than £~,001i>,OOO
a year. Besides this, there is the burden df foreign debt inflicted
on India without India's voice. . . . •
Here, then, ~ strange and sad contrast. The United Kingdom
and India are governed by the same Government, with the result
of bringing to the United Kingdom an addition to its wealth,
as profits of its exports,
ten. years, of £1,267,441,206, and, on
the other hand, causing to India in the same ten years a deprivation
and loss of £343,659,920. •
Not only this. The loss to India must be measured by how
much more India would have benefited, had this enormous drain
of the ten years and all drain of previous years been at India's
own disposal and fructified in the Indians' pockets. It must be
further remembered that what Europeans consume in india
itself, to the deprivation of the Indians, is not included in this
drain.

m

..

"More

Eu~opean

Leeches"
April 17, 1905.

In a "Memorandum on a few Statements in the Report of the
Indian Famine .Commission of r88o," which I submitted on
January,4, 1881, to Lord Hartington, th~n Secretary of State for
India, I said:-

:

India does not get a moment to breathe or revive. "More
i:uropeans, more Europeans" is the eternal cry, and this very
report itself of the Commission is not free from it. . . .
When any question of reform arises, the only remedy that
suggests itself to British officials' minds is, "Apply more
European leeches, apply more European leeches."
Now the Police Commission Report is out, and other Com- •
missions, reSolutions, and Reports for "Reforms" (?) (Heaven
save us from those "Reforms") have been coming out, with the
same eternal cry, "More European leeches, more European
leeches," and add to that hideous drain of £3o,ooo,ooo or more,
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as if India had no people of her own, and: if she had, as if they
existed only to be "bled" and "plundered," with all the ghastly
consequences of famine and plague-deaths of millions and
sta~ation of scores of millions! When will this curse end<

•

•
To Maintain British Supremacy

•

I

,

May 20, 1905.

The question of military expenditure in India is much under
discussion at present. And it is being all thrown on wretched
India. Let us see what it is for" that all the expenditure is incurred.
I would give only one extract out of several from the statements of the Government of Itidia itself (despatch March 25,
r89o):"Millions of money have been spent on increasing the
army in India, on armaments, and on fortifications to proviqe
for the security of India, not against domestic enemies or to
prevent the invasions of the warlike peoples of adjoining
countries, but to maintain the supremacy of British power
in the East."
Now, may I ask whether it is just and worthy of the British ··
name, conscience, and wealth, to burden India with this expendi-·
ture ? India, impov~rished, bleeding, and perishing by England's •
own draining of its wealth of over thirty millions every year,
and thereby affiict~ with famine and plague! Is it not cruel in
the extreme r

II

•
june I, 1905.

Regarding military expenditure in India being of Imperial
necessity, I now give the view of the India Office.
Sir James Peile was a member of the Council of the Secretary
of State for India, and represented the India Office on the Royal
Commission (Welby's) on Indian Expenditure. ·
Sir J. Peile, after pointing out that the military policy which
regulated Indian military expenditure was not exclusively Indian,
urged that, "It is worthy. of consideration how far it is equitable
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' to charge on a D~pendency the whole military cost of that policy,
when that Dependency happens to be the only part of the Empire
which has a land frontier adjacent to the territories of a great
•
European Power."
Thus, it is the view of the India Office also (tho~h it falls _
much short of,the reality) that the expenditure is for Impe_rial
·purposes, and "not exclusively Indian ..- And yet the rulers go ·on
heartlessly anhleanly, imposing the whole expenditure upon
the famine and plague-stricken and starving Indian people . . .
Is this the blessing to India of British rule. l

III
June 20, 1905.
I now give the declaration of' a Secretary of State for
India himself as to the·entire British interests in India for which
E~ropean civil and military expenditure is incurred. Lord
Kimberley (The Times, June 13, 1893) at the Mansion House;
said:"There is one point .upon which, I imagine, whatever
may be our party politics in this country, we are all united;
that we are resolutely determined to maintain our supremacy
over our Indian Empire. That, I conceive, is a matter about
which we have only one opi_nion."
Then, as to the means, among others, he mentioned, "Our
European Civil Service" ana "the magttificent European force,"
and then he concluded: "Let us be tho:oughly armed as to our
frontier defences . . . to support our supremacy in that great
. " .. .
EmpJre.
.
Now, can anything be .more unjust, more tyrannical, more
barbarous and unrighteous than to make the wretched Indians .
pay the wh?le expenditure of these European services, which are
entirely for British interests:

•

The "Bargain" With India .

m

June 27, 1905.

Mr. Brodrick,
his Budget speech, said: "I am prepared to
maintain the importance of India's carrying out to the full her
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share of the bargain which has been laid d~wn on condition that
Great Britain is ready to adhere to her share of it."
The Indians are also often told that they are partners in the
Empjre and that they must take their share of the responsibility.
What, then, should this "bargain" or partnership mean~
I take the figures which Mr. Brodrick gives. He says India
spends 20! millions tfor the Army, and Great Britain spends
£29,8oo,ooo on the Army and £33,400,oQiiilllfor the Navy, and,
with some extras, equal altogether to 71 millions, making a
total, say, of 92 millions. Say the Indians should be ready to
contribute half, or 46 millions. Then the essential condition of
such true partnership or barg~n is that the Indians should share
in all the benefits, employments, P,rofits, etc., of all the Army and
Navy expenditure to the extent of their share.
Now, I ask Mr. Brodrick whether this is the only true and
just "bargain" or partnership, and should be honourably carried
out 1 Or does Mr. Brodrick mean that the Indians should contri~ute 46 millions, but the English should grasp and plunder the
whole benefits, employments, profits, etc., of the expenditure of
these 46 millions also 1 In other words, whether he means the
"bargain" of two true partners, or does his "bargain" mean the
tyranny of the tyrant slaveholder over the slave ~ May I request
Mr. Brodrick to give a straight, honest answer to this question~
And what is the "bargain" with the Colonies, which form a part·
of the Empire 1

•

Nothing but Greed
August 14, 1905.
Now that the Curzon-Kitchener fight is over, may I ask:
What about the people of India~ Where do they come•in1 They
had not the slightest voice whatever in the matter; the main
object of the European military expenditure in India is to secure
from Russian attack British power, British prestige and British
exaction of forty to fifty millions a year for British interests.
As Mr. Frederick Shore has said: "The fundamental principle
of the English had been to make the whole Indian nation subservient, in every possible way, to the inter~sts and benefits of
themselves." ... Is British rule to be nothing but greed, injustice
and unrighteousness ? I still hope not.
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The Partition of Bengal '

' August 21, 1905.
It is said, "those whom God has a mind to destroy, He first
d~prives _of their senses." I wonder whether the Indian;tuthorities
have. taken leave of their senses. Do they really think that ~ deep
national feeling, sentiment and interesr._of a whole and vast people
can be floute4..;tnd treated with disregard by the British rule,
whose whole strength, as has been repeatedly urged by Englishmen and Anglo-Indians themselves, must depend solely and
ultimately upon the satisfaction and contentment .of the people<
No mean English and Indian inilitary authority-Lord Robertshas said: "But however efficient and well equipped the army of
~dia may be, were it in<leed absolute perfection, and were its
numbers considerably more than they are at present, our greatest
strength must ever rest on the firm base of a united and contented
India." This high-handed and narrow-minded project of rousing
the estrangement and hatred of the vast Bengal population, ~y the
partition of Bengal, cannot but be productive of mischief to the
British tule.

To the "Manchester Guardian"
March

I, 1906.

Now the debate· in the House of Commons last week has
as fully as possible asserted that the army in India was for defending
and maintaining British power, British •prestige in the East, and
British possession of India. . . . And y~ it is extraordinary that
not one of the speakers, in his conscie~ce an:d sense of justice
(which, I hope, have not vanished from the English heart),
asked. himself and the House the simple question why wretched
India should be despotically and mercilessly compelled to pay
for an army which is required entirely for Britain's own.Imperial
purposes, or at least why Britain should not pay a large portion .
of it. May I ask honourable M.P .s this question~

The most memorable correspondence of the period, however,
ras that initiated by Dadabhai with Lord George Hamilton in the
ear 1900. The miserable condition of India, her economic
ifficulties, and the frustration of hopes engendered by inter_.
P*

•
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course with the West and fostered by the p·romises of Government, impelled him to appeal for justice to Lord George, who
was then Secretary of State for India. Together with his letter
of Octolier 12, 1900, he sent a cutting from the Kaiser-1-Hind,
of St!ptember 16, in illustration of the strong feeling in India
against the violation of ~romises of equality as regards admission
to the service of the State.
e?
New generations have received the blessings of education (he
said) and they now realize the present un-British violation of all
pledges, however masked it is by misleading, plausible statements.... You will see that "there is a panic that the authorities
were tending towards stopping even in England the competition
of Indians for the Civil Service and that the subtle encroachments
on the various other services are but a prelude to that disaster.

He was writing that letter not in anger but in agony, and he
appe~ed to Lord George Hamilton to reconsider "the un- ·
fortunate retrograde steps which had been lately taken, as weil
as the injustice and injuries of the past." In the letter that followed
(November 28), he recalled the royal proclamations ignored
by the executive and added that "notwithstanding the sword of
the new foolish and suicidal sedition law that was hanging over ..
their heads, Indian newspapers were freely giving vent to their·
feelings of bitterness and despair." Then he humbly gave a •
warning: "The rising ~d coming generations would not stand,
as patiently as the w-ssing generations, the accumulating injustices with their dire consequences of famines, plague, etc., etc.,
and material and moral degradation and deterioration." •
Lord George's reply to the first letter (November 27) had
been in Dadabhai' s hands before the second letter reached him.
The gist of it was that so long as India was governed by the
British Crown it was indispensable that a minimum proportion of
the Indian Civil Services should be European. That principle,
he maintained, was in no way opposed to the admission of
Indians, as they became qualified, and as the·conditions of the
country permitted, to a very large number of offices in the
administration.
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Such an interpretation of the royal proclamations entailed a
fuller recital by DadabHai of all the "solemn pledges" given
up to Queen Victoria's Jubilee year (r887). When those pledges
were given, urged padabhai, all considerations, even; tha_t of
losing India, had been thoroughly gone into by Conservative
Secretaries of State and Conservative Goerernments. It was ofthe
first and highest i~ortance that that issue should be fairly faced.,
Lord George, in ·turn, was brutally frank in his reply
(December 6) :
.
You advance various contentions, all of which seem to me to be
based upon 'a curious misinterpretation of language or disregard
of acknowledged and existihg conditions. You announce yourself
as a sincere 'supporte~ of British rule; you vehemently denounce
the conditioris and tonsequences which are inseparable fr~m the
maintenance of that rule.
• As. regards the declaration ~f policy, his Lordship said they
were announcements of the policy that in the government of
British India the officials who should take part in its administration
should not be exclusively European but an admixtqre of the
inhabitants ofGreat Britain and the Natives of India ..
You allude in passing (he added) to "the :foolish and suicidal
Sedition Law." Again you seem to be ~der a hallucination. The
law of sedition in India is the same as the law of sedition in this·
country; and milder in its definition anci application than those
of any of the great Governments of Europe. You seem to think
that \ free press means that pressmen are free from the restraint
of the ordinary law of the land and at liberty, through their
newspapers, to advocate assassination, outrage and racial dis·
turbance anq riot. For these offenders alone have prosecutions
been instituted. You speak of the increasing impoverishment of
India and of the annual drain upon her as steadily and con-'
tinuously exhausting her resources. Again, I assert, yoti are under
a delusion. Except that during the last five years the rainfalls
have thrice fa&d, and created droughts of immense dimensions,
there is not a fact to be found in support of these allegations.
I do not for a moment doubt your wish to serve India, but to
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effectively perform any work of that kind, facts must be faced
and hallucinations dismissed.

This r~ply, so far as he was concerned, was to be the end of the
But Dadabhai would not let him have the last
word. He said, in another letter, he would pass over subordinate
matters and confme hlmself tq the main point of difference
between the two.
&?
corr~spo!ldence.

You say to me: "You announce yourself as a sincere supporter
of British rule; you vehemently denounce the conditions and
consequences which are inseparable for the maintenance of that
rule."
This shows you have not sufficiently known my views. I
repeat that I am a sincere supporter of British rule, i.e. of true
British rule founded upon honourable, "faiqrtul and conscientious
fulfilment" of "solenm pledges." I denounce the present system,
which is not British rule but an un-British, despotic and destructi"e
system which, in its declaration of policy, is based upon solenm
pledges but which, in its actual practice, is conducted upon the
violation of those pledges. The conditions which you lay down
as necessary for the maintenance of British rule in India are exactly
.the conditions which, in their consequences, will destroy, instead
of maintaining, British rule in India.

There was no reply JO this communication. But Dadabhai saw •
in the death of Queen Victoria an occasion to revert, in a further
letter to Lord Geor~ (February 26, 19or), to the great and
good Queen's wishes and prayers for India.

•

• left her
Though the beloved Empress has passed away she has
will-her greatest, her most noble and her most gracious legacy
to the Indian people-worthy of herself and o~ the great British
nation over whom she reigned. . . . Her son and our new
Emperor thrice declared-before his very first Council, before
the world, by his Proclamation issued by yourself, and before
Parliament in his very first gracious speech-that he will walk
in his good mother's steps. Who now is to be "the executor of that
gracious and glorious will~ She prayed: "And may the God of
all power grant to us and to those in authority under us, strength to
\
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carry out these ~ur wi~hes for the good of our people." And
who are those who are "in authority under us"? You are the
head of those who are under such authority. . . . Will you
rise to the height of this great and glorious responsi~ility and
opportunity 1
•
•
· After referring to the two 'courses .open to Lord George,
either to fulfil th~reat and solemn pledges or, to· persist in their
violation and their probable consequences, Dadabhai appealed
to his sense of duty, justice, hqnour and righteousness and
concluded with the assurance that his whole desire was that
Britain and india. might remain together on British lines.
This c~mmunication wa~ formally acknowledged, but' as
regards the question of the obligations of the British Government to India, it was stated that the Secretary of State had
nothing to add to what was contained in his Lordship's leiter
of December 6.
•
There was, however, yet something to follow for the delectation of Lord George Hamilton. Under the caption, "Facts and
Hallucinations," the following paragraph appeared in India of
June 7, 1901:
The Hallucination: That the famine in India is the Famine
of Food.
The Fact: That the famine is a Famine of Money.
"The. supply of food," said Lord George Hamilton in the
House of Commons, July 26, 1900, "~ almost the least of the
difficulties with which the Indian Government have to contend.
Thete is always a sufficiency of food in the great continent of
India evert in y~ars of drought."
In the same-journal, and under the same heading, there was
another paragraph, on June 21, maintaining that the belief that
the charge of the India Office was borne by the taxpayers of the •
United Kingdom was a hallucination, whereas the fact was that it
was borne entirely by India.
Hopes blighted by the bureaucracy were, however, once
.more revived by the message given by King Edward VII, which
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formed the theme of another letter sent
Tribune and the Morning Leader (February

by

Dadabhai to the

22, I906):

Reading yesterday's proceedings in Parliament (said he) I may
ventare to say that there is and there has been for a long, long
t'l.me,•a subject of far more serious importance, namely, that under
British rule in India ~ons and millions of human beings are
perishing by famine and plague. Would Bri~ instincts and sense
of duty, conscience and humanity ever lead to deal with the true
remedy . . . ? By a divine and blessed inspiration the King himself
unconsciously speaks the true and only remedy.1
1 This refers to the hope expressed by King Edward VII that in the South African
Colonies as elsewhere throughout his dominions the grant of free institutions would
be followed by an !ncrease of prosperity.

•

•
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CHAPTER XXXI

•

INDIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA •

''
URING the middle

•
.

.

.

of the nineteenth century South
Africa was the El Dorado of Eu~opean settlers. They had
all that they wanted, but the _local labour was unsatisfactory.·
The British planters of Natal, therefore, approached the Government of India for facilities i.n obtaining Indian labour. The first
batch of indentured labourers from Calcutta and Madras reached
Natal on November r6, r86o. On that day was sown the seed
of disunion and discord between the European and Indian
population throughout South Africa-discord that culininated in
the famous Satyagraha campaign started during. the year 1907
under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi, then a young barrister
'unknown to fame outside a small circle of people.
With the indentured labourers went petty Indian traders and
, ·. their· free servants to Natal, the Transvaal, the Orange Free
:-State, and Cape Colony: Simple in their mode of life and thrifty
• as they were, they generally flourished. Most of the indentured
labourers set up, after having served their terms, as agriculturists,
· .small,craftsmen, or traders. This was ~t; however, what the
whit~ colonists .had looked for. They had merely' called for
laboure~.who should drudge for them perpetually, or leave the
country after a stipulated period. The idea that they should enter
into competition, even to a small extent, with the white inhabitants of the Colonies, as agriculturists and traders, had never
entered their heads. ·If India continued to pour into the Colony
eyen a few thousands every year out of her vast population,· .
where would they stand within a few years? "Away with the
Asiatics!" became their watchword.
·
Some of them suggested the compulsory repatriation of the
indentured labourers at the end of the indenture; others advocated
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the imposition of a heavy annual capitation t:UC at the end of the
first term of five years, so as to force them back under indenture.
The Government of India, however, would not listen to such
iniquitom proposals, and Natal, being a Crown Colony, could
not e~sily secure the consent of the British Government to any
measure infringing the ;ights of Indians as British citizens. A
movement was, therefore, set on foot to attain responsible government, which was eventually conferred on Nrral in 1893.
In the Transvaal there was a similar movement to shut out
Indians. It being an independent Republic, some of the leading
Indians approached President Kr~ger. He would not so much as
admit them to his house, but made t~em stand in the court-yard!
British citizenship had no value in this Republic. There was
then in existence a treaty between the Boers and the British,
known as the London Convention, which provided for equal
treattp-ent in the eye of the law for all persons residing in the
Republic save and except natives of the place. Despite this treaty:
in the year r885, a very drastic law was rushed through the Volksraad, which required every Indian settling in the Republic far·
purposes of trade to register, on payment of £25. It also debarred
Indians from holding land. The registration fee was subsequently .
reduced to £3; the clause disqualifying Indians from holdin"'g" ·
landed property was also removed, but it was provided that •
Indians could acquire •fixed property only in such locations,
wards and streets as Vfre set apart specially for their residence
by the Transvaal G<?vernment. The locations selected for these
"untouchables" were situated away from the towns, lVith no
water supply, no sanitary conveniences, no lighting arrangements. Trade jealousy was the main cause of such treatment,
but it was sought to be justified on "urgent sanitary grounds."
The treatment given to Indians in the Orange Free State wa.s
• worse. A stringent law proVided that no Indian could, on any
account, hold fixed property, or carry on mercantile or farming
business, or enjoy franchise rights in the State: In exceptional
cases, however, the authorities were graciously pleased to allow
an Indian to reside there as a labourer or as a hotel waiter.

.
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In Cape Colony, too, certain disahilities were attached to
Indians. For instance, their children could not attend public
schools. There were· no restrictions .as to trade and ownership
ofland for a long time, but in 1892 all coloured people, including
British Indians, were .deprived by legislation. of their c{vic t-ig~ts
and privileges.
.
•
Mahatma Gand~ had not :yet set foot on the soil of Africa.
There was then ·no political or spiritual agitator to rouse the
entire Indian community, as he did soon afterwards, against the
deprivation: of civil liberties a.!!d the imposition of disabilities
repugnant to the spirit of British law. Nevertheless, some of the ·
Indians resident in the Colonj.es had sufficient self-respect to resist
such encroachments on their rights ofcitizenship. In Cape Colony
was established an organization called the Coloured Agitation
Committee, the ~hairman of which was H. 0. Ally, of Ali
Brothers & Co., Soda Water Man~facturers, Kimberle¥. It,
sent a cable to Gladstone, then Prime Minister of England,
requesting him to advise Queen Victoria to withhold her assent
to the obnoxious measure, pending receipt of petitions by the
Premier. Simultaneously, Ally wrote to Dadabhai (September
~ 1892) stating that mass meetings had been held in Cape Town,
·Kimberley, Queen's Town, and King William To~, protesting
• against the Act, and that Lord Ripon had been approached for
aid in delaying .the Royal assent until their petition could teach
headquarters and be judged on its merits. : ..
Dadabhai lost no time in taking up the matter with Lord Ripon,
who was. then Colonial Secretary. In his lett~r of October 24,
Ally wrote to Dadabhai that a monster petition containing
IO,J4I signatures had been handed that day to Lieutenant-General
G. W. Cameron, Governor of the Colony, for transmission to
England. About the same time Dadabhai received from Hajee
Mahomed Hajee Dada & Co. a long list of grievances of Indians
residing in Natal. Ever since the beginning of 1891 this firm had
been in communication with the Indian Political Agency, of .
which Dadabhai and Digby were the moving spirits. They
·appro~ched Bradlaugh. He put questions in the Commons ~ith
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a view to securing for British Indian subjects freedom of travel and
trade. He had intended to press the matter very vigorously in the
1891 session of Parliament, but his death robbed Indians, both in
India and in South Africa, of his valued advocacy. C. A. V.
Conjbeare was the next M.P. approached, and he visited South
Africa to study the qu;stion on the spot. India, meanwhile,
carried on much propaganda in England.
,
Indian merchants in the Transvaal also sent Dadabhai a
cablegram (October 13) to the effect that the Volksraad had
passed a resolution instructing •the Government to carry out
Law 3 of 1885 in respect oflndian merchants, prohibiting them
from carrying on vocations in towp.s, and that they prayed for
the Queen Empress's intervention in protection of her Indian
subjects. Other letters followed concerning the position oflndian
subjects in the South African Republic and the Orange Free State.
Dad~bhai faithfully passed on all communications to Lord Ripon
with a request that he would do his best to do justice to th~
aggrieved parties.
It was a matter which required delicate handling. In one of the
communications Lord Ripon asked for more particulars; in another
he pointed out that the Transvaal was not British territo~
In a further personal letter (January 30, 1893), he said: "The·
South African Republic being, as you know, an independent State, •
the matter is one which can only be dealt with by negotiation."
At the same time: Lord Ripon was making all possible
diplomatic efforts to bring pressure on th~ South African
authorities. In a letter, dated February 22, he asked paaabhai
to point out to Hajee Mahomed Hajee Dada & Co. that the
good offices of Her ·Majesty's High Commissioner for South
Africa had been repeatedly exercised on behalf of the British
Indian merchants in the South African Republic and the Orange
• Free State, that the British Government had been in. personal
communication with the various authorities on~the subject, and
that it was the desire of Government that the Queen's Indian
subjects should be treated upon a footing of equality with all
her other subjects.
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Ripon ·sent him; on April 26, a copy of the letter which he
had addressed to the Government of Natal. Such a sympathetic
statesman was, indeed; expected to ex~rt all his influence on
behalf of the ill-treated Indians, but .the authorities •in South
Africa were not in a mood to listen unfo there appeared on the
scene a sagacious leader who taught hi~ countrymen , in that
far-ofl)and, powerless as they were, the secret ofthe efficacy of
soul-force in winning a victory for the Truth, without· recourse ,
to violence.
'
It was a purely professional vi~it which took Mahatma Gandhi
from India to South Afric~ in April 1893. The hardships he
encountered during the journey on railway trains, the indignities
to which he was subjected, and even the assaults made on him,
because he was an Indian, so disgusted him that his first
impulse was to quit the comitry forthwith. But what abou.t the
p_rofessional engagement ? Could he return without fulfilling it?
While he was still undecided, he was pushed out· of the train one
night by a European police constable at Maritzburg. Late that
night he came to the conclusion that it would be a cowardly act
to hasten back to India. He, therefore, proceeded to Pretoria,
"":pbcketing further insults, and attended to his professional work.
Just as he was preparing to return to .India, early in. the year
1894, Gandhi found that the Government of Natal was about
to introduce a Bill to disfranchise Indian~. He advised them to
resist strongly su~h an encroachment on their r~ghts. "Stay and
help -tis,".they prayed. The same night he drew up a petition to
be presented to the Leg~slative Council. Then he founded the
. Natal Indian Congress, and carried on an agitation not only in
South Africa but also in England against the iniquities of the
authorities. Weekly letters were written to Dadabhai, as member,
and to Wedderburn, as Chairman, of the British Committee of •
the Indian Naticmal Congress. Whenever there was need to send
copies of representations,- a sum of at least £10 was remitted
to Dadabhai as a . contribution . towards postage and other
charges.

an
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Acknowledging the willing assistance given by Dadabhai,
Mahatma Gandhi observes in his Satyagraha in South Africa:
He was not the Chairman of the Committee. But it seemed
t~ .us .that the proper course was to send money to him, in the

first instance, so that he might then forward it himself to tlie
Chairman. But DadaW!ai returned the very first instalment and ·
suggested that we should remit the money intended for the
British Committee directly to Sir William W edderbum. The
prestige of the Committee (he wrote) would increase if we
approached it through Sir Wi!liam Wedderburn direct.

The very first letter (July 5, 1894), written by Gandhi to
Dadabhai, is of peculiar interest &s it embodied a strikingly
modest personal explanation.
A word for myself and I have done. I am yet inexperienced
and young and therefore quite liable to make mistakes. The
responsibility undertaken is quite out of proportion to my ability.
I may mention tl1at I am doing this without any remuneration.
So you will see that I have not taken the matter up, which is
beyond my ability, in order to enrich myself at the expense of
the Indians. I am the only available person who can handle the
question. You will, therefore, oblige me very greatly if you ~
kindly direct and guide me and make necessary suggestions'
which shall be received as from a father to his child .

•
•

.

Regarding the Franchise Law Amendment Bill, he observed:

•

.

The first Parliament of Natal under Respo~ible Government
has been pre-eminently an Indian Parliament. It has for dte most
part occupied itself with legislation affecting Indi~s by no
means favourably. The Governor, in opening the Legislative
Council and Assembly, remarked that his Ministers would deal
with the Franchise which was exercised by indians in Natal,
although they never exercised it in India. The reasons given for
the sweeping measure to disfranchise Indians were that they had
never exercised the Franchise before, and th:tt they were not
fit for it.
·
The petition of the Indians seemed to prove a sufficient answer
to this. Hence they have now turned round and given out the
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real object of the Bill, which is simply this: "We do not want the
Indians any more here. We want the coolies, but they shall remain
slaves here and go back to fudia as soon as they are free." I earnestly
request your undivided attention to the cause and appeal. to you .
to use your influence that always has been and is beit!g uted on
behalf of the Indians, no matter where situated. The Indians look
. up to you as children to the f~ther. Su~h is really the feeling ~ere.
Several traders :and their lawyers also wrote, to Dadabhai,
soliciting his intervention in cases ofhar4slllp, and he scrupulously
attended to all such complaints. In January 1895 Gandhi heard
in Durban that the Bill for disfranchising Indians in Natal was
disallowed. The news req~red corroboration. He wrote to
Dadabhai (January 25), "Though the Government is silent, the
papers have been informing the public that the Franchise Bill
has been disallowed by Her Majesty. Can you give us any
information on the point?" Thus was the Indian M.P. kept busy
by his countrymen in Africa. But all such work 'Yas a lab~ur of
.love to him.
On August 29, 1895, a deputation organized by the British
Committee of the Indian National Congress waited upon Joseph
Chamberlain at the Colonial Office. Dadabhai had drawn up, for
-. tli~ occasion, a statement 6f grievances of the British Indians in
• Africa and printed and circulated copies of it broadcast. In this
note ·he exposed the hollowness of the •excuse that the South
African authorities had to pass most of th& Anti-Indian' measures
for reasons of s~tation. He produced three certificates from
Europeap. medical practitioners resident in Pretoria ~d Johannesburg. One of them, R Pljor Veale, said that he had a considerable
practice during the years 1890 to 1895 amongst the Indians in '
Pretoria and that he had generally found them cleanly in their •
persons, and free from the diseases due to dirt and careless habits,
Their dwellirigs were generally dean, and sanitation was willingly ,
attende& to by .them.
Class considered (he added), I should be of opinion that the
· lowest class Indian compares most favourably with the lowest
class white, i.e. the lowest class Indian lives better and in better
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habitation, and with more regard to sanitary measures, than the
lowest class white. I have further found, during the period that
small-pox was epidemic in the town and district, that although
every nation nearly had one or more of its members at some time
itt the•lazaretto, there was not a single Indian attacked.
The other doctors, t~, gave their opinion that the Indian
settlers were as clean in their habits and domestic life as white
people of the same standing. The statement also called attention
to the various disfranchising measures and submitted that they
touched directly the well-being pf the British Indian subjects in
South Africa and indirectly the rights and privileges of such
subjects emigrating to other parts of Her Majesty's Dominions.
These facts and arguments were urged before the Colonial
Secretary by the deputation. He promised to make and, if
necessary, to repeat representations urging the Transvaal Government.to remove the restrictions on residence. The Transvaal being
a foreign and friendly Government, he could do nothing more.
As regards the disfranchisement of Indians in Cape Colony, he
promised to appeal against it, although he regarded the task as
difficult. He promised also to disallow the proposal to disfranchise Indians in Natal. Consideration of other questions, such.,as
acquisition of real property and issue of trade licences, was held over. ·
The deputation was described in The Times as one composed
chiefly ofParsi gentle~en in London. A prompt disclaimer from
Dadabhai pointed out:that it consisted of only two Parsis, four
Hindus, and two MUhammadans.
On October 7 the Volksraad of the South African Republic
declared that the term "British subjects" in the treaty between
• the British Government and the Government of the Republic
meant only "white persons." The British Indian Defence Committee protested against such an odious distinction and arbitrary
• • limitation of the meaning of the term. Its memorial was sent
to Dadabhai and was passed ~m by him with a· covering letter
to the Secretary of State for the Colonies. ·
Thus for two years Dadabhai had been in constant commwication with th~ authorities, but with very little practical result. No
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serious measures appeared to have been taken to check the torrent
of Anti-Asiatic legislation in the South African States. Eventually
came a letter from Downing Street (Noverhber 13, 1897) i:o the
effect that the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Mr. Chamberl;}in, was -not prepared to advise Her Majesty to ex~rcise the
powers of disallowance with respect to ihe Natal Acts regarding
franchise, but that he was in communication with the Government of Natal on the subject of preservation of the rights of those
Indians who· were already· resident .in the Colony \\'hen the
Immigration Act was passed. By this time Gandhi had returned to
India and apprised the public ~f the condition of their fellow
countrymen in_ South Afriqt. His pamphlet on the subject and
his speeches in Bombay, Poona, Madras, and Calcutta created a
profound impression, and the whole case was presented to Lord_
George Hamilton in December I896 in an incisive memorial
drawn up by Pherozeshah Mehta.
•
• It did not, however, stop the Jegislative machines in South
Africa from turning out piece after piece of legislation fastening
fresh legal disabilities on the Indians residing in the iand. They
thereupon deputed a representative, Mansukhlal Nazar, to England to explain the situation to British friends and the authorities.
· He was in constant touch with Dadabhai and other· members of
• ~he British Co~ttee of th~ . Congress, and he elicited' the
sympathy of the British public, including me India Office and the
Colonial Office. On his return to Sou_th -t.frica, the Committee
of the British Indians resident in Natal placed on record its thanks
to Da"da~hai "for the splendid support extended to the cause of
British Indians in South :Africa." As Honorary Secretary to the
Committee, Gandhi forwarded to Dadabhai a copy of the ,
resolution with .a covering letter from Durban (August_2o, 1898),
the postscript of which ran as under:
,
·
May I venture to ask you to be good enough to favour us with
your likenes~? I may say that we have been for a long time
thinking of placing enlargements of the photographs of the
leaders of Indian Society and particularly of those who have worked
for the Indian cause in this part of the world.

•
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Before the Boer War, the position of Indians was bad enough
in the Transvaal; it became worse than ever under the British
regime. The Boers had their anti-Indian regulations, but they
were not enforced, chiefly owing to representations made by the
Briti~h Government on behalf of British Indians. After the British
occupation, however, Ihe regulations previously evaded in
practice were enforced with vigour. Any Indian could trade,
before the war, in any part of the Transvaal with a licence, but
under the British no Indian could live or trade in any place
other than bazaars. An exceptio!! was nominally made in favour
of those who held licences, before the war, to trade in towns,
or who could, by reason of edu~ation or status, obtain from
Government a certificate of exemption. Such certificates were,
however, rarely given.
Chamberlain visited the Colonies to investigate the situation
on t\J.e spot, but there was no relief. Gandhi continued to send to
Dadabhai weekly notes on the state of affairs. In one of his lette;s
(November 3, 1903), he said:
The position you will see is very delicate. . . . This will be
in your hands by the end of this month. There will, there-

fore, remain only one month between the time of remo"Val.
to bazaars and the time of the receipt hereof by you. I hope
that you will rect'j.ve from Mr. Brodrick and Mr. Lyttelton •
assurance that those who are now holding licences will not be
disturbed.
:

.

Dadabhai felt that his role in this affair was m~ly that
of a postman carrying letters from the. South African correspondents to the British authorities, but he was more than an ideal
• letter-carrier; he was an indefatigable advocate,. as well, of his
South African clients. Not a single opportunity did he lose
• to urge the British authorities to do everything possible in the
matter. They, on the other hand, pleaded justification for their
policy of drift on the ground that whatever they might do might
be undone by the Colonies soon afterwards, as they wet;e to
obtain self-government very shortly. Dadabhai's reply to this
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was contained in his letter to Lord. Ge~rge Hariillton (March ,
24, 1903):
Our main contention .is that while .the Transvaal and Orange
River are still Crown Colon.ies, the question of the !'osition of
British Indian subjects should be settled in accordance with
recogn.ized British principles. If this i~done, the onus will be on
the Colon.ies if afterwards, when they have self-government,
they desire to alter an arrangement approved by the Impenal
authorities. If things are now allpwed to drift, the Colonists will
(not without show of reason) say that the British Government
has condoned the present exceptional treatment of,British Indian
·
subjects. ·
The following letter to Dadabhai from Gandhi (March
1905) shows what the position was in I905:

•

20,

I commend to your attention the current numbers df the
Indian Opinion wherein you will find that at the Cape they are
trying tb introduce a General Dealers' Licences Bill, which is
calculated to do a great deal of harin to the British Indians settled
at the Cape. In Natal, as you will see, a Firearms Bill has'been
published in the Gazette, which needlessly insult British Indians.
• There is, too, a reproduction. of the Transvaal anti-Asiatic
legislation in the district of Sryheid, which has been lately
annexed to Natal, and the Mun.icipal 9brporation Bill contains
clauses which are most objectionable. In tb.e Orange River Colony
disabilities upon disabilities are being •imposed upon · Indians ·
through the itistrument'ality of bye-laws, and I venture to draw
your-attention to the fact that while a great deal has been done
there regarding the Transvaal legislation, as also the Natal Legisla:tion, nothing has been done regarding the Orange River Colony. •
Other correspondents also related to Dadabhai £rom time to
time their tale of woe. In April 1903, he received a long letter in •
Gujarati from Nadirshah Dhunjeebhai Debu from Ladysmith
(March II), with which was sent a bundle of newspapers and
clippjngs from the Natal Witness and the Natal Mercury, describing the ill-treatment received by the British Indians.
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They are treated (he said) like curs by Europeans. Even if
they are murdered by the Whites, the culprits go scot-free. They
are the jurors and they are the judges.... The condition of our
poor Gujarat labourers is worse than those of other Asiatics.
Thefare most hard-working, frugal and gentle. To escape frop1
famine and plague and the persecution of their creditors they
come here and find tl!emselves from the frying pan into the fire.

Such was the rewardfor the services voluntarily offered and
rendered by Indians during the war. It was, however, characteristic of the man that, despite .such experience, Gandhi raised a
Stretcher Bearer Corps for service with the Natal troops, when
the Zulu rebellion broke out in 1906, A few days before, Dadabhai
had sent to him a cablegram suggesting that he should go to
England for one more powerful effort to stir the authorities in
England to action. Gandhi wrote in reply (June 8) :
• I was making preparations accordingly, when a communication was received from the Natal Govemment accepting the offer
of the Indian community to form an "Indian Stretcher Bearer
Corps." I am, therefore, expecting to leave for the front any day.
Under the circumstances we have all decided that the formation
of the corps is far more important than our visit to Engl~nd.
It is recognized that I sho~ld be with the corps, at least in the·
initial stages. It is evident that tl1e Natal Govemment intend to •
test the capability ~f the Indians for ambulance work. . . . We
here, therefore, hqpe that the Committee that is looking after
Indian interests in ~outh Africa will take the necessary steps to
•
place the position before Govemment.

•

The corps consisting of twenty-five p1en was on active service
for a month, when telegrams and letters poured in asking
Gandhi to proceed at once to the Transvaal, which had now
become the storm centre of South Africa. He hastened to
• Johannesburg and wrote to Dadabhai on July 30 that he had just
1;etumed from the front and had received his lett~r regarding their
statemep.t submitted to the Constitution Comrillttee, which was
then considering the question of fresh legislation. He en~losed
a copy of his letter to Wedderburn in which he had stated that
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although he could hot then be of any use in connexion with· the
Report of the Constitution Committee, the British Indian Association still desired that he should proceed to England, accompanied
by one or two merchants, not necessarily to infl~ence the
letters patent that. would be granted but to place the JJritish
Indian position personally before the ·a~horities. He was anxious
to know whether such a deputation was likely to be of any use.
Another letter (August 6), addressed by hi~ to Dadabhai,
indicated what the new menace was. A statement was made by
the Colonial Secretary before tbe Transvaal Legislative. Council
concerning the proposed legislation for Asiatics wi~ a view t~
preventing· the immigration i.rlto the Colony oflarge numbers of
Asiatics who had not settled there before the war.
The statement is most extraordinary and if legislatio~ is introduced based on it, frightful injustice will be done to the Indian
• ·community. . . . Robbed of the soft words which clothe• it, it
means that every Indian in the Colony will have to be now
registered for the third time without the' slightest excuse.... I
very much fear that the reaL situation is not understood by the
Imperial Government and that the Local GovefllmeJ:?.t have
• evidently convinced the Imperial Government. that by passing
legislation in the direction sketch~d by Mr. Duncan _(the Colonial
Secretary) they would be really granting concessions.
.

.

.

.

A week later, Gandhi enclosed with his letter (August 13), a
copy of Indian Opinion giving detailed itlformation abot;tt the
conte1pplated legislation.
It ~ll be seen at a glance (he ~bserved) that Mr. Duncan is
very much restricting 'the scope of the despatches. (of Lyttelton
and Lord Milner). Neither Mr. Lyttelton nor Lord Milner has
ever mentioned anything about registration and both of them
have laid down that better-class Indians, at least, should have full
rights, so that, for Mr. Duncan to state that he is carrying out the
intentions of the Imperial Government is wide of the mark unless
the Liberal mlliisters have veered round entirely and propose still
6.Irther to curtail the liberty of the British Indians than what the
Conservative ministry was prepared to do.

•

1
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Dadabhai ploddingly passed on all these communications
to Lord Elgin, who had succeeded Chamberlain as Colonial
Secretary, with fervent appeals for equitable treatment. On
Septemb~r 22 he received a reply stating that the legislation in
questton, while far from affecting all the inprovements in the
conditions of the Britis~ Indian subjects in the Transvaal which
His Majesty's Government would desire, had been approved by
the Secretary of State as removing some of the hardships to which
Asiatics were subject and went as far as was possible on the eve
of the establishment of respon~ible government. "It does not
appear to Lord Elgin," ran the concluding paragraph of the letter,
"that any useful purpose was likely to be served by sending a
deputation from the Transvaal to this country, but if the delegates
are sent, they will be given an opportunity of stating their
.
"
VIews.
A .cablegram was accordingly sent to Gandhi. Before, however, he received this message storm clouds gathered over the
horizon. The Indian community was indignant on perusing the
draft Asiatic Law Amendment Ordinance published in the
Transvaal Government Gazette Extraordinary of August 22. It
required every Indian, man, woman or child of eight years. or •
upwards, entitled to reside in the Transvaal, to register his or her·
name with the Registrar of Asiatics and to take out a certificate of •
registration. The Registrar was to note down important marks
of identification upo!J the applicant's person, and to take his
finger and thumb impressions. Failure to apply for registration
was made an offence punishable with fme, impriso9-ment or
deportation, within the discretion of th~ Court.
Outrageous as was the requisition for the registration of even
women and children, the requirements regarding complete
fmger-prints, as though they were criminals, was the most
• obnoxious. "If any one came forward to demand a certificate from
my wife," said one of the prominent members of the Indian
community in the Transvaal, at a meeting held to discuss the
situation, "I would shoot him on the spot and take the .consequences." It was resolved not to submit to the Ordinance if it

.
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became law and to start Passive Resistance, should all constitutional remedies fail. A deputation consisting of Gandhi and H. 0.
Ally proceeded to England. They met Dadabhai and through him
were introduced to the British Committe~ of the Congress .
. A first-class crisis had arisen. Tired of submitting frditless
petitions, Dadabhai welcomed the heroic decision of the Indians
in South Africa to offer, if necessary: moral resistance to the
Transvaal· Government. He advised the two delegates how they
could secure the co-pperation of British and Indian friends in
obtaining redress, if possible, by constitutional means. Bhownaggree, being then a member ~f the House of Commons, was
particularly helpful, also Sir I-epel Griffm, who, though opposed
to the Congress movement in India, was keenly interested in
the contest in South Africa. Led by him, the deputation waited
on Lord Elgin and Lord Morley, who were certainly not wanting
in sympathy. That, however, was all that the deputation· c;ould
liave expected. The two statesmen were not _in a position to
comfort them with anything more concrete than assurances.
Before leaving England, t~e South African delegates entertained
at breakfast Dadabhai and other British friends who had helped
them in their work. The two delegates also sent him a special .
·letter, thanking him for his presence at ,the deputation to Lord
• Elgin in spite of the inclemency of the weather, and for the great
support he had given to their cause.
•
During Gandhi's absence from Joharmesburg, Mr. H. S. L.
Polak, who had thrown himself heart and soul into the movement,· Wi5 in· constant communication with Dabadhai, as acting
Honorary Secretary to. t~e British Indian Association. In one of
the letters (October 29) he wrote:
The papers here seem to be strWlg to a high pitch now that
·the deputation has arrived in England. On Tuesday evening last,
the Johannesburg Star published an article ostensibly dealing with
the mission ·of the .deputation but actually containing a most
bitter personal "attack on Mr. Gandhi. I am advised that the article
is of a libellous nature. I am sending a copy of this article to
Mr. Gandhi.
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The libelled leader was, however, soaring far too high to
notice the fulminations of the Johannesburg Star.
The Asiatic Registration Act, which was an exact replica of the
original ~rdinance, had been rushed through all its stages at a
single sitting of the Transvaal Parliament on March 2I, I907. lt
was to take effect from July I, I907, and Mahatma G;andhi had
little time to think of anything except the historic struggle on
which the Indian Community was to embark under his leadership. That struggle forms the most fascinating episode of the story
of Indians in South Africa, but ;this is not the place to relate it.
What concerns us here is the letter written by Gandhi to
Dadabhai two days after the Act w~s passed:
I do think. that India should from week to week prominently
discuss this matter. Whatever is done in the Transvaal will be
followed throughout the Colonies, and if the principle of degradfng racial legislation that underlies the Ordinance is once accepted,
there will be an end to Indian immigration.

Dadabhai took the earliest opportunity to stir the whole
of India to do everything possible to end the troubles of their
unhappy brethren in those Colonies. "I recommend to your
serious notice," he said in his presidential address to the Calc~tta·
Congress, "the treatment of British Indians in South Africa." ,
India, too, kept for years the South African problem in the
forefront.
:
It is a remarkable evidence of the value which the British
Indian community in South Africa attached to ~adabhai' s
services in the agitation that had been c~ried on in England on its
behalf that even when failing health had compelled him to live
the life of a recluse at Versova, the Transvaal Indians approached
him in July I909 for his lead "as the father of the Indian Nation
• that is to be." They presented to him a petition bearing. I ,900
signatures, and through him appealed to the whole of India for
support to their petitions for the removal ·of the colour-bar
constituted by the Asiatic Registration Act. Dadabha~ had
interviews with Mr. Polak who brought with him the letter

.
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of the British Indian Assq_ciation to the Grand Old Man. A public
meeting was held in Bombay on September 14, 1909. Dadabhai
·could not attend it, but in a message that he sent he said: "I have
all along sympathized deeply with the troubles of our countrymen
in- South Africa and the present meeting has my fullest ;ympathy
in its obiects;"
J
•
.
Those troubles, indeed, preyed heavily on his mind. In his
letters to friends and public messages he referred to them now and
again, and in his eighty-ninth birthday message to the people
(September 12, ;1:913), he expr~ssed his "deep concern at the
indiffere~t way" in which the Imperial Government had been
treating the question.
•
.
At last, the orderly, non-violent and chivalrous manner in
which the stupendous struggle was carried on by the soldiers of ·
the Satyagraha army extorted the adiniration even of the
authorities whom they were fighting. They recanted in the nll.ddle
of the year 1914; the dispute was settled to the satisfaction of the
forces of Satyagraha. Dadabhai saw in it ample justification for his
life-long contention that there is no such thing on this earth as
a settled fact and that persistent agitation in a good cause must
• we~r out all obstacles. The victorious general of the Satyagraha
"Campaign returned to India,. little dreaming that within a short
• time he was to be the hero of still more stupendous Satyagraha
struggles in his own motherland!
•

••

•

•
CHAPTER XXXII

•

•

NORTH LAMBETH
•

FTER he had given his evidence before the Royal Commission, Dadabhai thought it was time he should look
round for a constituency. AI} invitation came from South
Hackney in March r899. The Progressive Association (Liberal,
Democratic, and Labour) of the Djvision resolved unanimously
to send a deputation to Dadabhai to convey to him its desire that
he should contest South Hackney at the next election. Dadabhai ,
agreed, provided he was convinced that there were good prospects
of s~ccess. Sufficient evidence of such prospects was, however,
not forthcoming. For twelve more months the search for· a
constituency had to be continued. On March 20, r900, Arthur
Symonds of the National Reform Union wrote to Dadabhai,
regretting that he had negotiated with several constituencies but
found that Dadabhai' s age was considered a serious drawback.

A

I told them (he added) that you were stronger and more active
than many men wenty years your junior, but they said they •
wanted a man who would be likely to remain their member for
many years. Latte;ly, there has been a strong disposition on the
part of Committees to "lie low" and not bong out candidates,
because the Liberal party_ is so divided on the subj.ect" of the
war with the South African Republics. But if, as now seems
likely, there should be a dissolution 1n. the summer, they will be
compelled to select their candidates.

•

When, however, the general election was announced, Dadabhai
was in bed with bronchitis. In spite of a bad throat he had given
an address on India at Clerkenwell, and the exertion brought on
the malady. His friends, however, traced the real cause of the
illness to overwork for four consecutive years in connexiol\ with
the work of the Royal Commission. His medical adviser warned

NORTH

LAMBETH

him that he would ~atch pneumonia if he left his bed; even so,
he was prepared to stand for election, if some constituency could
be found to adopt him.
. ' ,
When he was slightly better, he wrote (September 23) to
J .• R. Sieger, w~ose help as his agent at Finsbury had proved
invaluable:
•
I wish to take my share in this contest. But as I cannot conduct
a contest myself personally, what is to be done 1 The only alterna;..
tive that I can· think of is this, if it be practicable and desirable.Some earnest Liberal friends should undertake the campaign on
my behalf, nominating me as •the c~didate for the constituency
you may select. Please consult Sir William Wedderburn, and I
shall, be willing to do what you two may agree upon. Dulwich
is too large and expensive.

"'--.. It was, however, on the face of it an impracticable proposition

,,xand had to be abandmied. In June 19oi Dadabhai went to North
.Cambeth at the invitation of the Liberal and Radical Associ~tion
of that constituency. On August 29 the 5ecretary of the Political
Council of the local Liberal and Radical Club informed him that
the Council had unanimously adopted him as their candidate for
the Parliamentary division of North Lambeth. On the same day
. the Secretary of the North Lambeth Br~ch of the National
• Democratic, League reported to him that the League had unanimously adopted him as their candidate. Me was also adopted as ·
Parliamentary candidate for the. constitpe.g._cy at a conference of
delegates from n.ID-eteen Industrial,· Trad~ Unionist, and Tern- '
perance organizations.

.

.

The question was t~oro_ughly discussed (wrote the Secretary
to the Lambeth and ·District Trades and Labour Council) and it
being put to. the vote it was decided.that you be supported by the
whole of these different organizations, and as at, the lowest margin
the delegates represented over four thousand votes in the division,
you can depend upon a very large support from the Labour Party. '

The prospects s<!:emed rosy, but Dadabhai soon discovered that.
diffi~ulties similar to those encountered at Central Finsbury were

to dog his foobteps in this constituency also. There was a split in
Q
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the North Lambeth Liberal and Radical Association with whom
rested the fmal decision. Some favoured W. Wightman, a local
candidate with a good record of civic work; others backed
Dadabhai. Both were asked to address the Executive, who decidedo on• September 10, by nine votes against six, to recommend Wightman. Dadabhai was, however, again invited to
address the Executive. Ile gave his address on October I, dealing fully with current questions relating to Home and Foreign
policy. At the meeting of the Association, on November 26,
the names of both Wightman and Naoroji were submitted.
Sixty-six votes were cast in Dadabhai' s favour against fiftynine for Wightman. In his letter c9mmunicating the result the
Secretary to the Association pointed out that the selection should
not be considered fmal until ratified at a· subsequent meeting
by at least a two-thirds vote of the members present and confirmed by a public meeting called for that purpose.
Within a fortnight there were fresh developments. Dadabh:ri
was asked to attend a meeting on January 7, 1902, to discuss the
situation and was told that allegations had been made that
outsiders had found their way to the previous meeting and that
he had given money to certain parties. Dadabhai admitted ha~g
supplied funds to a friend or friends for election expenses; but he ·
denied any knowledge that members had been enrolled to vote •
for him and that theft subscriptions had been paid for them.
The Executive, howe~er, evaded calling a meeting to ratify the
selection ofDadabhai. After waiting for eleven tnonths, he wrote
•
to the Association (October 13, 1902):
0

•

In consultation with some Liberal, Radical, Labour, Trade
Unionist, Temperance and Irish friends, and with a large support
already promised to me by all sections of the Progressive Party,
I have decided to contest North Lambeth at the next Election in
the Liberal and Progressive cause. I have, therefore, to request
you kindly to communicate this decision to your Executive.

It was an extraordinary attitude for a member of the Association to take up; Dadabhai was asked to explain his position. He
replied promptly (October 15):

NORTH LAMBETH

•
As a misunderstanding has occurred about my ·letter· of the
13th instant, I niay explain .that I have determined to contest
North Lambeth as the Liberal and Progressive candidate at the
next Election, whether the Association adopts me or not as their
own candidate.
·
•
•

John Maddy, the Secretary, tendere~ his resignation at the
same time, an4 other supporters of Dada~hai started a ·_new.
organization called "The North Lambeth Labour and Progressive Assdc~ation." Dadabhai was elected President.
Pandemonium ~eigned at the apnual meeting of die Liberal and
Radical Association, heH on October 30, where a fierce battle
was fought 1between the charupions of the rival candidates. "Mr.
Naoroji's letters made it quite clear," said Victor Rogers,
President of the Association, "that the Association would be a
body of jackasses if it now took the trouble to support his
candidature."
•
• Some members took strong exception to Dadabhai's conduct;
they made mysterious references to "Naoroji cheques" in
circulation; others put up a spirited defence. A prominent trade
unionist, H. R. Taylor, said that Dadabhai must have known of
wh;tt was taking place within the Association, "something which
·he thought was derogatory to his candidature," before he took
the step of throwing the Association over. He submitted that
politically the Association had been almo;t dead and that it had
not even called a meeting to protest agai.ost the Education Bill.
He moved that .a deputation should wait on Dadabhai. · The
motion y.ras, however, lost, there 'being ten votes for it and
'
.
twenty against..
Wightman then wrote to the Press that ifDadabhai persisted in •
declaring himself a.candidate, he would be his opponent. Later;
however, he informed the President of the Association (February'
·16, 1903), that ifDadabhai withdrew from North Lambeth, he •
would also stand aside, so as to give a United party the opportunity
of winnillg the seat. Wightman's letter was at once passed on
to Qadabhai with an expression of the President's hope that the
proposal would be accepted.
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Simultaneously with this communication Dadabhai received
a letter from Caine (February 17), stating that he had seen the
authorities of Parliament Street but that he was sorry all his
efforts had proved futile. No one could move Wightman, or
thost! w!:o supported him, from the position taken up by him. •
It is no business of.mine to give you advice (he added), but I
feel very hopeless about your success in North Lambeth. It is
against all previous electioneering experience that any candidate,
situated as you are, should win the seat, and I should be very
sorry indeed if you had a bad defeat, which would have grave
results on the movement for· Indian democracy both here and
in India.
Sound advice this, but it seems Dadabhai had been misled by
some of his supporters, not altogether disinterested, into thinking
that he had a fairly good chance of success; or, perhaps, he thought
histqry was repeating itself and that he might, if he persevered,
come out triumphant in the end, as he had at Central Finsbury ..
He informed the President of the Association that with the support
promised to him there were very good chances of success. "I
feel," he added, "that the position I occupy is a justifiable one."
He might be right, or he might be wrong; once he was convinced
that the position taken up by him was unexceptionable, nothing·
could move him or hamper his course.
The executive of th~ Association then decided to recommend
Sir Robert Peel to the Association, at its annual meeting, as
•
candidate for the Division.
At the meeting, held on March 24,
the President explained that there were two parties in. the constituency-the Wightmanites and the .Naoroji-ites. He did not
belong to either party; he had hoped that there would be a
• chance of burying the hatchet; but in his efforts for unity he
had been flouted by both sides. The executive had, therefore, hit
• upon a third candidate in order to heal the differences.
The question before the meeting was: should they hear Sir
Robert Peel~ It was submitted, on behalf of Dadabhai, that
it was not fair to introduce another candidate. A resolution. was
moved to the effect that the previous decision regarding the

.
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adoption 9f Dadabhai as a candidate should be adhe.red to. The
Chairman, however, declined to accept it, on the ground that
that question was not before the meeting. A resolu~on to refuse
to hear Sir Robert Peel was then carried;
· Oh April 1o, Dadabhai received a letter from the ~ecretary .
of the Association, inquiring, on behalf of the executive, whether
he would submit his claims to the •Liberal Whip, Herhert
Gladstone; ''for the purpose of arbitration by three gentlemen
appointed by him, one of whom should be a Labour Member." .
Dadabhai refused. Immediately there were rumours of an impending election. It was reported that the Tories were dissatisfied
with Fred Homer, the sittin~ member for North Lambeth, and
that he might tender his resignation any moment. A special
meeting of the Association was, therefore, hurriedly called with a
view to selecting a Liberal candidate for the Division. Homer
contradicted the report and said he had no intention whatever of
r~signing his seat. The Political Council of the North La~beth
Liberal and Radical Club also · issued a statement, accusing
Wightman's supporters of dishonourable tactics to get behind
Dadabhai's acceptance as Parliamentary candidate and. alleging
that certain officials of the Association had "turned tail" on
· Dadabhai. At a special meeting, held on April23, the Chairman ·
stated that the executive had met and recommended by fifteen
votes against three that the Association shoftld support Wightman.
Dadabhai' s friends moved an adjoumment.. It was lost; the motion
for adopting Wightman was carried by ~ixty-one votes against
thirty:foliJ.r. ·
Absolutely unperturb~d, Dadabhai went his way, making a
house to house canvass. Advancing age made no difference to him.
If anything, he. appeared to get more virile and more militant· •
as he grew older. The local papers announced that Lord Salisbury's
~'black man" had appointed as his agent Arthur Allgood, who had •
made a name as an election agent to the Stepney Liberal. and
Radical Association. Under the auspices of the Lambeth District
Tracles and Labour Council, representing trade ··unions, temperance and othcr progressive organizations in North Lambeth,
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a conference was held, on April 27, to consider the political
situation in the Division. Dadabhai was present. He was asked
whether he would stand under the auspices of the Labour
Representation Committee. He replied that he must be considered
as llXlch•a Labour candidate as anyone there present. In faGt,
he had been relying upon the whole-hearted support of Labour
and was quite willing ~o fight under the banner of Labour.
Further, in the interests of Labour he would vote in favour of a
Bill for State aid for the blind and would support State maintenance of school children up to the age of sixteen. The motion
to confirm the previous resolution that he should be the candidate
for the constituency was then carried.
Into this contest Dadabhai thre~ his whole soul and energy.
The task of canvassing personally every elector in so large a
constituency as North Lambeth was a tedious and laborious
one, but it was very nearly accomplished. Besides visiting some
six thousand voters, he toiled intermittently till the end of the
year 1905, organizing and educating the constituency in progressive ideals.
Wightman and his supporters tried their best to disparage the
Indian candidate. References were openly made to money having
been spent and other questionable methods having been resorted ·
to in securing support for Dadabhai. He repudiated the insinua- •
tions and allegations, ~nd two of his British friends, Birdwood
and W edderbum, rushed to his aid. They wrote to the Press,
asserting, in most emphatic terms, that Dadablpi was incapable
of the questionable practices attributed to him. In a letter ~ub1ished
in the Lambeth Mercury, dated May 9, ~irdwood wrote:

•

Having intimately known Mr. Naoroji in his public and private
life, here and in India, for nearly fifty years, I know him to be
a man utterly incapable of seeking to obtain any private or public
object by illegal or otherwise unworthy means, and everyone
knows him to be a man of remarkable elevaticm, rectitude, and
strength of character, and a man of great ability and exceptional
knowledge of both English and Indian political questions,. and
above all a man of the widest and deepest enthusiasm for humanity,
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and capable of ~aking any sacrifice of self for what he, rightly or
.wrongly, deems to be the welfare of tl1e Empire and its manylanguage& peoples.... I have all my life been opposed to Mr.
Dadabhai Naoroji in municipal and national politics, but in the
circumstances of the personal attack that has' been ma<ie 011 him,
I must speak out on behalf of a man who.se warm friendship for
myself I regard as the highest honour 'could enjoy.
Wedderburn, too, wrote to the same journal: ,
I never 1met anyone more purely unselfish, and more entirely
devoted to the cause of tl1e people. ·. . . I have, as his fellowworker for many years, had the best opportunities of judging,·
and I can say that he is mcapable of deviating from 'the strictest
·
rectitude.

Subsequently, seeing that the feeling against Dadabhai was
rery strong, Wedderburn tried to persuade Dadabhai to retire
~om the fie]d, but he replied:
•
I cannot withdraw from the contest on any account. I shall be
So next September and this is my only and last chance to stand .
. . . Nobody knows better than you that I have no ambition or
self-interest in this work, but simply a duty to humanity, to
· hundreds of millions' of our suffering fellow-subjects in India and
the suffering poor in this country. . . . During all these years
Mr~ Wightman and his friends have aatacked me personally in
the Press and on platforms. I have not said one unkind word
against him or his friends. ,
:
\

Wllile. the loc:U Liberals were putting every impediment in
us way, Dadabhai recei~ed an appeal for funds from Augustine
3irrell, Presidel}t of the National Liberal Federation (March 26,
:904). In the year before, the executive of the Federation had • elt compelled to make a strong appeal to all Liberals to form a
~ational Liberal Campaign Fund and had asked for .£so,ooo for • •
vork that had to be done, if the Liberals were to win the General ·
~lection. They received £3o,ooo, but wanted m~re.
Djdabhai pointed out in reply that he had always helped the
jberal cause, as. far as his means permitted, in various ways,
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and asked: "Now is it not very hard upon me that on the other
side the party have not only never helped me to get a constituency, but that when I have succeeded in fmding one for
myself they have actively opposed me~" After describing what
hap~ne<! at Central Finsbury, he observed:
Now the same futMe and wasteful course is being pursued in
North Lambeth. Mr. Wightman is put up against me as second
candidate and thus by splitting the vote it is being made certain
that the seat will not be won for the Liberal Party. It is a strange
irony of fate that the very person who by splitting the vote lost
Kennington to the Liberal Party is now being made the instrument
by Liberal officials themselves to ,prevent North Lambeth from
being won to the Liberal side.... Is it not a misuse of the Liberal
funds to use them for the purpose of preventing a seat being
won by the Liberal Party by thus splitting the Liberal vote< ...
You are appealing for the Campaign Fund to help candidates
With their election expenses, but when there is a candidate wh'b
does not ask for financial help, he is worried and opposed! . . .
Poor India is looking to the Liberal Party to right its wrongs, and
yet that party is opposing me.

The letter ended with a declaration in most emphatic te~ms
that he was· fully resolved to "contest the seat to the end," and·
there was a fight to the end, even though Wightman died when
the time for the electiofl was drawing near. The road should have
been then clear for Dadabhai, especially as Horner, the Conservative candidate, was •involved in financial trotJbles. The hostile
members of the Liberal and Radical Association were, ltowever,
bent upon bringing another Liberal can~idate into the field.
It was a ruthless attempt to rob Dadabhai of the fruit of his long
• and arduous toil in the constituency. Martin Wood appealed to
the Central Liberal organization at Westminster not to allow
• such iniquitous proceedings at North Lambeth. The Council of
the Liberal and Radical Club also sent a deputation to headquarters to point out that Dadabhai had been aiready in the field
on the party ticket and that the London Liberal Federation sh"uld
deprecate any attempt to put forward a new "official" candidate.

.

NORTH

LAMBETH
.

.

The Lambeth Association was thereupon asked to accept Dadabhai
as· its sole candidate. Corrie Gra~t, the Chairman of the Federation,' specially attended a meeting of the Executive Committee of
the Association to urge this line of action; but he found the feeling
strongly against the Parsi candidate. Even at the risk o'f sptitting
the vote, Dadabhai' s opponents were d~termined to go forward.
The Central Office had, therefore, to bow to the feelings of the
majority of the local leaders. Horatio. Myer, a bedstead manufacturer, who 'had a long record of civic s~rvice as well as a long
purse, was selected ~s Parliame~tary candidate.
Feeling ran very high a~ong the_ supporters of the rival
Liberal candidates. The Political Council of the North Lambeth
Liberal and Radical Club . passed a resolution expressing its
profound disgust with the action of the officials of the London
Liberal Federation. On the other hand, three of the members of ·
the Association jointly attacked Dadabhai in the Press. Dad_abhai
pl:iced the matter in the hands of his solicitor, with the result
stated in a letter sent by him to the Morni11g Post (January 6, 1906).
His client, said he, had "suffered during the past three years from
a large amount of slander and misrepresentation, without any
tangible charge which could be investigated" having ever been
. made ~gajp.st him.
Now, however, that two of his enemies in North Lambeth
have thought fit to write to your colu~s, making vague charges
against -him (he added), such slanders ltave received additional.
circulation an_d colour.· ... I have ther~fore issued writs against
· three of the persons complained o£
•
Nothing further, how~ver, was done in the matter. On behalf
of Myer it was urged that Dadabhai was never the candidate of
the Liberal authorities for the Division. Thereupon W. Hanmer •
Owen wrote to the Westminster Gazette (January ro, 1906) that
Dadabhai had gone to North Lambeth on the written invitation •
of the Liberal and Radical Association and that he had a letter
in his possession· written by the Secretary to the Association,
intilJlating that. at a meeting held on November 26 Dadabhai
had been "selected as the Parliamentary ca~didate."
.
. Q*

.
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Confusion was caused by the opposition offered to Dadabhai
by the Liberal Association and the support given to rum by the
Liberal Club in North Lambeth. In India the Club's support was
taken to ~e the Association's. Various individuals and organizations •passed resolutions thanking the Association for selecting
Dadabhai as its candidate, while some of its members were
•
circulating untrue reports calculated to improve the chances of
success of the rival candidate put up against him! One of the
allegations was that the poor starving people oflndia were gulled
into giving their hard-earned mopey to Dadabhai on the pretence
that he had been working for their welfare! However, the main
argument of the opponents against. Dadabhai was that he was
much too old, and that, if elected, he would devote himself
entirely to the concerns of India. One of the electors, S. H.
Swinny, thereupon wrote to the Daily News (January 2, 1906):
• May I be allowed to ask why he is too old to represent the
constituency when he is young enough to preside at a platform ·
in the Hyde Park demonstration against Chinese Labour, to be
chosen to move one of the principal resolutions at an important
democratic gathering, to act as a member of the General Committee of of the National Liberal Club and to canvass thousan.ds
of electors of North Lambeth? If he can do all this, surely he is
not to be rejected b~cause of the long life he has devoted to the
cause of Liberalism and Labour.

•

Support to Dadabh~ came also from une:l\pected quarters.
Victor Rogers, who had worked against him whilst ~glitman
was in the field, also wrote to the Daily !:Jews (January 2) :

•

•

It is not now a question of Mr. Naoroji or Mr. Wightman ...
and there is no justification for bringing in a new candidate at
the last moment and jeopardize what would otherwise be a safe
seat. As to Mr. Naoroji's age, how much younger are our present
Prime Minister and Lord Ripon r We do not expect Mr. Naoroji
to be the leader of the Liberal Party! But for the "methods" of
these misguided people we might have been a united par~ in
North Lambeth.

NORTH

'•

LAMBETH

49!
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Dadabhai's address to the electors was· issued on January 4·
Coming from his pen, it was an· exceptionally brief 'qocument,
covering only four small pages in print. "I am a labour man in the
truest sense of the word," he said, "and when I was in Parliament,
!.supported the labour cause, which is also the Liberal'caU!te and
the cause of the ·whole community. I am in accord with the
programme of the principal .Labour o~g~nizations."
This programme included Home Rule, education, temperance,
free trade, and opposition to the introduction of indentured
Chinese Labour ·into the Transvaal for the benefit of mineowners. A special item was India.
'

"

· Indi'a~(he said) lies und'er a heavy burden of grievous wrongs
unknown in this country. She has no representation in the House
· of Commons.... But the masses of the people of India turn to
the democracy of England for redress ..... May I ask you, therefore, not to forget the starving and famine"'-stricken milli"ns of
your Indian fellow--subjects on the day o£ the poll~

Two days later, Martin Wood gave encouraging news:
As to your electoral position, I have been making such inquiries
as were open to me. One good point I learn, namely, that Frank
Smith is not setting up against you. On the other hand, I have
been assured confidentially that Herbert Gladstone did make serious
personal efforts to secure unity amongst Lambeth "Lib~rals" and
thus abate the factious opposition agains; you of the Lc'.C. gang.
~ut it seems H. G;'s efforts did not succeed.... If there be really
no .Jllrd candidate, you will have a very good chance agai:tist
the local Myer-e:Kcept his lavish expenditure!

The electors,. however, showed that they: were more concerned •
about their local wants than the needs of India, and they returned
Myer·. to Parliament. He received 2,162 votes, against 1,904.
recorded in favour of the Conservative candidate, Major Gastrell,
and only 73 3 votes polled by Dadabhai.
It;dia heard the news with deep regret. Soon a report went,
round that after this defeat the hero of a thousand battles
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contemplated doffing the armour. Dadabhai, however, wrote to
Wacha (March 29):
I have no intention of returning at present to India. As I have
said ~efore, all will depend upon circumstances. I am not in any
way influenced by any disappointment. I am always prepared f6r
them, and, leaving th<im behind, I go on with my work. I never
worry over them.
·

How gracefully he took his defeat is shown by the following
observation in the South London Press (January 20):
Mr. Naoroji is generous. Questioned as to the result of the
North Lambeth election, he remarked that he had nothing to
say except that he was pleased that a Liberal had won the seat.

•

•

•

••

•

•
•

•
CH-APTER XXXIII

CALCUTTA CONGRESS ' •
•

T

HE time for the twenty-second session of the Congress was
drawing near. It was an occasion for stock-taking. With the
coming. of age of the nation:tl political organization of the
country, had· India· obtained her -birth-right? If not, djd..nG>t-· the
''mendicant .f>c:>Iic;y~~..!~!c!~rs,.~t~g~~-P?.P.d~w~4...:J:~,..hatren ?
That,_.it.any-rate,. was the opinion.c:>fyougg. . fugi~·=A conflict,
therefore, arose over the question of the ideals and methods of
work of the Congress. Young India demanded a proper constitution and a vitalizing programme for the Congress-a reqmstitution of the political life of the country.. The "old-world politicians," who had been carrying on the Congress work in
their own way for twenty years, paid no heed to. this demand.
It was, however, not a mere emotional conflict; nor was it a
personal conflict for ascendency; it was essentially an intellectual
· conflict, a conflic:t. Qf,ideology. Self-government· under British
paramountcy was the goal of the old school; the ideal 6f the
new school was national autonomy, fre~dom from all foreign
control.
:
This. antithesis. between .the .viewpoints. of the' two wS~ctions
showed .a revolutionary change .. in,.the.mind~.of. the..-people.
Indeed, for the rulers, i.t marked a dangerous phase in the political
education of the country, and it caused no little concern' among
official circl~s -and the European -community generally. For a
long period the British and !he Anglo-Indian Press had affected
supreme unconcern about the manifestations of political unrest in • ·
India, but •they· could not now ignore the striking change that
had come over the country. The ranks of the national party had
beell reinforced by discontented-youths as to whose temper there
could be little doubt. The fulminations of the Congress, though
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provoking, had been practically harmless. Despite twenty-one
years of hard and apparently vain patriotic toil, its leaders
and members as a class had amazingly adhered to its fundamental principles of loyalty and constitutional methods. In that
•
sort t:Jf agitation
there was no menace to British supremacy.
But the young rebels we;e determined to give a blow to that
supremacy.
There was, however, no desire as yet, except among a handful
of revolutionaries, to appeal to force. That would have been
suicidal. There was, however, .such a weapon as boycott to
which, thought the young enthusiasts, they could safely resortboycott of British goods and, if ne~ be, of the Councils. They
believed they could, without going beyond the law and the
Constitution, bring the authorities to their knees by refusing to
associate with Government and by withholding from it all
volu:Qtary and honorary service; and they defied any one to say
that their ideal was not legitimate or that their method was not
constitutional.
Such was the conflict between the two sections-the moderates
and the extremists, as they were called, during the year 1906.
The question which then agitated them most was, who sho!Jld
/be the President of the Congress for that year? The elders were in ·
(danger ofbeing swamped by the Bengal delegates, a large majority
of whom and the extr~mists favoured the selection of Bal Gangadhar Tilak, who had;suffered imprisonment in his fight for freedom. The Bengal leaders, Surendranath Banerjea and Bhupendranath Basu, however, forestalled the Tilakites bf asking
Dadabhai by cable whether in the evel}.t .of his being elected as
• President, he would accept the office. They were confident that
even the most rabid extremist would not think ef opposing the
nomination of one whose life had been given wholly to the
• country, who had stirred the hearts of his countrymen for two
generations, who had the knack of bringing together conflicting
forces and making them operate towards one ·end, whose word
carried unequalled authority, and who was revered througho.ut
the land. The weather-beaten pilot, over whose head the storms
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of no less than eighty-one years had swept, did, not for a moment
pause to consider the hardships of tlie voyage, the danger to his
health, or of the much greater risk of offending one party or the
other, or both; and damaging his reputation as the Nestor of
Indian politics. He was ~oved and revered as the Grandt Ol<l Man·
of India, but he had not yet ceased to be the ideal young man of
India. With the ardour and optimisrrf of youth, he promptly
replied that he would accept the office.
The Tilakites saw that they were outwitted; whilst acquiescing
ill the selection, they condemned the action of the two leaders
as Unconstitutional. They, however, justified their action on
the ground that the Congress had not laid down any definite
procedure for the election· of President and that there were
precedents in favour of the procedure followed )Jy them. Be
that as it may, their action was ratified by a formal resolution
passed unanimously by the Reception Committee.
• Even from the point of view of the' extremists, no ·more
felicitous selection could have been made. Not merely because in·
Dadabhai the Congress had secured a President of ripe experience;
possessing sweetness of temper and infinite patience and tact,
but also because he occupied a position much nearer the advanced
. willg of the Congress than any one of the moderate party. He was
neither a moderate nor an extremist, he had never hestitated to
speak freely in the language of his heart anti he was not the man to
lower the standard with view to placatine; one side or the other.
After the repressiye regime of Lord <;::urzon, his words invariably
breathed.fire. He had already asserted and could assert over again
what the extremists had been urging with double the force and
effect with which any one of them could have done. True, he was
one of those who still believed in a constitutional struggle for •
progr~ssive expansion of political freedom and whose ambition
stopped short at placing India on a level with the self-governing··
colonies. But h~ was no-longer the same su~missiv.e supplicant
that,h€.was-.in his.earlier-·years,-praying-,for.jus!}_£~,}sf9JS:,,~~~~Jb_ar
of B.ritish ,public .opinion...
~e~have already noticed the tone of.his,latest,,sp~~E~~,.at?-.4

a

'

.
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letters. Let us recall one or two more utterances. Speaking.at.the ·
Newington Reform_Club,~Walworth, .he said:
One of the arguments put forward in defence of the system
was tJlat the British prevented the different peoples of India from
plundering each other. That was only a half truth; the whole
truth was that they prFented the different peoples from plundering each other in order that they themselves might plunder all.
Then they were told that the British had introduced security of
property, but only in order that they might carry it away with
perfect security. As to the security of life, it was said that the
old mental despots used to kill thousands and thousands, and
harass the people. If that was so, the British Government, with
great ingenuity and scientific preCision, was killing millions by
famines and plagues, and starving scores of millions. . . . The
Anglo-Indians, or the British, were like clever surgeons who,
with the sharpest scalpels, cut to the very heart, and drew every
thop of blood without leaving a scar.
Again, in a letter to the Daily News, dated April 21, 1905, he
asked an English correspondent the following question:
Suppose, by some mischance England came under French or
German or some alien despotic government, in the same condition and under the same circumstances as India is at present, ·
will he not, as an Englishman, do his utmost to throw off "the
heaviest of all yoke~," the yoke of the stranger, even though all
Englishmen were wll of all the faults which the Anglo-Indians,
rightly or wrongly, ascribe to the Indians r }Vill he not as an
Englishman at once tell me, "Corrupt or not corrupt._ fatilts or
no faults, a Briton shall never be a slave" r And yet he coolly
justifies and assumes the right divine of making other people
slaves! ·

In the course of several speeches Dadabhai had urged, for more
.··than three years, that no palliatives for the "draining and
bleeding" could do any good and that the only temedy was selfgovernment which alone could bring prosperity to any country.
Once more in his message to Gokhale, on the eve of the J.905
Congress, he had summed up his demands in tkese words:

.,
'

.
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We require, on the one hand, to inspire the people of India
at large with the desire of attaining and enjoying their birth and
pledged rights and the absolute necessity of.freedom and selfgQVei'JJ!llent like that of the colonies for their material and moral
• /":development, progress and prosperity.... No-palliaiives.ofany
~~,what~YSI:• np mere alJ:t:r,atio.n and tinketing.o.f,the, ms:cl:pnical
q}a<;:)llg<:EY.-£(_aitr1Jni~tration_ can, om,vill,do.,any~:go.o~,a~. a11. . . .
S~lf.,.governme:llJ h~the ,o.rtiy- remedy.fm India'§.~W-~t:s,:md,tygr~qngs.
Fpr-this -purpose, we- must. strengthen~the.,<2ongress, .to go on
making every possible effort to accomplish this end, which is
quite practicable. '
IfDadabhai had gone so far in I90S, the extremists might well_
have entertained the hope tnat he might go a step further in 1906.
All opposition to his election as President was withdraWn.
'.

• Those who were canvassing for Tilak (wrote Surendranath
Baneljea to Dadabhai on October 25, just before his formal
election) have given us the assurance that they will unanimously
join in electing you as President and have authorized me to
communicate the fact to yoU:. Reuter has wired out to this country
·that you have booked your passage provisionally for the 30th
November. You have save~ us from a great cdsis.
Simultaneously with the official invitation, Dadabhai received a
letter- of-welcerne.ftom~Motilal-~Ghol!:,..,.rather tear-stained, for
with the note of welcome was blended a ~ail concerning the woes
ofBengal:
;
• So you are coming (he wrote); You are welcome; thrice
wercome. you are aware that a change has come over the people.
The Congress as it is, cannot satisfy them. The method must be
r;c}langed and you yourself latterly acknowledged it in many of.
/Y~r speeches. . . . The-Indian ,people ...want,a«Pra~;ic;ll.,sdle~e
from ·you,, so that the. Congress progratlli!le. ~~X..P.$:3.11. a.U:-_yeaE;
round affair,and.keep the,entire,nati_o_ll)!ljer~sted;in:Jt-...NQW it i111. •
an ..organizntion ,of the upper five, the lower inillions kp.owing
nothing and· caring nothing for it. Some such direction should,
• therefore, be given to it as to make it really a nati~nal,thing a11:d
an object o£attraction to the highest and the lowest.

.
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Ghose then gave a recital of the arbitrary ;cts of Government
and related in what an excited state of mind the people of Bengal
were at the moment. He also pointed out how sharp the deplorable
cleavage between the two factions was. It required considerable
coura~e tctstep into the breach; the chances of reconciliation were
remote, but Dadabhai had already agreed to enter the arena of the
strife in obedience to the~mperative call of his countrymen. He
defmitely arranged to leave London on November 29.
A complimentary breakfast meeting of friends of India was
held at the Westminster Palace Hotel on November 20 to bid
him God-speed .. Addressing the' gathering, Wedderburn, who·
presided, observed;
The repression and reaction of the last twenty years has undoubtedly driven many to despair and, deeming constitutional
agitation a failure, some think passive resistance was the only
av;.ilable p·olicy. India thus stands at the parting of the. ways and,.
by universal consent, Mr. Naoroji is the man born to set things
right. He goes out as a perfectly free hand and not as the leader
of any party.
Speaking as a friend of fifty years' standing, Samuel Smith
added:

...•

A more single-minded man was never born, and though I did
not quite agree with Mr. Naoroji on all points, we have learnt to
respect each other, ea.ch believing that the other was doing his
best for the cause. Mt-. Naoroji would go out as a peace-maker
in somewhat anxious and troubled times, which were causing
much concem to those who were friends of India. The p~ople of
this country were earnestly desirous for the well-being of their
Eastern Empire. If mistakes were made, it was not with their
consent or knowledge. There was a period some years since when
a bastard Imperialism prevailed in this country-a period of
reaction. But now we have passed from that.... If our Indian
friends would only exercise a little patience, they will find one
reform after another come easily and naturally. The seed has
been sown. The fruit is ripening and will soon be garnered ap.d
I hope that our guest will live to partake of some;of it.

.
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The Honourable Mr. Justice B. ]. W a.dia, who was then in
' London as a law student, gave a charming etymological epigram
ofDadabhai's name. His very name, he said, carried with it the
attributes of a great patriot: Dada (father) of all India by universal
consent, and Bhai (brother) of those who suffer and ti.ve -under
suffering, the first of India's sons working for the Naoroz
tNew Day) oflndia's liberty and e~ancipation. This epigram
might perhaps have gained in brilliance if, taking cognizance. of
thesuffix jil(Lord), the speaker had desi~ated Dadabhai as the
Lord of the New Day (Naorozl of ampler life;
'In a brief reply,· Dadabhai hailed the activity which- had
produced differences of opinj.on in India. It spoke oflife.
During the first fortnight ofDecember, the whole of India was
following in thought the progress across the seas'ofthe P. ancl;O.
Company's· steamship Arcadia, which was carrying on .board ·
the President-elect of the Congress. He landed 'in Bombay
on Decembe! 14, wheFe · he received a markedly demonstrative
welcome. In Calcutta, too, there was a personal warmth and
.spontaneity in the demonstration: of people's love and reverence
for him, recalling the scenes during his triumphal march in 1893.
The __C;~.lcutta Congress w~ .. the.~l<!rgest ...,po:P.tical .. gathering
witnessed.. in India. The address of welcome .deliv€red- by Dr.
Rash,Behari Ghose was: typical,.of-the~views~'<~Lxhe ...,a4v.a_nced
section.of.Congressmen. He stoutly defe!lded Swadeshi and Boycott ~d reminded the audience that the wourids of partition were
still as !Jt:>re as ever.
·
J<~ 't;he."kem9t42_[-;Padabhai~s ,.addre~s-~~¥.~~~.q~afi_~1f~,had been · '
. cl~iming it for some years past and others, notably Tilak, were.
reinforcing the demand, as the. only solution.~fuJ.:,&l_l~~ill~.()(fu,gja,
but this was the first occasion when the dematid was made from
the Congress platform, and it thrilled the audience and the who!:.. ·
country from e~d to end. It was the first session of the Congress
1 The word ji has an aristocratic pedigr~e. It comes from the Sanskrit Arya (nobleher~). :which became Ajja in· Prakrit and ji in contemporary Indian languages. Vide
]awah«rlal Nehru: an 'Autobiography, p. 30.
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after its coming of age, and it was time, said Dadabhai,
that they should carefully consider what the position of Indians
then was and what their future should be. He did not intend to
repeat his lamentations over the past. He would look only to the
future'! •
What position did We Indians hold in the British Empire<
Were they British citizens or not< The moment Indians came
under the British flag, they became free British citizens and their
rights as such were beyond question. They had every reason to
claim all British rights as their birth-right and also as rights
solemnly pledged to them. Just as the administration of the
United Kingdom in all services, dt:partments and details was in
the hands of the people of that country, so should it be in India.
As in the United Kingdom and the Colonies all taxation and
legislation and all power of spending the taxes were in the hands
of the representatives of the people, so should it be in India, and
the financial relations between England and India must be
adjusted on a footing of equality.
We do not ask any favours (he added). We want only justice.
Instead of going into any further divisions or details of our rights
as British citizens, the whole matter can be comprised in one
word_:_"Self-govemment," or Swaraj, like that of the United
Kingdom or the Colonies.
•

The next important t.J.uestion was whether it was practicable
to grant Indians the r~hts of self-government at once and, if
not, when and in what way. The whole macqmery of Indian
government could not certainly be broken up and the s~stein of
self-government introduced all at once. The time had, however,
· ·
arrived for the transfer to begin.

.

~

•

The peasants of Russia are fit for and obtained the Duma from
the greatest autocrat in the world, and the leading statesman, the
Prime Minister of the free British Empire (Campbell-Bannerman),
proclaimed to the world, "the Duma is dead; long live the
Duma!" Surely, the fellow-citizens of that Empire, by birthright and pledged rights, are far more entitled to self-govemm~t,
a constitutional representative system, than the peasants of Russia.

.
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I do not despair. It is futile to tell me that we must wait till all
the people are ready. The British people did not so wait for
their Parliament.
Dadabhai then proceeded to deal with the most crucial question
r~g~.£.~.g~l}1St]t..<JA~.:...,w .
.
•.•
I ha-ve· been, for some time past,• repeatedly asked (he said)
whether I really have, after more than half a century of my own
personal experience, such confidence in the honour and good
faith of British statesmen and Government as to expect that our
just claim to self-govem~ent as British citizens will be willingly
and gr~cefully accorded to us with every honest effort 'in their
'power, leaving alone and- forgetting the past.
Proceeding· to give a full and free answer to this question,
·he related how his faith in British justice had sustained .him for
so many .years, but how, owing to the non-fulfilment of solemn
pledges, a change had taken place in the mind of the edu~ated:
Since my early efforts I must say that I have felt ·so many
disappointments as would be suffi:cien.t to break any heart and
lead one to despair and even, I am afraid, to rebel. . . . J:3J,It,..I.
hav.e,not. desJiaired. ,." :Yog.,ffi.f.Y,~~.j,t_~~!£~g~~~!1.4.J?~fcn~e
)'pu 4'JITith,hgP-_efultg~ss.,J _have not despaired for one reason and I
am hopeful for another reason. I have not despaired under the
influence 'of the good English word, w-mch has been the rule of
my life. _That•. -word:"is.::;;P.H~~Y.:~_!ie,:.· _.,. :. As we proceed, we may
adopt such JV.eans as may be suitable at every stage, but persevere
we ;nust to the end. Now ftle reason of my hopefulness after all
my disappointments. And this also under the influence of one
word "Revival"-ihe present revival of the true old spirit and
instinct of ~berty and free British institutions in the hearts of the •
leading statesmen ofthe day..... Within the short life that may
be yet vouchsafed to me, I hope to see a loyal, honest, honourabl~ _
and conscientious adoption of the policy of self-government fol'"
India-and a .beginning made at once towards that end.
·
'furning then to the burning questions of the day, Dadabhai
condemne~ the"Bengal partition as a "bad blunder for England."
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He hoped it would yet be rectified. Swadeshi was not a new thing.
It had existed in Bombay for many years past. "I am a free
trader," he added. "I am a member, and in the Executive Committee of the Cobden Club for twenty years, and yet I say that
Swad~shi ls a ·forced necessity for India in its unnatural economic
muddle. As long as the economic condition remains unnatural
and impoverishing . . . \he talk of applying economic laws to '
the condition of India is adding insult to injury."
Then followed a fervent appeal for a thorough political union
among people of all creeds and ~lasses.
'
I do not know what good fortune may be in store for me
during the short period that may qe left to me, and if I can leave
a word of affection and devotion for my country and countrymen, I say: Be united, persevere, and achieve self-government
so that the millions now perishing by poverty, famine, and plague,
and the scores of millions that are starving on scanty subsistence
may be saved, and India may once more occupy her proud position
of yore among the greatest and civilized nations of the world.

It was meant to be, and was really, a conciliatory !speech. There
was not a word in it which was in any sense inflammatory.
Strongly controversal topics such as the question of Swadeshi
were disposed of in a few sentences; the boycott was not .e.:en
mentioned. For once, the usual language of the heart was not there.
The air was, therefore:loud with debate as to where Dadabhai
stood and how far he would allow the advanced party to proceed.
That party had by n; means got wha:t it WatJ.ted. There was
scarcely anything in the address to bridge the gulf between the
two parties. Instead of recommending any change in methods and
tactics; the President had once more adjured his countrymen to
• put their faith in the British people's sense ofjustice and fair play,
and to tread the same old path which, it seemed, led nowhere.
· ."He had held out hopes resting on the revival of Liberalism in
England, whereas India had despaired of obtaining justice even
at the hands of the Liberal Party. On the other hand, the moderates
were pleased. The demand for Swaraj under British paramounfcy,
tempered with advice to persevere in the same old path of
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constitutional agitation, vindicated the attitude taken up by the
members of the old school. The Bengalee hailed the Presidential
address as the political gospel of the new era, while Bande Matram
shed tears at "the great refusal."
·What abouttheAnglo,.,JndjanJournals:-So far as the ~xtremists
were given a cold shoulder, they were ;leased; but the unequivocal demand for Swarai introduced a new element in the political·
struggle, which spelt disaster f~r the European community. The
Presidential add~ess was, therefore, condemned as a surrender to
the extremists. In echoing the indignant outburst of that com. mt.inity, one of the journals ob'served that the contention that
the inhabitants of India werf entided to all the political rights,
privileges, and franchises which the inhabitants of England
enjoyed had no. more root in history or in law than it had in
common sense. ''We -have .;w:ol1~W4ii!,;,R:Y.,.th~,J.jY2.£~,;.:jt;,,a.dded, '
·:ancl.it.is~wdl for the.s~all an<f b,iglJly ~~'l~w~!Y~L~!~s~~~.~hich _
are-alone represente~ at the Congress, that the British,,sword
stands between them and their native enemies. That is the
fundamental fact in the whole situation which makes all claims
for' full self-government in India absurd."
~ut for the moral to be drawn from it, it would not have
· been· now necessary to refer to, the levity with which such a
problem'.of far-reaching significance to the British Empire was
di~cussed by the Anglo-Indian Press· at •that time. ,Before ·the
representative element was introduced in the municipal bodies
and legislative councils; journals of this tfpe had simply refused
to belie'*e that representative ·institutions could ever flourish· in
India. In I 852 the demand for such institutions was likened to an
attempt to assimilate th~ natural productions of the two hemispheres.1 When, to their dismay, such institutions were estab- •
lished and the people proved their capability to run them
efficiendy and asked (or self-government, even Anglo-Indiatr:_ · .
papers of high standing ridiculed the demand. Within ten
years, however, "responsible government had to be proclaimed
by &he Secreta~ of State for India as the goal of British policy.
1

Vide Chapter V, p. sS ante.
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Thereafter, when India demanded "Dominion Status," once
more the critics ejaculated "impossible," forgetting that the
world moves. Soon afterwards, when a section of the people
expressed its determination to strive for and die for Independence,
some- of --chose journals came forward with the assurance that
Dominion status was implicit in all the declarations made since
the year 1917 and that t~e question was only one of ways and
means and stages. Dadabhai, who was charged with talking
nonsense, pernicious nonsense, at the Calcutta Congress, had
asked for nothing more.
There were violent scenes at the Subjects Committee meeting
over the refusal to submit resolutions for extending boycott all
over India. Some of the extremists "left the meeting, headed by
Bepin Chandra Pal and Khaparde. There was, for a while,
jubilation in the anti-Congress camp, but those who welcomed
the s;:>lit were amazed to fmd a display of unanimity at the
Congress session. There was heated discussion, no doubt, on tl:ie
resolution moved by Ambica Charan Muzumdar, seconded by
Pal, that the boycott movement, inaugurated in Bengal, by way
of protest against the partition of that Province, "was, and is,
legitimate." The extremists put their own interpretation on ~e
resolution, claiming that it applie~ to the whole country, and ·
the moderates interpreted it as confmed to Bengal only.
A united front had, -however, to be presented. Tilak had the
patriotism and the statesmanship to realize it. Despite his
disappointment, he struck a refreshing note of upity. Supporting
the Swadeshi resolution, he said he was glad that they hag arrived
at a satisfactory solution, because their Anglo-Indian friends
had predicted that the twenty-second Con'gress would meet with
• premature death immediately after the attainment of the age. of
majority. The prediction, however, had been falsified under the
. ·;able, impartial, and judicious guidance of the veteran leader in
the Chair. All differences, continued Tilak, had been square~;
both parties had approached the question in a spirit of conciliation
•
and met halfway.
On the closing day of the Congress, Surendranath Banerjea
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presented to Dad~bhai, on behalf of Mr. Kambli, of Poena,
a Swadeshi. umbrella. Everything in connexion with it, he said,
was Swadeshi, with the exception of the wire. He expressed the
hope that under the home-made umbrella all India might stand
· • • ·
united. Dadabhai remarked:
•

•

-·-'C~

.... ,_..,__,.,__,.,_ ......

c__

-~

....

•

/_]' The,.labours of the past fifty ye:!js have not .b~~n.,in vain.
/"'~ If,_Cong!:S~~.b.as. had ,nQ .other •.r~sl11!,. ith;ts, placed :.hefgrcr,us the
"clear~.star," as Sir Campbell-Bannerman ,would. say, <{.selfgo:v:emment. .I regard it ~.the_~ best resultPf~th~ pglitjcal work
during the past fifty years that we have now-decided upon
a goal.
.
.

.

•

•

•

..·.

.

•

•
CHAPTER XXXIV

•

•
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HE split in the Congress camp was for the time being
healed, the Congress session was brought to a peaceful
termination. It was the general opinion that the difficult mission,
courageously undertaken by Dadabhai, had been creditably
accomplished. With that satisfaction he returned to London,
on February 8, to continue his fight for freedom, but the strain
had been too great for a frame enfeebled by the wear and tear
of more than fifty years of strenuous public life. He was no longer
the same young man at eighty-one that he was before he had
embarked on that mission. He then looked such a picture o"f
health that hopes were running high that he would live to be a
centenarian. An echo of these hopes was heard in the following
stanzas which appeared in India:
A harvest full, its seed long sown
. Be yours ere life be done!
Hopes ne~er proved vain that steadfast hold
At fourscore years and one .

•

In heart and mind unchanged, tho' past
Life's full allotted span,
We wish an honoured cent1;1ry
For India's Grand Old Man!

•

• BIG BEN

· ... "I am in the best ofhealth," was Dadabhai's reply to a question
·put to him by a representative of the Tribune whp had called on
him on his birthday on September 4, 1906. "I am a little uncomfortable at having to wear a Russel-cord coat when I would
prefer a muslin jacket, with a shirt of the same material. Ot~er-
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. wise I should love this heat, which is reminiscent of my own
C01¥ltry."
To what do you attribute your good condition? (asked the
• ;
journalist).
To life-long abstinence (said Dadabhai), to avoiding tobacco,
to eschewing spices and condiments. and to working hard. I
breakfast at 8.30. Then I write at home until it is time to go to
the office. From I I until 7·45 I labour there, after which I dine.
I walk for about an hour and then continue my w~rk until
midnight. Iv1.Y correspondence. with India is enormous.
That y~uthful vigour and. energy had gone__:gone never to
return again. Soon after his ~rrival in London he waS prostrated
by an attack of br~nchitis, which caused great anxiety to his
friends .. Bis grand-daughters Gosi (afterwards Mrs. Maneck
Captain) and Nargiz (afterwards Mrs. Dorab Captain), who
were in E~gland·, ran up to London to look after him. There
was a slight recovery in the first week of March; on April 26
·India anhounc;ed the cheering riews that the patient had greatly
improved in liealth. A chang~ at Bexhill"-.on-Sea led to further
improvement. His medical advisers were; however, of opinion,
and it was also the wish of his British friends, that he should
• retire" from public life and spend his Jast days in his motherland,
for the good of which he had spent the ~est strength of his life,
there to be supported by the tenderness and care of his dear ones
and cheered by the love and blessings ofhls countrymen .

.

• A~d it is in India you should die (wrote Birdwood). That will
give the necessary dramatic unity to your life, that dramatic
emphasis to your life's work,-that returning to die, and dying
in your mqtherlat.J.d-in the arms of your Earth Mother:_that •
. set the seal to your service, devotion, and inflexible loya;lty to
India.
·
. ·
.
•• .

•

Dadabhai, however, felt that his work for his country had not
yet been comple"ted. He had just launched a fresh crusade for
, obt~ining self-government, and he was loath to leave his place
in the fighting line before a single decisiv~ battle had been won.
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The advice of friends was reinforced by an appeal from home. It
was a letter from Homi Dadina (July 20), in which he said:
Judging from what you write-this last Indian visit of yours
h.as c"mpletely shattered your health-and it is only fair that
you should give yourself complete rest for a long time. we are
informed on all hand~ that your medical adviser is also of the
same opinion, and though he has pressed you very much to retire
for good, you decline to do so. Dr. E. Treasurywalla is about
to return soon to India-cannot you see your way to bid goodbye to England and come and settle down to enjoy a little quiet
rest in this town of your birth? 'you have served your country and
rulers nobly, and this country can-well afford to give you a little
holiday. In fact the public think 'that your advice and counsel
would be more beneficial to them here in this crisis through
which the country generally is passing.
• ·

· In .August there was a set-back. Indian astrologers were busy
studying the horoscope of the sage, who appeared to have had
one foot in the grave. One of them gave him a further lease of life
for seven years. Pram Dadina duly conveyed tlie forecast to
Dadabhai. Soon afterwards, there was a marked improvement in
his health. The astrologer was right, but he was to prove wrqng
at the end of the seventh year when Dadabhai seemed to be good ·
for at least seven years more.
It was arranged, when the patient seemed fit to undertake the
long journey to India,.that he should leave London towards the
end of September. The members of the Lond® Indian Society
met at the Holborn Restaurant to give a send-off to theii re'tiring
general. Indians of all creeds and Englisp .friends of all shades of
political thought attended the reception, but Dadabhai was not
• well enough to be present. The departure from London was
postponed.
· ~- Dadabhai was removed to a nursing home in South Norwood.
Here he gradually gained strength and was bearing up as well
as he could for the long journey. The str~mg will-power, serene
disposition, and buoyant spirit, which had sustained hint in
all his struggles, displayed themselves at their·best during this

.

.

.
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illness. On October II, the day flx(!d for commencing the,
journey, the weather-gods were · exceptionally propitious ..
Whereas during the preceding days the weather had been stormy,
chilly. and changeable, on the day of departure the sun shone .
hrightly with the warmth of a mid-September day. •Daoobhai
was taken in an easy running motor car to Tilbury, and transferred to his berth in the S.S. Molda~ia under the care of Dr.
Treasurywalla and a trained nurse. The members of the London
Indian Society had assembled there to present to him a farewell
·address .. Although Dadabhai had stood the fatigue well, it would
have been an ordeal for him to "receive and reply to the address.
·It was, therefore, received by his grandson, Jal Naoroji, on his
~~£

.

.

.

Althout?;h ;Dadabhai was leaving England for good, the
members of the· Society wished that he should continue to be its
President. Dadab~aiwould not consent. They then asked h!m to
allow his name to be associated with the Society a~ Honorary
President. Dadabhai agreed, but not·without hesitation. He had
seen young Irrdians in England drawn into something like a spirit
of revolt. He had met in Calcutta several ardent'young expon~nts
of the gospel of violence: They looked upon outrages as the· only
. eff~ctive weapon ofpolitical protest. Dadabhai feared that that
gospel. would spread throughout India and that it would also
captivate the Indians resident in England. h was quite possible that
youths stirred by the new doctrines, subversive of the policy of
non-violence he ~ad always advocated, w:ollld capture the Society.
He uhb11rdened his mind to his successor, Mr. J. M. Parikh, and
told him that the moment the Society countenanced violence, his
name should be removed from its roll. "My honour," said he,
"is in your hands;"
With these parting words quietly disappeared from English
public life. the illustrious Indian who had spent himself in his~ ·
court try's servi~e. During half a cent_ury he had incessantly
grappled with hard facts and figures concerning the woeful
confition of his country and presented them to the British public,
as none before h.im had done, and had done everything possible
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to bring England and India together. A glowing tribute paid to
him by Wedderburn on the occasion was accorded a prominent
place in the Daily News of October 17:
• Las' Friday, at the age of eighty-three, Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji
said good-bye to England for the last time, and sailed for India.
The sands of life rlllljling very low, his heart worn out with
many wars and eyes grown dim with gazing on the pilot stars.
What his feelings now may be I know not, but for half a century
he has kept alive among Indians the belief that in the end England
will be true to her own best traditions; that she will make of
India a trusted partner, instead 'of a bond slave.... Like Edmund
Burke, he has never lost faith in the "ancient and inbred integrity"
of the British people.
•

•

Birdwood also took the opportunity to give expression to
his admiration of the work accomplished by Dadabhai, in a letter
which he wrote to the London correspondent" of The Times "f

India:
• Dadabhai Naoroji is a man in whom mind has the complete
mastery of matter and who, it might be said, cannot be killed
· until he no longer desires to live.... In all my visits to him he
has shown no thought of himself; all his thoughts, with all. t:heir .
clearness, insight and interests and play of dialectics and fancy,
have been on his lif~ work, which seems ever before him, as not
knowing a past or a future, but only an abiding present. And so,
sitting and talking with him, one feels of him that even in the
article of death, it would not be the death of vmat was really and
truly Dadabhai Naoroji, but translation-a quick shift to~mmortal
conditions.
After a fairly comfortable voyage, Dadabhai reached Aden on
November 8, where he had a conversation with the leading
· •citizens of Aden who were delighted to fmd him much better
•than they had expected. His health, however, seelJled to give way
·-during the voyage from Aden to Bombay: all demonstrations to
greet him at the Apollo Bunder had, therefore, to be abando11-ed,
and he was taken quietly from the docks to: his residence at
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V ersova. Here he· was taken charge of •by his grand-daughter
Meherbanoo, under whose loving care :md skilful treatment he
regained his health and strength within a very short time. She was
relieved subsequently by Dadabhai's daughter, Manekbai, who
gave up her medical app9intment in Jamnagar. to be •neaf her
·
father.
The first greeting Dadabhai received~ as soon as the steamer
entered the Bombay harbour, was from the Goverl}or ofBombay,.
Sir George Clarke (afterwards Lord Sydenham). It_cheered him
up. During -the second week of January the/ people of India ·
heard with ~great satisfaction that -Dadabhai had completely
recovered from his illness. With the return of bodily strength his
mind became a~tive and alert as before. He did a lot of reading
througho~t the day, insisted on attending personally to all correspondence and pored over newspapers for hours together to keep
himself acquainte.d with what was happenillg in the ~odd
generally and· in India particularly.
The eighty-fourth year of the Grand Old Man was an occasion
- for special thahksgiving. The veteran who· had passed through '
a critical illness had been spared to spend the closing years of his
life in his native land, surrounded by members of his family
·and. friends. He was in excellent health, was receiving visitors
in the afternoon, going out for a drive every evening and elijoying reading books ap_d newspapers and writing letters to his
friends in India and Englan~. "Dadabhai Day" was, therefore,
celebrated with more· than usual enthusia;~ all- over India. On
this ol:ca~on als~, the frrst to send him his greetings was Sir
George Clarke. "I hope," said he, "you will be spared to ·see the
passing of some of the "douds which darken the Indian sky and
-threaten the peaceful progre~s of the people." Dadabhai in return
expressed his belief that the clouds would disperse and that a
change_ for the better would take place if the necessary reforms·~
were undertaken in time, restoring that faith in British justice
which he always had and which he prayed India might "always ·
, have.good cause to cherish."
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"My correspondence is enormous," said- Dadabhai when
interviewed in England by a representative of the Press. It was
scarcely less cyclopean when he was supposed to have retired
from active life. While he was in England, he had to carry on
pondero~s correspondence concerning his varied activities, Gn
behalf of his country, with various individuals and political and
social organizations in tl!e United Kingdom and India. None can
read the immense mass ofletters and memoranda which he wrote
personally without being astounded at the energy and agility
it attests. Besides the daily political and business letters, every
week he received from his daughters, grand-children, and sonsin-law, scattered over different p!aces in India and England,
their weekly budgets of news concerning their ~tudies, or other
avocations, their needs and their amusements, their ltopes and
aspirations, accompanied, in the case of the grown-up children(
with. statements of accounts, and he replied to them regularly,
expressing his joy or concern regarding the progress made Sy
each or other incidents in their lives. In addition, he carried on a
lengthy correspondence with the teachers of his grand-children
from whom, too, he received periodical returns and reports
giving in detail the progress made by their pupils in different
subjects. Such domestic correspondence was, however, nothing· .
compared with the miscellaneous correspondence entailed by
inquiries and appeals~ congratulations ;md greetings, coming
from individuals and institutions from the four comers of the
world. So long as th/ poor and the improvidev.t are with us, s~
long as there is unemployment among people who are ~g to
work, so long will people in public life, particularly the softhearted, be flooded with piteous appeals for pecuniary help or
• work. Of these Dadabhai had, probably, the lar;gest share, considering the unique position he occupied as the unofficial ambas. :·sador of India in England and considering the reputation he had
for service and self-sacrifice. Young men desiring to go to
Europe from India or Africa for study or ·business, students
stranded in England or other parts of Europe, parents of Y<;ung
men who afte"r or before completing their studies were in no
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mood to return home, Indian women deserted by Indian husbands,
European women who had married good-for-nothing Asiatics,
fathers and mothers horrified at the news of conversion of their
sQnS to· Christianity, all sought his help. Similarly, Englishmen .
aRd Englishwomen in distress, or, interested in welf!re work,
approached him almost daily for help.
'
Dadabhai had. made it a point to acktfowledge all c~mniunica
tions, and he complied with as many appeals as he c:ould. Even if
he could. not render any assistance, he would put in a. word of
sympathy. Prisoners sentenced to death, or imprisonment, on
charges of arson or murder- or' cheating, dismissed employees,
ill:-treated workmen, hard-}\"orked postmen, dissatisfied con- _
tractors, dupedj:msiness men, European and Indian, all appealed to
_ Dadabhai. for redress. The petitions · of several of them were
. \presented by him, or through his good offices by others, to _the
Home Departmev.t, or to the Colonial Office, and even que~tions
were asked on their behalf in the House of Commons. Each case
entailed wearisome correspondence, but ·Dadabhai never grudged
the time, trouble and expense involved. Among such cases there
was one concerning a man in Teheran, who complained that he
had been wrongfully dismissed from the telegraph service and
·· · asked Dadabhai to. approach, on his behalf, John Morley or
Edward Grey for justice!
Any request, eman4ting from any qtlarter, concerning the.
higher education or industrial training of Indian youths, or the
political educatiqn of old or young, was welcome to Dadabhai.
Knowin~ his willingness and readiness to help in such cases,
people demanded all sorts· of information and· assistance from
him. One student asked for particulars concerning available posts
in banks; the .father of another informed Dadabhai that "the •
nuptial ceremonies in connexion with the second marriage" of
his son had just been consummated at Ahmedabad, and he wished; to know the way in which assistant engineers were recruited for
service. There was, however, nothing frivolous about most of
the • requisitions. They satisfied the patriotic impulse of the
man to whom "iliey were addressed. For instance, the GovernR
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ment of Travancore sent two graduates for Associateship in
Geology and Mining, and asked Dadabhai to help them and to
keep an eye on them. Indians in South Africa and Indian students
in Japan asked for Congress literature and other particulars. There
was t1 cdhstant flow of appeals for "some demerit showers of
generosity and benevolence," most of which he was obliged to
turn down, but not infrequently young Indians succeeded in
borrowing from him small loans which were advanced with
practically no hope of recovery.
The following amusing illustration of Dadabhai's innate
good nature to rush to the succour of anyone in trouble,
deserving or undeserving, was giv~n to the writer by C. M.
Curse~i.

•

A Parsi doctor who had made something of a name !n Bombay
proceeded to London with his wife and children to practise there.
Me took a fine house in a fashionable locality, kept a sm~rt
brougham, liveried servants, and looked forward to lucrative
business. But within no long period of time, living much beyond
his means, he soon found himself in deep waters. 'Decreed debts,
default and claims followed, till, one day, court bailiffs got into
the house. He made a pressing appeal to Dadabhai, who promptly
arrived, looked into the trouble, settled and paid up the, debts •
and so rescued the worthy doctor, who was, of course, profuse
in thanks ~nd promises, and by way of showing his gratitude
finished up by inviting Dadabhai for tne next day and treating
him to a sumptuou~ lunch!
·

.

Till the end of his life the pressure of daily corres~on'dence
was considerable. An undergraduate from Agra College, a
son of a rich zemindar, but a victim of a step-mother's wiles,
• wrote to him: "A sum of Rs. 300 will easily enable me to
pass my B.A. Half of the above sum I can easily manage by
· :selling my mare, which was given to me on my marriage, but for
;
the remaining half I must depend upon you."
Another, who described himself as "a riativ"e QfBombay, who
has received a liberal education and is acquainted with the theory
of carriage-building," wished to be enlightened .On several points
'

.

•
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regard~g facilities in London or any province in India to learn
the trade. A journalist in. Mirzapur wanted answers to more
than fifty queries regarding. the balances kept by Government in
England and India, the creation of a Central Bank in India, the
reasons for and against its establishment, the conditions \nider
which it should 0perate, the methods of meeting capital expendi.-.
ture, the sale of Council bills, the excha,;ge yalue of the rupee and
l_evel of prices, ·gold standard reserve, paper currency reserve,
·purchases of silver, hoarding, and "fmancial organization and
procedure generally." To all. such communications, replies,
however brief, were sent, and they were mostly in Dadabhai's
hand. Authors sent him theit" books· soliciting his opinion, editors
· <:>f journals as~d for ,articles, and not a few individuals wrote
kmg letters merely to air their views on current political and
economic problems. To one such dilettante from North Kanara
Qadabhai had to. write (December 13, 1913): ·
•

As in the present state of my age and condition of health I am
not able to devote much attention to public questions, you need
not tr.ouble yourself' to write to me about them, especially in
matters of details of existing administration.

Several people who sent hi~ letters of congratulation on his
birthday from different parts of India, China, Japan, Africa, and
England, also appeared. to have given little,hought to his advanced
.age. They wrote sheets and sheets about themselves or public
affairs. Till the ·List moment, however,· u~til- disabled, Dadabhai
atten<lecl to all . such correspondence . personally, as may
gathered from· the office copies of replies left behind in his own
steady, unweary hand: ·
Not ,a small-portion of his correspondence was, h~wever; of •
hisoWn seeking; After a few months' rest, the recluse ofVersova
had plunged.oncemore into the whirlpool of politics. Those were; ·
stirring days. Tpings were moving rapidly. With_'the change for
the worse in the attitude of the Indian mind towards British rule,
the. attitude of the British mind appeared to be undergoing a
change for the "better towards the people of India. Undeterred

be
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by anarchical activities on one ·side and angry cries for stern
reprisals on the other, Lord Morley and Lord Minto were bent on
meeting, as far as possible, the new a~pirations which had sprung
up among the people. Reforms were on the anvil. Dadabhai
heard• about it from Wedderburn and others; how coulli
the father of the agitation for reform remain silent at such a

•

juncture~

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
CI;IAPTER XXXV

·-RADIANT IN RETIREMENT

•

•
HROUGHOUT the- yea:r 1908 th~ bark of Indian politics
was drifting in stormy waters. There was a definite split in
the Congress camp, a,nd the national organization was in immi-.
nent dat:Iger of being compl~tely captured by the .extremist
section., Two different typef of unrest combined to unnerve the
authorities-ot~e, the unrest of loyal subjects dissatisfied with
Govern~ent for their failure to discharge their obligations to the
people; the other, the unrest fomented by doctrines subversive
of order and thr.eatening the basis of constitutional society1 It is
Unnecessary to refer to the outrages that followed one upon
another. Those outbursts of violence on tlie part of the. young
rebels of th~ day were met by Government with repression.
Repression, however, failed to repress and engendered new forces
of disorder. The grim monster of anarchism followed in its wake,
co~pelhng Government to take further repressive measures.
The Badical of one generation is apt to become the Tory of the ·
next and to look askance at the. forw!lrd movement of that
.generation. This could
be said of Dadabhai. While the oth~r
political leaders. disowned· and denounc;d the forward section,
his s)rmp~thies were with them. His hopes ·were centred not so
much in his immediate followers as in the youth of the country
sri!red by national consciousness and patriotic fervour. At the
same time, h6 stoutly deprecated violence. In his message oC
thanks t~ his countrymen for the numerous proofs of their
goodwill he state_d:
·
•

T

n:ot

I take this. opportunity to entreat that all resort to violence
should be avoided. Our grievances are many and they are just.
• Maintain th.e struggle for essential reforms, with necessary
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endeavours and self-sacrifice, peacefully, • patiently ·and perseveringly, and appeal without fear or faltering to the conscience
and righteousness of the British nation.
This message marked the opening of a new chapter in the story
ofD<tdabf:tai's life. It heralded, so to say, the rebirth ofhis politics.l
life. He was now blest .with sufficient physical and mental vigour
to follow with interest, ~most as intense as before, the progress
of events in the country and once more to express his views and
exert his influence thereon. The announcement of the MorleyMinto Reforms called to memory Morley's own words: "Every
single right thing that is done by the legislature, however moderate may be its area, every single t!ght thing is sure to lead to
the doing of a great number of unforeseen righJ: things." That
instalment of reform, insignificant as it might appear t•day, was
the fruit ofhis "long and untiring labours," as Wedderburn put it
in hi~ letter to Dadabhai (January I, 1909).
What has now been accomplished, and what we trust
must follow, is the result of persistent constitutiop.al effort, and
there is no one who has done as much as you have during all
these dark years, to keep your countrymen in this safe path of
progress.... It is in.teresting to look back to our Minority Report,
and to see how many of our recommendations (which •Lord
George Hamilton did not even deign to notice!) have now been
adopted.
•
The Reforms marke<i the first step of the authorities along the·
path ofjustice and rectitude. The best way to a~celerate th~pace
of progress along that road, thought Dadabhai, was to e~courage
the statesmen who had taken that courage0us step. He, therefore,
• wrote a personal letter to Lord Morley and Lord Minto, stating
that their declaration of the Reforms had justifi.ed his faith in
. .British character and had strengthened it "after many a cruel
'tiisappointment bordering on despair."
The general hope now is that you will be ·able to complete
early the adoption and practical application of these reforms
successfully, with any reasonable and beneficial.modification that
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may be suggeste~ by yourselves and the public opinion. I do not
discuss details. . . . I wish only to remark that the Viceroy's
· council may also be left without an official majority, and that
some consideration had bc:en given to that unfortunate blunderthe partition of Bengal.
•

..

He had written that letter, he added, with mixed feelings of.
gratification and disappointment, for th<' fundamental reforni, the
holding of simultaneous examinations in India and in England
for admission t<;> the Civil Service, had been overlooked. He,
however, did not wish to trouble them on the subject, when they
had enough arduous, work to get the reforms adopted by the
Imperial Legislature. Within ·a short time, however, he took the
opportunity to revert to the· question. In his letter of April 3,.
offering t~:Lod Minto and Lord Morley "most .grateful thanks for
the appointment made of an Indian to the Viceroy's Council,"
he observed that India had not yet obtained "the absolutely necess:try reform without which -all other reforms would be more or
less ineffective." There were two sides of the policy of British
Government ·ill India-'-One good, the other evil. In a lengthy
appendix he gave extracts from the speeches and writings of
English statesmen and administrators from I764 to I903. The
. cons"quences of the evils ·inseparable .from the prevailing systeni
of administration, about which the reader may now justifiably
refuse to hear anything more, were thett enumerated. He next
dealt with' the question of the Civil Service examination and
expressed the ho_pe that "the right begimiing now made"would
lead ev~lutl.onally "to the complete remedy of the inseparable
evil by self-:govemment, to England's glory all its own."
The letter and its appendices consisted of eighty typed sheets.
But this was not all. In the folloWing year (April 23, I9IO) •
was issuesf from the sanctum of the "politiC~ recluse" another
communication, dealing with the financial aspect of the problem· . ,
and giving ta~les made up from officjal records, ''to further
illustrate the aspects and consequences of the evils complained
of." These·tables indicated the gross revenue oflndia per head of ·
population. Thrt:e months later, a. further letter, giving trade.
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statistics and other details, was sent to complete-the picture of the
condition ofindia under foreign domination. These epistles and the
appendices attached to them made up, one might say, an :).bridged
edition of Poverty and Un-British Rule in India, revised up to date
and apnot!oted in the light of events subsequent to its compilation.!
Despite such manifestations of his zeal and vigour and arduous
effort in the cause of his•country, this period of Dadabhai's life
may be said to be one of comparative quiet and tranquillity. The
only incident that marred his happiness was the death of his wife
in the month of May. She h_ad been absolutely unable to share his
intellectual pleasures or to co-operate in his patriotic work. But
their life was, nevertheless, . one ef unclouded harmony and
affection. Messages of condolence came to Dadabhai from all
quarters of the earth; the Governor of Bombay, Si' George
Clarke, who was then in mourning over the death of his own
daughter, being one of the earliest. "I can so 1;erfectly feel for
you,'' he wrote, "in the picture of my own sorrows."
•
The political situation grew worse and worse. The extremist
section regarded the reforms as a concession to violence. Further
reforms could only be wrung from unwilling hands by further
violence. In his eighty-fifth birthday message, therefore, Dada.bliai
reverted to his counsel of non-violence.
Last year I entreatetl my countrymen "that all resort to violence
should be avoided." Since then a most deplorable outrage has.
taken place in the as'sassination of Sir Curzon Wyllie-who was,
moreover, a friend to Indians, and that when we were. alt:eady
beginning to obtain reforms. It is only a sad consolation that
another Indian, D. Lalkaka, redeemed th"e Indian character with
his life. Those who resort to violence inflict the greatest possible
•
injury to the Indiari cause.

In the Bombay citizens' address, tendered to Dadabhai by a
deputation appointed at the public meeting held on. the occasion, it
was stated that they would strive to do their duty with courage
and self-sacrifice and would always "endeavour to keep within
constitutional limits." That assurance was veqr gratifying• to
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Dadabhai. He was hopeful, he told them, that by that method and
with self-sacrifice and persevering work their goal of reforms
would ?e reached. .
.
.
Twelve more months rolled by. The spectre of anarchism was
~till· stalking the land. Dadabhai had, therefore, to ~iter;te, in
'his manifesto of 1910, his appeal to' the anarchists to desist from·
violence.
• r
Among the letters of co~gratulations received on his eightysixth birthday there was one from badabhai' s grandson Jal, in
·
which he said:

a

I fear that this will arrive week later, but the wish itself will
arrive in time by telepathic means. I do not remember whether
you have any belief in suCh things as telepathy, but if Mr. W. T.
Steai- is t<J be believed, there is much truth ih it. Your mathematical mind will probably give it a very short shrift ... various
people send you messages and greetings through me, all of
which you \vill have to presume, as I am n~t capable t>f the ·
mental gymnastics necessary to remember all the messages and
the donors thereof.

A melancholy interest attaches to this letter. Just as the writer
was handling it on June 28, 1938, he received the distressing news
tliat.Jal's quiet but useful life, brimful oflove for his country, h~d
been prematurely cut of£ .Only a few months before, in a vivid
dream, Jal had seen Dadabhai walking .otlong the Victoria Embankment in London, somewhat worried. "Hullo, Dad! What
· are you: doing here~"· asked Jal. "I am :working here," replied
Dadabhai. "I live in a hotel near by. I want all my papers edited. ·
You h~d better do it." "Why don't you <:Orne back home with
me~" asked Jal.· Dada.bhai agreed, Then Jal saw that they were
both on the hjgh seas. When they were nearing Bombay, Dada-·
bhai apJ?eared to have changed his mind. "I don't think I shall·
land with you," he said, "there will be too much fuss and noise..
You take cha~ge of the papers and I shall dictate the margin.r.l
notes."
Another notable letter received by. Dadabhai during this time
w:ts from Jal' s ·~ister, Gosi, in which she said:
R*
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I met the South African Mr. Gandhi last ;utnmer. I found him
an extremely interesting and sincere man. He simply wurships you.
I had a very long talk with him about the organizati~n of the
agitation in South Africa and all he said aoout it was that they
h.ad y~ur. example before them and they were following it wit~
perfect fa1th.
·

Dadabhai wrote in re.rly that he was very glad she had met
"Mr. Gandhi, a very good man," who had been "f1ghting a great
patriotic battle."
No detail concerning the Congress escaped Dadabhai's notice.
He was pleased with the success of ~he 1909 session which met at
a very critical period in the history of the national movement.
"My congratulations," said he in a letter to L~a Iiflrkisanlal
(January 6, I9IO), "for the success of the Congress. Punjab has
vindicated its character for stalwartness."
Siffiilarly, in connexion with the Congress ;ession, he wrote
to Surendranath Banerjea (October 10):
I am glad you have exhorted for large attendahce at the next
Congress. Mr. Wacha sent me a message from you when you
were in Bombay about simultaneous examination. Write to \lle
· fully what it is. I hope you will do your utmost at the Congress
to give prominence to the reform for simultaneous examinations
for all the Indian serTices. In the Congress of 1906 in Resolution 9
it was section (a) which is still not attend~d to by Lord Morley. .

Even at that age he must take pains to quote c:b.apter and verse!
Another interesting letter-one from Dadabhai's toli~itor,
Frank Birdwood (February 3)-gives ~ (urther glimspe of the
study of the political recluse.

•

I am sending by separate post the U.S.A. statistics. They are
dull reading to most of us, but I know that you will he able to
extract pleasure and profit for all.

There is another letter, written by Dadabhai; to the Thakore
Saheb of Gonda! (January 3 I), showing the stuff with which he
was feeding his mind:
·
:
•

•
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Thanks fot sepding me the AdJ!llnistrationReport ~or 1908/9·
Kindl-y send me also of the ~o preyious. years. I· hav~. been
sending
. cqtting~. from t4e Press a!!.I come. ac~_oss them~

.

Surendranath Banerjea, on his return from England, once said ·
to a friend: "Dadabhai is living in a. sea of Blue. Bo~ks.'~ This
was as true. of his' retreat at Versova as it was of his active life.
in England.
,
, •
J. _N". Gupta ~ke&,Dadabhai: to give~some, reminiscences of
Romesh~Dutt;~whose ..biography. he . had... un.dertaken .to~.~rite.
· Dadabhai replied'that his papers had been all packed up and·were.
in England: He .Yas not, therefo~e, able to give hi~ Dut<s)etters.
But of '~personal interests'.' ~~ re~ollected two, "When Bti_tt was
·.invited by an. Eastern England, constituency.' (Yarmouth) to
become ~candidate for the House of Commons," he said; "Twas
very glad and readily agreed• to give hi~ aloart for immediate
expenses. He did. not, however, require it, as he did not coptest.
Once we met ~t a dinner when he toldime that after all he was
satisfied and ag:reed·with me that the chief cause of all the difficulties ofindla;was the drain to England.''
Dutt was laying great- stress on the defects in the Land Rev.:enue
sy~tem. Dadabhai feared· it would divert attention· from the
fundamental-c;mseufindian poverty~the drain~and·its remedy,
self-government. In his letter ofJuly II, 1903, putt pointed: out
that in reality there was no difference t>etween his views a~d
.Dadabhai's on the question of the drain .
.. I have never lost. a single chance of urging that the drain from
Indit. is the cause of her poverty. I have said this again and ag~
in my Economic Iiistory (r837-1900), which will appear next
year. But this drain will not be stopped until you stop its ~ain •
source-the land revenue, and therefore by endeavouring to
restrit:t the land revenue! am doing exactly the same work which
you are doing in endeavouring to stop the d~ain. Curiously: · •
enough; I al;,ll doing now exactly the same work which you were
doing thirty .years ago. I am reading your evidence before the
Parliamentary Committee of 1873, and I notice how el<;>quently
• you pleaded ~gainst the ex.cessiv;e land as~essment of some, Tal~a~
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of Poona. If the Government had listened to· you in 1873, the
Poona Riots of 1875 would have been avoided. If you were right
in combining the land revenue question wit~· the drain guestion
in 1873, I am right in doing the same in 1903.
Ear~ in• the year Valentine Chirol of the Foreign Departmen~
of The Times came to India to study the political situation on
the spot and particularly to gauge the degree of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with which the "Reforms" had been received. He
brought with him a letter of introduction to Dadabhai from
George Birdwood.

It may happen (wrote Birdwood) that you may feel able to see
Mr. Valentine Chirol and yet be \mabie to converse with him.
If so, simply see him for a moment only; he wilJ be grateful to
have the opportunity of saluting you in homage to. the disinterestedness and honesty of purpose and devoutly inspired
e~thusiasm with which you have devoted your whole life to
serve, to the best of your intelligence and ability and sense of
duty, the material and moral interests of India.
It is surprising that not only his friends in Enghmd but also
those in India should have thought Dadabhai was then an invalid.
When Sir George Clarke had expressed a desire to see him .at
his residence, Dadabhai' s friends warned him that it would be
too great a strain on Dadabhai and would involve great risk. _
The idea was abandoned-for two years. Twq years later, Hormusji
Wadya informed him that Dadabhai was in such good health that .
he would enjoy receiving visitors and even disfussing politics.
Dadabhai had a long interview with Chirol on April' 23.
What transpired no one knew. A laconic note in Dadabhai's
own hand merely tells us, "gave copy
correspondence with
"Lord Morley and Lord Minto when he called to see me, also
copy of extract from letter to Lord George Hamilton.".
• · ·• The work of propaganda was thus continued even during his
declining days.

of

Nothing could suppress India's demand that Englanel's obli~a
tions to her should be fulfilled. Day by day it bocame more and
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mo~e . vocal thro~gh the expanded Legislative Councils. The

policy ~ated in I9?9 had to be carried out to its logical conclusion, Tk~ami~~ll:}cement, that King ~orge v-.intended to
revisit India to make knoWh in person to his subjects his succession
to the Imperial CroWn. of India -stimulated hopes for• a p~aceful
settlement of the political conflict. In his birthday message for
the year I9IO Dadabhai recalled the•King's previous visit .and
stressed the hopeful prospects which !he contemplated visit
opened out for India.
I

Among their !precious anci gracious words and acts (lie said) ·
we have first the speech. at BombaY' on 9th November, 1905;
when His Majest)r as Prince ofWales declared·"Love" and "Affection" for ~e Indian people and an increased and abiding interest
in Ittdia's wants. and problems.

Then followed a string of quotations from the King-Emperor's
messages and d~cl~r~tions to the Indian people in which lie had
proclaimed from .time to time his desire to abide by the spirit
of the nobl¥ -declarations of Queen Victoria and King Edward VI_I.
Next, he raised the question of reforms for training Indians for
self-government and placed simultaneous examinations for the
Itidian Civil Service' first in his list of reforms.
On his arriva). the King-Emperor saw on every side the
stirrings of new .life. The interests of the people, he said, would
always be as near and. dear to him as'those of his subjects in other
quarters of the globe. Six yea~s before, he had sent from England
to hld~a a me~sage of sympathy. On this occasion he gave to
India the watchword of hope. "Reading between the lines,"
said Dadabhai in his m:inifesto of September 26, I9I2, "of all the
incidents, despatches9 and events of this ever-memorable visit of
Their Majesties, it seems that there is thought out and determined
upon a new evolution to secure the prosperity of the Indian. .
•
peop1e. "
.
.
Thus througk those passing phases his buoyant faith perceived ·
the larger-movements and changes that were to follow. But how
to• accelerate the pace towards the goal visualized by him~
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_Da~abhai submitted t~at the King-Emperor's ·~esire t~ive the
Indian people the blessmgs of peace and prosp~nty cptild only be
attained by giving self-government t;_o. lridia,,.It }.·vt's only natural

for him to· expect that, while political conditions were changing
all o-ter lhe world and while the internal conditions in Indra
were also changing, the Government of India could not alone
refuse to move with th~ times. The fault, he believed, was in
the head, not in the heart. Lord Hardinge had brought about
a change in the mind; already a friendly policy was being evolved,
leading to complete autonomy ~ provincial affairs.
The fates, however, appeared to be against a peaceful approach
to the cherished goal. To his horror :Qadabhai heard of an attempt
on the life of the good and great Viceroy and ofL~y Hardinge at
Delhi. It had a very depressing effect on him, but the•appointment during the year of a Royal Commission on the Services in
India, filled him with hope. "I pray," said he,. in his birthday
manifesto, "that its work may result in securing to our country
the justice that has been long delayed. It has been my life-long
conviction that simultaneous examination will furillsh the only
remedy for a great and just grievance."
The question of treatment of Indians in South Africa was qot
overlooked.
The situation of <?ur countrymen in the Colonies, and particularly in South Africa (he observed), stirs us with deep emotion.
They have suffered long and suffered much and have so borne ·
their misfortune as to entitle them to the better regard and
protection of His Majesty's Government. I have vie~d •with
deep concern the indifference of the Imperial Govemment in
regard to the recent Act in South Africa. But I shall hope for
justice and action.
By this time Versova had become a place of pilgrimage, not
• · ~nly for loving and admiring Indians and Englishmen, but also
for the highest authorities in India. After Sir George Clarke, Lord
Hardinge, and then Lord Willingdon, honoured Dadabhai with a
visit and profited by his exposition of the hopes and ·aspirati~ns
of the people. Such intercourse was not confmed-'to exchange Of
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courte ies oqo sharing domestic joys and ·sorrows of one another.
Whenev the ecoll.omic or. the .political_ situation demanded it,.
Dadabh.ai ca: . d ·o
. oro us correspon4ence with them ..
On Febnia 21, 1913, a
er·W:as addressed jointly to Lord
Crewe and" Eo.rd Hardinge, -·' · g_. il;tat the Publit Services
Commissioti then c~nducting its mguiry should be supplied,
before it made its rep.ort, with' "infofniaticm,about the aspects
and consequences of the economic fac;tor o£ the p,uplic. service"
so that they lnight be able to rea)ize "ho~. muc:l?. ofth,e m0is~ure
which ough~ ,to give s~stenance to the pe9ple of British India
was sucked up. by Europ~ans uP,d_er t~e existingsystemof.public
semce.
·
.
'
In one o(his Council speeches Lord Hardinge had inferred
from ce,tain: trade statistic~ 'that, Inclia's materi~ condition and
progress -co~pared favourably with that· of any other princjpal
country in the ;vorld. Though bowed vrith the :weight of four
s"cor~ years a~d eight, Dadabhai ~ost no time in poin~g out in a
long letter (October 8, 1913) that the interpretation put.on the
· figures was.n.pt correct. The subject h~d been dealt with by him
before.1 He repeated all those ~rguments.and :said India's .exports·
· brought no gaip. to India; it. was 'all loss, loss, loss.
.
'T}re outbre~k of the Great-War elicited a stirring message from
I?adabhai (A~gust ro, 1914~:
·-•

''

.1

•

•,

·

.1

The War in Europe. What is ouJ:,;ffi.di_a:s-pl:~.ce;in i~l ...
We are abov~ all British citizens of the Great British Empire .
. , . Fighting as the British people are a~ .present in .a .righteous
eauie for the good .and glory of human dignity and civilization,
and,' .moreover: being the be~eficent instrument of: our. own
progress and, civilization, our duty is clear. to do our-----:every
one's-best to_supp,ort the B~itis_lipght with our lify an_d prop~rty. •

This ruessag'e. struck -the ~ight note at that critical·moment. in. · ' the _history of the British Empire, Lord Willi.r:lgdon. was ex; · •
tremyly, pleased .with i~. "We ar~. here. all. citizep.s _of, qur great .
Empire," said he).t:J. a pr~va~e ly~ter.wri~t<;p. t<?_lJ.adab.4ai.lt\ugust
r ~ ): "and st'fall.show by our attitude our deteq:nination to .stand
1

·Vide pp.

190

and 446-47, ante •.
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shoulder to shoulder in the great struggle before us. Trul India
by her loyalty and devotion to the King Emperor, wh · will be
la
the future
proved during the war, will gain her ri
in the 'sun' of the British Empir '
Lora H<frdinge also wrote
Dadabhai (August 13):
There is a simplicity.and sincerity about the words you have
addressed to them which will appeal directly to their hearts,
and not the less forcibly that you have at times been a fearless
critic of Government.
The events that followed form one of the brightest chapters
in the history ofindo-British relations. A wave ofloyalty spread
over the whole country. By handsome contributions of men to
the Army and money to the War Fund, and in sevethl other ways,
the Princes and the people of India helped the British E~pire, to
the best of their ability, to wage and win the war.
Exc~anging Christmas greetings with his frien<1 W. H. Owen~
who regularly corresponded with him from England, Dadabhai
wrote:

.

As I have already said, India has now been able to show its
sincere loyalty to the British Empire, and I fully hope that the
British people will not fail to be true to the British character of
faithfully performing their promises and making' the grand
British Empire a tru~ Empire of free and happy humanity and
equal right to all subjects.
·
Two very interesting letters were received by. J.:?adabhai during
the Year. One of these was from Dr. John Pollen, famo11s <!:ivil
Servant of his day and a very old friend of Dadabhai. Congratulating Dadabhai on his ninetieth biitnday and stating that
his message to the people had certainly helped .to nerve the
nation's heart and was "in itself a deed," Pollen wrote: •
•

Now I have a great favour to ask. You know I am struggling
to carry on the good work you commenced nearly half a century
ago in connection with the East India Associauon~ennington
ap_d I contemplate writing a history of the Association to app~ar
on its soth birthday, and as you are really th". Father, I want

,..

.•

DADABHAI' S HANDWRITING

•
A inc$sage

t~ the India!; people on the ~u~break of the

i•

";::·
Great War.

\\./
~
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you t~ send m; a few words of blessing. It would be too, n;tuch
to
you to, recall any details of the birth of the Association.
.These: , can ga
up froni your excellent speeches of the day,
·.but'if you
serid
w few words of encouraging preface,
' we could doubtless make as
at once. As I write, I have before
~e your piCture published by t .~. Times of India, ar:d it'•would
· ·.form~ goodfro~tispiece to the.lllsto;y of our Association. ,

a

·.

,•_

'

.

.

.·

.·

.

.

··.··-

. There a!e m'orti.e~ts ·~hen even the best of friends have to be
or drsohijged~ This 'was 6rte. Pleased and grateful as he
. 'was:' to. re~e'ive· the .letter, ·Dadabhai could not help refusing the
:·''favour'' asked, for. 'TJnfortwiately/' he replied, "I have some
.·· unfavourable: oplliion ~pout·thepreseritAssociation, and I should
. not like to>Write.~}present!anyt;hftlg unpleasant. I thank you for
your ~d:·opJ:i1o~··aboufmy \.Vork inthe Association." ,
Althoug}i .he. saicl ]ittle abo,ut it, D~dabhai was sick at heart
till the en~ .ofhis life that: :this organization that he had reared
tbr the good o(India did not lend a helping hand in the st:uggle
for the political eleva,tiort ofhis countrymen.' Recently, however,
• the ac.tiviti<;S' of the Association have been renewed, and it may
be hoped ,tllat it may yet pl:~;y an honol!rable part in the fmal
stages- of the· political evolution of India .
.A very cheering reminder <;>f the early days spent in England
was. a lette:r' (Oct_ober 10) frorp. Miss Annie Archer, one of the
members .of the fan:illy witl;l whom Dadabhai had been on
, intimate terms, a friendship which, as we have seen, was viewed
with· disfavour
his orthodox partner, Muncherji Cama.1
<

dis.pJ~~sed

.. r

•

py

read with. great interest. (she said) your excellent letter in
The ~Times an:~. since. then, how many of your people have given •
their pratticai'eVidence of goodwill, and I am sure England values
it very hi~y; especially in these terrible days 1 one can think, •
talk ~d1ead of no other subject but the war. The loss of life_ has
been enormous and the amount of sufferings not only. of our· ·.•
men but the poor women and children is heart-rending. . . •.
I felt I. sh,ouid just like to send a word of remembrance to you,
and I y~ry often picture you sitting iQ "Mr. Dadabhai's Chair,"
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which is still as good as ever, in my d.ining-r&om; how often you
have sat in it, and told us such interesting details of yo
eligion
and customs, and how we all enjoyed your visits.
What a fme unexpected plea e replied Dada hai) to receive
it k-om•one of my earliest a
est friends in England! I rememberwell the days of my visits, spending my evenings among the
kind family ofDr. A~her, sitting in "Mr. Dadabhai's Chair"
(good chair), with Annie with a kind sisterly. interest tenderly
seeing to my comforts.

Dadabhai' s next birthday synchronized with one of the most
sensational incidents in his life. MLS. Annie Besant, who had
then switched off to politics from met:tphysics, was trying to form
a Home Rule League in India. It was announced~ Se~tember..
1915 in her organ, the Commonweal, that it had been decided to
start the League with "Home Rule for India" as its only object, as
an auhliary to the National Congress in India • and its Britislt
Committee in England. "Its general aim will be," it was stated,.
"to educate the people and to give to the demand of the Congress ,
for self-government . . . the strength of a nation 'which has
realized itself, and which, through its national organizatio11, has
voiced its claim for years, only to see it rejected." Then follo'Y"eil
. the sensational news that I?adabhai had consented to be.President.
h1 the quiet of Versova, Dadabhai was a moral and spiritual
force. Placed as he was cin a pinnacle, above all earthly strife
and turmoil of politics, and adored by the 'whole of J;ndia,
irrespective of class, or creed, or party, none· expected that
• Dadabhai would once inore descend from that pinnae];• to the
slippery path of active politics. His friends and .admirers were,
.therefore, amazed to read the announcement. (viost of the
Congressmen, considered it outrageous that another orgap.ization
.should be brought into being, to p11rsue the same object which
' f~rmed the principal plank in the Congress .progr~~me, namely,
self-government. They suspected that the. extremists would utilize
it merely to wreck the Congress. Besides, the majCti'ity of the
people were not enamoured of the methods of .-the gifted b\lt
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· volatiblady \vho, 'it was tiridetstood, !would be at the'•helm of
affairs o'f..,the Le~gue. Qthers, however, thqught that while the
'Congress ~Jt:~:i~'"':~ eliberative body, there should he an
organ~zation \o do the ·aa
-day, ·aCtive, propagandist 'work
;for se~uring 'Heinie· Rule. ·
• •
r~

'what about your 'P~esid~ntship .of the.Holl1e RUle League
(asked Wacha) which'Mrs. Besant is'broadly advei:tising1 . . .
We do riot approve of the methods of Mrs. Besant who late
·in '.the· day 'has come, fo!:Ward to ·support the. Congress movement. . . . We 'are alarmed that the ~way in which she is going
about on:her own resp~nsibil:ity, siippoi:teHifrom behind•by the
extteinists, is a distinct menace to' the. peaceful progress' of our
·country.
•·

.

.

.

... Not i.fuerely Congress ;colleagues lbut ·all the world seeine'd
anxioUs. to ·know whether Dadabhai had really accepted the
.Presidentship/~Ie'therefore ahnouhced ·publicly (Septeniljer 28)
·that it was true that lie' had given his'conserit to be President on
.certain coriditioris.
·HQw did it happen ? Mrs. ·Besantwanted not only Dadabhai, but
also S. Subrahmania'Aiyar'and Wedderburn-to join the League,
a~ she believed that the counsel of such veterans, holding ih old
·ig~ to the ideals· of their youth, and looking hopefUlly and confidently 'the Promise~!' Land, veterans who could inspire as well
as le~d, wo~ld be mvahia:ble. Subrahniania Aiyar had ·agreed to be
·Prei>iderit'of the Indian Division, and it was·· hoped Wedderburn
would accept the Presidentship of the English· Division of the
Leaguce, To induce Dadabhai to agree to be· the head of the
movemt!n.t, Mrs. :{3esant, with her liet'itenant, Mr. B. P. Wadia, •
paid hiin a pers0nal visit. ·She haC! stood beside him in his memor.able fight fol)election to: Parliament· in I 892. Dadabhai recalled"
that fact; in his very:firstwords of cordial·greeting. She implored
hiin to be at· the head of the League. "We are all getting old," s~{: · .
said; "lef us combine to give a strorig lead to th~ younger people
and· guide 'their· energy into wisely chosen channels."
:'You ·old!" exclaimed Dadabhai, with ·eyes beaming with
kindness, "you'dd! Why you (severity) are'as far away fro·m me
'

to
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{ninety) as Homi {pointing to Dadina, who ~ru; sitting f!.e~t to
them) is away from you!"
./
In the course of the conversation t ?veteraiJ. el'iampion of
Home Rule for Ireland and the
ard-bea~er of self-government [or mdia welcomed the · ea of forming a League. He also
expressed his warm approval of the way in which New India
{Mrs. Besant's paper) cl!imed self-government for India as a
right, not as a boon.
"I read New India daily," he added. "England understands
plain speaking and does not resent it. Appeal to the English
sense of justice and fair play and fake it for granted that England
will do justice, when she understands. I have always done so."
With clear political insight Dadabhai consented to be the
President of the League, although he anticipated tlrat so we of h»
life-long friends would disapprove of what they might regard as
an alliance with the extremist section. One of the conditions he
impo:ed was that he should not be called upo; for any active
work or for speaking or writing, as he was not competent to
undertake any such work at his age. He also askeq, an~ Mrs. •
Besant agreed, that the League must not be turned against the
Congress.
Not knowing in detail how the existence of the Congress.was
threatened during those days, Dadabhai did not realize .the danger
inherent in starting an all-India institution ~th the same methods
and ideals as the Congress had and with young rebellious blood .
infused in it. All his thoughts were then centr~d in the .fulfilment of his dream-Swaraj. What objection could the~e he in
having a new auxiliary organization to press .forward U1e claims
of the country for home rule~ India had 'bought. admittance into
•the world-war with her best blood. Her brave r:ns were then
laying down their lives with the sons of the Bntish I;mpire in
. defending the comm~n flag. Could they, after the termination of
hostilities, be denied any longer their rights as I}ritish citizens ~
He, for one, saw no reason why Mrs. Besant. should not go
forward with her project. She herself, however, r~alized the
strength and the significance of the opposition. :
•

'

.
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· About this time Wedderburn issued jointly with Sir Krishna
Gupta a riote in which were summarized the practical steps to get
India placed in.~ 'position ;malogous to that enjoyed by the selfgoverning colonies. He inform.ed Mrs. Besant that it appeared
to him and to his friends whom he had consulted tha:e as .lte was
Chairman of the British Committee of the Congress, it 'was
undesirable that he should be the locai head of another political
association not directly affiliated to the Congress~ As regards
objects, there was no difference of opinion between the two
bodies~ but there was a differe~ce as regards tactics. ·
. : Though we wish an au.tho~itati~e scheme to be prepared' (said
he), we are not in favou~of public action until peace is in sight,
whereas Yi>U propose a vigorous agitation in ·the Press and on
the tlatform. At the present moment such a popular agitation in
this country is not possible. No newspaper would support it,
and we coUJd get no one to come to public meetings. I,had a
long talk with Lady.Emily Lutyens this morning, and explained
to her the difficulties and danger of the situation. It will be
disastrous for the cause of self-government if there is conflict
among. Congress supporters. Already our opponents contend
tl].at self-government for India is impossible on account of the
· enrll.ity between Hindus and Mahomedans, and it will strengthen
·their case if they can say that even the reformers cannot agree
among themselves. I would, therefore, strongly recommend that
some mod!Js vivendi should be arrived at, so that we may present
an unbroken front.·

.

Wedderbuin:wrote··also. to.Dadabhai.~(October 27):
.

.

A 1 m~~J:!Ot cop.ceal from you that your accepting the--President~

/

'

ship oLthe-Indian"'Home Rule Lea:gue'~,has·Gaused:co~iderable
this col!lltry.•You· and· I agree so com-•
pletlily on material matters, that we have only to. consider the
question· of tactics and I send you herewith copy of two letter~ .
I have addressed to Mrs. Besant.
•

pertm;ba.ti~n to·friends -in

Such protest'S were, however, of no avail. The unbending
U£rightness, whi~h had marked every phase of his public and
private life, w:.ts proof against all entreaties that Dadabhai should
\
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renounce the Presidentship. Abandoning all•hope of indticing
him to change his mind, Wacha wrote:
I feel that it is impossible to convince you when yot! are of
another mind, in ignorance of facts. My respect for you is great,
anti in• view of that resepct I hold my tongue. All that I will•
venture to say is this, that by allowing your name to be associated
with the League as its !'resident you are in reality assisting those
who by indirect and tortuous means are trying to wreck the
Congress which you and other founders have built up with such
care, wisdom and foresight during the last thirty years.

The veteran's rejoinder, clinching the issue, revealed the
working of his mind. Although of~n deceived, the erstwhile
Professor of Mathematics insisted till the last day ~f his life that
every theory of suspicion should be demonstrated like a ~eorem
in geometry, before he could act on it. In this pa.rticular case he
saw n~ reason to discountenance a movement, full of promise fo1;
the country's good, merely because his friends suspected that its.
promoters would work in a manner prejudicial to the Congress.
He, therefore, told Wacha (Novemb~r 14):
·•
·
•
Sir W. Wedderburn in his letter to you of 18th Octobe11 (and
ofwhich you have kindly sent me a copy) says, "The situation
needs the greatest care and discretion and it is esserttial that all
well-wishers of India-and the Empire-should work together,
putting aside all personal differences .... " Sir W. W. next asks
you to send to him by early mail a concise m<!morandum of the
view of affairs taken by our Congress frien~s • (and at pr<;sent
Mrs. Besant also stands out as one of Congress's best itiends).
I have no doubt you are sending such memorandum. ~ . . The
other day when W adya and you kindly saw me upon this subject
we had agreed that we had better make the best of our position
and that if you could at any time make out a clear case•of harm
• done to the Congress by the League, I could easily resign. . . .
So far Mrs. Besant has openly kept on saying that she would do
nothing to injure the Congress and we have to .keep her to her
word. Sir W. W. particularly advises us in his' letter t<1 you "the
situation needs the greatest. care and. discretion." :·
•

.
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Anxious as Mrs. Besant was to launch the League With the
goodwill of the Congress, she decided to .go slow. It was arranged
that the question should be discussed, about the time of the
Congress Session in December, at a conference of the leading
·members of the Congress arid of the All-India Mosl~m ~eague.
A· Conferenc;:e was held accordingly, but it could not co~e to a
definite understanding.· Even during'~~- year J9!9_ t4<';ftscheme
·did;~not materialize.' -'Fhis ;delay :saved:I)aclabh,~.ft:P'!Il,:.a.very
embaira~siii'g situation. -Befote~the .League wa~ .9Ely~cqp~~i!:Qot~d
in': the. folio :Wing· year;Ghis da:y:of-politicatacti:vity"':was~;o:v:er, .The
quiet eventiae:·of re'st had.conie.eo::hlm'adist.
.
'
'

-
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HE quietest year of Dackbhai's life was 1916; even so,
it is memorable for a unique event. Rather late in the day,
the Bombay University decided to confer on Dackbhai and
Pherozeshah Mehta the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Laws.
That University could not have been. accused oflavishness in the
distribution of the highest distinction within its gift. During the
thirty years that had elapsed since the institution 'of the degre;,
it had been conferred only four times. Pherozeshah M~ta died
befor; the day fiXed for the special Convocation for conferring
the degree (January 18). Dadabhai was mercitully spared. Ifl
point of time he belonged to pre-University days, but he was
a product of the renaissance which had given 'b:>~rth to the •
University and had from the beginning a share in the new
intellectual life. Dadabhai summed up in his life, said the erudite
Vice-Chancellor, the Rev. Dr. D. Mackichan, in his address on •
the· occasion, the history of that great intellectual revival. Into
the serene academic atmosphere of the Univ:ersity the heated air of
politics should not enter. Nevertheless, a reference to Dackbhai's
political career could scarcely have been avoided;
.
·

.

..

•

This only I should like to be permitted to say (said t:Tle ViceChancellor) regarding a career which ha:> beert so largely ~oncerned
with the problems of the government of India that the honour
and success of that career were due in large meas"ure to the high
qualities of personal life and character which were sp cdilspicuous
in every part of it. Men of all shades of political opinion were
quick to discern the transparent honesty, the simplicity of purpose, the unselfish patriotism of the man who sought to interpret
to Great Britain the needs and aspirations of his countrymen.
British political life is peculiarly sensitive to character. Indla's

.

.

.
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Grand Old Man owes as much to the influence of a blameless
character as did his great prototype in Britain to the conviction
which had wrought itself into the British mind regarding the
loftiness of his motives and the purity of his life. While in this
. University we do not concern ourselves with peolitics, 'fe are
deeply concerned with character, and today we pay the tribute
of our admiration to Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji's patience under
'
'
adversities and disappointments, to his unwearied perseverance
in the maintenance of his convictions and to the unselfish love of
his country and nation which inspired him throughout his many
conflicts. ·

.

There was a grave risk in· the exertion which Dadabhai had
undertaken in appearing in person at the Convocation. Dadabhai
-kaved ~t, an~ the Fellows of the University and the general
public were rejoiced to fmd that the venerable recipient of the
academic distinstion was none the worse for it. After the C~nvo
cation he took. a drive in the City. A procession was formed
outside the precincts of the University. Dadabhai took his seat
· in a motor,·car with his daughter Manekbai and her husband
Dadina. The c::ar was. follow:ed by those of many leading citizens.
The streets were thronged. with admiring crowds, and the scenes
of e11thusiasm throughout the journey to Pedder Road reminded
one of the pageants of the earlier days. They marked the most ·
fitting recognition o( his worth and work. All honours paled
. before such a testi!fiony of popular affection and esteem.
Tlie tj.me for the realization ofDadabhai's dream ofself;...government Wai drawing p.ear. Negotiations were going on between the
Vicerqy and the. Secreciry of State. Congress workers in the East
and in the West and their British friends were busy preparing"
proposa4 for c~nstitutional refo~ms which would satisfy the
aspirations of the rising generation of India. An essential principle · •
of self-govermp.ent had already been indicated by Lord Harding~.
namely, provinGial autonomy, with a gradual tr:ansfer of authority.
from offic1als to the representatives of the people. It was believed
that the representations of a United India on' so vital a problem
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would receive a fair hearing from the British· people and the
Imperial Parliament.
Dadabhai' s earnest wish and prayer was that" he might. live to
witness the inauguration of the reforms which would place India
securel.y on the road to self-government. He was, however,
taken suddenly ill two months before the declaration ofAugust 20,
1917, was made, guaranteeing increased association oflndians in
every branch of the Administration and the gradual development
of self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive
realization of responsible government in India as an integral part
of the British Empire, guaranteemg, that is to say, practically all
that Dadabhai was demanding.
It was a case of general debility,. but it caused ~rave concern.
Dadabhai was removed from his house in Versova to J>alita~
House, Cumballa Hill, Bombay, the residence of Mr. Maneck
Captain. Here, on June 30, the greatest of great_: Indians of the
day passed away peacefully, surrounded by all the members or
his family, except his two daughters who were in Kashmere. ·
After his body was consigned to the Tower ofSilen~, acc'?rding •
to Parsi rites, Sir Narayenrao Chandavarkar paid a glowing
tribute to his memory:
If we take stock of his life and his example, may I p.ot say with
perfect justice and truth that in his career, in all he dicl, in all he
suffered, and in all he taught, he was the Prophet Zoroaster's
religion personified, because he was the man rv.ore than anybody .
else of pure thought, of pure speech and of pur~ deeds. : . ·. The
sun that rose, just ninety-three years ago, over India is ~et, •but,
I say, it is set to rise again in the form of regenerated mdia, for
Dadabhai lived and worked for us witli :1 devotion which must
remain for all of us an inspiring example.
.
Many a tribute poured in from the four corners of th: Globe,
• . many a public meeting was held, many a monument was raised
f~~~ is still being raised to his memory, but wl].at monument
I could be greater than the rejuvenated India he left behind r
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England, 225; its members, 317; reception of Dadabha.i by, 343; an
address presented to Dadabhai by, 344; selects a witness for the Royal
Commission, 381
Bombay Ratepayers' Association, the, Dadabhai's part in the establishment
of, 226
••
Bombay Town Council, Dadabhai elected a member of, 181
Bombay University, confers the LL.D. on Dadabhai, 536
•
• •
Bonnerjee, W. C., a founder of the London Indian Society, 97; unsuccessfully
contests Barrow-in-Furness, 370, 371 tl.
Booth,.Joseph, 443
Boycott, advocacy of, 499, 504
Brariford Daily Telegraph, the, cited, 266
Bradlaugh, Charles, his bill for constitution~! reform, 254-255, 3~9; his afiection •
for India, 277, 281, 289, 347; speeches on Indian questid'h!, 3IIi public
treatment of, 325; takes up the cause of Indians inS . .1\frica, 465; death,
312,466
Bradlaugh-Bonner, Mrs., 277
Bright, John, M.P., supports the petition of the Bombay Association, 59; his
interest in Wadia's case, 82; admires Lord Ripon's "native policy," 218;
sympathy with India, 225, 227, 281, 347; adv~ce to Dadabhai re entering
Parliament, 23; cited oy Dadabhai, 407; compared with Dadabhai, 413;
his warning, 436
•
British Committee of the Indian National Congress, the, formed, 307; recognizes
Dadabhai's services, 31I; repudiates responsibility for Hurp.~ l~tters,
314; its official organ, 310, 314; financial position of, 314-31j; activities
of, 407; its work for Indians in S. Africa, J12:J, 467; its Chairman, 467,
468; a deputation from to J. Chamberlain, 469; dissolved, 315
"British Indian Association of S. Africa sends delegates to England, 475, 477;
letter to Dadabhai, 479
.13ritish Indian Defence Committee, 470
:Brodrick, the Hon. William St. John Fremantle, his Budget speech, 455-456;
approached regarding Indians inS. Africa, 472
Brown, Morgan, 375
Bryce, James, his support of Dadabhai, 241
•
Burke, Edmund, cited, no; Dadabhai compared with, 510 ·•
Burns, the Rt. Hon. John; 276-277

•

.
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.
Butler, Josephine, 248, 277; correspondence between Dadabhai and, 275-276,
295-296; her sympathy with India, 295; l:er Government·by Police, 296
Ce!n~.,..W-,,~··..JlE.~~YITlPathy with Ip.dia, 281, 286; on the cotton industry in
· · India, i87; on self-government in India, 287; his support ~f Dadabhai,

326; a member of the Indian Parliamentary Committee, 336; a c~ampion
of the Temperance movement, 362, 363; on the Royal Commission on .
Indian Expenditure, 375, 378, 38o; dissat~fied with the. majority report of
the Commission, 389; speaker in Dadabhai's Lancashire campaign, 407;
his advice to Dadabhai in North Lambeth, 484
Caird, •Sir James, 206
Cania, Ardeseer Cursetji, his successful suit against the Commandant, of Purandhar, 88-89
•
Cama, Dady Dossabhai, letters fro~, 194-195; his practical expression of gratitude
forDadabhai's ·election as NI.P., 282
Cama family, thet Dadabhai's association with, 35, 37•. 72, 75, 78, 195; supporters
••
of female education, 46; pioneers of business in England, 71
Cama, H~rinusji Dorabji, 77
Cama, Jamshedji K,.harshedji, 76, 77
Cama, Kharshedji ~asarwanji, a supporter of female education, 46; fmaoces and
•
directs the Rast Goftar, 61-62, 67; his letters to and intercourse with
Dadabhai, 74, 137, 141, 152
· Cama, Kharshedji Rustamji, President of the Rahnumae Sabha, 50; a director of
•
the Ri~YfGoftar, 67; a member of Cama & Co., 72; an idealist in business,
73; i:esigllS.1lis partnership in Cama & Co., 74; padabhai's correspondence
with,.76; 78
C:1ma, MuncherjHormusji, a member ofCama & Co., 72, 76; friction between
• Dadabhai and, 73. 87, 529
·
Cama & Co:, .94; foUndation of the business house of, 72; Dadabhai's relations
with, 74, 195, 214.
·
Camajee, H: R., 75
· Cameron, G. W., a petition from Indians to, 465
Campb-ell-Bannerman, Sir Henry, a statement .of, 438; cited, 500, 505
Canada ·~IIfpared with India,. 443
Canning, Qlarles John, Earl, 92
·Cape Colcmy, Indians ln, trl!atment of, 465, 470; action taken by, against the
Act of 1892,' 465; an appeal against disfranchisement of, 470; measures
directed. ag'ainst, 473 ·
·
.
.
.
•
Captain, Maneck, 538
Captam, Mrs. Dorab. See Nargiz
Captain, Mrs. Maneck. See Gosi
•
Carlisle, Howard,. Earl of, a supporter of Dadabhai, 278; his wife's idea ~f
Zoroastrians, 278
·
Carmichael,•Lord, j16
CaltSton, R. K., his.a,ttitude towards Da~abhai, 270, 283
Cavenagh, Sir Or{e"tlr, his OPinion ofindian:s ofBo~bay and Bengal, 232-23~
•

..
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•

Cayzer, C. W., 371 n.
Central Finsbury Liberal and Radical Association, the, it~ support of Dadabhai,
277; an address of thanks from India to, 284; Dad11bhai's work for, 338;
a vote of thanks accorded to Dadabhai by, 339
Chabuk, the, cited, 47
Cham~erlaiij, Joseph, a deputation to, on behalf of Indians in S. Africa, 469,
470, 471; personally investigates the condition of Indians in S. Africa,
472
•
Chambers, W. A., a supporter~fDadabhai, 25; a speaker in Dadabhai's Lancashire campaign, 407; Dadabhai's letter and tribute to, 415, 417
Chandavarkar, Sir Narayan Ganesh, a delegate of the Bombay Presidency
Association, 225; his tribute to Dadabhai's memory, 538
Chandji Kamdin. See Mulla Jamasp
Chesney, George, 350, 352
Chesson, Mr., Dadabhai's interview with, 23,8; his help to Major Bell, 252
Chinese Labour in the Transvaal, 491
Chirol, Valentine, his visit to India and interview with Dadabhai, 524
Chitra Dnyan Darpan, the, a provocative article in, 62-63
•
••
City Press, the, cited, 282
•
Civil Service, the, Indian, Dadabhai's efforts to assure admission of Indians to,
• 104-105, 108
•
Clarke, Hyde, II7
Clarke, Sir George. See Sydenham, Lord
Clwyd, John Herbert Roberts, Lord, 316, 336
Cobb, Henry, 282, 283
''
Cobden Club, the, its support and acceptance ofDadabhai, 2,!,.5, 237, 502
Cobden, Richard, M.P., his opinion on the government oflndia, 59
Colah, Mancherji Byramji, Dadabhai's efforts on behalf of, 83, 84
Colah, Pestanji Ratanji, a director of the Rast Goftar, 67; journai issued by, 77;
accompanies Dadabhai to Europe, 77; a partner in Dadabhai Naoroji
and Co., 78
Colenso, Frances Ellen, 277
Colvin, Sir Auckland, 308
Commerce, Dadabhai's contributions to, 330
Commonweal, the, organ of Mrs. Besant's Home Rule League, 530 . •
Compton, Charles John Spencer, Earl, 258
•
Condition of India, the, Dadabhai's selections from,·piinted, 235
Congress, the. See Indian National Congress
Congreve, Dr. Richard, Positivist, 229-230
Connell, A. K., Dadabhai's correspondence with, 317
.• Connemara, Robert Bourke, Lord, Governor of Madras, 303
Constitution Committee, the Transvaal, its report, 474, 475
Contemporary Review, the, Samuel Smith's and Dadabhai', contributions to,
289
Conybeare, C. A. V., 466
Cotton Act ofi869, n6
•
Cotton, General Sir Arthur, 104, 108

..
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c"otton, Indian, pUfclfased from Bombay, 92; adulteratioh of, n6; Bill to·
impose duties •on ,imports, 356; trade in, So, 287; Dadabhai's lectures
on,407
Cotton; Sir Evan, 316
Cotton, Sir Henry John Stedman, on the financial posltlon of India, 314;
President. of the 2oth meeting of Congress, 434; corr~:.sponqrnce J:letween
Lord Curzon and, 450
,
~
11
C<'urt of Directors, the, reorganization of, 59
.
~.
Cranbrook, Gathorne, Gathome-Hardy, Earl <Jf, attempts t(l carry out the Act
of 1870, 386, 441
_
Crawford, John, President of the Ethnological Society, 98 ;<.Jadabhai's rejoinder
to his dictum, 98-1oo
Crewe, Robert Offiey Ashburton Crewe-Milner, Marquess of, Dadabhai's letter
to, 527
Cromer, Evelyn B~ripg, Earl, his .estimate of the average annual income of the
Indian people, 193; au add;ess presented to, 218
· ,
Cross, Richard Assheton, Viscount, Secretary of State for India, his Bill, 255,
• •·
318; his ~iews on India, 348; deals a death-blow to the Act of 1870,
388
Currency questio11; the, Dadabhai's views on, 249, 330-334, 421, 449
' Cursetji, Cursetji, 21; a story ofDadabhai furnished by, 514
•
.
• :,Cursetji, Jehangir, 91 ·
. Cursetji, Manockji, pamphlet issued by, 58; promotes the emancipation of Parsi
women, 91'; his sons in Dadabhai's care, 91; his school to teach English
,to Incli::h girls', 91; his daughters, 91; sails for Europe, 91
Cursetji, Serene~· her friendship for Dadabhai, 91; her diary cited, 91, 92,
.94. 95
.
Gurzon of Kedleston, George Nathania!, Lord, Viceroy of India, 83; attempt
• to limit the terms of the Royal Proclamation of 1833, 83; his estimate of
the average individual income of the Indian people, 193.; ~ ..refusal~to
receive President- o.LCongress,.459;,his remarks on borrowed capital, 422;
his insult to India ahd its effect, 426, 436-437; unpopularity of his regime,
427, 434, 495; condemnation of the Viceroyalty of, 435, 436-437; his
.claim to gra_titude, 437; Dadabhai's opinion of, 438
Cutcl!, the Rao of, congratulates Dadabhai, 281; Dadabhai's daughter-in-law, a
nTtor to his heir, 346

)l

..

Dada, Hajee Mahomed Hajee and Co., furnish a list of grievances of Indians in
Nahl, 4.65, 466
Dadabhai Day, celebration of, 4-24, 511
.
• • · ··
Dadabhai Naoroj!, family and parentage, 19-26, 37, 223; his mother, 26, 86, 95,
188; his wi{e, 30, 85, 86, 95, 520; his children and grandchildren, 86, 92,
184, ~187, 260, 335, 346, 391; his early education, 27-31; his scholastic,.
•
successes, 31, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40, 76; his physical appearance and charm
27, 29, 35;~6, 42, 69, 84, II2, 179, 243, 244, 265, 431; his characteristics,

s
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25, 28, 29, 42, 65, 69, 73, 78, 84, 92, 94, II2, 179, !43,, 251, 263, 321: 343.
422, 492, 495, 536; his life's aim, 36, 84, 214, 428, 5!9, 526, 532; his faith
in British justice, 56, 198, 220, 273, 284, 433; his loyalty, 57, 124, 125,
205, 345, 405; his voyages to England, 73, 76, 77, 9Z, IIS; 181, 1.28, 506;
his business life, 71, 78, 92, 93, 214; a member of, and contributor to
many societies, 35, So, 339; a supporter of the Temperance movement
8t 365, passim; his crusade against the opium traffic, 359, 424; his thirst'
for statistics, 195, 202, 241, 451, 519, 522, 523, 527; work as Dewan'at
Baroda, 141-179; his jotllllal, 228-238; Degree of LL.D. conferred on,
536; his efforts to enter Parliament, 226-250, 258-284, 395-491; how he
became famous, 263, 271; said to be a fire-worshipper, 273; his political
nickname, 299; champions Home Rule and Socialism, 241, 428, 430,
432, 486; a religious and social reformer, 44, 46, 47, 68, 84; his financial
difficulties, 250, 320, 372; President' of the Indian National Congress, 253,
474, soo; an indefatigable and meticulous correspondent, 297, 440, 533;
description of a day in his life, 419; li!s birthday celebrations, 424, 5II,
526; his portrait, 424, 471, 529; compared with John Bright, Burke, and
Gladstone, 413, 510, 536; his title of G.O.M., 20, 536; !tis warning, 35~;.
tributes to, So, II2, 224, 270, 413, 429, 486-487, 510, 53~37, 538;
epigram on his name, 499; his last public appearanc~, 537; his health,
~81, 202, 215,433, 507, 508, 524; revered as the Saint of India, 342; his
death, 538; fruit of his labour, 518, 538; a successor to~ 439
•
Dadabhai Naoroji and Co., 78; trade of in cotton, 81; wound up, 194-195, 214
Dadina, Fram, affianced to Shirin, 184; letters to and from, 187, 257, 258, 373,
449; his complaint of injustice in the educational servi~ .. 335 ; ,reports '
astrologers' forecast Dadabhai's health, 508
Dadina, Honil, 532, 537; affianced to Maki, 184; qualifies as an engince:, 186;
his marriage, 186, 391; refutes the "fire-worshipper" myth, 27 8; his
indiscreet help at the Finsbury election, 282-283; urges Dadabhai's rctturn
to India, 508
.
Dadina, Muncherji, looks after Dadabhai's affairs, 183-185; his difficulties as
guardian, 184-186; Dadabhai's correspondence· with, 245 ·
Dadina, Vir, 183
Daily News, the, statistics of the "drain" from India furn.jshed to, 451-453;
Wedderburn's tribute to Dadabhai published in, 510
Damodar, a favourite of Gaekwar Mulharrao, 164, 171, 172; gives •evidence
against

his benefactor,

176-177

•

Danby, Seymour, 59
•Danvers •. Frederick Charles, contests Dadabhai's figures on production in India,
202-204
Das; A., 421
, · · )~asabhai, Framji Karaka, 67
/ Davitt,.Michael,.244
Day, G.]., 299
Days of My Youth, The, cited, 26, 27-29
Debu, Nadirshah Dhunjeebhai, letter from, on the ill-treatment of Indi~ in
S. Africa, 473
·•

.•
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r>eccan Sabha, the, .wftnesses before the Royal Commission, 381
Deptford, Lal Moh~ Ghose stands election from, 264, 346-347
Desai family ofNavsari, 23
Desai, framji,;76, 7'7, 87 n.; 299
Desai, Rustoinji, Dadabhai's uncle, 37; fails to induce Dadabhai to take a second
wife, 86
.
·
'•
·
"Devonshire, Spencer Compton Cave~dish, Duke of. See Hartingto~, M!rquess of
Dhanjibhoy Naoroji, converted to Christianity, 38; dea~ of, 39
Dickinson, John, 59
·
•
.
•
:r;:>igby, William, his sympathy and work for India, 225,233 n.; his support of
Dadabhai, 233, 235, 270, 271, 272, 276; his advice to Dadabhai, i34; his
comments on Dadabhai's nationality; 264-265; head of the Agency for
Congress in England, 306, 307, 309,- 318; compares 'Dadabhai with John
Bright,·4I3
·
.
Dnyan Prasarak Mandli, its Gu]arati organ, Dnyan Prasarak Mandali, 44;
supports universal education and social reform; 47; jubilee celebrations
'
•
.
.
of, 51
• ~orcji, Bachaji•.~3
·
. ·
Dordi, ~hramji Mehernosji, his riches, 23 ;'history of his nickname, 25
Dodd, Cyril, 258
.
~ Dordi, Dr. Jahangir Behramji, 22 n.
•
'Dordi family, the7 estate owned by, 20; priestly descent of, 2o; afirman granted
to, 22; famous members of, 23, 24; social status of, 23; origin of the
·name,' 23, 25; tenacity of, 22J
Dordi, Mehef.l:losji, 23, 24
Dordi: Naoiiji Palonji, father of Dadabhai, 19, 24; his wife, 19; his death,
.

26

.•

.

IDraper, AndrewS., his Intellectual Development of Europe, cited, 190-191

/bu~erm-and,Ava,,J\.farquess-of,,V:ioer0y•.of..£ndial"308·r>308

Duilcan, Colonel, defeats Dadabhai at Holborn, 244, 247, 248, 263
·_!i?ti'ncan, the 'Rt. Hon. Sir Patrick, Colonial Secretary of the Transvaal, 475
fDut~ •.•g_czm:~s.~,f;l}~~%K.l?,1,1.,$,t;i.;§p.(lnc.ial position of India, 314; 315 ; speaker in
.
Dadabhai's L~ncashire campaign, 407; his tribute to Dadabhai's work, .
. 413; Dadabhai's letters to, 414, 441; Dadabhai's recollections regarding,
• 523; decm;es to stand for Yarmouth, 523; his opposition to the Land
l'tevenue system of India, 523; his,theocy~of.th~,£_(1,1;!_S~~.r8f-ffi4i.\l:§,P9Yerty,

s~! ;, his,;~~~!:f~if..:,~t.t.?rr~:~~~ . .

.

East Indi!t As~ociation, the, founded by Dadabhai, roo; aims of, ror; papers
contributed to, 102-104, rrs, rr6, II7, 120; important work effected ~y;
107; its s~ope enlarged, 107, ro8, III, 112, IIS; financial position of,
saved by :Qadabhai, 114; its growth, rr6; its influence in Parliament, rr6;
· funds needed for, II7;. Dadabhai's unwearied assistance to, appreciated,
I 17-I 18 ; unfounded rumours respecting collection of funds on behalf
• of,
138; Culonel French's opinion of the work of, 2.33-234; its enthusiasm

·'.
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for reforms in India lessens, 286; its Jubilee, 528; l>aP:!bhai's disapp~int~
ment with the ineffectiveness of, 529
•
East India Company, the, attitude of, towards education in India, 32; its
cumbrous administration, 52, 59; renewal of the Charter of, .52, 53;
transfer of the Government of India from, to the Crown, 82, 121; see
also Board of Control; Court of Directors
Eastwick~ Captain, 234
Eastwick, E. B., n8
Echo, the, 322
•
Education Commission, appointment of an, 214; Dadabhai's evidence before
214-215
Education in India, backward state of, 31, 214, 219; the E.I.Co's. policy
regarding, 32, 52; no amenities for carrying on, 32; female, inaugurated
by the Students' Literary and Sciendfic.Society, 44, 90; supported by the
Stri Gnyan Mala, 77; for Parsi girls, 79; sJow progress of, 392
Edward VII, as Prince of Wales, his visit to .Bombay, 183; Dadabhai's hope
revived at the accession of, 462; declaration of, regarding India, 525
Edwards, Sir Herbert, 104
•
• •
Elgin and Kincardine, Victor Alexander Bruce, Earl of, Viceroy ~f India,
Dadabhai's interview with, 340; Colonial Secretary, 476; a deputation
{fom Indians inS. Africa to, 477
Ellain, J. E., 444
Elphinstone College, the, formation of, 31, 33; Dadabhai a student at, 34; its·
students support female education and religious and soci~l reform, 47;
popularity of Dadabhai in, 69; appreciation of Dadabhai 6y"'stude~ts of,
72; a deputation from, gives Dadabhai a send-off to Engfand, 349
Elphinstone, John, Lord, 70
Elphinstone, Mountstuart, Governor of Bombay, a pioneer of education in
India, 33, 34, 36; a memorial to, 79; cited by Dadabhai, 435 ·
'
Eve, Richard, a candidate for Central Finsbury, 258, 260; Dadabha1 determines
to fight, 26o; contrasted with Dadabhai, 265; rl!tires from the contest in
Finsbury, 269; relations between Dadabhai and, 269, 274, 275
Exchange, fall in the, its effect on Dadabhai's fmancial p~sition, 321, 32.3; on
the people oflndia, 329; Indian, Dadabhai's views on, J3o-334

.

•

.

falkland, Lucius Bentinck Cary, Viscount, Governor of Bombay, 46
Famine Commission. See Indian Famine Commission
Famine in India, measures proposed to abate, 103, 104, 107; men1.orials to
.. · •
Government for remedies for, 107; the Government's efforts to combat,
•

criticized, 292; Dadabhai's statement of the cause of and remedy for, 394,
396, 418, 420, 496; of 1900, various addresses on, 409, 4:i8, 419; measures

recommended to be taken to avert, 420; the horrois of, §tressed by
Dadabhai, 434
Fawcett, Henry, M.P., 383; his. motion proposing simultaneCl\15 examinatio;s,

.
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',;
164-105, n6; his sympathy with Dadabhai's aims; 130, 206, 281, 289,
/347; a memorial to, 130 ·
Fergusson, Si~ James, Bt., Governor of Bombay, Dadabhai's opinion of,
!23, 237
/
/FJE!9"2Ef!~tral, Dad~t~a£l.,.Vmif:El:g£...f£C2I~·&s .P.arlia~entary candid~,2_5,
•
257, z6;:-34J.; "[hssensto!JS among the L1beral party m, 268,ez71, te72; dual
~andidatute in, 271; the split in, mended, 275; returns.Da4:MW;tf _t:o
J,,:rlj~f?'t·~~.1!~o_ng~tulated-on-elec;!ing.,..Dadabh"ai,~~J.4;2gf-i!!...;t<l2PtS
:(D.~9.abhai:as~ca_l.1didate,,.368

Firth, S'ir Thomas, Bart., 215

.

Fitzg~rild, Sir William· Gerald Seymour Vesey, Governor of Bombay, 133

.

. Ford, F. A., a t:;andidate for Central Finsbury, 258; a rival to Dadabhai, 270,
271, 272;• withdraws his candidature, 27{; his generous assistance to
Dadabhai; 277
• ·
Forjett, Charl~s. 299
Fowler, Sir Henry Hartley, 35o;•his view of the government of India, 435
Framji CowasjiJ3anaji, 68-69
• Iiramji <;owasji Institute Hall, the, 34; an address presented to Dadabhai in,
.
II3-II4; the Bombay Presidency Association inaugurated in, 224
Franchise Law .Amendment Bill, the, 46S, 471; criticized by Gandhi, 46S, 469
;;ree Trade, Dada~hai an advocate of, 502· · ,
•
Freeman, George, 405-406, 443
'
· Freemasons, Dadabhai founds a Lodge of, So
French, Coloqel, supports Dadabhai's candidature for Parliament, 233
Frere,- Sir fte~ry Bartle Edward, Bt., his tribute to Dadabhai, go; cited on
intelligence among Europeans and Asiatics, 1o6; papers contributed by,
·to the East'India Assqciation, u6, u7; consulted by Dadabhai regarding
the post of Dewan of Baroda, 141, 143; commends Dadabhai's efforts in
Baroda, rSo
'
·
Friend of India, the, 99
Frontier War.;, Dadabha~ inveighs against, 396; British severity in; deprecated,
402; cost'of, borne by India, 421, 446
Furdoonji Naoroji, •a founder of the Rahnunae Mazdayasnan Sabha, 4S; his
. editorial vmrk, 65; a director of the Rast Goftar, 67; sent to England to
• seipport a'petition,. 122; a witness before a Select Committee, i29

•
I

'

Gaekwar Khundeiao, imprisons his brother, 131; dies, 131; his widow, 177
Gaekwar Mulharrao succeeds his brother, 13 I; mismanagement and depravity
of, 132-174; rewards Dadabhai, 133-137; his appearance and character,
147, 14'8, 15'7; chooses Dadabhai as his Dewan, 139, 142., 159-160, 16!.;
r66; Dadabhai's retort to, 125-, 152; influenced by worthless favourites,
164, 170, •171; suspected of attempting to poison Colonel Phayre, 169,
· 170-174; <trrest and trial of, 175-177; his wives, 176; his son, 177;
deported, 178; his successor, 177
G!ekwar Sir Say~irao succee'ds Mulharrao, 177; his moral and financial assistance
to Dadabhai, 276, 281, 283, 321, 32.3, 325
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•
Gandhi, Behramji Kharsedji, his paper on female educatiOJ!, 44, 45; editor of
the Chitra Dnyan Darpan, 63
Gandhi, Mohandas Karanchand, Mahatma, on the influence of the Princes of
India, 1 r 1 ; takes up the cause of his fellow countrymen in S. 'Africa,
463-478, 522; founds the Natal Indian Congress, 467; his correspondence
w~h D•dabhai, 468, 473, 475; his modesty, 368; forwards a request for.
Dadabhai's likeness, 471 ; raises a stretcher-bearer corps, 474; attack of tqe
S. African press on, 477; his reverence for Dadabhai, 522; a successor to
Dadabhai, 439
•
Gastrell, Major W. Houghton, 49I
George V, his visit to India, 525
Ghose, Dr. Rash Behari, delivers an address of welcome to Dadabhai, 499;
.
defends Swadeshi and Boycott, 499 ,
iGhose, Lal Mohun, his mission to England,· I99; a candidate for Parliament
225, 227, 23I, 233, 246, 347; his viem; on the Election, 235; want of
support for, in India, 250
1 Ghose, Motilal, instructions to, 379; Dadabhai's letters to, 400,e450; voices the
woes of Bengal, 497-498
•
•
Ghose, Munmohun, 225
Gi/li-danda, Indian cricket, Dadabhai's proficiency in, 28, 33
Gladstmfe, Herbert, Dadabhai's refusal to accept, as arbitrat~, 485; his efforts.
on behalf of Dadabhai, 49I
Gladstone, William Ewart, his Irish Bills, 236; Dadabhai ranges himself <'ln the·
si~e of, 237, 24I, 326; his remarks on Lord Salisbury's ~wise speech,
265-266, 27I; on Dadabhai's election to the House of Co~oll$, 275,
280, 347; sympathy with Indian aspirations, 304, 309; a portrait of, presented to Dadabhai, 345; cited on emancipation, 35I, on the Opium Trade,.
362, on Indian expenditure, 378, on "the argument and law of force," 3.86;
appealed to on behalf of Indians in S. Africa, 465; Dadabhai compared
with, 537
.
Globe, the, cited, 322
Godley, Sir John Arthur, 228, 229
Gokhale, Gopal Krishna, his services for India, 3I5; favours a Knighthood
for Dadabhai, 374; a witness before the Royal Corru!J.ission, 38I; 395,
402; his "Apology Incident," 402-404; entertained by Indians reside;t in
England, 438, 439; Dadabhai's message to, in 1905, 496
•
Gold Standard, a, for India, Dadabhai's views on, 336-333'
Ciondal, H.H. Maharaja Shri Bhagavat Sinhji, Thakore Saheb of, a friend of
Dadabhai, I II ; congratulates Dadabhai, 28 I ; his financial assistance to
Dadabhai, 325, 373; Dadabhai's letter to, 522-523
.. Gosi, Dadabhai's granddaughter, I87, 507; letter from, 521-522
G<tvindrao Mama, emissary of Colonel Phayre, I6I; his dismissal demanded, 17I
Gower, T. P., 249
Gowing, Richard, 237
Grant, Corrie, 489
Grant-Duff, Sir Mountstuart Elphinstone, Governor of Madras,,criticizes Samtkl
Smith's statements on India, 289; Dadabhai's rejoinder to, 289-292

.

'

.
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Great Thoughts, 357~358
Great War, the, Da!abhai's message on the outbreak of, 527
Grey, Albert, Lord, ~47
.
Griffm, ..Sir Heiny Lepel, his attack on Dadabhai, 308; his sympathy with Indians
in S. Africa, 477
• Griffith, R. M., secretary of the Central Finsbury Liberal and Ridical Council
•
269; supports Dadabhai's cause, 269, 270, i72; 276
GUlbai, Dadabhai's wife, 30, 85, 87; goes to England, 92; her relations with her
son, rSs;·her·death, 520
•
·
'
Gupta, J. N., 523 ,
Gupta, Sir Krishna, 5'33
1.

Hackney, South. See South Hackney·
Hall, Douglas, 316
•
Hamilton, Lord George Francis. 518; Hyndman's opinion of, 399; Dadabhai's
estimate of, 438; his attempt to oust Indians from higher offices, 441;
• •
Dadabh~'s correspondence with, 457.:..461, 524; a memorial to, 471, 473
Hancocl!, Edwin, 90
Hanna, Colonell;Ienry Bathurst, 421
,.Harcourt, Sir WilJ.iam, espouses Dadabhai's cause, 272; unseated,\·370 •
Hardie, James Keir, 276
· Hardipge of Penshurst, Charles Hardinge, Lord, Viceroy ·of India, his good
gqvemment; 526, 537; attempt on the life of, 526; visits Dadabhai, 526;
. a start;nent of, controverted hy Dadabhai, 527; thanks Dadabhai for his·
me~sage fo India on the outbreak of the War, 528
Harkisanlal, Lala, Dadabhai's letter to, 522
Harkness, John, Professor in Elphinstone Institute, 34; his praise of Dadabhai's
• work, 41; on Dadabhai's decision to join a commercial firm; 71; a pre;'
sent<ttion to, 79 ;, a bust of, 34
Harris, George Robert Canning, Lord, Governor of Bombay, 343 ·
Harrison, Frederick, 267 '
'
Hartington, Spencer Compton Cavendish, Marquess of, Secretary of State for
India, Dadabhai's correspondence with, 202, 204-210, 359; his sympathy
• il'i~h India's grievances, 225; cited by Dadabhai, 377, 427, 436; Dadabhai's
"¥emorandum" subffii.tted to, 453
Hastings, Francis Ra~doJ;l, Marquis of; 32
Hataria, Manekji Limji, 68
•
Headlam, the Rev. Stua~t,.243
Heber, ~eginald, Bishop, 360
Henderson, William, Professor, 34
Hindu, the, cited, 227
•
Hindu Patriot, the, 398
Hobson, S. G., 4~0
. Holbom, 1:he Liberal Association of, chooses Dadabhai as its candidate, 238-239,
•
240, 246, 347; failure ofDadabhai to secure election for, 25, 247, 263
Holkar, Maharaj:tTookajee Rao, 251-252
'

....
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Home Rule for Ireland, a General Election on the question of, 22 5; attitude of the
Government towards, 298; Dadabhai's conception ot, 335-336
Home Rule Bill, the, discussed, 236; unpopularity of, 247; Dadabhai's support
of, 369, 430, 49I, 532
•
Home Rule for India League, its objects, 530; Dadabhai its President, 530, 53 I;
criticiz•d by members of Congress, 53o-53I; its tactics, 533; delay in the.
c~nstitution of, 535
Home Rule Association, the Scottish, in Melbourne, congratulates Dadabh;i,
280
•
Hopps, the Rev. John Page, 420
Hormusji, Pestonji, 3 8
Horner, Fred, member for North Lambeth, his reported resignation, 485; his
financial troubles, 488
Howell, G., 370
)iumanitarian, the, cited, 358-359
•
/Hume Allan Octavian, C.B., a colleague of Qadabhai, 57, 226, 230, 246, 250;
his cousin, 299; Dadabhai's correspondence with, 292, 30l; a supporter of
Congress, 300, 302, 303; an angry letter from, 309; a delegate froiJl •
Congress to England, 3IO; Dadabhai's appeal to, 3I2; his priv!te letter
made public, 3I3-3I4; signs a manifesto to Congress, 416
Hume, Joseph, supports Bombay Association's petition, 59; a f~gotten celebrity,.
234
Hunter, Professor William, a sympathizer, 267, 289, 378, 436
Hunter, SirWilliam, his interest in the Indian National Congress, 297,,302, 304,
317, 405; cited, 346
•' ••
Hyndman, Henry Mayers, Socialist, Dadabhai's friendship witll,. I97;-I98, 40I;
a student of Indian economics, 197; his Record of an Adventurous. Life,
I97 n.; similarity of his views with those of Dadabhai, I98, 206; higli
opinion of Dadabhai, 198, I99, 233; correspondence wit)l. Dadabhai,
I98-202, 248, 292-295, 398, 400, 40I, 4IO, 4I2, 442; his wife, 200, 233,
398; trial of, 233; his articles on "the Bankruptcy of India," 235, 236,
398; considers revolution a necessity, 293; his' aims not in tune with
those of Dadabhai, 294, 398, 399, 400, 40I; his indigmtion at India's submissive attitude, 399; his unappreciated labour for India, 410, 4II; 4I2,
442; his prophecy, 4Io; his advice to Dadabhai, 4Io-4I2
. •

•
Ilbert Bill, the, its supporters and opposers, 217-218, 224, 298; its object, 217
fmprovement of the Mind, Watts's, 34
India and China League, the, 359
•
India, government of, taken over by the Crown, 82, 12 I ; the real·rulers of, 96;
• • · · · • • Dadabhai's plea for self-government and justice in, passim; extreme poverty
in, passim; heavy load of taxation in, I20, 29I, 294, 33I~332, 354; difficulty of the position of the Finance Minister of, I21; ernnomic results of
foreign rule in, 125, 207, 444; capital of, annually diminished b)f taxation,
129, 189-192; compared with England in the Middle. Ages, 19o-19;a.;
her industries crippled by free trade, 192; Dadabhai's statistics regarding
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• · ·in~~d~ yea,lj•income ~· ,193; Dadabhai's efforts for women in, 276;
Bntam s pledges to, 290; Its money value to England, 295; a year of
reform in, 310.; Dadabhai's views on the currency of, 328, 330-335;
payment of Europeans a drain on her resources, 354; benefits received by,
compared with those acquired by Britain in, 354-'-355; causes of dissatisfaction in, 357-358, 377; a temperance crusade in, 363; ex~e syssem in,
critic~ed, 363; allocation of expenditure in, between England and, suggested, 390; compared with Australia, 418; Dadabhai's lecture on "the
condition" of, 419, 420, 422, 428; cost ofl"Western civili2ation" to, 422,
44 7; condition of, laid before the International Socialist Congress, 43 1 ;
a ·radical change in, 493; her loyalty to Britain in the Great War, 528.
See also Indian People
·
India, the'official organ ofthe British Committee of Congress, 314; its financial
position, 310, 314-315; Dadabh:ti's contributions to, 332, 357, 410, 428429, f61; Hyndman's opiniof of, 399. 400, 4II; takes up the question of
Indians in S. Africa, 466, .t-78; verses in, wishing India's G.O.M., ·an
- hono.ured century, 506; discontinued, 315
•
ln<l,ia Office, the, ~adabhai;s controversies with members of, 202-204
India Refofm Society, 59
Indian Brotherhood of Total Abstainers, 365, 366
indian Budget, the,.debate on, 350
·
•
• Indian Civil Service, the, injustice in recruiting for, 81, 255, 385~380, 458, 519;nptice to be given of changes in the Regulations of, 82; struggle for
siffiu]taneous examinations for recruitment for, passim; Dadabhai's inquiries •re~arding salaries in the, 195-196; a limited number of Indians
.
admitted tcr, 197, 204, 255, 441, 458
Indian <::urre~cy Committee, 330-332, 421
Indian Economist,. the, 120 ·
Indiatt Exchanges and Bimetallism, 327
Indian Exchange. See Exchange
Indian Excise Administration, the, 363-364
Indian Expenditure Commi'ssion. See Royal Co~missions
'Indian Famine Commission, the, 209-210, 453
Indian finance, discyssions on, 'II6; Dadabhai's papers on, 120, <I21; memorials
'to ~~vernment regarding, 122, 124; Sir Charles Trevelyan on defects in,
122-p4; a committee appointed to inquire into, 126; data collected by
Dadabhai regardi'hg, .u6; Hyndman and Dadabhai regarding the administration· of, 127~129, 197-198; equitable adjustment oflndiari expenditure,
~75
,
.
Me<!ical Service, the, appointments in, 83; need for reorganization of,

1ndi:llf

/
39?.
.
.
lfrdian military expenditure, 454-457

• ...

•

I. ~ciLa;:~~.?,2.a]£~g~~~~~~~?..~~].;~•~.<:t.~~s~dents, 81, ~53,

303, JIO, 32'i'> 338, 344, 404; 436, 494-495, 500-504; Its arms and policy,
56, 81~ 253-354, 258, 433, 496; Qadabhai;s,.deeJJ.~;_m in, 297, 300, 522;
• supporters and constitution of, 299, 300; differences in;302~oJ·;·493-494,
498, 517; tWO con_n;qv:er$ial...pamphlets,;issl,leg,qy,o;JQJ; methods adopted
-~

.:1:,.-

.
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•

t~_supprc:ss, .305; an Agency for, in England, 30~307; a British Committee of, formed, 307, JII, 423; its growing importance, 306, 307, 308,
406, 441; a delegation from, to England, 310;. address presented to
Dadabhai by, 345; Sir William Hunter's belief regarding, "405; a manifesto
to, 416--417; Dadabhai deprecates disparagement of, 442; Lord Curzon
'efus~_"t;,9 receive the President of, 451; its reform urged by Ghose, 494;
Home Rule League intended as an auxiliary to, 530; its existence threatet;ed,

532, 534

Indian Mirror, the, 226
•
Indian Parliamentary Committee, the, 336
Indian people, the, want of education for, 31, 52, 53, 207, 214; excluded from
service in the State, 53,204, 207, 214, 254,288, 351,383,384, 386, 491, 5ro;
limited political outlook of, 54; &rievances of, voiced by Dadabhai, 55,
103, 190, 255, 307, 332, 351, 377, 3~3. 384, 490, 506; Queen Victoria's
Proclamation to, 82, 102, 255; supposed limited intelligence of, 105, ro6;
yearly income per head, 120, 126, rgo, 193, 204, 408, 519; burden of
taxation on, 122, 190, 207, 294, 351; suggestions for a!j.eliorating the lot
of, 127-129, 420-421, 500; their qualifications and growin~desire "fot
self-government, 287, 435, 437,496, 497; loyalty of, 409; changed attitude
of, 493, 497; training of, for self-government, urged, 525; in South
•Africa. See Indians in S. Africa
Indian Political Agency, 465
Indian Princes, Dadabhai's efforts to enlist the support of, III, II3; Government's attitude towards, 209; contribute to the Ripon.~emorial, 220; •
their congratulations to Dadabhai, 28 r ; their active inJ:erest in Congress
desirable, 302; their financial help, 3250 See also Bar~da, Caekwar of;
Gonda!, HoHo Maharaja of
Indian railways, how fmanced, II5-II6
Indian Reforms Committee, the, 3 r6
Indian Opinion, cited by Gandhi, 473; on legislation in So Africa, 475
Indian Spectator, the, incorporates The Voice of India; 216; Martin Wood's and
Malabari's contribution to, 295, 300; an appeal fQr funds for Dadabhai o
in, 324
Indians in South Africa, reasons for their settlement, 463; • disabilities of, 408,
464-465, 469, 470, 471, 474, 526; measures taken by the Bd!:ish High
Commissioner to ameliorate the condition of, 46~; equality ~f treatment
demanded for, 466; disfranchisement of, in Natal and CapeoColony, 468,
470; evidence of cleanliness of, 469-470; compulsory rsgistration of, 475,
·
476. See also South Africa
Indu Prakash, the, cited, 142
000
•
]ilternational Socialist Congress, 430
Investor's Review, the, 94
Iran, condition of Parsis in, 67-68; a deputation to the Shah· of, 68; wish of the
Shah to decorate Dadabhai, 373; question whether expens~ of his visit
should be borne by India, 382
•
0

Ireland, England's treatment of India and, compared, 296

··
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•
Irish Home Rule Bill. Sje Home Rule Bill
Iyer, -sir K.
I

.

Sasha~ri,

Dewan of Mysore, 447 _

Jacob, Edward, 258, 259
Jagailllath Shankersketh, supporter of female education, 46; a memorial to,
• 79. 89-90
Jahangir, the Emperor, 21, 22
Jal, Dadabhai's grandson, 187, 509; his congrat~latory letter, 521; his dream,
521; his death, 521
James, Sir Henry, 356
Jamnabai, Maha Rinee Saheb, her adopted son, ~77
Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, Sir, his birthplace,.2o; sympathizes with Dadabhai's efforts
for reform, 49, so; secedes from_ the Bombay Association, 58; his Muhammadan partner, 62; stormy incident at a meeting in his castle, 89-90;
letter from, 223
Javerilal Y ajnik, 3~
J~sh1., M. B, N am, 3I2
Juriagadh, cordial reception of Dadabhai at, III; the Nawab Saheb of, congratulates Dadabhai, 281
Jus4ice, 293, 399; H)llndman's contributions to, 294; Dadabhai disagrees wft:h its
aims, 400

.

. .

'

Kabraji, Kaikh~s;u Naoroji, editor of the Rast Goftar, 62, 222; letter from, 222;
his opl'ositi:n to Congress, 308
Ka~a, Ardeshir, ~grandson, 184
• Kamb!e, Mr:, sos
·
Kapadia, Jamshedji Pallonji, accompanies Dadabhai to Europe, 77; a partner in
Dadabliai Naoroji and Co., 78; warns Dadabhai against helping Kars~das; 93 .Karaka, Dossabhai Framji, 67
Karsandas Madhavji, 93
Karsandas Mulji, 67•
Kavasji Ellkllji Khambatta, 35
Kazi, Shaha«iuddin, Revenue officer at Baroda, 146, 156; resigllS his po.st, 172;
Dadabhai's reproiches to, 256
Keay, Seymoirr, M.P.,
for India, 225; sails
to India with Dadabhai,
, .his sympathy
.
.
343; takes part m the Indian Budget debate, 350, 352
.
Keene, J. H.;3r6
Keith, Major J. B., 446
....
Kershasp, Dadabhai's grandson, 187; his grandmother's prophesy concerning.,.
187; his war services, 187-188
Khadak, .Oadabhai's birthplace, 19
'
Khanwalkar,"brother-in-law of Mulharrao, 164
Kh:l)Jarde, an extre;nist in Congress, 504·
Kharkar, courtier ot Mulharrao, 171

.
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•

Khetwady, Dadabhai's residence at, 342
Khorshed, Dadabhai's granddaughter, 1S7, 33S
Khunderao. See Gaekwa,r Khunderao
Kilbracken, Lord. See Godley, Sir John Arthur
Kimberley, John Wodehouse, Earl of, his views on India and Indians, 231-232;
•his s~pport of Dadabhai as M.P., 326; undermines the Act of rS70, 3S6;
on civil and military expenditure, 455
•
King, Sir Seymour, 32S-329
Knight, Robert, editor of The•Times of India, 90, of the Indian Ecdnomist, 120;
his sympathy with Indian questions, 206
Kruger, Stephanus Johannes Paul, President of the Transvaal, 464

•

Labour Party, the, in Lambeth, supportS Dadabhai, 4SI; Dadabhai declares his
adherence to, 4S6
Lahore, the National Indian Congress meets at, 33S, 344; Dadabhai's enthusiastic
•
reception at, 345, 346
Laing, Samuel, 225
•
• •
Lakshmibai, Gaekwar Mulharrao's infatuation for, IS3; her interests watched by
Wadia, 176; her son, 177
Lalkalt:a, D., 520
Lambeth District Trades and Labour Council, 4S 5-486
Lambeth Mercury, the, 4S6-4S7
Lambeth, North. See North Lambeth
• •
Land Purchase Bill, the, discussed, 236; supported by Dadabhai; 2~1
Land Revenue System in India, the, Romesh Dutt's complaint:of, 5e3
Lansbury, George, the Rt. Hon., M.P., 429
Lawrence, John Laird Mair, Lord, 128
Lawson, Sir William, M.P., 291
Leeds Mercury, the, 279
Legislative Council of India, the, Dadabhai's opinion of, 207; the need for
reform of, 249
·Lethbridge, Sir Roper, 225
Liberal and Radical Association, the. See United tiberal and•Radical Association
Liberal Party, the, Dadabhai complains of his treatment by, 4S7-4S8 • •
Liverpool Athenaeum, the, Dadabhai on the Council of, So
•
Liverpool Literary and Philosophic Society, the, "Dadabhai a member of and
contributor to, So
• London Indian Society, the, foundation of, 97; its lirnitatiom, roo; resolution
moved by Dadabhai at, in rS97, 395-396; Dadabhai's toast atothe annual
dinner of, 404-405; Dadabhai presides at a meeting of, 421; protests
• against India's maintaining troops in S. Africa, 423; the use of force
deprecated by, 44o; protests against Lord Curzon's refusal to receive the
President of Congress, 451; Dadabhai's final send-offlly, pos!Poned, so8;
its farewell address to Dadabhai, 509; Dadabhai becomes Hon. President
:·
•
of, 509
London Institute of Bankers, the, 339
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London' MuniCip~l Re~ol!n League, 339
London Zoroastrian Astociation, 84
Loreburn, Lord. See Reid, Sir Robert Threshie
Lutyens, I;ady Emily, S33
,
Lyttelton, the Rt.-' Hon. Alfred, Colonial Secretary, approached on the question
~
oflndians:in S. Africa, 472; misinterpretation of his dispatch, 475
{Lytton;'"Edwarc:t~Robert~Bulwer, Ead of; his .Viceroyalty" a .time,,of,.glo~,.(or
• India,-,I9J.t44.t;,,£ite.d on England's attitude to India, 212, 397
·•

•
Mabbs, the Rev.:Goodev:e; 359
Macaulay, Thomas Babu;_gton, Lord, 33; cited, 329
Macdonald, Johti, 237
Mackichan, the Rev. Dr. D., his tribute-to Dadabhai, 536-537
Mackintosh, Ja~~s, 101
'
Maclean, J. M., 225
Maddy, John, 483
¥adhavrao, Sir T~ 3 I 8, 38 8
Mahajan S~ha of Madras, the, 404
Mahomed Ameeq. Rogay, 58
Mahomedally Rogey, his Parsi partner, 62
•
•M~inwaring, tht; H~n. W. F. B. Massey-, 370
Malabari, Behrainji M., manager of The Voice of India, 216; Sir George Bird.
wood's .stricty.res on, 229; his: support of Dadabhai's Parliamentary
candidatJ.Hi, 247, 248; urges r:)adabhai's return to Bombay, 249; his
concerti. fo10 Dadabhai's fmanc~al position, 250, 320, 322, 324, 325;
corres.t'ond,ehce between Dadab~ai and, 268, 273, 274, passim; Dadabhai
• counsels moderation to, 300
• MalcoJm, John, 435
Malaviya Mad,a11,Mohan, Pandit, 379
Mallet, Mrs. Chatles, 409 ·
·
· Mallett, Sir Louisi 292
.Manchester Co'tt9n Su~ply Association,: the, So
Manchester District Society foJ:,the Protection of Native Races, 408
Manche;ter Guardian," the, 237, 457
( Mandlik, ~ao Saheb, Vishwanath, 146
i Manekbai (Maki), Dada.bha~'s. daughter, 184, 257, 537; her success in medicine,
186; h~r martiage, 186, 391; her children, 187; letter from, 258; nurses
her father,:.)II
',
·
Manekbai, mother of Dadabhai, 19, 87; her devotion to her son, 26; fails to
incitt! her. son to make a bigamous marriage, 85-87; goes to England,
92; her grclndchildren, 187; her death, 188
• •· ·
Manibhai, assistant to Colonel Phayre,•r6r; recommended as.Karbhari, 163
Mansukhlal Nazar,'f7I
Maratha, the,.3 u '
[, Marriot, Saville, 190
r . Mask, Kavasji Edt(lji, 35
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Masani, M. R., 429
Master, Bomonji Pestonji, 35
Master, Edulji Nasarwanji, 7S
Max-Muller, Professor Frederick, So
Mayo, Richard Southwell Bourke, Earl of, Viceroy and Governor-General of
India, 122; his opinion on taxation in India, 12S, 129; his efforts to reform
/ •Indi:fn fmance, 130
Meherbanoo, Dadabhai's granddaughter, rS7, 5II
tMehta, Pherozeshah, an asso<iate of Dadabhai, 76, 317, 414; his tribute to
Dadabhai's work, II2-II3, 224; his assistance invoked, 306, 30S; welcomes Dadabhai at Bombay, 342; a witness before the Royal Commission,
3So; presents a memorial to Lord George Hamilton, 471 ; degree proposed to be conferred on, by the Bombay University, 536; his death, 536
Mehta, R. D., 250, 320
Military expenditure. See Indian military eXpenditure
Milner, Alfred, Viscount, his views on •the Irish question and on India,
236; misinterpretation of his dispatCh regarding Indians in S. Africa,
/
475
•
•
Minto, Gilbert John, Earl of, Viceroy ofindia, his reform&, 516, srStDadabhai's
letters to, srS, 519, 524
Mobeds, priests, 21; of Udwada, tenacity of, 223; their dispute with Navsari
.
pnests, 223
Modi, Dr. Sir Jivanji, 22
Moffat, the Rev.]. S., 40S
Monteagle, Thomas Spring-Rice, Lord, 59
Moos, Ardeshir, rS4
Morgan, Captain Hill F., Commandant at Purandhar, S9
Morley, the Rt. Hon. Arnold, recognizes Dadabhai as an effective Liberal, 267;
his attitude towards Dadabhai's candidature at Finsbury, 270; funllshes
statistics of Frontier Wars, 42 I
Morley of Blackburn, John, Lord, on the Proclamation of rS33, S3; his remarks
on Lord Salisbury's description of Dadabhai, 265; unseated, 370; receives
a deputation from Indians in S. Africa, 477; his.reforms in India, 516,.
srS, 522; Dadabhai's letters to, srS, 519, ~~4
Morning Post, the, 27S
.
Mudaliyar, Ramaswamy, 225
Mudholkar, R. N., 3 ro, 404
•
•
/Muhammadans, rupture between Parsis and, 62-64; 6s; their. reason:; for opposing
simultaneous examinations, 256; difficulties with, in <;ongress, 302, 303;
•
propaganda to s'ecure; for Congress, 304; Dadabhai's efforts to rouse
patriotism in; 306
.. ·• Muk.erjee, Raja P. Mohan, 377
tfulharrao. See Gaekwar Mulharrao
Mulla Hoshang, 22, 24
Mulla Jamasp (Chandji Kamdin), a noted perfumer, tradition r~garding, 21,
22-23; descent of, 23, 24
•
Muller, Robert, M.D., 299

.
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Mullick, Dr. Sarat, l}is•prophecy concerning Congress, 405; his reception in
honour of Dad!ohai, 412-413
Munro, Thomas, cited, 435-436
Mtirison,.Professor A." F., 405
Mutmy, the, 59, 82; causes of, 383; treatment ofindia after, 383
Milzumdar, Ambika Charan, so4
.
Nl.yer, Horatio, selected as Liberal candidate for North Lambeth, 4~9; re\urned;
491

'•

,Mysore, maintenance 'of an Indian dynasty in, 1te3. 384, 443; financial prosperity
of; assured, 38 5 ; Dadabhai's remarks on· the adrillnistration of, 447-448

Naria Moroji, Dadabhai's offer to, 146
Nana Saheb, Gaekwar Mulharrao's favourite, 150; offers to leave Baroda, 171
Naoroji, Adi (Ardeshir), Dadab~ai'; son, in England, .92, 184; studies medicine
',
at Bombay, 184; a keen sp?rtsman, 184; his relations with Dadina, 184185; his wife, 185-186, 28~; his children, 186, 187, 338; his medical
• • appointm&t, 186; letter from, 287-288; his sisters, 288; sudden death of.
33~ his widow's post in Cutch, 346
Naoroji, Dadabhai..See Dadabhai Naoroji
Naoroji, Dhanjibhoy. See Dhanjibhoy Naoroji
•
Nargiz, Dadabhai't'granddaughter, 187, 507
Nariman Hoshang, 67
Nasrull~, Prince. See Iran, Shah of
.
'Natal, ¥J.-ti:e.nment 9f Indians in, 464, 465, 473; Lord Ripon's letter to the
'
Governmettt of, 467; thanks of British Indians resident in, to Dadabhai, ·
471; ~eastires taken against Indians in, 467, 470, 471, 473
·
1
N:i,fal Indian Congress, founded by Gandhi, 467
Naticmal Democratic League, the, Dadabhai. Vice-President of, 430; North
Lamb&h branch of adopts Dadabhai as candidate, 481
National Indian Association, the, So
N~tional Liberal Club, the; espouses Dadabhai's cause, 272
_
Na~onal Liberal Fedw:ation, the, its attitude towards Dadabhai, 259; urged to
support Dad.abhai's cail6lidature, 272; funds needed for, 48i
Natioaal Liberal and Radical Union, the, hostile attitude of, towards Dadabhai,
•

0

272,273

'

Nationallfnion of Womeq's.Suffrage Societies, the, Dadabhai a supporter.of, 339
Native Education Society, ,the, established, 33; Dadabhai's education under, 27,
34

I

•

NatitJ,e Opinion, cited, II3
Native States, the, representation of, in Congress, 301-302
Natu brothers, the, 396, 401
• • · ·.
Navsari, home of.Dadabhai's ancestors, 20; history of the name, 20; famous for
perfumes, 21; summer residence of Mulharrao, Gaekwar; 150, 153
Nawab Fateh Nawaz Jang, Home Secretary, Hyderabad, Deccan, 281
Na;arana, in Baroda, 156, 157, 166
Nehru, Jawaharla1',:cited, 499
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New India, 532
New York Herald, the, 394
Nightingale, Florence, 277

•
•
•

North Lambeth, Dadabhai adopted as Parliamentary candidate for, .481; the
constituency contested by Dadabhai, 433; three candidates in, 487, 489;
slanderous attack on Dadabhai in, refuted, 498
North'tam~eth Labour and Progressive Association, inaugurated, 483; Dadabhii
• President of, 48 3
'
Northbrook, Thomas George liaring, Earl of, 397; cited by Dadabhai, 383
Northcote, the Rt. Hon. Sir Henry Stafford, approves of simultaneous examinations for the Indian Civil Service, 104; proposes the Act of 1870, 386
Norton, Eardley, 310

O'Connor, T. P., 26
O'Donnell, C.]., 444
Old Age Pensions, 430
Opium trade, the, Dadabhai reftises to accept profits on, 74; Dfdabhai's stric~e~
on, and his crusade against, 208, 316, 359-362, 424; a deba~ on, 291;
Society for the Suppression of, formed, 360; legal resttictions with regard
• to, 360-361; a Commission reports on, 362
,.
Orange River Colony, the, treatment of Indians in, 464, 472
Orlebar, Arthur Bedford, Professor at Elphinstone Institute, 34; his p~ophec;r
regarding Dadabhai, 36
Owen, W. Hanmer, 489, 528

. ..

.. .. .

•
Pal, Bepin Chandra, speaker in Dadabhai's Lancashire campaign, 407; an extremist in Congress, 504
Palitana House, Dadabhai's death at, 538
Pall Mall Gazette, the, supports Dadabhai's candidature, 243
Panchayat, the, Parsi Council of Elders, 48; declines to· co-operate with reformers,
49; loss of authority by, 86
Parikh, J. M., speaks for Dadaphai in North Lambeth, 433 ;.succeeds Dadabhai
as President of the London Indian Society, 509
.
Parsi Dramatic Society, the, Dadabhai's interest in, 69
•
Parsi Matrimonial Laws, 77, 86
Parsi priests of Navsari, tenacity of, 223; their rivals, 223
• Parsis, the, exodus of, from Iran, 19, 345; influence of, on trad~ and religion, 20;
hold fast to their faith, 38; the1r toleration of Christians, 39; oppose
attempts at religious reform, 47-49; schools for girls of, inaugurated, 45;
...•
characteristics of, 48-49; a rupture between Muhammadans and, 62-64,
• 65;
petition of, to the Governor of Bombay, 66; disahilities of, in Iran,
67-68; Dadabhai contributes to funds raised for, 7():, Dadabhai's paper
on, So; in England, Dadabhai's efforts for, 84; emancipation of women
of, 91; fire, a symbol to, 278; their attitude to the Indian National Gongress, 301, 303; Sir W. Cavanagh's opinion of, 232 :-

.

...

'INDEX

Pa;sfieid, Lord. See W ~b. Sidney
Patel, F. S., a friend ofDadabhai, 324
Patriotic Fuild, the, supportered by Indians, 70
Patton, PmfessorJoseph, President of the Students' Literary and Scientific Society,
43; his memory perpetuated, ·69
·
. I!aul, Herbert, his resolution re simultaneous examinations, 334, 337•
Payinaster, R. B., 349
•
Pea;son'sMagazine, 451
Pearson's Weekly, 336n.
•
Peas~. Joseph, 362
Pedder, W. G., I.C.S., 22'8n., 229
Pedlar, Robert, 298
Peel, Sir Robert, 484
Peile, Sir James, 454
Pdly, Sir Lewis, Special Commissi9ner in Baroda, 167, 172, 173, 174; popularity
of, i69; upholds the Dewan'~ authority, 170; a candidate for Parliament, 225
Pennington, James Burn, 528
er>ooton, Captain•Frederick Thomas, M.P., D~dabhai's opponent at Finsbury,
27~, 283; his petition for scrutiny, 282, 283, 323, 325, 343
Perin, Dadabhai's granddaughter, 187
' P&rry, Sir Erskin-. President of the Board of Education, offers financial s.tpport
' :
to Dadabhai, 37; member of the India Council, 39; his opinion ofDada:Jlhai's ·services for his country, 39; failure of his proposal to appoint ·a
conim.ittee of women, 46-47; supports a petition of the Bombay
Associ~tion, '59; his friendship for Dadabhai, 82, 104; consulted by
DacW>hai;-'141, 143; commends Dadabhai's work in Baroda, 18o; Dada'
.bhai's co~e.spondence with, 197; his sympathy with India, 206, 441
Pestonji, Dr. Palanji, 175
·
Petit', Sir J:?iitshaw Manockji, Bt., his connection with the Bombay Presidency
Association, 317, 344; Dadabhai unveils a portrait of, 344
Phayre, C~lonel Sir Robert, Resident at Baroda, instructions to, 140; opposes
the app'aintment of Dadabhai as Dewan, 141-142, 161, 163, 164, 166; his
hostility towatds Dadabhai, 145, 146-147, 148, 150, 153, 154, 160, 180;
'his recall dt:manded, 'f66-167; recalled, 148, 167, 168; Lord Salisbury's
• sllrictures on the conduct of, 168; Mulharrao, 'Gaekwar, suspected of
att(¥npting to poison, 169, 173-174, 177
.
Phear, Sir John Budd," sympathy with India, 225; letter from, 298
Pherozeshali Mehta. See Mehta, Pherozeshah
Pioneer, the, 337 r
.
·
Plague, tht!, in India, Dadabhai's opini~n of the cause of, 394, 396
Plowden, Sir William Chichele, 225
Polak, H. S. L., Hon. Secretary of the British Indian Association, 477; vir,it;·"
Dadabhai ~t Versova, 478
Pollen, Dr. John, 528
Poona, riots in, 401n., 524; the plague in, 402; panic in, 403
. -Pd!itans, Mrs., 29 •• ·
Potter, The Right 'Reverend Cadman, 445-446
T
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Potter, Thomas Bayley, Hon. Sec. Cobden Club, 235, ~3'7
Poverty and un-British Rule in India, 2II, 212-213, 520 •
Pratt, Hodgson, his advice to Dadabhai re entering ParlialJlent, 231; an advocate
of self-government in India, 236; his support of Dadabhai's candidature,
243. 244
Prichard, J. T., II6, II7
Prithi~i Ch!ndra Raj, 394
Publoic Service Commissions, the, of 1886, Dadabhai's evidence before, 2ss;
defection ofNative mefilbers in, 318; report of, 318; of1913, information
to be supplied to, 527
Purandhar, an unfortunate incident at; 88-89
Rahe Rastnumae Zorathustrian Sabha, 49
Rahnumae Mazdayasnan Sabha, the, its pur~ose, 48, so; Dadabhai secretary of,
48, 65; work effected by, 49; jubilee of,

so

Ramkrishna Bhandarkar, 42, 72
•
Ramlal Thakoreseedas, 58
Ranade, Mahadeo Govind, 146; member of the Legislative CJluncil of Bomln)1
225; asked to give evidence before the Royal Commission, 3l!o; unveils
Dadabhai's portrait, 424-425; his death, 425; his reveren~e for Dadabhai, 425
Ranji~inhji, Kumar Sri, ofJarnnagar, raises a fund for plagu~sufferers, 394-3~;
Dadabhai's letter to, 443
•
.
•
Rast Goftar, the, 193, 222; started and edited by Dadabhai, 35, 61;62, 64, 6s·; its
later history, 66--67; Dadabhai's disappointment with its policy, JCll
Ratcliffe, S. K., 314
•
·-•' . .
Rayats in India, how exploited, 331
•
•
Reay, Donald James Mackay, Lord, Governor of Bombay, in;,ites Dadabhai to
join the Legislative Council, 224; his friendship for, and assistance lo,
Dadabhai, 228, 272, 275; his support of Congress, 303
Reid, Professor RichardT., 34
Reid, Sir Robert Threshie, his advice to Dadabhai, 235, 236, 237; the Indian
Parliamentary Committee formed on a suggestion by, 336
Revenue officers in Bombay, 183
Reynolds Weekly, 244
•·
Rights of Labour, the, a pamphlet by Dadabhai, 430
. •
Ripon, George Frederick Samuel, Marquess of, succeeds Lord Lytton;s Viceroy,
his administration commended, 214, 217, 218,.219: 224; a plea for extension of his office, 217; opposition to his llbert Bill, 217, 218; resignation
of, 219; appreciation of his services to India, 219; a memorial to, 219220; his support of Dadabhai's candidature at Finsbury, 237\ 272, 274,
275; Dadabhai's correspondence with, 248; his tribute· to Dadabhai's
...•
character, 266-267, 271; director of the Liberal Party, 272; treatment of
by Europeans in India, 294; approached on behalf of Indians inS. Africa,
465,466,467
Roberts, Frederick Sleigh, F.M., Earl, 457
Rogers, Victor, his opposition to Dadabhai in Lambeth, 483i alters his attitllde
towards Dadabhai, 490
••

..

. INDEX

Ro~eb~ry, Sir Archib4l<f!>hilip Primrose, Earl of, ~71, 275, 438
Rowland, James, 276 •
Roy, Raja Ram Mohun, II3
Royal CQi:nmissrons-:
· on the services in India, 526 .
to inquire into Indian expenditure, 350, 355, 367; Dadabhai's labours for,
•
375, 480; constitution of, 375, 454; witnesses ·collected
D!ldabhai
for,. 38o; Dadabhai's evidence 'before, 387-388, 48o; majority ~~eport
of, 388-389, 414,416, 423; minorityereport of, 389-391; Dadabhai's
.•
opinion of its result, 391
.
.
Rupee, the, diminution in value of, 328; battle regarding," 330-335; ratio of,
fixed, 330
Russell, Edward, 296
.
Russell, George, Under Secretary o( State for India, 326, 329
Russia, her Asiatic Empire, 357; Britain's fear of aggression by,· 357, 358;
•
Dadabhai's views on the atdtude and government of, 357, 444; her secret
societies, 359; a constitutional representative system granted to, 500
compare~ith India, 500
'
Ryan, Sirllldward, 59

ty

•

St. ;Albans, Dapa~ai proposed as a candidate for, 238
St.Jaff7J!s's Gazette, the, 337
St. St~phen's Review, 278-279
Salal: Jung,' M!i\\'ab, "Sir, 305
Salisbury, Mirqeris of, his remarks on the conduct of the Resident of Baroda,
' ]68; hls unWitting support to Dadabhai!s cause, 263, 343; exception taken
to his indiscreet remarks, 265-266, 271, 273. 280, 343; his invitation to .
• Qadabhai, 285; Dadabhai's generosity to, 344; quoted by Dadabhai, 397,
4o9, 444,; his suggestion for the division oflndia into states, 443
Salt-tax, the, revenue produced by, 319
Samachar Darpan, the, 64 ·
Sarosh, Dadabhai's gJandson, 187
Sarvaj:mlk Sabha,.the, 450 • •
Satyt!fraaa in South Africa, the, 463, 468, 479
Sayajirao; .sir. See Gaekwar Sir Sayajirao
Schnadhorst, ,F.,. org<tnizipg officer .of the National Liberal Federation, 259.
273; · compares .the two candidates for Central Finsbury, 265; his
·vacillating attitude towards Dadabhai, 260, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271,•
272
Scobie, A:, 350
Sedition Law, the, remarks ofDadabhai and Lord George Hamilton on, 458, 4~9· ·· Sen, Narendranadl, 372
,
·
Serjeant, Sir Charles, Chief Justice, Bombay, 343
Shastree B~l Gangadhar, 3I
Shepton Mallet, 4~7
Shirin, Dadabhai's daughter, 92, !84
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Shore, Frederick, 456
Sieger, J. R., 481
Sisoti School. See Elphinstone Institute
Slagg, J., his sympathy with India, 225; his advice to Dada.bhai, 234, 23,5, 237
Smith, Frank, 491
Smith, Robert, Advocate-General of Bengal, 101
Smith, ~anu!H, M.P., a lifelong friend ofDadabhai, 81, 288, 326, 498; a chanipioh
• of the temperance movement, 81, 362,363, 365; his sympathy with Intlia,
286, 288, 289, 290; pillor~ed by Grant-Duff, 289; his help acknowledged,
309; his resolution on Indian expenditure, 350, 351-354; his first-pand
knowledge ofindian affairs, 351; his tribute to Dadabhai, 498; his death, 81
Social Reform, Dadabhai a pioneer of, 42, 91; Zoroastrian, workers for, 43;
Hindu, difficulties besetting, 43. See also Education; Emancipation of
women; Parsi marriage laws
Socialists, the, Dadabhai's supporters among;398; Dadabhai's sympathy with, 429
Society for the Suppression of the Opium Trade, the, formation of, 360;
Dadabhai's views on its scope, 361
•
Society of Parsis, 91
Sorabjee Shapurjee Bengalee, 67, 138, 143, 146
Sorabji Burjorji, 23, 24
Sorab.ii Jehangir, 264
Sorabji Shroff, 30
- ,
South Africa, treatment of Indians in, 4Q8, 423, 526; a protest agai,nst .th!!
maintenance by India of troops in, 423· See also Indians in South Africa
South Hackney, Dadabhai invited to stand for, 480
•
··.! '
Spectator, the, 58, 278
•
Spensley, the Hon. Howard, 258
••
Stanley, Edward Henry, Lord, Secretary of State for India, 8r, 238
Stead, W. T., 521
Stocqueler, J. H., 158
Stovell, Dr. M., Secretary to the Board of Education, 40
Stri Gnyan Mala, the, 77
Students' Literary and Scientific Society, the, replaces the N,ative Literary Society,
43; its regulations, 43-44; its vernacular br~tJ.ches, 44;jubilee celel:Jrations
of, 51; a musewn added to, 68-69; its appreciation ofDadabhai,.72; its
girls' schools, 90
· •
Swadeshi (Protection) Movement, the, benefit of, .419; advocates of. 499, 504;
Dadabhai's justification of, as a forced necessity, 502; .a swadeshi wnbrella
presented to Dadabhai, 505
Swaraj, self-government, a demand for, 428, 431, 441, 499, 500, 501, 502, 503;
the dream ofDadabhai's life, 532
•
.. ··Swinny, S. H., 314, 490
s-ydenham, George Clarke, Lord, favours a proposal to confe' a knighthood on
Dadabhai, 374; greets Da.dabhai at Bombay, 511; his.visits to, and sympathy with, Dadabhai, 520, 524, 526
Symonds, Arthur, of the National Reform Union, 234, 237; tries to fin~ a
constituency for Dadabhai, 480

•

•

.·

•

..

I·,

·INDEX

T:tnsa'Loan, the,.228, ~9. 231
·
..
Tata,J. N.,
Sir DfnshaWacha's connexion with, 250; a staunch supporter of
Dadabhai, 324; offers financial assistance to Dadabhai, 372; correspondence
with, 393, 448:...449; his death, 449
Taxatio~ u;_ India, a drain on its resources, 189, 192, 291; injustice of the method
of, 2oc), passim
.
"fay1er, William; II7, 125
•
•
•
Taylor, H. R.; 483
Te!ang, K. T.,
colleague of Dadabhai, Ill.250, 3i7; his assistance invoked,
.
'
306, )08
.
'
Tel;graph imd Cor~rier, the, 58
·
Temperance ~ovement, the, Dadabhal's support of, Sr, 362--366, 424
Temple, Sir Richard, Bt., unsympathetic towards Indian grievances, 225; takes
·. .f.f". part in the Indian Budget d~ba.te, 350
Thomson, ProfessorS. P., 3II
Cfil.<~k, Bal.._(;a~lgi!9~,.~P!~~-cgf.i~-,..s.f.,.~.Z·"'t~1-i::-R-t·~~qhai's let~er to, _450;
popular . candidate m 1906· for tlie Presidency of the Indian Nat10nal
Congres~ 494; his patriotic and conciliatory.speech,·-504
• •
Times, Jihe, its comment on Dadabhai's election as M.P., 279; Dadabhai's
contributio~s to, 327, 529; Dadabhai's retort to, 337
.
Times of India, th~, publishes tributes to Dadabhai, II4-II5, 51<?, 529; comment
•
of, on~abhai's appointment as D<!wan of Baroda, {42; its editors, .see
, .• • Kni~ht, Ropert; Wood, Martin
_
Tithal>Diidabhai at, r8o, 215, 222
• Tooley;· G. i'i'•· ;35i
Towers of Sileaee;, at Khergaum, 223; at Bombay, Dadabhai's body conveyed
.
to, 5'38 • •
Trans;,aal, the, ti:e~tmerit of Indians in, 464, 470, 476; petition of Indian merchants
_
• ;tainst restriction laws in, 466; position of Indians in, before and after
.
~e Br>er War, 472; measures taken against Indians in, 473, 476; Indians
\a, send a p~tition to Dadabhai, 478; oppos~tion unirldentured Chinese
labour in, 491
Treasurywalla, Dr. ~-, 508, 509
Trestrail; the Rev·: Fred, 299,
Tre~l~an, Sir Char~es, on Indian finance, u6, 122-124
Trevor, die Hon. A. C., 343
·
Tyabji, lJaruddin: 3a4, 317
Tyabji, Mr., barrister, 39.8 ·

zo,

a

..

Udwada: the. Parsi fire temple removed to: 23; priests at, accept Da~bhai's
arbitration, 223
.
.
•
United Indian ~atriotic Association opposes Congress, 305
United Liberal at~dRadical Association, adopts Dadabhai as candidate for Central
Fiasbury, 368; disputes in, with regard to Dadabhai's candidature for
North Lambeth, 481, 482, 483, 485, 488, 489; Dadabhai's opposition to,
•
481~482 ·:
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Veale, Dr. H. Prior, 469

• .

•

Veera Raghavachariar, his pamphlet, 303; instructions fro·m•Dadabhai to, 379
Vehar Water Works, the, Dadabhai's discoveries regarding_ the interest payable
on loan for, i8r; controversy with Government respecting, I~, 223;
memorial regarding the loan for, 228, 229, 23 r
Vernacular Press Act, the, 193
Verney, 'Capt!in, 225
Verso~, Dadabhai retires to, so, 478.523, 530, 538; a place of pilgrimage, 51, 526
Victoria and Albert Museum and,t;ardens, Bombay, the opening of, 77; a statue
to Jalannath Shankersketh proposed to be installed in, 90
·•
•
Victoria, Queen, at the opening of the Imperial Institute, 20; Proclamation of,
to India, 82, 102, 136, 525; deplores Lord Salisbury's remarks on Dadabhai,
266; her Diamond Jubilee, 394; Dadabhai's letter to, 394; death of, 460;
Dadabhai's comments on her prayer.[or her Indian people, 460
Voice of India, the, its object and scope, 2'i6; incorporated with the Indian
.
Spectator, 2I6; financial position of, 250.:251
Volksraad, the, its measures against Indians, 46.i; 466; its defmition of the term
"British subject," 470
•

•

Wache,.Sir Dinsha, 335, 414, 522; his "Reminiscences" cited, 34; his support of
Dadabhai's candidature for Parliament, 245; suggested~ecretary fo;
Dadabhai, 250; Dadabhai's correspondence with, 267, 270, 3<3~, 301, 3Q2, .
306, 307, 308-309, 310, 3II, 312, 316, 317, 318, 372, 375, 376:4ui'; 404,
440, 441, 449, 49::~,; begs Dadabhai to relate his experi~ces-:ta:M.l-' ., 343 ;
Hon. Sec. to the National Indian Congress, 344; Dadabh.i;s inStructions
to, 379, 380; a witness before a Royal Commission, 3~0~ 381~ 395.; disapproves of Mrs. Besant's League, 531,534
_ .. • •
•
Wadia, B. P., 531
\
Wadia, Rustomji Hirjibhai, 8r, 82
·
Wadia, the Hon. Mr. Justice B. J., 499
.J
Wadya, Hormusji Ardeseer, Sir, 524; Dadabhai's right-hand man at Baroda, 76,
145, 148, 153, 154, 155, 175, 178; at Puranbhar, 88; .Chief Magistrate at
Baroda, 146, 156, 157, 158; resigns his post, 1.q2; assists~ the deferrce of
the Gaekwar, 176, 177; his services on the Ripon Memorial F~, ~21;
Dadabhai's correspondence and relations with, 221-222, 391; 52i, 534
• Walton, J., 277
•
Ward, Mr., 206
Waterfield, Sir Henry, C.B., 228
Watkin, Sir R., 308
Watts; Isaac, his Impropement of the Mind, 34
:.. ··Webb, Alfred, 361
. W;bb, Sidney James, 248, 249
Wedderburn, Sir David, 197
Wedderburn, Sir William, Bt.,.mentioned, 57, 197, 250, 334, 403, 416:429, 433,
474, 481, 518; his sympathy with India, 222, 230, 246, 286; his friendsh4't
for, and support of, Dadabhai, 245, 246, 326, 373; PresiCll:nt of Congress,

..'
'

~

.-

.

INDEX

288;,.Chairnlin. of the British Committee of Congress, 307, 467, 468,

'533'; his fmancial help to India, .3 I4; Chairman of the Indian Parliamentary

Comm!ttee, ·336; !Hs,"'4Jle!J,..,()J!~~~~:))2~-~$~.Part in the Indian
·Budget debate, 350; ineffectually urges Dadabliai to accept a knighthood,
374; on the Royal Commission on Indian Expenditure, 375, 380; dis, ,.
satisfied with the majority report of the Commission, 3~; JVndman's
' ' opinion of, 4I I; reasons for his retirement from Parliament, 4i7; supports
Dadabhai at North Lambeth, 433, 486; attends.the·-twentieth me~ting of
the Indian NationaLCongress, •. 434; l&s work for Indians in S. Africa,
~
467; his tributes to Dadabhai, 487, '498, 510; refuses to preside over the
English diVision of Mrs. Besant's League, 53 I, 533; his·warning-against
• . ~reeking Congrej~--'.?.JJ"".,...,._-·.
Weekly News and Chronicle, the, 272
W~lby, Reginald Earle, Lord, Caatrman of the: Royal Commission on Indian
; , Expenditure, 367, 375, 37;1, 391, 454; supports the protest against India's
' troops inS. Africa being.$addl,ed with expenses of, 423
Western India, cited, 29
··
.
_'·
Wightman, VJ., a rival candidate to Dadabhai at North Lambeth, 482; hi~
· ' Jloposai to withdraw· on conditions, 48 3 ; decides to stand, 484; confirmed
~as candidate;48 5; his supporters' tactics against Dadabhai, 486, 487; his
·• , death,~
·
•
·Wildpore, nr'284
· Will~; .Freeman Freeman-Thomas, Earl of, 526, 527
W~drew,
206
'
_.....,. :':. .!':.!..
.
· WilsGn, Fret'1'-e, 9~
Wilson, t~ ~-John, D.D., 76
Wiriga~e Sir'~e, 332
.Wade
~S"~ ]<~28
Wt~de us~, Sir Philip Edmond, Governor of Bombay, I40
W · n's :r;;anchise League, the, 339
.
Woo , ~· editor ~f The Times of India, supports Dadabhai's candidatUre
·~r Parliament, 227, 243; his aympathy with Dadabhai and with India,
... 230, 252, 370, 49I; his correspo~dence with Dadabhai, 295, 440; Hynd. m:ij].'s ppitllon of, 3!1~; his appeal on Dadabhai's behalf, 488
WyBi~ I::'.(( S. W._, member of the National Liberal Association, 230; his
StJt>pon.of Dadabhai, 247
·
·
Wyllie; Sir Curzon,'"s2o ·

zartl:iost.Mobed, 20, 23
Zoroaster (Zarathushtra), prophet, his religion personified by Dadabhai, 538 •..
.Zoroastrian creed, the, purification of the, opposed, 47-48; society formeli to· ..expound-the tenets of, 48; complete restoration of, so; key-note of, I79;
teaching of, 282
ZoroastriiDs, the, their fear of Christian influence, 38 ; their subsequent toleration
•
of missiol}ary work, 3'9; in Iran, disabilities of, 67--68; bigamy, when
permitted"to, 86
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